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"1 .find your Litz Wound Coils
are by far the best."
"I have recently tested a ' five-
valver,' using your Six -Pin Coils,
and the results were simply
marvellous."
"The Lewcos H.F. Choke is the
most efficient Choke we have
tested."

The above extracts are typical of
the praise bestowed on I.ewcos

Products by expert experimen-
ters and amateur enthusiasts.

The superiority of Lcwc:s Pro-
ducts is due to the high-class

workmanship and fine materials
uccd in their manufacture.

Fit a Lewcos component when
building or improving your Set.

A fully descriptive leaflet of the
above components can be had

on rcquest.
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THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
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Church Road, Leyton, Lonlon, E.10.
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Always
guarantee
and you
times.
Dario

IMPEX

Dept.

ask your dealer for Dario. It is a
of all that is supreme in Radio Valves,

are perfectly safe in buying Dario at all
The following notice to the Trade proves

worth.

INDEMNITY BY
ELECTRICAL LTD.

Messrs. The Mullard Radio Valve Co. Ltd.
have recently published notices in the
trade press intimating that they intend to
take legal proceedings against retailers and
others who may infringe certain Letters
Patent owned by them, amongst which
are Letters Patent No. 283,941.
We are satisfied that the construction of
our well-known Dario Valves is not such as
to constitute an infringement of Letters
Patent No. 283,941, and we desire to give
notice to our trade friends that we under-
take hereby to indemnify any person who
may be sued for infringement of Letters
Patent No. 283,941 by the sale of our
Dario Valve in respect of any costs and
damages which may be awarded against
him provided that our Solicitors Messrs.
Philip Conway, Thomas & Co., of 80
Rochester Row, Westminster, London,
S.W.1, shall have the conduct of any action
brought to recover such damages.
For the purpose of enabling any retailer
conveniently to avail himself of the benefit
of this indemnity we are depositing with
our Bankers in England in the joint names
of ourselves and our Solicitors a large sum
of money to be utilised for the purpose of
making this indemnity effective.
In future, should any claim be made
against any customer of ours for infringe-
ment of Letters Patent No. 283,941 by the
sale of our Dario Valves, the document
containing the claim should be sent
immediately unanswered to our Solicitors
at the above address in order to obtain the
benefit of this indemnity and relief from the
trouble of conducting legal proceedings.

DARIO VALVES
Bivolt or Forvolt

UNIVERSAL) SUPER DETECTOR 616
RESISTRON ?- 5/6 SUPER POWER - 7 6
SUPER H.F. J HYPER POWER - 9,6

SCREENO DION 15/6

DARIO TRANSFORMER, Ratios 3-1 or 5-1 5/-
1)ARIO Non-Illicropbonic VALVE HOLDER ii_

:

E.11.

DA R I
VALVES

73e21-14,tay tis- a Statwits-...........--
Ask your dealer or write for Free Folder to

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD.,
J, 538 High Road, Leytonstone,

Telephone: Wanstead 2722.
_ .
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1 ILLUMINATED DRUM DIAL,
WITH EXTRA CONTROL, 8/6

?THE.REAL CRITICS
SUPPLIERS TO THE

1 LEADING SET MAKERS
OF THE COUNTRY
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'0005
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Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Actual Amplification--
- acid test o
a Screened
Grid Valve

Record low inter -electrode capacity
of new Cossor 215 S.G. ensures
highest effective amplification.

The inter -electrode capacity of a Screened
Grid Valve largely controls the actual ampli-
fication per stage that can be obtained. The
lower the self -capacity of the valve the
greater its available stage amplification.
Cossor research has been steadfastly focussed
on this vital problem. To -day the new
Cossor 215 S.G. has a lower inter -electrode
capacity than any other Screened Grid
Valve. This minute capacity-so small that
specially designed apparatus is necessary to
measure it -is of the order of -001 micro-
microfarads. Due to this - and to other
exclusive features such as a new box -type
screening grid-the new Cossor 215 S.G.
permits a degree of effective ampli-
fication which, a year ago, would have
been considered quite. impracticable.

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts,
-15 amp. Impedance 300,000.
Amplification Factor 330.Mutual Conductance

m.a./v. Normal working
Anode Volts 120. Positive
Voltage on
Screen (approx.)

0. Price

THE NEW

OSSOR
215 S.G.

HIGHEST ACTUAL AMPLIFICATION
A. C. Cossor Ltd., Ifighbury Grove, London, N.5.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

5701
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NEWS GOSSID  OF THE' wl--FK
ANOTHER SHOW

THE Berlin Wireless Exhibition is now
in full swing, and there, are busy

scenes both inside and outside the exhibi-
tion building, beneath the shadow of the
Witzleben aerial mast, Unlike our own
show, there is an outdoor section and there
is music and typical Continental gaiety
as an added attraction.

EINSTEIN SPEAKS
THE picture below shows Professor

Einstein, of " relativity " fame, speak-
ing before the " mike " at the opening of the
Berlin Show. It was not without difficulty
that the famous man was induced to speak,
and when he did so he produced a mild
upheaval by giving a short talk on wireless,
reproaching non -technical wireless enthu-
siasts. He started off by saying "There
are millions who thoughtlessly use wonders
of science and technology without having
grasped them intellectually any more than
a cow understands the botany of plants it
chews," which only shows that even
Einstein realises that wireless is now an
everyday thing !

BEING PATRIOTIC
MHE broadcasting of British dance
1 music in certain periods by Jack Payne

has already.. started. At present these
British dance -music half-hours are given in
the afternoon, but later they may appear in
the evenings, too. Of course, no one wants to
be too patriotic in these things at the expense
of quality (and there is plenty of room for
improvement in dance music, no matter
whether it comes from America or from
Timbuctoo), and if listeners become keen on
these "British" features, ihen it may mean
that the standard of our own dance music
will be improved. Jack has been counting
up the number of tunes he has played, and
for just over one month he finds 336
American tunes, z io British, and 18 of
Continental origin.

FOR HOLIDAY-MAKERS

A'
" A.W." representative, who (lucky

man !) is now touring Switzerland,
writes for the benefit
of other holiday-makers
about the supposedly
difficult business of
taking a portable set
abroad. The Swiss
officials are politeness
itself, he says, and
they ask that you de-
posit only a sum of 5o
francs, which they give
back-also very politely
-when you leave. If
you are staying for a
long time, and can give
a permanent address,
you must take out a
licence immediately and
deposit the equivalent
of about only i5s. 6d.

CI
CI

Einstein, of "relativity"
fame, was induced to
speak at the opening of
the Berlin Wireless Ex-
hibition. Here he is seen
in a characteristic atti-
tude before the " mike "

a
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OFFICIAL PRONUNCIATION
HOLIDAY-MAKERS who want to

appear " refained " while in strange
parts should take with them the new
"Broadcast English" book, published at
Savoy Hill, giving the recommended
pronunciation of more than 1,500 place-
names. Sir John Reith has an introduction
to this, and he pays tribute to the work of
the late Poet Laureate, the late Dr. Robert
Bridges, He also expresses gratitude to
Mr. Bernard Shaw, which is hard to under-
stand until one knows that " G.B.S." is the
new chairman of the B.B.C. Advisory
Committee on spoken English. Does
" G.B.S." agree with these pronunciations ?

HIGH -BROW VAUDEVILLE HOURS
"CAN'T somebody teach the B.B.C. the
proper meaning of the word 'vaude-

ville' ? " writes a South London reader.
"Some of the recent vaudeville hours
(which last only three-quarters of an hour)
have been too high -brow for words and,
apart froth the lightening influence of such
artistes as Mr. Flotsam and Mr. Jetsam,
the entertainment is, as heavy as the
Promenades." Our low -brow correspon-
dent should take up the gloves with our
programme critic, who, some say, has
high -brow fancies I But it is true that one
or two recent vaudeville hours have had
the " educational " touch about them.

NEXT WEEK : LOOKING FORWARD TO THE SHOW-THE SECRETS REVEALED
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NEWS 87) GOSSIP. OF THE  WEEK
A.C. OR D.C.

CAN'T this question be settled once and
for all? Which is better for radio

work, A.C. or D.C.? Alternating -current
mains are slowly spreading over the
country, and many old-fashioned D.C.
supplies are being changed-which causes
those in the change -over dis-
tricts to moan at their misfortune.
But A.C. has its advantages.
It is so "adaptable," and can
be stepped up and down for
H.T. and L.T., and even for
grid bias, without power loss :
which is more than can be said
for D.C.

ANNOUNCERS AND
SEX -ATTRACTION !
MANY tales are told at

Savoy Hill anent the pre-
sents sent by elderly spinsters
to "those dear announcers."
Are those same ladies pleased
at the new idea of having
women for some announce- '
ments ? We think not I, Yet it
is a good idea, and adds to
variety. The masculine B.B.C.
tones were getting too , re-
fined and too familiar to our

BROADCAST GRAMOPHONE
RECORDS

OUR programme critic has remarked on
the skilful way in which gramophone

records are worked into radio -play " effects"
to give the impression of an orchestra.
That is so. Probably you've, noticed it.

-Continued

extensive use of records in radio drama.
But there should be a Society for the
Prevention of Broadcasting One Record
Dozens of Times ! One record, which had
best be nameless, sounds well overdue for
the scrap -heap 1

Miss Beatrice Harrison the famous 'cellist, and her sister Miss May
Harrison who broadcast recently from the Queen's Hall. The

photograph was taken at their home at Oated, Surrey.

ears, and a change was overdue. Without
disrespect, have you noticed how same-ish
women's voices seem to be on the wireless ?
Broadcasting loses the character of the
feminine tones.

The B.B.C. engineers have greatly improved
the Savoy Hill arrangements for record
broadcasting, and the quality is infinitely
better. Also it is easier now to "fade" the
pick-up in and out : which accounts for the

THOSE JOKES
THE question has been raised

as to why so many jokes
are broadcast in which wireless
or listeners are made the butt,
on the same lines as mothers-in-
law, and kippers. Can any
vaudeville artiste say, please?
Jokes on wireless (not wireless
jokes) share with jokes on small
cars the prejudice of people who
know nothing of eithef. The
small car has saved and rejuven-
ated the motor industry, and
wireless listening is one of the
greatest boons of the age.
There is nothing humorous or
ridiculous about either.

IS IT A CONTROL ?
PLENTY of set makers are

adhering to the old plan of
labelling the reaction kncib
" Volume." This is quite a fallacy.

A volume control should be able to tone,
down the strength to a mere whisper, or
bring it up to maximum without any
distortion. Reaction controls don't do
that.

"SLAYTHWAYTE" or
"CASSLE STREET, Caasleford," said

the announcer.
I heard him broadcasting an S.O.S. from

one of the north of England stations
recently. Castle Street, Castleford;-was the
address.

Had the B.B.C.'s new handbook of
English place -name pronunciations then
been in existence one would have said that
the announcer was making an ingenious
effort to please two masters-the B.B.C.
Advisory Committee on Spoken English,
who have decided that castle is pronounced
" caasle," and the Northcountryman, who
says " cassle."

The differences between pronunciation in
the north of England and in the south ap-
pear to have caused the Committee on
Spoken English some little trouble. The
Committee (one presumes that its opinions
are reflected in Mr. A. Lloyd James's intro-
duction to the new handbook) favours the
southern pronunciations for place names.
In. Yorkshire'the first part of Glass Hough-
ton rhymes with "mass," but Mr.
Lloyd James writes that : " Glass Houghton
will be pronounced ' Glaas Howton' in the
southern way, but if the announcer happens
to be a native of the place and pronounces
it in the native way, he will be forgiven."

That is comforting for northern an-

"Slathwaite" ?
Puzzle for the Announcer

A Northern correspondent suggests
that the new B.B.C. handbook of
English place -name pronunciations
has placed the announcers in a

quandary

nouncers. But does it help them out of the
quandary into which this handbook must
have landed them ? On the one hand the
Committee recommends the southern pro-
nunciations. On the other, Sir John Reith
writes in a foreword to the handbook that
the B.B.C. is seriously concerned in this
inquiry into the question of pronunciation
because "It is at least desirable that these
names, when they. have to be pronounced,
should be pronounced in such a way as to
be immediately recognised by inhabitants
of the places mentioned."

North v. South
" Glass Howton " will be more instan-

taneously recognised by Glass Hough-
tonians than the drawling southern " Glaas
Howton"; " Newcassle " than " New-
caasle " ; " Slathwaite " than " Slayth-
wayte"; but the Committee is inconsistent
with the main idea of the inquiry (as ex-
pressed .by Sir John) and recommends the
pronunciations least familiar to local
inhabitants. It vindicates this recom-

mendation with the ingenious argument
that North of England place name pro-
nunciations are " peculiar to northern
English," and "announcers are not re-
quired to use northern English."

To add to the announcer's unhappy lot,
the Committee is not even consistent in its
inconsistency. It favours "Slaythwayte,"
not because southern English is (in its
opinion) standard broadcast English, nor on
considerations of "immediate recognition"
by local people, but simply because the
word looks like " Slaythwayte."

" So long as she looks like Slaithwaite,"
writes Mr. Lloyd James, "she must be
content to be called something like it."

Certainly, the handbook lays down no
rigid rule. It gives alternative pronuncia-
tions to many of the 1,500 place names
listed. Slaithwaite bids fair to become as
familiar a name as Daventry (for similar
reasons), so the Committee helps the
announcer by publishing the following
pronunciations of the name :

Slaythwayte
Slathwayte
Sloit
Slowit

Well, what do the announcers propose to
do about it?

"NORSEMAN"
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TESTING THROUG YOUR imaif

How to Localise Faults in any Receiver and Ensure Efficiency-By L. di. Chapman
THERE are quite a number of amateur

constructors who, having built up a
receiver; are unable to find and remedy a
fault in it.

I should like to show how, using the
simple set tester described last week, it is
possible to test an up-to-date type of three-

REACTION COIL

copper two feet square, buried some three
feet in the ground, with the earth wire
soldered to it, makes a good earth. I will
assume that the receiver has been wired
properly and that suitable valves have been
chosen, having impedances as originally
suggested by the designer. The valves, by
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valve set, localise faults and then also test
individual components. For the purpose I
have chosen a very popular receiver-the
James "Everybody's Three." I will
assume that an amateur has made this set
and fails to get satisfactory results from it.

Test of variable condenser for shorting
between plates

A moment's study of the circuit will show
that reaction is coupled into the H.F.
transformer. If the aerial and earth, with
which the set is used, has a high resistance,
poor reception will result. For a good aerial
and earth, use 7/22's stranded copper wire
or other multi -stranded copper wire, and
you will not be disappointed. A water -pipe
earth is not always a good earth. A sheet of

'PRIMARY
- COIL
.0.32 ..,0001

0+
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01171.3'

011T+2

This is an
example of a

typical 3 -valve
circuit showing
the connections

for stage -to -stage
testing

the way, govern the type of H.T. supply to
be used.

Choose your valves and add together the
anode current consumption of each. Then
choose your H.T. supply. Below, I give the
normal (recommended) discharge rates of

The windings of a transformer can be
tested in the manner shown above

the different forms of batteries used for
H.T. supply :-

Maximum
Type of Battery - Discharge Rate
Standard capacity dry -cell ... 6 to 7 m/a
Double capacity dry -cell ... ro to 12 m/a
Triple capacity dry -cell ... i7 to 20 m/a
Accumulator, 2,500-m/a-hour

capacity 22 to 13 m/a

Accumulator, 5,000-m/a-hour
capacity ... ... 20 to 25 MA

Accumulator 2o, 000-m/a-houp
capacity ... 45 to 55 m/a.
If the valves, batteries, aerial and earth

are beyond suspicion, turn attention to the
receiver.

There are three valve stages in the
receiver, the screen -grid H.F. stage, the
detector stage, and the L.F. amplifying
stage. The best course is to test each stage
individually.

The way to cut out the H.F. stage is to
connect the aerial, through a fixed con-
denser of small capacity, to the grid end of
the detector -valve tuning circuit. The
rheostat, controlling the filament current
for the H.F. valve, should be turned to the
" off " position. To cut out the L.F. valve,
connect a pair of phones across the primary
terminals of the L.F. transformer and pull
the L.F. valve from its holder.
The Detector Stage

The receiver is now reduced to a single
valve detector, with reaction on the aerial.
If the set does not work now, rotate the
reaction condenser to its maximum. If the
set squeals, it shows that the valve and
reaction circuits are working. Therefore,

A simple continuity lest of an H.F.
choke

suspect the grid condenser, grid leak,
potentiometer, and the H.F. (now aerial)
tuning coil and condenser. If the receiver
does not squeal, try changing over the L.F.
valve into the detector valve holder.

If even this valve will not give rise to a
squeal, suspect a fault in the detector valve
holder. Failure to trace a fault by inspec-

(Continued on next page)
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Some Notes on Present- day Short-wave Conditions

4=-WaVer m \ 1
BARNETT

WELL, it is certainly not safe to
prophesy anything about short-wave

wireless, nor is it safe to be optimistic when
receiving conditions happen to improve for
a short time ! The sudden strong improve-
ment in short-wave conditions mentioned
in the last of these notes died down almost
as suddenly as it arrived. At the time of
writing, W2 XAF is very poor and unre-
liable, W8XK has died down to a mere
whisper and it is only possible to distin-
guish W2 XAD's carrier wave with diffi-
culty. The lesser lights on the short-wave
dial have practically disappeared. 7LO,
once a strong signal, has not been heard at
all and even the transatlantic telephone
stations have been much weaker than usual.
The stations below about 20 metres have
remained about the same, .it is true, and
PMB on 14.5 metres has been very good,
so has its sister -station PLF.

Well Down!
By the way, PMB is the lowest 'phone

station that the writer can ever hear,
although plenty of code stations are heard.

There should be stations to be heard below
this, for there are several in some of the
published lists. Have any readers heard
G5SW on about 11..5 metres? It is
rumoured that this station is experiment-
ing on this wave. Zeesen has been much
the same as usual, although the time of its
fade -gut -is now getting earlier as the even-
ings get darker. To the newcomer to short
waves, it is rather mystifying to know that
European stations get fainter as darkness
approaches because of course on the broad-
cast receiver they become stronger as the
night becomes darker,. An American cor-
respondent has been making some observa-
tions on the strength of our own short-wave
station, G5SW. He states that this station
was at its best in the autumn of last year
and that from the end of last year signals
gradually became worse until at the present
moment, he says, it is practically impossible
to bring G5SW up to a really audible signal.
A slight improvement in the spring of this
year was not maintained.

I suppose that the average short-wave
receiver in England is a three-valver and

possibly, in many cases, consists of a broad-
cast receiver which has been adapted for
short waves by means of special coils, etc.

Larger Receivers ?
It would be interesting to know the results

readers have had using larger receivers,
because an extra stage can make all the
difference between weak signals and loud-
speaker strength. It really is worth while
to build an extra receiver, especially: for
reception on the short waves, and this also
has the advantage that one can experiment
with the short-wave receiver without inter-
fering with the family receiver Of 
course, there is always the higher cost of the
extra battery consumption if a large short-
wave receiver is used, but if each stage is
properly biased and due care is taken in the
design, there is no reason why the four or
even five -valve short-wave receiver should
not be an economical and very useful
proposition.

Despite the very erratic conditions pre-
vailing at present, there is generally plenty
to listen to on the short waves.

" TESTING THROUGH YOUR SET " (Continued front preceding page)
tion means that each component must be
individually tested. The Novel Set Tester,
described in last week's issue of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, will be of practical use in this
respect. The various components can be
tested through for continuity or short-
circuits as illustrated by the accompanying
diagrams.

A test of the insulation of a fixed condenser

The photographic illustration in the
heading of this article shows the method
and connections for testing an anode
resistance or grid leak.

If there is no fault in the detector valve
circuit, either the S.G. valve or the L.F.
valve can be brought into use. Add the
L.F. valve first, for' this valve will give the
volume for the final testing of the complete
three valver.

Replace the L.F. valve in its holder, dis-
connect the phones from across the
primary of the L.F. transformer, and con-
nect up the phones or the speaker across
the L.S. terminals of the set.

The set still refuses to work? First test
through the windings of the L.F. trans-
former for, continuity.. Defects in this
component cannot be rectified by the

amateur. Return it to the manufacturers
for repair or replacement. If there is no
fault traceable to this instrument, look to
the valve holder, especially the spring con-
tacts between the terminals and the sockets.

Take particular notice of the fixed by-
pass condenser, shown connected between
the anode and filament of the detector -
valve. If this condenser has a short
circuit, it will cause the H.T. battery to run
down.

To test a fixed condenser, use an H.T.
battery and connect' one battery terminal
to one condenser terminal. Now connect a
length of flexible wire to the other con-
denser terminal and allow it to make con-
tact with the other end terminal of the
battery. Leave the condenser for a few
minutes and then " short " it with the
flexible wire. A spark should be seen as
soon as the condenser is " shorted." Failure
to get a spark means that the condenser is
defective.

The S.G. Stage
There being no other components in the

L.F. stage, we will assume that the Det.
and L.F. part of the set is working properly.
It remains now to test out the S.G. stage.
Connect the aerial to the aerial terminal on
the set and switch on the filament current
to the S.G. valve by means of the rheostat.

If, by adding this valve, the receiver
stops working, test through the aerial -
tuning coil for continuity. Test also the
primary winding of the H.F. transformer
for continuity. The aerial -tuning condenser
should be tested for breaks between the

moving plates and the moving plate
terminal and for short-circuiting between
the two sets of plates. The aerial fixed
condenser and the screening -grid by-pass
condenser should be tested by means of the

A means of testing for continuity in a
tuning coil

H.T. battery process as previously ex-
plained. If the receiver still refuses to work,
use the test unit milliammeter and connect
it in the anode circuit of the valve. After-
wards' connect it in the screening -grid cir-
cuit, and determine, by the milliampere
readings, whether the valve is working as i
should.

The whole receiver has now been
systematically checked through and very
little has escaped notice. Any constructor
who takes his time checking through a
receiver in a like manner, should experience
no difficulty in tracing a fault. Should he
not do so, the best thing to do is to write to
the Information Bureau, explaining what
tests and results have obtained
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The radio link is used
between Northern stations
and 5XX on many oc-
casions, and how the poor

THERE was a time when every B.B.C.
station had a rebroadcast receiver,

sufficiently powerful to tune in 5XX, and
which could be used for picking up Daven-
try's programmes for rebroadcast should
the connecting land -lines break down.

Now, it is true that these rebroadcast
receivers came in handy on several occa-
sions; for instance, in the gales at the
early part of last year several cross-country
Post Office lines were blown down and, to
prevent a total cessation of broadcasting,
rebroadcast receivers were brought into
use.

For Economy
What Northern listeners are grumbling

about is that these receivers are not now
only used in cases of emergency, but are

Here is one of the " radio link" receivers by means of which the B.B.C.
guards against land -line breakdowns

frequently used on ordinary occasions
because of the economy resulting from the
saving of land -line expense. For instance,
when the Thanksgiving Service in St.
Paul's Cathedral was recently transmitted
all over the country, some of the Northern
stations used the radio link, and a number
of pleas were made about the quality-a
thing which should not have occurred in
such an important broadcast and when
no cuts should have been made for economy.

It is, of course, inevitable that, owing to
the difficulties of reception on the medium -
wave band, it should be 5XX which is
relayed, and not one of the medium -wave
stations. It is very doubtful whether a
reliable radio link service can be obtained
by relaying any station below r,000 metres,

A bird's-eye view of the top of the 5XX
aerial masts

for there is always a certain amount of
jamming and fading.

Even the long waves do not offer a com-
plete cure, for, apart from atmospherics,
which in summer months are particularly
noticeable on the long waves, listeners in
the early evening to provincial broad-
casters often notice a great deal of inter-
ference from Post Office stations.

Land -lines are
not perfect, and
the average lis-
tener would be
surprised if he
could know what
an immense
amount of tech-
nique there is in
the balancing -up
of lines to suit
broadcasting. A
difficulty is that,
while the B.B.C.
has an arrange-

ment with the Post Office, it does not always
have the same land -lines, and constant
rebalancing is necessary to get proper
results from new lines.

Improving Poor Lines
A land -line may not successfully carry

the lower frequencies; perhaps it will be
"dead" below ioo cycles. So, what hr,p-
pens is that a frequency -changer is con-
nected on the line at the transmission Qad
(generally Savoy Hill) and the whole tonal
range is shifted up so that the line can
carry it. A tone corrector on the other end
of the line brings the frequency range back
to its normal status. A great deal can be
done in this way to get good results out of
poor lines, and there is certainly no doubt

reproduction obtained in
this way is causing dis-
satisfaction is explained

by Kenneth Ullyett

that lines are better than the radio link,
although, doubtless, this was not always
the case.

It cannot be said that the radio -link
receivers are out of date, although they
were designed several years ago. The
receivers used 'are six-valvers having three
H.F. stages, with one screen -grid valve, a
"Kirkifier" detector, and three R.C.-coupled
L.F. stages. To these is connected a "B"
type B.B.C. amplifier. The rebroadcast
receiver is usually kept at one of the
engineers' houses some few miles away
from the transmitter and is operated from
the control -room of. the station by a
private line. To bring the whole receiver
into action it is only necessary to place a
plug in a jack in the control -room and this
switches on the whole of the battery sup-
ply. Accumulators are used both for H.T.
and L.T.

The Last of the Link
After taking into account the cost of

the installation of these receivers and their
maintenance (for the accumulators have
to be given regular attention and charging),
the overall expense is still less than that
of the hire of a land -line.

As the Regional scheme progresses it
will, doubtless, spell the doom of the radio
link; but it may be some years before the
scheme is completed, and Northern lis-
teners are in the interim agitating for the
abolition of the radio link-at the best, a
makeshift arrangement.

For Emergency
There is no reason why rebroadcast

receivers should not be kept at a's: stations
to guard against a national emergency and
a general breakdown of the land -lines. One
can never tell that there will not be another
General Strike, and in such an event the
radib link is much more difficult to disturb
than the line link.

But one does not look forward to
national emergencies, and there is no
doubt that for everyday workihg the
rebroadcast receiver is an anachronism.
Northern listeners are not getting proper
service when the radio link is in use.
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SETS OF DISTINCTION I

THE OSRAM
"MUSIC MAGNET4"

Good though the original Oman Music Mark was, it
has been entirely eclipsed by this year's production

FROM a modest though highly efficient
" three," the Osram "Music Magnet"

has blossomed forth as a "four" that sets
a new standard in kit -set construction.
I happen to know how peculiarly sus-
ceptible is the G.E.C. to listeners' needs;
with branches all over the country it
gets a wide view of broadcasting conditions;
it has been seen how powerful stations, as
at Brookmans Park, have rendered obso-
lescent sets that would, but for the
Regional scheme, have continued to be
used for a long time; it has visualised
the opening of the Northern Regional; of
a recrudescence of the troubles we Southern-
ers have had to overcome; and the result is
a courageous step forward-the produc-
tion of the "Osram Music Magnet 4."

Here is a fine new kit set that, as a com-
pletely assembled "four," can compete in
performance with many of the best
factory -built sets. The new "Osram Music
Magnet" is vitally different from its two
predecessors in having two stages of
screen -grid high -frequency amplification
instead of one.

Do my readers realise what a vastly
more difficult problem it is to design a set
with two screen -grid valves instead of one ?
To that fundamental difficulty is the
added handicap-from the designer's point
of view-that the set must be capable of
simple assembly by non -technicians. Well,
I take off my metaphorical hat to the
G.E.C.; for they have turned a handicap
into an asset, utilising the need for sim-

Both screen -grid and the detector stages are fully screened

plicity to produce as
fool -proof a set as any I
have tested.

I was favoured with
the very first model of
the " Osram Music Mag-
net" submitted to the
Press; SO AMATEUR
WIRELESS readers get
first impressions ! My
test was of an " Osram
Music Magnet" already
assembled, but a look over the construc-
tional chart reassured me that there are
no snags. Much of the wiring is done below
the metal base -plate.

Externally, the "Osram Music Magnet"
resembles last year's model; the same sort
of oak cabinet carrying a crystalline -finish
front panel is employed. Most of the sub-
sidiary controls have been removed from
the panel and fixed at each of the cabinet
ends.

,A Remarkable Achievement
Opening the lid, I really was thrilled at

the interior. Three large aluminium boxes
range themselves in line at the back. Each
one contains long- and short-wave coils
and a valve, leaving only the power valve
uncovered.

Just behind the panel on the left is
another fine piece of work-a three -gang
condenser unit; projecting from its right-
hand end is the tuning dial, calibrated in
medium and long wavelengths.

So, in spite of the three tun-
ing circuits associated with the
two screen -grid valves, there"
is only one tuning dial-a
remarkable achievement. I say
remarkable because the three
circuits do keep in tune, and
no subsidiary knobs have to be
turned. True, there are small
trimmers on top of the con-
denser unit, but they only
have to be adjusted once.

. With such enormous ampli-
fication before detection, some
form of volume control is es-
sential. In the " Osram Music
Magnet" it is provided by in-
cluding a variable condenser in
the aerial lead. This cuts down
the volume of the locals with
more complete success than I
had thought possible by this
method. And there is the ad-
ditional advantage that the
volume control is also a selec-
tivity control.

At the right-hand end of
the cabinet is mounted the
reaction knob, and near by

the wave -change knob. A rod runs right
along the underside of the base plate,
smoothly actuating switches under each
of the three coil boxes.

Starting at 9.45 p.m. one recent evening,
I was sufficiently late to experience a
"lively" ether. I suppose we all have our
favourite stand-by foreign stations; mine
include Rome, Milan, Turin, Toulouse;,
Budapest, Vienna, and Cologne. If a set
can get these at full loud -speaker strength
there is not much wrong.

It is a striking compliment to the
Osram "Music Magnet 4" that I did
not have to single out these stations to
test its ranging powers. What happened
was that, starting at Budapest, 95 degrees;
I came down the tuning scale through a
succession of loud, clear, interference -free
stations, the logging of which seemed like
a recital of the Prague Plan

Seldom on a battery set have I been able

The exterior of the Music Magnet is of
particularly neat appearance

to travel through such a uniform range of
signals. Brussels, Oslo, Langenberg, Lyons,
Rome, Madrid, Dublin, Toulouse, Ham-
burg, and Turin are a few of the definitely
good stations logged. The Regional and
National stations came in and went out
again with a satisfying rapidity-only five
degrees for the Regional, which I consider
extraordinarily good.

I could say much more of the Osram
"Music Magnet 4"-of its good quality
and good qualities-this new kit will
make such a stir for itself. SET TESTER.
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A REVELATION

y AM not trying to be superior when I
I say that I don't often work with less
than three valves and usually have a four-
valver in operation. It so happens that
it is part of my business to know what
foreign reception conditions are like and
to pick up foreign programmes in order to
be able to criticise them and to be able to
compare them with our own. The big set
is there/ore a very necessary part of my
equipment. Recently, though, I have been
trying out a number of two -valve circuits,
and I must say that I am enormously
impressed with the possibilities of these
little fellows using modern components in
modern circuits.

A GOOD PROPOSITION
NATURALLY,the two-valver con-

taining a detector and a note -
magnifying stage is not designed primarily
as a DX set, and it cannot hope to give
either the same volume from a particular
foreign station as its big brother or to
reproduce its programmes with equal
quality. For long-distance work the small
set must often be somewhat "pressed,"
and tight reaction means that there must
be a certain amount of high -note loss.
Still, on a good aerial I have been able to
obtain reproduction of quite astonishing
excellence from stations such as Hilversum,
Huizen, Radio Paris, the Eiffel Tower,
I%Iotala, Rome, Stockholm, Toulouse, Turin,
Nurnberg, and several others. Another
wonder is the selectivity of the up-to-date
tuner, which even on an outdoor aerial of
full size allows the two Brookmans Park
stations to be separated without any
trouble at all. The two-valver is, of course,
exceedingly economical to operate and
inexpensive to buy or to build. The
quality of the reproduction from the local
station is every bit as good as that obtain-
able with a big set, and the simplicity of
the tuning arrangements is a very great
attraction. Now that two-valvers have
become so efficient, I foresee an increase
in the popularity of this type of set in the
near future.

A NEW BIG VOICE
QUITE a number of friends have asked

me recently why the tuning of Rome
had suddenly altered. The facts of the
case are that they weren't receiving Rome
at all, but the new Stockholm station,
which has an output rating of 75 kilowatts.
Stockholm operates on 436 metres, and is
therefore the next-door neighbour of Rome
on 441 metres. So strongly does the Swed-
ish station come in that on some not over -
selective receivers he may completely
wipe out Rome. My abode is sixteen miles
from Brookmans Park and forty-five from
Daventry. The five strongest stations that
I now receive are 5XX, "Raucous Reg,"
"Noisy Nat," 5GB, and Stockholm. If
you haven't discovered Stockholm yet, try
for him without delay. You will be sur-

prised to hear what a big voice he has and
how easily he is received even on a two -
valve set.

OSLO
IF Sweden is now to the fore, Norway is

suffering a temporary eclipse, for Oslo
has dropped down to a mere half -kilowatt
during reconstruction operations. Soon,
though, he will be back again, and the
probability is that he will be stronger than
ever. A good many other European sta-
tions are shortly to increase their power
considerably, and if the RegiOnal Scheme
will give us a chance we should be sure of
any number of first-rate alternative pro-
grammes.

IN AMERICA
AMERICA has already eight stations

rated at 5o kilowatts, and it is pre-
dicted that there will be at least twenty
by Christmas -time or a little later. If
long-distance conditions continue to im-
prove as steadily as they are doing now,
numbers of medium -wave American sta-
tions should be easily receivable in this
country during the winter. Amongst the
U.S.A. stations now rated at 5o kilowatts
are WGY, WENR (Chicago), WTIC (Hert-
ford), WEAF (New York), KDKA (Pitts-
burgh), and WBAP (Fort Worth). New-
comers shortly to the big power rating will
be WLS, KMOX, WFAA, and WOAI.
The increase has already been authorised
in their cases and constructional work is
proceeding.

AN INTERESTING POINT
IN connection with the increase in the

power of American stations some very
interesting information has just reached
me from America. The average American
receiving set, as readers know, is a large
one, and it usually obtains its selectivity
by means of the filtering effects of three
rather high -loss tuned hih-frequency cir-
cuits. This system worked well enough so
long as it was a question of separating
local half -kilowatt stations from one
another at short range. With the coming
of high power, though, any number of sets
have been found to be insufficiently selec-
tive. To meet the new conditions many
super -selective circuits have been designed,
but these are not catching on, since users
complain that the quality is not what it
should be -

WHERE WE LEAD
AMERICA got a year's start of us in

broadcasting, and in the past we
have learned many lessons from her. It is
particularly interesting to hear, as I do
from a correspondent, that she is now turn-
ing to us for aid in the matter of selectivity.
He tells me that a cordial invitation has
been sent to Dr. Robinson to visit America
and to demonstrate the possibilities of the
Stenode receiver. Whether the inventor
will be able to spare the time to do this

I have no idea, but if he can he should have
a very interesting time, for America wants
to know all that there is to be known about
the apparatus, and with her enormous
number of broadcasting stations he would
have very ample opportunities of demon-
strating what it can do in the matter of
separating powerful transmissions at short
range from one another.

OUR WEEK -ENDS
IHAVE referred before to the unsatis-

factory nature of our Sunday broad-
cast programmes, and I shall probably do
so again, for it is only by hammering
away at them that there is any hope of
getting something done. I had a rather
humiliating experience last week -end when
a Continental wireless enthusiast was stay-
ing with me. He was keenly anxious to
hear our programmes at close quarters, and
on the Saturday the receiving set was as
hard at work as it could be. The first blow
fell after lunch, when he suggested that
a little music would be pleasant with our
coffee and cigarettes. I had to explain
shamefacedly that nothing was sent out
from our stations on Saturdays between
2 and 3.3o p.m. However, I was able to
offer him a choice of several foreign stations
on the long waves. "But," he said, "the
British week -end is proverbial with us as
a holiday time. Surely the lack of enter-
tainment must be exceptional." I had to
tell him that it was unfortunately the rule.
In the evening he was electrified when the
London and Midland stations closed down
at 10.3o p.m. "With us," he said, "Satur-
day night is especially a time when enter-
tainment of the best kind is given from all
stations until late at night."

WORSE STILL
HIS astonishment, already great, was

increased on the Sunday, when I
could offer him nothing of any kind except
a weather forecast at 10.3o a.m. until
3.3o p.m., nothing again except services
or other religious broadcasts between
6 and 8.5o p.m., and nothing of any kind
whatsoever from British stations after
10.3o p.m. Actually, we seemed to be
listening to music from foreign stations
during a very large part of his visit, simply
because there was nothing home produced
to offer him. He did not want to hear
dance music on Saturday night, so that
home stations were of no use after r 1 p.m.

THE RESULTS
THOUGH the B.B.C. may view the

position with its customary com-
placence, it is, for all that, highly unsatis-
factory, and it is certainly having very
curious effects upon the wireless industry.
To begin with, Saturday is not early -closing
day in the provinces; on the other hand,
it is the chief spending day of the week,
and Saturday afternoon is a time when
many wireless sets would be sold if it
were possible to demonstrate them during
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On Your Wavelength! (continued)

the early hours of the afternoon. When
a man or a woman goes into a wireless
shop after lunch at two o'clock, asks for
a demonstration, and is told that there is
nothing on the air, two things happen.
Mindful of the, advice so frequently given
not to pnrchase a receiving set without
having heard it, the .would-be customer
does not conclude a deal. It is probably
tot convenient to return at 3.30 p.m. The
second result is that the erstwhile intend-
ing purchaser says to. himself : "Well,
hang it all, if I buy a wireless set and pay
for a licence, I do expect to be able to
receive music at any reasonable time of
the day. Now that I come to look into
matters, I see that the early afternoon on
Saturday is always a dead time, and the
same applies to the whole of Sunday with
the exception of something under three
hours. Since I am working all the week,
my only real spare time is at the week -ends,
when there is very little in the way of
entertainment. On second thoughts, I
think a gramophone would probably be
of more use to me."

FOREIGN LISTENING
AND there is something else besides

this. The majority of those who buy
a set nowadays insist upon an assurance
that they are able to receive a considerable
number of foreign programmes. This
means, too often, that the circuits of the
set have to be arranged to give more
magnification than is desirable, and it
must certainly confront designers with
many intricate problems that need not
come their way. In the past the B.B.C.
has done all that it could to discourage
foreign listening. To -day evidence is
accumulating that listeners are indulging
more and more in reaching out simply
because the home stations do not supply
their needs.

STRAIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER
IREAD recently a criticism of our pro -

grammes by a foreigner, which seems
to me to hit the nail smack on its little
head. What he said in effect was this.
Your B.B.C. is concerned with turning out
programmes which individually are excel-
lent, but collectively are killed by their
monotony. He pointed out, too, that in
view of the enormous revenue received by
the B.B.C.-a revenue far in excess of
that reaching the coffers of any other
broadcasting organisation in the world-
the programme hours were absurdly short.
This is, I think, the result of the nationalisa-
tion of broadcasting. Somehow or other,
even the best men, when they become
servants in Government departments, tend
to grow "staffy." Staffiness always tends
to a take -it -or -leave -it attitude-and to
monotony. There was, I suppose, a no
finer example than that of the soldiers'
food in pre-war days and the early days of
the War. Until temporary soldiers out-
numbered. their professional brethren, the
food supplied to the troops was excellent
in quality, but absolutely soul -killing in

    
its monotony. Our broadcast fare falls
nowadays into just the same category.

A. BAND-PASS DEVELOPMENT
ISAW one of Mr. Reyner's new stunts at

his laboratories the other day. It will
make its appearance at the Show and, of
course, I must not say too much about it
until then. I do not think I shall be giving
away any secret, however, if I men-
tion that the idea is a development of the
band-pass filter, which seems to have
rather good possibilities. Now, a band-
pass filter seems, on the face of it, rather
a snappy idea. Whenever I have tried one,
however, I have come to the conclusion
that the results are not so good as one is
led to suppose. In order to obtain the
right order of selectivity the coupling has
to be so weak that the signal is almost lost.
At any rate, I have always found a very
marked reduction in signal strength with
a band-pass filter as against the single coil.
On the other hand, if you tighten the
coupling and try to push the strength up,
the arrangement simply goes up the loop,
and tunes all over the place.

DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME
T GATHER that our Technical Editor
1 has overcome this difficulty and pro-
duced a circuit, which he demonstrated to
me, in a most efficient fashion. He has
arranged a switch which puts the filter in
or out of circuit, so that its effect can
clearly be seen. He had it tuned in to
Langenberg with a very strong background
of the Midland Regional programme.
throwing the switch over, Langenberg
came up quite clear and 5GB vanished.
Moreover, the strength was hardly any
weaker than before.

I asked him if the arrangement was
difficult to build or critical in adjustment,

DO YOU KNOW-
that when it is desired to work phones in
conjunction with a speaker, the two
should not be simply connected in series ?
A separate little choke or transformer out-
put circuit should be provided for the
phones. A tapped transformer is an
advantage.

that when shielding your set with metal,
the material should be as thin as possible,
consistent with sufficient mechanical
strength ? It is a great mistake to use
stout -gauge aluminium or copper, with
the idea that the thicker metal provides
better shielding.

that when a metal panel is used the
greatest care must be taken to prevent
short-circuiting of some of the panel com-
ponents to the conducting surface of the
panel ? Some switches have only a very
small ebonite bush, which does not give safe
insulation. You should watch this point.

that the Pope's new broadcasting station
at the Vatican is now putting trial mes-
sages " on the air," and broadcasts can be
heard both on the broadcast and short
wavelengths ?

and he said that, so far as he could see,

there should be no difficulty whatever.
The extra. circuit is linked up with the
ordinary tuning circuit; so that there is
no extra tuning control, and the-arrange-
ment, indeed, proved very neat, both
from the construction and operation point
of view.

This, by the way, is only one of the
many stunts which the Technical Depart-
ment have up their sleeves, and readers
may expect some really hot developments
during this coming season.

COLOUR TELEVISION PROPOSALS
THE application of the needs of one

industry to the requirements of another
crops up frequently, and, as a case in point,
mention may be made of the work of
W. H. Peck, a New York expert in colour
analysis.. He has produced what is termed
a colourcraft process, which is said to have
application in colour television. Actually
the process is based on the breaking up of
the light or colour into the component
colours by means of a prism. The resulting
rainbow of light is then "passed across"
a special highly sensitive photo -electric
cell. Now, since each colour, no matter
how faint, has a different effect on the
cell, it causes a current variation in the
cell circuit.

This method, it is stated, has been
applied successfully for colour films, but
up to the present anything in the nature
of a practical colour -television transmitter
has not been described. LFor the receiving
end, however, definite proposals have
been made.

RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
IT is well known that one of the difficul-

ties in a vision receiver arises from the
relatively small amount of light which is
available. One light spot after another
follow each other in order, either hori-
zontally or vertically, until the image is
built up. Finally, in a fraction of a second,
while the onlooker at any one instant sees
only a faint dot of light, owing to visual
persistence and the rapidity of the process,
a complete image is conveyed to the mind.
Mr. Peck proposes to rectify this "fleeting
impression" by throwing his point of light
on to a magnetic plate, so that it will stay
there in magnetic form until it has covered
the entire plate and impressed a complete
image.

This is to be done in the space of one -
sixteenth of a second, and the onlooker
will then have a complete image shown to
him sixteen times in one second. It is
claimed that this suggestion, if practicable,
would result in a greater concentration of
light at one time, thus giving a stronger
image and increasing the possibility of
enlarging it to dimensions bordering on a
cinema screen size. This scheme is in-
triguing, but complicated. In spite of this,
however, its practical possibility should be
explored before anything in the nature of
a final verdict is given.

THERMION.
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j." HOW TO GANG
CI

WHEN one first tries to gang the tuning
condensers of a set the results are

usually not very satisfactory. Difficulties
crop up when changing from the medium
to the long waves. Adjusting the reaction
sometimes affects the tuning, and as a rule
there is some little difficulty-at first, any

A Simple Explanation of the Fundamental
Principles

same diameter, if the material used is of
the same thickness throughout its length,
and if the coils are all wound with the
turns spaced by an equal amount, then the
coils will be satisfactory.

But in practice wire is rarely of uniform
thickness. Formers are not always of

exact diameter and
the winding pitch is
not always uniform.
It is, therefore, use-
less to assume that
coils wound on formers
of the same nominal
size are of equal in-
ductances m er e 1 y
because they have
equal numbers of
turns of the same
gauge of wire.

Personally, I do not
trust coils of any
sort; I test them and
measure their induct-
ances. It is perhaps
not always convenient

Detector

carol

To L.F:

1 IT 17:
coil beingTested

Fig. 1. Method of testing tuning coils

way-in keeping the circuits in tune over
the whole of the medium or the long
wavelength ranges.

Most readers will have noticed that over
the top parts of the tuning ranges the
tuning condensers normally keep in step.
It is at the lower end that the readings of
the condensers tend to differ. With some
sets the aerial tuning condenser is tuned
to zero when the other tuning condensers
are at about 20 degrees of a 18o -degree
scale. This indicates a wide difference in
the electrical values of the circuits.

Merely to replace the separate condensers
and to fit a multiple tuning unit would be
foolish, as good results would not be
obtained over at least a fraction of the
tuning range.

In order to obtain the correct results
with a ganged set it is necessary to appre-
ciate the various factors which affect
tuning. We can start off by making sure
the tuning coils are satisfactory.

All coils used in the set should have
equal values of inductance. It may seem
an easy matter to provide coils of identical
value, but actually it is not so easy as you
might think. Coils having equal numbers
of turns will not necessarily have equal
inductances. If the formers are of the

to do this, but a test
of some form or other
is essential. A fair
degree of accuracy is
to be obtained by a
substitution test.

Thus we Aid connect
one of the coils to the
anode circuit of a high -
frequency stage of a
set and note the exact
tuning point at which
the local station is
received.

A milliammeter
should be connected
in the anode circuit
of the detector to in-
dicate the point of
exact tune. If there
are two local stations,
such as the London
listener enjoys, then
two readings can be
obtained. If now the
coil is taken out and
the second one is con-
nected, and readings
are obtained, we can
judge whether the
coils are alike.

It is of no use making this test with an
unstable set or if the tuning condenser is
not a good one. Normally, however, a
very good idea can be obtained.

In Fig. I is a suitable circuit including

H.77 -

the milliammeter. Anode -bend detection
is shown. A signal will, in this instance,
increase the reading. The normal (no
signal) reading will be small, such as
.1 milliampere, and a signal will increase
the reading to perhaps .5 milliampere or
more. This depends upon the strength of
the signal, the particular valve used, and
the values of the anode and grid -bias
voltages.

If the detector is of the leaky -grid type,
the anode current will decrease with a
signal. The normal (no signal) reading
might be z milliamperes, and a signal will
decrease the current to perhaps 1.5 milli-
amperes.

I would rather use the anode -bend
detector when making tests of coils, as the
tuning is sharper and it is usually much
more easy to obtain an exact reading. The
leaky -grid detector is, of course; satis-
factory as well, but the reading may not
be so accurate.

Having tested the coils in this way, and
perhaps adjusted them to give equal
readings, the next question is : How and
where are they going to be used in the set?
It is possible that as they are placed ir
the set their actual inductances are different
from the values obtained when they are
measured separately outside the set.

Metal ,will reduce the inductive value of

lift
117:+zpo

Coved
Fig. 2.
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I

A simple two -gang tuning circuit

a coil. Therefore, when screens are used
and other parts, such as tuning condensers,
transformers, or chokes, are situated neat
the coils, it is wise to suspect that the

(Continued on page 251)
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THE number of people
who have electric light

in this country is still only
a relatively small portion
of the total population.
The. present schemes of
electrification are undoub-
tedly assisting in the de-
velopment of all -electric
houses, but we are still a
long way from the ideal
condition of affairs where everyone is
possessed of electrical supply.

Even among those who have electric -
light mains some difficulty still exists.
Those who are on 50 -cycle alternating
current are in the most satisfactory position
of all: Those who have D.C. at zoo volts or
more are also reasonably well off, but there
is still a fair percentage of people who are
equipped with 25 -cycle A.C. The whole of
the West of England and such large areas
as Glasgow come within this category, and
it is for such people as this that the present
article is principally written.

An A.C. supply is one in which the current
flows first in one direction and then in the
other a relatively large number of times
every second. Fifty variations or cycles per

USING
25 -CYCLE MAINS

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
second has been Chosen as the standard
frequency or periodicity, and all new
apparatus is being made to suit this
standard. In the early days of electrical
engineering, however, there were some
conflicting opinions. _Up to a point it is
cheaper to make generators in which the
frequency is low, and indeed for power
purposes, such as railways, frequencies as
low as r61 have been used and still are in
certain parts of the country. This low
frequency, however, is not satisfactory for
domestic purposes. Lamps supplied with
current of this nature, for example, show a
distinct flicker which is very trying to the
eyes, and 25 cycles was adopted in certain
localities as a fair compromise. Even with
this frequency a small amount of flicker is

observed, but it is
not too bad; and, of

The present aspect of Broadcasting House-the new B.B.C. Head-
quarters. Work on the new building for the British Broadcasting
Corporation has now reached an interesting stage and the network
of steel towers high above the other buildings in Portland Place, W.

course, for heating
and cooking the fre-
quency is of relatively
small importance.

Wireless and
25 -cycle Mains

What is the position
when it comes to
radio apparatus ? Can
apparatus designed for
5o cycles be employed
satisfactorily on 25 -
cycle supply? The
general impression is
that it is not possible,
because few firms will
rate their apparatus
as being suitable for
any frequency lower
than 40. This, how-
ever, creates a mis-
leading impression for,
as a matter of fact,
the principles of A.C.
working as applied to
50 -cycle supplies are
equally applicable to
25 cycles, provided
that suitable pre-
cautions are taken.

The most important
alteration necessary is
in the transformer,
itself. It.is customary
to connect a trans-
former between the
mains and set, or the
eliminator, partly for
purposes of safety
and partly to provide
the various voltages
ranging from 4 or 5
volts for the filaments
of the valves up to
several hundred for
the high-tension vol-
tages. The principle of

operation of a transformer
is simple; the number of
turns on the secondary
winding is made a certain
multiple or fraction of the
number of turns on the
primary, and the voltage
developed is exactly pro-
portional to the ratio be-
tween the secondary and
primary turns.

This, however, is not the whole story,
owing to losses which are set up. The iron
core of the transformer is continually being
magnetised, first in one direction and then
in the other, and the molecules of material
object to being continually displaced in
this manner and oppose a definite resistance
to the action. This shows itself in the form
of loss, the transforiner iron heating up and
power being absorbed from the circuit,
even when the transformer is not supplying,
any load. This loss depends upon the
maximum magnetisation in the iron of
each cycle.

Now, the number of turns on the secon-
dary windings of the transformer are
determined relatively to the turns on the
primary, so that we get the required step-up
or step-down ratio. What controls the
number of turns on the primary? Actually;
the determining factor is the magnetisation'
of the core, which, in turn, is dependent
upon the number of turns on the winding.,
This is so proportioned that the maximum
magnetisation of the iron, or the flux
density, as we call it, does not exceed a
certain predetermined figure, depending
upon the type of iron used for the core.

Now, the lower the frequency, the more
the number of turns which must be put on
the primary in order to keep this flux
density within safe limits. In the case of a
25 -cycle transformer, we require twice as
many turns for the same sized core:
Alternatively, one can use the same number
of turns and twice the area of core, but it
will be clear that either method involves
considerable increase in the size of the
transformer. Which method is adopted
depends upon the manufacturer's facilities,
and to some extent upon the cost. In
certain cases a compromise is adopted, both
the iron area and the number of turns being
increased by a small amount, but the net
result is the same in all cases, namely, that
a 25 -cycle transformer is virtually twice as
big as a 50 -cycle one.
Modifications Required

This is the principal alteration which has
to be made in mains equipment for working
on this low frequency. If a 50 -cycle trans-
former is used, the iron loss will be exces-

'

sive and the transformer will heat up; also
the waveform will be distorted, and there
will not be the same ease in smoothing.
Nevertheless, I have on several occasions
used transformers designed for 5o cycles
on. 25 cycles without any difficulty what-
ever. This was in cases where the trans-
former had originally been generously
designed and had not been skimped.

The cost of the 25 -cycle transformer is, of
course, considerably more than the 50 -
cycle equivalent; but I cannot help feeling,
from my experience, that manufacturers
are a little too chary of this 25 -cycle problem
and that, if the matter were really .looked

(Continued in third column of page 234)
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SYDNEY MOSELEY'S WEEKLY PROGRAMME CRITICISM

A Visit to the Berlin
Exhibition

The Ridgeway
Productions

Time Signals

American Dance Tunes rf

RUSHED over to Berlin for the Radio
Exhibition. The thing that strikes

me is the fact that a whole department is
given up to television, and the apparatus
was the first in the building to be sur-
rounded by fussy engineers who worked
day and night. I suggest it is of national
importance to us in England to ask our-
selves why a similar exhibition in England
has not a corner to spare for an inven-
tion in which we lead.

It shows both lack of enterprise and a
spirit of fair play. Listeners and lookers -in
should demand to know why.

The first persons I barged into in the
hotel at Berlin were Sir John Reith and
Mr. Noel Ashbridge (chief engineer of the
B.B.C.). At any rate, this is enterprise.
Strange, however, that once again John
Baird-who came with me-has to go to
Germany to show his invention. Never-
theless, the honour which Germany had
of being the first to broadcast television
daily is offset by the fact that even to -day
only sight is put over-not sound and sight
simultaneously.

Philip Ridgeway's "Music -hall in 195o"
was perhaps the most unimpressive of his
"Period Vaudeville" series, very little
being done to' convey an impression of
twenty years hence. And what a deplor-
able outlook for us, because, according to
Mr. Ridgeway, we shall all be speaking
with an American accent 1

The singing was good, if a little too
robust at times, and there was plenty of
life in the show. A big fault, however, was
one which has been evident all through
the series-and that was the artificial
enthusiasm of the "audience." It was
overdone, and after a while the yelling
and roaring became painful.

As a general summing up of Mr. Ridge -
way's recent efforts, I would say that he
has shown plenty of originality and he
certainly has the gift of making things go
with a swing. I see that a new series,
entitled "The Ridgeway Parade," or some
such name, is being devised, and I am
looking, forward with interest to these
productions.

Is the B.B.C. attaching too- much im-
portance to the time signal, or is it neces-
sary to give it as often as is done, regard-
less of what else is going on?

I 'am prompted to raise this point
by remarks which have been made to
me by listeners, and also by my own
experiences.

The "pips" from Greenwich have no
respect for anybody, these days. They

intrude cheerfully upon Mozart, Jack
Payne, and this week's tame professor,
setting one's teeth on edge, especially if
the intrusion comes in the middle of an
exceptionally fine piece of music. On the
other hand, of course, it is a splendid
thing to know that we have a time -giving
service which- is as regular as the sun
itself.

;
There are people who are cross with the

B.B.C. on account of the large preponder-
ance of American dance music broadcast.
English work, they say, should be given
a better chance, and although Jack Payne
features it a great deal, the O.B. dance
bands neglect it and are not taken to task
over the fact.

One correspondent in particular writes :
"I would point out to the cross ones that,
so far as that type of thing goes, the
average English dance tune is a rather dull
affair. An English fox-trot with a good
melody and lilting rhythm is a rarity.
Our composers appear to concentrate their
efforts on `comedy' foxtrots, which insult
one's intelligence, and maudlin waltz tunes.
As much as we of the older generation dis-
like the wails and what appear to be dis-
cords of the modern dance tune, we must

Our cartoonist's impression of Florence McHugh

admit that, so far as rhythm is concerned,
the Americans get away with it."

And while on the subject of dance
music, here is a note from "Harold" :

" "After a poor start, Billy Mason's
Capheans are proving themselves to be
good dance musicians. Their trouble at
first was the fact that their combination
of instruments was not as it should have
been. Now they have introduced more
brass, but not too much, and this reshuffle
has improved them greatly."

In his same letter my correspondent dis-
cusses the tendency of the broadcast play.
"This habit of broadcasting hours and
hours of murder, violence and deep tragedy,
and sin is growing a little wearisome.
There is no denying that the technique of
broadcast plays has improved, and is
improving greatly, but those responsible
for the selection. of them must get rid of
their tragedy complex. There is no excuse
for not broadcasting plenty of the lighter
stuff, as there is a large source from which
to draw. I would suggest that more use is
made of the works of P. G. Wodehouse,
W. W. Jacobs, and Ian Hay, to mention
only a few."

A most pleasing programme was given
recently by Andrew Brown's Octet, with
Hardy Williamson as vocalist. Every
item was a worthy one and well rendered.
Hardy Williamson sang splendidly.

Well, the "Proms" go on, and I suppose
listeners will soon be complaining of too
much of a good thing.

Why not vary it by putting over a whole
opera, as Rome and Berlin do periodically.
If it is doubted whether listeners would
stand for it, my answer is that the Strand
season by the Carl Rosa Opera Company
had to be extended.

"Winter is on the way," writes M.O. J.
(Windsor), "and I consider this is a good
opportunity to "revive the ever -recurring
question, of early -morning broadcasts.
Don't you feel that something cheery,
early in the day, would prove popular
with everybody ? A bright greeting and
some tactfully -chosen music would be
appreciated .by the -thousands who '-have
to rise early on a cold morning, when the
-kitchen fire is not yet alight, and cold
blasts shriek round the house. Of course,
the music would have to be just so; we are
far more critical and apt to grumble when
the day is young."
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S.L.F.'s and Logarithmics
VERY little is heard these days about

the capacity law of tuning condensers.
A year or two ago we had straight-line
frequency types, logarithmic types and
various others, the difference between them
being in the shape of the vanes, both
fixed and moving.

If you tuned in, say, a dozen stations
with a set having the different types in
turn, you would find the dial readings
varied. The readings might be well spread
out in one instance and fairly close together
in another.

Some people consider that with the
broadcast stations spaced apart by a given
number of kilocycles the ideal tuning con-
denser would be the one which tuned in
stations at equal intervals round the dial.

As a matter of fact, the best tuning con-
denser for most practical purposes is not
one having this tuning law at all. We use in
these days condensers approximating to the
logarithmic type, the chief reason being
that reception of -the worth -while stations
is made a trifle easier because of the
greater separation on the dial where they
come in.

Testing those Terminals
I wonder how many amateurs make a

Point of testing the tightness of all terminals
before screwing down the parts. Much
annoyance is saved if this rule is followed,
as there is generally at least one loose
terminal in, say, three or four valve
holders.

A hot soldering iron invariably seems to
loosen an already loose contact, and when
connecting wires are being tightened down
by screwing home the nut of a terminal the
least slackness will allow the terminal to
work loose.

Wiring -up Small Parts
One of the disadvantages of including

parts, such as fixed condensers and grid
leaks, in the wiring instead of using fixing
screws and holders is that vibration may,
after a time, cause the part to break away
from the wiring.

This is, perhaps, not so likely to occur
with sets built at home as with manufac-
turers' sets, which must travel a distance
between the factory and the purchaser's
place. At the same time, I doubt whether

WEEKLY TiPS-
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the practice is a good one, especially as
most parts are made to be held down in
some way.

A " Metal panel " Circuit
A tuning circuit often used when the

panel is of metal is that shown in the accom-
panying diagram which shows the two
tuning condensers ganged.

That used for tuning the anode coil is
actually joined from the anode of the
screen -grid valve to the negative side of the
high-tension battery. Therefore, the full
voltage of the high-tension is across it. A
break -down of the condenser would short-
circuit the supply and damage it if not
protected by a fuse.

Here is the simple circuit, often used in a
receiver incorporating a metal panel,
referred to in the accompanying paragraph

It is, therefore, advisable to employ a fuse
in a circuit of this type. At the same time
a good condenser must be used. If a fixed
condenser is included between the anode
and the tuning condenser, a fault in the
tuning condenser will not blow the fuse,
and for this reason a fixed condenser is
sometimes recommended. It should have
a capacity of several times that of the
tuning con: 'user so that the tuning will
not be affected. Tuning condensers having
their plates not properly held are liable to
be bent and therefore to touch and should
always be avoided, as it is often a difficult
job to correct a faulty component.

Bcy WjAMES,
Stray Capacities

The anode of a screen -grid valve is very
carefully shielded from the grid of the
valve by the makers in order that the
anode -grid capacity shall be as small as
possible. So small is the capacity, in fact,
that it is a difficult one to measure.

Actually, of course, the shield or screen
is fitted round the grid, so it is the grid
which is really shielded from the anode.
The anode, generally consisting of two
plates arranged one on each side of the
screen, is therefore not screened from parts
outside the valve.

Thus if we held a piece of metal near the
bulb it would have an effect, and the
capacity of the anode to the metal would
be a measurable one. This piece of metal
might, in practice, be the plates of a tuning
condenser, so that.if the condenser is con-
nected to another circuit there will be a
reaction effect.

The result of the coupling may be to
increase or to decrease the amplification,
but, in any case, it ought not to be allowed
to exist. The valve should, therefore,
either be placed in a suitable position with
regard to other parts, or else be shielded
from them.

" USING 25 -CYCLE MAINS "
(Continued from page 232) -

into, 25 -cycle transformers could be ob-
tained at a price not prohibitively in
excess of the 50 -cycle market.

Regarding the remainder of the set, one
may require a little extra ,smoothing.
Whether this is the case or not depends
upon how efficient the smoothing is in the
first place. I have a number of standard
designs of amplifier, and whenever I require
one for a particular job I choose the par-
ticular standard which best suits the pur-
pose. These amplifiers have been tried as a
matter of interest on 25 cycles, and all
worked perfectly satisfactorily on this
frequency. On the other hand, a very simple
amplifier with barely sufficient smoothing
for 5o cycles may conceivably give rather
more hum than is desirable on 25, although
it must be remembered that few loud-
speakers will reproduce the hum which is
obtained from 25 -cycle supply, and this
very largely offsets the need for extra
smoothing. In general, one may take it for
granted that a system which is satisfactory
for 5o cycles will also be satisfactory for 25
cycles, as far as smoothing is concerned.
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PICK UP TOO 11

Some suggestions for cutting out interference. By C. g.Oldroyd
-ERECT your aerial as high as possible,

to get good range ! " has been the
advice given us during the past few years.
In the meantime, screen -grid valves have
revolutionised set design, and extreme
,ranges can now be covered with modest

To

et
13locking--7
condenser -
imfd. if D.C.elifninotor is

used
Fig. 1. Interference can be reduced by earthing
the frame aerial centre tap via a blocking

condenser
aerial -equipment. We are, however, unable
to let a very sensitive set "all out" when
working in a city or town, as man-made
interference sets a barrier.

A Frame -Aerial Case
A friend of the writer's had purchased

what he believed the last word in receivers,
and proudly demonstrated its possibilities.
Three S.G. stages provided enormous
amplification, but as soon as the volume
control was advanced beyond a certain
point, all sorts of interfering noises issued
from the loud -speaker.

The set worked from aqrame aerial, but
even with this small collector it picked up
motor noises, etc., from considerable dis-
tances. Crackling, hissing, and frying
noises sometimes got the upper hand over
the signal, and under those conditions
listening,in was scarcely a pleasure.

Part >of the interference was definitely
traced to electric motors and an electric
fan. The worst interference, however,
came from electric trams which passed
close to the house. The overhead wires
seemed to act as aerial, for the interference
was not always worst when a tram passed
the house, but when climbing a hill a few
hundred feet away.

After many fruitless attempts, the tram

interference was very much reduced by
earthing the frame centre tap (Fig.'s).
A blocking condenser of 'about r micro -
farad was inserted in the earth lead, as
the set took its H.T. from a D.C. eliminator.

A second, less sensitive set, a four-valver,
was run off an aerial. This set reacted
more strongly to tram interference than
the more sensitive receiver. The cause of
this was the position of the aerial; Fig. 2
shows the position relative to the tram
system in plan view. Originally, the aerial
was stretched between, points A and n,
A being the main chimney of the house
and B the kitchen chimney. The earth
connection was above reproach, a large
copper plate being dug 6 ft. into moist soil.

A Simple Remedy
At first it was suspected that the inter-

ference was brought in via the mains, for
this set too took its H.T. from an eliminator.
Yet when aerial and earth were discon-
nected the speaker was perfectly silent.
Although the case seemed hopeless, a very
simple remedy was discovered; the aerial
was too efficient, its pick-up too great for
the position near the tram lines.

A new aerial was roughly rigged up in
the garden, as shown in Fig. 2. The new
aerial runs practically at right angles to
the tram system and is only about 12 ft.
high. The total length is around 50 ft.;
and, despite its very screened position,
excellent results are obtained with a
sensitive four-valver.

Naturally, the volume is not so great as
with the high aerial from chimney to
chimney, but ample for a living -room. The
old friends amongst the Continental sta-
tions continue to conic, in with slightly less

hole
To nearest Pop hole For
woll Cord Aerial wire

k 4,
Cord I gerie/

Ebonite strip wire
3"x3/4"

Fig. 3. An improvised aerial insulator

volume, and the tram interference is
definitely cut out. At first it seemed too
good to be true. Careful listening with
phones showed, however, that only severe
" kicks " came through; with the loud-
speaker in use the casual listener will
scarcely notice them.

111,1111

If you suffer from similar interference,
perhaps yoin aerial is too efficient for the
district. To make sure that a low aerial
will be an improvement, a rough-and-ready
aerial from 8 ft. to ro ft. high can be
rigged up very quickly. Scraps of ebonite

New
/ow

eerie/
lead
down

Set on
ground
Floor

8

oriOnel
eerie/

Dining
NMI

&Men

Tram lines"
Fig. 2. An aerial modificatior. which proved

successful

with two holes in them will do for insulators
while the test lasts. Such an insulator is
shown in Fig. 3. Make sure, however, that
the aerial will not touch any trees or walls,
else the energy collected will leak away.
Any sort of wire will do for test purposes.
The writer used No. 26 d.c.c., and it is still
up and working.

If the scheme works it is certainly worth
while to make a job of the low aerial,
using preferably enamelled stranded aerial
wire.

Erection of a new Russian broadcasting
station in Vladivostok is expected to boom
radio business in North Manchuria, where
the station will have its, reception area:

The i6 -note interval signal used by
Naples has only been provisionally adopted.
The Italian broadcasting authorities are
offering prizes in an open competition with
a view to suggestions for suitable interval
signals to be allotted to the various studios
in that country.
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RTJUSING aPICK

Close-up of filter and coupling arrangements
of the amplifier

who has a wireless set
should be able to use it with a pick-up
for reproducing gramophone records,

for the greatest pleasure of radio is not to be
obtained unless one has the convenience of
the gramophone as an alternative pro-
gramme; and on the other hand, the best
results are nbt to be had from gramophone
records unless one can give them the light
and shade and control of volume which
can only be done with electrical repro-
duction.

It can be argued logically that as most

This novel Clarion cabinet
houses set, gramophone
equipment, power supply

and speaker

n.1M.n411=1041110.

HOW TO ADAPT A SET FOR GRAMOPHONE WORKING
records nowadays are electrically recorded,
they must be electrically reproduced in
order to get true life. -

This is better appreciated when it is
realised that recording nowadays is done
with apparatus which works almost in
exact reverse to the electrical reproduction
-that is, a small amplifier is used and the
pick-up, instead of picking -up the sound
vibrations from the record, transfers them
from electrical vibrations into engravings
on the disc of " soap " from which the
master record is made, and in which the
thousands of records are moulded.

Amplifier or Wireless Set?
Now the problem is : Is it better to make

up a special amplifier for gramophone work,
or is it advisable to use the L.F. side of the
ordinary' wireless set? Naturally, it is
cheaper to use the existing side and merely
to have a pick-up switching arrangement.

The other side of the question is that
many sets and particularly simple two- and
three-valvers, do not give anything like the
good results which can be obtained from a
properly made up amplifier. The parts
needed for an amplifier solely for gramo-
phone work are not very expensive.
Generally speaking the valves in the wire-
less set can be plugged into the gramophone
amplifier when required.

Now, as an example of what can be done
in the way of a special amplifier for gramo-
phone work, .the photographs shown here
illustrate a four-valver
made up in the AMATEUR
WIRELESS Laboratory for
test purposes.

A Typical Instrument
It is not suggested that

readers should follow this
design in its entirety, for -
this amplifier represents a
degree of perfection to
which the average man
does not desire to attain.
Moreover, it is comprehensive
and works entirely from A.C.
mains, can deliver three watts
of, undistorted power and can
be switched over to a microphone for
public-address work on a small scale.

Amateurs who want to make a small
amplifier for gramophone work can quite
conveniently cut out one of the L.F. stages
preceding the final push-pull stage and they

could, of course, eliminate the public-
address microphone arrangements.

Furthermore, if battery drive is pre-
ferred, then the whole of the mains section
can be cut out, and this can be done with-

: out upsetting the basic circuit. The ampli-
fier as it stands consists of two L.F. stages
and one final push-pull stage, transformer -
coupled both input and output.

Values
The values used in this amplifier can be

copied by anyone making up a similar job
and it should be particularly noted how
efficient L.F. filtering enters into each stage.
The coupling resistance of the first stage
has a value of ioo,000 ohms and the
coupling condenser is a .or job.

The r-megohm grid -leak is a potentio-
meter forming the volume control and the
slider is, of course, taken to the.grid of the
following valve.

The filter resistance for the first L.F.
stage has a value of 5o,000 ohms, for it is
in series with the roo,000-ohm coupling
resistance. The second L.F. stage is filtered
by -means of a ro,000-ohm resistance, and
this is in series with the primary of the
push-pull transformer. In both cases, the
stabilising condensers have a value of
2 megohms, which is usual.

The switching arrangements for the
pick-up (which is coupled by means of a

transformer) and the
public address micro-
phone circuit are neat -

4y arranged,
"but gramo-

phone - users
will not need

trio bother a-
bout the
microp hone
circuit.

The push-pull stage needs
matched valves for proper
working, and most valve -
manufacturers will supply pairs
of valves, such as the LS5A,
for push-pull work. A feature

Microtone

000of
k) box

1m
Pick up

flattery
50,000 ohms

400,000ohnis

Lir
2e

Meg
ohms,'

,75imfd 7
Mid

m
/0 000ohms

2mfd

mo 000
ohms

No electric gramophone is complete
without an electric turn -table drive.
This is the Paillard induction motor

for A.C. mains

I /Mid
Crid bios
resistance

Fig. 1. The circuit of the amplifier. Full details are given in the text

of this stage is the inclusion in each grid
circuit of the roo,000-ohms resistance.
These prevent a rather common trouble
in push-pull stages in preventing self
oscillation.

The coupling and main filter resistances
are wire -wound, but the resistances in the

A composite picture of the amplifier-the
complete instrument is shown in the rear

push-pull valve
grid leads can be
ordinary compo-
sition components.

An MH4 type
valve is used " in
the first stage, an
MHL4 valve in
the second stage
and two LS5A's
(ordinary three -
electrode valves)
in the push-pull
stages. Valves
taking a fairly
heavy current,
such as the LS5A,
work quite satis-

factorily on " raw " A.C. A U8 type valve
is used for rectifying H.T. work and the
values of the components in
the rectifying and smoothing
circuits are shown in the ac-
companying circuit diagram
of the amplifier, Figs 1.

A pick-up with a balanced tone
arm is an advantage-the

picture shows the Igranic

From this amplifier, which is as near to
perfection for gramophone working as most
amateurs will wish to approach, much can
be learned which will assist those making
up smaller amplifiers on the same lines.

Using the Receiver
For example, if the existing set is to be

used and it happens that it does not work
properly with a pick-up, then alterations
of the values of some of the components to
comply with those of this " A.W." ampli-
fier may improvP matters.

In two- and three -valve receivers it will
be essential to use a detector stage as an
L.F. amplifier when a pick-up is switched
into circuit. An accompanying diagram,
Fig. 2, shows a 'convenient switching
arrangement by means of which the pick-
up can be brought into the detector circuit
and the necessary bias value can be put on
the grid of the detector. _

To get the best results in gramophone
work with an ordinary set, at least 15o volts
H.T. must be used, and the power valve
must be capable of standing up to this with
adequate grid bias.

Sets including a pentode in the last stage
will give rather shrill reproduction with
most pick-ups because steel needles tend to
accentuate the higher tones and that, too,
is the characteristic of pentodes, which are
often deficient in the bass notes. If this
trouble is experienced, then fibre needles,
such as the Burma Colour needles, may
effect a cure. Many types of needle are
available apart from the ordinary loud -
tone steel needle, which is the favourite of
ordinary gramophone users, and which is by
no means best suited to electrical pick-ups.

A great improvement in an electric
gramophone is the fitting of an electrically -
driven turntable, for this does away with

A rear view of the amplifier
removed from the case
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who has a wireless set
should be able to use it with a pick-up
for reproducing gramophone records,

for the greatest pleasure of radio is not to be
obtained unless one has the convenience of
the gramophone as an alternative pro-
gramme; and on the other hand, the best
results are nbt to be had from gramophone
records unless one can give them the light
and shade and control of volume which
can only be done with electrical repro-
duction.

It can be argued logically that as most

This novel Clarion cabinet
houses set, gramophone
equipment, power supply

and speaker

n.1M.n411=1041110.

HOW TO ADAPT A SET FOR GRAMOPHONE WORKING
records nowadays are electrically recorded,
they must be electrically reproduced in
order to get true life. -

This is better appreciated when it is
realised that recording nowadays is done
with apparatus which works almost in
exact reverse to the electrical reproduction
-that is, a small amplifier is used and the
pick-up, instead of picking -up the sound
vibrations from the record, transfers them
from electrical vibrations into engravings
on the disc of " soap " from which the
master record is made, and in which the
thousands of records are moulded.

Amplifier or Wireless Set?
Now the problem is : Is it better to make

up a special amplifier for gramophone work,
or is it advisable to use the L.F. side of the
ordinary' wireless set? Naturally, it is
cheaper to use the existing side and merely
to have a pick-up switching arrangement.

The other side of the question is that
many sets and particularly simple two- and
three-valvers, do not give anything like the
good results which can be obtained from a
properly made up amplifier. The parts
needed for an amplifier solely for gramo-
phone work are not very expensive.
Generally speaking the valves in the wire-
less set can be plugged into the gramophone
amplifier when required.

Now, as an example of what can be done
in the way of a special amplifier for gramo-
phone work, .the photographs shown here
illustrate a four-valver
made up in the AMATEUR
WIRELESS Laboratory for
test purposes.

A Typical Instrument
It is not suggested that

readers should follow this
design in its entirety, for -
this amplifier represents a
degree of perfection to
which the average man
does not desire to attain.
Moreover, it is comprehensive
and works entirely from A.C.
mains, can deliver three watts
of, undistorted power and can
be switched over to a microphone for
public-address work on a small scale.

Amateurs who want to make a small
amplifier for gramophone work can quite
conveniently cut out one of the L.F. stages
preceding the final push-pull stage and they

could, of course, eliminate the public-
address microphone arrangements.

Furthermore, if battery drive is pre-
ferred, then the whole of the mains section
can be cut out, and this can be done with-

: out upsetting the basic circuit. The ampli-
fier as it stands consists of two L.F. stages
and one final push-pull stage, transformer -
coupled both input and output.

Values
The values used in this amplifier can be

copied by anyone making up a similar job
and it should be particularly noted how
efficient L.F. filtering enters into each stage.
The coupling resistance of the first stage
has a value of ioo,000 ohms and the
coupling condenser is a .or job.

The r-megohm grid -leak is a potentio-
meter forming the volume control and the
slider is, of course, taken to the.grid of the
following valve.

The filter resistance for the first L.F.
stage has a value of 5o,000 ohms, for it is
in series with the roo,000-ohm coupling
resistance. The second L.F. stage is filtered
by -means of a ro,000-ohm resistance, and
this is in series with the primary of the
push-pull transformer. In both cases, the
stabilising condensers have a value of
2 megohms, which is usual.

The switching arrangements for the
pick-up (which is coupled by means of a

transformer) and the
public address micro-
phone circuit are neat -

4y arranged,
"but gramo-

phone - users
will not need

trio bother a-
bout the
microp hone
circuit.

The push-pull stage needs
matched valves for proper
working, and most valve -
manufacturers will supply pairs
of valves, such as the LS5A,
for push-pull work. A feature

Microtone

000of
k) box

1m
Pick up

flattery
50,000 ohms

400,000ohnis

Lir
2e

Meg
ohms,'

,75imfd 7
Mid

m
/0 000ohms

2mfd

mo 000
ohms

No electric gramophone is complete
without an electric turn -table drive.
This is the Paillard induction motor

for A.C. mains

I /Mid
Crid bios
resistance

Fig. 1. The circuit of the amplifier. Full details are given in the text

of this stage is the inclusion in each grid
circuit of the roo,000-ohms resistance.
These prevent a rather common trouble
in push-pull stages in preventing self
oscillation.

The coupling and main filter resistances
are wire -wound, but the resistances in the

A composite picture of the amplifier-the
complete instrument is shown in the rear

push-pull valve
grid leads can be
ordinary compo-
sition components.

An MH4 type
valve is used " in
the first stage, an
MHL4 valve in
the second stage
and two LS5A's
(ordinary three -
electrode valves)
in the push-pull
stages. Valves
taking a fairly
heavy current,
such as the LS5A,
work quite satis-

factorily on " raw " A.C. A U8 type valve
is used for rectifying H.T. work and the
values of the components in
the rectifying and smoothing
circuits are shown in the ac-
companying circuit diagram
of the amplifier, Figs 1.

A pick-up with a balanced tone
arm is an advantage-the

picture shows the Igranic

From this amplifier, which is as near to
perfection for gramophone working as most
amateurs will wish to approach, much can
be learned which will assist those making
up smaller amplifiers on the same lines.

Using the Receiver
For example, if the existing set is to be

used and it happens that it does not work
properly with a pick-up, then alterations
of the values of some of the components to
comply with those of this " A.W." ampli-
fier may improvP matters.

In two- and three -valve receivers it will
be essential to use a detector stage as an
L.F. amplifier when a pick-up is switched
into circuit. An accompanying diagram,
Fig. 2, shows a 'convenient switching
arrangement by means of which the pick-
up can be brought into the detector circuit
and the necessary bias value can be put on
the grid of the detector. _

To get the best results in gramophone
work with an ordinary set, at least 15o volts
H.T. must be used, and the power valve
must be capable of standing up to this with
adequate grid bias.

Sets including a pentode in the last stage
will give rather shrill reproduction with
most pick-ups because steel needles tend to
accentuate the higher tones and that, too,
is the characteristic of pentodes, which are
often deficient in the bass notes. If this
trouble is experienced, then fibre needles,
such as the Burma Colour needles, may
effect a cure. Many types of needle are
available apart from the ordinary loud -
tone steel needle, which is the favourite of
ordinary gramophone users, and which is by
no means best suited to electrical pick-ups.

A great improvement in an electric
gramophone is the fitting of an electrically -
driven turntable, for this does away with

A rear view of the amplifier
removed from the case
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"TIE ART OF USING A PICK-UP " Continued from preceding page)

the tiresome job of winding. Motors for
A.C. and D.C. supplies are npw available.
D.C. inotors are of the usual commutator
type, but A.C. motors are frequently of the
induction type, which has n.umerous_ ad=
vantages for gramophone work, for the
regularity of an induction motor overcomes
that tendency to drop in .Speed- when ..the
gramophone needle is passing over a loud,
'deeply -engraved passage on the record,

It is a good plan to use a length of lead -
covered wire, obtainable from most house-
hold electricians' stores, for connection
between the pick-up and the first -stage of
the amplifier. In any case, this lead should.
be as short as possible.

There are many cabinets on the Market
which are suitable for housing the set,
pick-up and turntable in an efficient why,
and there is much to be said for cabinets

such as the Clarion, illustrated here, in
which there are separate and handy -to -
reach compartments for the set, gramo-
phone equipment, speaker and mains
supply arrangement or H.T. batteries.

Many other firms manufacture suitable
cabinets for radio -gramophone work.

It costs so little to convert a set into a
first-class radio -gramophone outfit which
will give better results tlian quite expensive

Here are three motors suitable for a gramo-radio outfit. The unit on the left is a complete turntable and pick-up chassis, made by Pickett's,
which can easily be connected up to a set. The motor in the centre is the Garrard Universal, suitable for A.C. or D.C., controlled by the

separate resistance unit, while the-Rothermel Blue Flyer induction motor for A.C. is on the right

and when there is thus an extra load -on the
motor.

Induction Motors
Induction motors, such as the well-known

Paillard, work iri a novel way.
Instead of. the ordinary armature and

commutator a non-magnetic drum is used
and the rotation is produced' by, currents
induced in this drum by windings and
magnets placed both inside and outside
the drum. In most arrangements a pair of
poles energised from the A.C. supply induce
circulating currents in the rim of the drum.
These currents react with the flux of
another magnet pair, and this causes the
drum to rotate. The great advantage is that
there is no commutator.

A deal of the success obtained with an
electric gramophone arid when using a pick-
up with an ordinary set is the way in which
the electric gramophone drive, pick-up and
amplifier are arranged. The Pick-up is very
sensitive to A.C. currents and so the leads
should be kept well away from the electric
motor. Even when a D.C. motor is used,
slight sparking at the commutator can
cause a rippling which is audible in the
speaker.

Fig. 2. The best way
of adding a pick-up

to an ordinary set

The Limit tone arm,
which can be used

with any pick-up

mechanical gramophones. Why don't you
do, something 4in these lines for the coming
season ?

TESTING VALVES
EVERY valve before being placed on the

market is naturally subjected to a
series of tests designed to eliminate any
faults in the process of manufacture. In
certain cases these tests are carried out
by hand, whilst in others the process is
automatic. The latest type of automatic
machine is capable of testing. 5,000 valves
per hour

The valves are inserted in a rotating
carrier, where- L,T. and voltages are
applied to the electrodes by pick-up brushes.
Relays are operaied to release any valve
that is "clud " or " gassy " or where emis-
sion is loW, or where the plate current is too
high or too low. Each type of " fault" falls
on to a separat: conveyor belt by which
it is led to special analysis and correction
departments. Only valves which success-
fully emerge from all these tests finally
reach the automatic wrapping and packing
machines. B. A. R.

DUNDEE Town Council has refused to
follow the example of several English

municipalities in permitting the installation
of a radio relay service in the city,the City
Engineer stating that it was not desirable
to have wires, except those erected by the
Post Office, crossing the city streets.  -

"Serious" listeners in the Greenock and
Gourock areas of the Firth of Clyde are
being troubled just now by a discrimina-
tory form of interference. It is found that

so long as, vaudeville or jazz is being broad-
cast, all is well, but if the -programme be a
classical concert or recital, a very powerful.
oscillatory "howl frequently develops.

On Mondays, between 9 and ro p.m. 
B.S.T., short-wave experimenters may
pick up transmissions from Belgrade (Yugo-
slavia) on 36 metres; as an interval signal,
a metronome striking 5o beats to the
minute is used.

Paris Experimental has suspended its
daily broadcasts until September 151.

When the transmissions are resumed, on
greater power, they will be simultaneously
made on 40 and 299.5 metres.

The Spanish studios at Cadiz, Sala-
manca, Almeria, and Bilbao have been
temporarily closed down pending a com-
plete reorganisation of the Spanish broad-
casting system.
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IMPROVED & INCREASED
RANGE OF THE FAMOUS
TELSEN COMPONENTS

To the already famous range of Telsen Transformers,
we have now added this series of New Components,
each embodying many new features which at their
prices represent the finest range of their kind upon
the market.

Only Telsen could produce Components of such
technical perfection and beauty of finish-compon-

Telsen Variable Condensers (Bakelite Dielectric).
Particularly designed for use as a reaction
condenser may also be used as a neutralising
condenser where large capacity is necessary.
All vanes are insulated with Bakelite which
eliminates the possibility of a short circuit
between the moving and fixed vanes.
Made in three capacities :.0005, .0003, .00015,
supplied complete with pointer knob with one
hole fixing for panel mounting. Price 3/- each.

Telsen Valve Holders. Pro. Pat. No. 20236-30.
An entirely new design in Valve Holders embody-
ing patent metal spring contacts, which are
designed to provide the most efficient contact
with the valve legs, whilst allowing the valve to
be inserted or withdrawn with an easy move-
ment instead of being subjected to undue strain
which often causes damage and loss of efficiency,
to the valves. Low capacity, self -locating
supplied with patent soldering tags and hexagon
terminal nuts. Pi ice each

ents that are worthy of any circuit-that you can
rely upon with the utmost confidence to do their job
and do it well, and at their prices-well anyone can
now afford the best-by test they are far the Best.
Don't hesitate, build your new season's Set with
Telsen famous Components, " Radio's Choice for
Better Radio ReCeption."

Telsen "Radiogrand" Transformer, new model,
shrouded in genuine Bakelite, with new windings
and core, fitted with earth terminal. Made in
ratios 3-1 and 5-1. Price 12/6 each.
Telsen 7-1 Super Ratio " Radiogrand" Trans-
former, giving enormous amplification with
perfect reproduction, shrouded in genuine
Bakelite, with new windings and core, fitted with
earth terminal Price 17/6 each.
Telsen "Ace" Transformer, the ideal model for all
Portable Sets and where space is limited, gives
perfect reproduction throughout the musical
range. Shrouded in genuine Bakelite, with new
windings and core, fitted with earth terminal.
Made in ratios 3-1 and 5-1. l'rice 816 each.

for
BETTER RA D:®
RECEPTION

Telsen H.F. Chokes, designed to cover the whole
wave -band range from 18 to 4,000 metres,
extremely low self -capacity, shrouded in genuine
Bakelite. Inductance 150,000 microhenries,
resistance 400 ohms. nice 2/6 each.

Telsen Fixed (Mica) Condensers, shrouded in
genuine Bakelite, made in capacities up to .001
infd. Pro. Pat. No. 2.0287/30, supplied complete
with Patent Grid Leak Clips to facilitate series or
parallel connection. Can be mounted upright or
flat. Price 1/- each.

1[437,41 41:141:111-11
Advt. of Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham

S..

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

THE NEW

cow
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This is an event of the greatest interest to the radio world . . . A new
" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET." This year a " Four Valver " . . . An
ENTIRELY NEW circuit. It possesses a better appearance than its famous

nredecessors, fresh ideas in construction which make for utter
simplicity in assembly and infinitely better performance, and is

sold at the remarkably low price of £11 15 0. It creates an
entirely new record in wireless value. The " OSRAM

MUSIC MAGNET 4 " is the world's best circuit, with
the best valves (0 S R AM ), the best components

(GECOPHONE), and gives the best rendering of
all that is broadcast. It is manufactured and

guaranteed by the G.E.C.
Learn all about this 1931 Radio Sen-
sation by sending for POST FREE
Constructor's Instruction Chart.

Fill in coupon on the page opposite. This is
a most informative brochure, which you

can study before deciding to purchase.
Besides full-size mistake -proof as-
sembly charts, it is crammed full of
useful hints and tips, and gives results
of practical tests conducted in all
parts of Great Britain and Ireland.
Send for a copy TO -DAY.

THE SET THAT BRINGS THE

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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An amazing 4 -valve circuit
Not a single difficulty in assembling

It has been found necessary to design an ENTIRELY NEW CIRCUIT to enable users to cut
through the NATIONAL, REGIONAL and LOCAL stations. In this respect practical tests
conducted in all parts of Great Britain and Ireland have proved without question that this
assembly kit offers an almost unlimited choice of stations far and near, entirely free from
interference. You will find absolutely no difficulty in assembling the " OSRAM MUSIC
MAGNET 4," although it is of advanced design, necessitated by the modern broad-

casting conditions both in this
country and on the Continent.
Wherever you reside you can be
sure of the utmost of radio enjoy-
ment with this latest radio marvel.

SPECIAL FEATURES
ir The two Screen Grid stages
Ja. give extreme selectivity and

sensitivity with an unrival-
led range.

at Enormous amplification
with perfect stability is
given by the complete
shielding of H.F. Circuits.

it Equal efficiency guaranteed
JP. on both wave length bands.

4 Change of wave length is
effected by an external
switch and the set need not
therefore be opened.

SMaximum ease in tuning
with a single knob control-
ling triple gang condenser.

AAAssembly is the essence of
simplicity.

7 Volume control is provided
not only to act as such,
but to procure extreme
selectivity.

You can learn everything that is to be learned about the " OSRAM
MUSIC MAGNET 4" from the full-size Instruction Chart that
will be sent you POST FREE. Study it carefully. The
coupon below is for your convenience.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
You can either buy your. " OSRAM
MUSIC MAGNET 4" for cash or
on these attractive HIRE
PURCHASE terms :

£1:3 :6 deposit
12 monthly payments of

18/6
Prices apply only in
Great Britain and North-

ern Irelaod

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all

Wireless Dealers

I NCLUDING
osRAM VALVES
GECOPHONE
COMPONENTS
AND POLISHED
HEAVY .OAK
CONSTRUCTOR'S
CABINET

00

CONTINENT -TO THE BRITISH ISI_TS,e'
Vte6s

aM1titie

A"'.

it
5%.c. Os°.

Co.

tit

\f,te't %Ate1,s to.t
eke(' 14.1,1%A

P
.

Cut out coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in unsealei envelope.
Halfpenny postage in either case.

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London. W.C.2.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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WHILE con-
gratulating

ourselves upon
the perfection of
our latest broad-
cast receivers, we
are apt to over-
look the fact that,
in the intricate
sequence of
electrical changes
between the
microphone and
loud -speaker, the

',receiver is but a
link.

I cannot avoid
repeating this
truism, since it
has been rather
forcibly illustrated
to me by recently
issued facts about
the Western Elec-
tric transmitters.

Every detailed improvement in recep-
tion is lengthily recorded, but we always
seem to take the :transmission end for
granted. That we can all help to improve
reception, while only a very few can con-
tribute to transmitter -improvements, is not
sufficient excuse; for is it not conceivable
that a point of perfection in reception may
be reached where, owing to transmission
limitations, any further receiver improve-
ment would be futile?

The answer to this question is shown by
the simple curves in Fig 1. Curve No.
shows the fregtiency characteristic of the

2
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A question raised by Juan Hunter in giving details of the
latest developments in Western Electric transmitters

equally wide side bands are created, and
as the total frequency channel permitted
for each station is, at the most, lo, kilo-
cycles (only 9 kilocycles under the Prague
Plan), a limit of 5,000 cycles is abitrarily
imposed on all transmissions.

Because of this limitation, we might
wonder exactly how any improvement can
be claimed in transmission quality. Pro-
bably the greatest appreciable improve-
ment is the reduction of background noise.
When a weak station is tuned in it can
only be made strong by -amplification; but,
unfortunately, the signal is not the only

thing amplified.
What happens is that the hundred

and one sources of background noise
are also amplified. In other words,
the ratio of signal to noise remains
unaltered, but becomes more unbear-
able as the signal itself is amplified.

The only way to increase the ratio
of signal to noise is to increase the
signal's transmitting power; then
not so much receiver amplification is

10 1000 needed, and so background noisesrREQUENCY - CYCLES

Fig. 1. These curves show that present-day receivers are not brought up to an unbearable
are not so good as the 1924 transmitters level. All the big European stations

are therefore helping to improve
latest 50 -kilowatt Western Electric trans- reception at long distances by greatly
mitter. Now look at curve No. 2; it shows increasing transmitting power.
the 50o -watt transmitter of 1924, very
much less perfect in its frequency response.

But the biggest surprise is yet to come; For reasons of quality of reproduction
for curves Nos. 3 and 4 are respectively of alone, a high -power station is therefore
typical present-day and 1926 receivers. It desirable-for all except those living close
will be noted that the response of present- to the transmitter The idea that trans -
day sets is, even now:not quite so good as mitting power is useful only for increasing
that of the 1924 transmitter I the range of a station is not comprehensive

From these curves, upon which I think enough.
we may justifiably rely, it becomes clear In America last year the phrase " hun-
that faithfulness of reproduction still dred-per-cent. modulation" was on every
depends upon the receiver. We can go on radio man's lips; the Western Electric
improving our sets for quite a long time transmitters in use over there were, I
before they approach in perfection of believe, the first to utilise this system. In
characteristics the modern transmitter. the early days the modulation of the

Some of the factors contributing to the carrier frequency by voice or musical fre-
general improvement in transmission are quencies was about 4o per cent. ' But the
of great interest. At the present time, new 50 -kilowatt, and even the 5- and
apparatus can be designed to transmit I -kilowatt Western Electric transmitters
almost any required range of frequencies, modulate the carrier ioo per cent.
high or low. But, owing to the congested The diagrams in Fig. 2 illustrate the
state of the ether, the frequency band effect on the carrier wave of the two
transmitted has to be limited. different degrees of modulation. But they

On each side of the carrier wave two do not indicate a very great advantage

3 4 56 a
100 2 3 3 41000

2 3 4 5 6

Quality and High Power

gained in recep-
tion-namely, the
further reduction
of interfering
noises.

Any electrical
interference
having a frequen-
cy differing from
the frequency of-
the carrier wave
by an audible
amount, produces
an audible noise
on detection. It
happens that this
noise is propor-
tional to the
power of the
carrier wave; so
for any desired
strength of signal
it is obvious that
the less the power
of the carrier wave

needed to produce this signal, the less will
be the interference.
- With 4o per cent. modulation the side -

band power is less than one -quarter of
what it is with too per cent. modulation.

CARRIER WAVE

VOICE FREQUENCY MODULATING WAVE

MODULATED CARRIER WAVE - MODULAT ON 4Q %

r

MODULATED CARRIER WAVE - MODULATION 100 V.
Fig. 2. Effect on the carrier wave of different

degrees of modulation

In effect, then, with 'coo per cent. modula-
tion, a greater signal strength is gained
for a given carrier -wave strength than with
4o per cent. modulation. In fact, the ratio
of signal to noise at the receiver is more
than twice as great for roo per cent. modula-
tion as for 4o per cent. modulation. This
clearly shows how ioo per cent. modulation
helps to'cut down extraneous noises.

(Continued on ridge 244)
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ORGOLA

"ATLAS"
MAINS UNITS.
Absolute simplicity and
safety. Delicate voltage
adjustment. No hum.
Ample power. Guaran-
teed for twelve months.
Send for leaflet to -day.

for the ORGOLA SENIOR
A.C. Mains. Model A.C. 38. Price
£9 12s. 6d. Cash, or 10/- deposit
and nine monthly instalments of
22/- each. D.C. Mains. Model
D.C.5o. Price £7 15s. Od. Cash,
or 10/- deposit and nine monthly
instalments of 181- each.

for the ORGOLA III
A.C. Mains. Model A.C. x6. Price
£4 10s. Od. Cash, or 10/- deposit
and nine monthly instalments of
10/- each. D.C. Mains. Model
D.C. 16. Price £3 15s. Od. Cash,
or 10/- deposit and eight monthly
instalments of 9/- each.

RECOMMENDED BY
"RADIO 7.: MILLION"

reA "9

MAINS UNITS
H. CLARKE & CO., (Mcr.), Ltd., Old Trafford, MANCHESTER

'

for Perfect.
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Do you appreciate that the Marconi -
phone Pick-up, followed by a simple
2 -valve amplifier and a good speaker,
will give you the finest possible repro-
duction with full volume?
The average output from the Marconi -
phone Pick-up is lf volts R.M.S. -
over 2 volts peak. To load a super
power valve such as Marconi PX4 or
Po25 A, which operate with 30 - 36
volts grid bias, it is only. necessary to
interpose one stage giving a gain of
fifteen to twenty. All you need is a
resistance -capacity coupled MI -14 (for
A.C. Mains) or HL610 (six volts) and
you have then enough volume for dancing
to, If you wish.
If you are a 2 -volt user, have an H210
similarly coupled to one or two
Marconi P2 valves, according to the
power required, and you will be
astonished at the results.
For quality the Marconiphone Pick-up
stands alone -a moment's hearing
will convince you. The characteristic
is level from 250 to 4,500 cycles, with
a rise below 250 compensating for the
recording loss of low frequencies and a
sharp drop at 5,000 which reduces the
proportion of scratch without
ng the brilliancy of the upper register.

And it is All British.
Complete with carrier arm (ball bear- 441
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THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LIMITED
Radio House, Tottenham Court Road, JW.x

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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DURING the month of September the

National stations will relay the Prom-
4nade Concerts from Queen's Hall on
4th, 6th, 8th, i rth, 12th, 16th, 17th, 19th,
24th, 25th, 27th and 29th; the Regional
transmitters will broadcast them on alter-
nate dates. In October National listeners
will hear " Proms" on the 1st and 3rd, as
well as the final Concert on October 4, and
Regional on October 2.

On September 9 Marcel Dupre, the
organist of Notre -Dame, Paris, will be the
soloist in his own composition for organ and
orchestra.

The Path of Glory, a satire on modern war,
by.L. du Garde Peach, will receive its first
broadcast early in 1931. A repeat perform-
ance (by request) of Ingredient X, by the
same author, will be given on September 9
(National) and on September 8 (Regional).

Before the Party, a short story by Somer-
set Maughan, has been specially adapted
for the microphone; it will be produced
towards the end of November by Val
Gielgud.

It is reported that women outnumber
men three to one as radio singers in the
United States; sopranos predominate, and
following in order are tenors, baritones,
contraltos ancLbasses.

London will present a "Diversions" pro-
gramme every month during the winter;
the first one is down for transmission in
October.

A sepeat performance of Alire Through
the Looking Glass, adap4d for the micro-
phone by Cecil Lewis from Lewis Carroll's
story, has been arranged for September 15.
London Regional listeners may hear it again
on the following evening.

As a result of prolonged investigation
into the methods of lining studios, and
rendering them sound and echo -proof, the
B.B.C. experts are introducing at the new
Edinburgh station some fresh technical
developments. A layer of felt-one inch
thick-will be placed on wooden strips
about three feet apart, and over that will
be stretched decorative fabrics. When this
new scheme is completed, the echo will be
reduced to almost imperceptible propor-
tions-in fact, from four and a half seconds
to half a second.

A fire that broke out on Marquess Mar-
coni's yacht Elettra while at anchor at
Civita Vecchia on August i 1, damaged
some of the valuable radio equipnient by
which most of the important experiments
have been carried out. Before assistance
arrived the yacht received serious damage.

Miss Cissie Woodward, pianist,will broad-
cast a recital from the Midland Regional
on September 7; she recently played at
Bergen, Stockholm and Oslo.

The International Music Festival which
takes place at Venice on September 8 to 15
next, will be relayed to the Rome, Milan and
associated stations.

Even china possesses a lady announcer.
Miss Amy Wong-no relation to the film
artiste-acts in this capacity for Station
ZBW, at Hong -Kong. She speaks both
Chinese and English, both languages being
used for programme announcements.

"ARE TRANSMITTERS AHEAD
OF RECEIVERS? "

(Continued from page 242)
Another transmission improvement of

equal importance to reception is the
accurate control of the broadcasting sta-
tion's assigned frequency or wavelength.
We are all familiar with the high-pitched
whistling noise that so often occurs when
two stations on adjacent frequency bands
allow their carriers to "drift" up or down.
But it is often very difficult at the broad-
casting station to detect the very small
deviation that causes the interference.
Nevertheless, the problem has been almost
completely solved in transmitters whose
carrier frequencies are rigidly controlled
by piezo-electric crystals.

The development of high -power broad-
casting is going on in all countries; but
our receivers are not all being designed
with this fact in mind. High -percentage
modulation and high -power signals gener-
ally imply certain necessary alterations to
our receivers, such as the inclusion of
power detectors and until set designers
catch up with the transmissions we shall
not fully benefit from their improvements.
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" We're Fluxite
and Solder-

The reliable pair,
Famous for
Soldering,

Known everywhere
If you're fixing up

Wireless,
There's no need

to fret,
Let US join the
connections-

Then Perfection
you'll get !

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house, garage, workshop
-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is needed. They cost so little but
will make scores of everyday articles last years longer ! For Pots, Pans, Silver
and Brassware ; RADIO  odd jobs in the garage-there's always something
useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
Hardening Tools and Case Hardening.
Ask for Leaflet on improved method.
FLUXITE SOLDERING SET.
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant
use. Contains special 'small -space' soldering
iron with non -heating metal handle; pocket
blow -lamp, Fluxite, Solder. etc; and full in-
structions.
COMPLETE 7/6, or LAMP cnly 2/6.

FLUXITE LTD..
(Dept. 326)

ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16

All Hardware and Ironmongery
Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d.,

1/4 and 2/8.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXI
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

N.C.C.899

A
good item
on any

programme

It's the
Tobacco that Counts

245 entateur Wtretit

FITS EVERY BATTERY SOCKET
-aid it stays pull.

Years ago Belling -Lee were
already marketing the famous
Terminals which manufactur-
ers are standardising to -day.

Belling - Lee products are
ahead of their time. Last year's
favourites will be this year's
favourites too - Terminals,
Plugs and Sockets, Wander
Plugs, Spades, Anode Con-
nectors and Battery Cords.

TWO NEW COMPONENTS
The Belling -Lee Bakelite

Terminal Mount takes any
pair of Belling -Lee Terminals
or Plugs and Sockets : can be
mounted vertically or horizon-
tally, on your baseboard, your
window -ledge --anywhere.

Price - 8d.

STAND

The new "Wanderfuse"
takes no more headroom than
a Wander Plug-though it's
a fuse as well ! Price - 1/6.

Spare Fuses (15o m/a) - 9d.

BELLING -LEE TERMINALS

Type " B " . . 6d.

Type "M" . . 4'd.
Type "R" . . 3d.
Wander Plug .. . . 3d.
Twin Plug and Socket 1/6

(Panel Portion 6d., Flex portion 1/-)

Indicating Spade
Terminal .. 41d.

S.G. Anode Connector 6d.

Battery Cords, 9 -way 5/9
(also made in 5-, 6-, 7-, 8-, and 10 -way)

No. 134
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION OLYMPIA

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERYRADIO CONNECTION

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., QueenswayWorks, Ponders End, Iliclx.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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WE TES
A weekly review of
new components

Conducted by our
B.G. Triumph Transformer

THE British General Triumph L.F.
transformer is housed in a bakelite con-

tainer and has four terminals at the base.
Both primary and secondary windings are
placed on a single bobbin, and a fairly
substantial iron core is used. The instru-
ment was tested on our standard inductance
bridge with a small A.C. current flowing
through the primary in addition to a D.C.
polarising current. This small alternating
current is similar in value to that passing
through the winding when used under
practical conditions.

With no D.C. polarising current, the
inductance of the primary proved to be
10.2 henries, and with 5 milliamps 8 hen-
ries. At to milliamps the inductance had
fallen to 6 henries. These figures show that
there is no premature tendency for the iron
to saturate, and the transformer should
operate effectively after medium- or low -
impedance valves.

It may be used after a higher impedance
valve, provided that the amplification of
the frequencies below 200 cycles is not of
importance; this is the case with certain
horn and cone loud -speakers which do not
normally reproduce the lowest frequencies.

British General Triumph L.F. transformer

Polar Pre-set Condenser
THE Polar pie -set condenser made by

Messrs. Wingrove & Rogers, of Liver-
pool, is one of the neatest of its type that
we have seen. The plates are enclosed in a
moulded bakelite casing, with two -acces-
sible lugs for use in screwing down -to a

--Foy you
Technical Editor, I. H. REYNER,
baseboard. The capacity is altered by
rotating an external knob either by hand
or with the aid of a screwdriver. The
capacity may be set in any position by
tightening a locking nut on the spindle.

Internally the condenser consists of
phosphor -bronze strips with mica separa-
tions. A heavy piece of brass attached to
the first plate takes the pressure imposed by
the spindle and distributes it over a portion
of the top plate. In the minimum position

A useful component-the Polar pre-set
condenser

the increase of capacity is very gradual,
due to the fact that the initial movement
takes place in one plate only.

Towards the end of the movement the
remaining plates are compressed. Such an
arrangement gives a more even capacity
range and prevents over -crowding of the
variation in one small portion of the move-
ment.

The range, as tested in our laboratories,
extended from .00008 to .00045. The com-
ponent is strongly made, and is not sus-
ceptible to distortion from over -tightening,
partly due to the thickness of the under
plate and partly to the provision of a
positive stop on the spindle. This com-
ponent can be recommended:

Burma Colour Needles
MOST readers have probably used their

sets for electrical reproduction of
gramophone records, and indeed it seems
likely that in the near future electrical
gramophones will be as popular as wireless
sets. The control of tone and volume can
easily be accomplished on a gramophone
amplifier, but it is not generally realised
that the insertion of special needles into an
amplifier can considerably affect the tone.

Burma Colour needles have particular
characteristics of their own, which modify
the reproduction and have the great advan-
tage of being made in material much softer
than steel, and therefore, are less liable to

and tests of
apparatus.

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
damage a record, and also reduce scratch to
a marked extent. After playing a record
once or twice the needle may be re -
sharpened with a special gadget and used
many times afterwards. Being made of a
harder material than ordinary fibre, they do
not decrease the output strength of a pick-
up as much as the usual fibre needle.

We have used these needles on normal
gramophone records. Soine of the brilliance
is cut down, but also there is very little
scratch. In some cases- this alteration in
tone may be an advantage, and the reduc-
tion of scratch is certainly acceptable.

Those readers who are interested in
gramophone reproduction are advised to
obtain a packet of these needles and carry
out some experiments for themselves.
There are two types, and for electrical
reproduction we recommend the loud tone.

BACKGROUND NOISE
IF a persistent background noise or

crackle develops, see first if it is due to
static by switching off or disconnecting
the aerial. If the trouble persists after the
aerial has been disconnected, it must be
somewhere in the set. The first suspicion
should be directed to the H.T. battery.
Test this with a voltmeter whilst it is still
feeding the valves. If it registers less than
two-thirds of its rated strength it is probably
the culprit.

Noise may also be produced by a faulty
or microphonic valve, more especially the
detector. Finally, very pronounced crackles
are often the symptom of a break in the
windings of one of the L.F. transformers,
or of an intermittent contact in the wiring
of the set. B.

When the new 36 -kilowatt transmitter
is erected at Brno (Czechoslovakia) the
present broadcasting plant will be trans-
ferred to the Komarov Aerodrome.

At the present time only approximately
zo per cent. of the aeroplanes in the United
States .are equipped with apparatus for
receiving beacon signals, and practically
all of the unequipped are privately owned
craft. The majority of the commercial and
passenger -carrying 'planes have, in addi-
tion to beacon apparatus, an operator for
carrying on communication with the
ground stations.
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This well-known H.T.
Battery recharges itself
overnight: and provides
unfluctuating troubl
free service for 12

months or more.

Four hours a day, thirty
hours a week, and more!
Smooth power, steady
and strong,feeding H.T.
to your set, making it
give its very best, month
after month. Absolutely
reliable, the compact
Standard Battery is the
ideal power supply. For
twelve months and even
longer the cells do not
need recharging, and
when they DO, it is quite
a simple and inexpen-
sive matter to replenishwith the cartridge

refills.

For 2- or 3 -valve Sets
2 trays (as illustrated) of No. 2 cells, 96

volts, 7;6 down and 5 equal monthly pay-
ments of 76. Cash E2 2s. lid. Spare
No. 2 cells (complete except chemical),
If volts each, 5'6 per dozen. Any
voltage supplied.

D.6 Battery 108 volts
Including oil and chemical, but

without trays, £114s. 9d. All
Batteries can be supplied on

deferred terms if desired.

F
0
R
Y
E
A
R
S

Write for full particulars of the complete battery range.

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.),
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

M.B.

GUARANTEED
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Let "A.W." Solve Your Problems
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AT THE QUEEN'S HALL
MHE Bach night on Wednesday, August

1 27, was a fine concert, and the size
and the keenness of the audience was a
demonstration on that hot night of indif-
ference to physical discomfort in a great
cause, though the discomfort was, per-
haps, mitigated by the presence of four
large blocks of ice in the Promenade !

The programme compiler, in sympathy
with Nature, arranged for Dorothy Silk to
sing "Rest ye here, wearied Spirits" and
then for Keith Falkner to sing " Slumber on,
ye weary Spirits." Dorothy Silk's rather
soft voice could hardly be heard behind an
excessive oboe obligato, but she sings
this type of song delightfully; Keith
Falkner sang well, too. Harriet Cohen
played in two pianoforte concertos; she
played well, but her piano lacked tone.

On Monday I chiefly enjoyed the songs,
"Senta's Ballad" from The Flyin.z Dutch-
man, and "Wotan's Farewell" and the
"Magic Fire Music" (The Valkyrie), sung
by May Blyth and Horace Stevens respec-
tively, and on Friday last there was a fine
performance of the "Emperor Concerto"
by Katharine Goodson.

Do not miss the Beethoven night on
September 5, under any circumstances.
The programme for that evening includes
four of the composer's greatest works.

L. R. J.

THE MODEL ENGINEER"
EXHIBITION

THE annual small -power engineering
and scientific exhibition organised by

The Model Engineer will be held at the
Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,
Westminster, S.W., from Thursday, Sep-
tember 4, to Saturday, September 13. This
will be the twelfth exhibition of the series
and promises to be as full of technical
interest as its predecessors. A number of
very fine entries have been received for
the competition section, in which the
championship cup and numerous medals
and prizes are awarded. This year the
exhibition opens on the Thursday instead
of the Saturday, and will remain open till
the following Saturday week, from 11 a.m.
to 9.3o p.m. daily.

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA(:170
SEPT Itth-911111910

OUR STAND IS No. 1.

enutttur Wireb:sj

READ THIS :

"There is everything in
favour of buying a com-
plete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and
your panel is neatly drilled
for you. Moreover, you
are certain that every
component is suitable for
the set-that is if you
purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

vide "Popular Wireless."

KITS

CONTINENTAL

1930

Cash or

OF PARTS
SEARCHER TWO

PORTABLE
THE CAR THREE
MAXIMUM FOUR

TALISMAN TWO
ETC., ETC.

Easy Terms. Lists on Application

Vaidio
5111111Nomorimmmo .i----""""".11

159 BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1
'Phone: HOP 5555 (Private Exchange)

ALWAYS USE
TUNEWELL

COILS
Tunewell Coils are consistently
specified by the designers of popu-
lar circuits. For selectivity and
stability they are second to none.
Dominion 4, Cossor S.G.3, Mull- 10/6
and S.G.P.3, Clarion S.G.P.3,
Broadcast Picture 4. Aerial or

PRICE, each Anode
Mullard Master 3, Bantam 3, Fay- ey /
ourite 3, etc. Dual Coils. Each / /
New dual range coil for Reinartz circuits
X -tapped on both high and low /0/6
waves. Super -selective.

2 -PIN COILS
Sizes and Prices :

Standard.
25, 35, 50, 75
30, 40, 60, 100
125, 150 ...
175 for 5XX
200, 225

each 1/6
1/8
2/3
2/6
2/9

o 3/3
3/9

Centre tapped 9d. ea. extra. X type"1/- extra.
TUNEWELL MAGNETIC REACTION

ULTRA SHORT WAVE COILS.
20/45 metres, 3/11 ea. 40/90 metres, 3/11 ea.
Tunewell 2 -pin Ultra Short Wave g.
Coils boxed in sets of four sizes ...
Tunewell Ultra Short Wave Coils for
screened - grid sets (Valve -holder 3/11
fitting or 6 -pin base fitting)

Send for full details and for complete
list of new Tunewell Speakers.

STAND No. 9 - - - OLYMPIA

TURNER 8 CO.,
54 STATION F OAD, LONDON, N. I it
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OUR INFORMATION BUREAU

RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
c,uestion at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement, below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/6r Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Erecting a New Aerial

Q.-My old aerial, which has been in use for
the past four years, has just broken. Upon
examination I find that the strands of wire at the
break are eaten almost through and that, by bend-
ing the wire at any point, it breaks. In view of
this corrosion, do you think it advisable to use
covered wire to prevent it.-A. M. (Bath).

A.-Enamelled-covered copper wire will cer-
tainly withstand corrosion for a long time, but
even so, we do not advise you use such wire for
an aerial and expect that it will give good
service for four years. Bare copper wire begins
to tarnish and corrode almost as soon as it is
erected. The enamel on the surface of enamelled
aerial wire prevents this corrosion beginning
for something like six months. When cor-
rosion sets in, the resistance of the wire to
H.F. currents increases, and as time goes on
the resistance increases to such an extent that
the aerial system eventually becomes non -
oscillatory. Only by using excessive reaction
can reception then be obtained. By making a
practice of erecting a new wire every year you
not only assure yourself of having a low -

resistance aerial, but you will eliminate the
necessity of forcing reaction, thus interfering
with other listeners' pleasures.-L. C.

OA% .F4P2eil22.F.4.**MTAMFAMMOrAin
I 2 rA

When Asking
a aTechnical Queries oa
ril PLEASE write briefly P2
0 A Fee of One Shilling (postal order MI
0 or postage stamps) must accompany a
ri each question and also a stamped 0
0 addressed envelope and the coupon M
0 which will be found on the last page. P2
0 Rough sketches and circuit diagrams MI
0 can be provided for the usual query fee. 0
I Any drawings submitted should be sent P2
P2 on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring MI

plans and layouts cannot be supplied. P2
12 Queries cannot be answered personally /2rd rd0 or by telephone.

12
F.M.F4,0212MOMP21200P22,2001212%In

Adding H.F. Valve '
Q.-I recently added an ordinary H.F. unit to

my existing three -valve receiver, thinking to
increase the receiving range. Contrary to expecta-
tion, this unit has decreased my range and also
the power of stations that are received. Can you
account for this ?-H. G. (Abergavenny).

A.-Your origirial set probably had reaction
coupled into the aerial system, and this enabled
you to overcome the effects of resistance in
your aerial and earth system. Now that you
have added an H.F. unit, you have no doubt
cut off the reaction from the aerial and the
aerial -earth resistance is causing you poor
reception. By attending to the aerial and
earth, reducing resistance as far as possible
you should be able to improve your reception.
Another thing, your H.T. battery may have
been suitable for the working of a three -valve
set, but is not capable of working four valves.
If you are using a standard -capacity dry -cell
H.T. battery for your four valves, replace it
with a double- or triple -capacity dry -cell H.T.
battery. In this way you will ensure that all
valves get sufficient current for efficient work-
ing.-L. C.

Other Contents of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE:
The Music Monitor-a simple 2-valver receiving over zo stations on loud-
speaker-Megohm Discusses Side-bands-The Sento-amplifier. To In-
crease the Range and Selectivity of Existing Sets-What the B.B.C. Wes
with Your Letters. By Frank Rogers-A Dual Receiver for Television.
By FL J. Barton Chapple, Wh.Sc., B.Sc.-Getting the Best from Your
Output Valve. By W. James-Plain Facts about Grid Bias. By J. H.
Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.-GRAMO-RADIO SECTION. Around the

Turntable-Reviews of the Month's Records.

DE -LUXE THREE
THIS set is just what its name implies-a

three-valver above the average in regard
to the quality of components used and in its
quality of reproduction.
The actual circuit embodies the best of modern
refinements, and altogether the receiving is an
outstanding example of what modern practice
really is.

The set is ideal for super quality from the
local station and will also give a number of
Continental transmissions. See the September
issue of the " Wireless Magazine " for con-
struction details.

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
NOW ON SALE
EVERYWHERE, 1/ -

GET YOUR
COPY TO -DAY

111111111111111=111111111111111111111111111111
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Save Money
in

Battery
Consumption

Use the Lotus
All Mains Unit

Dispense with both H.T. and L.T.
batteries and enjoy a strong, steady
supply of power direct from the A.C.
Mains electric -light current, at a nom-
inal cost. Save the expense, time and
trouble of continually having to re-
charge your batteries, and 'ensure a
regular supply of power whenever
you want it.

Price £7 7s. od. or 1313 down and II
equal monthly instalments.

Ask your dealer for details of the
Lotus All Mains Unit for converting
the Osram Music Magnet to All
Electric. Same price as above.

For the conversion of D.C. H.T.
Eliminators to A.C., the Lotus Power
Rectifier Unit, price £5 os. od., or 9/ -
down and II equal monthly instal-
ments, is recommended.

Write for full particulars.

See Lotus
at Olympia
Stand 30

ALL MAINS UNITS
Garnett Whiteley & Co. Ltd.
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool

Cattston

249 ernwaw WtraT
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Twin Chokes

THE craze nowadays is all for bino-
cular H.F. chokes, and Watmel are

well-known makers of these. The two most
popular Watmel types are the DX2 and
the DX3. Many sets can be improved by
the fitting of a good choke, and you should
get the literature describing these Watmel
winners. 29
A New Wates Speaker

I have heard some very good results
from the new Wates Star speakers, and a
very handsome new job is a pedestal -type
cabinet speaker in veneer walnut. This
hopses a 2o -in. double -cone chassis. It
matches up with the Wates four-valver,
but can be used with any receiver. 30
A Good Transportable

Electrocets make a very low-priced
table model three -valve set which works
from the mains, includes a Westinghouse
metal rectifier, and which sells at Li 8.
This seems to justify the Electrocet slogan,
"The set that costs less than it should."
You can get a pamphlet describing this. 31

Radio Satisfaction
Bumdepts have just sent me a very

handy booklet, "Radio Satisfaction and
How to Achieve It." This is not really a
catalogue, for it is full of useful tips on
components and sets, and I can recommend
it to all readers. 32
Cheap H.T.

Philips are specialising in selling their
excellent mains eliminators on hire-pur-
chase terms. You can now get a Philips
"juicy box" for los. down. If you want to
go into the matter, then write for the
leaflet available describing the hire-pur-
chase terms. 33
Columbia Radio -gramophones

The Columbia transportable receiver
unit, described recently in AMATEUR VVIR--
LESS by " Set Tester," forms the nucleus
of the Columbia radio -gramophone. That
should be sufficient recommendation, for
the Columbia transportable is a great
success. An illustrated folder, showing and
describing these gramophones can be
obtained from Columbia. 34
The " Presentation Two "

It is surprising. how a firm with a high
reputation, as has Pye Radio, can produce
a good table -model transportable set at
a price of 12:, inclusive of speaker, valves,
and all batteries; also royalties. Yet it is
done, as you can see from the latest Pye
catalogue. 3 5
For Mains Users

Mains 'users will be glad to have a
booklet pioduced by the Loewe Radio Co.,
Ltd., which gives- details of resistances,

condensers, with values suitable for eli-
minators. Very useful technical detailS
are given, and home constructors need not
be .in doubt over the values of any com-
ponents. 36
Charging Accumulators

A little booklet which has just been
sent me by the, C.A.V. people will appeal
to all battery users, although the instruc-
tions given relate particularly to C.A.V.
H.T. and L.T. accumulators. Many bat-
tery users would charge their cells at
home if they knew how, and this booklet
tells how it is done. 37
The Marconiphone Portable

A cheap portable enjoying the Marconi -
phone Company's good reputation should
be very popular, which indeed is the case
with the latest .Marconiphone Model 55-
a five-valver. Readers who write for the
literature describing this will see that it is
quite suitable for indoor or outdoor use. 38
Reliable Parts

Ferranti components are always of the
kind in which you can put a trust so far as
dependability and value for money are
concerned. Here is a booklet describing
the more useful components in the Ferranti
range. I can recommend this booklet to
constructors who know the value of good
parfs. 39
Those H.F. Chokes

The Faraday House Testing Laboratories
have issued ,a very good report on the new
Trix choke. \So you are quite safe to
buy a Trix choke ! But if you want to
inNestigate its characteristics you can,
as a first measure, get literature des-
cribing it: ' 40
The New, Dynamics
- Have you yet had an opportunity of

hearing one of the new Inductor Dynamic
speakers made by S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd.?

If you have not yet done so, write for a
folder giving full technical details-and
then you will want to hear one of these
speakers all the more ! 41
" Old Friends and New "

This is the friendly title given to a new
catalogue booklet produced by H. Clarke
and Co., the well-known Atlas people.
Some of the components illustrated are old
friends, and there are also some new ones
which will interest all set constructors. 42

GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
Here "-Observer" reviews the latest booklets and
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the index.
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio
Literature," "AMATEUR WIRELESS," 58161,
Fetter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see that
you get all the literature you desire.
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RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE STN.
This address is at the back of Daly's Theatre
NOTE. -NEW 'PHONE NUMBER-GERHARD 2821

OSAAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT
This very wonderful kit comprising, one stage detector,
two stages of Screin Grid and one Power Stage, all
Coils and Condensers screened;

It3 6complete .with 4 Osram Valves.
On Easy Terms. DEPOSIT
and 12 monthly payments of 18/6. Supplied ready

wired for use at no extra charge.

THE STRAIGHT THREE
A Complete Kit of Parts with Blueprint, 2 L.F.
Trans., Dual Range Coil, 3 Marconi V.H., '0003 and
2 meg. Leak, '000r, good make H.F. Choke, '0003
and '0203 Var. Con., 2 Slow Motion Dials, Pol. Panel
14 by 7, Set Leads; Oak Cabinet, Wire, Screws.
Usually 70/-. Last week of this excep-
tional offer.
l'acking and Carriage 3/- extra.

EMPIRE DONOR MELODY MAKER
3 Valve Kit with 3 New Process Cossor Valves, one
Screen Grid
Carriage paid, ready wiredFr, oat R6.17.6
no extra cost, if desired.

RED STAR RADIO
The World's Wonder Receivers

2 Valve Set in hand-
some cabinet ready
for use im c-

mediately

3 Valve Set, the sensa-
tion of the year com-
plete with cabinet
ready for 841_
use

IMPORTANT. All letters an I communications must be addressed to

K. RAYMOND, LTD.
27 8,28a LISLE STREET, LON DON,W.C.2

The name of the street is not sufficient.

aammumammimmi
15000 SUCCESSES
ISTHE RECORD of The T.I.G.B.
If you, too, wish to advance to
a well -paid post in any branch
of engineering,T.I.G.B. home -
study training offers you the
surest means of achieving
the success you desire.

ENGINEERS 124
PAGES

This124-pp. book furnishes the most complete information
ever published about the many professional qualifications
open to engineers such as A.M.Inst.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., &c.; describes nearly 200 Courses, the widest selection of
Engineering Courses in the world; and is cram '0,1 with matters of interest
to every engineer. If you are ambitious, The T.I.G.B. can help you -
write TO -NIGHT for your FREE copy of "The Engineer's Guide to
Success," stating Branch, Post, or Qualification that interests you.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN,
57, TEMPLE BAR HOUSE, LONDON, E.C.4

(Est. 1917) INIMIIMMEIMME

IMPROVE THE TONE OF YOUR
LINEN OR CONE SPEAKER

Designed expressly for use in
linen and other speakers. The
"SELF -CENTRE" will re-
lieve the driving rod of all
undue sidestress and chatter,
allowing for finer adjustment
of unit, thus improving tone
and volume. Fitted with extra
large reversible washers.

GOLDEN
(UNIVERSAL

TAUTENING DOPE BALL JOINT
Speciall:, manufactured for

doping linen speakers.
1/- per tin, post free 1/3.

C.O.D. terms available.
Trade enquiries invited.

New price now 1/6, post free
1/8. Spare washers complete
on chuck, 84.

WEEDON & CO.,
80 Lonsdale Ave., London, E.6

Let "Amateur Wireless
solve your problems

BROADCAST TELEPHONY
brOaUCA3tini; stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For tua purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is aerial energy.
Kilo- Station and

Metres cycles Call Sign
GREAT BRITAIN

25.53 .//,75r Chelmsford
(5SW) 15.0

1200 1,500 Leeds 0.13
*242 1,238 Belfast
*261 1,248 London Nat
*288.51,04o Newcastle

288.5 r,o4o Swansea .

288.5 1,o40 Stoke-on-Trent
288.51,040 Sheffield
288.51,040 Plymouth
.288.5 1,040 Liverpool
288.5 1,040 Hull
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh
283.51,040 Dundee
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth
288.5 z,o4o Bradford

*301 995 Aberdeen
*310 g68 Cardiff
*356 842 London Reg.
*377 797 Manchester
 199
*179

753 Glasgow
626

1.551

Power
(Kw.)

1.0
45.0
1.0
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.35
0.13

0.13
1.0
1.0

30.0
1.0
1.0

Midland Reg. 25.0
393 Daventry (Nat.) 25.0

AUSTRIA
*246 1,220 Linz 0.5
*283 r,o58 Innsbruck 0.5
*352 85r Graz 9.0
*453 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
0517 578,5 Vienna 15.0

BELGIUM
206 2,460 Antwerp
212 1,415 Binche
210 1,39r Chatelineau
216 1,391 Brussels

(Conference) 0.25
243 1,235 Courtrai 0.1
244.7 1,226 Ghent 0.25
247 1,213 Schaerbeek 0.5
338.2 187 Forest 3.0

*500 590 Brussels (No. 1) 1.0

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263 2,139 Morayska-

Ostrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava 12.5
293 1,022 Kosice 2.0

* 342 878 13runn (Brno) 12.0
*487 627 Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
* 281 1,067 Copenhagen 0.75

1,153 260 Kalundborg 7.5

0.4
0.3
0.25

ESTONIA
401 748 Reval (Tallinn)... 1.5

FINLAND
*221 2,355 Helsinki

'1,796 367 Lahti
10.0
40.0

FRANCE
210 1,430 Radio Touraine
222 2,351 Fecamp
235.11,275 Nimes
237 3,265 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest)
.240.4 1,248 136ziers
249.5 1,202 Juan-les-Pins
256 1,17r Toulouse (PTT)
265 1,130 Lille (PTT)

*272 1,102 Rennes (PTT)
286 1,046 Montpellier

*286.8 r,o4o Radio Lyons
295.4 1,025 Limoges (PTT)
306 980 Bordeaux (PTT)
208.9 971 (Vitus) Part=

0.5
0.7
1.0

1.0
0.3
0.5
1.5
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

316 950 Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
328.2 914 Grenoble (PTT) 0.5
329 9/1.8 Poste Parisien ... (1.5
345.2 869 Strasbourg 15.0

(testing shortly)
368.3 813 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
385 779 Radio Toulouse 8.0
947 67r Paris (PTT) 0.8
406 644 Lyons (PTT) 5.0

1,446 207 Eiffel Tower 12.0
*1,725 174 Radio Paris 16.0

GERMANY
* 218 2,373 Flensburg 0.5
* 227 1,319 Cologne 4.0
*227 1,319 Munster 3.0
*227 1,319 Aachen 0.35
232.21,292 Kiel 0.35

*239 1,256 Nurnberg 2.0
246 1,220 Cassel 0.25

* 253 1,184 Leipzig 2.5
* 259 r,r57 Gleiwitz 2.0
*270 1,112 Kaiserslautern 0.25
*276 1,085 Konigsberg 2.5
*283 1,058 Magdeburg 0.5
* 283 2,058 Berlin (E) .0.5
*283 1,058 Stettin 0.5
*316 950 Bremen 0.35
*319 941 Dresden 0.25
*325 923 Breslau 1.5
*360 833 Stuttgart 1.5
*372 8o6 Hamburg 1.5
*390 77o Frankfurt 1.5
* 418 716 Berlin 1.5
*453 662 Danzig 0.25
* 473 635 Langenberg 15.0
*533 563 Munich .. 1.5
560 536 Augsburg 0.25

*566 529 Hanover 0.35
576.1 520.7Frei burg, 0.35

*1,635 z83.5Zeesen 26.0
1,635 183.5Norddeich 10.0

HOLLAND
31.28 9,599 Eindhoven CPU 30.0

*299 2,004 Iluizen. (be-
tween 11.40 a.m.
and 5.40 p.m.
13.S.T.) 6.5

*1,071 280 Rumen G.5
*1,071 28o Scheveningen --

Haven 6.0
*1,875 /6o Hilversum 6.5

HUNGARY
210 2,430 Liudapest (Csepel) 1.0
550 545 Budapest 20.0

ICELAND
*1,200 z5o Reykjavik 16.0

(shortly testing)

IRISH FREE STATE
* 225 0,337 Cork (IFS) - 1.0
*413 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.0

ITALY
25.4 and 80 Rome (3R0) 9.0
247.7 1,211 Trieste (testing) 2.0
291 2,o3o Turin (Torino) 7.0
332 905 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
381 788 Genoa (Genova) 1.0

*441 68o Rome (Roma) 50.0
453 662 Bolzano (IBZ) 0.3

0501 599 Milan (Milano) 7.0
LATVIA

*525 572 Riga 7.0
LITHUANIA

01,935 /55 Kaunas 7.0

Kilo- Station and Powl
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

NORTH AFRICA -
303.4 825 Algiers (PIT) ....16.0
416 72z Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 10.0
1,250 24o Tunis Kasbah ... 0.6

NORWAY
361 824 Bergen 1.0
369 813 Prederiksstad 0.7
453 662 Nidaros 1.2
455 659.3Porsgrund 0.7

*493 6o8 Oslo .. 1.5
POLAND

214 1,400 Warsaw (2) 2.0
231 1,283 Lodz 1.5

*313 959 Cracow 0.3
*335 896 Poznan 1.2
381 788 Lvov
385 779 Wilno 0.5

*408 734 Katowice 10.0
1,411 212.5 Warsaw 8.11

PORTUGAL
240 1,247 Oporto 0.25
320 937.6 Lisbon (CTIAA) 0.23

ROMANIA
*394 761 Bucharest 12.0

RUSSIA '
720 416.6 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
800 375 Kiev 20.0
824 364 Sverdlovsk 25.0

1,009 Soo Leningrad 20.0
1,080 283 Tiflis 10.0
1,103 272 Moscow Popoff 40.0
1,200 250 Kharkov 25.0

*1,301 230 Moscow-Stchelkovo
(C.C.S.P.) 100.0

1,380 217.5 Bakou 10.0
1,481 202.5 Moscow 20.0

SPAIN
251 1,193 Barcelona

(EAJIS) 0.5
200.7 z,r25 Barcelona

(EAJ13) 5.0
*349 86o Barcelona

(EA J1) 8.0
368 8r5 Seville (EA J5) 1.5
407 737 Madrid (Espafia) 1.0
421 707 Madrid (EA J7) 2.0
460 652 San Sebastian

SWEDEN(EA J8) 0.3

135 2,222 Motala 60.0
230.12,304 Malmo 0.6

*257 1J60 Ilii,by 10.0
299.3 1,002 Falun 0.5

*392 932 Goteborg 10.5
*435.4 689 Stockholm 1.5
*542 554 Sundsvall 1.0
*770 389 Ostersund 0.6

1,223.5 244 Boden 0.6
*1,348 222.5 Motala 30.0

SWITZERLAND
943 13asle 0.5
743 Berne 1.0

0.63
0.6 i

0.25
0.25

318.8
*403
*459 653 Zurich
678.7 442 Lausanne
760 395 Geneva

1,010 297 Basle
TURKEY

*1,220 245.9 Istanbul
1,505 z88 Ankara

YUGOSLAVIA
306.7 978 Zagreb (Agram) 0.7
432.3 694 Belgrade 2.5
579 518.2Ljubliana 2.5

5.0

7.0

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

TUNING FRAME -AERIALS

WHEN
a frame is required to cover both

medium- and long -wave stations, the
total number of windings is usually' made
sufficient to cover the long -wave pro-
gramme, and a switch is provided for cut-
ting out the unnecessary turns when
changing -over. The same effect can be
secured by separating the windings into
two sections, and switching these into series
connection for long -wave work and into
parallel for the medium -wave stations.

If it should be found necessary to use a
loading coil, this should be inserted at the
centre -point of the existing frame windings,
rather than at either end. The grid lead

to the first valve should then be tapped off
from the centre point of the added coil.---- -

M. B.

BODY " STATIC "

RECENT
investigations have shown

that the human skin is the seat of
surface charges of electricity which are
disturbed at different potentials relatively
to earth. There is also a recurrent " charge "
which is found to vary in synchronism with
the beating of the heart. Finally it has
been shown that a definite electrical field
surround's the body as a whole, and is
maintained in a constant state of fluctua-
tion from causes that. have not yet been
definitely ascertained. M. A. L.
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" HOW TO GANG CIRCUITS

(Continued from page 231)

actual inductances of the coils are at least
a trifle different from their normal values.
There are ways of testing for this, but I will
not go into them now. All I need say is
that if screens are used, see that the coils
are symmetrically placed about them so
that each is affected by equal amounts, so
far as possible.

Let us now assume that the coils are of
identical inductive values, and also that
their self -capacities are alike. We connect
a properly matched tuning condenser and
note how the set tunes at various points
over the wave range.

Capacity Effects
Over the upper part the tuning may be

fairly good and it might be a long way out
at the bottom. Clearly, the total effective
inductance and capacity of the circuits is
not equal. And this is not surprising when
we remember that valves have capacity,
and so have valve holders. Wiring has
inductance and capacity as well. Then,
one valve is the detector with a grid con-
denser and leak connected to it, or perhaps
it is of the anode -bend type.

In any Case, the effective capacity of the
detector circuit is almost certain to be
different from that of a screen -grid circuit.
Finally, the aerial, having inductance and
.capacity, is connected to the first circuit.,
We have to deal with these various factors
in order to balance the circuit at all points.
The use of a trimming condenser across
each circuit will not always straighten the
problem out. We can try this by bitting
to the local station and obtaining the
strongest signal in the detector circuit as`
indicated by a milliamrneter.

If our ganged circuit is as in Fig. 2, it
may be necessary to add to the capacity
of the circuit 7.I cr. This will depend upon
the position of the aerial tap as well as
upon the capacity of the aerial. With the
aerial connected near the top of the coil
the capacity of the circuit L2 c2 will have
to be increased, but it is better to connect
the aerial fairly low down the coil, for then
its effect will be reduced.

To test for the accuracy of the tuning
it is well to tune to three or four stations
and to note whether the signal strength is
improved by further adjusting the trim-
ming condensers. With luck the circuits
will be found to tune together. It must be

remembered that if differences are noted
at various points that the inductances may
be out, and do not forget that a long wire
will affect the results. With care and
attention, and using a meter in the anode
circuit of the detector, very good results
may be obtained and all the benefits of
one -knob tuning experienced.

Search around 1,200 metres, at odd
times during the evening as the new 16
kilowatt transmitter at Reykjavik (Ice-
land) is reported to be testing.

The last word in modern broadcasting
plant is being erected at Cesky Brod, to the
east of Prague. Its rower will be 120 kilo-
watts and the station will act as the Czecho-
Slovakian National transmitter.

Considerable extension has been made in
the programmes broadcast by Radio
Normandie at Fecamp (France), of which;
the transmissions are well heard in the
United Kingdom. Once weekly, concerts
are given after midnight.

At a recent demonstration given by the
Western Electric Company at their studios
in New York, of their new recorded elec-
trical transcribing apparatus for broadcast-
ing stations, trained members of the staff
were unable to tell the difference between
the original artiste and the recording. The,
use of recorded programmes enables the
smaller stations to draw talent that would
otherwise be hopelessly expensive.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.' 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The,Publisher, -Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

RADIOGRAM
CABINETS

Here is an artistic Radio -Gramophone Cabinet
that will take any existing radio set where the

panel is not larger than 18 in. by 7 in.
This Cabinet houses the complete gramophone move-
mmt and fittings, radio receiver or amplifier and all ac-
cessories, including moving coil or cone type loudspeaker,

Price - Z5 :19 : 6
We have. many other models for you to select from.

Prices are reasonable, too.

WE SUPPLY ONLY
HIGH-CLASS

CABINETS
(Write for full details)

CLARION
RADIO FURNITURE,

28-38 MANSFORD STREET, LONDON, E.2

WIRELESS

MAGAZINE
vt_to

The
Big

British
Wireless

Monthly
iztto

EASY TERMS
We specialize in the supply of all good quali-
ty Radio Sets and components on easy terms.
We will give you efficient and prompt service.

A few examples below
NEW COSSOR EMPIRE
MELODY MAKER.

Complete kit of parts including valves
and cabinet. Cash price, £6 : 17 : 6
or 10/- with order and II monthly
payments of 12/6.

NEW OSRAM "MUSIC MAGNET 4" KIT
including cabinet and valves. First
class long distance receiver incorpor-
ating two H.F. stages: Cash price,
£11 :15 :0 or 16/- with order and II
monthly payments of 21/-.

EKCO A.C. ELIMINATOR
Model I,V2o. Cash price, £4 : 12 t 6
or 8/- with order and II monthly
payments of 8/6.

12 EXIDE WM UNITS
(120 V. 5,000 MA) Cash price £3 :15 :0
or 5/6 with order and II monthly
payments of 7/-.

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT
with large cone chassis. Cash price,
£2 : 10 : 0 or 5/- with order and so
monthly payments of 5/-.

Send us your enquiry and a
quotation will be sent by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,
11, Oat Lane, Noble Street,

Phone : National 1977. LONDON, E.C.2

With
Terminals

i!9
each.

Without
Terminals

116
each.

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

HERE IS THE SWITCH FOR WHICH EVERY
CONSTRUCTOR HAS BEEN WAITING.

The Bakelite pointer knob is affixed to the spindle by
a set screw in a crass bush. The spindle itself carries
an insulated arm at the end of which is a spring.
loaded ball contact.
Movement of the knob causes the ball to click firmly
into the gaps between the contact strips thereby form-
ing a low -resistance, self cleaning connection, One
hole fixing (I" clearance) suitable for insulated or
metal panels, heavy gauge soldering tags and novel
quick grip terminals. Highly finished in every respect.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.17.

Tottenham 1100.

LOUD -SPEAKERS REPAIRED 4/.
Transformers 5%-. Headphones 41- All repairs re-
magnetissd free. Tested, guaranteed and ready for delivery

in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. Cle kenwell 9009

E. MASON, 44, East Rd., City Rd., London, N.1'

READ
THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE

MONTHLY.
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MORE RADIOGRAMS
FINLAND has.jecided to extend her

broadcasting system, and for this put,:
pose proposes to erect four 7 -kilowatt trans-
mitters. In the meantime the Tartir relay
station is testing on 286 metres with a
power of 600 watts in the aerial.

Scottish listeners, in a petition to the
B.B.C., are demanding the broddcasting of
television similar to that in operation in
London. The petition, which has been
drawn up in Glasgow, states that the
present transmissions are inadequate for
successful reception in the North. These,
it is declared, are definitely unreceivable
in Scotland in daylight hours with reason-
able apparatus, and the service on the
nights allotted is subject to such inter-
ference as is usual in all. long-distance
reception.

There exists in Spain two main groups
possessing licences from the government,
and a few individual stations, also privately
owned, which are rapidly disappearing.
The tendency is to centralise activities in
a single group. There is a system of licence
fees not strictly enforced. Revenue is
realised partly by voluntary contributions
and partly from the broadcasting of
sponsored programmes.

IN YOUR SPARE TIME
Demonstrate and Sell

"ELECTROCETS"
All-Electric-
2- and 3 -valve Receivers. Radio -
Gramophones. Eliminators.
Demonstration Receivers may
be purchased from 90/- each.
7 -days trial.

Send to -day for our illustrated brochure
A.W.1 which describes how you may,
obtain the agency for your district.

THE ELECTROCET RADIO CO.
SOLIHULL, BIRMINGHAM

FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
For YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM.
Built like a piano, the One tone and Style
brings a thrill no words can convey.

(Over 3,000 delighted clients)
(Radio Press-leading Experts)

DIRECT from makers, APPROVAL
7 days FREE. De Luxe, £5 to £15,

Cash or EASY PAYMENTS.
Photographs FREE.

PICK ETTS, Radio Furniture Makers
(A.111.1 Albion Road, Bexleyheath, Kent,

(Fame] for excellence, honoured in
BEST Homes.)

THE DIX-ONEMETER
It has Two Clear
Scales with Mir-
ror for Accurate

NOW
ONLY

50/-
A remarkably
low price for
meter worth

£10
For Endo or Expert

Test Booklet Free

ELECTRADIX
218 Upper Thames St., London,

Reading only 6
Terminals, b u t

59 Ranges.

NEW
AUG.- SEPT.

SALE LIST
JUST

ISSUED.

Free for
stamped
addressed
envelope.

RADIOS
E.C.4. Tel: Cap 0191

252

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordains, please seed rostat Order. NOT STAMPS

CRYSTAL SETS (W. each)
B.B.C. Brookman's Park Set AWzo6
Regional Crystal Set .. .. W1\1176

ONE -VALVE SETS (is. each)
B.B.C. Official One .. AWzoft

TWO -VALVE SETS (18, each)'98
Hartley Single-valver  " 
Talisman Two (ID, Trans) .. ..  . AW194
Wavelets Two (D,`Trans) AW229
No -battery A.C. Mains,Two (D, *Trans)
N batteryo-batte Gramo (D, Trans) AWz38

Easy Tune Short-wave z (D, Trans) .. AWz4z
Searcher Two (D, Trans)

193o Talisman z (D, Trans) ..   AW239

Brookman's Two (D, Trans) .. WMx68
New Crusader (D, Trans) W
Radio -Record Two (SG, D) WMi87
Gleaner Two (D, Trans) WMzoi
Music Monitor (13, 'Trans) .. WMzo8

THREE -VALVE SETS (is. each)
All -wave High-ma g. Three (ID, z Trans) AW199
Knife-edge Three (13, RC, Trans) .. AWzoe
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) .. AWzo3a
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, D, Trans) AW2o7
Everybody's Three (SG D, Trans) ..

DI1930 Ether Searcher (SG, , Trans) AWzi
New All -Britain Three (HF, D, Trans)
Best -by -Ballot Three (SG; D, Trans) Price 4d.

free with copy of "A.W." AVV2I7
Brookman's By-pass Three (13, 2 Trans) .. MY=
Everybody's All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans)

AVV2z
193o Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AWz23
Beginner's Regional Three (D, zLF) AVV232
Britain's Favourite Three 1930 (13, 2 Trans) .. AWa43
Car Three (D. R.C. Trans) .. AWz44
Standard Coil Three (HF, 13, Trans) .. WM117
Brookman's Three (SG, I5, Trans) WMo6i
Community Three (D, RC, Trans) WM164
Brookman's Push-Pull Three (SG, D, Trans) 1/6 W3,1170
Mt -nations Three (D, 2 'Trans) .. WMI78
Ineeptordyne (SG, 13, Pentode) WM179

A.C. Three (SG, D, Trans) x/6 .. WM184
Music Marshal (D, a 'Frans) .. WM190
63ramo-Radio D.C. Three (SG D Trans) .. WM196
Concert Three (ID, 2 Trans) .. WMI99
New Lodestone Three (HF, D, 'Frans) .. WMzo5
De -Luxe Three (ID, RC, Trans) WM209

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
-Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans-

A,C. Rectifier) AW2oo
Music -Lover's Gramo-radio (SG, D, RC,

Trans)-is. 6d. AW2O2A
Music -Lover's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker) is. AVV2oza
Horizon Four (SG, 13, 2 Trans).. AW237
193o Monodial (zSG, D, Trans) - WMt58
Electric Four (All A.C.-SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WMr62
Brookman's Four (zSG, D, Trans) .. WM174
Transportable Four (SG, D, z RC) .. WMo8o
Super Q (SG, D, 2 Trans) .. .. WM [89
Lodestone Four (HF, 13, RC, Trans) WMx93
Searcher's Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. 'WM194
Invitation Four (SG, 13, RC, Trans) .. WMzoo

FIVE -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)
James Quality Five (2SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AWz27
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push.:Push-

pull) -
1930 Five (zHF, 13, RC, Trans) WMt7t
Dual -screen Five (zSG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM185
Radio -Record Five (SG, D, Trans -parallel) .. WM x 88
Overseas Five (3SG, D, 'Trans) .. WM19e

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier .. AWzo5
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit) .. AWztz
Two -valve Amplifier ..
" Mag " Gramo Unit AW224
Radio -Record Amplifier (DC Mains) .. WM183
Selecto Amplifier (HF, Unit) .. WMa to

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Short-wave Adaptor (z v.) AWt83
Simplest H.T. Unit .. AW197
By-pass Unit (Wavetrap)with copy "A.VV"--4d. AW218
" Twin " Brookman's By-pass (6d.) AWzzz
A.W. Paper Loud -speaker .. ANN z3i

James H. T. and L.T. Charging Unit .. AW232
Simplest H.T. Eliminator for D.C. Mains A
Simplest H.T. Eliminator fur A.C. Mains .. AW236
Choke Output Unit .. AVV240
Simple 'Fester Unit (6d.)
A.C. Mains Amplifier .. WM149
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains WM t.59
" W.M." Linen -diaphragm WMi72
Brookman's " Wipe-outs .. lA'Mt86
Short-wave adaptor for Overseas Five .. WMogz
Staminator Unit for A.C. Mains WM2.02
Universal Push-pull Amplifier
Outspan Short-wave Adaptor .. WIVIzo7

PORTABLE SETS
Music Leader (SG, D, RC, 'Frans) with

copy "A.W." . . AINzo3
Sunshine .Three (S*G.HF.S.G.D, 'Trans) AW2 3 5 I/ -
Continental Portable (SG, ID, Trans) AW2.4r 5/-
Pedlar Portable Two (D, 'Frans) .. WM195 1/-
Pedlar Portable Three (D, z Trans) .. WM r 97 I/-
James Portable SG3 (SG, ID, Trans) .. VVIVIzo3 0/:
Foursome Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) .. WMzo6 it/ -
Copies of the " Wireless Magazine and of " Amateur Wireless " con-
taining descriptions of any of these sets mn be obtained at Is. 3d. and 4d.
respectively, post free. Index letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur
Wireless " sets and W.M." to Wireless Magazine."

AMATEUR WIRELESS 58-61 FETTER LAW,
LONDON, F.C.4.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for flu
bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of CI
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of El, to cover
postage etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons nat resident within the United Kingdom double
tees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

ELECTRICAL CLEARANCE. -2 -valve transmitting seta,
'15/-; Worse transmitting sets, 12/6; lin. spark coils, 6/-;
 21n. spark coils, 17/6; super microphones, 2/6; microphone
. transformers, 2/6; television motors, electric, 110 or 220v.,
D.C., 10/-; gh.p. Motor's. 110v, 30/-; 50v. 4a. dynamos, 35/-;
20v. 6a., 40/-; 100v. 10a., slow speed, £7; portable tele-
phones, 17/6; earphones, 1/3; telephone H.T. generators,
6/6; Morse keys, 3/6; huzzerS, 2/6; 1'mfd. condensers, 1/6;
hand telephones, 5/-; shunt regulators, 10/- to £1, all sizes;
1,000 ohms chokes, 1/-; magnetic relays, 12/6; P.O. relays,
6/-; Ford ignition coils, 4/-; gh.p. 220v. motor, shunt
wound, 50/-; Mark III Star crystal sets, 40/-; D.III buzzers,
platinum contacts, 5/-; Dewar switches, 1/-; 12v. car dyna-
mos, 23/- ; 6 or 12v. car starter motors, 12/6; cash with order
or c.o.d.; allgoods guaranteed; send now, list now ready.-
Galoin, Binfield Heath, nr. Henley-on-Thames.

YOUTHS REQUIRED age 14-20. Apply W.T. Works,
87a Collinmvood Road, Sutton/ Surrey.

DECORATE YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER YOURSELF.
Transfers giving painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue 1/-. A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England.

PATENTS.-Trade Marks, Advice Handbook free.-B. T.
King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146a Queen Victoria Street,
London.

WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONE CABINETS. Ready for
assembling or assembled. Write for lists. D. Mendip
Industries, Winscombe.

COMPLETE KITS.-All Circuits.. C.O.D. Or Terms :-
RIB., 33 Maroon Street, London, E.1.

"KONE-DOPE " special for linen -diaphragm speakers, Get
and 1/- per bottle. 3d. postage. Marvellous improvement.
Also" double linen -diaphragm kits of parts complete
for assembly. 10/6 of all dealers. Factors write to " Kane.
Dope" Co., 54, Idmiston Itriad, Stratford; 11.15.

ENGINEERS-IMPORTANT NOTICE.-ltesults now to
hand show that 93 per cent. of our candidates pass their
Exams. at the first attempt, a remarkable record unap-
p:oached by any other organisation and showing why we
alone guarantee 'No Pass-no Fee." If 03 out of every
100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you remain in
the ranks? Now is the time to " get busy " and investi-
gate. Our handbeok, " Engineering Opportunities,"
explains the most Simple and successful home -study
methods of passing B.Sc., A.31.I.31ech.E., A.M.I.C.E.,

A.M.I.A.E. G.P.O., C. 'Katlic., etc.
Exams. This book outlines courses in all branches of Civil,
]tech., Elec., Motor, and Wireless Engineering, shows the
unique advantages of our Appointments Dept, and includes
a brilliant foreword by Prof. A. M. Low, in which he shows
clearly the chances you are missing. Send for Free
Handbook Now (state branch, post, or exam.).-British
Institute of Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare
House, 29-31 Oxford Street, London.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. List Free. Large Stock of good
class components cheap. Three valve kits 30r-.
143b Preston Road, Brighton.

High -Grade -
SET & SPEAKER CABINET
Constructed of finely figured Oak on
carved ball and claw lege, hand french

polished.
The Acme of Craftsmanship

SALO, carriage paid.
Radio - Gramophone Cabinet

510.0.0, carriage paid.
Models from 12.2.0 to £20. Thirty -

page illustrated catalogue, post free.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker,

Enabrithed 1 He. SWINDON

THE STANDARD
PLUG-IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 11

DX COILS Ltd, London, E.8
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IMPORTANT
PRICE

REDUCTION

OF CONDENSERS

AND RESISTANCES
front

SEPT 17 19W
Product Old Price

K.C. 12/-
Midget Condenser
Dametohms 216

FIXED
CO

PAPER
NDENSERS CONDENSERS

Old New Old NewType Price PriceType Price Price
610 and 620 400 v. D.C. Test

to .09 ... 21- 1/9

New Price
... 11/-

4-
1/19

Various reductions
RESISTANCES

Old New
Type Price Price
10,000
40,000 ohms 6/6 4/6

.00005 to .0009 2/6 I/8
.01
.1 ... ... 21- 1/10 50,000 6/6 5/-

.001 and .002 31- 2/- .25 ... ... 2/5 2/3 60,000 6/6 6/-.0000504,
. 31 -2/3

... 31- 2/6
41 31 -

.3 ... ... 2/5 2/3
1.0, 2.0
3.0,4.0 I no reduction
5.0, 6.0

70,000
80,000-
100,000 chms

616 6/6

616 6/6
150,000 916 9/6

B775
.01 .... ..... 4/- 3/-

... 5/6 3J6

10 ... ...15/- 14/6
500 v. D.C. Test

no reduction
200,000
250,000

916 916
11/3 9/6.02

.05 . no reduction 800 v. D.C. Test 300,000 13/- 11/..
.1
.2 ...

... 8/6 81-
_15/6 1416

.1 ... ... 3/3

.25 ... ... 3/3
2/3
2/9 Prices complete with

.25 .. ...19/- 18/- .5 ... ... 313 31- holder.

UBILIE
CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.

We are exhibiting at Stand 50.
THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,

Olympia (New Hall).
September 19 -27th, 1939.

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3

1114&111111WM11611411111

THE LEADING COIL
MANUFACTURERS
FOR TEN YEARS AND
STILL THE FOREMOST
IN DESIGN &QUALITY
To lead the field of coil manufacturers is an achievement.
But to maintain that position for over ten years in face of
fierce competition is a performance of which we are justly
proud. The use of " Wearite" Coils and components
assures the constructor's success in his work, as every
" Wearite" product carries our guarantee of perfection.

Dual Range TALISMAN COILS ( pP;i2';,)
Aerial Range I Anode or H.E.

10/6 200-550
1000-1800 7/6

BINOWAVE COILS 1930
A type Unit, Aerial " 17/ EACH
C or 1) type Unit, Anode Sold separately

Sole mongjecleire, s tinder licence.

SOMETHING REALLY NEW
FOR YOUR SET

AN ENTIRELY NEW

L.F. COUPLING UNIT
which will make a remarkable
difference to your reproduction

Complete with Switch
for tone control

PRICE 20,111
Write for special lea.111.

Have you a copy of
our new Illustrated
List. Send for it now.

IIMI I'WEA
comoomi-AtTs

3

LOC K OUT FOR OUR OTHER NEW LINES

WRIGHT & WEAN, LTD.
740, HIGH ROAD,

TOTTENHAM, N.17
Telep1:0113 : Tottenham 351718p.

To Eaelzre Speedy Be:livery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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ANOTHER
BLUE SPOT
SUCCESS!
41K is another magnificent Speaker lately
added to the Blue Spot Range. It provides
the well-known Blue Spot quality at a rep.
markably low price. The driving unit is
the famous Blue Spot 66K which, reproduces
with absolute fidelity and purity of tone.
41K is ektremely striking in appearance, for
its case is of modern design in exquisitely

grained walnut, and
makes a charming ad-
dition to any room. At
fifty shillings such a
speaker is by far the,
best thing on the wire-
less market to -day !

Meet us at :-
OLYMPIA, Sept. 19-27

STAND No. 217.

MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW
Oct. 8-18

STAND No. 30.

*TEE 13111111111 13ILUIE Apt" CIDAtIPANY 1111111),e
Blue Spot HOuse, 94/96, Rosoman Street, Rosebery Avenue,
'Phone: Clerkenwell 3510. LONDON, E.C.1. 'Grams t Bluespot, Smith, London.

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : H C. RAWSON (She5e'd and London), Ltd., 100, London Road, Sheffield;
22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester. 183, George Street, Glasgow.

_ Printed in England.. Published by 13ernard -Jones Publications, Ltd., 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
Sole Agents for South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED. -Sole Agents for Australasia: GORDON & GOTCH, LIMITED. Saturday, September 6, till.
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POINTS ABOUT THE NEW VALVES

Vol. XVII. No. 4
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STANDARD ,OR r -,ER

,94

0 c m.,, , 1)

ACTUAL SIZE

4,717e

L.F.
TRANSFORMER

TYPE 22 -PRICE 20/ -

Another Lewcos Achievement !
The Lewcos L.F.T.3 Constant Inductance Transformer has a constant inductance for different values
of anode current.
If a valve takes a mean anode current of, say, 2 milliamperes, it is quite possible that this current may
fluctuate between and 41 milliamperes when the valve is working on a loud passage of sound. With an
ordinary transformer the inductance of the winding is considerably different in the two cases. (See Curve 13.)
In other words, the two halves of the low -frequency wave are not amplified equally, introducing marked distortion. This is the
reason for the failure of the average radio set to reproduce loud passages clearly, since the transient effects are particularly affected
by this lack of symmetrical amplification. If the inductance is constant, however, the amplification remains the sam it, irrespective of

signal strength (see Curve A), so that an instrument such as a
piano, which is notoriously difficult to reproduce with
standard apparatus, regains its natural tone where the

STOCKS HELD AT Lewcos Constant Inductance Transformer is employed.
THE FOLLOWING The Lewcos Constant Inductance Transformer maintains

BRANCHES its inductance at a high figure up to to milliamperes D.C.
It will be seen, therefore, that there is no trouble exper-
ienced from saturation. This transformer can be used
after any normal valve, whether in the first or second
stage, since the inductance is high enough for good first -
stage working, whilst it is capable of carrying the large
anode currents likely to be encountered in the later stages.
The turns ratio is 3 : t, and the Curve A, which is repro-
duced, has been independently taken by a well-know.1
ray io e tginecr.

BELFAST
BIRMINGHAM

CARDIFF
DUBLIN

GLASGOW
LEEDS

LIVERPOOL
LONDON

MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE

NOTTINGHAM

THE LONDON
ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY
AND SMITHS

LIMITED

CHURCH ROAD
LEYTON

LONDON, E.10

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA(.71;",)
slot 1910 -713 1930

47L41,1-11 1011 ;I :01 'RA 1-111 tiq I :41 2Cel CC Z1

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your OrUer
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YOUR
POCKSI

TUNGSRAM

FROM the moment you start using
TUNGSRAM Barium Valves in

your set you will save money. Yet
you will get vastly improved per-
formance. For TUNGSRAM Valves
cost considerably less than any other
valves of similar quality you can buy.
And they are so economical in use
that battery costs are le s. TUNGS-
RAM Valves have a longer life. They
will give to your set greater selectivity,
longer range, perfect tone, and in-
creased volume. TUNGSRAM
Valves give you better performance
at less cost.

BARIUM

L.F. 5/5 ; H.F. 5/6 ; R.C. 5/6 ;
Power 7/3 ; Super -Power 8/.;
A.C. Indirectly Heated H.F. and
L.F. 9/6; A.C. Directly Heated
Power 8/6 each; A.C. Directly
Heated H.F. and L.F. 8/.;
Rectifying Valves 10/. each.
Tungsram Photo -Electric Cells.
Nava E. £2:17:6. Nava R. £3:3:0.

VALVES
TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS (GT. BRITAIN) LTD.

Radio Dept. Commerce House, 52 Oxford Street, London, W.1.
:: MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS ELECTRIC LAMPS ::

Factories in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy, and Poland

Branches : Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, and Southampton
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Highest
effective

41E11 u111. 1'1

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts, 15 amp.
Impedance 300,000. Amplification
Factor 330. Mutual Conductance
1'1 m.a./v. Normal working
Anode Volta 120. Positive
Voltage on
Screen 60-80. 2 0/-Price

A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,
Highbury Grove,

London, N.5

amplification

yet attained with a
Screened Grid Valve

Radio technicians know that it is useless to
expect a substantial stage gain from any
Screened Grid Valve-however good its other
characteristics-which has a high inter -electrode
capacity. Cossor engineers have been striving for
months past to reduce the self -capacity of Cossor
Screened Grid Valves to a negligible figure. So
successful have they been in their efforts that
the new Cossor 215 S.G. has an inter -electrode
capacity of only .001 micro-microfarads-so
in fact, that none but the most elaborate and
specially -designed apparatus can measure it. As a
result, this new Cossor Valve permits a degree of
effective amplification which a year ago would
have been considered utterly impracticable. No
other make of Screened Grid Valve has such a
low inter -electrode capacity or can, therefore,
equal the remarkable stage gain which it permits.

THE NEW

OSSOR
215 S.G.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

5759
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THE " SHOW "-

THE National Radio Exhibition at
Olympia opens next week on Septem-

ber 19, and ends on the 27th. Every ama-
teur who can conveniently do so should
make an attempt to visit the Show during
one of the eight days, for there will be seen
the latest and best in radio. And when
you go, tuck in your pocket a copy of next
week's "A.W."-a special Show Number,
which is a complete guide, with plans of
the stands-and all complete for the usual
price of 3d. !

-AND THE HOME -STAYERS
THERE is a !Diabconsolation for the

home -stayers who cannot go to Olym-
pia. It is the Show Report Sections in the
first and second special issues, and the
after -Show news in the third issue. There
will be a big rush for these special Show
Numbers, so order your copies now.

THE NEW FIGURES
THE B.B.C. has adopted, in common

with broadcasters on the Continent,
a new power' rating for its transmitters.
The actual power of all B.B.C. stations is
:the same as before (note that, please !),

OUR SPECIAL
SHOW NUMBER
Next week's issue of AMATEUR
WIRELESS will contain a Com-
plete Guide, with Plans, and a
Stand -to -Stand Review of the
Exhibition. It will tell you
about everything that is new in
wireless, and will be indispensable
whether you are able to visit
Olympia or not.

Greatly Enlarged

USUAL

PRICE

USUAL

3°.
PRICE

though the method of computing the
power rating is changed to comply with
the new international definition. Thus,
while the actual power transmitted from

(G;')(G")(.3

Another " Test"
broadcast! Jack
Hobbs made the
acquaintance of
the microphone
last week at
Savoy Hill when
he broadcast a
talk about
cricket. That is
the kind of talk
we DO want !

the National station at Brookmans Park
remains unaltered, its power rating will be
changed from 3o kilowatts to 45 kilowatts.
Different broadcasting organisations have.
used different methods of measuring the
power of their transmitters, and the intro-
duction of a common system of power
rating removes the confusion that has
existed. The new system takes account of
modulation, which the method formerly
used in this country did not.

THE END OF THE PROMS."
THERE are more concerts yet to be

heard in the Promenade series, but
make a note of the fact that 'in October
listeners to the National stations will hear
"Proms." on the sst and 3rd, and the final
concert on October 4.

FOR ORGAN LOVERS
THERE are people who say that they

do not like the organ on the wireless,
but maybe that is because the technical
arrangements of some organ broadcasts
have to be made so quickly that there is
not time to find the proper positions for
the "mikes." Nevertheless, organ lovers
should make a note of September 9, when
Marcel Dupre, the organist of Notre Dame,
will be the soloist in his own work, a new
symphony for orchestra and organ. This
is a new idea, and it is the first time it has
been broadcast.

WHEN THE MAINS CHANGE

IF
you know that in the near future your

mains will be changed from D.C. to
A.C., then be prepared for surprises 1 In
some districts-as in the Leytonstone
(London) district, which is now changing
over a six month's notice of intention to
change is given, but only a few hours'
notice is given on the actual day when the
A.C. comes along.

NEW ELIMINATORS !
THIS extremely short notice may upset
the plans of radio users who rely on

the mains. When Leytonstone changed
over, the authorities made up for this un-
business-like dealing by installing, in most
cases, very good A.C. eliminators.
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Will the Crvstat Return9
I

This question is answered by Kenneth Ullyett, who
suggests some simple arrangements which

can easily be given a trial

Y wireless running costs are abso-
lutely nil," said a friend to me the

other day and if he had suggested a petty
wager as to the reason, I'm afraid I should
have been caught.

On pressing him for explanation, I dis-
covered that he had .scrapped his almost
pre -historic two -valuer and had gone back
to a crystal set with phones. I have heard
of several similar instances and, of course,
there is no reason why the crystal set should
not return to a limited degree of popularity.

Programmes --and £ s. d.
My friend, who has tastes similar to those

of many thousands of listeners, does not pay
great tribute to the B.B.C. programmes and
he has not the small amount of skill needed
to get foreign stations; therefore he listens
in on the average only two or three hours
every week, and the continued running
cost of a valve set is barely justified.

There must be a fair proportion of lis-
teners in the regional area who,- now that
they can get good phone strength from the
new high -power station, with a crystal set,
would be willing to forego the advantages of
a loud -speaker and to put up with phones
kir occasional listening. They, too, would
thus entirely eliminate radio " expenses."

It would be surprising if crystal sets did
not return to popularity, for the Regional
scheme was designed in the first place for
crystal users, the idea being that with
Regional and National stations all over the
country the B.D.C. programmer could be
received on the simplest type of set. The
trouble 'with many pre -Regional -scheme
crystal sets was that they were very ineffici-
ent, and while crystals themselves have not
improved we now know much more about
aerials and tuning systems.

If you are prepared to give a crystal set

a trial do not
overlook the
aerial, which
may work well
on the existing
valve set but
which may
need " spring-
cleaning " be-
fore the crystal
set comes into
action. With the

reaction effect of a valve set you can com-
pensate to an extent for a poor aerial and
for a very poor earth, but crystal sets are
entirely dependent upon the actual power

This circuit has been officially ap-
proved by the B.B.C. for Regional
reception. The loose -coupling makes
the set selective and prevents " Reg "

jamming " Nat "

which the aerial and earth system receives
from the ether.

So you can't blame a crystal set if it fails
to work properly on an aerial having dirty
insulators, poor connections or a leaky
lead-in tube. The earth is just as import-
ant, and of much greater importance than
when valve,--; are used.

With your crystal set you should cer-
tainly be able to get both the medium and
the long waves, because one must look for-
wa.d to the future when 5XX will give a
different programme from the medium
wave stations. Don't, however, rely on

El El

IF you are unable to go to the
Show, make sure of obtaining

next week's issue of " Amateur
Wireless."

It will contain a complete review
llllll ; lllllllllllllll ; lllll lllll ; llllll 11.11111.111111111. llllll 1 lllll

the cumbersome old tapped tuners which
were fashionable in 192o.

There is no reason why you should not
use an ordinary dual -range coil of the type
suitable for the aerial tuning of a valve set;
but if it has a reaction winding, which is the
case with some aerial coils, then this should
be unwound so that it does not exert a
" dead-end " effect on medium -wave recep-
tion. 

Try to get selectivity by the use of a good
coil because the tip of inserting a series of
pre-set condensers to get sharp tuning cuts
down the strength of the crystal receiver,
and there is no means of boosting it up
again. Beware of freak crystal circuits, for
the ordinary straightforward arrangements
generally give the best reception.

Suitable Phones
You will need really high -resistance

phones and some of the i,000 ohm jobs
used for testing valve sets are far too insensi-
tive. Phones having plenty of wire on the
magnets and a resistance of about 4,000
ohms are to be recommended. There are
few more inefficient arrangements than the
use of low -resistance phones with a step-
down transformer-a more expensive
arrangement anyway, and one not to be
recommended.

Crystal Types
It is difficult to give advice on the crystal

itself, for there are so many types on the
market and it is almost impossible to arrive
at their exact chemical composition.
Most of the better-known makes of crystal
are of the iron sulphide type, and almost
any metal can be used for the cat -whisker.
A deal of money was wasted in the old days
in the purchase of fancy cat -whiskers which
did not improve reception an iota. What
matters much more than the cat -whisker
itself is the pressure it exerts on the crystal
and the. point at which it touches. There
are several makes of semi -permanent detec-
tor having a crystal -to -crystal contact, and
these are generally very good.

Everyone should have a crystal set, be-
cause even if it does not entirely replace a
valve set in districts close to a B.B.C.
station, it is always a stand-by receiver
against the day when a valve gives out in
the middle of a speciality item.
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VALVES seem to be improved-or
should we say modified ?,--at frequent

intervals. The result is that we are liable
to make mistakes in using tliem, for it is

1.2

1-0

60 80 100 120 140

Anode volts

et38012:c

Valves have undergone considerable
modification of late and it is impor-
tant that you should understand how
results are affected in consequence.

to the electrical goodness of a valve, and
800 valves are being improved in this respect.

Screen- grid Troubles
700

?
600 V

500

O
400

300

14.
200

ulqt

100

Fig. 1. Curves showing the effect of screen -
grid voltage on the characteristics

surprising how sensitive to grid bias,
- screen voltage, and anode voltage some
valves are.

Unfortunately, some of the changes
made in the characteristics of valves make
matters a little difficult for users. Let us
take screen -grid valves as an example. We
see here in new valves rising impedances,
with bigger slopes.

Valve Impedance
Impedance is a term well understood

and is a figure obtained by dividing a
change in anode voltage by the resulting
change in anode current. Thus, with a
high -impedance valve the anode current
changes but little with variations in the
anode voltage.

Slope is perhaps not so easily explained,
but we may say that the greater the slope
of a valve, the larger is its magnification
factor for a given impedance.

A valve having an impedance of
L000,000 ohms and a slope of i would
have a magnification factor of i,000. If
the slope were 2 the magnification factor
would be 2,000. Slope, therefore, refers

With screen -grid valves the increased
slope is likely to give trouble to users.
There are two chief reasons why this is so.

The first is that an effect of raising the
slope or the impedance is to reduce the
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Fig. 2. The impedance is lowered by increasing
the screen voltage

grid base of the valve. Therefore less grid
bias can be used and a strong signal is
likely to overload the valve.

This is a serious matter, for we normally
receive relatively strong signals from at
least the local station. If, then this
big signal is applied to the valve grid
current will flow, and a form of rectifica-
tion will occur. The signal is, therefore,
distorted in the first stage of the set, and
no volume control in a later stage is of
any value.

The second point referred to above is
that when a valve having a greater imped-
ance is placed in the screen -grid stage, the
magnification is likely to be reduced, even
though the slope of the valve is more.
Valves having a large slope are also semi -

e=attar WireIT

tive to grid bias, with the result that if the
set has grid bias for this stage included it
might be too much for the new valve. The
position is one full of difficulties.

We face, if we are not careful, reduced
amplification, distortion, and inability to
control the magnification, all because the
grid bias of the screen -grid valve has been
reduced. We should, therefore, always use
the maximum value of screen -grid voltage.

The curves of Fig. I show that the
screen -grid voltage plays a most important
part in fixing the characteristic curves of
the valve, while changes in the anode
voltage do not affect the grid base very
much.

At :the same time, the impedance of the
valve is lowered by increasing the voltage
applied to the screen. This is shown by
the second and third sets of curves of
Figs. 2 and 3, which also show how the
slope and impedance are affected by the
anode voltage.

It will be seen that the most favourable
results are likely to be obtained with the
maximum screen voltage, and for this
reason the maximum ought always to be
used. Incidentally, the effect of varying
the screen voltage, as is sometimes done
for the purpose of controlling the amount
of the amplification, can be seen.

(Continued at foot of next page)
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ONEis accustomed to use a gramophone
pick-up with an amplifier of some sort,

so that the music may be reproduced
through the medium of the loud -speaker
normally employed for wireless work. As
a matter of fact, it is a very easy matter to
connect a pick-up directly to a pair of
telephones, when the music may be received
at excellent strength without any ampli-
fication whatever.

If, for example, one wishes to listen to
some gramophone records at a time when
other members of the family have gone to
bed, or perhaps are otherwise occupied in

USING A PICK-UP
WITH TELEPHONES
such a manner that the
noise of the normal re-
production would be un-
pleasant, one can merely
connect the pick-up to
a pair of telephones and
play records to one's
self, as it were, without
any difficulty.

The telephones should be approximately
of the same resistance as the pick-up.
Most pick-ups have a D.C. resistance of the
order of 2,000 ohms, and therefore the
customary high -resistance 'phones are satis-
factory. It does not follow that results will
not be obtained if the pick-up and 'phones
are not matched, but it is not desirable to
use low -resistance 'phones, owing to the
large discrepancy in the internal and
external resistance of the arrangement.
The strength on low -resistance 'phones
would be somewhat poor.

The quality of reproduction will be found

to be excellent, and you will be quite sur-
prised at the amount of bass present. The
whole system is so simple, that both the
bass and treble are reproduced effectively.
there being no opportunity for either end
of the scale to be lost by the wayside.
Indeed it makes quite an interesting test on
one's amplifier to listen to a record in this
manner, and then to reproduce it on the
amplifier to see whether the quality is
equally good. In many cases it will be
found not to be up to the standard of the
telephone reproduction. 3. H. R.

The new television station at Chicago,
W9XAP, is now undergoing the final tests
before regular programmes are inaugurated.
Television images will be transmitted on a
frequency of 2,800 kilocycles, with a power
of r, coo watts. Simultaneous sound accom-
paniment will be sent through station
WMAQ.

Ei For the Newcomer. to Wireless
IHAVE often been told that I ought

to use a hydrometer for testing my
accumulator. Would you kindly tell
me why ?-and you might at the same
time explain just what a hydrometer
is.

Perhaps I had better begin with that
explanation. The form of hydrometer
that we use for accumulator testing
consists of a glass tube drawn out to a
nozzle at one end and provided at the
other with a rubber bulb. Inside is a
small float marked off into the degrees
of specific gravity that are to be met
with in testing accumulator electro-
lytes.

How does it work?
By means of the bulb a quantity of

the electrolyte from the cell under test
is drawn up into the tube. According
to the gravity of the solution the float

.....

swims deep or high in it. Clearly the
grdater the gravity of the solution the
higher the float will swim.

I have been told that the gravity for
a fully charged accumulator should be
about 1.25o. What exactly does this
mean ?

It means that value for value the
solution is 1.25 times as heavy as dis-
tilled water.

An accumulator is run down-isn't
it ?-when the gravity has fallen to
about I.I70 ?

Yes, that is the usual figure.
The solution then becomes lighter

during discharge, doesn't it?
That -is so. What chiefly makes it

heavier than distilled water is that it
contains sulphur. During discharge
this sulphur combines with the lead on
the plates to form sulphate. The

HYDROMETERS

electrolyte thus contains a smaller and
smaller proportion of sulphur as the
battery runs down and so its weight
grows nearer and nearer to that of dis-
tilled water.

The hydrometer you described had
a graduated float. But I have seen
much simpler affairs than this.

I expect you mean those which
contain simply a small pellet.

Yes', that's what I had in mind.
How do they work?

The pellet consists of paraffin wax
weighted with lead chips until it is just
afloat and no more when the gravity
of the solution is 1.25o. As soon as
the gravity becomes reduced by dis-
charge, the pellet sinks deeper and
deeper. The pellet thus indicates the
state of charge, and no careful measure-
ment is needed.

in

. POINTS ABOUT THE NEW
SEASON'S VALVES"

(Continued from preceding page)
An effect of reducing the screen voltage

to weaken a strong signal is to reduce the
grid base at the same time, and distortion
is likely to occur. The user having a set
designed for a fairly low impedance valve
-and some of those issued last season
were of the order of roo,000 ohms with a
slope of 1-must therefore be cautious
when first trying a new valve, or poor
results will be obtained.

Ordinary valves, improved by having
their impedance lowered and their slope
increased, are not so difficult to deal with,
but here again it is necessary to avoid
overloading, distortion, and motor -boat-

ing. With improved valves a set may not
be stable, and it is likely that precautions
will have to be taken to obtain the best
results.

When a more sensitive power valve is
used in the last stage, for example-that is,
a valve having a greater slope and a higher
magnification factor-it will be more
easily overloaded. The effects of slight
overloading, too, will be more noticeable
than when an old type valve having about
the same impedance, but less slope, was
used.

Screen -grid valves having a lower value
of anode -grid capacity are obviously better
than valves having similar characteristics
but with a very much greater anode -grid
capacity.

More magnification with stability can

be obtained, for one thing, and a second
point is that more uniform magnification
over the band of wavelengths can usually
be obtained. To secure the full benefits of
new valves having very small anode -grid
capacities the circuit must be well
arranged.

It is of no use having a good valve if
the circuit has large stray couplings. These
can be avoided by using suitable coils and
screens. Where a high magnification is
aimed at the supplies to the circuits of the
valve should be filtered.

Failure to screen properly is the usual
reason for no benefit being obtained from
a valve having a lower value of anode -grid
capacity. It is possible, in fact, that less
good results will be obtained from the
improved valve.
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RESONANCE IN
MOVING -COIL

-) SPEAKERS
Dr. N. W. McLachlan discusses some of the maladies to which moving -coil speakers are prone
COME years ago, when investigating

resonances in moving -coil loud -speakers,
I took the trouble to measure the current
through the coil at various frequencies in
the musical scale. The curve showing the
relation between current and frequency was
fairly smooth, excepting at one point where
the current suddenly decreased. This
decrease in current indicated that some-
thing unusual had happened, and it is this
effect which I want to discuss briefly in the
present article.

The apparatus for measuring the current
is illustrated diagrammatically in Figs. r
and 2. A valve generator delivers sine
waves of different frequencies to a resistance -
capacity amplifier. The amplifier is con-
nected via the usual condenser to the loud-
speaker, which has a low -resistance coil
and is transformer coupled to the power
valves. An ammeter is connected in series
with the loud -speaker, so that the current
at various frequencies can be read off.

The voltage applied by the generator to
the grid and filament of the first amplifier
valve is kept constant at all frequencies,
and corresponding readings are taken of the
current through the moving coil.

The results of a test on a certain moving -
coil speaker are plotted in Fig. 3. At 75
cycles there is a sudden dip in the curve and
the current is reduced to one -quarter its

200

50 75 100 15 0.-

f:repenCy in cycles per sec.
200

Fig. 3. Curve showing alternating current
in moving -coil loud -speaker when a con-
stant voltage was supplied to the grids of a
bank of power valves in parallel (5-LS5As).
Notice the resonance frequency, i.e., 75
cycles due to the " spring " effect of the

diaphragm surround

value at ioo cycles.
We have now to find the reason for this

sudden drop in current. During experirnen-

Step down transfr

s7t/e7v-ave Ammeter Loud-
yenerato, pnplifier with speaker

lot characteristic
Fig. 1. Diagram showing apparatus for
supplying current for testing the resonance

of a moving -coil speaker

Choke,

Input from
afigifier

Fig. 2. Diagram showing arrangement of
power valve circuit of Fig. 1

tal work conducted on the loud -speaker it
was noticed that the sound output was
much greater at 75 cycles than at any other
frequency. Clearly this points to a reson-
ance somewhere in the speaker. The
resonance was found to be due to the
leather surround used to mount the cone
at its periphery. In fact, the leather played
the part of a spring upon which the cone
vibrated, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Also the
amplitude or axial excursion of the cone
was much greater at 75 cycles than any-
where else.

When the speaker coil moves in the mag-
netic field of the pot it cuts the lines of
force of the field. In so doing it causes an
electromotive force to be created. This
electromotive force acts in an opposite
direction from that which sends the current
through the coil. Thus the "back" e.m.f.
opposes the "forward" or current -sending
e.m.f., with the consequence that the effect
of the latter is considerably reduced. The
result of such a reduction in current is
exhibited clearly by the " vee " in the cur -

OWN,

Second
ory

Primary

rent curve of Fig. 3. Moreover, the reduc-
tion in coil current at 75 cycles is due to the
large movement of the coil in the magnetic
field, causing a much greater back e.m.f.
than that which occurs at other frequencies
where no resonance exists.

The power valves used were several
LS5A's in parallel, which combination had
a low internal resistance. If, however, the
valve had been a pentode, its high re-
sistance would have prevented the large
reduction in current, as shown in Fig. 3,
and this would have resulted in a much
greater sound output and a more promin-
ent resonance.

The reader will now be wondering
whether his loud -speaker suffers from this
distressing malady of "surround -reson-
ance." Here is a simple experiment which
he can perform to find out whether his
worst fears are justified.

Take a standard frequency gramophone
record of 8o to ioo cycles, or thereabouts,
the best value being found by trial. Pass
the output from the pick-up through a
speech amplifier to the loud -speaker, com-
plete with baffle (to get the desired effect
the input to the speaker should be fairly
large). Vary the speed of the turntable
(increase or decrease) until the sound out-
put from the speaker passes through a
maximum value. Ascertain the speed of
the turntable and calculate the resonance
frequency as shown in the following
examples .

Speed of turntable to give standard fre-
quency of 8o= 78 revolutions per
minute.

(Continued at foot of next page)
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Fig. 4. Diagram illustrating spring effect
of the diaphragm surround of a moving -

coil speaker
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In the gardens of the Exhibition, under-
neath the shadow of the Witzleben

aerial mast

THE great German Radio Show, which
has just closed its doors, has been an

unprecedented success. Owing to adverse
economic conditions, it had been suggested
that the annual exhibition should be dis-
continued for a year or two. However,
the majority of those responsible for its
promotion felt that it should at all costs be
kept up; how well-advised they were is
abundantly proved by the record number
of visitors (about 5o per cent. more than
last year) who daily thronged the exhib-
ition halls on the Kaiserdamm. This year
the Radio Show has for the first time been
combined with a Gramophone Show, thus
showing the intimate union of the two
industries.

Gramophones Too
There are not many strikingly new things

to be seen at the Exhibition. The radio
industry has been following paths already
open and while steadily improving and
perfecting, has been creating but little in
the way of actual novelties. All firms are
now manufacturing sets operated from the
mains, though of course there are still num-
bers of battery -operated receivers. In
most mains sets the heating current is
derived from the mains direct; in fact, in
the case of alternating -current supply,
indirectly -heated valves still predominate.

AT THE BERLIN EXHIBITION
An Eye -witness Account by Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz

While neutrodynes are still very popular,
a large number of superhet receivers could
be found at the Exhibition, particularly for
use in short-wave work.

The majority of receivers now cover a
range of from 200 to 2,000 metres; in fact,
there are some high-grade sets covering a
range from so to z,000 metres, without any
necessity Of change of coils. The general
ideal is single -knob control. Many ultra
short-wave receivers were on show. Drum
drives are greatly in favour, a special
feature being the use of very large scales.

German Valves
As regards valves, there were some new

types of screen -grid valves and super -power
valves for large outputs. The new Tele-
funken Rods (outside grid valves) which
have already been described in AMATEUR
WIRELESS, are an abskilute novelty.

Loud -speakers, both magnetic and mov-
ing -coil instruments, have been further
developed..

Considerable attention has been given by
the industry to devices for preventing inter-
ference; many types of safeguard for this
purpose were on show.

Greatly increased attention is being paid
to television and many photo -electric cells
and neon lamps for use in connection with
televisors were exhibited.

The German Post Office again demon-
strated the progress accomplished in the
field of television, a combination of speech
and vision being demonstrated for the first
time in Germany. The firms exhibiting
under their auspices are the Fernseh-A.G.,
who are using the Baird patents, the Tele-
hor A.G., exploiting the Mihaly system,
and Telefunken, with their own system
developed in conjunction with Prof. Karo-
lus. In addition to these, the Post Office
showed the results of its own work.

The Reichs - 'Rundfunk-Ges. (German
Broadcasting Corp.) had a most compre-
hensive show illustrating the interior work-
ings of broadcasting stations.

A view inside one of the halls of the Berlin Show-strangely different from the
Olympia so familiar to British amateurs

" RESONANCE IN MOVING -COIL
SPEAKERS"

(Continued from preceding page)
Speed of turntable where loud -speaker

resonates =65 r.p.m.
Resonance frequency of loud -speaker,

65/78 x 80=67 cycles, which is in a nasty
position for good speech reproduction.
Slackening off the surround will lower the

NEXT WEEK

A REALLY SIMPLE
THREE-VALVER

frequency. When it is below about 3o cycles
little harm can result.

If an ammeter is available for inclusion
in the loud -speaker circuit, a curve can be
taken showing the current at various fre-
quencies and the " vee" shape of Fig. 3
obtained. It must be remembered, of course,
that the e.m.f. from the pick-up will fall
away as the speed of the turntable is
decreased.

Some pick-ups will not stay on an
8o -cycle record. This can be rectified to an
extent by using a 150 -cycle record run at
about half speed. The output from the
pick-up to the amplifier is reduced, but this
loss can be overcome by additional valve
amplification.

THE GRID LEAK
MOST

of the new receivers rely on grid.
leak rectification, which is fast com-

ing back into favour with the experts.
Whatever defects the method originally
had, in comparison with anode -bend rectifi:
cation, were due to using too large a con-
denser, too high a leak resistance and,
generally, insufficient plate voltage. Prop-
erly adjusted, the grid -leak can give results
quite as free from distortion as anode -bend
rectification, and it is considerably more
sensitive on weak signals.

NEXT WEEK
A complete Show Guide and Stand to

Stand Review.
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A NEW BOOKLET,
" OSRAM VALVES

for Power Amplification "
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of all types of large OSRAM
POWER VALVES from 5 watts up
to valves big enough for talking
picture and public entertainment
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and complete technical data.
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The Valves with a Pedigree
Each has become the stan-
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in sound reproduction
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POWER VALVES for
reliability in performance,
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istics, and maximum
undistorted output.
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GET THE BEST
OUT OF RADIO

Power
Potentiometers
complete range

Prices from
9/6 to 11/6

To get the best out of radio you must put
the best into your set. Varley Components
have twenty-five years' experience behind
them. Experience spells progress, and
progress means ultimate achievement.

The Varley Power Potentiometer is the
latest development in Power Control. Ideal
for high voltage eliminators, the resistance
element cannot " pack," and a spring
loaded contact arm ensures an efficient
and dependable connection.
Remember that when you buy Varley
Components you buy quality-the results
of twenty-five years' research-perfect
efficiency.

Valley
STAND
No. 105
OLYMPIA
Sept. 19-27

Adrtrlisemetti of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., kingsway House, ro3, Kingsway, London, IV.C.z. Telephone: Reborn 5303.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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A PUZZLER
T CAME across a real teaser in the way
1 of faults the other day, when a friend
asked me to have a look at his two -valve
receiving set. One would haye thought
that in such a simple piece of apparatus as
this no fault could possibly occur which
could not be located in a matter of minutes.
But this particular one would, I guarantee,
baffle many readers for a good deal longer
than that. The circuit was absolutely
straightforward, consisting, as it did, of
a grid -leak -and -condenser detector with a
well-known type of tuner coupled on the
resistance -capacity method to a super-
power valve in the output holder. All that
my friend could tell me was that horrible
distortion was noticeable and that his
high-tension battery seemed to be running
down very quickly-the only instrument
that he possessed was a simple moving -
iron voltmeter. These particulars were
given me over the telephone, and, following
my usual custom, I slipped Miss Milly
Ammeter into my pocket before setting
forth to stalk the trouble.

STRANGE READINGS
THERE was no doubt about the dis-

I tortion when the friend switched on-
horrible was too mild a term. I stuck
Milly into the high-tension negative lead,
and her pointer promptly hit the stop at
the far end of the scale with a bump. The
next part of the proceedings was not a
little curious. I pulled the output valve
from its socket and obtained what looked
like a normal sort of reading for the
detector-say, about 2 milliamps. Then
I pulled out the detectot and put in the
super -power valve. This time Milly's
needle hit the stop with a bigger bump
than ever. Wanting to see what the cur-
rent was, I went home and got Milly's big
sister, which reads up to ioo. I forget now
exactly what the current was, but it was
something pretty enormous. Then we
tried with both valves out of their sockets.
There was a slight-a very slight-flow of
current indicated. But the strange point
is that the current for the detector alone
plus the current for the output valve alone
plus the current when both valves were
out added up to a much bigger total than
the current flowing when both valves were
in their sockets.

THE CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE
HOWEVER, we left that poser for the

moment, and the actual fault did
not take long to locate when we had
drawn the circuit on the back of an old
envelope, as I will ask the reader to do
now. Don't bother about the tuner. Just
put in the filament and plate of the detec-
tor valve, and then the R.C. circuit with
a 50,000 -ohm resistance, a .25-microfarad
coupling condenser, and 1/4-megohm grid
leak. Stick in also the grid of the output
valve and from the filament of the detector
draw a line representing the filament
negative busbar' Show the high-tension

Cicttitei.s& 0016..0%.o%500%.00%044

positive busbar also sprouting from the
top of the 50,000 -ohm anode resistance.
Now you will see that with both valves

- removed the only possible path for current
from H.T. positive to H.T. .negative (which
is, of course, the same thing as L.T.
negative) is via the anode resistance, the
coupling condenser, and the grid leak.
Therefore, the condenser is clearly not
doing its duty by acting as a barrier to
D.C. In other words, the condenser has
broken down. We verified this by remov-
ing the anode resistance, when the needle
of the milliammeter immediately dropped
to zero. The same thing happened with
the anode resistance in place when the
grid leak was removed.

ANOTHER TROUBLE
THE obvious cure was to replace the

broken-down condenser, This we did,
previously subjecting the new condenser
to strict tests to see that its insulation was
perfect. But still all was not well; the dis-
tortion persisted and the milliammeter
now showed that far too little current was
flowing between the filament and plate of
the super -power output valve. The valve,
in fact, had lost its emission. A fresh
super -power valve was placed in the
holder, and this time the set worked as it
should. But why had the first super -power
valve been wrecked?

THE REASON
,OOK again at your pencilled circuit

and put in some values. Call the
- anode resistance 50,000 ohms and the D.C.
resistance of the broken-down condenser
soo,000 ohms. The grid leak, as already
mentioned, is 250,000 ohms. But with the
filament of the detector switched on there
is another path to earth from the bottom
of the anode resistance-that between the
plate and filament of the detector valve.
Call the value of this path 30,000 ohms.
What we therefore have is one resistance
(the 5o,000 -ohm anode component) in
series with two parallel resistances, one of
which has a value of 30,000 ohms (that
between the filament and plate of the
detector valve), whilst the other has a
value of 350,000 ohms (that composed of
the roo,000 ohms of the leaking condenser
plus the 250,000 ohms of the grid leak).
By the ordinary formula you can find the
total value of they parallel paths, and
from this you can discover that in round
figures the voltage drop across the anode
resistance is in the neighbourhood of
65 volts-this is not exact, but it is near
enough. The drop across each arm of the
two parallel resistances is therefore 35 volts.
A further simple calculation shows that
the voltage drop across the grid leak is
twenty-five thirty-fifths of 35 volts, or,
25 volts. In other words, so far as the
H.T. battery is concerned the grid of the
output valve is 25 volts positive. The
negative grid bias applied from the G.B.
was 15 volts. Subtracting 15 from 25 we
arrive at the actual bias placed on the

output valve owing to the leaky condense'
This works out at io volts positive.

CURIOUSER AND CURIOUSER

NOW,
io volts positive on the grid of

a super -power valve with ioo volts
on the plate is bad enough and the current
driven through the valve is quite enough
to wreck the emission in a veur short time.
But just think what happensif you pull
out the detector. There is now only one
path from H.T. positive to H.T. negative,
and this has a value of 400,000 ohms.
Between the grid of the output valve and
negative the resistance is 25o,000 ohms.
Therefore the grid potential is twenty-five
fortieths of too volts, or 62.5 volts positive.
Subtract frOm this the 15 volts negative of
the grid battery and you are left with a
positive bias of 47.5 vdlth. Ye gods

THE MORAL
THE moral is, of course, not to use for

coupling purposes in an R.C. circuit
a paper dielectric condenser of ordinary
quality. The insulation of these is apt to
break down and the very slightest leak
will completely upset the grid bias on the
following valve. To be on the safe side,
use a condenser specially made to with-
stand high voltages or, better still, a con-
denser with a mica dielectric. In addition
to the hateful distortion that arises from
the tiniest leak in the condeper, the possi-
bility of doing in a power valve and a
high-tension battery is one that must
never be forgotten.

THE VALVE OF THE FUTURE
T HAVE been very interested to read in
1 an account of the German Wireless
Exhibition references to an entirely new
type of valve which shows very great
promise. In place of the ordinary filament
heated by a flow of low-tension current,
this valve employs a photo -electric ele-
ment. The photo -electric cell has the
remarkable property of passing an electric
current when light falls upon it. The
amount of current depends upon the in-
tensity of the light, and cells may be made
to respond to light of different colours.
A set fitted with what we may call a
photo -electric valve requires no switch.
Like a canary, it sings when you uncover it
and admit light, and goes out of action
when you cover it up. It is reported that
sets using these valves have been able to
work loud -speakers, and I don't for a
moment doubt the statement. Yet I can
hardly believe that a point has been
reached at which good volume combined
with quality can be produced from the
loud -speaker. The emission from a photo-
electric cell in its present form is tiny, and
it will probably be some little time before
anything like a satisfactory photo -electric
power valve is evolved. Still, the idea is
a very promising one, and it is more than
likely that it contains the key to the
development of the wireless valve of the
future.
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    On Your Wavelength! (continued)'

RADIO " COPS."
EQUALLY interesting is the announce-

ment that the police are to be equipped
with minute wireless receivers by means of
which they can keep in touch with head-
quarters whilst on their beats. These tiny
sets, I take it, are of the crystal variety,
and there is nothing particularly novel
about making them up in vest-pocket size.
In the early days of broadcasting many
people made up crystal sets in midget
boxes, and I think I am right in saying
that you could buy them at some of the
novelty shops. With a short-wave trans-
mitter no great power will be needed to
keep in touch with all the "crystal -con-
trolled" bobbies in a large area.

A NEW SIDE OF THE PROGRAMME
QUESTION

AT the moment I am spending a brief
holiday at the seaside. Since I came

down to Sandville-on-the-Mud I am not
sure that I have not changed my views on
the subject of week -end programmes hour.
You see, there are wireless enthusiasts in
the houses on either side of mine, as well
as in those across the road, and all of
them have the loudest of loud -speakers.
One fellow begins regularly shortly after
eight o'clock in the morning with Croydon,
and he and all the others switch on their
loud-blarers the moment the National
programme starts and keep them switched
on until it stops. Your "Thermion" has
found it just a thought trying. The week-
ends, though, have been a glorious time
of rest, for there is nothing doing, as you
know, until the afternoon on either Satur-
days or Sundays, and except for dance
music-of which, fortunately my loud -
listening neighbours do not seem fond-
there is nothing to be heard after 10.30 at
night. I profess that I really have been
thankful to Sir John Reith and his merry
men for the short hours of the week -end
orogrammes.

THE ANSWER'S IN THE
NEGATIVE

SOME queer queries come my way from
correspondents from time to time, and

here is one of them. "I am just going
away for a holiday," wrote a Lancashire
lad, "and before I go I want to feel quite
sure that my earthing arrangements are
all that they should be in case a thunder-
storm, should occur whilst I am away."
He then went on to tell me that the aerial
lead-in came through the window frame
to an earthing switch. The earth wire was
carried from the window sill round the
skirting of the room, then out through the
door and along some thirty feet of passage,
where it lay snugly under the lino. Leaving
the passage, it entered the bathroom,
passing again round the skirting board,
and finishing up at one of the taps. One
cannot imagine any much better (or
worse !) way of "asking for it" than this.
No thought is needed to see that the only
effect of such an earthing arrangement is
to provide a path for lightning currents
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straight through the in'ards of the house.
It is' always best to use an outdoor earth
for safety purposes, and to my way of
thinking the earthing switch itself should
also be outside the house and, if possible,
well away from it..

FLOP!
IF human beings were flattened out by

the recent heat wave, so were wireless
waves. The thermometer began, if you
remember, to touch high records on the
Tuesday in the last week in August.
Until that day the reception of foreign
stations had been really first-rate. It wasn't
too bad on the Tuesday night, though there
was a very distinct falling off. But the
Wednesday was the very worst night for
reception that I have ever known in the
course of a long career as a wireless enthu-
siast. Something very queer must have
happened to the Heaviside layer, for even
the powerful stations from abroad that
one tunes in as a rule with the greatest of
ease simply were not there. My big set, in
fact, with its two screen -grid stages, was
of less use on that night than a little set
without any H.F. amplification is in the
normal course of events.

LOCAL FADING ?
UADING is often experienced on foreign
1.' stations, but it is not often that one
encounters this phenomenon on the local
station. Indeed, most people would say
that fading with a station only ten
twenty miles away was impossible. They
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DO YOU KNOW -
that the Post Office oscillator and radio -
pirate detecting van has started off on
another tour ? It has only just come back
from the Newcastle area, and a Post Office
official states that, following the van's
visit, there was' a noticeable rush to the
local offices to take out licences !

that if your accumulator comes back from
the charging station with signs of acid on
the top near the terminals, then it is
probable that the vent holes have become
clogged up ? This means that when the
accumulator is charged, and gas is formed,
it cannot escape through the vent holes
and so some of the electrolyte is forced
out to the top of the cells, where it may do
harm by corroding the terminals. It is
advisable occasionally to run a prod down
the vent holes to make sure that they are
not obstructed. This is particularly, im-
portant with small H.T. accumulators.

that the conventional values of 2 megohms
and .0003 microfarad for the grid leak
and condenser respectively are not always
the best ? With some detector valves you
will find that much better sensitivity is
obtained by the use of a .0001 grid con-
denser and a 3-megnhm or even 5-megohm
grid leak. The only point to watch is that
such a combination may cause overload-
ing if the grid voltage is high.

would shake their heads and talk know
ingly of ground waves, skip distances, and
such like, and would declare the pheno-
menon to be impossible on broadcast wave-
lengths at anything under seventy to
a hundred miles.

Nevertheless, I did experience fading on
my local station only the other day. At
first I thought it must be due to some
peculiar electrical condition of the atmos-
phere which was giving me a real fade of
some sort. The signal strength waxed and
waned in a slow manner, sometimes fading
out altogether and then gradually coming
back again. In fact, the reception had all
the characteristics of a foreign transmis-
sion from a considerable distance.

A CURIOUS REASON
IWAS rather puzzled, because I did not

believe that fading really could occur
at such a short distance, and I went over
to another set and listened on this. To my
surprise, I found that there was no sign of
a fade, and that when my normal receiver
had died out completely the other receiver
was still bringing in the signal at full
strength. Therefore, I diagnosed that
there must be something at fault in my
original receiver, and began to examine it
for defects.

To cut a long story short, I found that
the trouble arose from a switch. The
change -over from long to short waves was
carried out with a switch of the type in

into contact
a spring point. Many switches are of this
type, and in the general course of events
they are satisfactory. Here, however, due
to what appeared to be a weak pressure at
the actual point of contact, the joint was
not a good one, and a certain high resist-
ance developed at the actual point of con-
tact. Clearly, this resistance was varying
in a periodic manner. Possibly some heat-
ing up . was occurring which caused the
contact to become gradually worse and
worse, so that the signal died away alto-
gether. This enabled the contact to cool
down again, so that the signal gradually
came back to its normal strength, and so
the effect of a fade was produced.

THE REMEDY
WHETHER this explanation is sound

or not I do not know, but the fact
remains that the trouble undoubtedly lay
in the switch, because when I opened and
closed the contact from the gap the trouble
entirely disappeared and reception be-
came quite normal. If, therefore, you
obtain a fade of this kind you will know
exactly what to do to clear it. Simply
change over the switch and change it back
again so that the contact is re -made
afresh, and this will get rid of the fault
without any further difficulty. It does not
entirely cure the fault, because it may
recur after some time, and the real remedy
is to stiffen up the contacts of the switch in
some way, hut for a momentary removal
of the fault this method is perfectly
satisfactory.

THERMION.
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SETS OF DISTINCTION
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THE NEW AMPLION PORTABLE

A set of a
particularly

compact type

AFTER I had tried the new Amplion
portable for a short week -end, like

Oliver Twist, I asked for more, so Graham
Amplion, Ltd.; kindly loaned me a model
for a further week; during that time I
learned to appreciate all the good points of
an outstanding product, without finding
anything to which I could take serious
exception.

First of all, it is a suit -case portable.
The leather covering is of good quality and
looks well, especially as the metal parts of
the handle and catches are oxidised. There
is a waterproof cover to slip over the case,
a useful protection I appreciated when
carrying the set from one place to another.

As the picture shows, the Amplion port-
able has a remarkably " clean " layout,
with its threemain controls arranged in a
line at the front of the case. The loud-
speaker and frame aerial are, as is usual,
contained in the lid.

Tucked down in the right-hand side of
the case is a tuning chart, which I have
almost completely filled in with the dozens
of stations picked up during tests.

Two H.F. Valves
Trust Amplions to be different; of the

four valves in their portable two of them
are high -frequency amplifiers. As both of
them are of the screen -grid type, the ampli-
fication is naturally immense. To avoid
undue complication in operation, one of the
screen -grid stages is untuned.

There are only two tuning controls, one
for the frame aerial and the other for one of
the screen -grid stages. The centre and
right-hand dials are for tuning and the left-
hand dial for reaction. Near this reaction
control is a neat switch with three posi-
tions : long, medium and off.

All the controls are smooth in action-
the dials delightfully so. Because both
tuning dials have similar readings for any
given station, tuning is qu:te a simple pro-
cess. The following extract from my log
proves this point.

Good Strength
Huizen, at full loud -speaker strength

without reaction, came in at 84 degrees on

Two screen -grid high -frequency valves are employed, as well as a new
Amplion balanced -armature loud -speaker

Maker : Graham Amplion, Li

the left-hand dial and 85 degrees on the
right-hand dial. Radio Paris 78 and 77
degrees, Konigswusterhausen 74 and 73
degrees, Daventry 5 XX 70 and 68 degrees,
Eiffel Tower 6o and 58 degrees, Motala 52
and 5o degrees, Kalundborg 40 and 35
degrees, and Hilversum 3o and 27 degrees.

All these stations were full-strength
alternatives to the local and only Konigs-
wusterhausen suffered interference-from
Daventry. On the medium band the Amp -
lion portable is just as easy to operate, the
dial readings beine_ even more closely similar.
For examples I quote Rome 75 degrees on
both dials and the National 28 and 26
degrees.

Many stations I have brought in on this
portable have been too strong. Not that
the loud - speaker
cannot handle con-
siderable volume-
it can, and with a
fine -quality output.
But to cut down
the volume to a
reasonable strength
I had to de -tune
the centre dial. I
think Amplion's
would have done
better to have
called their reaction
control " range " in-
stead of "volume."
As a volume control
it is naturally very effective, but it cannot
decrease the strength of powerful stations.

As the frame aerial is directional, one can
also decrease strength by rotating the port-
able so that the lid is nearly at right -angles
to the incoming signal. But this is rather
a tedious procedure.

Quality
Quality of reproduction is, I find, defin-

itely good in the Amplion portable. I
think the new loud -speaker unit is partly
responsible; but as the makers have ex--
plained to me, the pentode power valve
matches the winding of this particular unit.
I imagine that on its own the unit tends to
be low-pitched, but the pentode maintains
a crisp-,ess of tone particularly appreciated
during speech. Musical reproduction comes
through with a warmth of tone rather rare
in portables.

Battery Economy
I found it hard to realise that only a io8-

volt high-tension battery is included to run
the four valves. Quality was more of the
timbre I associate with a i50 -volt supply.
The two screen -grid valves, detector valve,
and pentode power valve together take just
over to milliamperes from the high-tension
battery. Its life would therefore be two to
three months with average use.

mited. Price : £24 15s. od.

In keeping with the general neatness of
the design, the batteries fit snugly into the
battery compartment without the need for
packing to hold them in position.

From my tests, I can confidently recom-
mend the Amplion portable, which would
be specially useful to listeners remote from
a broadcasting centre. And those living in
a B.B.C. service area would find a welcome
relief from their local station by tuning in
some of the numerous continental stations
within loud -speaker range. I found the
long -wave stations just as good as the local,
both in strength and quality. That is more
than a compliment to Amplion's; it is a
reminder that, just now, long waves offer
the best continental reception available.

:3E1 1 E.

The chassis of the
Amplion portable forms

a complete unit

GRID -LEAK OR ANODE -
BEND ?

POPULAR opinion seems to be veering
back in favour of the grid -leak rectifier,

after a period in which the "experts" had
little good to say of it in comparison with
its rival, anode -bend rectification. 'There
is one point of difference between the two
methods that is not always fully appreci-
ated. When using a grid -leak, rectification
takes place in the grid circuit, so that the
signals are first detected and then amplified
across the valve. With anode -bend the
received oscillations, both high frequency
and low, are first amplified across the valve
before rectification occurs. M. B.

Concerts from the Bucharest studio are
transmitted every Wednesday and Satur-
day evening on 21.5 metres; the power of
this experimental short-wave station is
roughly 30o watts in the aerial.

A bill has recently been passed in
Louisiana, KY., to prohibit slander by
radio. A fine of too dollars or imprison-
ment for thirty days is the penalty.



THE increasing use of ultra -short wave-
lengths points the way to many new

and interesting developments in the near
future. The Beam system, for instance, is
at present transmitting messages to the
Antipodes on wavelengths of from so to 3o
metres. This is done as efficiently and at
much less cost , than any high-powered
station operating on a 5,000 or io,000-metre
carrier.

But a wavelength of so metres by no
means represents the limit of what can be
done in this direction. Long-
distance signalling is already being
carried out between 3 and 5 metres,
whilst in the laboratory wavelengths
varying from half a metre down to a
few centimetres in length are con-
stantly in use.

Short-wave Reflection
The significant feature of such

wavelengths is that they can be
reflected from a suitable surface in
much the same way as light is
reflected from- a mirror. Long
waves cannot be so treated because
it is physically impossible to set up
a reflecting surface of sufficiently
large area.

The success of the Beam system
is entirely due to this fact. The
radiated energy is concentrated
along a definite direction by a re-
flector-which although it must be
at least several wavelengths long
to be effective, is still of practicable
size and can be erected at relatively small
cost.

Any- conducting surface will reflect wire-
less waves. In most short-wave directional
systems, the reflecting surface consists of a
metallic network placed behind a series of
energised wires forming the radiator proper.

One of the peculiarities of short-wave
transmission is that the waves do not travel
along the ground, as do long waves, butstrike
an upward path. Luckily there is another
reflecting surface, in the shape of the
Heaviside layer, to send them back again to
earth. Otherwise they would escape into
empty space.

The 'Heaviside layer Vs as a reflecting
surface because it is a re on of ionised air.
Wherever there are free loris, it is possible
for a current to flow, i.e., there is a conduct-
ing medium-not so good of course as a
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An account of some novel applications of the ultra -short waves
By MORTON BARR

metal rod, but still a conductor of sorts, and
therefore a reflector.

The reflecting properties of the layer vary
from time to time according to its state of
ionisation, which depends in turn upon the
time of day and the season of the year.
There also seems to be a limit to the size of
the waves which can be reflected. Below
so metres, reflection from the layer be-
comes very erratic, and there is a greater
tendency for the waves to break through
into interstellar space.

To Transm,tter

To Receiver

The valve " switch " for measuring distance

This irregularity in reflecting power is the
chief cause of "fading," and, at present,
sets a limit to the size of wave which can he
used for commercial long-distance com-
munication.

As a matter of fact, quite apart from long-
distance signalling, there are some interest-
ing possibilities attaching to the shorter
waves, particularly those in the neighbour-
hood of one metre or less.

It has already been proposed, for instance,
to use a concentrated wireless ray to ex-
plore the surface of the earth for hidden
minerals. A large mass of conducting or
semi -conducting ore even when deeply
buried will reflect back a considerable pro-
portion . of any wireless energy directed
upon it. By measuring the angles of the
incident and reflected rays, the location of
the ore can be ascertained.

It will be remembered that Fizeau meas-
ured the velocity of light by finding the
time taken for a ray to travel from a given
source to a distant reflector and back. As
the time involved was very short the exact
interval was difficult to determine.

The problem was finally solved by using
a toothed wheel, and rotating it at such a
speed that the outgoing ray of light passed
through one "gap" between the teeth,
whilst the returning or reflected ray passed
through the next gap. The time taken for

the double passage of the light ray
is then identical with that taken by
the wheel to rotate through the
small arc between two successive
gaps. This is, of course, easily
calculated from the known speed
of the wheel.

A Wireless Distance -measurer
A very similar " wireless beam"

method has been suggested for
measuring the distance of
visible body-either a ship or aero-
plane hidden by fog, or a buried
mass of metal. Here the place of
the rotating toothed wheel is taken
by a thermionic-valve " switch," of
the kind indicated in the figure.

The deflecting plates P, PI, are
connected to a source s of alterna-
ting current so that they sweep the
electron stream emitted by the
filament F rapidly around a semi-
circular series of anodes. These are
alternately connected to a wireless

transmitter and receiver respectively, so
that when the former is in action the latter
is cut out, and vice versa.

The receiver is screened from any direct
action by the transmitter, and the speed of
the thermionic " switch " is then adjusted
until the reflected signal is heard contin-
uously in the receiver. The total time
taken by the wireless beam to reach the
invisible "reflector" and return is then
equal to the time taken by the electron
stream in passinc, from one anode to the
next. As the velocity of wireless waves
through space is known, the distance of the
invisible reflecting body can be found by a
simple sum in division.

Another method of measuring unknown
distances is to transmit simultaneously two
different kinds of signal, one being a wire -

(Continued in third col. of page 269)

Amateur Wireless will sell out quickly next week, so order your copy now --It's the big
: Show Number, remember ! -
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Telsen " Radiogrand " Transformer. New
model, shrouded in genuine bakelite. with
new windings and core, fitted with earth
terminal. Made in ratios 3-1 and 5-1.

Price 12/8 each.

Telsen " Ace " Transformer. Tae ideal model for all port-
able sets and, where spare is limited, gives perfect reproduc-
tion throughout the musical range. Shrouded in genuine
bakelite, with new windings and core. Fitted with earth
terminal. Made in ratios 3-1 and 5-1. Price 8.'6 each.
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Telsen Valve Holders. Pro. Pat.
No. 20286/30. An entirely new
design in Valve Holders, embodying
patent metal spring contacts, Which
are designed to provide the most
efficient contact with the valve legs,
whilst allowing the valve to be
inserted or withdrawn with an easy
movement instead of being sub-
jected to undue strain, which often
causes damage and loss of efficiency
to the valves. Low capacity, self -
locating. Supplied with patent
soldering tags and hexagon terminal
nuts, Price 1/- each.

maLenr Wirobass

Telsen H. F. Chokes, de-
signed to cover the whole
waveband range from 18 to
4,000 metres. Extremely
low self -capacity. Shrouded
in genuine bakelite. Induct-
ance, 150,000 microhenries;
resistance, 400 ohms.

Price 2/6 each.

Tolson Variable Condensers
(bakelite dielectric). Particu-
larly designed for use as a reac-
tion condenser. May also be
used as a neutralising condenser
where large capacity is neces-
sary. All vanes are insulated
with bakelite, which eliminates
the possibility of a short circuit
between the moving and fixed
vanes. Made in three capacities :
.0005, .0003, and .00015. Sup-
plied complete with pointer knob,
with one -hole fixing for panel
mounting. Price 3/- each.

Now is the time for every radio enthusiast to commence build-
ing his new season's set-or perhaps, in many cases, it will
only need revising to bring it up to present " Regional "-
requirements.
In the Telsen range of components, you are assured of the
finest technical perfection it is possible to obtain. Each com-
ponent is the outcome of research into the " cream " of radio
component design.
No finer range of components could possibly be specified for
any set; no finer range could be chosen for replacements of
any kind ; no finer range could be selected at any price !
They are "Radio's Choice " for " Better Radio Reception

4

ADVT. OF TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.. BIRMINGHAM.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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The
TAVNIFILOPY

This is the nickel age. As in all
branches of science so in radio,
nickel is the symbol of efficiency-it
is the key to perfect radio reception.

_ _
I See the Big Three N LK-

ALLOY Components, at
the Radio Exhibition.

STAND No. 61 1

I Main Hall, Ground Floor
12LYMPIA, Sept.19-27

HYPERMITE

HYPERMU

HYPERCORE

HYPERCORE The first L. F. choke
with nickel -iron core.

Less than half the size and weight of
chokts with silicon iron cores, yet will
pass 50 milliamps.

A transformer with coreHYPERMITE of new nickel alloy, yet
sold at a price within the reach of all.

50 henries./6Amazingly high inductance-cyst

HYPERMU. The world's best transformer
for modem circuits-a state-

ment which has been tested and ptoyed

world.
by experts and amateurs all over the

Nickel -Alloy Cores

p1
1

are the secret of the success of the famous R.I. trio-
" Hypermu," " Hypermite," and " Hypercore."

Your set needs their help. You cannot know
what it is capable of until you have equipped it with
the nickel -iron trio. Fit either or all three to -day, and
you will be amazed at the tremendously improved
reception the life -like fidelity, the tremendous volume
and purity of the sound.

Write for illustrated leaflets describing these
wonderful components.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., " MADRIGAL WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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ON MY WIRELESS DEN

The New Flexible Resistances
T HAVE lately been using flexible wire -

wound resistances, and very handy they
are too. These resistances comprise a core
of insulating material (which looks some-
thing like string), over which is wrapped the
fine wire comprising the resistance.

This is covered with a length of Systo-
flex, connecting tags are fitted to the ends,
and the value of the resistance is marked
upon one of the tags. The lengths of the
units depend upon their resistances and
current -carrying capacities. Being flexible
and having ends suitable for fixing to
terminals, these resistances are easily
joined between two points without further
wiring.

The diameter being about one -eighth
inch, a resistance unit resembles an ordinary
connection in Systoflex when it is joined in
circuit. I have used resistances of this pat-
tern in various circuits with success.

The current -carrying capacity of the
resistances varies according to the type, but
there are available many sizes for all
positions in receivers, such as anode
resistances, filter resistances, and stoppers.
.They are quite cheap to buy.

A Matter of Appearance
The fronts of some wireless sets look very

odd, what with knobs and dials of various
sizes and shapes and some having scales or
indications and others being plain.

The truth is, I suppose, that it is difficult
to match knobs and scales. Nothing looks
worse than lettering of different sizes and a
number of odd knobs. Yet, with spindles of
varying diameters and lengths, it is not too
easy to arrange for that uniformity which
we all like to see.

It is usually possible, however, to find
knobs of similar pattern which will fit.
Sometimes a liner in the form of a split tube,
having a wall 4 in. thick is necessary when
the knob is drilled for a 1/4 -in. spindle and
that in the part fitted is /36 in.

Accumulator Care
I suppose that most amateurs in these

days understand the care and charging of
accumulators. Many have trickle chargers
for use with alternating -current supplies
and others have a means for charging from
direct -current supplies.

The point most frequently overlooked is
that both over- and under -charging are
harmful. Eventually a cell that is not
properly charged will deteriorate. When
out of condition it will not hold a charge for
any period and is likely to sulphate.

The addition of tap water instead of
distilled can only result in trouble, as can

WEEKLY 7/PS-
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failure to maintain the level of the electro-
lyte as directed by the makers. It is a
good idea to have fresh electrolyte put into
a cell every now and again, particularly
when the cell is hard worked.

All -day trickle charging, with a discharge
to the receiver every night, while suiting
some cells very well, means that the addi-
tion of distilled water ought to be a regular
matter, or the level of the electrolyte will
fall. And then trouble commences.
Connecting a Pick-up

The usual method of connecting a pick-
up to a set having only a single low -
frequency or power stage is to break the
detector circuit and to join the pick-up
between its grid and grid bias. Often a
jack is used with a plug for the pick-up, as
indicated in the accompanying diagram.

A useful method of connecting a gramophone
pick-up when only one L.F. stage is in use.
This is described in the accompanying paragraph

The grid circuit, it will be seen, is com-
pleted through the grid leak when the plug
is withdrawn. When the plug is inserted
the pick-up is connected between the grid
and the grid bias.

This switching arrangement is satisfac-
tory and effective, but care must be taken
to avoid too lengthy grid wires. The wires
referred to are marked A and B. If they are
very long and run together with the grid -
bias wire, the capacity across the tuned
circuit will be increased and probably the
signal strength will be less than it would
be if the jack were not used.

Filament contacts may be included in
the jack for the purpose of switching off
the high -frequency stage when the plug is
inserted.

Slow Motions
Some slow-motion condensers are too

highly geared and others are just the
reverse. For the best results the ratio of

WjA/VES.
the movement of the knob and that of the
condenser should suit the circuit.

If the circuit is fairly broadly tuned
a very slow motion is not required. A
ganged circuit, tuning, as it does, relatively
sharply in comparison with single circuits
should be provided with a very good and
accurate dial.

Slip, in a dial driving a multiple con-
denser is annoying, as the tuning is
difficult. The fault would be more notice-
able than when the same dial was driving
a single condenser.

Ordinary dials are good enough for
broadly -tuned sets, The use of slow-motion
dials in such sets only increases the diffi-
culty of tuning. I remember using 70/1
slow-motion dials-and very good they
were, too-fitted to my short-wave set.
But nowadays 7/1 or roir is a big enough
reduction for most broadcast sets.

That Lost Voltage
The other day I bought a dry -cell battery

and found that its voltage was several
volts in excess of the value marked upon
the battery.

This may be good or bad_ It depends
upon when the battery is bought and put
into use.

I do not object to using a battery giving
rather more than the nominal voltage. But
I should object to buying a battery which
showed by voltmeter test a voltage equal
to that marked upon the battery when all
the time its voltage when freshly made was
higher.

If the makers add a few cells so that
when the battery is run down a little it
gives a voltage equal to that marked upon
the battery, then the user who buys that
battery is not getting his money's worth.

The trick is a pretty smart one, for the
user might consider he had a fresh battery
because its voltage agreed with that on the
label, whereas a fresh battery would pro-
vide a higher voltage.

SHORT-WAVE DEVELOPMENTS"
(Continued from page 266)

less and the other an audible signal. The
average velocity of sound through air is
approximately 332 metres per second,
whilst the velocity of wireless waves is 300
million metres per second.

Suppose one ship, approaching another
in the fog, transmits a wireless and sound
signal simultaneously. Then the wireless
signal may be regarded as having travelled
instantaneously, and serves merely to notify
the distant ship of the time when the sound
signal was released.
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ARE BAND-PASS FILTERS WORTH WHILE?
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

The question of band-pass filters is very much to the fore at the present. Many readers will have
wondered whether the benefits accruing from this special form of circuit are worth the extra trouble
involved. In this article our Technical Editor discusses the question and leads up to a special form

of circuit which he has evolved
THERE is considerable talk these days

of band-pass filters. In .some circles
this arrangement is spoken of as the only
satisfactory method of tuning. Others
express doubts as to the practicability of
the scheme, however attractive it may
appear on paper. What is the truth of the
matter ?
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Fig. 1. Resonance curve showing the proper-

ties of circuit

In an endeavour to obtain practical
information on this subject, a series of
investigations was put in hand at the
Furzehill Laboratories some months ago.
The theory of the band-pass filter is well
known, and the questions to be decided
were, first of all, whether the practical
forms of circuit came up to theoretical
expectations and, secondly, how such cir-
cuits could best be constructed, assuming
they did prove to be satisfactory.

Band-pass Filter Theory
The theory of the band-pass filter may

be stated quite simply. In order to obtain
selectivity we require a circuit giving a
maximum response to the frequency to
which it is tuned and very little response
at frequencies only a little removed from
the tuning point. The problem is aggra-
vated because the interfering station is
usually many times more powerful than
the station we wish to receive, and the
resonance curve of the circuit must,
therefore, be exceedingly sharp.

What is a resonance curve? Simply a
graphical representation of the response of
the circuit -to signals of different frequencies.
At the particular frequency to which the
circuit is tuned the response is very large.
On either side ofthe resonant point a cer-
tain current will be set up, but it will not
be so great as the maximum. The less this
current is in the mistuned condition, the
more selective the circuit; and we can
obtain a simple idea of the properties of
the circuit by plotting a "resonance curve"
as shown in Fig. I. Here it will be seen

900

that a signal 5o kilocycles away from the
resonant frequency will only produce a
response of one -hundredth of the maximum
value.

On the face of it this looks quite a good
circuit, but actually it is not by any means
sufficient for dealing with modern condi-
tions. We must make our resonance curve
fall off very much more steeply, as, for
example, the dotted -line curve of Fig. I.
Unfortunately, this does not prove a true
solution of the problem, because the cir-
cuit then becomes so sharply tuned that it
affects the station that we do wish to
receive.

It is well known that a signal occupies
a certain band of frequencies, stretching
for some 5,000 cycles on each side of the
actual resonant point en which the carrier
is tuned. If our resonance curve is so
sharp that it causes an appreciable loss of
signal strength 5 kilocycles on each side
of the tuning point, then distortion will
result. This loss of the upper frequencies
is not very noticeable, except in cases
where the circuit is really sharply tuned;
but therein lies the difficulty, because, in
order to obtain adequate selectivity with
simple receivers, it is necessary to make
the circuit so sharply tuned that the effect
on the quality becomes serious.

Double Tuning
The band-pass filter is intended to over-

come this difficulty. If we use two tuned
circuits, the energy being transferred from
one circuit to the next by some suitable
means, we obtain our additional selectivity.
Moreover, there is a tendency for the sys-
tem to tune in two places, due to an
interaction which takes place between the

Fig. 3. Two forms of band-pass filter-magnetic
and capacitative

circuits. If we can-a.rrange that these two
tunes occur quite close together, we
obtain a double -humped resonance curve
as shown in Fig. 2, which has the property
of maintaining the amplification around
the maximum for a short distance on each
side of the resonant point so that we
obtain good duality; at the same time,

Freevenge
Fig. 2. Doubled -humped resonance curve

there is a very sharp cut-off beyond these
points, so that signals 20 or 3o kilocycles
off the tuning point are reduced to a
small fraction of the maximum response.

This is the basic theory of the band-pass
circuit. The two tuned circuits are both
tuned with a common condenser, so that
there is no extra tuning control, once the
arrangement has been balanced up, and,
on the face of it, the arrangement seems a
very good solution to the problem. Unfor-
tunately, in practice there seem to me to
be several difficulties which prevent one
from utilising the principle to the full.

Signal Strength
The first question is that of signal

strength. Is there any marked drop in
signal strength due to the introduction of
the second tuned circuit ? It is clearly no
use to have a very selective arrangement
if it only serves to cut out the near -by
interfering stations, and does not leave
sufficient strength to tune in the distant
stations which one requires to receive.
Therefore, the device must not result in a
very marked drop in the signal strength.
This is disadvantage number one, for we
found in our experiments that with the
correct order of coupling the drop in signal
strength was very marked. If the coupling
is increased, the two peaks on the resonant
curve become too far apart, and one
encounters the unpleasant effect of every
station tuning in twice, the tuning points
being separated sometimes by as much as
20 degrees on the dial.

Disadvantage number two arises from
the lack of uniformity in the energy

(Continued on page 285)
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A Weekly Programme Criticism-By SYDNEY A. MOSELEY.

The Berlin Exhibition
0 0

Thrillers
9 °The `proms

ONE final word about my German trip,
and that is the enormous interest in

the Radio Exhibition. If the forthcoming
exhibition at Olympia is anywhere near
equally successful, we ought to be very
satisfied. The strange thing is I am told
there is not that enthusiastic army of
amateurs in Germany as there is over here.
Nevertheless, judging from the numbers
who attended the Berlin exhibition, in-
terest in listening is on the up grade-
although, to tell the truth, there was a
magnificent open-air restaurant there which
was equally as crowded as the show itself.

I feel, somehow, we are on the verge of
developments with regard to British
broadcasting. People do not seem to
realise that affairs at Savoy Hill have
become stabilised and that greater con-
centration will be given to future pro-
grammes.

Friends at Savoy Hill have suggested
that some of the programmes I have per-
mitted to go out from the television studio
in Long Acre are not so high -brow as those
sent out by the B.B.C. The answer is that
actually I have done very little experi-
menting with these programmes. As a
matter of fact, a good many of those who
have televised are B.B.C. artistes.

Take the B.B.C. programmes of the last
week or so; not altogether so high -brow,
after all. There is Thread o' Scarlet, a'
thriller which is easily assured of popu-
larity. Millions of books of the same sort
have recently been sold. Therefore, Thread
o' Scarlet, with plenty of incident and a
gripping dialogue, must have interested
listeners; yet here again the effects were
overdone. Surely the noise of the wind
should be suggested, and not emulated to
the extent of drowning the dialogue and
making our flesh creep.

Another item which was good, but again
not so very high -brow, was "Those Four
Chaps." This turn is something out of the
ordinary so far as broadcasting turns are
concerned, inasmuch as the Four seem to
be more concerned with pleasing their
public than entertaining themselves. Their
skit of a Derby commentary was a bright
effort and shows that they can ,put over
some really amusing stuff.

Hetty King I thought was a big stage
success as the lady who wore trousers.
That rather gives my age away, but not
hers, because Hetty, I am told, looks as
young as ever. Here again there was an
exception, because she is one of the few
stage stars who has made good over the
ether and, at any rate, proves that, despite
the many failures, such success is possible.
Her personality was unmistakable, and I
hope that her first broadcast will be the
forerunner of many more. Hetty King
has got pep.

What is the most popular "Prom."
night? At first, Wagner easily led the
way; then the Beethoven night drew an
extraordinarily large crowd. Personally, I
find I am not sufficiently musically edu-
cated to appreciate all Beethoven's heavy
stuff, but I think I am right in saying that
for sheer impressiveness the recent Wagner
programmes will take some beating. Sir
Henry Wood gets every ounce out of his
men, and what a thrill it was to hear
Wagner played as it should be !

Constance Saxer and Baldomero Zapater
will have to speed up their performance
somewhat before they can hope to become
a popular variety turn. Miss Saxer's way

Bruce Belfrage in cartoon

Dance Oand Vocalists
0 0

The Sports Bulletins
o n

Intervals
of addressing her unseen audience is rather
naive. Adde to this, there is the fact that
the music chosen by her and her partner,
while pleasant, was hardly striking.

Edwin Styles is a comedian who, I
believe, is new to the microphone. As it
happens, he was at the Coliseum at the
time of the television show, and this fact
has given me an opportunity of judging
him from two angles. He puts over prac-
tically the same show as he does on the
stage, and so good is he that, although
bereft of the artifices of the stage, he comes
over just as well on the radio. He is cer-
tainly versatile, and he has a way with him
that must gain the goodwill of his listeners
at once.

I think I have already suggested to the
News Department at Savoy Hill that the
horse -racing results take up a lot of time
while appealing to comparatively few
people. Your horse -racing public likes first
to read all about it.

I append a letter from a correspondent
backing up my view : "Here is a point
which deserves the full consideration of
the B.B.C. Why should so much time be
wasted on giving out horse -racing results ?
Horse -racing is essentially a money matter,
so far as the man in the street is concerned,
and does not deserve the time spent on it
as much as do those sports in which we
take an interest purely from the sporting
point of view. The long strings of names
of horses which are read out are only of
interest to the man who backs horses, and
you may be sure that he isn't going to
wait for the Sports Bulletin."

By the way, what interest to those
living in the south of England is there in
the results of Scottish and Irish football
matches? In my opinion, all this is a
waste of good time.

There is a bad habit growing, and it
threatens to beat some of the most badly
run Continental stations. I refer to the
practice of having long intervals after a
particular broadcast has finished before
time. On a recent Saturday I noticed that
the news was over a good ten minutes
before it should have been. This was fol-
lowed by complete silence for ten minutes.
There was nothing to fill the gap, and no
apology or explanation.
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NEXT week Olympia opens its doors to
the ninth Radio Exhibition since the

inception of broadcasting.
Already the newspapers are beginning to

talk of "miraculous" portable receivers, of
"everlasting" batteries, and of "amazing"
new valves. These superlatives are the
prerogative of newspaperdom and real
amateurs want to know just what are the
" secrets " held by the forthcdming National
Radio - Exhibition. Amateurs-you who
regard radio not so much as a means of
entertainment, but as a king of indoor
hobbies-are now getting ready for the new
season and here is a brief review of the

The trend of design is shown by
this Ferranti all -enclosed set

progress which has been made during the
past year.

Think what the position was at Show-.
time last year.

Mains eliminators which are really safe
and are housed in non -hum metal cases had
by then become popular. Portable sets, of
course, were in great demand, but the
Exhibition of 1929 did not produce what
many people hoped it would, namely, port -

Safe non -spill accumulators are now available.

able sets which are light in weight, which
are free from battery troubles and which
can be used extensively indoors as well as
out.

So far as complete sets were concerned
three-valvers were on the peak of popular-
ity, followed closely by rather more elabor-
ate four -valuers. Sets having a detector
and two L.F. stages had already given place
to the now almost universal " three " having

This is the C.A.V.

a screen -grid H.F. valve, detector, and one
L.F. stage.

In many sets the pentode was being used
in the power stage but, to be frank, .there
were one or two set manufacturers who
plunged straight into pentode pitfalls
without ensuring that such receivers could
work properly in the hands of non -technical
users. There was, even in 1929, an atmos-
phere of doubt about the pentode.

Moving -coil speakers had caught the
public eye and there was a start of the
reaction now general for true reproduction
rather than merely good results. Set
designers such as Mr. W. James were still

crying out for better manufac-
ture in the smaller parts such
as valve -holders, while the uni-
versal demand among set de-
signers was for good ganged
Condensers of robust construc-
tion. Frailty in manufacture
was still evident, particularly in
imported parts and in panel -
mounted components such as
drum -control condensers, some
of which were lamentably shoddy
in detail work.

The Home Constructor
And now, at the start of the

new season, what is there for
you ? Home constructors must

not be disheartened by
first impressions at
Olympia this year, which
undoubtedly will show,
more than ever, a large
proportion of complete
sets. It does not mean

that home builders are not so well catered
for as in'previous years, but rather that
there is a growing army of designers who
want to buy sets complete even if they
subsequently alter them and perhaps later
build. their own.

Much is to be learned from these com-
plete receivers on show. Quite half of the
best sets to be Seen work from the mains,
either A.C. or D.C.' Look closely at these,

note the way. in which
the mains section is
carefUllY shielded from
the receiver itself, and
particularly from the
H.R side. Note, - too,
that the- introduction
of new -type mains com-
ponents has reduced the
need for extensive metal
shielding. Some older
mains transformers, for
example, had a large
external field which
caused all manner of

interaction troubles and which was a more
or less easy -to -read indication that the
transformer was not so good as it might
be. The new transformers are more com-
pact, even more efficient, less liable to
break down, and up to a point do not need
so complete shielding. Compactness is
also evident in other mains parts and par-
ticularly in high -voltage condensers.

A surprising thing is that the portable
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A FORECAST OF THE NEW
problem has been solved. The old diffi-
culty was that if batteries big enough to
work a portable for a long time both in -

New ideas in con-
densers are typified
by this Polar short-

wave job

doors and out were fitted, then the weight
of the whole set was excessive. This has
been overcome by a number of enterprising
firms manufacturing special eliminators

Design in pick-ups is exemplifie1
by this complete tone -arm

which fit into the battery compartment of
a portable set and provide H.T. from the
mains when the set is used indoors. In
some models a trickle charger is also pro-
vided so that the small non -spillable accu-
mulator with which most portables are

SEASON'S DEVELOPMENTS

fitted .can be kept at tip-top charge.
The use of such an eliminator, which can

be obtained for A.C. or D.C. mains, makes
a portable set as economical in use as a
normal indoor set. Then When it is
wanted to take the portable for an outdoor
trip the eliminator is removed, quickly dis-
connected by means of its plugs, and a
light -weight small -capacity H.T. battery
substituted for this temporary work.
Everyone will -concede that this will, dur-
ing the next season, revolutionise the
utility of portables, which are bound to
become more popular than ever.

Components
When at the Shovi, examine the small

components. At long last our much -
desired sturdy panel -mounting gang con-
densers have arrived. Some really good
jobs are now available which, used in con-
junction with matched coils, make one -
knob control a practical proposition; and
yet, paradoxical as it may seem, there is a
temporary lull in the demand for these

. ganged condensers, for the craze
for one -knob control, which was
at its height at Show -time last
year, has ebbed a little.

Maybe this is because you
home - builders of sets were
discouraged during the past

season by the dearth of good condensers
suitable for one -control sets, and therefore
you turned to designs having separate tun-
ing condensers and two or three tuning
knobs. Now that proper condensers are
to be had, the pendulum is bound to swing

A FULL GUIDE AND REVIEW IN OUR NEXT ISSUE I

in the direction of one -knob control.
Good ganged condensers are of no use

without good coils. They are here in
screened, dual -range and plug-in types.
Plug-in coils have definitely returned; they
are better made than they were, and ama-
teurs are realising that by the judicious use
of coils of the lower size the greatest
efficiency is obtained for edth tuning range.

Valve holders and parts such as supports
for resistances, and fixed condensers, show
detail improvement, while resistances them-
selves are better than ever. Wire wound
resistances are obtainable for all purposes.

Loud -speaker Improvements
This year at the Show you will see many

new permanent -magnet coils for which
remarkable claims are made, and as these
are backed by manufacturers of high
repute, these claims can be taken for
granted.

Other manufacturers have gone ahead
with the design of balanced -armature
speaker units and double diaphragms, and
have produced also a new speaker idea, the
dynamie action.

While many great changes have been
made in speaker units these are more
readily obvious in performance than by
inspection of the units themselves. On the
whole, though, speakers for the next season
are more sensitive, give a greater volume for
a given input power, and reproduce the high
notes as well as- the low. Last year there
was a temporary boom in low note repro-
duction but now people realise that notes
around the fifty -cycle range are not all that
matter; the " highs " are just as important.

It is impossible in the small space avail-
able to do justice in mention to the many

Home -constructors of mains
units are catered for by parts
such as this Atlas safety box

other sides of radio. Batteries improve
every year; there is no doubt about that.

The pentode has come to stay and a
mains -driven version is now to be had.
Mains -driven valves of all types have been
improved and amateurs who have A.C.
mains can now work screen -grid, detector
and pentode valves directly from the power
supply, so far as L.T. is concerned.

New " A.W." Sets
AMATEUR WIRELESS has some real win-

ners in hand. The AMATEUR WIRELESS
Technical Staff has produced a three-
valver whic-h is as simple and efficient as
any " three " can be for the 1931 season,

Radio - gramo-
ph-ones are well
to the fore, and
the latest prac-
tice is shown by
this handsome
Dubilier instru-

ment

and the Technical Editor is now concluding
tests on a two-valver employing a novel
tuning principle, the salient feature of
which is selectivity without loss of strength.
This is described elsewhere in this issue.

The AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff
receiver has been designed with the salient
features in mind of high performance, low
cost and simplicity. It is a "three" incor-
porating a screen -grid stage in a very useful
circuit, a detector and one L.F. stage.

The reasons why you should build this
set are to be found in the overall high
performance it gives, and in the detailed
improvements which it has over previous
three-valvers. -

To take just two or three exampleS, the
selectivity is definitely controllable, and is,
at its maximum, of the "knife-edge"
variety; there is a real volume control (not
only. a filament rheostat) on the panel;
a gramophone pick-up can be used without
any 'alteration to the wiring, for the pick-
up leads are simply plugged in to a jack on
the panel.

The simplest possible method of wiring
is used in this set and there are no elaborate
joints to be made. Even soldering is not
necessary and there are no wires which
have to be carefully bent to shape, and the
angles carefully set.

In next week's issue a full description of
this set will be given and on no account
should you miss what will undoubtedly be
one of the " stars " of the National Radio
Exhibition.
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talk of "miraculous" portable receivers, of
"everlasting" batteries, and of "amazing"
new valves. These superlatives are the
prerogative of newspaperdom and real
amateurs want to know just what are the
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Radio - Exhibition. Amateurs-you who
regard radio not so much as a means of
entertainment, but as a king of indoor
hobbies-are now getting ready for the new
season and here is a brief review of the
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Mains eliminators which are really safe
and are housed in non -hum metal cases had
by then become popular. Portable sets, of
course, were in great demand, but the
Exhibition of 1929 did not produce what
many people hoped it would, namely, port -
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able sets which are light in weight, which
are free from battery troubles and which
can be used extensively indoors as well as
out.

So far as complete sets were concerned
three-valvers were on the peak of popular-
ity, followed closely by rather more elabor-
ate four -valuers. Sets having a detector
and two L.F. stages had already given place
to the now almost universal " three " having

This is the C.A.V.

a screen -grid H.F. valve, detector, and one
L.F. stage.

In many sets the pentode was being used
in the power stage but, to be frank, .there
were one or two set manufacturers who
plunged straight into pentode pitfalls
without ensuring that such receivers could
work properly in the hands of non -technical
users. There was, even in 1929, an atmos-
phere of doubt about the pentode.

Moving -coil speakers had caught the
public eye and there was a start of the
reaction now general for true reproduction
rather than merely good results. Set
designers such as Mr. W. James were still

crying out for better manufac-
ture in the smaller parts such
as valve -holders, while the uni-
versal demand among set de-
signers was for good ganged
Condensers of robust construc-
tion. Frailty in manufacture
was still evident, particularly in
imported parts and in panel -
mounted components such as
drum -control condensers, some
of which were lamentably shoddy
in detail work.

The Home Constructor
And now, at the start of the

new season, what is there for
you ? Home constructors must

not be disheartened by
first impressions at
Olympia this year, which
undoubtedly will show,
more than ever, a large
proportion of complete
sets. It does not mean

that home builders are not so well catered
for as in'previous years, but rather that
there is a growing army of designers who
want to buy sets complete even if they
subsequently alter them and perhaps later
build. their own.

Much is to be learned from these com-
plete receivers on show. Quite half of the
best sets to be Seen work from the mains,
either A.C. or D.C.' Look closely at these,

note the way. in which
the mains section is
carefUllY shielded from
the receiver itself, and
particularly from the
H.R side. Note, - too,
that the- introduction
of new -type mains com-
ponents has reduced the
need for extensive metal
shielding. Some older
mains transformers, for
example, had a large
external field which
caused all manner of

interaction troubles and which was a more
or less easy -to -read indication that the
transformer was not so good as it might
be. The new transformers are more com-
pact, even more efficient, less liable to
break down, and up to a point do not need
so complete shielding. Compactness is
also evident in other mains parts and par-
ticularly in high -voltage condensers.
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doors and out were fitted, then the weight
of the whole set was excessive. This has
been overcome by a number of enterprising
firms manufacturing special eliminators
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which fit into the battery compartment of
a portable set and provide H.T. from the
mains when the set is used indoors. In
some models a trickle charger is also pro-
vided so that the small non -spillable accu-
mulator with which most portables are
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fitted .can be kept at tip-top charge.
The use of such an eliminator, which can

be obtained for A.C. or D.C. mains, makes
a portable set as economical in use as a
normal indoor set. Then When it is
wanted to take the portable for an outdoor
trip the eliminator is removed, quickly dis-
connected by means of its plugs, and a
light -weight small -capacity H.T. battery
substituted for this temporary work.
Everyone will -concede that this will, dur-
ing the next season, revolutionise the
utility of portables, which are bound to
become more popular than ever.

Components
When at the Shovi, examine the small

components. At long last our much -
desired sturdy panel -mounting gang con-
densers have arrived. Some really good
jobs are now available which, used in con-
junction with matched coils, make one -
knob control a practical proposition; and
yet, paradoxical as it may seem, there is a
temporary lull in the demand for these

. ganged condensers, for the craze
for one -knob control, which was
at its height at Show -time last
year, has ebbed a little.

Maybe this is because you
home - builders of sets were
discouraged during the past
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suitable for one -control sets, and therefore
you turned to designs having separate tun-
ing condensers and two or three tuning
knobs. Now that proper condensers are
to be had, the pendulum is bound to swing
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in the direction of one -knob control.
Good ganged condensers are of no use

without good coils. They are here in
screened, dual -range and plug-in types.
Plug-in coils have definitely returned; they
are better made than they were, and ama-
teurs are realising that by the judicious use
of coils of the lower size the greatest
efficiency is obtained for edth tuning range.

Valve holders and parts such as supports
for resistances, and fixed condensers, show
detail improvement, while resistances them-
selves are better than ever. Wire wound
resistances are obtainable for all purposes.

Loud -speaker Improvements
This year at the Show you will see many

new permanent -magnet coils for which
remarkable claims are made, and as these
are backed by manufacturers of high
repute, these claims can be taken for
granted.

Other manufacturers have gone ahead
with the design of balanced -armature
speaker units and double diaphragms, and
have produced also a new speaker idea, the
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While many great changes have been
made in speaker units these are more
readily obvious in performance than by
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whole, though, speakers for the next season
are more sensitive, give a greater volume for
a given input power, and reproduce the high
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around the fifty -cycle range are not all that
matter; the " highs " are just as important.

It is impossible in the small space avail-
able to do justice in mention to the many
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other sides of radio. Batteries improve
every year; there is no doubt about that.

The pentode has come to stay and a
mains -driven version is now to be had.
Mains -driven valves of all types have been
improved and amateurs who have A.C.
mains can now work screen -grid, detector
and pentode valves directly from the power
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AMATEUR WIRELESS has some real win-

ners in hand. The AMATEUR WIRELESS
Technical Staff has produced a three-
valver whic-h is as simple and efficient as
any " three " can be for the 1931 season,

Radio - gramo-
ph-ones are well
to the fore, and
the latest prac-
tice is shown by
this handsome
Dubilier instru-

ment

and the Technical Editor is now concluding
tests on a two-valver employing a novel
tuning principle, the salient feature of
which is selectivity without loss of strength.
This is described elsewhere in this issue.

The AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff
receiver has been designed with the salient
features in mind of high performance, low
cost and simplicity. It is a "three" incor-
porating a screen -grid stage in a very useful
circuit, a detector and one L.F. stage.

The reasons why you should build this
set are to be found in the overall high
performance it gives, and in the detailed
improvements which it has over previous
three-valvers. -

To take just two or three exampleS, the
selectivity is definitely controllable, and is,
at its maximum, of the "knife-edge"
variety; there is a real volume control (not
only. a filament rheostat) on the panel;
a gramophone pick-up can be used without
any 'alteration to the wiring, for the pick-
up leads are simply plugged in to a jack on
the panel.

The simplest possible method of wiring
is used in this set and there are no elaborate
joints to be made. Even soldering is not
necessary and there are no wires which
have to be carefully bent to shape, and the
angles carefully set.

In next week's issue a full description of
this set will be given and on no account
should you miss what will undoubtedly be
one of the " stars " of the National Radio
Exhibition.
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A Complaint from Scotland
SIR,- I note in a recent issue a question

as to whether land -lines distort, and
the B.B.C.'s reply to this.

It is rather amusing and, at the same
time, exasperating to read the B.B.C.'s
reply, especially when it states that it has
only had complaints of bad transmission
during the past month from I per cent. of
listeners. Is this not due to the fact that
old listeners to land -line transmission have
for years worn themselves out writing and
complaining without getting the least
satisfaction from the B.B.C. ?

If anyone has the slightest doubt as to
whether land,lines distort transmission or
not, let him bring any set he likes to
Edinburgh and listen for a few minutes to
what is doled out to us as music. I doubt
very much if there is any other -country in
Europe where so much "mush" is foisted
on to listeners as music, and yet the B.B.C.
brags about its transmission being the best
in the world.

Only a week ago we had a call at my
wireless shop from a visitor from the out-
skirts of London who had taken the
trouble to bring his portable with him to
listen to Scottish programmes. He brought
his set in for us to look over, as he was cer-
tain something had gone wrong with the
"works." We tested it and handed it
back as in perfect order, and asked him
what had led him to think something was
wrong. His reply was that he had been
listening to, the Edinburgh programme the
previous evening and got a lot of dis-
torted noise with the high and low registers
cut clean off.

England is comparatively well served
with stations. In Scotland we have to
depend upon Glasgow and Edinburgh, as
Aberdeen's wavelength has been reduced
to a figure that clashes with Edinburgh
and Dundee. Except for powerful sets that
can get Daventry (static permitting), we
have no alternative programmes. I feel
certain that if any of the political parties
at the next election promised to wash out
the B.B.C. dictatorship and give "us the
service to which we are entitled, they
would get many thousands of votes in
Scotland, if not elsewhere.

"EDINBURGH WIRELESS TRADER."

A Speaker Problem
SIR,-I have a moving -coil speaker and

a linen -diaphragm speaker, and wish
to work these two together. Would you
kindly suggest a way of doing this so that
one speaker does not affect the satisfactory
working of the other? I ask this because
I have learnt that, in some cases, one
speaker will interact with the other, to the
detriment of both.-B.C. (Middlesex).

The following information will enable you
to arrange your two speakers in such a way
that one will not interact with the other and
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cause trouble. An output transformer, to
suit the moving -coil speaker, should be con-
nected up in the ordinary way. Now connect
one terminal of a fixed condenser of 2 micro -
farads capacity to the terminal marked
"Plate" on the output transformer.

The other terminal of the fixed Condenser
should be taken to one terminal of the linen -
diaphragm speaker, the other terminal of this
speaker being connected to negative H.T.
This arrangement provides for a transformer
output for the moving -Coil speaker and a
choke -filter output system for the other
speaker,-ED.

The Children's Ifour
SIR,-I think many listeners, including

myself, would be very sorry if the
Children's Hour were scrapped. There is
a sameness about most dance bands, and'
they would be a poor substitute for that
"unofficial" three-quarters of an hour,
with its jolly aunts and uncles and its
varied programmes.

Some of the plays are, perhaps a little
high -brow, but the older children like them.
Beyond 'the fact that Mr. Howland is at
times inclined to be serious, I think he is
an ideal organiser for the Children's Hour,
and he is certainly popular, as are the
other aunts and uncles, with the children-
and with the grown-ups, too.

A. M. H. (Coventry).

NEXT WEEK :
AN ENTIRELY NEW LINEN -
DIAPHRAGM LOUD -SPEAKER

Grid Bias and Push-pull
When using a push-pull L.F.S arrangement, I understand that the

input voltage applied to the grid of each
push-pull valve is halved. If this is the
case, does it not follow that the grid -bias
voltage for the push-pull arrangement
should be double that specified for the
valves by the makers, so that each valve
works according to the makers' expecta-
tions ?-F.W. (Cardiff).

On no account should the grid -bias voltage,
specified for any particular make of valve,
be doubled when using such valves in a push-
pull L.F. arrangement. It should be realised
that, whereas the signal voltage is applied
between the two grids of the push-pull valves,
with the centre point of the transformer con-
nected ultimately to negative L.T., the actual
bias applied to each valve is definitely arranged
between the grid of each valve and the nega-
tive L.T. This being the case, it is essential
that the biasing voltage in a push-pull
arrangement be the same as would be the
case were an ordinary straight -coupled L.F.
arrangement employed.-En.

Adding a Screen -grid Stage
IR,-I have recently added a screen -
grid H.F. unit to my existing three -

valve set, assuming that I should get an
increase in receiving range and volume.
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Imagine my surprise when exactly the
opposite occurs. Instead of an increase,
I get an all-round decrease. All of my
wiring, I know, is correct, and I am at a
loss to account for the peculiarity.-G.V.
(Devon).

Possibly you have overlooked several points
which have a definite bearing upon the good
working of the addition to your set. No doubt
originally you had reaction coupled into the
aerial system. Did you need to use a fair
amount of reaction to, get good results with
your original set? If so, then by adding the
II.F. 'unit you have automatically cut off
reaction from your aerial and the natural
damping of the latter prevents your getting

- satisfactory reception. If 3-ou will attempt to
reduce the effective resistance of your aerial
and earth system you will, no doubt, remedy
the trouble. Then, again, your present H.T
battery may have just sufficient capacity to
supply, anode current to a three -valve set.
The screen -grid H.F. valve normally con-
sumes about 3 milliamperes (including the
screening grid current), and it is possible that
your ILT. battery cannot supply this extra
demand. The remedy in, this instance is to
use either a new battery or a larger capacity
battery. It is recommended that in all cases
where a screen -grid H.F. valve is emploYed
a triple -capacity dry -cell H.T. battery should
be used. Only in portable sets, where weight
is tile' big thing, should a smaller capacity
battery be used. --En.

Outdoor Aerials and Portables
SIR,-I have a self-contained portable

wireless, and use it, for the most part,
in my home. Sometimes -I get rather a
good programme from a distant station,
but the strength of the reception is poor
and makes listening -in other than a
pleasure. Can I connect up an outdoor
aerial to my set, and, if so, how can this
be done by one knowing nothing of the
internals of a wireless set?-J. McD.
(Hampton).

An outdoor aerial can be attached to prac-
tically any portable set in the following simple
way. Erect an outdoor aerial of the single -
wire type and bring the lead -down wire to an
ordinary lead-in tube. Now fix up an earth
connection and bring the wire to a suitable
terminal point near to the aerial lead-in tube.
If possible, fit up an aerial earthing device so
that when the aerial is not in use it can be
joined direct to earth. Now connect a suit-
able length of insulated flexible wire to the
inside fitting of the lead-in tube and suspend
the wire overhead till it reaches your receiver.
Coil the wire a couple of times around that
part of your set housing the frame aerial and,
still with the wire in an unbroken state, take
its free end back to the earth -terminal point,
which is near to the lead-in tube. Connect up
the wire to this earthing point and the task is
completed. This arrangement provides for a
loose -coupled semi-aperiodic outdoor aerial
system. It will give a big increase in the
range of the receiver, without necessarily up-
setting the selectivity of reception. More
turns of wire around the receiver will give
more powerful reception-up to a certain
point. Less turns will give greater selectivity.
-En
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THE STANDARD
FIXED BY

FERRANTI
TkftN:V-',z1

When you buy an ounce of tobacco, a ton of coal,
or a gallon of petrol you get a definite quantity in
exchange for a given sum of money. The standard
quantities you are due to obtain for that sum are
fixed, and you are entitled to recover any deficiency.

In the case of a transformer, however, you have no
such protection. No matter how inferior or how
deficient in performance a transformer may be you
have no redress. There are no legal or fixed standards
to determine just what you are entitled to receive in
respect of transformer performance in exchange for
money paid.

There is one safeguard, however, and that is in the
AF4. Ratio I-31 17/6 standards fixed by Ferranti. You are entitled to at
AF3. 25/- least that performance, and it can be secured, but only
AF5. I-3 30/- if you stipulate Ferranti. There is no Transformer
AF6. 1-7 30/- embodying equivalent skill and knowledge in manu-
AF7. 30/- facture. Ferranti Transformers are supreme.

T1
TRANSFORMERS

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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A weekly review of
new components

Conducted by our
Telsen Radiogrand Transformer

THE Telsen transformer has been before
the radio public for a ,considerable

time, and has already established a reputa-
tion. We gather that a number of new
Telsen products are in the offing, while the
older components are being brought into
line with the new range.

The Telsen Radiogrand transfOrmer is a
case in point. This component is now
housed in an attractive moulded case, the
colour of which is a distinctive mottled
brown, which we understand is to charac-
terise all Telsen components during this
season. The constants of the transformer
otherwise appear to be unchanged.

The sample we received for test was the
3 -to -I ratio, which proved to have a
primary inductance of the order of 75
henries. Saturation is not marked, the
inductanie with zero polarising current
being 77% henries, and 13 henries, with
to milliamps D.C. flowing.

We tested the transformer in an actual
receiver and obtained a good signal strength
with pleasant quality. The relatively flat
saturation curve, no doubt, has something
to do with this.

Altogether it makes an attractive com-

One of the range of new Telsen trans-
formers. This is the liadiogrand model

ponent and gives good value for the low
price of 12s. 6d.

A Novel Switch
MANY readers will have been irritated

at various times with a push-pull
switch which has become slightly dirty.
On rotating the spindle the contact varies
considerably, producing a nasty crackling
noise in the speaker, and one often has to
rotate the switch two or three times before
finding a satisfactory point of good con-
tact.

Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER,
 In an endeavour to overcome this defect

a switch has recently been produced known
as the Busco. This switch is a most
ingenious piece of work. The main body
of the switch is a moulding which carries
two spring contacts.

Connection is made between these two
by a bridge piece which is fixed to the end
of the operating plunger. When the
plunger is pulled out, this bridge piece is
pulled down into contact with the spring
and makes a sound electrical contact. On
pushing the plunger in the contact is
removed.

The motion of the bridge piece is con-
strained within the moulding so that the
spindle cannot rotate at all, while a small
spring fitted to the bridge piece rides in the
moulding in such a way as to give a definite
" click " action to the switch.

Altogether the switch is a very corn -

This switch has a snap contact with a very
definite action

mendable production, and as it sells at
only is. 3d. we think it should make a good
appeal:

Pertrix H.T. Battery
H.T. battery,

THE
standard Pertrixanufactured

by Britannia Bat-
teries, Ltd., is capable of giving an excep-
tionally long and consistent life for the
size of cell employed. This is borne out by
recent tests carried out in these labora-
tories on two standard -capacity 6o -volt
Pertrix batteries. These units are made in
compact form and are totally encased in
a strong cardboard cover measuring 6 in.
by 51/4 in. by 3 in. high.
CI CI

A STAND -TO -STAND
REVIEW AND GUIDE
NEXT WEEK'S

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"
0

and tests of
apparatus.

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Tappings are taken at 6 volts and

so % volts to provide grid bias, and at
every additional ro volts up to 6o. These

A high-tension battery employing a novel
chemical principle and giving very efficient

results-the Pertrix

tapping points are accessible only through
sealed holes in the cardboard container.

In the construction of the cells certain
modifications are made from standard
practice; for example, no sal -ammoniac
whatever is used. During a continuous
test carried out under a discharge coin
mencing- at 7- milliamps. and falling. to
3 milliamps., the battery lasted 335
hours, giving a useful capacity of 1,75o
milliampere hours-quite a fine per -2
formance.

The fact that the two samples tested
gave the same output indicates their con-
sistency of performance.

Football has already commencel a new
season in Scotland, and is taking its place
in the broadcast programmes. Eye -witness
accounts after the games are being favoured
by the B.B.C. meantime, and each Satur-
day evening one or other of the most
important kames is being described by an
expert. It is found that eye -witness
accounts are more popular with a con-
siderable body of listeners than running
commentaries.

A patent has just been taken out by
Thaddeus S. Casner of Plainfield, N. J., for
a device for correcting clocks in accordance
with a code of radio impulses, such as those
sent out by the Government time signal
stations. The device is electro-mechanical
in its operation, being tuned to a particular
signal or set of signals and automatically
setting a clock accordingly.
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TWO OF THE
BLUE SPOT TRA-Ar-A,,,

RANGE
4.1 } This speaker's arrival on the

market is a great event in
wireless history accurate reproduction
at a popular price. Almost every home
in England can now have its Blue Spot
speaker. Housed in a beautiful walnut
case this fine speaker costs £2:10:0.

This is quite definitely

2.9R the best Blue Spot
Speaker that has yet

appeared. There is no higher praise.
Whatever type of programme you
enjoy, you will enjoy it better with
this magnificent speaker. If your
taste is for chamber music you can
now hear it as hitherto you could
only hear it in the concert room; if
you prefer jazz you can listen to it
with all its pep and snappiness.
And the cabinet is a beautiful piece
of furniture in keeping with its won-
derful output. Price £6:6:0.

Meet us at
OLYMPIA, Sept. 19-27, Stand No. 217. MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW, Oct. 8-18, Stand No. 30

*Tilt 113R111111-1 FLUE COMPANY LT®.*
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1

'Phone: CLERKEN WELL 3570
'Grams: " BLUOSPOT, SMITH, LONDON"

Distributors for Northern England; Scotland and North Wales. H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) LTD., 100, London Road,

Sheffield ; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester : 183, George Street, Glasgow.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

4111111111
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FUNNY,
isn't it, how often there is a

catch about things in wireless? When,
for instance, the short waves began to be
developed and it was found that tiny power
was sufficient to convey morse and even
spoken messages across huge distances, one
of the chief problems in world communica-
tion appeared to have been solved. But
the short waves soon showed that they were
not going to let inventors have it all their
own way.

It was soon found that if you adopted a
certain wavelength, fading of the most dis-
concerting kind took- place at hours which
varied to some extent with the season of the
year You could improve matters by
having two wavelengths for your station,
one suitable for darkness and the other for
daylight working, but still strange things
might happen.

However, by the use of larger power and
the careful choice of wavelengths it be-
came possible to maintain communications
day and night at all seasons of the year.
But sometimes work has to be slowed down
considerably because Dame Nature starts
playing one of her little pranks. She makes
the conditions so good, that transmitted'
rays pass from, the sending to the receiving

.410:*

.... .
....... .................... -

aerial, then go on round the world and
arrive a second time. If you work out the
time that the waves take to travel round the
world, moving at a speed of 186, 000 miles a
second, you will see that this comes to just
a little under a seventh of a second. On
their second lap the signals often come in
quite strongly and the result is that the
unfortunate operator at the receiving end
is horribly confused by the secondary sig-
nals.

Even amateurs using their low power
suffer from this effect; in the early hours of
a recent morning one friend of mine who
was working with South America found that
he had to bring his rate of sending down to
beginner's speed in order to be understood
by the fellow at the other end.

Another Curiosity
Dame Nature has another little joke

which she is quite fond of playing. When
you are sending you hope, of course, that the
bulk of your radiation will go straight out
from your aerial to that of the man with
whom you are working. Some must go in
the opposite direction, but usually this just
fritters away its energy and accomplishes
nothing. Or it may happen that con -

/1 ..... ............ ...os .......... .................... ...... Jr ....... .......
.!!!!!'.- -  : .......

ditions are almost equally good both ways
round the world. Then what we may call
the forward radiation goes straight from
aerial to aerial and the back radiation
travels the other way round the 'world,
arriving,owing to its longer path, just a little
later and again playing pranks.

Even the beams are not free from this
kind of thing. By means of a parabolic
reflector you can focus light rays into a
pencil so that a searchlight is made to send
forward all that its arc produces.' But you
cannot do quite the same by present beam
methods with wireless waves. Try as you
may, some of the radiation will escape
backwards through the reflecting screen,
and if conditions are good for travelling the
long way round the world, this back radia-
tion will give rise to confusing echoes at the
receiving end.

One distinctly interesting manifestation
of these echoes was observed recently dur-
ing beam experiments in television be-
tween the United States and Australia. It
was found that in addition to the main
image another fainter one was to be ob-
served close beside it in the viewing lens.
These ghosts, as they are called, are pro -

(Continued on page 28o)
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1931 "EKCO" TABLE
The accepted Encyclopaedia of All -Electric Radio.

" EKCO-LECTRIC " RECEIVERS REMARKS PRICE COMPLETE
P.O. A.C.

Model 312 Detector and Pentode Valves Cabinets of "Tenacit Bakelite"
in three tones ; dark jade, dark
mahogany and medium cam to
match any furnishing scheme.
Models

and311.!
and2 fLo.rSm.1 or Modelss

metrical unit.

£14-10-0 £14-10-0

Model 313 Screen Grid, Detector and Pentode Valves £22-10-0 £22-10-0

" EKCO " LOUD -SPEAKERS
"Ekcone" L.S.1 Incorporates balanced armature movement £4-10-0

"Ekcoii" L.S.2 Incorporates very latest type moving -coil unit £8-12-6 I £11-0-0

ALL -POWER UNITS
MODEL H.T.

OUTP
L.T.L G.B.

C 1. A
60 m a., 4 tappings
S.G.; 0-120vai.,120
150-v. and POWER.

'3 to 1 amp. max.
2 4 6at , or -v.

7 tappings up
to 21-v. Completely Electrify Your

Radio Set with no alterations
whatsoever to set, wiring or
valves. Westinghouse Recti-,

in A.C. Models.

£17-15-0- -
C 2. A

20 m a. 3 tappings
S.G. ; 40 and 120

150-v.

.

.2 taot 2,a4mof.6-mvax. 5 tatpopgs up £10-17-6

C 2. B 25 ma., 4 tappingsS.G. 60, 120 150 v.
and 170-v.

'4 amp.max.52 to 2, 4 6-v.
tappings upfiertoI. £6-17-6

C P. 1
20 m a., 3 tappings
S.C.  0-120 var. and

' 120 150-v.

'25 amp. at 2, 4 Cr
6-v.

(Trickle Charger)
- Fits quickly and snugly into

_ any Portable Set. £6-0-0

A C V 39 m, a., S.G. and 153-v. (Raw A.C.) 4.v.
from 2 to 4
amps. (I -v. from

-25 to I amp.

Can las Isiah in any set to make it
"All -Electric." ---- £6.0-0

CONTROL UNIT Accessory to Model A C v £1-5-0

H.T. UNITS
MODEL CURRENT OUTPUT VOLTAGE TAPPINGS

2 F. 10 10 milliamperes. For 1,-3 Valve Sets or
than 10 miamps

0 and 120
£1-19-6 --

2 A. 10 these not requiring more £3-10-0

3 F. 20 20 milliamperes. For 1-5 Valve Sets or
than 20 miamps

S.G. ; 60 ; 120,150 £1-17-6 £3-19-6

I V. 20 (Portable) those not requiring more S.G. ; 0-120 var. ;120,150 £2-10-0 £4-12-6

1 V. 30
30 milliamperes. For Multi-valve Sets or

than 30 in/amps
S.G. ; 0-120 var. ; 120,150 ;

150 170 £2-19-6 £5-15-0
those not requiring more

4 T. 60 60 milliamperes. For Multi-valve Sets or
than 60 in/amps

S.G. ; 0-120 var. ; 120,150 ;
POWER

£3-15-0

4 A. 60 those not requiring more £8-10-0

OTHER UNITS
T. 500
R. A. 20

Trickle Charger Charges 2, 4 or 6-v. Acc. From A.C. Mains at '5 amp. -- £2-12.6

Rectifier Unit For attaching to D.C. Units for use on A.C. Mains -- £3 -le -6

L. T. 1 L.T. Unit 2--6 volts from I amp. min. to 1 amp. max. -- £8-15-9

I. Ti. Isolating Transformer For is:?tir, [speaker, etc., from set when using a Power 15s. Od.

Receiver Model 312.

Visit us at the R.M.A. EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA,
Sept. I 9 -27th, STAND 48, Demonstration Room T.

Plug-in-that's all All -Power Unit Model A.C. C.A.

ALL -ELECTRIC RECEIVERS & POWER SUPPLY UNITS
Write for Free Booklet on " AU -Electric " Radio to

E. K. COLE, LTD., Dept. K, "EKCO" WORKS, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.

380
Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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the realms of space. There they encounter
the electron layer from which they are re-
flected back to earth.

An Interference
These very long-distance echoes are sel-

dom powerful enough seriously to affect
either hand -operated or automatic wireless.
But both morse and telephony do suffer at
times in beam radio from the back radiation
that takes place through the reflecting
screens. The problem of overcoming back
radiation is one of the most urgent in wire-
less to-day,but so far no complete solution
has beenofound. Scientists never say die
and before long we may hear that some
method of preventing beamed waves from
erring and straying has been discovered.

THERMION.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, I7s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. 2-111

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

nicatarWire6i

" WIRELESS WAVES AND THEIR
FUNNY WAYS "

(Continued from page 478)

duced by wireless echoes. In certain con-
ditions a number of ghosts may be pro-
duced in the television viewing lens owing
`to back radiation and to double lapping of
the world by the forward part of the beam.
The commercial operator suffers from the 
same kind of thing on occasion and tears
his hair.

Strange Echoes
And there are echoes stranger even than

those already described. One type, at
first vaguely suspected and now definitely
recognised, occurs at an interval of rather
less than three seconds after the main sig-
nal. A brief calculation will show that the
waves which are responsible for this kind
of echo must have covered the best part of
half a million miles in their journey from
the transmitter to the receiving aerial. No
one can say definitely what it is that
reflects them, but it is a curious fact that
the distance they travel corresponds pretty
exactly with that of a journey to the moon
and back. Is the moon responsible for
catching waves that have made their way
out through the Heaviside layer and turn-
ing them back to earth? We cannot say
definitely as yet that this is so, though most
short-wave enthusiasts will have noticed
that the phases of the moon and her pos-
ition in the sky have a very distinct effect
upon long-distance reception.

The three -second echoes are mystifying
enough, but there are others far more per -
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plexing. Careful observations have re-
vealed the presence of quite powerful echoes
at times as much as from twenty-five -to
thirty seconds after the arrival of the main
signal. The journey here involved for the
wireless waves responsible is a matter of
five million miles. Until recently it was
believed that nothing but the continuous
and unchanging ether of space was to be
found at such a distance from the surface of
this little earth of ours.

A New Theory
The most recent theory, though, argues

that there is a kind of secondary Heaviside
layer somewhere between two and three

El El

FOR A COMPREHENSIVE
GUIDE TO THE SHOW '
BUY NEXT WEEK'S

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"

million miles away. We know that the
earth forms a gigantic magnet whose north
and south poles do not coincide with their
geographical equivalents. A Norwegian
scientist who has investigated the matter of
long-distance echoes has advanced the
theory that electrons shot out from the sun
are marshalled by the earth's magnetic
field into a kind of toroid surrounding us.
According to him, short-wave signals can
and do pass occasionally through the
Heaviside layer, travelling outwards into

AM PLION
BALANCED ARMATURE

SPEAKERS . . .
High notes and low notes crisp and true and evenly
balarked, speech so clear that you can hear the
slightest inflection of the voice, volume that is full
and free from d stortion-such superb reproducfon
is due to the Amplion Unit, made specially for the
AB41 and AB45,and a great step forward in the per-
fection of loudspeakers. AB41 (Oak) g5-15 - (Mak.) 6-6

A B45 (oak) £6-15 - (mak.)17-7

The Popular AB6 Model
(on left)

The first Amplion Balanced
Armature Speaker and one of
the most successful speakers
that Amplion have produced.
Oak - -
Mahogany -
Walnut -

royds

- £4-10-0
- £4-17-6
- 14-17-6

Catalogues from GRAHAM AMPLION LIMITED, 26, SAVILE ROW, LONDON, W.1
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FITS EVERY BATTERY SOCKET
.and if stays put

ERE is the perfect
I Wander Plug-push

it in and it STAYS "put"
till you move it yourself.
It grips ANY battery
socket, too, because each
Plug is tested in sockets
larger and smaller than
those of any battery made.
Special r D' section hard -
drawn wire prongs. Side
entry for flex, which is
gripped, fray and all. Head
engraved -12 letterings to
choose from.

Price - 3d.

STAND

BELLING -LEE TERMINALS

Type " B" 6d.

Type "M" dd.
Type "R" .. 3d.

Twin Plug and Socket 1/6
(Panel Portion 6d., Flex portion l/-)

Indicating Spade
Terminal .. 4 id.

S.G. Anode Connector 6d.

Battery Cords, 9 -way 5/9
(also made in 5., 6-, 7-, 3-. and 10 -way)

The Belling -Lee Bakelite
Terminal Mount .. 8d.

The New Wanderfuse 1/6

Sparc Fuses (15o mja) td.

No. 134
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION -OLYMPIA

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

THIS .

IS WHAT YOUVE
WAITED FOR!

RADIO
EXHIBITION

OLYMPIA
STAND No.

67

PRICE
£6-15-0
Speech Trans.
f,"-mer 151- extra.

A new R.K. with permanent magnet
designed to work --and work well --without
the application of extra power. This new
model, which is so easy to install (just
connect it to your set, whether mains or
battery driven), still upholds the reputation
for tone and quality which the other R.K.
models have held for four years.

The price is exceptionally reasonable
when the remarkably fine reproduction is
compared with that of other speakers and
therefore offers excellent value for money.
There are three other R.K. Reproducers-
the Senior with built-in rectifier for use
with A.C. mains, price 10s., and the
Standard Senior, price £7 7s., and Junior
Model, price £6 6s., all of which are obtain.
able through your radio dealer.

Ask your dealer for particulars of
hire purchase terms.

THE j It NEW

PERMANENT MAGNET

REPRO CERS

I

rplis

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refriger-
ation and Radio Business of The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

Radio Division:
la Newman Street, Oxford Street,

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWANw.,
Advt. of Belling & Lee, Lt.1., Queensway Works, Ponders End, ALlx.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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412(IDIOGR(IMS
THE National vaudeville programme on

September 18 includes a sketch, My
Flight Round Nelson's Column, by Ralph
Neale, which the popular comedian, Leslie
Henson, will interpret to listeners. Another
i'riginal sketch, The Ordeal of Osbert
Mulliner, by P. G. Wodehouse, is in the
same " bill." Extra turns will be given by
Cicely Courtneidge, Stuart Ross and Joe
Sargent, Paul Schramm, and Diny Soete-
meer. This entertainment will be broad-
cast regionally on September r5.

Artistes taking part in the National
vaudeville concert on September zo are
Teddy Brown, "Stainless Stephen," The
Fayre Sisters, The Two Pairs, and Philippa
Heron and Harold Waldron, two new-
comers to the microphone.

National listeners on October 7 are to
hear a recital by Albert Sammons (violin)
and Keith Falkner (baritone).

The part of Alice, in Through the Looking
Glass, which will be broadcast on Septem-
ber 15, is again to be taken by Jessis

Tandy. Other artistes in the cast are Ben
Webster, Hilda Bruce Potter, and Philip
Wade. Music will be provided by the
B.B.C. Orchestra, conducted by V. Hely-
Hutchinson. Listeners will also hear the
Wireless Singers, John Armstrong, Esther
Coleman, and Olive Groves.

Pedro Morales, the well-known Spanish
composer and poet, is to conduct a concert
of Spanish music to be given in the Midland
Regional programme on September 24.

One of the most successful of broadcast
concert parties is the Duds Concert Party
from Liverpool. It will provide a pro-
gramme for North Regional listeners on
September u.

" How the Talkies have Changed Holly-
wood " is the title of an interesting chat to
be' broadcast by Mr. Cedric Beefrage in
the National programme down for trans-
mission on September 16. Mr. Beefrage,
a journalist recently returned to London
after a three years' stay at the United
States film centre.

A repeat performance of George Proposes,
a one -act play by James Hodgson, is to be
given in the Manchester studio 'On Septein-
ber 17.

The Healing Herb, a Tyneside comedy by
E. A. Bryan, is down for broadcast to the
whole of the Northern region on September
zo. Newcastle listeners have heard this
amusing little play on several occasions.

An extravaganza, entitled That Reminds
Me, will be produced by Charles Brewer
for Midland Regional listeners on Septem-
ber 25.

The Italian authorities have decided to
erect a ro-kilowatt broadcasting station
near Opcina in the neighbourhood of
Trieste; it will be brought into operation
before the end of the present year.

Dr. Malcolm Sargent will conduct the
Beethoven concert given by the British
Women's Symphony Orchestra at the
Queen's Hall, London, on September 27. -
The broadcast is to be relayed to the
National transmitters.

In order to ascertain whether listeners
were able to detect the difference between
the transmission of a gramophone record
and the same composition played in the
studio by a " live " orchestra, the Frankfurt
(Germany) station recently offered prizes
in an original competition. The results
proved highly satisfactory to the studio
engineers, inasmuch out of 16,274 replies,
only 52 supplied the correct answer.
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THE GAM-BRELL
1930-1931

ALL - ELECTRIC
RECEIVERS

These wonderful sets include
many new features not pos-
sessed by other receivers.
VARIABLE SELECTIVITY CIR-

CUITS GIVING HAIR -LINE TO
BROAD TUNING AT WILL.

A MARVELLOUS STANDARD 0:
REPRODUCTION.

S.G., DET. AND POWER VALVES.
FAST AND SLOW MOTION DRUM -

CONTROL CONDENSERS.
VOLUME CONTROL ON BOTH

RADIO AND RECORD REPRO-
DUCTION.

RECEIVE NUMEROUS STATIONS
WITH, AND A NUMBER WITH-
OUT, USING AN AERIAL.

ALL MODELS AVAILABLE FOR
D.C. AND A.C. SUPPLY.

CABINETS OF OAK OR MAHOG-
ANY.

Full details on
request.

WHAT DO YOU WANT ?
Just to reproduce records electrically Of to
obtain reproduction that is practically indistinguishable
from the original. The latter surely ! Then do hear the

NOVOTONE
Write us now for a copy of our
FREE 16 PAGE BOOK " M.N."
and if your Dealer is not demon-
strating the Novotone, send us

his name and address.
VISITORS TO OLYMPIA
You will be able to hear the Novotone
demonstrated in Room "R" opposite our
STAND 106 GALLERY

GAMBRELL RADIO, LTD.,
6 BUCKINGHAM STREET, STRAND, W.C.2

111111111111,
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A NEW
RECTIFIER
for All -Electric Radio

Harnessing the power of the electric
mains for the finest radio reproduction,
giving a full supply of high tension
current at the maximum voltage for
A.C. Mains valves and Power valves,
Marconi U.I0 is the new Rectifier for
modern All Electric Receivers and A.C.
High Tension Eliminators. * It will de-
liver 60 milliamperes at 200 volts, with
full -wave rectification. Filament consump-
tion is I ampere at 4 volts-a standard
rating rendering Marconi U.I0 suitable
for most A.C. sets and H.T. units. Im-
pedance is only 220 ohms - giving
excellent voltage regulation. -1( The
price is I 7/6 AND IT IS ALL BRITISH.

THE

MARCONI
U.10

Remember ! Marconi Valves are used by The B.B.C., Imperial
Airways, Croydon Control Tower, Metropolitan Police, Trinity
House Beacon Stations and Lightships, Empire Wireless

Communications, Large Passenger Liners, etc., etc.
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THE

BIGGEST HIT
OF ALL

[OLYMPIA)
1930

STAND No. 21!

THIS COVER HIDES

A SECRET TO BE

REVEALED NEXT WEEK

. ..

LOOK OUT FOR THE

NEW WONDER

ALL MAINS UNIT
H. CLARKE & Co. (mbc) Ltd.,0 Id Trafford, MANCHESTER

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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In addition to their own extensive range, PETO SCOTT offer YOV
Every Known Radio Receiver or Component on

EASY TERMS
I SERVICE AFTER SALES I

r4r.W ()SRAM mAcio.ET FOUR
SEND The very Latest kit, incorporating Balance
21/5 2 S.D. H.F. stages for great range 12 monthly

8/ I, and extreme selectivity. Single payments
ONLY control. of

GENTONE
Balance in
11 monthOlft-

YNYNly pay-
ments of

illtenethilny 8/6
payments

of

1SEND0/9
ONLY

SEND

8/6
ONLY

Model W.5 Portable H.T. Eliminator
for A.C. Mains. Output 120 volts at
15 MA. 2 variable and 1 power
tappings.

EXIDE
120 volt W.H. Type, H.T. Accumu-
lator. complete with crates, dry
charged.

EPOCH
SEND Model 88 P.M. permanent magnet Balaneein

12/4 Reproduction without battery or ly pay.
moving coil loud -speaker. Perfect 11 month- 1 2

ONLY mains for field. ments of

KITS & ACCESSORIES. ETC.
OLYMPIA, Sept. 19th to 27th.

Our Stand NVill be an exhibition in itself. Do not
miss it. STAND No. 110 (Gallery).

PETO SCOTT CO.
LTD.

77 City Rd., London, E.C.1. Phone: Clerkenwell 9406- 00
7.8. 82 High Holborn, London, W.C.L Phone: -..18111Chancery 8960. 4 Manchester St., Liverpool , ow- ei
Pboue: Oentral 2134. 83 Whitelow Eti.. 0111.-01 Ion,*
Chortton-onnt-Hardy. Manche, via 1.7,,, t P, "RP,'
ter. Phone: Chorlton- 100, I owsvi ....   - 
em-Hardy OA ..tio Ot t C)1    '''. .2028. 000 St Ilet4 ....

001 ikSt 01 P. ...  .Ut C,.%) N't&V'' .. ...........
00°

ANVIS/

Test proves
it best !

Tunewell Double Magnet
4 -pole balanced armature
adjustable Speaker Unit.

22/6
Read the following attract from the re-
cent "Wireless World" Test Report:-

. . the response is remark-
ably uniform from 300 to
6,000 cycles; below 300 there
is a reduction, but there is a
definite response down to SO
cycles. . . . The general effect
is very pleasing, and we have
no hesitation in piecing this
unit in the highest class . . .
the sensitivity is above the
average. . . ."

Hear this new Tunewell
Speaker Unit-its tone is
amazing and It handles enor-
mous power without rattle
or distortion.
From your dealer or address
below. Price 22/6
Full range of Tunewell Loud-
speakers

from 28/8 to £3:3 :0
Write for New Lists giving full particulars of

Tunewell Speakers and Coils

TURNER te CO.
54 Station Road, New Southgate, N.11

Broolanan's By -
Pass wave -trap
coils, complete
with fixing brack-
ets,

3/3 each
Tunewell "Cut.
Due 10/6
New Dual Range
coil for Reinert:
circuits. X -tapped
on both high and
low waves. Stt?er.
selective.

10/6
Tunewell Trans-
formers. Ratios 3
to 1 and 5 to L

PRICES
8/9 and 12/6

mat aro ine(C((cr ((((w2
Sound iraios Saying

THE sound of a Hungarian rhapsody by
Liszt always provides something of a

musical thrill. In 1811 it was said that a
large and brilliant comet illuminated the
sky. It has always been thought that only
the earth's greatest souls are born under a
comet. Naturally, I cannot state how many
babies contrived to make their appearance
under that particular comet, but I do know
that Liszt was one of them.

Until he was turned six he was subject
to fainting fits of such a nature that his
appearance closely resembled that of death.
Notwithstanding this, he managed to live
to be seventy-five, which, I suppose, must
say something for being born under a
comet.

His father took him to Vienna when he
was nine; Beethoven was living there at
the time and Liszt senior sought to effect
an appointment with him. Beethoven, you
must understand, was not a -very genial
person and was not fond of strangers;
prodigies he detested in any case.

But Schindler, afterwards neethoven's
biographer, managed to work the oracle,
and the Liszts were admitted into the great
presence. " Was kann,er spielen?" growled
Beethoven, as he cast a glance at the
rather wild -looking lid. " What can he
play ? " he :repeated. ' " Almost anything
you can name from Bach to Hummel,"
said the proud father.

Beethoven snorted. , "Can he play this? "
he asked, poking out the subject of a piano
fugue by Bach in C sharp minor in a care-
less fashion.

A Question of Keys
The young man was distinctly annoyed.

He was only nine, it is true, but he strongly
objected to being referred to in the third
person. His temper was up and, childlike,
he was out to show off a little. "0 yes, I
can play that," he said quickly. " What
keys would you like it in?"

Beethoven did not quite expect this.
"Try it in D minor," he said after a
moment's thought, knowing well that the
transposition would not be an easy one.
Liszt obliged and played fluently from
memory in that key. This roused Beet-

. hoven's interest with a vengeance. "Now
do it in E minor," he commanded. .Little
Franz executed a smart modulation of his
own into the key named and began again.
He did not get very far. Beethoven dragged
him from the piano and kissed him. " You
little flash of lightning," he said (Blitzbube).

Liszt's career was an amazing one. After
travelling extensively he settled for a time
in Paris, where he met Victor Hugo and
Chopin. His greatest activities were, how-
ever, at Weimar. By this time (1849) he
had become very friendly with Wagner,
and produced several of the latter's operas
at the Weimar theatre.

He had now made enough money for his
needs, and from 1847 to 1886, the year of
his death, he gave away nearly every penny
he received. In 1837, when the Danube

caused so much /damage at Pest, Liszt had
given concert after concert to help the
destitute. Two years later, when he found
that the inhabitants were raising a fund to
erect a statue to him, he insisted that the
money should be given, instead, to a poor
sculptor who had had bad luck.

Surely no pianist ever practised as Liszt
practised in his younger days. One day he
was questioned on the point. "My dear
Carl,". he replied, " I never took count of
the hours I practised, but I do know that
for many years it was never less than ten
hours a day:"

Strelezki's writings on Liszt are interest-
ing. He would have us believe that
Liszt's tone was always subdued in char-
acter, but I take leave to doubt him. Liszt
could, and did, play very softly at times,
but he also broke hammers, even wires.
When that happened there was usually a
scrimmage amongst the ladies in the
audience to possess themselves of the
broken wires, which they converted into
bracelets.

On the other hand, Liszt never produced
bad tone. Neither could he tolerate it in
another player.

An American Joke
The greatest joke about Liszt was when

an American woman brought her young
daughter, a budding pianist, to play to
'him. " Our Mamie can knock spots off a
pi-anner," she assured him, in the sort of
tone one hears on the talkies nowadays.
Liszt did not know much English at any
time, and this beat him completely. He
turned to Strelezki for translation, who
gave the good Abbe to understand that the
lady wished to acquaint him with the fact
that her daughter's technique was of a high
order. Liszt accepted the translation, but
was a trifle suspicious.
El

NEXT WEEK
A COMPLETE SHOW GUIDE

AND
STAND -TO -STAND REVIEW

CI C/

"Mamie" asked what she should play.
Liszt replied that it was all the same to
him. "Do you know Mendelssohn's
music? " was her next question. "A little,"
said Liszt, with a wink at Strelezki. " Then
I will play you the Bee's Wedding," she
announced. "No, don't do that," said
Liszt. " Play me the Spider's Divorce!"

Liszt was everything he wanted to be :
a pianist with a technique unsurpassed; a
composer with a sure and certain aim. His
powers of orchestration were unapproach-
able; he even became a priest in his
spare time. He could never hear a confes-
sion properly or say a Mass correctly, but
he made up for that by his generous,
priestly actions.

WHITAKER-WILSON.
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"ARE BAND-PASS FILTERS
WORTH WHILE ?"

(Continued from page 270)
transfer over the whole of the scale. Two
forms of band-pass filter are shown in
Fig. 3. The first of these uses a magnetic
coupling between the circuits. With this
arrangement the coupling increases as the
wavelength decreases. Hence, if one
adjusts the coupling to be correct at the
top of the scale it is too strong at the
bottom of the scale and serious " double -
humping" occurs. If, on the other hand,
one arranges the coupling to be correct at
the bottom of the scale, then the signal
strength is intolerably weak at the top.

With the second form of circuit a capa-
city coupling is employed, and exactly the
same thing happens here, only in the
opposite direction, the coupling increasing
as the wavelength increases. This defect
is to some extent offset,with the capacity -
coupled circuit, because the circuits them-
selves are not so effective on the higher
wavelengths, and the increased capacity
coupling at 50o metres tends to offset the
natural fall in sensitivity of the circuits
themselves. This circuit, therefore, is a
better arrangement.

Neither circuit, however, is really satis-
factory. There is a marked change in the
coupling between the two ends of the
scale, introducing double -humping to an
unpleasant degree at one end or the other,
particularly if one endeavours to obtain
a strength of coupling which will give a
reasonable signal strength.

Many experiments were made in an
endeavour to find a satisfactory solution to
the problem. All manner of coupling
arrangements were tried. Even combina-
tions of capacity and magnetic coupling
were adopted in an endeavour to produce
a constant energy transfer, but none of
them overcame the difficulty that the
signal strength was too weak, in my
opinion, for the band-pass filter to become
really popular.

Towards the end of the experiments,
however, a radically different method of
coupling was adopted, and the results at
once gave promise. Further investigation
showed that this system should theoretic-
ally overcome the disadvantages referred
to, and further practical tests showed that
this was indeed the case. The coupling
could be increased with this system to
such a point that the signal strength, even
with the band-pass filter in action, was
distinctly good. So much so that one
could afford to put in a change -over switch
and compare the signal strength with and
without the extra circuit. Moreover, with
the required degree of coupling, no double -
humping was experienced, and the system
really seems to be a practicable one.
Details of this system will be given in
next week's AMATEUR WIRELESS.

When a Houston (Renfrewshire) man was
fined in Paisley Sheriff Court for using a
wireless set in his house without a licence,
the prosecutor read a letter in court from
the Postmaster -General explaining the
difficulties which were being experienced
in tracing such persons, and suggesting, on
conviction, the imposition of a substantial
penalty.

COMPONENTS
ALL -ELECTRIC SETS

'Or

Regentone Mains Units are known everywhere for their efficiency, absence of
hum, and reliability. It would have been impossible for Regentone to have
built up this universal reputation for Mains Units if the components used in
these Units were not themselves the right products for the job. Every Regentone
Mains Component is the outcome of years of specialised experience in the
production of efficient, reliable Mains Radio. The discerning constructor will
build his Mains Unit with Regentone Components-themselves the "bits" that
go to make up the famous Regentone Mains Units.

REGENTONE
A.C.

POWER BOX

Price:
£3:10:0

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY

REGENTONE
FILTER

COMPACT
Price:

£2:5:0

The Regentstat
1 erminals allow-
ing use as a

Potentiometer or
Series Resistance

British Patent
No. 338743

Here are two Regentone Mains
Components (Power Box and
Filter Compact) that save
unnecessary construction
work and yet give that lati-
tude of application so much
appreciated by the real radio
enthusiast. A combination
of the Regentone A.C. Power
Box and Filter Compact-
two connections only-gives
you a complete H.T. Unit.
The Power Box comprises a
Westinghouse Metal gectifier
and a Regentone Trans-
former. The Filter Compact
is a complete smoothing
equipment containing a choke
of high inductance together
with British -made condensers
-everything fully guaranteed
for twelve months. Two addi-
tional tappings on the Re-
gentone Power Box provide
L.T. for A.C. valves, 4 volts
up to 4 amps.

THE NEW REGENTSTAT
This is the only TOTALLY WIRE -
WOUND variable Resistance of high
ohmic value capable of handling power.
Wire is the only resistance element used.
The resistance element is wound in spiral
formation preventing excessive rise on
load. Variable spring loaded arm does not
ride on wire resistance element thereby
eliminating risk of breakdown. Special
separate Ni-Chrome contacts are provided
for variable contact arm.
In two types covering a wide range of
values. Price gs. 6d. and Hs. 6d.

CO,, az Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4. Phone : Centra18745 (3 lines)
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THE "DOUBLE -TWO" SE

ABOV we show a very interest-
ing product of Hustler Simpson

and Webb, Ltd., of 55-57 Tanner
Street, Bermondsey, S.E.i. The
"Double -Two," as it is called, is an
ingeniously constructed two -valve set,
selling, complete with two valves, for 5os.

To contplete the installation, an Amplion
guinea cone, a Sparta ioo-volt high-tension
battery, and a 2 -volt accumulator can be
obtained altogether for 29s. 6d.

The' "Double -Two" has a straight-
forward circuit, comprising a detector with

reaction and a transformer -coupled power
valve.

The tuning coil, wound on a small
bobbin, is tapped to provide maximum
strength on each of the stations received-
National, Regional, and Daventry 5XX.

Here is the " Double -Two"
receiver complete with ac-
cessories recommended-
a Sparta H.T. Battery and
accumulator, and an Am-

plion speaker.
When the aerial is plugged into the

lowest socket on the panel it is earthed,
and the filament -current supply is auto-
matically cut off.

The small compact layout of the
"Double -Two" provides for extremely
short connecting leads, thus improving
the performance of the set.

1 AT THE QUEEN'S HALL
THE "Eroica Symphony" on August 29

was a delight, and so was the "First
Pianoforte Concerto, but the finest concert
this week has been the Brahms night on
September 3. Cyril Smith made a great
impression with his playing of the "B flat
piano concerto," and later there was the
" Third Symphony."

This has been called by enthusiasts for
Brahms his " Eroica "; but this name is
adventitious, depending on the numbering
of the work, and it has more in common
with the " Jupiter Symphony." All the
movements have a certain all -embracing,
classic form; the first two express eternal
realities from varying aspects and the last
two from all aspects. All symphonies of
this type owe their existence to Mozart's
" Jupiter" and Beethoven's "Fifth"; these
two composers had the greater task of
creating this musical expression, but
Brahms is in the true apostolic succession.
There is a vital, exuberant force in all three
composers which marks the great artist.

There was a Wagner overture on Monday,
Faust, which is interesting as an attempt by
this composer to write a first movement of
a symphony-also in the Beethoven
philosophic tradition; and after the in-
terval there was a very pleasant suite by
Dohnanyi in the r9oo manner. L.R. J.

The present Berne broadcasting trans-
mitter is situated at Nuremchen-buchsee,
forming part of the wireless telephony and
telephony plant operated by the Radio
Suisse Company.

DOUBLE GANG " IDEAL "
This consists of two Polar "ideal"
condensers mounted on one frame.
Efficient tuning, both fast and slow
motion, is obtained with only one knob
control. Particularly suited for re-
ceivers of the S.G., Detector, L.P. class.
Aluminium screen is fitted between the
two condensers, and the whole is rigidly
built.

0005 - 18s. 6d.
Also supplied in other capacities

NO RESTING ON
OUR LAURELS

Despite the popularity which Polar con-
densers always achieve, Polar are not
content to ' rest on their laurels,' but are
continually introducing improved and
new models.

SEE THE NEW POLAR
CONDENSERS AT

STAND 118, OLYMPIA
Write also for free illustrated list

THE POLAR "TRIMMER"
A very compact condenser for reaction or
trimming purposes. Sturdily built, with
strong soldering lugs. Smooth and silent
action.

0001 or 00005 - 3s. Cd.

WINGROVE & ROGERS
LIMITED

188-9 STRAND : LONDON : W.C.2
POLAR WORKS, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL

POLAR " UNIVERSAL"
With this new condenser, which Is
specially adapted for ganging, the space
between each unit can be varied. Four
lugs ensure rigid fixing. Locked rotor
vanes. The condenser is unaffected by
the withdrawal of the spindle, and Is
specially suitable for right or left hand
drum -control or one -hole panel fixing.

0005 - 7s. 6d.
0003 - 7s. Od.

Phosphor -bronze balls 3d. extra
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"ADM EXHIBITION
IAT OLYM PIA

Come and see us at Olympia and examine
the British General BIG FIVE guaranteed
products. New ideas in design, new methods
of production and increased sales enable us
to offer the famous British General quality

products at prices lower than ever.

DON'T MISS

BRITISH GENERAL

BRITISH GENERAL MFG. CO., LTD.,
Brockley Works, London, S.E.4

HERE IS THE
RADIO GRAMOPHONE CABINET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
INSTALL A

"LANGMORE"
and have your Gramophone,
Wireless Set, Loud -speaker
and Batteries all in one cabinet.
These cabinets are very strongly con-
structed of selected Oak and Plywood.
Size overall, 3 ft. 2 in. high by 21 in.
wide by 15 in. deep.
THE TOP SECTION. Size 41 in.
high by 18 in. wide by 13 in. deep,
gives ample accommodation for
gramophone and pick-up.
THE CENTRE SECTION. Size
10 in. high by 18 in. wide by 14 in.
deep, is for the Wireless Set, to take
a panel either 18 in. by 7 in. or 18 in.
by 8 in.
THE BOTTOM SECTION. Size
15 in. high by 18 in. wide by 13i in.

deep, gives accommodation for Loud-
speaker and Batteries.
The whole of the back is enclosed by double
doors so that all parts are easily accessible.
ALL are fitted with hinged top, heavy plat-
form to take a 12" turntable for the Gramo-
phone and a Substantial baseboard for the
Wireless Set.

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED
:: JACOBEAN OAK ::

THE MISCELLANEOUS

Price 49/6 each
PACKED FREE AND SENT CAR-
RIAGE PAID TO ANY ADDRESS

IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Trade Inquiries Invited.

TRADING CO., LTD.
13 & 17 NEW OXFORD STREET LONDON, W,C.1

Phone : Holborn 4894

You will Help Yourself and Help Us

popliNG INVENTION

0.00 tug IDI I

SPEAKER

a.-441.44,atise:S, see

Undy 8 pole Dynamic
now on top of all
modern loud -speakers
by marvellous new
design, the speaker
for the smallest set
and the great ampli-
fier, known the world over in a few weeks since introduction.

- ;

k 6
kviher 1

The Undy 4 pole,
the new ingenious
design by the in-
ventor of the Undy
8 pole. This loud-
speaker will give
full satisfaction on
the ordinary small
set or amplifier-
its extreme sensi-
tivity, amazing vol-
ume and perfect
reproduction is un-
beaten by any
moving coil speaker

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR WIRELESS SHOP.
ASK FOR DEMONSTRATION.

by Mentioning' "A.W." to Advertisers
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NEW TELSEN PARTS
rr HE present well-known Telsen com-

I ponents, such as the Radiogrand and
Ace transformers, have won a wonderful
reputation, and now comes news of the
introduction of new members of the
Telsen family.

Some of these are shown in the accom-

From left to right, the new Telsen valve holder, H.F. choke,
fixed condenser and low -frequency transformer

panying photograph, including an H.F.
choke, two valve holders, and a fixed con-
denser with handy grid -leak clips.

You should note that all Telsen parts
for the new season are to be housed in very
attractive and high -quality bakelite mould-
ings in a mahogany colour. This makes
the whole range of Telsen parts very dis-

tinctive in appearance; they are all "good -
lookers."

The Radiogrand and Ace transformers
now have this attractive bakelite for the
cases, and in the case of the Radiogrand,
in particular, a metal shielding (inside the
bakelite case) and an earthing terminal

are provided.
The new valve hold-

er is a thoroughly
satisfactory job, which
is certainly a likeable
proposition at its low
price. The H.F. choke
has been put through
its paces in the " A.W."
Laboratory, and the
report is most favour-
able. A good point, so
far as manufacture is
concerned, is that
wherever lettering and
terminal indication arc
necessary, the mould-
ing in the bakelite is
used; this is not so

easily erased as is engraving.
A small variable condenser has also been

produced, though this is not shown in the
accompanying photograph.

The prices of these Telsen parts mark
a new low level, and they will undoubtedly
meet with a good reception on the part of
set builders.

El

El

IF you are
unable to

go to the
Show, make

sure of ob-
taining next
week's issue

of "Amateur

Wireless."

It will
contain a

complete
review.

JO oft" JP

Be your
own

manufacturer-
make an eliminator
with a HEAYBERD
kit of components
Batteries for high tension are a source of
trouble. Every day people are realising
this and turning to the mains for the
steady power they supply. Build yourself
an eliminator-a trouble -free humless unit
with the HEAYBERD kit. Full directions
and wiring diagrams are supplied.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO -DAY.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
10 Finsbury Street, E.G.

Telephone: Metropolitan 7516
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS
IN

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS
on STAND 239 (Empire Hall)

Call at the Stand for a copy of the 1931 edition of " The All -Metal Way "-
enlarged to 40 pages of valuable technical and practical data for all mains users.

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82 York Road, King's Cross,
LONDON. N.1.

FOR . . .

ELECTRIC REPRODUCTION

USE A LIMIT

ContIntntaland
B a yunet

Fittings.
r

AdjustaDle
Length Track -
in g Angle
Spring TeiAll011

Illustration shows
Pich-up attached.

PICK-UP ARM 15/6
Obtainable through all factors and dealers

or write EACH

LIMIT RADIO LIMITED, ALBION ST., LONDON, N.1

EBONITE
PANELS

British Made.

EBONITE
LOW LOSS
FORMERS

AND

Choke Formers

LOOK FOR TRADE MARK
NEW TYPE-SIX- AND FOUR- CONTACT
FORMER AND BASE. :: EASY TO FIT.

REDUCED PRICES
Sole Manufacturers-

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL, W.7

SEE OUR STAND
N o. 253

AT OLYMPIA RADIO
EXHIBITION.

Other Contents of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE:
The Music Monitor-a simple 2-valver receiving over 20 stations on loud.
speaker-Megohm Discusses Side-bands-The Selecto-amplifier. To In-
crease the Range and Selectivity of Existing Sets-What the B.B.C. Does
with Your Letters. By Frank Rogers-A Dual Receiver for Televisions.
By H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh.Sc., B.Sc.-Getting the Best from Your
Output Valve. By W. ,Tames-Plain Facts about Grid Bias. By J. H.
Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.-GRAMO-RADIO SECTION. Around the

Turntable-Reviews of the Month's Records.

DE LUXE THREE
THIS set is just what its name implies-a

three-valver above the average in regard
to the quality of components used and in its
quality of reproduction.
The actual circuit embodies the best of modern
refinements, and altogether the receiving is an
outstanding example of what modern practice
really is.
The set is ideal for super quality from the
local station and will also give a number of
Continental transmissions. See the September
issue of the " Wireless Magazine " for con-
struction details.

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
NOW ON SALE
EVERYWHERE, 1 /-

GET YOUR
COPY TO -DAY
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EASY TERMS
We specialize in the supply of all good quali-
ty Radio Sets and components on easy terms.
We wifisive you efficient and prompt service.

A few examples below
NEW COSSOR EMPIRE
MELODY MAKER.

Complete kit of parts including valves
and cabinet. Cash price, £6 : 17 : 6
or 10/- with order and i1 monthly
payments of 12/6.

NEW OSRAM "MUSIC MAGNET 4" KIT
including cabinet and valves. First-
class long distance receiver incorpor-
ating two H.F. stages. Cash price,
£11 :15 :0 or 16/- with order and 11
monthly payments of 21/-.

EKCO 2 -valve ALL MAINS RECEIVER
for Alternating or Direct Current
Mains. Cash price, £14 : 10 : 0 or
18/6 with order and it monthly
payments of 26/-.

12 EXIDE WK UNITS
(Izo V. 5, 000 MA) Cash price £3 :15 : 0
or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly
payments of 7/-.

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT
with large cone chassis. Cash price,

: 10 : 0 or 5/- with order and to
monthly payments of 5/-.

Send us your enquiry and a
quotation will be sent by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,
H, Oat Lane, Noble Street,

Phone: National 1977. LONDON, E.C.2

ANanti-microphonic
valve holder

whose five sockets are designed
specially to give an excellent grip

lit -phi
contact either with solid or sp

valves.

Many constructors
are getting first-

class results when using this holder

for the new solid four -pin valves.

Terminalsnumbered and tinned tags

in one piece with grip

mint

sockets.

Write
Radio

for tCataloguheBettise.

The MAW ELECTRIC LTD.

Tariff Road, London, M.17.
'Tottenham 1101

" WIRELESS MAGAZINE"
The Big Blitish [Fireless Monthly

11-
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY
Broadcasting stations ciassitied by country and in order of wavelengths. For tae purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is aerial energy.
Milo. Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)
GREAT BRITAIN

25.63 11,751 Chelmsford
(5SW) 15.0

*200 2,500 Leeds 0.13
*242 1,233 Belfast 1.0
* 261 1,243 London Nat 95.0
*288.5 r,o4o Newcastle 1.0

288.5 1,040 Swansea 0.13
288.5 z,o4o Stoke-on-Trent 0.13
288.5 1,040 Sheffield 0.13
288.5 1,040 Plymouth 0.13
288.51,040 Liverpool 0.13
288.5 1,040 Hull 0.13
288.51,o40 Edinburgh 0.35
288.5 z,o4o Dundee 0.13
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth 1.0
288.5 z,o40 Bradford 0.13

4301 995 Aberdeen 1.0
'309.9 968 Cardiff 1.0
*356 842 London Reg. 45.0
* 376.4 797 Manchester 1.0
4'198.9 752 Glasgow 1.0
179 626 Midland Reg. 25.0
1,551 193 Daventry (Nat.) 25.0

AUSTRIA
* 246 7,220 Linz 0.5
*283 .7,058 Innsbruck 0.5
*352 85z Graz 9.0
*453 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
*517 578.5 Vienna 15.0

BELGIUM
206 r,46o Antwerp 0.4
212 1,415 Binche 0.2
!c16 1,39r Chatelineau 0.25
216 1,391 Brussels

(Conference) 0.25
243 1,235 Courtrai 0.1
244.7 1,226 Ghent 0.25
247 1,21-3 Schaerbeck 0.5
838.2 887 Forest 3.0

*501 590 Brussels (No. 1) 1.0

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
0283 1,139 Morayska-

Ostrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava 12.5

293 1,022 Kosice 2.0
*342 878 Brunn (Brno) 12.0
*487 617 Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
* 281 2,067 Copenhagen 0.75

1,153. 26o Kalundborg 7.5

ESTONIA
401 748 Reval (Tallinn)... 1.5

FINLAND
*221 1,355 Helsinki 10.0

*1,796 167 Lahti 40.0

FRANCE
210 1,430 Radio Touraine 0.5
222 1,351 Fecamp 0.7
235.11,275 Nimes 1.0
240.4 1,248 Beziers 0.3
249.5 1,202 Juan-les-Pins 0.5
255 1,175 Toulouse (PTT) 1.5
265 1,130 Lille (PIT) 0.7

'272 1,103 Rennes (PTT) 0.5
286 2,049 Montpellier 0.3

*287.2 y044.6 Radio Lyons U.S
294.5 r,o/8.5 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304 988 Bordeaux (PIT) 1.0
308.9 97r (Vitus) Paris 1.0

570.4 810
38 779

7 67r
2

94
466 644

1,446 207
°I,725 274

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

316 95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
328.2 914 Grenoble (PIT) 0.5
329 9rz.8 Poste Parisien ... 0.5
345.2 869 Strasbourg 15.0

(testing shortly)
Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
Radio Toulouss 8.0
Paris (PTT) 0.3
Lyons (PTT) 5.0
Eiffel Tower 12.0
Radio Paris 16.0

GERMANY
31.38 9,560 Zeesen 15.0

* 218 1,373 Flensburg 0.5
* 227 1,319 Cologne. 4.0
* 227 .r,3z9 Mtinster 3.0
*227 1,319 Aachen 0.35

232.2 2,292 Kiel 0.3$
'239 1,256 NOrnberg 2.0
246 1,220 Cassel 0.25

* 253 1,184 Leipzig 2.5
* 259 z,157 Gleiwitz 2.0
*270 1,112 Kaiserslautern 0.25
*276 r,o85 Konigsberg 2.5
*283 1,058 Magdeburg 0.5
*283 x,o58 Berlin (E) 0.5

.11283 x,o58 Stettin 0.5
* 316 950 Bremen 0.35
* 319 941 Dresden 0.2$
*325 923 Breslau 1.5
* NO 833 Stuttgart 1.5
*372 8o6 Hamburg 1.5
*390 770 Frankfurt 1.5
*418 7/6 Berlin 1.5
*453 662 Danzig 0.25
*473 635 Langenberg 15.0
* 533 563 Munich 1.5
560 536 Augsburg 0.25

*566 529 Hanover 0.35
576.1 52o.7Freiburg 0.35

*1,635 /83.5Zeesen 26.0
1,635 183.5Norddeich 10.0

HOLLAND
31.28 9,599 Eindhoven (PC J) 30.0

*299 1,004 H u en (be-
tween 11.40 a.m.
and 5.40 p.m.
B.S.T.) 6.5

*1,071 28o Huiien 0.5
*1,071 280 Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
*1,875 260 Hilversum 6.5

HUNGARY
210 1,430 Budapest (Csepel) 1.0
550 545 Budapest 20.0

ICELAND
*1,200 250 Reykjavik 16.0

(shortly testing)

IRISH FREE STATE
* 224.4 1,337 Cork (IFS) 1.0
* 413 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.0

ITALY
25.4 and 80 Rome (3R0) 9.0
247.71,211 Trieste (testing) 3.0
291 1,030 Turin (Torino) 7.0
338 9o5 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
381 788 Genoa (Genova) 1.0

*441 68o Rome (Roma) 50.0
453 662 Bolzano (IBZ) 0.3

*501 599 Milan (Milano) 7.0
LATVIA

*525 572 Riga 7.0
LITHUANIA

*1,933 155 Kaunas 7.0

Kilo- Station and Power
Kelm cycles Call Sign (NW.)

NORTH AFRICA -

363.4 825 Algiers (PTT) ...16.0
41.6 722 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 10.0
1,350 222.2Tunis Kasbab 0.6

NORWAY
364 824 Bergen 1.0
369 813 Frederiksstad 0.7
953 662 Nidaros 1.2
455 659.3Porsgrund 0.7

*493 008 Osro U.5

POLAND
214.2 1,40o Warsaw (2) 2.0
234 1,283 Lodz 1.5

*313 959 Cracow 0.5
*335 896 Poznan 1.2

381 788 Lvov 16.0
385 779 Wilno 0.5

cios 734 Katowice 10.0
1,411 212.5 Warsaw 8.0

PORTUGAL
240 1,247 Oporto 0.23
320 937.6 Lisbon (CTIAA) 0.28

ROMANIA
*391 76z Bucharest 12.0

RUSSIA
720
800

416.6
3

M
Kosciev

ow (PTT) 20
20 .0

.0
75

824 364 Sverdlovsk 25.0
1,000 300 Leningrad 20.0
1,050 283 Tiflis 10.0
1,103 272 Moscow Popoff 40.0
1,200 25o Kharkov 25.0

*1,301 230 Moscow-Stchelkovo
(C.C.S.P.) 100.0

1,380 217.5 Bakou 10.0
1,481 202.5 Moscow 20.0

SPAIN
251 1,193 Barcelona

(EAJ1.5) 0.5
200.71,125 Barcelona

(EAJ13) 5.0
*319 86o Barcelona

(EA J1) 8.0
368 8r5 Seville (EAJ5) 1.5
407 737 Madrid (Espafia) 1.0

' 924 707 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0
400 65z San Sebastian

SWEDEN(EA J8) 0.5

135 2,222 Motala,
230.3 2,303 Malmo

*257 x,r66 Horby
299.61,001 Falun

*322 932 GOteborg
*435.4 689 Stockholm
*542 554 Sundsvall
*770 389 Ostersund

1,223.5 244 Boden
*1,318 222.5 Motala

SWITZERLAND
318.8 943 Basle 0.5

*403 743 Berne 1.0
*459 653 Zurich 0.63

680 442 Lausanne 0.6
700 395 Geneva 0.25

1,010 297 Basle 0.25
TURKEY

*1,200 sso Istanbul
1,061 /53 Ankara

Y UGOSLAV IA
306.5 978.7Zagreb (Agram) 0.7
432.3 694 Belgrade 2.5
574:7 523 Ljubljana

...... 30.0
0.6

10.0
0.5

10.5
1.1
1.0
0.0
0.6

30.0

6.0
7.0

All wavelengths :narked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Praeue.

" BEAM " AERIALS
IN ordinary radiation the waves tend to

spread out in all directidns, both hori-
zontally and vertically. By using a num-
ber of half -wavelength antennm, arranged
side by side, the waves are first concen-
trated horizontally. The vertical "spread"
is then reduced by arranging several
"tiers" of similar antennae, set one above
the other, in a vertical plane. The com-
plete aerial array thus forms a curtain of
wires which radiate a "sheet" of id -phase
current. The beam can be further concen-
trated by using a back reflector system,
similar to the actual aerial array, but not
directly energised. Tile larger the number
of wire radiators, the sharper is the direc-
tional effect. M. B.

HOMODYNING
THE art of tuning -in to stations below

the 50 -metre mark calls for a certain
amount of finesse: Searching is facilitated
when the receiver is set just over the
oscillating point; The distant carrier -wave
is then first heard as a whistle. By careful
tuning through the "chirrup" it is possible
to reach the zero point, at which the fre-
quency of the local oscillations is identical
with that of the distant carrier.

This is called " homodyning," as distinct
from heterodyning or producing a beat note.
Under such conditions, telephony is recog-
nisable. Once the zero point is reached,
however, the receiver should be coaxed out
of oscillation, without losing the signals,
to ensure clear reproduction. B. A. R.
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RAYMOND'S
21 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE STN,
This address is at the back of Daly's Theatre

`SCREEN GRID 3' KIT
MARVELLOUS VALUE IN A KIT OF PARTS FOR A

THREE -VALVE SCREEN -GRID KIT

ONE DIAL TUNING& DUAL RANGE COIL
KIT OF PARTS AS FOLLOWS:
14 by 7 Panel, .0005 S.L.P. Condenser,
IgranIc Micro Condenser, Switch, 10 by 6
Screen, 3 -point Switch, Titan Coil, 3
Valve Holders, L.P. Transformer, H.F.
Choke, 0002 Fixed Condenser, 2 .0003
ditto, 2 .1-microfarad Condensers, 2
H.T. Fuses, 2-meg. Leak and Holder,
Strip (12 by 2 In.), II Terminals, Wire, Brackets, Oak Cabinet
and full Wiring Diagram and Instructions. Carriage 3/- extra,

OR
COMPLETE KIT AS ABOVE, with 3 Valves (one screen
grid), 100, olt High Tension; 2 volt 40 amp. Acmunulator,
9 -volt G.B., 12 :2 :(1. Cone Speaker,

Carriage 5,- extra United
Kingdom.

5,0.0Aerial Equipment - -

UNBEATABLE FOR VALUE

16

°SRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4

IT ON EASY TERMS.
DEPOSIT 2316, AND 12
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

OF 18,6.

SEND TO US NOW.

Undy 8 -pole Speaker and
Chassis .. 35/-

1-Indy 8 -pole Unit .. 18,9
Hegra Dynamic Unit and

Chassis . .. 42' -
Blue Spot Slip . .. 27 6
Blue Spot 661t
Major Chassis .. 15/ -

All Carriage Paid.

SPECIAL BARG%INS for Callers t nly
60 -volt H.T.,3/11. 100 -volt H.T., 6/11. B.M. Dia I, 1/9. 100 ft.
7;22 Aerial Wire, -//9. Fuller's 2 -volt 00 amp. Accumulators,
8/9. Double -routing Voltmeters, 4/8. ((OX Coils, 1/9. Ajax
Pick-ups, 7 6. Cone Chassis,141. Cone Cabinets, 4/iL Valve
Holders, 5d. S.L.F. Condensers, 2/9. Enamel Aerial Wire, 2 9.
L.P. Transformers, 3/6. 4/11, 5,6, etc. Cone Loud -speaker=,
9/11. H.F. Chokes, 1/11. 12 by 8 in. Cabinets, oak, 5/11;
18 by 7 in. ditto, 8/11. Dud -range Coils, 4;11. 2-microfararl
Condensers, 2', .1-mirrofarod, 3,6. Trickle Chargers, 2541

WHEN NEXT IN TOWN PAY US A VISIT. IT IS ALWAYS
RADIO WEEK AT RAYMOND'S

IMPORTANT. All letters and communications must be addressed to

K. RAYMOND, LTD.
27 & 2 8aLISLESTREET,LONDON,W.C.2

The name of the street is not sufficient.
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The Clix Method of Plug and Socket contact
in which the sockets are resilient and helically

slotted, provides the
Ill ,,I only means of obtain -
III -' ii. ing perfect contact
111 ........ri with a Solid Plug.
Il 4,24.1.:q0 May also be used with
5 ES Resilient Plugs.

0 1, t 22.-UNINSULATED
pl :, t2 SOCKET, LONG for

-,:,'1 panels up to %in. thick,

A', panels Id.
lYid.; SHORT for thin

S oon -;1-miti
24. -INSULATED

BM' SOCKET for use with .7.-..

MI - metal or any type of
m -r150- panel. Red or Black 2d.
a Warne 25. -SOLID PLUG for

use with Resilient Sock-No. 22. ets, Engraved or Plain, No. 25.
II Pro. Pat. Red or Black, 2d. Pat.

27.-CLIX VALVE HOLDER.
(4.5 Pin Contact.)

III With Without
Screw Screw

Terminals rerminals

O f 10d. 8d.
IM

m

U
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CLIX
for Reliable Contact

No. 27. Pro. Pat. Reg. Design.
Gives perfect contact with SOLID or ally other
type of valve pin. Easy insertion and with-
drawal of valve. Usual H.F. losses entirely elim-
inated. Resilient Sockets air -dielectrically insu-
lated and self -aligning. Impossible to blow valves.

Type "B'' for Baseboard mounting.
Illustrated Leaflets Free.

STAND No. G.1 3 1 Olympia
LECTRO LINX, LTD.,

254 Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1

tia

Postcard
Radio

Literature
Atlas Eliminators

'ILARKE'S, the Atlas people, make
- -A eliminators to suit every type of set,

and for A.C. and D.C. mains. Some of the
models provide grid bias as well as H.T.
and L.T. current, and in this way one can
be entirely independent of battery bothers.
I have just received a new Atlas folder
which gives a wealth of technical informa-
tion. Mains users should have this. 43
Webson Moving Coils

Here is something interesting -a new
moving -coil speaker, the Webson. There
are several models, but I particularly like
the small model which works from the
mains or, with a special winding, from a
6 -volt accumulator. Messrs. The Star
Engineering, the makers, have a folder
describing this. 44
A New Transportable

The Electrocet transportable is a self-
contained set with only two valves, but
which has a very convincing performance.

(Continued on next page)

READ 1 HIS :-

" There is everything in
favour of buying a com-
plete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and
your panel is neatly drilled
for you. Moreover, you
arc certain that every
component is suitable for
the set -that is if ,you
purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

vide "Popular Wireless."

KITS

CONTINENTAL

1930

Cash or

OF PARTS
SEARCHER TWO

PORTABLE
THE CAR THREE
MAXIMUM FOUR

TALISMAN TWO
ETC., ETC.

Easy Terms. Lists on Application

11111111=111111=mono.. .-----,.......timmlar

159 BOROUGFI HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1
'Phone: HOP 5555 (Private Exchange)

of

That records exact rendering,

without scratch, with perfect
balance of tone and volume.
Any good record reproduced
through the WaresPick-up
loses nothing! Te perfect
balance and exact weight scien-
tifically calculated to exert the
correct pressure upon the deli-
cate indentations in the grooves,
reproduces all those subtle
gradations of tone without which
music loses most of its charm.
Actual side -by -side test with
other instruments immediately
reveals the beautiful quality of
reproduction on which the
Wates Pick -Up has earned its
popularity amongst music
lovers.
Ask your dealer to let you hear
it, then try out your favourite
records at home. The difference
will astonish you. Obtainable
from all good -class dealers, or
write direct for illustrated

A literature describing this per-
."' fected instrument.

4100 Wates Star Pick -Up, oxydised
I* copper finish, complete with

adapter to fit any type of tone
arm 21/_
Wates Pick -Up Arm, finish to
match pick-up . 7/6

-

See us at the Exhibition. Stand No. 42
Telephone: Riwrside 5530

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
(Dept. A.W.), 184-188 SHAFTESBURY

AVENUF, LONDON, W.C.2

M.B.

DOES YOUR SWITCH SPINDLE I URN ROUND ?

IF SO. VOR SET

"CRACKLES!'

1/3
each

Patents
Pending

11111111111

Bt FIT [INC, A

"BUS0" SWITCH
your trouble is ended because there
is no contact point to turn round,
and when bon " switch on " you
have contact like a power switch.

WHY NOT FIT ONE?
They are as cheap as the inferior
type but far superior in operation.

Prom your local dealer, or

BUSBY & CO., LTD. (Patentees)
Dept. A.W., PRICE ST., BIRMINGHAM

Let "Amateur Wireless"
solve your problems
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"POSTCARD RADIO LITERATURE"
(Continued from preceding page)

There is also a portable model two-valver
which is designed more especially for out-
door use. From the Electrocet Radio Co.
you can get a catalogue illustrating these,
and also the new Electrocet H.T. and L.T.
eliminators, 45
Selector's Sets

Selector make a good range of sets from
a cheap and efficient portable up to a com-
prehensive radio -gramophone in which
nothing has been sacrificed to quality.
There is a little folder available describing
each of the sets in the range. ' Those who
like the portable will be interested in the
all-electriG edition, which is made up in a
transportable cabinet and is more suitable
for home use. A feature of these sets is
that they are fitted, in the battery models,
with an accumulator capacity meter which
gives a good idea of the amount of residual
charge. 46
For Mains Users

From Supremus Specialities, Ltd., you
can get an interesting little booklet describ-
ing A.0 and D.C. eliminators, trickle -
chargers and all -electric two- and three -
valve sets. There is plenty in this booklet
to interest mains users. Supremus elimi-
nators have a very good reputation-which
is an important thing when it comes to
working from the mains. 47

1111M101111/ MMMMMM

GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
Here "Observer" reviews the latest booklets and
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If
you want copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the index
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to "Postcard Radio
Literature," "AMATEUR WIRELESS," 58/61,
Fetter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see that
you get all the literature you desire.

THE DIX-ONEMETER
It has Two Clear
Scales with Mir-
ror for Accurate

NOW
ONLY

501-
A remarkably
low price for a
meter worth

£10
For Novice or Export

Test Booklet Free

ELECTRADIX
218 Unner Thames St., London,

-A TERMINAL OF
WONDERFUL
ADAPTABILITY

Holds securely --spades,
plugs, pins and eyes, or
just plain wires. No
radio enthusiast should
be without them.

Write for list J.98.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,

Reading ; only 6
Terminals, but

50 Ranges.

NEW
AUG.- SEPT.

SALE LIST
JUST

ISSUED.

Free for
stamped
addressed
envelope.

RADIOS
E.C.4. Cirri 0191

118 BUNHILL ROW,
LONDON, E.C.1

292

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal Other, NOT STAMPS

CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)
B.B.C. Brookman's Park Set .. AW206
Regional Crystal Set .. , .. WM176

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. Official One ..
Hartley Single-valver WM198

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Aw229
Aw230
AW238
AW239

A AWW224425

_  WMt68
.. WM182

WMI87
Gleaner Two (D, Trans) WM20'
Music Monitor (D, Trans) .. WMzo8

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, a Trans) .. AWi99
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AWzoi
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) . AWzo3a
Wide World Short-wave 'Three (HF, D,. Trans) AW207
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AWzo9
1930 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) . AWzii
New All -Britain Three (HF, D, Trans). AWzi4
Best -by -Ballot Three (SG, D, Trans) Price 4d.

free with copy of "A.W." . AWz17
Brookman's By-pass Three (D, a 'Trans) .. AWazo
Everybody's All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans)

1930 Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AWaz3
Beginner's Regional Three (D, 2LF) AW23a
Britain's Favourite Three 1930 (D, a Trans) . AW243
Car 'Three (D. R.C. Trans) ..   AW244
Standard Coil Three (11F, D, Trans) WM117
Brookman's 'Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM161
Community 'I'hree (D, RC, Trans) .. WM t 64
Brookman's Push -Pull Three (SG, D, Trans) /6 WMi7o
All -nations Three (D, a Trans) WM178
Inceptordyne (SG, D, Pentode) WMI79
Brookman's A.C. Three (SG, D, Tram) o/6 WMI84
Music Marshal (D, 2 Trans) .. WMiegs
Gramo-Radio D.C. 'Three (SG D Trans) . -WM196
Concert Three (D, 2 Trans) ..

De -Luxe 'Three (D; RC, Trans)
New Lodestone Three (HF, D, 'Trans) .. WMzo5

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s.6d. each)
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans-

A.C. Rectifier) .. AW2o0
Music -Lover's Gramo-radio (SG, D, RC,

AWzozA'Trans)-is. 6d.
Music -Lover's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker) as. AW202B
Horizon Four (SG, D, Trans).. AW237

WMI581930 Monodist (2SG, D, Trans)
Electric Four (All A.C.-SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM16a
Brookman's Four (2SG, D, Trans) .. WMI74
'Transportable Four (SG, D, RC) WMi8o
Super Q (SG, D, Trans) .. WML89
Lodestone Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. WM193
Searcher's Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM194
Invitation Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WMzoo

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
James Quality Five (zSG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW227
Ali -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push-

pull) . . - .. WM 46
1930 Five (zHF, D, RC, Trans) .. NWvmM:87;

Dual -screen Five (2SG, D, RC, Trans)
Radio -Record Five (SG, D, 'Trans -parallel) .. WMI88
Overseas Five (3SG, D, Trans) .. .. WM191

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier .. AW205
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit) .. AWatz
Two -valve Amplifier .. AW216
" Mag " Gramo Unit . AW224
Radio -Record Amplifier (DC Mains) .. .. WM '83
Selecto Amplifier (HF, Unit) .. WMzoo

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Short-wave Adaptor (1 v.)
Simplest H.T. Unit ..

James H. T. and L.T. Charging Unit ..

By-pass Unit (Wavetrap)with copy ``A.W"-4d...

Simplest H.T. Eliminator for D.C. Mains

"'Twin " Brookman's By-pass (6d.) ..
AA% . Paper Loud -speaker

AWa32

Simplest H.T. Eliminator for A.C..Mains AAAwv,Wzz2443.66

Choke Output Unit ..
Simple Tester Unit (6d.)
A.C. Mains Amplifier .. . WMI49
ELT. Unit for A.C. Mains

Linen -diaphragm '  w'N'7711S1];11!Brook -man's " Wipe-outs
Short-wave adaptor for Overseas Five ..
Staminator Unit for A.C. Mains
Universal Push-pull Amplifier ..

.

Outspan Short-wave Adaptor .. ..   WM2o7
PORTABLE SETS

Music Leader (SG, D, RC, Trans) with
copy "A.W." AW2o3 -/4

Sunshine Three (SG.HF.SG.D, 'Trans) AWz35 1/ -
Continental Portable (SG, D, Trans) .. AWzo 0/ -
Pedlar Portable Two (D, Trans) WMI95 a/ -
Pedlar Portable Three (D, 2 Trans) .. WM197 'f-
lames Portable SG3 (SG, D, Trans) .. WMao3 /-
Foursome Portable (SC, I), 2 Trans) .. WM206
Copies of the " Wireless Magazine " and of " Amateur Wireless " con-
taining descriptions of any of these sets can ba obtained at Is. 3d. and 4d.
respectively, post tree, Lodes letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur
Wireless " sets and " W.M." to 'Wireless Magazine."

Talisman Two (D, Trans) ..
Wavelets Two (D, Trans)
No -battery A.C. Mains Two (D, Trans).
No -battery Gramo-radio 2 (D, Trans)
193o Talisman z (D, Trans) ..
Easy Tune Short-wave z (D, Trans) ..
Searcher Two (D, Trans) ..
Brookman's Two (D, Trans) ..
New Crusader (D, Trans)
Radio -Record Two (SG, D)

AMATEUR WIRELESS 58-61 FETTER LAN7,
LONDON, E.C.4.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
bona Aides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit. a Fee -of 0d. for sums of £1
and under, and ts. for amounts in excess of 91, to cover
postage etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or' Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C..$

YOUTHS REQUIRED age 14-20. Apply W.T. Works,
87a Collingwood Road, Sutton, Sutrey.

ENGINEERS-IMPORTANT NOTICE. --Results now to
hand show that 93 per cent. of our candidates pass their
Exams. at the first attempt, a remarkable record unap-
proaehed by any other organisation and showing why we
alone guarantee "No Pass-no Fee." If 93 out of every
100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you remain iu
the ranks? Now is the time to " get busy " and investi-
gate. Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities,"
explains the most simple and successful home -study
methods of passing B.Sc., A.M.I.Mech.11.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.; G.P.O., C. (14 G., Matric., etc..
Exams. This book outlines courses in all branches of Civil,
Mech., Elec., Motor, and Wireless Engineerhig, shows the
unique advantages of our Appointments Dept., and includes
a brilliant foreword by Prof. A. M. Low, in which he shows
clearly the chances you are missing. Send for Free
Handbook Now (state branch, post, or exam.).-British.
Institute of Engineering Technology; 109 Shakespeare
House, 29-31 Oxford Street, London.

COMPLETE KITS.-All Circuits. C.O.D. or Terms :-
RIB., 33 Maroon Street, London, E.1.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -2v. kits inchiding cabinet, 25/-:
3v. kits, 80/-; Speaker kits. 15/-. Cneap Component list
free. Easily cheapest. Butlin, 143B, Preston Road,
Brighton.

WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONE CABINETS. Ready for
assembling or assembled. Write for lists. D. Mendip
Industries. Winscombe.

MA K A GRAMOPHONE AT
a quarter shop prices Or buy
Cabinets foi Wireless. Order Set as
shown. British double spring motor,
12 in. vclyet turntable, swan arm,
metal sound -boa, amplifier, needle
cups, for 51 18 6 p.p., and build
your own Cabinet. Portable Gramo-
phones (root 19/6, postage 1/6.
Motors from 8;6. Lists free. 64 -pp.
Catalogue Urewing and now to
Mato Cramer 3d.

Regent Fittings Co., A.W., 120 Old St., London, E.C.1

FARRAND INDUCTOR
SPEAKER 1/1144EDI

ATE£3:10 ; 0
1931 Catalogue now ready-Free to callers -By post 6d.

WILL DAY LTD.
19 -LISLE STREET, W.C.2. RECENT : 0921-22

DELIVERY

THE STANDARD
PLUG-IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/ -

DX COILS Ltd, London, E.8

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- Post Free.

Terms to Trade
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

"Service" Dept.
214 High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.I9

mateur Wireksj AvailableuntilSaturday
SEPTEMBER 20, 1930

COUPON
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Olympia
For better
Radio

If you want to keep your set up-to-dai
come straight to Radiolympia. See

the latest marvels of the Radio world.
The most modern sets, the most efficient

components. And everywhere you will
sense an ever-increasing simplicity of

control. Radio has become a necessity
like tap water and electric light - and

now Radio is just as simple to operate.
At the touch of a switch you have the

voice of the world - all the news, the
entertainment and the wisdom of all

countries. To know how best to enjoy
these marvels

Come to the

and marvel
NEW HALL OLYMPIA

SEPT 19-27 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DANCING

PROMOTED BY THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

Ill

54,

maims. Aludeaj

Nine
Centuries
Ago . .

the first tower of the Tower
of London was built. It stil
stands, mellowed but not
harmed by the passing of
time. Like the White Tower
(built in the Conqueror's
time), the famous T.C.C.
Condenser has stood the test
of time. From the first years
cf this century the Tele-
graph Condenser Co. has
made nothing but conden-
sers. And so, to -day, when
you buy "The Condenser in
the Green Case," you know
that you are buying the un-
rivalled experience of those
many years of condenser -
specialising. Yen arc cafe
in buying T.C.C. Conden-
sers. They will stand the
test of time.

S

The ccndenser illustrated is
the .00D3 mfd. T.C.C. flat
mica type 113d.

TOWER OF

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.Iti ." with Your Order

ADVERT. OF 713E TELEGRAPH
CONDENSIR CO. LTD., N. ACTO.N.

5810
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Cut out coupon and paste on postcard nr enclose in unsealed envelope
Halffienny postage in either case.

iv SEPTEMBER 3.3, 1930

ELECTRICAL

D OF EUROPE
THE OTHER

THLYN/W

Wherever you reside you may expect to receive dozens of
stations with thrilling realism on the powerful " OSRAM
MUSIC MAGNET 4." It has been tested up and down the
country and everywhere results are the same ... station after
station is tuned in with full volume, perfect purity, and free
from interference. Do not put up with an cut -of -date receiver
when you can get this equipment for only £1111510.

WRITE for POST FREE full-size Instruction Chart which
will give you full information. Fill in the coupon below.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS TRICE IN CLIV4PINO
_

You can either buy your "OSRAM MUSIC Osram Valves, Cecophone Com-
MAGNET 4" for cash or on these attrac- portents and Polished Heavy Oak
five HIRE PURCHASE terms : . 3 . 6
deposit and 12 monthly payments of 18/6. Constructor's Cabinet

Prices apply only in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.

...
Advt. of The General Electric Cix. LitL, Magnet House, Kingszvay, London, W .C.S

MADE IN ENGLAND

Sold by all
Wireless
Dealers

Printed in England. Published by Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., sifikt Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
Sole Agents for South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LIMITED. Sole Agents for Australasia: Gomm at CIOTCH. LIMITED. Saturday, SeptensCier r3,
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ALL THAT IS NEW IN RADIO

Vol. XVII. No. 432

Usual 7d.
Price EP

.4'and
Radiovision

Saturday, September 20, 19311



THE D H.T. UNIT
FOR A.C. AND D.C.

Cuts out the costly H.T. Battery.
Gives immunity from all danger
of live contact because it is All -
Insulated.
Gives safe H.T. current from any
electric supply at a cost of approxi-
mately 31- per annum.
FITS PORTABLES and suits all
sets up to five valves-output 20
milliamps for A.G. and D.C.
Improves reception amazingly.
Sells at a popular price.

A.C. MODEL - 14-15-0
D.C. MODEL - £2-12-6
SEE OUR STAND Ne. 61
RADIO EXHIBITION,
Ground Floor, Main Hall, Olympia.

11
rEPTEMBER 29, 1930

IZr1/ INSULATED

IU 1111-
Nikalloy --the Marvellous New Metallurgical Discovery-
has been applied by R.I. Research Workers and Engineers to a
new H.T. Unit.

Absolutely Revolutionary in Safety, Efficiency and Economy,
this " Nikalloy " H.T. Unit attains a new achievement for British
Radio and R.I. Reputation, equalled only by the performance of
the Big 3 --the " Hypermu and " Hypermite " Transformers
and the " Hypercore Choke.

Write or ask ycur dealer for illustrated descriptive leaflet.

R.I., LTD., "MADRIGAL " WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.44'." to Advertisers
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wiya BEST Ai-01/1,

GO DIRE CT
STAND 103

NATIONAL RADIO .EXHIBMON OLYMPIA

BULGIN
e Choice f Critics

The Largest range of
components iStaccesories

in the Exhibition

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.

SEND FOR OUR FULLY ILLUSTRATED
60 -PAGE CATALOGUE. POSTAGe2d,

ee
V96' 'S° 6$-.

fives

time
49.6 ;

coi>

Ns'

9, 10, 11, CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.0
Telephones: Holborn 1072 & 2072. 'Crams: Bulgier, Holborn 2072

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning- "A.W." to Advertisers
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4

r. One of the self-cleaning phosphor -
bronze ball contacts is here seen making
a firm connection between adjacent
strips. On test, it breaks To amps. at
20 volts fifty times and shows definite
improvement with use.
2. A special feature of this switch is
the novel terminal which screws down
into a castellated base holding, if
necessary, several wires simultaneously
in a vice -like grip. Soldering tags and
contact strips are in one piece.
3. The Bakelite pointer knob is fixed
to the spindle by a grub screw riding
in a brass bush-no stripped female
thread in the Bakelite !
4. The switch is fixed by drilling a
single in. clearance hole in any metal
or insulated panel up to s in. thick-
ness. The indication dial reads LONG
-OFF-SHORT on one side. The
reverse is marked OFF only. (Your
jeweller will engrave special lettering
for a small fee).

AN
ALL ROUND

SWITCH

Are you a judge of a fine piece of engineering?
If so, this new Benjamin Rotary Switch will make
an irresistible appeal.

Both electrically and mechanically it is a first-
class job, and in appearance it is fit to take its
place on the most luxurious panel.

The spindle carries at one end a bakelite pointer -
knob and at the other a cross bar of bakelite into
which is let two spring-I6aded phosphor -bronze
balls. As the knob is rotated the balls snick into
the gaps between the heavy gauge contact strips
and thus for any position of the switch, two pairs
of strips are joined by a positive, low resistance,
self cleaning connection. The eight terminals,
or tinned soldering lugs, can therefore be con-
nected up to your radib circuit in a variety of
ways for different purposes, and this switch will
perform all the functions of a double -pole change-
over switch neatly, efficiently and rapidly.
Diagrams of several typical connections for this
switch, and its small brother, the Single Pole
switch, are given in our 1931 Radio Catalogue,
A post card will secure your free copy by return.

MAY WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT STAND rig
WHERE ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE SHOWN?

The Single Pole Rotary
Switch is similar in con-
struction to the Double
Pole above. With ter-
minals. t/o. Without
terminals, 1/6.

The famous Benjamin
Push -Pull Switch, one -
hole fixing, sells at :
With terminals, t/3.
Without terminals, 1/-.

N
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., Tariff Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.

WITH
TERMINALS

WITHOUT
TERMINALS

3/V

All Benjamin Switches
and Valve Holders are
fully illustrated and
described in our Cata-
logue No. 114z. Free
on request.

Tel.: Tottenham 1500.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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com PACE.
STRONG..
ACCURATE.

THE
ORMOND
No. 4 LOG
CONDENSER
Designed to follow the Logarith-
mic Law, it has such value that
it will be found very suitable for
use under average conditions in
the modern receiver. The vanes
are of aluminium, firmly secured
to slotted spindles. The con-
denser ends are of best -quality
bakelite, with the greatest pos-
sible reduction in size.
This condenser is not supplied
with dial.
Capacity, .00025 Price 4/-

.00035
0005 4/ -

ACTUAL
SIZE

THE
ORMOND
No. 4 LOG
SLOW MOTION
CONDENSER
Direct drive is obtained by means of a
beautifully finished zi inch diameter
bakelite dial engraved o to i8o degrees.
Slow motion ratio approximately 9 to I
is obtained by means of the upper
small knob.

Complete with zi-inch dial and slow
motion control knob.

,Capacity, .00025 Price 6/-
.00035 6/-
.0005 6/ -

THE HALL MARK OF QUALITY-ORMOND
To Ensure Speedy Delivery. Mention "A. W." to Advertisers

COMETHING quite new
in condenser design.

Rigid, robust, and amaz-
ingly efficient, these new
Ormond Condensers of
skeleton construction have
proved a great advance,
both in convenience and
efficiency. Most attractive
appearance and beautiful
finish.
A condenser which can be
relied upon to give the
maximum performance and
the maximum satisfaction
always. They are wonder-
ful value.

See them at OLYMPIA

I STAND No. 75
New Hall, Ground Floor

THE

ORMOND ENGINEERING
COMPANY, LIMITED,

ORMOND HOUSE,
ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1

'Phone: Clerkenwell 533.115/6 and 9344/5/6.
Telegrams ; " Ormondengi, Smith."
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At Olympia

L$ tt 4

FOLLOW THE
ARROW Air

for the valves
with the better
performance

This year at the National Radio
Exhibition at Olympia, thousands
will visit the G.E.C. Stand where
the world-famous range of
OSRAM VALVES will be on
view. Follow the crowds to Stand
No. 46 and learn why OSRAM
VALVES give better performance
at no extra cost.osr

MADE IN
ENGLAND

Ground Floor
NEW HALL

._\ n
WRITE TO -DAY for the "OSRAM

Sold by all Wireless Dealers. /).---'\ SENT POST FREE.
WIRELESS GUIDE," 1930 Edition.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.z.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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"EKCO" Power Supply
Units completely do
away with batteries and
accumulators. All who
use these troublesome
accessories know how
costly they are to renew
and to keep charged.
" EKCO'S " first cost is
practically the last. The
same " EKCO " Unit
serves on for ever at
a negligible cost of
upkeep. If you aver-
age three hours use of
your set a day, "EKCO"
in one year will defi-
nitely save you pounds.
Buy "EKCO " and save

money !

H.T. UNIT MODEL
1.V.20 D.C. Price X2.10.0

THREE VOLTAGE TAPPINGS:
S. G.: 60-80 volts f;rscr.:en of

S.G. valves.
0-120: Variable between 0 and

120 volts at any current
from Ito 6 Wet approx.

1201150: 120 volts at 16 mla or
liPt9 150 i.olts at 10 Wes

Running Cost:
21- per 1,000 hours (4 watts),

" EKCO" Units assure smooth
CONTINUOUS reception with a
constant voltage. No need now
to worry as to whether you will
hear all the programme. " EKCO "
guarantees silent, HUM -FREE
reception with INCREASED
VOLUME. Buy "EKCO" and save

trouble.

H.T. UNIT MODEL 1V.30 A.C. Price £2.19.6
FOUR VOLTAGE TAPPINGS:

S.G: 60-80 volts for screen of S.G. valves
0-120: Variable between 0 and 120 volts at any current

from 1 to 6 mla approx.
1201150: 120 volts at 5i mla. or up to 150 Nits at 2i mla.
1501170: 150 v.2Its at 25 mla. or up to 170 volts at 20 mla.
Total Output of Unit -30 mla. at 150 volts.

25 mla. at 170 volts.
Running Cost. 316 per MOO hours. (7 watts)

Plug-in -that's all!

/1"/

ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO

'MVM'MtsM...''M.\,'ILM7tttl

;;" III/ //

" EKCO " Units are

easily and quickly fitted

in three minutes and
then forgotten for ever.
Compare these with
the hours spent on
fiddlesome, messy, acid-

staining accumulators
with their constant shop
renewals. Once an
" EKCO " Unit is fitted
all you have to do is
plug the " EK C 0 "
adapter into any
electric light or power
socket and then switch
on - that's all ! Buy

E KCO " and save
time.

ALL-PQWER UNIT MODEL
C2.A A.C. Price £10.17.6

Pro rides:
(a) H.T. 3 Tappings of:

S. G. forsupply to S.G.Valves:
60 and 120 150v.
Output 20 m'a.

(b) LT. 2-6 volts from '2 amp. min. to
3 amp. max., so beingsuitable

for any combination of valves
of the same filament voltage,
provided that the sum total of
current consumed by the filo.
mutts does not exceed '5 amp.

(c) G.B. 5 Tappings up to 12 volts.
RunningCost 61-P.71000 hours. 12 watt!

Write for details of the new " Ekco " All -Electric Sets and Easy Payments to E. K. Cole, Ltd. Dept. K. "Ekco" Works, Southend -on -See.

356
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

Woburn Advg.
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THE BIGGEST HIT
OFALL

THE OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT OF
ALL -MAINS RADIO

A NEW WONDER
ALL -MAINS UNIT

jOr
THE MULLARD `ORGOLA'
THE OSRAM

`MUSIC MAGNET'
THE COSSOR

`MELODY MAKER'
AND ANY SET-

STANDARD OR PORTABLE

.{Li,A,MMTV° 99lila
ALL -MAINS UNITS

MODEL A.C. 188

EXPERTS agree that this remarkable new combined
eliminator and trickle charger is the most successful
Mains Unit ever produced. It fits the battery space

inside most portable and cabinet receivers, and at a
touch of the switch ensures constant high -and -low-
tension current, year in and year out.
For A.C. Mains 200/250 volts, 40/120 cycles, incorpor-
ating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Overall
dimensions, 10in. x 51in. x 3.1in. Two variable Tap-
pings of 0/100 and 0/120 volts respectively, and one
fixed of 150 volts. Output 25 m/a. Trickle Charger
caters for either 2-, 4- or 6 -volt accumulators. Com-
plete with wander plugs and guaranteed for 12 months.
Price 6/0/0 cash, or 10/- down and seven monthly

I
®/ow For 100/125 Volt, 401120 Cycle Mains

payments of 15/6 each and one of 14/6.

ask for Model A.C.189 at the same
DEPOSIT price.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR FULL DETAILS
OR WRITE THE SOLE MAKERS.

OLYMPIA
STAND N° 211

H. CLARKE & CO. (MANCHESTER) LIMITED,
Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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HEGR
SELECTED BY "AMATEUR WIRELESS"

79,77,,,12,77//////1/7/4,

THE HEGRA TYPE "A" TONE CONTROL
Specially designed volume and tone control for use with
gramophone pick-ups, and for any loud -speaker radio re-
ceiver. Special induction-free winding, silent in opera-
tion, and giving a perfect straight-line characteristic.
Type A: Complete with flex and two plugs,
mounted in exceptionally well -finished black 9f..
moulding - - - - - - -
Type B: Special model for amateur construc- f9
tors in metal case, with one pole fixing - - 4ILP

The Hegra 2° C " type 4 -pole unit has been selec-
ted by " Amateur Wireless " in competition with
a large number of other loud -speaker units, for
incorporation in the range of "Amateur Wireless "
single linen -diaphragm loud -speakers, which are
on view on Stand No. r at Olympia. " Amateur
Wireless " are also demonstrators of these
speakers.
All radio amateurs are cordially invited to hear
this speaker for themselves, and to verify the
judgment of the cc Amateur Wireless" authorities.
The Hegra " C " type unit incorporates a number
of interesting features.
There is no terminal polarity. The unit is of
stable construction, and is fitted with large per-
manent magnets, while a setting device is also
included. This speaker gives amazingly faithful
reproduction over the full range, and is equally
well adapted for reproduction in large or small
rooms.

Price of Unit, only .. -

HEGRA MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
Now represent the very latest scientific ac,vmces
in this important branch of radio reproduction.

£4110,0D.C. maim operation -
Model A.I. for battery or

Model A.3. for A.C. Operation £6,0,0

ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS STOCK HEGRA PRODUCTS

19/-

HEGRA "V" TYPE CABINET SPEAKER
Incorporating new "E" type flat unit. Specially
designed to eliminate the necessity for adjusting
device. Linear distortion has been entirely
eliminated, and the resistance is tapped in three
pla :es, thus making the speaker suitable for any
type of circuit.
Complete in cabinet-walnut £3!510finish - - - - -

........mmmo=nim.anim.i............M11.611.1.1111111.11111110,

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

M.C.I2

11111111111111111111MIMINII
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ABOUT
new COSralliME

0$1C 414%1

WO!

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers

Learn all about the
"OSRAM MUSIC MAG-
NET 4" by sending for
POST FREE Instruction
Chart. Fill in the coupon on
the page opposite.

Because the public have been quick to
realize that this assembly kit offers better value
and a better performance at a lower price than
the usual standards of radio value. For an outlay
of only £11 . 15 . 0 you can make up this power-
ful receiver that will bring in the whole of the
best home and continental stations with such
power and purity that will give you the utmost
of radio enjoyment.

The " OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 " is
a product of the G.E.C.-your guarantee

of perfect satisfaction. It is the
world's best circuit, with the best

valves (OSRAM) and the best
components (GECOPHONE).

Not the least attractive
features are the fine solid

oak cabinet, tasteful
front panel and sunk
station indicator cali-
brated in wavelengths.

THE SET THAT BRINGS THE CONTINENT TO THE

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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You will not experience the slightest diffi-
culty in assembling the " OSRAM MUSIC
MAGNET 4." You will be directed step by step
by a full size instruction chart. Results are
certain. Afterwards the big thrill. Station
after station you will tune in-whenever you
want and whatever you want. This is real
radio enjoyment.

SPECIAL FEATURES
1The two Screen Grid A Change of wave length
stages give extreme b. is effected by an external
selectivity and sensi- switch and the set need
tivity with an unrivalled not therefore be opened.
range.

11Enormous amplific-
ation with perfect stab-
ility is given by the
complete shielding of
H.F. Circuits.

2 Equal efficiency guaran-
teed on both wave length
bands.

5

6
7

Maximum ease in
tuning with a single
knob controlling triple
gang condenser.
Assembly is the essence
of simplicity.
Volume control is pro-
vided not only to act
as such, but to procure
extreme selectivity.

You can learn everything that is to be learned
about the" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4"
From the full size instruction chart that will
be sent you POST FREE. Study it carefully.
The coupon below is for your convenience.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
You can either buy your
" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4"
for cash or on these attrac-
tive HIRE PURCHASE
terms :

.et : 3 : 6 deposit
12 monthly payments of

18/6

BRITISH ISLES

A 'pleasure to assemble
and then the

THRILL

PRICE

1-15-0
I NI CILIU DIN G

OSRAM VALVES
GECOPHONE
COMPONENTS
AND POLISHED
HEAVY___OAK
CONSTRLC4011'S
CABINET

Price applies only
in Groat Britain

and Northern
Ireland.

Pen
COUPON

NOW
for free
Chart

O

/
,07CGS

se
, .64, 1,1''''1.

ac'e'
le - yos5 / , ()'' \''''' os at a' el,.

- z (,` +..i° 0° ce ., is& ...-- , \''4' 4'
Cut out coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in unsealed envelope;

Halfpenny postage in either case.

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION see the" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4" on G.E.C. Stands Nos. 86 and d6 Ground Floor, New Hall

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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TRIOTRON
SUPER. DETECTOR S.D.2

Slope 1.7 mA/V.
Magnification Factor 21
L.T. Current Consump-

tion 0.14 amps.

TRIOTRON DETECTOR
AND FIRST STAGE L.F.

TYPE T.D.2
Slope 0.75 mA/V.

Magnification Factor 10.8
L.T. Current Consump-

tion 0.07 amps.

There is a Triotron Valve for
every purpose. Send a p.c. to -day
for the Triotron Book of Valves.

tom
SUPER ACTIVE
VA LV S

qet the best outof
your Set

TRIOTRON valves owe their superiority to the
special " super active " filament coating embodied
in every Triotron valve.

This is the result of long and painstaking research
and experiment(by the cleverest chemists and physicists
in the radio industry. The secret is known only to
Triotron and is obtainable only in Triotron valves.

No other factory has in consequence been able to
produce a valve which gives so high a degree of effici-
ency for so small a current consumption.

Use Triotron valves in your set and you will be
delighted with their performance and economy. But
insist on Triotron valves. Do not be put off by selling
talk which claims that other valves are " just as good.'
Triotron valves are without equal anywhere.

*so SERVICE/
We invite you to send us particulars of your circuit,
and our technical experts will advise you free of charge
of a suitable combination of Triotron valves to use with
it. You will be astonished at the marked increase
in efficiency, and delighted to find your accumulator
lasting nearly twice as long.

Announcement of TRIOTRON RADIO CO., LTD., 91 Great Russell Street,
London, W.C.1

.411111111111111111.711111B

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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NEWS  8- GOS1111,  OF THE wi--FK
NOW SEE THE SHOW

WELL, here is the National Radio
Exhibition at Olympia. Go and see

the show, take this copy of "A.W." in
your pocket, and make a point of visiting
the AMATEUR WIRELESS stand, No. 1. And
do make sure of getting the Second Special
Show Number-next week.

ANOTHER DAVENTRY 5XX ?
COME time ago one of our contemporaries
L suggested that a second long -wave
station would overcome the difficulty of
giving alternative programmes to listeners
whose only station was now 5XX. The
B.B.C. emphatically denies the recent
newspaper story that a scheme for a
i,000 -metre transmitter was under con-
sideration. " We have to fight to keep the
present long -wave channel, so there is not
much hope of ever getting another long -
wave allocation." Still, little countries like
Holland have managed to get two long -
wave stations !

Television at the Berlin Show.
One of the interesting side-shows
was a demonstration of the Baird
and Mihaly systems of television.
Here is the light -spot transmitter
and the controls of the German

Bair! apparatus.

B.B.C. GOES WEST
BY all accounts, the site for the new

West of England regional transmitter
has been located. B.B.C. engineers have
been prowling around the Quantock Hills,
just behind Minehead. They seem to be
resting there in the same significant way
they did at Brookmans Park and Slaith-
waite. With Cardiff only fifteen miles
away, Welsh listeners in that city look like
having the best reception facilities in the
country, for they will presumably pick up
the Northern regional transmissions, Brook -
mans Park transmissions, and those from
the Quantock Hills.

OTHER REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENTS

QITE soon it is expected that arrange-
ments will be completed for the pur-

chase of a site at Falkirk, where the B.B.C.
proposes to erect the Scottish twin -wave
station. The Northern regional station is
almost ready for engineering tests; it will

certainly be on the
air before Christmas,
so rapid has been pro-
gress. The scrapping
of several existing
stations is being dis-
cussed. Bourne-
mouth will be a
difficult problem.
Will the Quantock
H ills transmitter
satisfy Bournemouth
listeners? That part
of the world is an
absolute hot -bed of
reception.

---AND AGAIN NEXT WEEK!
This is the First Special Show

Number, containing a complete re-
view of the exhibits and giving floor
plans and full details of the Show.
Next week the Second Show Number
will include a critical survey of the
outstanding exhibits, constructional
details of our fine new set " The A.W.
Exhibition 3," and a description of a
new " two " by our Technical Editor.
ANOTHER BIG ORDER YOUR

ISSUE COPY NOW

OUR " BIG NOISES "
HOW many readers have seen what is

the present power rating of the
London 26r -metre transmitter? It is
68 kilowatts !-one of the biggest noises in
all Europe. The power of the London
regional transmitter is also very high, being
rated at 45 kilowatts. This compares with
the 38 kilowatts of Daventry 5XX. The
London National is therefore the most
powerful B.B.C. transmitter at present in
use.

VERY LOUD SPEAKERS
AMOST tactful hint to listeners making

more noise than necessary when
receiving B.B.C. programmes was recently
broadcast from Savoy Hill. Asked if this
procedure was likely to become a habit,
the B.B.C. admitted there was a danger of
over -doing this sort of appeal. But they
will always give prominence in the news
bulletins to convictions following dis-
turbances from loud -speakers!

B.B.C. LICENCEES TO PAY
T N addition to helping the Treasury and
1 the Post Office, B.B.C. licencees are
now to provide programmes free of charge
to the Colonies, through the new Empire
transmitter. Asked by the B.B.C. for

34,000 to supply Empire programmes, the
Colonial Office intimated that there was
"nothing doing." So the B.B.C. has
offered to supply programmes free of
charge. " But only for five years, after
which time," says the B.B.C., with charac-
teristic optimism, " a real Empire audience

Another Specially Enlarged Issue Next Week containing a Survey of Outstanding Features at the Show
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NEWS ET"'  GOSSIP' OF THE WF-FK
will have materialised, and we will then be
in a position to suggest that they should
pay for their own programmes."

BOLDER TALKS POLICY

IN
the September to December pro-

gramme of talks we note a much bolder
outlook. The series on science and religion
should create a very big radio audience.
On Sundays, from 5.45 to 6.15 p.m.,
twelve of the most eminent thinkers of the
country will discuss and explain their own
ideas of the relation between science and
religion. The Dean of St. Paul's, the Dean
of Canterbury, and Professor Julian Huxley
are among the contributors.

speakers operating in the Exhibition. This
music may be obtained by the stands from
either the National or Regional pro-
grammes, or from a gramophone or local
microphone, or from the dance band.
Sufficient power is available to operate
250 speakers at full strength. The power
supplied to the last stage is 1.5 kilowatts.

. SERVICE SCHEME
ANEW service for members of the

Radio Association is being offered.
This is a national set -maintenance scheme,
by which your set can be kept in adjust-
ment by a local representative. Already
this has been put into operation in England

and Wales, and in one
week 1,040 new mem-
bers joined up. You
can get full details from
the General Secretary
of the Radio Associa-
tion, 17 Stucley Road,
Hounslow ('phone,
Hounslow 2949).

Great progress has been made with the Slaithwaite station,
and this picture taken recently shows one of the masts in the
course of erection. The building is nearly ready for the
installation of the bigger plant such as the H.T. generators

" STANDING ROOM ONLY "
THIS intriguing title covers another

bold series of talks on the future of
the race. ProfessorCarr-Saunders will dis-
cuss the effect of population on unemploy-
ment and kindred problems. Leonard
Darwin and Mrs. Mary Adams will examine
the population question from the eugenic
point of view, bringing into the talks the
place of the unfit and reasons for the fall
in the birth-rate. Such subjects are uni-
versally interesting and unreservedly ac-
ceptable from such an institution as the
B.B.C.

NEXT WEEK :
THE " ARROW TWO "

A Receiver Employing
Ohmic Coupling

A WELCOME CHANGE
WE understand from Savoy Hill that

the B.B.C. is considering a slight re-
arrangement of specialised features. The
fat -stock prices and Stock Exchange
prices are to be tucked away in some less
important niche in the programmes. But
why go on pandering to the betting com-
munity with those wretchedly dragged -out
racing results? This is another change that
might be made.

B.B.C. AT OLYMPIA
IN addition to interesting exhibits, the

B.B.C.'s stand is notable for the
apparatus used to supply music to all the

A SIGNAL
PROBLEM

ACOMPETITIONhas been organised
by the Naples station
to find a suitable inter-
val signal. Sixteen
notes played on a shep-

herd's flute is the present signal, but this
does not seem to be regarded as satis-
factory. And they do say that even the
B.B.C. is toying with the idea of having
an and
that the engineering de-
partment is " experi-
menting" with metro-
nomes.

TOWARDS
PERFECTION
MR. WATSON

WATT, in a re-
cent lecture on "What
is Wrong with Wire-
less," regards the loud-
speaker as the weakest
link in the broadcast
chain, because of its
failure to reproduce mu-
sical notes in their prop-
er perspective. Next
in order of demerit
comes the output or
power valve, closely fol-
lowed by the micro-
phone at the trans-
mitting end, with its
tendency to "blast" on
the louder passages.

Mutual interference,
or overlap, between the
many stations now op-
erating in the narrow
band of wavelengths
available for broadcast-
ing, is another matter
calling for urgent re-
form. Fading and at-
mospheric disturbances

-Continued

remain the most difficult obstacles still
to be overcome by the radio engineer.
00000 mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm azDelli.1.101i mmmmm mmmmmmm goewesee

DO YOU KNOW -
that if you use your set in the car and
you are having trouble with loud " static "
from the plug points, there is a simple
cure? Interference from the sparking
plugs themselves is best cured by putting
a 10,000 or even a 25,000 -ohm resistance
in series with each plug lead. The resis-
tance should be a wire -wound component,
and if this is the case it will not be found
to interfere with the intensity of the
spark and the running of the engine. But
it does cut down interference.

u- n t,- mmmm 1,-e ...... e e

" NO -LOSS " BROADCASTING
CONSIDERABLE losses occur when

broadcast waves pass over a densely -
populated area, due to the absorption of
energy by aerials, and by buildings and
conducting structures generally, Such
losses are more noticeabl on short waves
than on long. Inventors are already turn-
ing their attention to broadcasting on ultra -
short wavelengths, which, by the way, can
be concentrated into sharply -defined beams.
One inventor, looking no doubt far into the
future, proposes to transmit the waves in a
horizontal plane some distance above
ground -level so as to avoid unnecessary
absorption. As the beam passes over each
town, en route, a proportion of the energy
is diverted downwards, by means of ele-
vated wire reflectors.

Miss Gracie Fields is a listener as well as a broadcaster. Here
she is seen at a Mullard Radio -Gramophone enjoying a
programme with her husband, Mr. Archie Pitt, just before her

trip to America
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The consensus of opinion is that no
better results than the linen -diaphragm.
a simple and improved model that can

APIECE of history
attaches to this

new AMATEUR WIRELESS
speaker. As readers for

some years back doubtless know, the
Technical Staff has, for about a couple of
years, been carrying out experiments with
speakers having two linen diaphragms.

Speakers first produced and published in
AMATEUR WIRELESS about eighteen months
ago had one large and one small diaphragm,
and the theory was that the larger dia-
phragm dealt with the low notes and the
smaller diaphragm reproduced the higher
tones. That this was so, was well proved
by results, for these early linen speakers
were better than many moving coils. They
certainly were a great success.

A Single Diaphragm
Now, the Technical Staff can claim to

have real experience in the way of design-
ing these speakers, and a new idea some few
months back was the production of a
special diaphragm speaker, using special
paper instead of linen. This showed what
could be done with only one diaphragm.

This and the pic-
ture opposite show
clearly the con-
struction of the

frame

In this new speaker there is, as you see,
only one diaphragm, and so the construc-
tional work is greatly simplified. For a
long while nothing suitable could be dis-
covered in the way of a tensioner for the
single diaphragm. Stranded wire of prac-
tically every kind had been tried, and it
was found that the weaker wires snapped
after a while, and wire stout enough to
keep the tension constant either had a
muffling effect upon the diaphragm, or else
it had a resonant period which was notice-
able on some notes, and which was not
properly cured even by covering the wire
with electrician's adhesive tape.

A suitable tensioner has been discovered,
however, and this is simply Bowden cable,
as used for the three -speed gears of bicycles.
This wire is stranded, has a much greater
strength factor than is needed, and-what
is more important-is covered with a com-
position which effectively prevents the wire
showing its resonance.

As there is only one diaphragm, con-
struction should not take more than an
hour or so, and no amateur need have any
fear that he cannot make a proper job of
the speaker. One main frame is necessary,
of course, and although ordinary white deal
is suitable, it is much better to make the
frame, and also the back supports, of oak
or other hard wood.

The blueprint, which can be obtained,
price is., post free, from the Blueprint
Department, AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4, shows the
constructional details of the frame.

The Main Frame
Owing to the greater tension of the linen

with this new arrangement, it has been
found necessary to dispense with the rubber
surround used in some previously produced
linen speakers. The linen is simply glued
to the frame.

The best -quality Irish handkerchief linen
should be used for the frame, and construc-
tors who want to make sure of getting the
right material may prefer to purchase a set
of parts, including dope and linen, such as
is obtainable from Kone-Dope and other
firms who specialise in linen speaker manu-
facture.

When the four sides of the frame have
been put together, the linen should be cut
to the required size-that is, a few inches
larger each way than the frames-and
should be firmly glued down along one side.
The edge should be turned over the side of

type of speaker gives
This article describes

easily be made at home
the frame so that the strain does not come
directly on the glued surface.

Then stretch the linen across the frame,
turn it down the other side, and glue it
along that edge. The other two opposite
sides can be similarly dealt with. There is no
need at this stage to stretch the linen very
tightly.

A hole should next be made at the exact
centre of the linen and, if possible, this
should be made simply by inserting a sharp
point between the threads and prising them
apart. The usual linen cone washer can then
be inserted. The exact centre of the
diaphragm can, of course, be found by
drawing diagonal lines.

The Sub -frame
The framework at the back of the main

linen frame for holding the tensioning wires
and supporting the speaker unit should next
be assembled If possible, this should also
be of hardwood. Two screw eyes should be
inserted at the sides of the tensioning frame,
as shown, and through these the tensioning
wire is placed. This consists of a foot length
of the Bowden wire already referred to.
This is placed through one of the screw
eyes and the end is twisted over and
securely soldered.

(Continued on next page)

The linen is ten-
sioned by adjust-
ing the nuts that
hold the sub -frame
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" THE NEW `A.W.' LINEN -DIAPHRAGM SPEAKER " (Conece tinued fromprding page)

At about the middle point the wire is
twisted once under the chuck of the cone
washer on the diaphragm and the other
wire is then carefully measured and an
exactly similar length to the other is car-
ried up to the second screw eye, inserted
through it, and also soldered.

Adjusting the Tensk.n
The tensionino-° frame is supported away

from the main frame on four lengths of
2 B.A. threaded rod. If plain linen is used,
it should be given a preliminary coating of
"dope"-using one of the many linen -
speaker dopes now on the market, or col-
lodion, or Titanine Emmaillaite-and the
first tensioning carried out by adjustment
of the 2 B.A. nuts.

With some diaphragms it will be found
that further tensioning can be obtained by
damping the linen with water (only
when Kone " dope" is used) and allowing
it to dry, when it will again stretch
and take up the desired position.

Suitable Units
There are many types of speaker unit

which can be used with this single -dia-
phragm speaker, but rather naturally the
best results are not to be obtained unless a
well-proportioned balanced -armature unit
is used.

The unit is attached to a small strip of
stout plywood, which can be screwed to the
back of the tensioning frame.

It is rather important to make a good
job of securing the unit driving rod to the
cone washer in the diaphragm. The usual
set screw provided should not be used for
this purpose unless it is very stout. A
safer plan is to use smaller nuts on the

driving rod on each side of the cone connect up the speaker unit leads and see
washer. what " moving -coil -speaker " results are

That completes the construction of this obtained at the expense of so little time and
new AMATEUR WIRELESS speaker. Now trouble.

Above is a side view
of the speaker, and
on the right a work-
ing drawing, of
which a full-size
blueprint can be
supplied, price 1/-

rBLUEPRINT
I II0A.W248'II

(
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1

.661
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R4' 8'

Screw
eyes

/2'

Wire hoped
oar/soder

Ail wood lirsecno)r''
unkss marked
otherwise

I

114

'Dorilitty
zw/rYir
Sped ye rs)

24'
CovnA

HALF BACK VIEW
SIDE VIEW

SHOWING DIAPHRAGM INSECT/ON

MN£M4WWW..liftiMME,AMUCTO.# WetWle MWMIMESZEMSEI

This picture shows the methods of fixing different units. The units shown are (I) Lissen, (2) Blue -Spot, (3) Tunewell, (4) Watmel,
(5) Triotron, (6) Sheffield Magnet, (7) Ormond, (8) Hegra, (9) Brown

OUR SECOND EXHIBITION NUMBER NEXT WEEK-GREATLY ENLARGED, 3d.
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i-T would be a difficult task to determine
1 how many different types of receivers
are in service.

Some sets, I know, are mucji like others,
but the very fact that such small differences

At
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Fig. 1. A simple 2-valver of a good type

do exist proves the wide and critical tastes
of numerous listeners.

Two sets may be identical, excepting
that one is wired for a gramophone pick-up.
One user plays his gramophone records
electrically, whilst the other does not
bother to do so. Numerous letters are
received asking for slight modifications
from existing published descriptions of sets.
One would have thought that from all the
sets described a reader would find one just
meeting his needs.

But no, a set is chosen and a letter is
sent asking whether this or that alteration
is possible.

And so we wonder whether there is any
set which, to special sections of readers, is
an ideal one for their purposes. One
section uses receivers with batteries; others
are lucky enough to have mains units and
use A.C. valves.

How many different three -valve sets
there are ! All provide approximately the
same results, although, to be sure, one set
is more selective than another. The volume
from a third set may be greater than that
from others, whilst a further set may excel
in the quality of the reproduction obtained
from it.

Yet another set might be very easy to
tune, having single -knob tuning, as com-
pared with a different type of set having
numerous controls.

Then, again, we have those who consider a
power -valve set to be right. Some have two
high -frequency stages; others only a single

H.F. stage and two low -frequency stages.
People often settle on the class of set

desired on a cost basis, both the first cost
and maintenance being considered. Those

At this time of the year when so
many new sets are being made
and purchased the question
of whether any particular type
is ideal is an important one.
This article by W. James will
be helpful in making a selection.

who have the best set regardless of this
factor are the fortunate few. Others, on the
other hand, may desire a certain standard
of results. They want the local stations
only, easy tuning, and good quality of
reproduction. Two valves with plenty of
high tension and a good reproducer bring
them all they need. Having an outdoor
aerial, much magnification is not needed.

Such a set is arranged as indicated in
Fig. r, the detector being of the so-called
power type. With a low -impedance valve
for detection, a good transformer, a large
power valve, and ample high tension, this
a really good local -
station set.

The set can be V
varied in several ways.
One would be to feed
the transformer
through a resistance,
as is often shown in
these pages. A filter
output circuit could
be fitted, or a trans-
former. Some might
even like to play
gramophone records
through a pick-up. I
therefore show, in Fig.
2,a more complete two -
valve set, having a
jack for the gramo-
phone pick-up and an
output choke filter
circuit, with the trans-
former resistance
coupled.

With two valves quite enough magnifica-
tion for playing records is available, except -

A LIST OF FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
OF " A.W." AND " W.M." SETS

APPEARS ON PAGE 360

Pick -up
Jock

ing when the pick-up is very insensitive.
With a powerful pick-up a volume control
will be needed, and as this may be useful
when receiving wireless, I have shown one
connected to the set.

In the next class we have a large number
of people and a variety of types of sets, all
having three valves. First are those who,
for some extraordinary reason, want two
low -frequency -coupled valves and no high
frequency. I say "extraordinary," because
selectivity is a factor of importance these
days, and the magnification obtained from
one good low -frequency stage is usually
adequate when selective tuning is not used.
But still, there are those who obtain the
results desired from a detector and two low -
frequency set. If I had to make such a set,
one stage would be resistance coupled and
the second transformer coupled.

No doubt the most satisfactory arrange-
ment having three valves, and the most
popular one, too, has a stage of screen -grid
high -frequency magnification, a detector,
and a power valve. Such an arrangement
can be made reasonably selective and
powerful. The selectivity can be made
such that it is possible to bring in the
stations within range without much trouble.
Therefore the next circuit, Fig. 3, is of a

Volume
Control

offT+
2: Culp/

filler

11

Ni

LT
X 0+

Fig. 2. Another 2 -valve circuit incorporating some
useful additions

three -valve set with a screen -grid stage
Now it is important to note that the

results to be obtained from a set of this
description depend largely upon the design
With poor coils and a badly -arranged set

(Continued at foot of next pagel
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Some Notes on Present-

THERE does not appear to be anything
of much note happening on the short

waves at present. Conditions remain very
poor, with few bright spells. The writer's
set was dismantled, unfortunately, or
rather, it was in the throes of being re-
modelled, at the time when the recent
transatlantic flight was accomplished, so that
it was not possible to listen to any relays
from the other side of the Atlantic, although
undoubtedly some of the short-wave
stations, such as W2 X.A.D or W2 XAF,
would be "on the job" at the time. It is
at times such as this when short-wave
receivers prove their worth because the
owner has a fine opportunity of listening to
items of world-wide interest as well as
being first with the news.
Transatlantic Relays

it appears as though both the B.B.C. and
the American broadcasting companies, such
as the National and Columbia systems, are
making more use of the facilities afforded
by the transatlantic telephone for their
re -broadcasting purposes than by making
use of their own short-wave stations. Of
course, the telephone system carries a
twenty -four-hour service and is certainly

moi By \
BARNETT

day Short-wave Conditions

more reliable than are the ordinary short-
wave stations, and is not so subject to
atmospherical interference. The recent
talks relayed by the B.B.C. from America,
were carried out over this system. Cer-
tainly, great strides have been made in the
relays since the first relay from the States
was carried out.
Short-wave Mains Receivers

Recently I had occasion to recommend

DO YOU KNOW-
that Germany has no fewer than twenty-
four stations working on wavelengths
granted under the Prague Plan ? Of course,
some of these are common wavelengths.
Cologne, Munster, and Aachen, for in-
stance, all work on 227 metres.

that it is no good testing mains units
with a low -resistance voltmeter, for you
will get much lower readings than are
actual ? A meter having a value of about
1,000 ohms per volt is really advisable.
Many good meters which work well with
batteries give a false reading with mains
units.

li(111111mq0114

to a newcomer to the short waves a short-
wave receiver which would be thoroughly
up to date and which could be used off the
A.C. mains. This friend had, for a long
time, used a well-known commercial broad-
cast receiver which was all A.C. operated,
and he was convinced that in his own par-
ticular case A.C. receivers were ideal for
their general usefulness, and he was deter-
mined not to use batteries With his short-
wave receiver if it was at all possible. At
the same time he did not want to build the
receiver himself and wished to buy a com-
mercial outfit. Well, there may be some in
existence, but the writer has yet to find
an 4'nglish all-A.C. screened -grid short-
wave receiver, and in the end the result
was that we had to make inquiries about
an American model, -which appeared to fill
Ins requirements. British manufacturers
have never appeared to be really keen
about making short-wave receivers of the
more elaborate type." An A.G. short-wave
receiver can be successfully built as a com-
mercial proposition as witness the very
large range of models on the American
market. Cannot our manufacturers do
something?

the selectivity may be poor and the range
bad.

The tone quality obtained might also be
unsatisfactory if poor parts are used and the
set is forced. Always use the best possible
parts, therefore. The diagram shows
transformer -coupled stages. With good
parts, selectivity and quality will be good.
If the set is to be used chiefly for receiving
the high -power stations, I would have a
power detector and a low -frequency volume
control, as indicated in Fig.- 2, The set
would, in fact, be the same as the two -valve
set of Fig. 2, but having the screen -grid
stage in front.

Common faults are poor quality and not
enough selectivity for the range of the set.
Some bad quality is caused by overloading.
This, in turn, is usually the result of a desire
for volume in excess of that which can use-
fully be obtained from the- set.

With ample high tension, however, and
the circuit properly adjusted, pretty good
all-round results can be had. Some people
would have a surprise if they applied
200 volts to a big power valve in the last
stage, otherwise leaving the set as it was.
The improved quality, greater volume, and
more natural reproduction would surprise
them. Too much stress cannot be laid upon
the fact that ample anode circuit power is,
essential for good results. A fair set may
sound very well when ample power is pro-
vided, but a good 'set will produce little
better results than the worst when the
anode circuit power supply is not sufficient.

Probably the most suitable set for
present-day conditions is one having four

valves and three tuned circuits. It is pos-
sible to have two screen -grid stages followed
by the detector and power valves, or to
employ an aerial circuit filter, a single
screen -grid stage, a detector, and two low -
frequency stages.

The magnification provided by the four
valves is ample for those using a fair aerial
and, as explained above, the quality will
depend upon the particular parts used and
the amount of the high-tension power.

I believe that four -valve sets will this
season replace the three -valve types in
popularity. The only difficulty is one of
high tension. A dry battery will not last so
long feeding four valves as three, and the
largest sizes must be used. There is no
difficulty when mains units are used, but
with batteries one soon reaches the limit
where the cost of maintenance is too high.

"IS THERE AN
IDEAL SET ? "

(Continued from pieced
ing page)

Single -knob tuning, provision for play-
ing gramophone records, and other features
are, to an extent, a matter of taste.

To be satisfactory, a single -tuning -con-
trol set must be made from good parts or
the tuning will not hold good over the
tuning range. Matched coils and con-
densers are, therefore, needed.

To handle a four -valve set after using a
three is a pleasure. The factor of safety is
so much greater, stations are received with-
out forcing, and delicate controls are not
needed to the same extent.

But for the finest results of all give me
three screen -grid stages, a detector, and a
power stage, with the right valves and
200 volts high tension. Most things can be
received, the selectivity and power being
adequate, while the quality to be obtained
is good enough for the most critical listener.

TH.7+2

S.6 Det

A three -valve set with screen -grid, detector and power stages-one of the most popular
types of present-day receivers

ti
XI.
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A low impedance valve specially developed for use where the valve in the output stage
should have a fairly high amplification factor, as, for instance, in receivers having only
one low frequency stage, type P.M. 256 is essentially the output valve for such sets as
the Wireless World " Kilomag Four " or the " Foreign Listener's Four." By virtue of its
recently improved characteristics and the increased anode voltage at which this valve
can now be operated, the P.M. 256 will give a large undistorted output amply sufficient
for operating a powerful domestic speaker or radio gramophone.
L.T. Supply.

The filament is rated to consume 0.25 amp. at 6.0 volts which may be obtained, if desired,
by a step-down transformer operating on the A.C. electric light mains.

Mullard
THE  MASTER. VALVE

Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Company, Lid.. Charing
Cross Road, Condon, 117.C.2

Ai ks.
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phone: Gerrard 282 1 .

Orders despatched same day as re-
ceived where possible. Send ORDER

C.O.D with instructions and pay Postman.
C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.

All C.0 D. orders must be over Si -

cs TALISMAN TWO 99

This circuit is the most popular two -valve circuit of this
year. Our kit comprises : 12 by 7 in. Panel. 3/6; 12 by
9 in. Cabinet and Baseboard, 5/6; .0005 Form.) and Slow
Motion Dial, 7/6; .0002 Reaction Condenser, Formo, 2/9;
Wearite Talisman Dual -wave Coil, 10/6; Benjamin
Switch, 1/3; 2 Lotus Valve Holders, 2/6; 2 .0002 Gra-
ham-Farish, 2/-; Eormo, type 0, 2/-; 2-meg. Graham -
Parish, 1/-; Grid -leak Holder, 6d.; Igranie ILE. Choke,
5/-; Telsen Ace Transformer, 8/6.

Total £2  12.6
Plus Packing and Postage, 2/6 -

GIVEN FREE with Complete Kit -Ebonite Strip, 8
Belling -Lee Terminals, 1 .Pair Grid -bias Clips, Panel
Brackets, Plugs, Connecting Wire, Wiring Diagram.

BRITAIN'S
" FAVOURITE 3

LIST OF COMPONENTS
'18 by 7 in. Ebonite Panel, 4/-; .0005 Variable Ormond,
6/-; 0003 Variable Condenser, i/9; Tunewell Dual -range
Coil, 10/6; Benjamin Switch, 1/3; Clarostat Volume
Control, 7/6; Lotus Jack, 3/-; 3 Valve Holders, 3/9;
.0002 Lissen, 1/6; .0001 Lissen, .25-mfd. T.C.C., 1/10;
Formo, type J, 1/6; Telsen Ace, 8/6; Lissen Output
Transformer, 12/6; Special Core Transformer, Lissen, 8,6.

Total £3  15 
Plus Packing and Postage, 3/6.

GIVEN FREE with Kit. ---Panel Brackets, Grid Leak, 10
marked Terminals, 20 ft. Connecting Wire, Wiring
Diagram.

66 A.W"
EXHIBITION THREE

FULLY DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE
16 by 8 in. Panel, 4/-; 15 -ohm Lissen Rheostat, 2/6;
Lotus No. 2 Plug and Jack, 4/6;
10,000 -ohm Lissen, 3/6; 2 .0005 J.B.
Condensers, 19/-; .0001 Bulgin 'Reac-
tion, 5/6; Junit Switch, 1/6; Lotus
Coil Plug, 8d.; Wearite Double Coil
Holder, 1/9; 2 Valve Holders, 2/-;
Junit S.C. Holder, 1/9; Lissen H.F.
Choke, 5/6; 3 Lissen .0003-mtd.
Fixed Condensers, 3/-; Lissen 2-meg.
and Holder, 1/6; TeLsen Radiogram!
Transformer; 12/6; Dubilier 1-mfd.,
2/6; Junit Terminal Blocks, 1/6;
Screen, 2/8; Formo Condenser, 2/-;
2 Brownie 5.31. Dials, 5/-; Screws,
Wire, Plugs, Spades, 4 Terminals, POST FREE
3/-.
With above Kit of Parts ONLY : Complete Set of Coils
can be bought for 5/-; 2 200X, 2 60X, 1 40 ordinary.

OUR PRICE IS

E 4.54
POST FREE

OR Al.TERN-
ATIVE KIT

E2-19-6

RAYMOND'S
6 SCREENED -GRID 3 "

Marvellous Value in Kit of Parts for
SCREENED -GRID 3 RECEIVER

Kit as follows : 14 by 7 in. Panel ; .0005 S.L.F. Var.
Condenser ; Micro Condenser ; Push-pull Switch ; 3 -
point Switch ; 10 by 6 in. Screen ; Titan Coil ; 3 Valve
Holders ; L.F. Transformer ; H.F. Choke ; .0002 Fixed;
2.0003 Fixed; 21-mfd. Condensers ; 2 H.T. Fuses; 2-meg.
Leak and Holder ; 12 by 2 in. Strip ;
11 Terminals ; Connecting Wire;
Brackets ; Wiring Diagram ; and
14 by 7 in. Oak Cabinet.

Packing and Postage 2/6 extra.
OR

Complete Kit as above with 3 Valves (1 Screened -grid),
100 -volt Guaranteed H.T. Battery, 2 -
volt 40 -amp. Accumulator, 9 -volt Grid
Bias, £3 10s. Cliftophone Loud -speaker,
Aerial Equipment.

Packing and Postage extra.
UNBEATABLE FOR REAL VALUE.

2-12-6

5-0-0

COSSOR
EMPIRE

KIT
Complete in sealed carton
with 3 Cossor Valves for£6176

Post Free.

66 OSRAM "
MUSIC MAGNET

4
Delivered on acceptance

of First Payment of

£1 -3 0
Write for Hire -Purchase

Form.

TRIOTRON 1930
UNIT 19' CABINET

Complete with Cone ready for mounting

SPECIAL OFFER 15/9 Portage 1/3 calla.

" STRAIGHT 3
VALVE KIT

Complete Lit as advertised in previous issues together
with New Oldham Aceumulator and Carrier, £3 los.
model CliftoPhone Loud -speaker, 100 -volt Guaranteed
High-tension flattery, Three Triotron Valves, Aerial
Equipment, Wiring Diagram.

£3  19  6 NOTHING ELSE
TO BUY.

64 HORIZON FOUR 99

LIST OF COMPONENTS
2 Lissen-.0005 Var. Condensers, 11/6; Formo .0001, 2 9;
Set Tunewell Coils, 21/-; Lioness Rheostat: 2/6; Bulgin
Switch, Li; T.C.C. 2-mfd., 3/10; T.C.C.
Formodenser J type, 1/6; Screen and Foil, 5/-; Lotus
Jack and Plug, 5/-; 2 Ormond S.M. Dials, 10/-; 4 Benja-
min Valve Holders, 6/=; Limon Super Transformer, 19/0;
Lewcos Transformer, 30/-; Wearite Output Choke, 21/-;
2 30,000-olun Resistances, 5/6; 111`. Choke, 4/-; .0003
Dubilier, 2'6; .0002, 2/6 ; Lissen 2-meg. Leak, 1/-; .0001
Dubilier, 2,6; T.C.C. 1-mfd., 2/10.

TOTAL LIST PRICE

£8 - 4 0
With above Kit for 2/6 extra you can purchase : 18 by
7 in. Drilled Panel, Brackets. Baseboard, Terminal Strip,
Set of Leads, Named Terminals, ISVIT \VS, Wiring
Wire and Complete Diagram and Instructions,

2nd. SELECTION
WITH SUBSTITUTED PARTS

£5010  0
CALLER'S COLUMN

ANY OF THE FOLLOWING GOODS SUP-
PLIED C.O.D. Post only: Fees extra.

100 -volt H.T. Batteries,
6/11; 60 -volt H.T. Bat-
teries, 3/11. 9 -volt 60 -amp.
Fuller Accumulator, 6/11.
Ajax Pick-up, 7/6. Cone
Loud -speaker, 10/6. 12 by
7 in. Cabinet and Panels,
8/11; 14 by 7 in. Cabinet
and Panel, 9/11; 18 by 7
in. Cabinet and Panel,
10/11; Cone Speaker Ca IM
net,5/6. Triotron Valves,
TD2, 4/6; Triotron Valves,
Z142, 5/6. Dr. Never.
Trickle Charger for Ac-
cumulators, 2 or 4 -volt.
25/-. Loewe Pick-ups, 12/6.
2Mifd. Fixed Condensers,.
guaranteed, 2/-; 4 -mid.
Fixed Condensers, guaran-
teed, 3/6. Mareoniphone
Spring Valve Holders, 9d.
each. Dual -range
Coils, 4/11. Sovereign
Dual -range Coils. GM`
Titan Coils, 9/11. S.P.D.T.
Lightning, Switches, 64.;
D. P. 1). T. Lightning

Switches, 101d. Red and
Black Flex, td. yard.
S.L.F. Variable Conden-
saS, 2/6. Slow Motion
Dials, - 1/9. 4.5 pocket
Battert441, 3/6 dog. Panel
Brackets, 6d. pair. Six -
pin BaSes," 1/6. 5-1 Ttans-
formers, 3/11. Special
Portable H.T: Batteries,
7/11. Baseboard Rheo-
stats, 6d. each; Panel
Rheostats with knob, 9d.
each. Plug-in Coils, 25,
35, 50, 60, 75, 1/3 each:
100, 150, 200, 250, 2/3
each. 7/22 Copper Aerial
Wire, 1/9 100 ft.; Enamel
Copper Aerial Wire, 2/9
100 ft. Cone Chassis, 12 in.
take any make cone unit,
1/11 ;Triotron Cone Units,
7/11. Nesvey Slow Motion
Condensers, 4/11. Hydro-
meters, float or ball
reading, 2/6. Double
reading Volt Meters, 4/6.
Lead-in Tube itr, Lightning
Switch combined, 3/6.

IMPORTANT. All letters and communications must
be addressed to

K. RAYMOND, LTD.
27 & 28a LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

The name of the street is not sufficient.

Excellent
Selectivity

DESIGNED to meet the new Regional
Scheme requirements, the Watmel Tuner

serves as the Aerial tuner for practically all
circuits embodying reaction ; also it acts as a
wave trap, since the loose aperiodic aerial
coupling gives great selectivity and a consider-
able degree of stability. Radio Paris and
5XX are easily separated, as also are both
Brookman's Park transmissions.

All moulded parts are of attractive Walnut -
mottled Bakelite. The switch is a robust
positive specially designed push-pull type, con-
cealed in the base.

Price complete 17/6

If you cannot get this Watmel product at
your dealers, write direct to us and
enclose remittance, the tuner will be
sent to you by return.

THE WATMEL BINOCULAR H.F.
CHOKE gives maximum effici-
ency, very low self -capacity and
an extremely restricted field,

Type DX3
Inductance - 200,000 mh
Self Capacity - 1.6 m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance,1,400 ohms.

Price d/ -

Type DX2
Inductance - 40,000
Self Capacity - 1.2 tn.mfd.
D.C. Resistance, 45Q ohms.

Price 41 -

OLYMPIA STAND No. 12.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO, LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware.

Telephone : EDGW ARE 0323
M.C.I I

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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e BEST

TELSEN "ACE" TRANSFORMER.

The ideal model for all portable
sets and where space is limited,
gives perfect reproduction through-
out the musical range. Shrouded
In genuine bakelite, with new
windings and core. Fitted with
earth terminal. Made in ratios
3-1 and Price 810 each.

TELSEN VARIABLE CONDENSEL

(bakelite dielectric). Particularly de-
signed for use as a reaction condenser.
May also be used as a neutralising con-
denser where large capacity to neces-
sary. All vanes are insulated with
bakelite, Made in three capacities:
.0005, .0003, and .00015. Supplied
complete with pointer knob, with
one -hole fixing for panel mounting'.

Price 3/- each.

IN TOWN .

TELSEN
"RADIOGRAND " TRANSFORMER.

New model, shrouded in genuine bake-
lite, with new windings and core.

. Fitted with earth terminal. Made in
ratios 3-1 and 31. Price 12/8 each.

TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS.

Pro. Pat. No. 20200,'30. An entirely
new design in Valve Holders, embody-
ing patent -metal spring contacts, which
are designed to provide the most
efficient contact with the valve legs,
Low capacity, self -locating, supplied
with patent soldering tags and hexagon
terminal nuts. Price 1/- each.

TELSEN H. F. CHOKES

Designed to cover the whole wave -band
range from 18 to 4,000 metres, extremely
low self -capacity, shrouded in genuine Bake-
lite. Inductance 100,000 microlienries,

resist once 400 glans. Price 216 each.

\
v,\,

\\
**\

WAND THE BEST 1/4\

VIEW IS ON
STAND W9 69

Look out for the new range of Telsen Com-
ponents at Olympia-new types, new prices
-better and cheaper radio !
These models embody many new features,
which at their remarkably low prices now
place first-class radio components within
the reach of all.
The new models of Telsen Transformers
have been entirely redesigned, each one
having new windings and core, in addition
to which they are now fitted with earth
terminals, a very desirable feature in these
days of high -efficiency two -transformer
sets, and finally they are shrouded in
Genuine Bakelite Mouldings.
The complete range of Telsen Components
includes Variable Condensers, Fixed (Mica)
Condensers, H.F. Chokes, Valve -holders, etc.
The range is of such technical perfection and
beauty of finish that no real radio enthusiast
will buy other than Telsen : " Radio's
Choice" for "Better Radio Reception."

VISIT THE TELSEN STAND FIRST

as..

'7z1

Only Telsen could produce Components of such
technical perfection and beauty of finish-
components that are worthy of any circuit-
components that you can place the utmost
confidence in, to do their job and do it well-
components that are up to the standard ex-
pected in present-day radio engineering-com-
ponents that have been designed by engineers,
for the real radio enthusiast-components that
once you have tried them will make you want to
tell your friends what a wonderful difference
they have made to your set.

.crunix,ancripm
Advt. of Tell en Electric Co., Ltd., Birmingham

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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- due to its
abnormally low
inter -electrode
capacity

The effective H.F. amplification per
stage that can be obtained in any
Screened Grid Set is largely con-
trolled by the inter -electrode cap-
acity of the S.G. Valve. It is well
known that the lower the self
capacity of the valve the greater
its effective stage amplification.
Important features in its design
and construction permit the inter -
electrode capacity of the new Cossor
215 S.G. to be reduced to the order
of .001 micro microfarads. This is
substantially lower than the self
capacity of any other Screened Grid
Valve on the market. It follows,
therefore, that this new valve per-
mits a big increase in effective
amplification. In fact, results are
obtained which, a year ago, would
have been considered quite
immacticable.

GREATEST
A. C. Cossor Ltd.. flighbury Grove, London. N.5.

Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts,
'15 amp. Impedance 300,000.
Amplification Factor 330.
Mutual Conductance
1'1 m.a/v. Normal working
Anode Volts 120. Positive
Voltage on
Screen approx. )
60. Price 20f-

Amb THE NEW

COSSOR
215 S.C.

EFFECTIVE STAGE

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."

GAIN
5819 c?
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THEY WILL HAVE THEM
IWONDER what, if anything, the

B.B.C. people think about the way in
which purchasers of radio equipment
insist that sets shall be capable of bringing
in foreign stations? There is unquestion-
ably much more long-distance listening
done to -day than there ever was. I don't
mean that people try habitually to receive
Tokio on the loud -speaker with a two-
valver or that any but the keenest of
DX-ers are anxious to compile huge lists
of stations heard. What I am driving at is
that all the world and his wife want to be
able to tune in some of the bigger foreign
fellows from whom first-rate reception is
possible if the gear is as it should be.

THE REASON
NOW, why ? There can be only one

answer to this question. The world
and his wife would not think of ether trips
abroad if they could find the entertain-
ment that they want from the home sta-
tions. It has been drummed into them by
the B.B.C. that foreign listening is a repre-
hensible practice (!), but still they insist
on doing it. And the time when they
particularly want foreigners is at the
week -ends, when our home stations have
'so very little, as a rule, to offer in the way
of entertainment. But it should be remem-
bered that, once you contract the habit of
going abroad, finding foreigners easy to
receive, and what the Americans would
call easy to listen to, you keep it up,
listening less and less to the home produc-
tions. I am quite sure that the family set
in my house, which is switched on and
tuned in by all and sundry, spends far
more hours during the year in reproducing
Radio Paris, the two Dutch stations,
Motala, Rome, Turin, Toulouse, Nfirre-
berg, Bratislava, and Kattowice than it
does in doing the same for "Raucous Reg,"
"Noisy Nat," 5X X, or 5GB.

STRAWS SHOW
T HAVE been particularly interested in
I this connection in watching the wire-
less progress of a pair of beginners who
installed their first set some- three weeks
ago. They are musical people who revel
in the " Proms.," but have no use at all
for mediocre stuff. Don't think that they
are high -brows : they aren't. They like
good music, but they also like light, tune-
ful stuff well played and well broadcast.
Mr. Beginner said to me the other day :
"Our wireless set is a perfect godsend, and
the great thing is that we can bring in the
big foreign stations when tripe is being
sent out by those at home. But," he went
on, " I can't understand why our pro-
grammes should be so appalling at the
week -end." He asked if I had used my set
during the week -end September 6 and 7.
I said that I had, and both of us proceeded
to indulge in unprintable remarks.

TYPICAL
ON the Saturday afternoon we had each

tried for the home programmes, and
found both Regional and National trans -

-.new
mitters sending out the same very ordinary
"concert." We could, in fact, receive this
same dreary programme on four different
wavelengths-" Reg," "Nat," 5GB, and
5,XX. "And Sunday," chimed in Mrs.
Beginner, who had just come, into the
room, " Sunday really was the absolute
limit !" And if you will just look at the
programmes for Sunday, September 7,
I think you will agree that it was. At
3 p.m. the National stations began their
round of gaiety with one of the intermin-
able church cantatas of Bach, of which
most listeners must be heartily sick by
this time. At 3.45 p.m. came the first
service, a Boys' Brigade affair. At 4.30
p.m. we had the Gershom Parkington
Quintet, which, like the organ, appears to
be one of the B.B.C.'s main stand-bys.
This was followed by a pianoforte recital;
then came a Bible reading and a Wesleyan
service, the "Week's Good Cause," the
news, and at 9.5 p.m. a brass band concert.
The total entertainment broadcast lasted
two hours and fifty-five minutes for the
whole day !

-AND THE ALTERNATIVE
THE Regional was equally hilarious.

It did not awaken until 3.3o p.m.,
when it gave us an hour and a half of
good military band music. There followed
a theological discourse, a religious service,
the "Good Cause," and news, as usual,
and a not very bright concert. The total
entertainment time once more was two
hours and fifty-five minutes. A reverend
friend remarked to me the other day :
"Doesn't this idea of spending most of
the weekend in pushing religious stuff out
into the ether remind you rather of the
Tibetian praying wheel? ". In Tibet, you
know, you write your prayers on a strip of
paper which is glued round the circumfer-
ence of the wheel. Either you spin the
wheel or you arrange a little windmill to
do it for you, but every revolution counts
as one prayer.

HAVE YOU TRIED IT ?
T HAVE come across many users of
1 small sets, such as two-valvers, who
complain that they just don't get enough
amplification for proper loud -speaker
volume and yet never seem to think of
substituting a pentode for the triode that
they have in the last holder. Actually, in
nearly all two-valvers the substitution is
so utterly simple that it is pretty well as
easy as falling off the proverbial log. You
simply remove the triode and place it on
the mantelpiece. You then attach to the
shank of the H.T. positive terminal a shoit
piece of wire with a loop at its end. The
next and final process is to insert the
pentode into the vacant holder and to
attach the loop in the aforesaid wire to
the terminal on its cap. The average out-
put valve of the small power type has an
amplification factor of about six, and you
get about ten times this from a pentode.
Remember, though, that the pentode will
not give its best results without an output

4016,00%",/,%/Nooft,
0%.01.01/44".

transformer or filter circuit, unless your
loud -speaker windings are of fairly high
resistance.

WORTH THINKING ABOUT
ONE meets quite a lot of people who

have but a single filament accumu-
lator of fairly large capacity-enough
probably to run the set for three or four
weeks at a filling. It duly does its three
or four weeks, as the case may be, and
then the set goes out of action and, as soon
as one of the family remembers to do so,
the battery is taken to the charging sta-
tion. On the average, the set is out of
action for anything from three days to a
week at a time. It is a far better thing,
dear reader, to purchase not one enormous
accumulator, but two of moderate capacity.
You and I were always told in our child-
hood that work was good for us, though
we found it hard to believe the statement.
Work is certainly good for accumulators.
You can keep them in tip-top condition if
they are discharged and recharged at
regular short intervals. The scheme is to
have one accumulator in use and a second
at the charging station. Then every week
you change over.

PERIL BY LIGHTNING
DURING the last few weeks the

London area has been favoured with
several atmospheric manifestations on the
grand scale. Talk of " Thunder on the
left" 1 On one particular evening it came
left, right, and centre, and very nearly
scored a bullseye on the domestic roof.
Personally I seldom feel fidgetty in a
storm-as so many people do-about the
outside aerial. After all, it is obvious that
outside telephone lines offer a much more
attractive target than a single garden
wire. Yet one never hears of damage by
lightning from this cause. Naturally, on
the occasion in question my outside aerial
was promptly switched over to earth; but,
all the same, I couldn't help wondering
what would happen if the old garden wire
did happen to get it "in the neck."

A DIRECT HIT
A FEW days later my curiosity was

satisfiedl vicariously, by a Press
account of a direct hit on an outside aerial
belonging to a Doncaster listener. In this
case the down lead was fitted parallel to
one side of the house, being kept clear of
the gutters and wall by a couple of iron
brackets fitted with insulators. Curiously
enough, the brackets seem to have caused
most of the mischief. The insulator on one
was smashed, so that the current ran
straight through the bracket into the
nearest bedroom, where it brought down
a quantity of plaster. The insulator on the
second bracket held good, but the lightning
" side -flashed" it and tore some bricks out
of the wall. The rest of the discharge
followed the down lead and expended
itself in bursting a condenser inside the
set into a million fragments. No other
damage was done to the set. All valves,
transformers, etc., were quite unharmed,
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  On Your ,Wavelength!.....
except for being covered with a layer of
"pitch," representing the remains of the
unfortunate series condenser. Moral:
Always earth your down lead when a
thunderstorm is about !

CONTROLLING VELOCITY

,(continued)'   . 

ONE of the things which always puzzled
me is the way in which the speed of

electricity can apparently be controlled.
Of course, I know that the normal velocity,
either of electric waves or currents, is the
same as that of light. But, all the same, it
takes a much bigger fraction of a second
for a signal to travel from this country to
America over a submarine cable than it
does for a wireless wave to cover the same
distance through the ether. Then, again,
one reads about waves which travel much
faster than light under certain circum-
stances; for instance, when they pass
through the Heaviside layer. Actually,
I understand, it is chiefly a matter of
capacity and inductance. Put quite sim-
ply, a capacitative path tends to accelerate
a current, whilst inductance retards it.

" SHAPING " CIRCUITS
MUCH the same principle underlies the

use of the so -Called "shaping" cir-
cuits, which are coming more and more
into favour for neutralising distortion in
receiving sets. The circuit really consists
of a "network" of capacity and inductance
shunted across the output valve and
designed to restore a correct musical
volume, either by compensating for any
loss in the higher frequencies, or by toning
down the effect of undesirable resonance.
Not even the best of sets is perfect, and it
is the business of the "shaping circuit" to
correct any residual distortion that cannot
otherwise be attacked. I should say there
is a big field for this new development,
both for broadcast sets and in connection
with electric gramophone amplifiers.

CURIOUS INTERFERENCE
IWONDER if you have ever experienced

a curious form of interference which
I have encountered recently. It does not
seem to be due to any ordinary cause. It
usually occurs when I am listening to a
weak station or tuning my set, and it
takes the form of a curious "wow" of
rather rough, musical character. It is ,for
all the world like a spark station which has
Started to transmit and thought better of
it. Two or three of these curious noises
may follow one another, and perhaps no
more will be heard. On other occasi6ns,
when I have just moved from a particular
station to another one this interference
seems to follow me up the tuning scale.

I had a shrewd suspicion about the
cause, and my ideas were confirmed when
I happened to be at Elstree the other day.
The very same interference made its
presence known while I was idly running
over a hook-up which was on the bench
there. I commented on the fact to Mr.
Reyner, .and he said : "Oh, that's only a
wavemeter at work in the next lab."
Sure enough, on walking over to the
adjoining lab., I found someone operating

a buzzer wavemeter, checking up the
wavelength of the set on which he was
working at the time.

WAVEMETER RADIATION
IF one holds a buzzer wavemeter rela-

tively close to an aerial circuit and
tunes it in, radiation will take place just
in the same manner as it does if one
oscillates. The amount of radiation is
normally very feeble, but if the aerial
circuit happens to be rather efficient or
near the point of oscillation, which comes
to much the same thing, quite an appreci-
able radiation can be set up, and any other
receivers in the vicinity which happen to
be tuned to the same frequency will pick
up the distinctive note of a buzzer wave -
meter. This interference can easily spread
for a distance of a hundred yards. The
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fact that I. observed the interference at
home shows that there is obviously some-
body in my vicinity who also possesses a
buzzer wavemeter.

ATMOSPHERICS-A TIP
DURING this summer we have had a

good lot of thunder and consequent
atmospheric interference. This leads me
to give readers, whether home -stationers
or DX-ers, a tip which I have found
most useful. Have an outdoor aerial,
if you like, and use it when there is no
atmospheric interference about. Put up

also an indoor aerial and turn to this
friend in need when the outdoor wire
-is bringing in too many crashes and bangs,
to make reception comfortable. But don't
forget, though, that you must lower your
outdoor aerial right down if you want to
get the full benefit from the indoor. If
the outdoor wire is left up aloft it will pick
up impulses from atmospherics and the
indoor aerial will receive them at second-
hand. It is quite surprising what a
difference the indoor aerial makes. On a
recent evening, when friends complained
that they could not listen to foreign sta-
tions in comfort, I was able to obtain
excellent reception from Nurnburg, Turin,
Toulouse, Hamburg, Katowice, and Rome.
Unfortunately, one cannot say that the
indoor aerial will work satisfactorily in
each and every house. Sometimes it will
allow fine strength to be obtained with
only one high -frequency stage; sometimes,
again, it proves inefficient, both the volume
and number of stations received suffering
badly when it is used. The only thing to
do is to try whether your house suits it
or not.

WORTH TRYING

T see whether an indoOr aerial will
answer costs so little and takes up so

small an amount of time that it is well
worth trying out. The only ingredients re-
quired are four miniature insulators (costing
about a penny apiece), four nails, some
string, and enough No. i8 double -cotton -
covered wire to go round three sides of a
room. To follow the directions for putting
it up, draw on any old piece of paper an
oblong to represent' the plan of the room,
marking the corners A, B, C, D, the letters
running clockwise. We will suppose that
the set is to stand close to the corner
marked A. Drive a nail into the wall A D
(or the picture rail, if there is one) about
I2 in. from corner A and another one
I2 in. from corner D. Drive the other
two nails into corner B and corner c. All
the nails should be about a foot below the
level of the ceiling. Pass the end of your
reel of wire through the insulator near A,
then take it successively through those
near B and c. Anchor it to the insulator
near D. Go back to A and pull the wire
taut, which will cause the insulators to
stand out from the walls. Allow a length
sufficient to reach from the insulator at A
to the aerial terminal of the, set, cut off
and make fast to this insulator. The job
is now complete and the indoor aerial may
be tried out. If your set is housed in a
ground -floor room you may find it advan-
tageous to erect the aerial in, a first -floor
room or in an attic, and to bring the lead-in
through the floor and ceiling by means of a
small ebonite tube.

THERMION.

Every Saturday night between midnight
and 2 a.m. B.S.T., listeners may tune in
transmissions by the new experimental
transmitter at The Hague (Holland) on
299 metres. The call heard is "Hier
Idzerda Radio."
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The National Radio Exhibition at Olympia opens its doors
to -morrow, Friday September 19. This is the ninth Radio
Exhibition since the start of broadcasting, and it is the third
under the auspices of the Radio Manufacturers' Association.
New ideas in components, home -constructor kits and com-
plete sets of special interest to every listener will be shown.

In the following pages we give a Complete Guide to the Show,
and with the aid of the Floor Plans and this Full Review of the
exhibits you should have no difficulty in making a stand -to -
stand tour. A survey of outstanding exhibits, desciibing
those of special novelty, will be given in the next issue of
AMATEUR WIRELESS, the Second Special Show Issue.

STAND No. 1
Stand 2. Dunhams, Ltd., Bellero-

phon Works, New Wharf Road, N.I.
Portable sets, table model re-

ceivers and combined chargers and
H.T. units for portables attract
attention here. The Dunham range

A compact radio-gramophone-
the Rolls

This is the home of AMATEUR WIRELESS and the Wireless
Magazine. A cordial invitation is extended to all readers to
come and see for themselves the latest AMATEUR WIRELESS
and Wireless Magazine receivers actually in the making --some-
thing to interest every set -builder. The current issues of both
journals are on sale, together with a representative display of
full-size blueprints. You 'can't miss our Stand-the first in ;

the Exhibition.

of receivers is very complete and
comprises three-valvers fitted with a
screen -grid stage and a pentode and
four- and five- valve suitcase models.
Of interest to users of home -con-
structed portable sets is the Dunham
all -mains unit, which is fitted with
a Westinghouse metal rectifier and
provides H.T. and automatic grid
bias.

_J
set users will doubtless pay great
attention to the jelly -acid type of
C.A.V. non -spillable accumulator. A
new L.T. accumulator has been
introduced which is provided with a
self-contained metal carrier and there
are now high-tension accumulators in
three capacities. All -moulded high-
tension batteries are now available in
sixty -volt crates.

Stand 3. Trader Publishing Co., Stand 8. Wireless Retailers Asso-
Ltd., St. Bride's House, Salisbury elation of Gt. Britain, 70 Finsbury
Square, E.C.4. Pavement, E.C.

VISIT THE "A.W." STAND FIRST
Stand 4. Hine & Sons. Ltd., Dor-

set House, Tudor Street, E.C.4.
Stand 5. Amalgamated Press, Ltd.,

The Fleetway House, Farringdon
Street, E.C.4.

Stand 6. Odhams Press, Ltd., 93
Long Acre, W.C.2.

Stand 7. C. A. Vandervell & Co.,
Ltd., Acton, London, W.3.

A very wide range of C.A.V.
batteries suitable for wireless pur-
poses is now available and portable

Stand 9. Turner & Co-, 54 Station
Road, New Southgate, N.11.

Coil troubles of all kinds can be
solved by a visit to this stand,
where will be found .a complete
range of coils to suit practically every
receiver. The problem of selectivity
has been dealt with in an extra-
ordinarily satisfactory manner, and
Tunewell's have coils which will
improve the inherent selectivity of
most circuits. Other Tunewell
components include a useful all -

STAND No. 1
purpose H.T. choke, two types of
low -frequency transformer (a new
Tunewell product) and the Tunewell
speakers and a complete receiver, the
Tunewell Super Three..

Stand 10. Ensign, Ltd., 88 High
Holborn, W.C.1.

One of the range of McMichael
table receivers
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COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW
Stand 11. William Dihben & Sons,

Ltd., Antelope Buildings, St. Mary's
Road, Southampton.

Monarch and Cromwell
receivers feature on this stand and
there are three types of chassis on
view.- The main type of set is a
straight three-valver incorporating
two transformer -coupled low -fre-
quency stages. A novel tuning
control with a drum dial is employed
and provision is made for the
addition of a gramophone pick-up
when required. Numerous other
small refinements will add to the
improvement over the chassis of last
year.

Stand 12. Watmel Wireless Co.,
Ltd., Imperial Works, High Street,
Edgware.

Wavetraps, H.F. chokes, conden-
sers, pick-up arms and dual -range
tuners are to be found here. The new
Watmel H.F. chokes DX2 and DX3
are becoming very popular, and many
amateurs will make a call at this
stand in order to make themselves
further acquainted with the excellent
characteristics of these excellent
components.

Stand 13. Hobday Bros., Ltd., 21
Great Eastern Street, E.C.2.

Stand 14. Sel-Ezi Wireless Supply
Co., Ltd., 6 Greek Street, W.I.

PLAN AND EXHIBITORS
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Reference
Name

Adey Radio, Ltd. ..
Amalgamated Press, Ltd.
Arding & Hobbs, Ltd. ..
Atalanta
Automatic Ccil Winder and Elec.

Equipment Co., Ltd. ..
Eaird Television Co., Ltd. ..
Bakelite, Ltd.
Faker's Selhurst Radio ..
Beaver Electrical Supply Co.
Bel -Canto Radio, Ltd. ..
Belling & Lee, Ltd. .

Benjamin Electric, Lid. ..
Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd.
Bird, Sydney S., & Sons, Ltd. ..
Birkbys, Ltd. .

British Ebonite Co., Ltd.
British General Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd.
British Radiophone, Ltd. ..
Brown Bros., Ltd. ..
Brown, Ltd., S. G. .

BrownieWireless Coot Great Britain,

Bulgin 8t Co., A. F.
Bullphone, Ltd. ..
Burndept Wireless (1928), Ltd. ..
Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd. ..
Burton, C. F., & H.
British Blue Spot Co., Ltd.
Cadiscb, R., & Sons ..
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Catesbys, Ltd.
Celestion, Ltd. .

Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,. Ltd.
Clark & Moir, Ltd.
Classic Radio and Gramophone Co.,

Climax Radio Electric, Ltd...
Cole, E. R., Ltd. ..

Stand No.
.. 261
.. 5
.. 262
.. 232

107
216
255
137
206
264
134
115

1
73

245
253

59
223

17
78

102
103

33
56

121
44

217
259
190
260

53
54

205

113
27
48

to this List and the
Name Stand No.

Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd. .. 71
Colvern, Ltd. .. . 45
Cossor, A. C., Ltd. .. 52
Clarke, Ff., & Co. (Manchester), Ltd. 211
Concordia Electric Wire Co. .. 209
D.E. Coils, Ltd. .. .. 237
Danipad Rubber Co., Ltd. .. .. 208
Darwins, Ltd. .. 254
Dayzite, Ltd. .. .. 25
De la Rue & Co., Thos. .. 128
Dew, A. I., & Co.
Dibben, Wm., & Sons, Ltd. .. 11
Donotone (Regd.) Loud -speaker .. 139
Downing, John S., & Sons, Ltd. .. 210
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd... 50
Dulcetto-Polyphon, Ltd. .. 24
Dnnhams, Ltd.
Dyson & Co. (Works), Ltd., J. 104
Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd. 43
Eastick, J. J.. & Sons .. 236
East London Rubber Co. .. 20
Eccnasign Co., Ltd. .. 230
Edison Bell, Ltd. .. .. 29
Edison Swan Electric Co, Ltd. .. 67
Electrical and Radio Products, Ltd. 37
Ensign, Ltd. .. 10
Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co. .. 203
Ever Ready Co. (G.B.), Ltd. .. 49
Falk Stadelmann & Co., Ltd. .. 119
Ferranti, Ltd. .. 47
Flinders (Wholesale), Ltd. 22
Formo Co. .. 72
Fuller Accumulator Co. (1926), Ltd.

221, 265
Carnage, Ltd., A. W.
Gambrel] Radio, Ltd... .. .. 106
Garnett Whiteley & Co., Ltd. .. 30
Garrard Engineering and Manufac-

turing Co. .. 256
General Electric Co., Ltd. .. .. 68

Plan; will enable
Name Stand No.

Graham Amplion. Ltd. ..62
Graham -Parish, Ltd.
Gripso Co.. The .. . :

76, 10..2082
Grosvenor Electric Batteries, Ltd. .. 263
H.S.P. Wireless Co. .. .. .. 122
Halcyon Wireless Co., Ltd. .. .. 144
Hattie Bros. (Edmonton), Ltd. .. 141
Henderson Wireless and Electrical

Service .. .. .. .. 231
Hobday Bros., Ltd. .. ..
Hunt, A. H., Ltd. .. .. .. 133
Hustler, Simpson & Webb ....247
Hillman Bros... .. .. .. 18
Igraaic Electric Co., Ltd. .. .. 240
Hide & Sons, Ltd. . ..
D . .ania Gramophones, 'Ltd. .. 21
Jackson Bros.
Jewel Pen Co.. Ltd. ' . : : . 138
Johnson & Bolsom, Ltd. .. 142
Jnnit Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 65
Halisky (Aldgate), Ltd., S. .. 23
Rolster-Brandes, Ltd. .. 55
L.E.S. Distributors, Ltd. .. 16
Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd. .. 124
Lectro-Lim, Ltd. .. .. 131
Lever (Trig), Ltd., E. J. .. 249
Lissen, Ltd. .. .. .. 40
Lithanode Co., Ltd. .. .. 135
Lock, W. & T., Ltd. .. 132
Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.

'

.. . 207
London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths,
Ltd... 41

" Loud Speaker " Co., Ltd. .. 214
Mainten Manufacturing Co., Ltd. .. 219
M.P.A. Wireless (1930), Ltd. .. 213
M -L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd. .. 222
Me Michael, Ltd., L... .. .. 57
Manufacturers' Accessories Co.

(1928), Ltd.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd. .. 38, 120

you to locate any Exhibitor.
Name Stand No.

Matchless Radio Manufacturing Co. 246
Montague Radio Inventions and

Development Co., Ltd. .. .. 143
Mallard Wireless Service Co., Ltd... 36
Murphy Radio, Ltd. .. .. 252
Mayfair Enterprises, Ltd. .. 212
National Accumulator Co., Ltd. .. 39
New London Electron Works, Ltd. 34
Odhams Press, Ltd. (Proprietors of

the Broadcaster.. .. 6
Oldham & Son, Ltd. 64
Ormond Envineerilig Co., Ltd. 75
Osborn, Chas. A .. 258
Osram Valves (G. E. C.) 46
P. R. Products .. 224
Pandona, Ltd... .. 218
Paroussi, E. 227
Partridge & Mee, Ltd. 248
Partridge, Wilson & Ca. 251
Perfeetavox, Ltd. .. 241
Pcrtrix, Ltd. .. 243
Pete -Scott Co., Ltd. .. 110
Pioneer Manufacturing Co.
Pye Radio, Ltd. .. 31, 32
Quest Radio Manufacturing Co. .. 238
Radio Gramophone Development Co. 126
Radio Instruments, Ltd. .. 61
Radio for the Million (Mallard) .. 101
Radio Service (London), Ltd. .. 235
Radio Society of Great Britain .. 229
Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd. .. 204
Red Star Radio, Ltd.
Rees Mace Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 117
Regent Radio Supply Co. .. .. 51
Ridged Cone Co.. Ltd. .. .. 112
Rolls-Caydon Sales .. . . 237A
Rolls Radio, Ltd. .. 35
Selectors, Ltd... .. .. 114
Sovereign Products, Ltd. .. .. 136
Set-Ezi Wireless Supply Co., Ltd. .. 14

Name Stand No.
Selfridge & Co., Ltd... .. 242
Chef Sell Magnet Co... .. 125
Sherwood, A. M. E. 13)
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Six -Sixty Radio Co., Ltd.
Smurthwaite, F. W. .. 116
Standard Battery Co.
Stratton & Co., Ltd. 28 
Sun Electrical Co., Ltd.
Swift Leviek & Sots, Ltd. .. 129
Sylvex, Ltd. .. .. 127

Tannoy " Products.. .. 11L
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd. .. 145
Telsen Electric Co., Ltl. 69
Tones Co. .. .. 233
Trader Publishing Ce.. Ltd. .. 3
Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd. .. 228
Turner & Co. .. .. 9
Ultra Electric, Ltd. .. .. 77
Universal Gramophone and Radio

Co.. Lt I. .. 123
Umella, Ltd. 234
Vandervell & Co., 'Ltd., C. A. .. 7
Vartey (Oliver Pell Control) .. 105
Voltron Electric, Ltd. 215
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd. .. 12
Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal

Co., Ltd. .. .. 239
Whiteley Boneham & Co., Ltd. .. 66
Whittingham Smith & Co. .. 74
Whiteley, Wm. .. .. 257
Wilkins & Wright, Ltd. .. 60
Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd. .. 118
Wireless Retailers Association of

Great Britain 8
Wright & Weaire, Ltd. 250 -

Young Accumulator Co. (1929) .. 225
Zeitlin, V., & Sons. Ltd. .. 26

Stand 15. A. J. Dew & Co., 33-34
Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.I.

On this stand, which is for the con-
venience of wholesalers, will be found
a display of components of all the
leading makes.

Stand 16. L. E. S. Distributors,
Ltd., 9 St. Martins Street, Leicester
Square, W.C.2.

This is a wholesale concern, and on
. this stand will be shown a representa-
tive selection of complete receivers
and components.

Stand 17. Brown Bros., Ltd., Gt.
Eastern Street, E.C.

This stand is for the convenience
of wholesalers.

Stand 18. Hillman Bros., 123 Al-
bion Street, Leeds.

Wholesalers will be particularly
interested in the display on this
stand, for Hillman Bros. are the only
northern wholesalers at the Exhib-

ition. An interesting exhibit is a
home -recording outfit for snaking
gramophone records.

Stand 19. Sun Electrical Co., Ltd.,
118 Charing Cross Road, W.C.

This concern acts as wholesale
distributors, and here will be found
an interesting range of sets and
speakers.

Stand 20. East London Rubber Co.,
Gt. Eastern Street, E.C.2.

Stand 21. Itonia Gramophones,
Ltd., 58 City Road, E.C.1.

Stand 22. Flinders ( Wholesale), Ltd.,
East Stockwell Street, Colchester,
Essex.

This stand, which is chiefly for the
convenience of wholesalers, is a ren-
dezvous for- traders in the eastern
counties.

Stand 23. Kalisky (Aldgatel, Ltd.,
75 Aldgate High Street, London,
E.C.3.

Sopranist H.F. twin chokes, bat-
tery testers and hydrometers are
shown on this stand together with the
well-known Sopranist H.T. battery,
a British product which is available
in to -volt, soo-volt and 120 -volt
types.

Stand 24. Dulcetto-Polyphon, Ltd.,
2-3 Newman Street, Oxford Street,
London, W.1.

This concern has for a long time
played an important part in the
manufacture of high quality elec-
trically - reproducing gramophones,
and in view of this, discriminating
radio -gramophone enthusiasts will
want to see the new Dulcetto Junior
electric gramophone which sells at
75 guineas and which has a remark-
ably complete specification. A
newcomer is the Dulcetto-moving-
coil speaker, which is fitted in a
handsome baffle cabinet.

Stand 25. Dayzite, Ltd., 17 Lisle
Street, London, W C.2.

All the leading snakes of kit sets
and speakers will bo..found on this
stand, which is of chief interest to
wholesalers.

Stand 26. V. Zeitlin & Sons, Ltd.,
54 Lambs Conduit Street, W.C.1.

A useful array of apparatus will be
found on this stand, which is chiefly
for the convenience of wholesale
dealers.

Stand 27. Climax Radio Electric,
Ltd., Haverstock Works, Parkhill
Road, Hampstead, N.W.

Climax components have made so
good a name for themselves that
interest here centres not so much on
these well-known parts as on
interesting newcomers, the Climax
All -Electric Two and the All -
Electric Three complete receivers.
Following the usual Climax policy of
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being well ahead with design, the
familiar Climax mains units for H.T.
have been considerably improved for
the new season without addition to
the price. Special precautions have
been taken to prevent mains hum and
motor -boating, and Climax can
guarantee to mains drive any set
with complete freedom from these
troubles.

Stand 28. Stratton & Co., Ltd.,
Balmoral Works, Bromsgrove Street,
Birmingham.

Short-wave enthusiasts should not
miss this stand, where will be seen a
new four -valve short -waver, the
Eddystone. A four -valve short-wave
constructor's kit is another new item,
while the new Eddystone short-wave
coils will interest set users who want
to convert their own receivers to
short-wave working.

Stand 29. Edison Bell, Ltd.,
Edison Bell Works, Glengall Road,
S.E.15.

Apart from complete receivers and
radio gramophones, amateurs who
build their own sets will find here an
interesting range of small parts,
coils, transformers, switches, con-
densers and so on. There is now a
wide range of Edison -Bell speakers
from which to choose and those in
search of modest -priced complete
receivers should see the Maison
Screen -grid Three, which is a modern
type of transportable receiver.

Stand 30. Garnett Whiteley & Co.,
Ltd., Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Old
Swan, Liverpool.

Amateurs are no doubt fully
acquainted with the Lotus range of
components,and visitors to this stand
will find one or two new lines, one of
them being a new type of drum dial
for ganged condensers. Two new
items also are a power rectifier unit
and an all -mains unit for converting
the well-known G.E.C. Music Magnet
receiver to all -electric operation. The
Lotus receivers on view include the
popular three -valve transportable
all -mains job, two types of three -
valve all -electric set, and numerous
battery -driven and console models.

(FIRST FLOOR). Demonstration Rooms shaded.

The
Kolster-Brandes radio- Murphy trans -

gramophone portable receiver
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ANOTHER SPECIAL SHOW
NUMBER NEXI WEEK

CONTAINING A COM-
PLETE REVIEW OF

OUTSTANDING
EXHIBITS.

Stands 31 and 32. Pye Radio, Ltd.,
Paris House, Oxford Circus, W.1.

Pye's have introduced many new
receivers and parts. The new Pye
eliminators, which can be obtained on
hire purchase terms form a section of
the display on this stand, while the
cabinet speakers, complete sets and
components for the home constructor
are also to be seen.

Stand 33. Bullphone, Ltd., 38
Holywell Lane, E.C.2.

The well-known Bullphone loud-
speakers of all types are to be seen on
this stand, including some interesting
new models.

Stand 34. New London Electron
Works, Ltd., East Ham, E.6.

Wire of all kinds is to be found
here, not forgetting, of course, the
famous Electron aerial wire which
can be put to so many uses. The
superial wire which can be obtained
in lengths of either 50 or roo-ft. is
also useful for aerial where high
efficiency is desired. Set construc-
tors should not miss Simple -Strip,
which is a new idea for wiring up
receivers without the use of solder.

Stand 35. Rolls Radio, Ltd., 138
St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.

A four -valve portable set having
two screen -grid stages, detector and
pentode should not be missed. Other
features of the exhibit include a table
and a pedestal model of a high per-
formance radio gramophone.

Stands 36 and 101. Mallard Wire-
less Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House,
Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.

A demonstration is available in con-
junction with this stand, where can be
heard and tested the receivers and
apparatus shown on the main stand.
Apart from a comprehensive array of
mains and battery valves there will
be seen the Mullard pure music
speakers, Permacore L.F. transform-
ers and some new paper dielectric
condensers, mica condensers, grid
leaks and wire -wound resistances.

Stand 37, Aeonic Radio, Ltd.,
Aeonic Works, Horley, Surrey.

A complete range of Aeonic port-
able receivers is to be seen here.
These include many novel features
and merit detailed inspection.

PLAN OF STANDS AND DEMONSTRATION i,..00MS IN GALL :FAY. Demonstration Rooms shaded.
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Stands 38 and 120. Marconiphone

Co. Ltd., 210 Tottenham Court Road,

Here you will find many Marconi -
phone receivers including the popular
model 39, a table,* model receiver
which works from batteries or from
mains, the model 55 five -valve port-
able, the long range receiver model
44, and the super performance set,
model 56. Short-wave enthusiasts
should see the Marconiphone three -
valve short-wave receiver, and the
Marconiphone speakers will interest
all set -users.

Stand 39. National Accumulator
Co., Ltd., 50 Grosvenor Gardens,
London, S.W.1.

Stand 40. Lissen Ltd., Lissenium
Works, Worple Road, Isleworth,
Middlesex.

In the extensive range of Lissen
components something is sure to be
found of interest by every home
builder of a set. On this stand will be
found practically every product made
by Lissen, including the standa`rd
model radio -gramophone, which in-
corporates receivers which can be
operated from mains or batteries and
from a frame or an outside aerial. A
" baby " radio -gramophone which
was not exhibited last year is now on
view, and it should be noted that
this employs a pentode valve in the

An electric turntable drive-
the Garrard

The Lissen variable condenser

last stage-a distinct sign of modern
design. In addition to these are shown
the new Lissen balanced -armature
speaker units and new transportable
set. Dry batteries and accumulators,
of course, constitute a leading
feature of the exhibit.

Stand 41. London Electric Wire Co.
& Smiths, Ltd., Church Road, Leyton,

London. E.10.
Lewcos parts of all types are here

on show, and apart from the wide
range of coils which form the back-
bone of the Lewcos reputation, there
are some newcomers in the way of
new L.F. transformers, twin rejector
wave traps, L.E. chokes, potentio-
meters, and so on. Lewcos coils are
available for every circuit, and in
view of the present need for selec-
tivity, the little Lewcondenser is sure
to attract attention.

Stand 42. Standard Battery Co., 184
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

Wet high-tension batteries, com-
plete receivers, speakers, pick-ups,
and the well-known Wates test meter
are to be found here. The test
meter surely does not need intro -

STAND Nos. 38 4

Two groups showing some of the many useful Bulgin parts

duction to readers, but many
visitors to the stand will doubtless
be surprised to learn of the number
of uses to which this handy pocket
meter can be put. The Standard
Sac Leclanche wet H:T. battery is
the solution of the H.T. problem for
amateurs who have large sets and
find that dry batteries are not
economical and who cannot, owing to
the difficulty of recharging, avail
themselves of an H.T. accumulator.

Stand 43. Eagle Engineering Co.,
Ltd., Eagle Works, Warwick.

Set users should make a point of
seeing the two -valve battery oper-
ated sets on the Chakophone stand.
These sell at an extraordinary low
price and table models are available
which are very convenient in use and
simple to control. Other famous
Chakophone sets which are to be seen
are the Warwick Portable Five, the
" All -In " two- and three-valvers
which operate on self-contained
frame aerials and a new screen - grid
four -valve suitcase type of set, which
is listed at the extremely modest
price of 17s. The new Chako-
phone Colassi speakers will also
attract great attention.

Stand 44. C. F. & H. Burton,
Progress Works, Bernard Street,
Walsall, Staffs.

Stand 46. Osram Valves, General
Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Here will be found a complete
range of Osram valves for every
set. The range has been considerably
extended during the past two years
by the production of new and even
more efficient mains -drive valves, and
of the newer types of valve such as
the pentode and screen -grid, with an
even higher performance.

Stand 47. Ferranti, Ltd., Hollin-
wood, Lanes.

Apart from the extensive range of
high -quality Ferranti parts which are
too well known to need detailed
description, the introduction of new
Ferranti complete sets, many being
driven from the mains, is a feature of
importance. A new idea also is the
Ferranti Magno-dynamic speaker,
which is a permanent -magnet type of
speaker, giving a performance at
least as good as the mains -energised
types.

Stand 48. E. K. Cole, Ltd., Ekco
Works, London Road, Leigh -on -Sea.

Ekco eliminators are available to
suit every receiver and some very con-
vincin g.looking new types are available
which will make an instant appeal to
amateurs who want to use mains

STAND No. 1 IS "A.W." DON'T FORGET

The well-known range of Burton
components for home constructors is
shown on this stand and there are
several interesting new lines which
should not be missed.

Stand 45. Colvern, Ltd., Mawneys
Road, Romford, Essex.

Among the many interesting com-
ponents which will be found on the
Colvern stand are some new coils and
condensers. Condensers of all types
are available, and here set builders
will find many parts to suit their
requirements.

power for working their receivers. Of
particular interest are the Ekco elim-
inators for fitting in portable sets for
indoOl use.

Stand 49. Ever -Ready Co. (G.B.),
Ltd., Hercules Place, Holloway, N.7.

Ever -Ready H.T., L.T. and G.B.
batteries have earned a wonderful
reputation for long life, and all bat-
tery users will be interested in the
very complete display which is a
feature of this stand. Of particular
interest are the large -capacity H.T.
batteries.

An Atlas
smoothims. chm,.

A moving -coil speaker by Bakers
Selhurst Radio

Stand 50. Dubilier Condenser Co.
(1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, W.3.

So successful have Dubilier Con-
densers proved that it is not in-
tended to introduce any slew type.
Interest on the Dubilier stand will
centre largely on the new All -
Electric sets and radio-oramophones.
Most of the receivers have provision
for the use of a gramophone pick-up,
so that they can give electric repro-
duction of records. The most popu-
lar complete receivers are the
Dubilier two- and three- valvers,
while the radio gramophones are
obtainable with two, three and four
valves.

Stand 51. Regent Radio Supply Co.,
21 Bartlett's Buildings, London, E.C.4.

Apart from the very comprehensive
range of mains eliminators available
there will be seen here the new Re-
gen tone four-va ye A .C. receiver
which should do much to enhance the
already high Regentonc reputation.
Eliminators arc available to suit
every set, and portable set users
should make a point of seeing the
popular models which are available
for fitting in small suitcase and
portable receivers to replace dry
batteries.

Stand 52. 4. C. Cossor, Ltd., Cos-
sor House, Highbury Grove, N.5.

The new Polar "tub" condenser

On the Cossor stand are to be seen
the new receivers for 1931 and a com-
plete range of Cossor valves including
all the new types introduced during
the past season. Readers should
make a point of visiting this stand,
where they may learn much, in an
interesting fashion, about valve tech-
nicalities and the method of choosing
the right valve for any job.

Stand 53. Celestion, Ltd., London
Road, Kingston -on -Thames.

There is now a wide range of Celes-
tion cabinet speakers, and so success-
ful have these proved during the past
year that no extensive change has
been made. Gramophone enthus-
iasts should see the Celestion Wood-
ru ffe pick-up.

Stand 54. Chloride Electrical
Storage Co., Ltd., 217-229 Shaftes-
bury Avenue, W.C.I.

Here are to be found a wide range
of accumulators for every radio

COMPLETE SHOW GUIDE
CONTINUED ON

PAGE 325
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SEEN AT THE SHOW: (1) W. and B. permanent -magnet speaker. (2) Lissen fixed condenser. (3) Formo dual -range coil. (4) Loewe
cabinet speaker. (5) Ediswan fixed resistance. (6) Edison -Bell fixed condenser. (7) Eelex Connector. (8) Details of Osram power valve.
(9) Marconiphone pick-up. (10) Lotus variable condenser. (11) Amplion speaker unit. (12) Watmel dual -range coil. (13) Atlas quick -action.
switch. (14) Edison -Bell H.F. choke. (15) Lissen low -frequency transformer. (16) Telsen H.F. choke. (17) Igranic slow-motion dial
(18) Bulgin mains plug and socket. (19) Telsen valve holder. (20) Atlas mains transformer. (21) Lotus power transformer. (22) Cassor low -

frequency transformer. (23) Watmel speaker unit. (24) New Amplion portable set.
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IN my article last week I pointed out that
there were certain disadvantages arising

from the use of the ordinary band-pass
filter. In order to obtain a high degree of
coupling so that a band-pass filter may be
a practical proposition for a simple set, the
ordinary methods of magnetic or capacity
coupling are unsatisfactory. The peaks of
the double hump become so far apart that
the circuit tunes in a very unpleasant man-
ner, particularly if any reaction is applied,
while in addition the coupling does not

Fig. I. Skeleton ohmic -coupled circuit

remain constant and the circuit is distinctly
more lively at one end than at the other.

These difficulties can be overcome by use
of a modified form of band-pass filter, in
which a resistance is used for the coupling
instead of an inductance or capacity. This
circuit is shown in Fig. 1, from which it will
be seen that the arrangement is one of
very simple construction. The first circuit
is composed of the inductance Li, the con-
denser cr, and the resistance R, the second
circuit being L2, c2, and R. Thus the
resistance R is common to both circuits.

If the aerial is coupled to the first circuit
by some suitable means, and the first cir-
cuit is tuned to the incoming signal, cur-
rents will oscillate round the circuit and a
small voltage will be set up across the
resistance R. Since this resistance is also
part of the second circuit, the energy will
be transferred from this circuit to the next.
No appreciable voltage will be set up in the
second circuit, however, unless this is also
tuned to the incoming signal, in which case
a large voltage is produced across the
inductance, which we can utilise to apply
to our detector or H.F. valve as the case
may be.
Stray Coupling

The value of this resistance is not large,
and the extra loss can easily be made up by
reaction. Indeed, various tests which we
have taken in the course of the experiments
show that the results obtained, viewed in
strictly practical light, are superior to those
obtained by ordinary methods.

The voltage developed across a resistance
is independent of the frequency of the cur-
rent, and therefore the energy transferred
from one circuit to the next remains more
or less constant over the whole wavelength
scale. This is only strictly true as long as
there is no coupling whatever between the
circuits other than that existing through
the resistance.

In practice a little stray coupling is likely
to exist, and this will very quickly destroy

OHMIC COUPLING A NEW DEVELOPMENT
Details of new band-pass principle

By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

the proper working of the circuit if it
becomes of an excessive value. The ideal
solution, of course, is to screen the circuits
in a completely closed box. It is not neces-
sary to go to these lengths, however, in
order to obtain a very good approximation
to the ideal, and in the practical form of
circuit only a partial screening has been
adopted.

Magnetic coupling between the two coils
LI and L2 has been avoided by the use Of
an astatic winding for one or both of the
coils, while the stray - capacity coupling
between the circuits is reduced to a negligi-
ble quantity by inserting a simple partition
screen between the circuits. The- exact
manner in which this is carried out will be
seen in next week's issue, where a two -valve
receiver embodying this circuit is described.
With these precautions, the only coupling
between the circuits is that due to the
presence of the resistance R, which is the
condition we require.

An Important Advantage
Apart from this question of constancy,

the ohmic -coupled arrangement has one
important advantage. The strength of
coupling between the two circuits can be
increased to a greater extent than is pos-
sible with either magnetic or capacity
coupling without producing any serious
doubled -humped effect. Two tuning points
are obtained if the resistance is made exces-
sive, but with the values required in prac-
tice this effect is not evident. Yet the
coupling can be increased to such an extent
that the signal strength with the band-pass
filter is the same as that with a single cir-
cuit, using the same aerial coupling in each
case. This is not practicable with any
other form of band-pass arrangement.

A still more useful feature of this system
is that the coupling can be made variable
without altering the tune of the circuit.
Apart from the practical difficulties of
varying the coupling in the magnetically -
or capacity -coupled arrangement, any such
method would disturb the tune of the
system. With this new ohmic -coupled
'circuit it is only necessary to vary the value
of the resistance R. If the resistance is
made zero, there is no coupling at all (other
than a very small amount of stray coupling
which may possibly exist between the cir-
cuits unless we screen the circuits com-
pletely). As we increase the value of
resistance the coupling gets stronger and

NEXT WEEK
CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS

OF
A TWO -VALVE SET

INCORPORATING OHMIC
COUPLING

stronger, and the signal strength can be
increased audibly by varying this resistance.
At the same time the resonance curve gets
broader, so that the tuning is not so sharp,
and it is very convenient to be able to vary
one's selectivity in this manner.

Moreover, as the variation of the resist-
ance does not affect the tune, it is possible
to carry out these adjustments actually on
a distant station. If, for example, one has a
foreigner tuned -in, with a background of an
interfering near -by station, the resistance

Fig. 2. Ohmic -coupled circuit with connections
to aerial and valve

setting can be adjusted while the set is in
operation until the best condition is
obtained. As the resistance is reduced the
selectivity increases progressively until the
interfering station is finally reduced to a
negligible strength, leaving the foreign
station free and capable of being worked up
to a really satisfactory signal.

A Practical Receiver
All that is required for the purpose is a

simple 6 -ohm rheostat of the type cus-
tomarily employed to control the filament
current of a valve. The high -frequency
resistance of such a rheostat is somewhat
more than 6 ohms, and ranges between
15 and 20 ohms in the maximum position.
Generally speaking, one uses the rheostat
about half -way round, which gives a high -
frequency resistance of between 7 and
10 ohms. As we have seen, the extra loss
introduced by this means has no adverse
effect in practice, while the benefits derived
from the system are truly remarkable.

The complete description of a receiver
incorporating this principle will be given
next week.

TELEVISION " STREAKS "
THE series of lines which appear to run

across the surface of the received pic-
ture, in television, are caused by the shape
of the holes used in the scanning disc.
When circular holes are used the strongest
ray of light naturally passes through the
centre, the intensity falling -off consider-
ably near the edges. The spacing of the
bands seen on the picture then corresponds
to the distance between the centre of one
hole and the next. Square holes have been
tried, but the modulation effect is too rapid
and tends to increase the frequency band.
A smoother result can be obtained by using
diamond or lozenge -shaped apertures in
the scanning disc. This greatly reduces
" streakiness. " M. L.
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Arley
FAMOUS SINCE
BROADCASTING
BEGAN

IMPEDANCE MATCHING
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

£1 : 2 : 6
6 ratios : 84, 10-1, 124.154, 204,25-1

Long before Broadcasting became what it is
to -day, Varley had won fame for their coil winding.

On this experience is founded Varley's latest
achievement in radio. Varley Impedance Matching
Output Transformer-a new component of advanced
design gives six different ratios. Accurately and
without difficulty you can match loudspeaker and
output valves.

Remember that Varley Components are descend-
ants of a long line. Since radio came Varley ideal has
been quality. The Varley Impedance Transformer is
the only adequate answer to a modern radio problem.

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, ro3 Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

STAND No.

105
NATIONAL RADIO

EXPABITION, OLYMPIA.

Telephone: Holborn 5303

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Moulded case -no
seams to leak.
Double bottom for
extra strength.

Exide Long -Life Plates.-

Exide Jelly Acid.

Improved Acid Trap.
Non - interchangeable
terminals, differently
shaped and coloured.

There is a size

ANNOUNCING '0%11.°

HE makers of the Exide Battery have
never before offered a jelly acid battery.
A remedy had first to be found for certain
welloknown defects of this type of battery.
This has now been done. And here is the
result-the Exide Gel-cel.
The Exide Gel-cel is the first jelly acid
battery to compare in efficiency with the
best free acid batteries. And yet it has all
the freedom from spilling which jelly acid
provides. As an additional safeguard,
should there be any residual acid, Exide
have even provided an improved acid
trap and a case with a double bottom,
moulded and seamless, that cannot leak.
It is the strongest, most efficient jelly acid
battery for portables ever produced. Be-
fore you replace your present battery-
see the Exide Gel-cel.

+XI C
GEL-CEL

REGISTERED
to suit every set. Prices range from 13/ -

From Exide Service Stations or any reputable dealer.Exide Service Stations give serviceon every make of battery
Exide Eatferies, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. B=Ence.s Lenddn, Menchcsler, Birmingham, Bristol and Glasgow

LzA

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W," to Advertisers
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NOW that serious Empire broad-
casting is within sight, follow-

ing the Colonial Office conference,
many suggestions are being offered
regarding the financing of the
service. It has been suggested that
the Empire station, with its world-
wide range of transmission, . would
be a fine medium through which
Empire goods could be sold.

Before we can estimate the value
of this idea, the work already done
for Empire broadcasting ought to
be clearly realised. At the moment,
few people understand the prepara-
tions that have been going on.

With their experience of working
the experimental short-wave trans-
mitter at Chelmsford, the B.B.C.
was able, in November, 1929, to
draw up a scheme for Empire
broadcasting, but as the source of
financial support was by no means
assured, the B.B.0 was asked to
submit a cheaper scheme.

This was accordingly prepared,
so that in June, 193o, the Colonial
Office received a letter containing
suggestions that will, in all proba-
bility, form the basis of the new
Empire service. In this later report
we can trace the exact extent to
which advertising support will be
countenanced.

The B.B.C. is willing to include
general British trade propaganda
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in the Empire transmissions, but it
asks for a free hand in putting the idea into
practice. The B.B.C., is not disposed to
consider programmes sponsored by individ-
ual advertisers; in fact it becomes clear
from the report that advertising interests
are not to be called upon to support
Empire broadcasting in any way.

The Cost
The cost of the service has been roughly

estimated at £22,000 per year, on a five-
year basis, the cost to be borne by the
Colonial Office. The comparative cheap-
ness of the scheme is due to great generosity
on the part of the B.B.C. which is prepared
to supply most of the programme material
free of charge, subject to one or two
entirely reasonable conditions.

Estimates show that the cost of the
transmitting gear for Empire broadcasting
involves a sum of £40,000. This sum would,
with. Government support, be borrowed
so that the annual instalments, plus 6 per
cent. interest, would be £9,500. The annual
cost of maintenance is £7,000.

Apart from these engineering costs,
programmes would require another £5,500
annually, in spite of the fact that the station
would draw upon the B.B.C.'s national
programme for sixty-five to seventy hours
every week, free of charge.

It is proposed to broadcast Empire news
bulletins at 12 noon, 6 p.m., and 12 mid-
night, thus fulfilling what is probably the
greatest function of an Empire transmitter.
Reuter's charges for this new service would

-be £2,000. Additional programme staff
would cost another £2,000, contingent
expenses £1,000, and broadcasts of special
events £500.

A striking fact about the June, 1930,
report compared with the November, 1929,

By ALAN S. HUNTER
report, is worth emphasising. In the early
report the cost of programmes for the
Empire station was worked out on a basis
of £20 per hour and, assuming 1,700 hours'
broadcasting per year, this meant a pro-
gramme expense of £34,000. In the later
report the costs of the station and the
maintenance remain respectively at £40,000
and £7,000, but the programme cost has been
wiped out. The original report contained
this statement :

"As British home listeners cannot listen
to the short-wave Empire stations, it does
not appear that
any part of the
expense of the
outgoing ser-
vice can equit-
ably be charged
to them."

This view isprobably
shared by the
bulk of B.B.C.
licencees
Many of them
will undoubt-
ably condemn
the B.B.C. for
changing their
mind and giv-
ing away
£34,000 of
programmematerial.
According to
the proposals,
the cost of the
Empire service
is now being

enutteut Wirl1/2

shared by British listeners and the
Colonial Office. The question natur-
ally arises as to why the programmes
could not be paid for by private -
enterprises anxious to find an
Empire market for their goods.

The answer is fairly conclusive;
the response in an advertising sense,
in spite of the range of the proposed
transmitters, would probably not
justify the expense-at least not in
the way American radio advertising
justifies itself. Consider the reports
from the various parts of the
Empire concerned :

Canada : The novelty interest in
relayed British broadcasting has
waned. The interest that remains
centres on news and events.

Empire's Needs
West Indies : Poor reception is

experienced from this country and
a demand has been expressed for
news. High -quality musical pro-
grammes are wanted, but who would
care to guarantee them on short
waves ?

South Africa : Considerable
listening goes on, with some desire
for programme reception, but again
the real interest is in news.

India : A fair amount of reception
from 5SW goes on with a need for
news and other special items.

Australia : A novelty interest
only remains in connection with

reception of Empire broadcasting, but there
is a desire for relays of special events.

Remembering that some of these coun-
tries offer better facilities than others for
re -broadcasting Empire transmissions, there
still remains the fact that the chief demand
of the Colonies and Dominions is for
participation in the great ceremonies of the
Empire, such as Armistice Day, and in out-
standing sporting events, such as Derby
Day.

Broadcasting these events is clearly the
prerogative of the authorities concerned.
Any interference by advertising interests
would be unthinkable.

The transmitting gear of the Chelmsford short-wave station from which
Empire experimental transmissions are being made
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THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO

I -WHY THE SET MUST BE TUNED
If you area beginner in wireless, now is your chance to gain a clear conception of its theory
and practice. In this new series of articles, specially prepared for the beginner, no previous
knowledge of wireless is assumed. Every aspect of the subject will be dealt with in ensuing
issues, and the whole series will endow the beginner with sufficient knowledge to enable him

to derive the greatest possible interest from the fascinating hobby of wireless

TUNING is one of the fundamentals of
wireless. Without it, all the ampli-

fiers in the world would be useless; and all
the transmitting stations in the world
would combine to produce an inconceivable
chaos.

At all times of the day and night wireless
waves are being created by broadcasting
stations in different parts of the world.
These waves permeate everything; for they
are affecting an all-pervading medium-
the ether.

The' faintest signal from Australia or
the strongest from Brookmans Park and
the myriads of signals of intervening
strength are reduced to the same dead
level of inaudibility in this ether of space-
unless we can tune them, when their rela-
tive strengths again assume importance.

Waves have been mentioned; how they
come to be created is not relevant here;
but they are created by every broad-
casting station. And since the medium of
propagation is common to all of them, they
travel at the same speed-the inconceivable
speed of 186,000 miles per second.

Wave Speed
The speed of the waves is constant and

cannot be altered by man; but the
frequency with which each wave is sent
out can be controlred and has to be con-
trolled, otherwise chaos would result.

Tuning is the process whereby the
frequency of wireless waves is electrically
varied, both at the transmission and at the
receiving points. Clearly, if the trans-
mitter determines on a certain frequency,
one must arrange the receiver to respond to
that frequency.

This frequency response, is readily
arranged by a tuning circuit such as the
very simple example illustrated. It con-
sists of a coil, having the property of
inductance, and a condenser, having the
property of capacity.

Tuning is a tremendous amplifying
process; how true this is can be understood
by appreciating the fact that the actual
energy received in the aerial from a normal
station would be of the order of millionths
of a volt; tuning will amplify that in-
finitesimally small amount of energy up
to as much as one or two volts-an
amplification of a million-without valves
or any other apparatus except tuning.

Tuning is electrical resonance, having a
counterpart in many quite familiar every-
day mechanical processes. Here are one
or two examples of the phenomenon of
resonance.

A piano struck on a certain note can
cause a near -by vase to "ring," just because
the note of the piano and the natural
period of the vase are in tune. Every-
thing has a natural period of vibration,

even a large bridge; that is why soldiers
marching over a bridge are made to break
step, lest their united, persistent and
uniform steps should happen to coincide
with the natural beat of the bridge. If
that happened tremendous forces would
come into play; the amplifying effect of
resonance could quite easily break clOwn
the bridge.

Resonance is a latent force, ready to be
released when conditions are right. The
force is great, but the agent releasing it
may be quite puny. A small band of
soldiers against a whole bridge seems an
uneven match, but give those soldiers
resonance and the bridge collapses.

the bath will overflow-yet the second
push might be no more energetic than the
first-but resonance would have been
added.

So in the ether, a dead level of in-
audibility remains until resonance or, as
we can say, tuning, is brought into play.
With tuning we can lift from this inaudible
level a signal made strong enough by
resonance to operate a wireless amplifier;
and because the increase in the strength
due to resonance is so considerable, we do
not hear signals except those tuned.

We ought not to hear other signals and
would not if our apparatus were perfect.
But waves are now so close together that

--AERIAL

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

VARIABLE

EARTH
CONDENSER

-AERIAL

COIL

EARTH

The simplest possible aerial -tuning circuit in (left) diagram and (right) picture

Many other illustrations could be given;
one more will help to complete the picture.
A pendulum, consisting of a weight on the
end of a freely -suspended string; tap the
pendulum and it will swing away; when
it returns it can be tapped again and be
made to swing even further. Subse-
quently, the very gentlest tap, at the right 
moment, will keep the pendulum swinging,
whereas a tap at the wrong moment, hard
or gentle, will slow down the movement.

The same thing happens in a bath; one
can create a miniature wave by sweeping
the bath sponge through the water. If a
further push is given behind the created
wave it will probably become so big that

when we lift one wave from the " sea " of
the ether, we unavoidably drag up others
-the waves of stations on each side of the
required one.

In fact, unless the tuning apparatus is
really good we get three or four waves in
partial resonance; so we get a glimpse of
the very real chaos that follows without
selective tuning.

Selectivity is the measure of ability of
a tuning circuit to respond to one wave and
only one wave, to the exclusion of all others.
Next week, among other matters, it will be
shown why the simple circuit illustrated is
seldom practicable to -day, although it was
widely used two or three years ago.

NEXT WEEK, No. II-HOW TO TUNE THE SET
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purpose. This concern has had very
many years experience in the manu-
facture of accumulators of all types
for wireless work, and this stand is
sure to attract attention from
amateurs who are on the look out
for accumulators which eminently fill
their needs.

Stand 55. Kolster-Brandes, Ltd.,
Cray Works, Sidcup, Kent.

KolstenBrandes now have an
extraordinarily complete range of
sets and gramophones. A two -valve
all -electric receiver, a new dynamic
speaker and a new type of wavetrap
are lines which will attract particular
interest, while the three- and four -
valve receivers available have so
embracive a range of utility that they
are sure to find great popularity.
The chief model of the range is a
double -turntable radio gramophone,
an ideal instrument for house party
entertainment.

Stand 56. Burndept Wireless (1928),
Ltd., Eastnor House, Blackheath,
S.E.S.

On the stand are to be found re-
ceivers of practically every type
made by this well-known firm. The
range of Burndept speakers available

Stand 59. British General Mfg. Co.,
Ltd., Brockley Works, Brockley, S.E.4.

Here is to be seen a range of British
General parts for set constructors.

Stand 60. Wilkins & Wright, Ltd.,
Utility Works, Holyhead Road, Bir-
mingham.

The Utility range of components
is well known and it is opportune to
mention here only the interesting
new lines which will be on show.
These include the Mite Log Condenser
and the Mite thumb -control con-
denser. New thumb -operated drum
dials are now available, while a
component of considerable interest is
the new anti -capacity switch.

Stand 61. Radio Instruments Ltd.,
Purley Way, Croydon.

The comprehensive range of Radio
Instruments components is such as
to satisfy the need of the most
discriminating set builders and on
the R.I. stand are to be found in an
excellent display a full range of R.I.
parts for every purpose. The range
has been considerably added to
during the past season, and while it
is impossible in the short space
available here to precis the long list
of all the parts available, it may be
mentioned that transformers and

A fine combined receiver and speaker, made
by Varley

STAND Nos. 55-7i
Stand 63. Jackson Bros., 72 St.

Thomas' Street, London Bridge, S.E.I.
J.B. condensers are always well to

the fore in design and for the new
season some very efficient new models
have been introduced which will
prove of great service to the con-
structor. The frame construction of
the popular Universal Log has been
modified and similar slight alterations
have been made in other members of
the range to ensure the greatest
efficiency.

Stand 64. Oldham & Son, Ltd.,
Denton, Manchester.

The "Lively 0" range of
accumulators made by Oldham &
Son, Ltd., is well suited to the needs
of listeners and the design of these
cells is an entirely new idea in the
production of slow discharge accu-
mulators. Oldham batteries can be
obtained in celluloid containers if
desired and the series of unspillable
accumulators should find great favour
with portable set users. Sixteen
different models are available so it
should not be a difficult matter to
find an accumulator in the Oldham
range to suit your receiver,

Stand 65. Junit Mtg. Co., Ltd., 2
Ravenscourt Square, W.6.

Two thirty -volt groups of C.A.V. moulded H.T.
accumulators, supported by handy metal carriers

known valve holders and A. C. valve
sockets will appeal to set builders who
appreciate good design with these
smaller components.

Stand 67. Edison Swan Electric Co.,
Ltd., la Newman Street, W.I.

As is to be expected, Mazda valves
form the outstanding exhibit here.
Battery and mains types will be
shown, including the new Mazda all -
mains pentode and the new Mazda
PzzoA. The new Ediswan re-
ceivers are shown, including the 1931
models of the Ediswan three -valve
battery set, which achieved such
success last season. Interest will
focus on the Ediswan Power Pentode
Three, a receiver which employs the
new Mazda AC/Pen valve in the
last stage. A speaker which on
account of its novel construction and
good reputation is bound to attract
attention is the new permanent
magnet R.K. speaker.

Stand 68. General Electric Co.,
Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.

Some startling new features 01
design are embodied in the new
Gecophone sets for the 1931 season,
and all amateurs should make a
point of seeing the new Osram Music

Jelly electrolyte is used in these new Exide non-sp ill
accumulators, which are i feat f ar portable sets

is very comprehensive and moving -
coil enthusiasts should make a point
of seeing the' latest Burndept job.
Among portable sets the Burndept
suitcase model is well known and
merits detailed inspection.

Stand 57. L. McMichael, Ltd.,
Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks.

There are many portables and in-
door sets in the McMichael range and
a good idea of the number of sets in
the whole range can be gathered on a
visit to this stand. Of outstanding
interest among portables is the
McMichael Super Range Portable
Four, and this will be seen together
with many other models. Portable
set users who are having trouble with
selectivity should see the McMichael
wave trap for portables.

Stand 58. Six -Sixty Radio Co., Ltd.,
17-18 Rathbone Place, W.I.

On this stand will be found a wide
range of Six -Sixty valves, which
should be inspected by all set users.
Some new types have just been intro-
eiu,3,3c1 and the range is now particu-
larly corriplete.

power resistances for every purpose
are to be had. A new R.I.
transformer is the Hypermite, which
has a nickel alloy core and which
will improve the performance of
practically any set. It is a com-
panion to the well-known Hypermu
which has made itself firm friends with
many amateurs. Some interesting
complete receivers are also to be
seen here and these cover the whole
range of set -users' requirements.

Stand 62. Grahani-Amplion, Ltd.,
St. Andrew's Works, Slough, Bucks.

On this stand will be found an ex-
cellent range of Amplion speakers,
including the new cabinet models
which have been produced for the
next season. Set users will be inter-
ested in the new Amplion receivers,
many of which operate from the mains.
Then there is the new Amplion port-
able which has created so much
interest among users of this type of set.

A new line is the Junit eliminator
which will be seen on this stand
together with other members of the
Junit range of components.

Stand 86. Whiteley, Boneham &
Co., Ltd., Nottingham Road, Mans-
field, Notts.

No doubt interest here will centre
on the new W. & H. cabinet loud-
speakers which sell at low figures and
are suitable for practically every
receiver. Amateurs who wish to
make up their own speakers will find
much to interest them in the display
of W. & B. four -pole balanced
armature units and also in the new
cone chassis and stands, available for
fixing in cabinets. The Lodestone
Moving -coil speaker designed by Mr.
W. James and specified in the Wire-
less Magazine is also on show and this
will appeal to the ever-increasing
ranks of moving -coil enthusiasts.
Smaller W. & B. parts, the well -

First at the Exhibition-"A.W.'s" STAND No. 1

Magnet Four, which, though de-
signed on somewhat unconventional
lines, is bound to prove a "winner."
A range of interesting speakers is
also on show.

Stand 69. Telsen Elec. Co., Ltd.,
Miller Street, Birmingham.

Here are to be seen the well-known
Telsen Radiogrand and Ace trans-
formers. These have just been al-
tered in appearance and new moulded
cases are used.

Stand 70. Siemens Bros. & Co.,
Ltd., Caxton House, Westminster,
S.W.I.

This old -established firm of battery
manufacturers is, naturally, display-
ing a wide range of dry -cells and
batteries for every set purpose. The
new Siemens " Full -O -Power " high-
tension batteries have come into
instant popularity, and these form
one of the main features of the
display.

Stand 71. Columbia Gramophone
Co., Ltd., 92 Clerkenwell Road, E.C.1.

The new Columbia Radio gramo-
phone is shown on this stand together
with the well -tried receive/1f of last
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year, the Columbia portable, and the
radio table model. The Columbia
moving -coil speaker is shown, togeth-
er with a new cone speaker selling at
£4 15s. od.

Stand 72. Formo Co., 23 Golden
Square, Piccadilly Circus, London,
W.I.

The components of the Formo
Company are too well known to need
extensive introduction, and it suf-
fices to say that components to
interest every amateur will be found
on this stand. Handy gadgets such
as the Formo illuminated drum dial,
vernier control, midget and differ-
ential condenser and the well-knOwn
Formodensers will interest home
constructors and those out to
improve their receivers.

The Pigmy Four portable

A fine Lotus pedestal -model receiver

Stand 73. Sydney S. Bird & Sons,
Ltd., Cyldon Works, Sarnesfield Road,
Enfield Town, Middlesex.

There are some interesting new
Cyldon condensers to be seen. Air -
dielectric differential condensers are
now available and Cyldon are show-
ing for the first time a new type of
short-wave condenser known as the
Series Gap. Other new ideas are a
slow-motion illuminated drum dial
and a gang condenser built into a cast
chassis.

Stand 74. Whittingham, Smith
and Co., Portadyne Works, Chase
Estate, Park Royal, London, NAN.

The chief exhibit here is the new
edition of the Portadyne suitcase
type receiver. This has four valves
with' one screen -grid stage and sells

- at 22 guineas complete.

Stand 75. Ormond Engineering Co.
Ltd., Ormond House, Rosebery
Avenue, E.C.2.

The Ormond slogan is " High in
Quality, Low in Price," and this is
fully borne out by the interesting

display of components and complete
sets to be found here. Ormonds have
recently introduced some new lines
but old favourites such as the Ormond
Five, a cabinet model receiver, and
the Attache Case Portable will find
firm friends. Naturally, the very
complete range of Ormond condensers
forms one of the chief exhibits, and in
conjunction with these the new
vernier and drum dials will be of

STAND Nos. 72-113
Gadget lovers will, find here a

wealth of small parts which inaprove
the appearance and performance of a
set. Many new lines have been
introduced, adding to the already
comprehensive Bulgin range, and
among these may be mentioned some
new switches, mains plugs and
sockets and numerous small parts
which will interest radio -gramophone
users.

"AMATEUR WIRELESS," FIRST IN RADIO
-FIRST AT THE SHOW. STAND No. 1

interest. Many amateurs are be-
coming enthusiasts for the Ormond
dry H.T. batteries, and these too,
will be found on this stand.

Stands 76 and 108. Graham Parish,
Ltd., Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.

There are some ' interesting new
Graham Farish lines for the 1931 sea-
son. You should not overlook this
opportunity of inspecting the Electro-
ficient pick-up, the new Parvor Stamp
fixed condensers, new L.F. trans-
formers and an improved type of
Microficient variable condenser.

Stand 77. Ultra Elec., Ltd., 661
Harrow Road, N.W.I0.

Here are to be seen the well-known
Ultra Air -chrome speakers which have
so rapidly earned a good name for
themselves and which can be used
with every receiver. This type of
speaker reproduces the low notes
very well and does not cut off the
higher tones to so great an extent as
do some moving coils.

Stand 78. S. G. Brown, Ltd.,
Western Avenue, North Acton, Lon-
don, W.3.

Interest on this stand undoubtedly
centres on the latest Brown receivers,
most of which are table models and
can be obtained either assembled and
tested or as kits of parts for the home
constructor. Another feature is that
most of these receivers can be oper-
ated from either A.C. or D.C. mains.
The ever popular Brown speakers are
exhibited in both the cabinet and
horn types and an old friend is the
Brown " Vee " unit cone and
chassis.

Stand 102. Brownie Wireless,
Nelson Street Works, Mornington
Crescent, London, N.W.1.

The three chief receivers to be seen
on the Brownie stand are the
Dominion Console, the Dominion
Three and the Brownie two-valver.
The two-valver is sold at an extra-
ordinarily low figure complete with
valves, speaker and batteries. The
newcomer is the Dominion Mainset
Two, which at the low price of
4.52 ISS. should make an instant
appeal tb all amateurs who are on
the look -out for a receiver which
operates direct from the mains.

Stand 103. A. F. Bulgin & Co.,
Ltd., 9-11 Cursitor Street, Chancery
Lane, London, E.C.4.

Stand 104. Dyson & Co. (Works),
Ltd., 5 Godwin Street, Bradford.

Godwinex eliminators for A.C. and
D.C. form the chief exhibits here, and
there is also a complete A.C. operated
three-valver in which provision is
made for the use of a gramophone
pick-up. The H.T. and L.T. elimi-
nators employ Westinghouse metal
rectifiers, and all of them comply with
the I.E.E. regulations.

Stand 105. Varley (Oliver Pelf
Control), 103 Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

This concern is doing excellent
work in producing high quality
components to suit every set purpose
and in the wide range of parts of all
kinds to be found on this stand, set
constructors should have no difficulty
in finding just the components they
require for sets for the new season.
Mains users should see the new
range of power transformers, smooth-
ing chokes, potentiometers, power
resistances and so on, while other old
friends such as the Nicore L.F.
transformer will appeal to every user
of a set. Volume controls, rheostats,
potentiometers, anti-mobo units and
new wire -wound resistances are all
sure to attract attention, while the
Varley range of receivers is most
comprehensiVe.

Stand 106. Gambrell Radio Ltd.,
Buckingham House, Buckingham
Street, W.C.

Gambrell Radio Ltd. are exhibit-
ing a complete range of fine three- and
four -valve receivers and a compre-
hensive radio gramophone, the Gans-,
brell Radio Novogram, which oper-
ates either on A.C. or D.C. mains.
A very handy instrument is. the
Gambrell wave -meter which Oper-
ates on a novel principle and simpli-
fies station searching, Gramo-radia
users should see the Novotone.

Stand 107. Automatic Coil Winder
and Elec. Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, S.W.1.

Stand 109. Red Star Radio, Ltd.,
Aston Road, Birmingham.

On the Red Star Stand is to be
found an extensive range of the new
Red Star receivers.

Stand 110. Peto Scott Co., Ltd., 77
City Road, London, E.C.1.

This concern is exhibiting a fall
range of receivers of all the leading

One of the range of Lotu; table -
type sets

A typical
high-tension

Pertrix
battery

makes. Home constructors are
catered for on a large scale by a com-
prehensive display of mains apparatus,
kits of parts, and speakers, cabinets
and batteries of all types.

Stand Ill. Tannoy Products, 1-7
Dalton Street, W. Norwood, S.E.27.

Many new Tannoy mains units
have been introduced during the past
season and these will be seen on this
stand. No valves are used in Tannoy
eliminators, for Westinghouse metal
rectifiers are used for L.T. work and
Tannoy full -wave electrolytic recti-
fiers on the H.T. side.

Stand 112. Ridged Cone Co., York
House, Southampton Row, W.C.

The R.C. indoor aerial forms one of
the features of interest on this stand
where also will be seen some new R.C.
components, including a new type of
microphone,

An Ampllon five -salver, working
from the mains

A popular low -frequency trans-
former, the Igranic

Stand 113. Classic Radio &
Gramophone Co., Ltd, 25 ,Eccleston
Street, S.W.1,

The Ariel Pigmy portable is
a novel transportable receiver which
has made a good name for itself on
account of its high standard in
quality and workmanship ; its popular
price, and its remarkable degree of
selectivity-which nowadays is an
essential in any satisfactory receiver.
The Ariel portable is a five-
valver in which it is claimed that the
I -LT. consumption has been reduced
to a very low figure of 5 milliamps,
thus lowering the cost of upkeep to
a minimum. The set weighs only 22

COMPLETE SHOW GUIDE I

CONTINUED ON
PAGE 32
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TYPES and PRICES.

vpits
Cap.

207L,(Wheairggheto

rate '

Din ens'ons
(in inches) Price

L. W. H.
1

2NS9 2 10 2 lbs 1 .j.si 31 4 1g 12/-

2NS13 2 , 15 2:jibs 21 31 4 L. 14/6

2NS17 2 , 20 3013s 31 3'1 4176 1 6/-

2NS21 2 25 ' 41Ibs 311 31 4171., 18/-

2AN7, 2 30 51114 2k 4 -?,- 7 16/ -

STAND No. 7.
RADIO EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA, Sep. 19th - 27th.

THE ORIGINAL
JelLily Acid

Non-Spinablle Cell
The popularity of the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery is not explained
by the mere fact that -it contains jelly electrolyte-there are other
jelly electrolyte batteries! There are three reasons why the C.AV.
is the most effective non -spillable yet produced.

THE JELLY ACID. Its composition is unknown outside our own laboratories. It
maintains perfect contact with the whole of the plate surfaces, yet allows unrestricted
gassing when on charge. It is chemically pure, and allows maximum conductivity.

THE CONTAINER. Of special construction; contains a baffle plate and moistening
pad, which serves the triple purpose of arresting acid spray during charge, feeding
the electrolyte with moisture to maintain an even consistency, and definitely
confines the jelly to the -plate chamber

`THE PLATES. These have been specially developed to give the utmost possioie
capacity when used with C.A.V. Jelly acid.

THE WHOLE. The C.A.V. is the lightest, cleanest, and most compact non -
spillable on the market. By avoiding cumbersome acid traps, the greatest possible
capacity for bulk is obtained.

Obtainable from our Depots and Battery Agents throughout the country and
from all Radio Dealers.

AND BEST
May we send you copy of our latest Catalogue
giving particulars of all types of C.A.V., H.T. and

L.T Accumulators. Write to Dept. C.4

ACTON. LONDON. VV. 3 .

ALL POSITION
NON -SPILLABLE

Perfect for Portables
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertiser.:
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The Greatest
Achievements

of a

Great Firm
1,8rotun

Grosvenor Moving Coil Receiver
Handsome walnut cabinet. Pitch control fitted. Price,
fitted with 6 volt field coils and high resistance speech
coil, £17. 17. 0. Fitted with permanent magnets and
high resistance speech coil, £20. 0. 0. Energized
direct from A.C. mains, complete with rectifier and
high resistance speech coil . . . £21. 0. 0.

Orotint
Screen Grid 4 Valve Portable Set
In handsome walnut cabinet. Ball -bearing turn-
table, special Brown Movement for Portable Sets,
coils covering all wavelengths. Provision for
connecting to additional speaker and pick - up.
Complete with valves, batteries, unspillable accumu-
lator . . .... £19. 19. 0.

NEW
Speakers

100 % BRITISH

r
4,... I

NEWw n- , Receivers
l!,t

THROUGHOUT

Jrotun
Austral Loud Speaker
Placed on market for first time after an
overwhelming success in Australia. An
unusually good loudspeaker for the
price. Dimensions: 122" high, 111"
wide, 4" deep. Supplied in oak only.
Price . . . 12. 10. 0.

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA(Nn)

1,..A-9.11. MIS

STAND 78

S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western
Avenue, N. Acton, London, W.3.

Ti3rothrt
Royal Loud Speaker
Cabinet designed to avoid box reson-
ance common to a number of speakers.
Gives remarkably clear reproduction.
Fitted with the famous Brown " Vee"
Movement and Duplex diaphragm.
Price, mahogany only . £12. 10. 0.

5967

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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lb. and so will appeal to set users
who, not being motorists, have to
consider lightness of weight.

Stand 114. Selectors Ltd., 206
Bedford Avenue, Trading Estate,
Slough, Bucks.

Selectors Ltd. manufacture two
battery -operated sets, two all -mains
models, and one combined radio
gramophone, while a new addition to
the family is an attache receiver
selling at a modest figure. In this
newcomer the well -tried and proved
Selector screen -grid circuit is em-
ployed, which is very simple to
control and exceedingly efficient.
The father of the family is the
Selector -Vox, a radio gramophone
working entirely from the mains and
housed in a most attractive veneered
walnut cabinet.

Stand 115. Benjamin Electric Ltd.
Brentwood Works, Tariff Road,
Tottenham, London, N.

The chief feature of this exhibit is a
new rotary switch which should make
a great appeal to home constructors
on account of its efficiency and ease of
fitting. Other Benjamin specialities
are also on show.

Stand 116. F. W. Smurthwaite,
15a Onslow Gardens, Wallington,
Surrey.

This concern is well known as
actual manufacturers of speaker units.
A number of separate units are shown
here, together with some very attrac-
tive cabinet jobs.

Stand 117. Rees Mace Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., 39a Welbeck
Street, W.I.

The Gnome portable set which has
proved to be so successful during the
past season has been carefully
revised and improvements have been
effected in the circuit and con-
struction and design. The 1931
Gnome receiver is now a very high
performance screen -grid four-valver
housed in a hide suitcase.

Stand 118. Wingrove & Rogers,
Ltd., 188 Strand, W.C.2.

Our old friend the Polar Bear has
won a name for himself by reason of
the excellence of the Polar Ideal
range of condensers. These form the
feature of major interest on the Polar
stand, and every builder of a set or
every user of a set who has reason to
be dissatisfied with the existing
condensers will find condenser pro-
blems solved by Polar. Other Polar
parts include useful H.F. chokes,
coil units and fixed potentiometers,
while on this stand also will be found
the D.P. Kathanode batteries for
both H.T. and L.T. work.

Stand 119. Falk, Stadelmann &
Co., Ltd., 83 - 93 Farringdon Road,
E.C.1.

Radio apparatus to interest every-
body is found on this stand, including
the well - known Efescaphone com-
plete set for battery or all -mains

A useful new Stratton
component

A four -gang Colvern condenser

STAND Nos. 114-134

fhe Hustler Double -Two receiver

Handy Lectro-Linx plugs

operation, and also a new self-
contained portable which incor-
porates a very efficient screen -grid
circuit. Mains users should make a
point of seeing the Efesca H.T.
eliminators for A.C. and D.C.

Stand 121. Burne-Jones & Co.,
Ltd., 296 Borough High Street, S.E.t.

On this stand will be found an
interesting range of components and
complete receivers. Some newcomers
in the way of smaller parts are
ganging switches, wire -wound poten-

the leader of the range, and it is
interesting to note that this is fitted
with a Celestion speaker and Hellesen
H.T. batteries. In every set in the
H.S.P. range a successful attempt has
been made to cut down the H.T.
consumption to the lowest limit and
the average consumption is 9 milli -
amps.

Stand 123. Universal Gramophone
and Radio Co., Ltd., Ryland Road,
Kentish Town, N.W.5.

Stand 124. S. A. Lamplugh,

A set of Stratton short-wave coils Lseful plugs and sockets by Lectro-Linx

tiometers, neutralising condensers,
spaghetti wire -wound resistance and
a new gramophone pick-up.

Stand 122. H. S P. Wireless Co.,
Langford Works, Weston -super -Mare.

This concern specialises in the

King's Road, Tyseley, Birmingham.
The most interesting exhibit on

the Lamplugh stand is the new
inductor dynamic speaker which has
recently been introduced and of which
S. A. Lamplugh were the first

"AW." THE FIRST IN THE SHOW
manufacture of excellent portable
sets, and a complete range of suitcase
receivers and table models will be
found here. The H.S.P. Supertwin
two screen -grid portable receiver is

licencees in this country. This new
speaker is available in three models,
one a chassis which costs £3 los., a
standard cabinet model at £5 los.,
and a special de luxe cabinet model at

£6 los. Both of these cabinets car.
be supplied in oak or mahogany.
This concern also makes most
satisfactory mains- and battery -
operated receivers. Mains users will
be particularly interested in a new
Lamplugh line, an all -mains A.C.
power unit.

Stand 125. Sheffield Magnet Co.,
116, Broad Lane, Sheffield.

This concern has for a long time
specialised in the construction of the
component parts of speakers and
speaker units, and here will be found
interesting triple -diaphragm speakers,
and new moving -coil and balanced -
armature -type units, together with
some handsome complete cabinet jobs.

Stand 126. Radio Gramophone De-
velopment Co., 72 Moor Street, Birm-
ingham.

Stand 127. Syvex, Ltd., 144 Theo-
balds Road, W.C.1.

Stand 128. T. de la Rue & Co., 90
Shernhall Street, Walthamstow, E.17.

Stand 129. Swift Levick & Sons,
Ltd., Clarence Steel Works, Sheffield.

This concern is exhibiting perma-
nent magnets for speakers of all
types. These are cast, bent or
stamped in cobalt and tungsten
steels.

Stand 130. A. M. E. Sherwood,
56 Hatton Garden, E.C.t.

Stand 131. Lectro-Linz, Ltd., 254
Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1.

The name Clix has for a long time
been synonymous with good con-
nections, and there are now Clix
plugs and sockets and similar
connectors which should find exten-
sive use. Among the new lines
introduced are paralleling plugs and
Power sockets with safety bushes.

Stand 132. W. & T. Lock, Ltd.,
St. Peters Works, Bath.

Every set needs a cabinet and so
every set user will be interested in the
well -made jobs of W. & T. Lock. A
complete range of Kabilok cabinets
is on show including the familiar
American pattern cabinets in panel
sizes ranging from 12 ins. by 7 ins. up
to at ins. by 7 ins. Among the many
new designs and popular -priced
cabinets on show will be radic
gramophone cabinets and pedestal
cabinets for sets and speakers
combined. A feature of the new
Lock speaker cabinet is the provision
of a substantial baffle board.

Stand 133. A. H. Hunt, Ltd.,
H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road, Croy-
don.

This stand is a comfortable
meeting place for the many trade and
wholesale friends of this old estab-
lished concern.

Stand 134. Belling & Lee, Ltd.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End,
Middlesex.

Belling-I.ee terminals, indicators,
wander plugs and connectors of all
kinds arc shown on this stand, and
set users who have any doubt as tc

The Tannoy eliminator for
portables

A well-known
portable, the Columbia

The Cromwell moving -coil
speaker

The H.S.P. five-va?ve
portable
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the efficiency of their terminals and
connectors should see how, by the
fitting of Belling -Lee parts, such
troubles may be avoided. A new
idea is the set of Belling -Lee radio
legs which make a pedestal model of
any table -type receiver.

Stand 135. Lithanode Co., Ltd.,
190 Queens Road, Battersea, S.W.

Battery users will find much to
interest them here, and a prominent
feature on the stand is a new non -
spillable device which is fitted to most

The Rolls suitcase portable

of the popular Lithanode models.
The great advantage is that it is now
possible to raise the acid level in
unspillable accumulators to as much
as I in. above the plates.

Stand 136, J. R. Wireless Co., 68
Rosebery Avenue, E.C.

Stand 137. Bakers Selhurst Radio,
89 Selhurst Road, London, S.E.25.

Moving -coil enthusiasts should see
the new permanent -magnet type of
moving -coil speaker, for this concern
has over a long period specialised in
permanent -magnet moving -coils. A
model suitable for use with a pentode
valve is available and one has a linen
diaphragm. Standard types of mov-
ing -coil speaker are also to be seen.

Stand 138. Jewel Pen Co., Ltd.,
21 -22 Gt. Sutton Street, E.C.1.

Aerial lead-in tubes, permanent
crystal detectors, coil holders, knobs
and efficient panel -mounting switches
are shown on this stand. The Jewel
Pen Co. have an embracing range of
small parts for the home constructor,
and anyone who is contemplating
building up a receiver should see this
stand, for here it is likely that they
twill find some small part which will
greatly facilitate construction.

Stand 139. Donotone (Regd.) Loud.
speaker, 40 Furnival Street, E.C.4.

The Donotone loud -speaker oper-
ates on a novel principle and there are
many types of speaker available to
match up with the cabinet work of a
receiver and the furnishing style of a
room.

Stand 140. Carrington Mfg. Co.,
Ltd., 24 Hatton Garden, London,
E.C.1.

During the past season many inter-
esting new Cameo models have been
introduced and these are to be seen
together with many old favourites.
Gramo-radio users should make a
point of seeing some of the new
gramophone cabinets.

Stand 141. Harlie Bros. (Edmonton)
Ltd., Balham Road, Lower Edmonton,
N.9.

There are many interesting com-

ponents for the radio -gramophone
user on this stand, including the
Harlie Volustat, electric gramophone
motor and pick-up. The electric
gramophone drive incorporates seve-
ral novel features, and, if desired, the
motor can be obtained as a complete
unit with pick-up and automatic
stop. Harlie Bros. are well-known
manufacturers of moving -coil spea-
kers. There are many types of
speaker available for working off the
L.T. accumulator or from the mains
supply

Stand 142. Johnson & Bolsom,
Ltd., Carlisle Works, Carlisle Street,
S.E.I. (Sole Concessionnaires; Harris
Williams Manufacturers, Ltd., 5 New
Zealand Avenue, Barbican, E.C.1.) ,

A novel set to be seen here is the
Servis suitcase portable five, which is
fitted with a Sixty -sixty speaker and
a non -spill accumulator. The Servis
five, which has an extraordinarily
complete specification, sells at the low
figure of £7 19s.. 6d., while the Servis
three-valver costs £5 roe. 6d.

Stand 143. Montague Radio Inven-
tions and Development Co., Ltd.,
117-119 Regent Street, W.I.

In the 1931 edition of the Beet-
hoven Q.C.R. portable the Montague
Quasi -constant reaction circuit is em-
ployed, which greatly simplifies tun-
ing. Other sets on view are the
Beethoven twin -screen-grid attache
case portable, the Minor attache case
portable and the Beethoven self -
tuning portable.

Stand 144. Halcyon Wireless Co.,
Ltd., 27a Pembridge Villas, Notting
Hill Gate, W.11.

Halcyon are marketing a number
of transportable and portable sets

STAND Nos.135-212
condensers and here are to be seen
condensers of paper and mica
dielectric, including the new high
voltage mains condensers and non -
inductive condensers for H.F. cir-
cuits. In addition, there are several
new types of electrolytic condensers,
which are available in working
voltages of 12, 4o and too.

Stand 201. Manufacturers Access-
ories Co. (1928), Ltd., 82 Gt. Eastern
Street, E.C.

Stand 202. The Gripso Co., 32
Victoria Street, S.W.I.

The Gripso Co. have many novel
terminals, switches, wander plugs,
clips and similar small parts which
will interest every user of a set.
Three new indicating switches have
been introduced which have a very
clear on -off indication and which can
carry a very heavy current.

Stand 203. Epoch Radio Manu-
facturing Co., 3 Farringdon Avenue,
E.C.

This Company has specialised in
the manufacture of moving -coil
speakers and there is a wide range of
these instruments on view. Sepa-
rate units are available and there is
also a great variety of moving -coil
speakers in cabinets at prices front ,
£5 19s. 6d. to £3o. A novel idea is
that most of these models are
available in a variety of inter-
changeable diaphragms to match up
with the tone output of a receiver,
with or without output trans-
formers.

Stand 204. Redferns Rubber
Works, Ltd., Dawson Street, Hyde,
Cheshire.

Knowing that it is important to
work with the very best insulating
materials, discriminating home con -

THE EXHIBItION StT DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE
IS ON VIEW ON OUR STAND No. 1

and all -mains radio gramophones.
One of the range which is bound to
make a great appeal is the Halcyon
super screen -grid four-valver, which
is fitted with an Air -chrome speaker
and Hellesen H.T. batteries. The
Halcyon Grandola operates on the
mains either on A.C. or D.C.

Stand 145. Telegraph Condenser
Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road, North
Acton, W.3.

This stand is the "home" of fixed

structors will find much to interest
them at this stand. Ebonart panels
in black and mahogany finishes,
Bulwark panels and the well-known
Redfern low -loss coil formers, choke
formers and lead-in tubes are on
show. There are many interesting
uses to which moulded rubber can
be put, and among these are the
battery boxes, accumulator trays
and loud -speaker mats, which can be
seen here.

The Varley mains transformer-one of a
large range

One of the range
of Trlotron

valves

Stand 205. Clark & Moir, Ltd., 34
Marsh Street, Bristol.

Stand 206. Beaver Electrical
Supply Co., 5 Great Chapel Street,
Oxford Street, London, W.I.

The Corona five -valve portable set
is to be seen here, together with a
wide selection of Elite tuning coils
and H.F. chokes. The H.F. chokes
are obtainable in several types to
suit various circuits.

Stand 207. Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.,
4 Fountayne Road, Tottenham, N.15.

Speakers form part of the exhibit
on this stand, and the two types

The new Polar disc -control for
condensers

shown will include the four -pole
speaker complete with a cabinet and
a slightly smaller two -pole speaker
also housed in a well -made mahogany
finished cabinet. Two complete
receivers are exhibited, together with
the well-known Loewe Multiple
valves and valve holders.

Stand 208. Danipad Rubber Co.,
Ltd., 5-7, Market Street, Finsbury;
E.C.2.

Stand 209. Concordia Electric Wire
Co., Ltd., 81 Milton Street, London;
E.C.2.

Stand 210. John S. Downing & Sons;
Ltd., Crown Works, Commercial
Street, Birmingham.

Some very useful pedestal cabinets
and cabinets for speakers and table-'
type receivers are exhibited by this
concern. These cabinets are all made
of well -seasoned timber and are
thoroughly high-class jobs. Practi-
cally every make and design of
receiver can be accommodated in one
of these cabinets.

Stand 211. H. Clarke & Co. (Man-
chester), Ltd., Atlas Works, Eastnor
Street, Old Trafford, Manchester.

Atlas eliminators for A.C. and D.C.
working are to be seen here and a new
easy payment system has been intro-
duced whereby it is possible to obtain
Atlas apparatus for a small initial
payment and subsequent monthly
instalments. There is a complete
range of eliminators suitable for the
current supply needs of practically
every set. The new model A.C. 188
eliminator should be inspected.

This eliminator is a new Atlas pro,
duct incorporating a trickle charger so
:that the accumulator in the set may
be charged from the mains, and also
having two voltage -variation controls.
Those desirous of working their sets
from the mains should make a point
of seeing this new model.

Stand 212. Mayfair Enterprises,
Ltd., 5, Cork Street, London, W.I.

COMPLETE SHOW GUIDE
CONTINUED ON
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A Weekly Programme Criticism-By SYDNEY A. MOSELEY.

BREAKDOWNS

ARTISTES AND PUBLICITY

HOTEL ORCHESTRAS

TWO points-brief, but important.
Listening to a foreign station the

other night, there was a sudden break-
down, and after a lengthy period came the
explanation : "Sorry; there was a break-
down, but our line is now repaired." That
sounded strange to my ears, and must have
sounded strange to listeners generally who
have had such a wonderful spell of uninter-
rupted transmissions from the B.B.C.
Shall we put it down that Noel Ashbridge,
now chief engineer of the B.B.C., is excep-
tionally lucky, or that technically there
has been a good deal of improvement of
late ?

One sees everywhere artistes on the
variety stage billed in connection with the
B.B.C. Artistes who broadcast are, I sup-
pose, justified in referring to themselves
as B.B.C. artistes, but what arrangement
has Jack Payne with the B.B.C. to warrant
such use of the B.B.C.'s name? It seems
to me rather unfair to other artistes and
once more raises the point of private enter-
prise against public ownership.

Once upon a time it was one of my
special pet pleasures over the wireless
week -end to listen to the light orchestras
relayed from big hotels, particularly the
Carlton Hotel. These Saturday lunch-
hour concerts were very popular. Now,
for one of those mysterious reasons which
the Wise Guys of Savoy Hill never divulge,
the Carlton and other hotel bands have
been replaced by a "Grand Orchestra"
-whatever that may mean-from a
"theatre" in Hammersmith. I used to
live in Hammersmith, but I confess
I do not know the theatre.

If it is one of the new posh
cinemas, then I can understand the
very appropriate music which the
" Grand Orchestra " dispenses to its
own numerous clients; but why on
earth music which is applicable to
Hammersmith cinema fans should
be dispensed to millions of listeners
I do not understand. "A Hunt in
the Black Forest" and other de-
scriptive pieces so beloved on the
seaside piers comes very strangely
after the better sort of light music
with which we were once regaled.
Please understand I do not dis-

parage this "Grand Orchestra" in its work
of entertaining cinema audiences; but,
since most of us like the best of anything
that is procurable, I am sorry to miss the
Carlton concerts-that's all.

Elsie Cochran's voice is appealing, and
I thoroughly enjoyed listening to her
singing the other afternoon. Certainly the
B.B.C. does not want for good vocalists.

I am moving from the Fssex coast to
a part of London which is strange to me,

 and I am wondering whether my excellent
foreign receptions will continue.

Making the most of the last few days in
my old home, I got Rome again and heard
a wonderful rendering of Carmen. Only
the week previously I had seen this opera
in Berlin and loved every note of it. The
Rome transmission brought home to me
the blessings of wireless once more. I do
not agree that wireless is a bad second to
the real thing. It is an excellent substitute.V

And in this connection, why can't we
have more popular operas from the
National programme ? My only complaint
with these foreign stations is that they,
keep one up too late, and I had to shut off
the last act of Carmen in case the sound
disturbed other people.

Looking up an old programme, by the
bye, I found that La Traviata was being
given from the London station. Why not
give it again ?

The programme the other day from the

An Impression of Robert Loraine

OPERA TRANSMISSIONS

A "PROMS" SUCCESS

FILM CRITICISM

Midlands giving excerpts of no fewer than
nine operas (with a tenor and contralto and
with the Midland Wireless Augmented
Orchestra) was a good idea; but still I say
they ought to try the whole of one popular
opera.

Cyril Smith, the young and talented
pianist, achieved a distinct success at his
first Promenade Concert. He had a very -
good reception and quite a favourable
Press. Since I had the satisfaction of
engaging him some time ago as the tele-
vision pianist, I was naturally pleased at
his success, and congratulate him.

I do not imagine that we have heard thb
last of the extraordinary muddle in hand-
ling the question of the B.B.C. film criticism.
It is well-nigh inexplicable. If Mr. Whitley,
the new- chairman, really means to get
down to business he should institute an
inquiry into this matter at once. Many
of the charges one hears in the club about
alleged "Russian propaganda," of mem-
bers of the B.B.C. being allowed to com-
pete for this important post under pseu-
donyms, of feminine influence, may have
little foundation in fact, but all call for
strict investigation.

From my own standpoint, I can state
this definitely : Those who had the hand-
ling of this important matter certainly did
not know what was wanted, and if other
parts of the programme are chosen with
such a complete lack of intelligence, then
one can understand the growing dissatis-
faction of many thousands of listeners all

over the country.

One of the finest singers I have
heard recently is Arthur Fear,
whose aria from The Flying Dutch-
man was rendered exquisitely. A
voice of perfect range, a clear
enunciation, too per cent. control
of voice, and expression-what
more can I say ?

The new 16 - kw broadcasting
transmitter which is now under
construction at Wilno (Poland)
will take over the wavelength now
used by Cracow. namely 312. Em.
(959 kc).
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N O matter what your present receiver
may be, there are many good

reasons why you should consider rebuilding
it to the de-
sign of this
new set !

Perhaps
this seems a
rather sur-
prising state-
ment, but there are good proofs. This
set is a three-valver arranged on straight-
forward lines and at first acquaintance you
may not see that it differs very much from
your present receiver, particularly if this is
one of the many other three-valvers which
have sprung into popularity.

CHEAP
TO BUILD

A PARTICULARLY SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT RECEIVER WITH SCREEN -GRID, DETECTOR AND L.F. STAGES
The plain fact is that here for the new

1931 season the " A.W." Technical Staff
has produced something that
really is different and which is
an improvement upon the sets
of last year, and of previous
years.

Points of Design
Readers will be surprised to

know of the difficulties that arise
in the design of a new set.

One might start out fired with
ambition to produce a super -

range receiver having five
valves, and perhaps two
screen -grid H.F. stages.
Well, that is all right as
an ambition, but it would

In the " A.W.' Exhibition 3"
a great feature has 1 een made

of simplicity

-00002-0002
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In this circuit you can see the connections for the screen -grid valve, the
leaky -grid detector and the transformer -coupled power valve. Note the
way in which the gramo-radio jack is connected in the circuit. When the
pick-up plug is inserted, the detector valve acts as the first low -frequency
amplifier. The volume control connections can be seen, and it should be
hotel that this way of connecting a volume control does not introduce

distortion

Or you might go to the other extreme
and say : " We will have simplicity above
everything else. We will have a simple
two-valver which everybody can build and
tune. Of course, it will not have `super'
range but . . ." The obvious result would
be that there would be a crowd of com-
plaints from the other side of the crowd of
radio listeners, the people who are
"DX-ers" and who will not look at a set
which does not bring in all the favourite
standby foreign stations such as Rome, Mi-
lan, Turin, Toulouse, Cologne and so on. Of
course, some two-valvers are very good-a
fine new one will be described next week
-but two-valvers have their limits as
station -getters.

It is very difficult to steer a middle
course and to bring out a set which is
simple to tune and yet which "bags"

Compare this plan view with the blueprint overleaf

raise a whole
crowd of corn -
plaints from
people who
might be mis-
led in building
it up, and who
would find that
it is too big
for their needs;and they
would be un-
able to oper-
ate it.

foreigners, is cheap to construct yet is not '-
skimped, and is as equally capable of
receiving alternative B.B.C. programmes
as it is of tripping nightly to the European
capitals.

A three-valver will do this provided-
and it is a very big " provided "-that i
has the right design. Design is a 1ittl
word with a big meaning, and meaning
perhaps months of test trial and error
behind it.

Maybe you have a three-valver at present,
with which you are not over pleased. You
are doubtful, perhaps, as to whether it is

We are not making an exaggerated
claim when we say that you can build t.iis
set and have it working-and properly,

too - in one
evening, with
only the
usual set -
construct i o n
tools.

Another
detail contributing towards the sim-
plicity is the fact that here plug-in coils
are used. This may seem something of a
heresy, for during the past two seasons the

EAS Y
TO WORK

COMPONENTS FOR THE "'A.W.'EXHIBITION 3 "
Panel, 16 in. by 8 in. by 1 in. (Becol, Lissen,

Trolitax, Resiston).
I5 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat (Lissen, Igranie,

Varley, Wearite, R.I.).
Pick-up Jack (Lotus, type No. 2, Igranic).
Plug (Lotus, Igranie).
120,000 -ohm variable resistance (Regentone,

Atlas, Lissen, R.I.).
Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (J.B., Lissen,

Dubilier, Lotus, Burton, Formo, Polar, Ready
Radio).

.0001-mfd. reaction condenser (Bulgin, J. B.,
Lissen, Dubilier, Lotus, Telsen, Burton, Formo.)

On -off switch (Junit, Lotus, Bulgin, Trix, Lissen).
Single coil -holder (Lotus, Lissen).
Double coil -holder (Wearite).
Two valve holders (Burton, Lissen, Lotus, Telsen,

Formo, Brownie, W.B., Junit).
Horizontal S.G. valve -holder (H. & B., Parex,

Junit, W.B.).
High -frequency choke (Watmel D.X.3, Lissen,

Varley, Telsen, Lewcos, Tunewell, Igranic, Bulgin,
R.I., Ready Radio).

High -frequency choke (Lissen, Varley, Telsen,
Lewcos, Tunewell, Igranie, Bulgin, R.I., Ready
Radio).

Three .0002-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen, T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Atlas New Type, Graham-Farish, Watmel).

2-megohm grid -leak (Lissen, Ediswan, Dubilier,
Graham-Farish,

worth the trouble of rebuilding this to con-
form to our new specification.

Or perhaps you have a four-valver
which is suffering from some inherent fault
in design; you are dissatisfied with it and
you are wondering whether it is not worth
while doing away with one of the stages
and concentrating everything on making the
hree valves as efficient as possible. Four -

valuers are .good, but a four -stager which
is out of sorts is far worse and more tricky
to handle than a three-valver in tip-top
condition.

In introducing this new set we ask you
to note that it is probably the simplest
three -valuer that has ever been described in
any journal.

The reason for this is that the simplest
system of wiring is used-that in which
all the leads are held down by terminals,
and no soldering is necessary. This is
known as the point-to-point system, and,
while it is not suitable for every receiver
(some short -wavers, for instance), it is just
the thing for an easy -to -build broadcast
set.

With the point-to-point system you
don't have to bother about soldering or
the careful shaping of rigid wire. With a
pair of wire -cutting pliers, or even an old

A close-up of the simple
aerial tuning arrange-
ments. Note that a

in coil is used
pair of scissors, you just cut the bare wire
to the required lengths, slip it through
pieces of insulated tubing, and clamp down
the ends underneath terminals. What
could be simpler?

Grid -leak holder (Lissen, Bulgin, Dubilier).
Low -frequency transformer 5-1 (Telsen, Radio-

grand,Lissen,Ferranti, Igranie, Varley, R.I., Lewcos).
1-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C.,

Hydra).
Two terminal blocks (Junit, Lissen).
Aluminium screen (Ready Radio, Wearite, H. and

B., Parex).
Four terminals marked ; L.S.-, L.S.+, A, E

(Belling -Lee, type B, Clix, Eelex, Igranie).
Pre-set condenser, maximum capacity .0002

(Lewcos, Ormond, Lissen, Forme).
Two vernier dials (Igranie Major, Brownie,

Formo).
Six wander plugs marked ; H.T.-, H.T. ' 1,

H.T.+2, 3, G.B.+ 1, G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee,
Clix, Eelex, Igranie).

Two spade tags marked ; L.T.-- (Belling -
Lee, Clix, Eelex, Igranic).

Four double tapped coils, 2-200's, 2-60's (Atlas,
Tunewell, Lissen, Igranic, Lewcos).

Plug-in coils Nos. 60 and 100 (Atlas, Tunewell,
Lissen, Igranie, Lewcos).

Length tinned copper wire for wiring (Lewcos).
Rubber covered flex (Leweoflex).
Cabinet and baseboard (t larlon).
Panel Brackets (Ready Radio, Bulgin, Cameo).
Grid -bias battery clip (Bulgin).
Lengths Systoflex sleeving.

Point-to-point wiring which combines simplicity with efficiency has
been employed
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N O matter what your present receiver
may be, there are many good

reasons why you should consider rebuilding
it to the de-
sign of this
new set !

Perhaps
this seems a
rather sur-
prising state-
ment, but there are good proofs. This
set is a three-valver arranged on straight-
forward lines and at first acquaintance you
may not see that it differs very much from
your present receiver, particularly if this is
one of the many other three-valvers which
have sprung into popularity.

CHEAP
TO BUILD

A PARTICULARLY SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT RECEIVER WITH SCREEN -GRID, DETECTOR AND L.F. STAGES
The plain fact is that here for the new

1931 season the " A.W." Technical Staff
has produced something that
really is different and which is
an improvement upon the sets
of last year, and of previous
years.

Points of Design
Readers will be surprised to

know of the difficulties that arise
in the design of a new set.

One might start out fired with
ambition to produce a super -

range receiver having five
valves, and perhaps two
screen -grid H.F. stages.
Well, that is all right as
an ambition, but it would

In the " A.W.' Exhibition 3"
a great feature has 1 een made

of simplicity
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In this circuit you can see the connections for the screen -grid valve, the
leaky -grid detector and the transformer -coupled power valve. Note the
way in which the gramo-radio jack is connected in the circuit. When the
pick-up plug is inserted, the detector valve acts as the first low -frequency
amplifier. The volume control connections can be seen, and it should be
hotel that this way of connecting a volume control does not introduce

distortion

Or you might go to the other extreme
and say : " We will have simplicity above
everything else. We will have a simple
two-valver which everybody can build and
tune. Of course, it will not have `super'
range but . . ." The obvious result would
be that there would be a crowd of com-
plaints from the other side of the crowd of
radio listeners, the people who are
"DX-ers" and who will not look at a set
which does not bring in all the favourite
standby foreign stations such as Rome, Mi-
lan, Turin, Toulouse, Cologne and so on. Of
course, some two-valvers are very good-a
fine new one will be described next week
-but two-valvers have their limits as
station -getters.

It is very difficult to steer a middle
course and to bring out a set which is
simple to tune and yet which "bags"

Compare this plan view with the blueprint overleaf

raise a whole
crowd of corn -
plaints from
people who
might be mis-
led in building
it up, and who
would find that
it is too big
for their needs;and they
would be un-
able to oper-
ate it.

foreigners, is cheap to construct yet is not '-
skimped, and is as equally capable of
receiving alternative B.B.C. programmes
as it is of tripping nightly to the European
capitals.

A three-valver will do this provided-
and it is a very big " provided "-that i
has the right design. Design is a 1ittl
word with a big meaning, and meaning
perhaps months of test trial and error
behind it.

Maybe you have a three-valver at present,
with which you are not over pleased. You
are doubtful, perhaps, as to whether it is

We are not making an exaggerated
claim when we say that you can build t.iis
set and have it working-and properly,

too - in one
evening, with
only the
usual set -
construct i o n
tools.

Another
detail contributing towards the sim-
plicity is the fact that here plug-in coils
are used. This may seem something of a
heresy, for during the past two seasons the

EAS Y
TO WORK

COMPONENTS FOR THE "'A.W.'EXHIBITION 3 "
Panel, 16 in. by 8 in. by 1 in. (Becol, Lissen,

Trolitax, Resiston).
I5 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat (Lissen, Igranie,

Varley, Wearite, R.I.).
Pick-up Jack (Lotus, type No. 2, Igranic).
Plug (Lotus, Igranie).
120,000 -ohm variable resistance (Regentone,

Atlas, Lissen, R.I.).
Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (J.B., Lissen,

Dubilier, Lotus, Burton, Formo, Polar, Ready
Radio).

.0001-mfd. reaction condenser (Bulgin, J. B.,
Lissen, Dubilier, Lotus, Telsen, Burton, Formo.)

On -off switch (Junit, Lotus, Bulgin, Trix, Lissen).
Single coil -holder (Lotus, Lissen).
Double coil -holder (Wearite).
Two valve holders (Burton, Lissen, Lotus, Telsen,

Formo, Brownie, W.B., Junit).
Horizontal S.G. valve -holder (H. & B., Parex,

Junit, W.B.).
High -frequency choke (Watmel D.X.3, Lissen,

Varley, Telsen, Lewcos, Tunewell, Igranic, Bulgin,
R.I., Ready Radio).

High -frequency choke (Lissen, Varley, Telsen,
Lewcos, Tunewell, Igranie, Bulgin, R.I., Ready
Radio).

Three .0002-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen, T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Atlas New Type, Graham-Farish, Watmel).

2-megohm grid -leak (Lissen, Ediswan, Dubilier,
Graham-Farish,

worth the trouble of rebuilding this to con-
form to our new specification.

Or perhaps you have a four-valver
which is suffering from some inherent fault
in design; you are dissatisfied with it and
you are wondering whether it is not worth
while doing away with one of the stages
and concentrating everything on making the
hree valves as efficient as possible. Four -

valuers are .good, but a four -stager which
is out of sorts is far worse and more tricky
to handle than a three-valver in tip-top
condition.

In introducing this new set we ask you
to note that it is probably the simplest
three -valuer that has ever been described in
any journal.

The reason for this is that the simplest
system of wiring is used-that in which
all the leads are held down by terminals,
and no soldering is necessary. This is
known as the point-to-point system, and,
while it is not suitable for every receiver
(some short -wavers, for instance), it is just
the thing for an easy -to -build broadcast
set.

With the point-to-point system you
don't have to bother about soldering or
the careful shaping of rigid wire. With a
pair of wire -cutting pliers, or even an old

A close-up of the simple
aerial tuning arrange-
ments. Note that a

in coil is used
pair of scissors, you just cut the bare wire
to the required lengths, slip it through
pieces of insulated tubing, and clamp down
the ends underneath terminals. What
could be simpler?

Grid -leak holder (Lissen, Bulgin, Dubilier).
Low -frequency transformer 5-1 (Telsen, Radio-

grand,Lissen,Ferranti, Igranie, Varley, R.I., Lewcos).
1-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C.,

Hydra).
Two terminal blocks (Junit, Lissen).
Aluminium screen (Ready Radio, Wearite, H. and

B., Parex).
Four terminals marked ; L.S.-, L.S.+, A, E

(Belling -Lee, type B, Clix, Eelex, Igranie).
Pre-set condenser, maximum capacity .0002

(Lewcos, Ormond, Lissen, Forme).
Two vernier dials (Igranie Major, Brownie,

Formo).
Six wander plugs marked ; H.T.-, H.T. ' 1,

H.T.+2, 3, G.B.+ 1, G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee,
Clix, Eelex, Igranie).

Two spade tags marked ; L.T.-- (Belling -
Lee, Clix, Eelex, Igranic).

Four double tapped coils, 2-200's, 2-60's (Atlas,
Tunewell, Lissen, Igranic, Lewcos).

Plug-in coils Nos. 60 and 100 (Atlas, Tunewell,
Lissen, Igranie, Lewcos).

Length tinned copper wire for wiring (Lewcos).
Rubber covered flex (Leweoflex).
Cabinet and baseboard (t larlon).
Panel Brackets (Ready Radio, Bulgin, Cameo).
Grid -bias battery clip (Bulgin).
Lengths Systoflex sleeving.

Point-to-point wiring which combines simplicity with efficiency has
been employed
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"THE `A.W.' EXHIBITION 3 " (Continued from preceding page)

policy has been to advise tnose in trouble
with the tuning of their sets to substitute
dual -range coils in place of plug-in coils in
moving holders.

Now why we are going back to plug-in
coils is just that with new circuits plug-in
coils are very convenient in use, and one
does not use moving coil holders these days,
for variable coupling is obtained by cap-
acity : it was in the moving holders that
most plug-in coil troubles originated. And
plug-in coils are cheap.

The only "disadvantage," if such it can
be called, of three separate plug-in coils, as
are used in this set, is that these have to be
changed to receive on the long waves.
This is not so inconvenient as it may
appear to be.

Coil Changing
The amount of dual -range listening is

steadily decreasing. There are people in
some part of the country who can receive
nothing but 5XX; so their sets are per-
manently switched to the long waves.
Also there are thousands-perhaps a
million-who live in crowded areas and
who can receive so many alternative pro-
grammes between 250 and Soo metres that
they never bother to listen to 5XX or
Radio Paris.

Plug-in coils therefore cater for the needs
of those who do not necessarily want con-
stantly to be changing from one waveband
to another, but who want to explore to the
full the advantages of each; and in any case
it is only the matter of a minute to change
all three coils if the other waveband is
needed.

The Circuit
And now for a more critical examination

of the set itself. It is, of course, a three-
valver having a screen -grid high-frequenc34,
valve, a detector and a final low -frequency
power valve. No "frills" are added ,to the
circuit to make it more complicated with-
out added efficiency.

The only two additions to the basic
circuit are a pick -up -jack and a volume
control which really does control strength

The complete
receiver is of hand-

some appearance

without intro
ducing distor-
tion at one or
other of the
ends of the
volume control
scale.

Those who
are interested
in the technical
working can
see for them-
selves _how the
circuit is ar-
ranged. Con-
structors will
want to push
on to a survey
of the set it-
self, and on
to the actual
job of building.

Had the set
.been produced
as a one-

control job, which could have been done
by ganging the aerial and high -frequency
condensers, the complication of the circuit
would have been increased; and the cost
alsO, for good gang -condensers cannot be
produced at cut prices. Also, sensibly -
minded set users will not object to having
a reasonable number of controls on the
panel, for when there are few control knobs
it may mean that the circuit cannot be
properly controlled and in an endeavour
to make the front of the ,panel appear
"simple" the real job of handling the set
may be made vastly more difficult.

The Controls
On the -panel there are the two tuning

controls (the aerial and high -frequency con-
densers), the reaction condenser, the fila-
ment rheostat of the H.F. valve (which is a
high -frequency volume control before the
detector), the low -frequency volume con-
trol which acts after the detector, the fila-
ment on -off switch and the pick-up jack

(Continued on page 342)
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Make your
Battery set
All -Electric

The Six - Sixty A.C. mains conversion
equipment is suitable for any Battery receiver

No internal wiring alterations.
Specially selected Six -Sixty A.C.
Valves and Six -Sixty 4/5 pin
valve holder adaptor.

The new Six -Sixty A.C. mains equipment enables you to
turn your present battery receiver into an all -mains A.C.
operated set. No need to scrap a satisfactory set-just
adapt it. The dimensions of the complete Six -Sixty con-
version equipment do not exceed those of the previous
designed to co-operate with specially selected Six -Sixty A.C.
this advantage-valves and mains -conversion unit built by
other work together.and

batteries, while the unit is specially
valves. Nowhere else can you obtain
the same manufacturer to suit each

ilxgosorrry

The Unit can be obtained correctly built for any A.C. house supply.
It is fitted with L.T. terminals giving 4 volts and up to 5 amps. H.T.
tappings of 60, 75, 100, 120, 150 and 200 volts and Grid Bias tapping of
-1.5 to -20 volts are provided-any three H.T. or two G.B. values being
available for use simultaneously. Automatic Grid Bias is provided-the
most modern and expensive arrangement. A further advantage is that
the H.T. leads from the set are not removed when once inserted.

Dimensions, 13" x 5i" x 4". Price complete, from £8 5s.
Mains Unit alone ... £6 6s.

Made by the makers of the famous Six -Sixty Valves.
Write for leaflet giving particulars of complete range, including
new Six -Sixty Valves, Six -Sixty Cone Speaker Assembly and Cone
Speaker Paper, Six -Sixty Turntable, Six -Sixty Valve and Set
Tester, Six -Sixty Valve Adaptors, Six -Sixty Gramophone Pick-up
Attachments, Six -Sixty Grid Leaks and Holders.

Six -Sixty Radio Co.. Ltd., Six -Sixty House. 17/18, Rath bone Place. Oxford Street, W.1. Telenhone Museum 6116/7.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW
(Continued from page 33o)

Stand 213. M.P.A. Wireless (1930),
Ltd., 62 Conduit Street, W.I.

M.P.A. receivers and cone speakers
are to be seen on this stand.

Stand 214. Loud -Speaker Co., Ltd.,
Palmer Works, 2 Paimers Street, S.W.

A feature of note on this stand is
the Enemains convertible five -valve
mains portable set. This set can be
adapted to work on practically any
mains supply. A new A.C. three -
valve mains portable will also be
seen.

Stand 215. Voltron, Ltd., Queens -
way Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

On this stand will be found a full

batteries or accumulators, should
make a point of visiting this stand to
examine at close quarters the ever
popular, anode converters which
provide high tension from the L.T.
accumulator.

STAND Nos. 213-232_
portable are being exhibited. The
National Portable quickly achieved
an enviable reputation and the
Symphony Super portable is a de
luxe edition. These receivers, of
course, incorporate their own spea-

=IMINMEMNIM I

all types are to be seen on this stand,
and there are now P.R. valves avail-
able for practically every type of
receiver.

Stand 225. Young .Accumulator
Co., (1929), Burlington Works, Arter-
ial Road, New Malden, Surrey.

Here battery users will find a
complete range of Young accumu-
lators which are fitted with special
separators and have a novel con-
struction. Amateurs who use the
mains for charging their batteries
should make a point of seeing the
Chromal electrolytic rectifier which
again operates on a new principle. A
good feature of the Chromal rectifier

(Left, and extreme right). Two well-known makes of screen -grid valve, the Osram and Cossor. (Centre). Three fine cabinet instru-
ments. These are, from left to right, the Kolster-Brandes, Cromwell radio gramophone and the Cameo Regent speaker cabinet.

range of the excellent Dynaplus parts
for the home -constructor. A feature
of particular note is the Dynaplus
screen -grid three -valve kit of parts.
This can easily be made Up by any
amateur with a slight acquaintance
of simple set construction. A mains
unit with a trickle -charger is also
available.

Stand 216. Baird Television Co.,
Ltd., 133 Long Acre, W.C.2.

Stand 217. British Bluespot Co.,
Ltd., 204 Gt. Portland Street, W.I.

The British Bluespot Co., Ltd., is
showing all the new complete Blue -
spot speakers and chassis units. As
readers doubtless know, a new type of
cabinet Bluespot has just been intro-
duced selling at £2 ros. od., and this
will be on view together with all the
other new and old members of the
Bluespot range.

Stand 218. Pandona, Ltd., 184
Aston Road, Birmingham.

A new type of Pandona portable
receiver has been produced, and
prospective portable set users should
not miss this. In addition there is
shown a super -five suitcase model and
a new four-valver with a screen -
grid circuit. Another successful Pan-
dona line which is to be seen here is a
five -valve radio gramophone at the
extraordinary low figure of 32
guineas.

Stand 219. Mainten Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
22 Grays Inn Road, W.C.1.

Mains eliminators and metal cab-
inets for receivers are to be found
here.

Stands 221 and 265. Fuller Accu-
mulator (1926), Ltd., Woodland
Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

This concern specialises in many
types of aCctimulators and H.T. bat-
teries suitable for wireless work.

Stand 222. M. -L. Magnetq Syndi-
cate, Ltd., Victoria Works, Coventry.

Amateurs who have high tension
problems which cannot be conven-
iently solved by the use of dry

Stand 223. British Radiophone
Ltd., Aldwych House, Aldwych,
London, W.C.2.

kers, but Radiophone cabinet spea-
kers are also available and wild
interest all set users.

Seethe "Exhibition 3" on Stand No. 1
Portable set users will find much to

interest them here for the National
and Symphony Super five,- valve

Stand 224. P.R.Products, P.R.House,
Newgate Street, E.C.

The whole range of P.R. valves of

A compact variable condenser,
the Formo

New ganged and screened coils
of,Colvern make

The Varley pick-up

A new Cameo speaker cablnet,
the Triumph, with a metal front

is that the liquid used is not corrosive,
and may be spilled without fear of
damage to carpets or clothing. The
cost of operating such a rectifier is
very low and full particulars can be
obtained from the attendants on the
stand.

Stand 226. Pioneer Mfg. Co..
Cromwell House, Fulwood Place, W.C,

Apart from the well-known Pioneer
switches a new line is the Pioneer
midget condenser, which is a com-
pression type suitable for series aerial
work. If you are bothered with lack
of selectivity you should see the
Pioneer wavetrap.

Stand 227. E. Paroussi, 10 Feath-
erstone Buildings, High Holborn,
W.C.1.

Television enthusiasts should see
the new scanning discs which can be
used for making up home television
receivers. Set builders will be inter-
ested to see the new Parex valve -
holders, drum dials and wood -alum
panels.

Stand 228. Trelleborgs, Ltd., Un-
ion Place, Wells Street, London, W.I.

This concern specialises in ebonite
panels and in turned and machined
parts for wireless purposes. Drum
dial discs, insulators, coil formers and
so on form part of this exhibit.

Stand 229. Radio Society of Gt.
Britain, Ltd., 53 Victoria Street, S.W.

Stand 230. Econasign Co., Ltd.,
137 Victoria Street, S. W.1.

Stand 281. Henderson Wireless &
Electrical Service, 51 Queen's Road,
Brighton.

Stand 232. Atalanta, 1-3, Brixton
Road, S.W.9.
- Handy tools for set constructors are

exhibited here and particular interest

COMPLETE SHOW GUIDE
CONTINUED ON

PAGE 338
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MAINS UNITS ARE SELLING
ALL OVER. THE WO R LD

-because
Regentone Mains Units give unfailing reliable service.

Constant H.T. Constant L.T.
Full -wave rectification by Westinghouse metal rectifiers
in all A.C. models.

Variable outputs controlled by the new totally wire -
wound variable resistance-the Regentstat.

Regentone Mains Units are simple and economical in
use, and repay their initial cost in a short time.

Regentone Mains Units are suitable for any and every
set, even a Portable, and there is a comprehensive range
to meet every radio requirement. No matter what the
electric supply, there is no other Mains Unit in the
world as silent or as reliable as Regentone.

Users of Regentone are so satisfied and enthusiastic
that they tell their friends.

Behind each instrument is the accumulated knowledge
of six years' experience.

The GUARANTEE given with every Regentone pro-
duct is the most comprehensive in the radio industry.

The new Regentone All -Electric A.C. 4 -valve Receiver sets a
standard of excellence and performance by which all other Sets
may be judged.

Write to -day for your FREE copy of our new Art
Catalogue.

STAND No. 51
OLYMPIA

Sept. 19-27, 1930

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO., 21 Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.4
Telephone : Central 8745 (3 lines)

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW
(Continued from page 336)

centres on the Atalanta screw -driver,
h-hich greatly simplifies construction-
al work. The Atalanta chuck is a
handy tool holder for small taps,
reamers and broaches.

Stand 233. Tonex Co., Walker
Street, Blackpool, Lancs.

Stand 234. Umello, Ltd., 12
Doughty Street, London, W.I.

Stand 235. Radio Service (Lon-
don), Ltd., 105 Torriano Avenue, Cam-
den Town, N.W.5.

Stand 236. J. J. Eastiek & Sons,
118 Bunhill Row, E.C.1.

Terminals, wander plugs and con-
nectors of every description will
interest visitors to the Eelex stand.
Every one who has a testing meter
(which is a sine qua non nowadays)
will want to have a pair of Eelex
spring -loaded testing prods, which
enable accurate connection to be
made without the possibility of
getting shocks from high -voltage
wiring and components.

Stand 237, DX Coils, Ltd., 542
Kingsland Road, E.B.

On this stand set users will find a
comprehensive array of coils suitable
for many types of receiver. home
new coils have been introduced and
the range of DX coils is now very
embracive.

Stand 237a. Rolls-Caydon Sales,
77 Rochester Row, London, S.W.

Stand 238. Quest Radio Mfg. Co.,
41, Newcomen Street, S.E.1.

Stand 239. Westinghouse Brake &
Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82 York Road,
King's Cross, f.

During the past radio seasons

amateurs have learned to appreciate
the value of good quality mains
components, and the high reputation
maintained by the metal rectifiers
manufactured by this concern is
indeed enviable. Rectifiers for every
eliminator purpose can be obtained
and amateurs who have any mains

STAND Nos.233-244
components range there are some
interesting new additions which will
be of particular interest to home
constructors, while in the Igranic
series of receivers are to be found
outfits suiting every listener and
purse. As short-wave enthusiasts
know, the Igranic Electric Co:, Ltd.,

FREE ADVICE AT STAND NO. 1
bothers whatsoever should make a specialises in high quality compon-
point of calling at this stand. ents for wavelets receivers, and these,

Stand 240. Igranic Electric Co., too, are exhibited.
Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria Street, Stand 241. Perfectavox, Ltd., Alex+
London, E.C.4. andra Works, High Street, Yeadon,

On this stand will be found an nr. Leeds.
excellent range of Igranic corn- In addition to the existing range of
ponents and complete sets. In the Perfectavox receivers there is shown

A Standard Radiogramplifier-a This Lock cabinet will improve the
new radio -gramophone appearance of practically any receiver

on this stand a new and cheaper
model radio gramophone selling at
47 guineas. There are many points
about this instrument which should
appeal to radio- gramophone enthusi-
asts, who should make a point of not
missing this exhibit.

Stand 242. Selfridge & Co., Ltd.,
Oxford Street, W.I.

Here will be found an interesting
assortment of sets made by various
manufacturers, but the real purpose
of the Selfridge stand is for the
guidance of the public in purchasing
radio apparatus, for the members of
the Selfridge .radio staff can give an
impartial opinion on outfits available.
" A.W." readers should avail them-
selves of this service.

Stand 243. Pertrix, Ltd., 233
ShafteSbury Avenue, London, W.C.

Pertrix dry batteries operate on a
novel principle, differing largely from
the ordinary sal -ammoniac action
obtaining in other makes of batteries,
and the high performance which
results from this new design has
quickly earned Pertrix a high
reputation. This has been backed up
by sound policy and there are now
batteries to suit every amateur need:
Pertrix also manufacture L.T. dry
batteries and a useful range of
accumulators.

Stand 244. A. W. Carnage, Ltd.;
Holborn, E.C:

Here will be found a wide range of
complete receivers and components.

COMPLETE SHOW GUIDE
CONTINUED ON

PAGE 340 '

"7:7), If FULL (POWER ANNOUNCESVia
the introduction of an entirely new range of Full
O'Power Radio Batteries which includes models
suitable for every type of battery operated radio
set-each battery made under patented modern
processes.
The new Full O'Power Range will now include
POPULAR TYPE, POWER TYPE, SUPER RADIO
TYPE, SPECIAL TYPE (FOR PORTABLE SETS',
GRID BIAS BATTERIES.

Full O'Power Batteries definitely give
longer service and larger output, yet they
cost no more.
Ask at your dealer's to -day for these wonderful new
batteries. They are fully described in the Full O'Power
Booklet just issued.

V4, 60 Volts
Price - 13/6

plod
fiEjskini

fl

BATTERIES
SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., WOOLWICH., S.E.18
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ThisPancl-fixingBush
can be transferred to the
other end of the adjust-
able spindle, making
the Condenser left hand.

Ballbearing steel centre
spindle adjustable for
length and particularly
useful for ganging and
attaching to Thumb or
Drum Control. Pigtail

connection to .rotor.

Mures
that
after

Here are some features of last year's outstanding
success The J.B. Universal Log Condenser.

It is exceptionally rigid, with frame and vanes of
extra hard brass. Its insulation is highly efficient,
and stray capacities and eddy -current losses are
minimised by cutting away all surplus material.

A special feature lies in the steel Centre Spindle,
which is adjustable for length. This is particularly
useful for ganging and for attaching to J.B. Thumb
or Drum Dials. The bush is specially designed to
enable any panel from to 1/1" to be used.

Ballbearing centre spindle. Pigtail connection to rotor.
PRICES

-0005 9;'6 -00025 8,9
.0003 9/. -00015 8,9

4 J.B. Bakelite Dials. Black 1;6 extra,
Mahogany 2 extra.

OLYMPIA-STAND NO. 63

Showing the well-known J. Q.
adjustable tension to centre spindle.

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

Adrt. of Jackson Bros., 7- St. Thomas Street, Lott Telephone: Hop. 1837

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOW
(Continued from page 338)

Stand 245. Birkbys Ltd., Liversidge,
Yorks.

This concern specialises in the
production of Elo, a synthetic resin
product which has many uses for
tnouldings in connection with formers.

Stand 246. Matchless Radio Mfg.
Co., 105 Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

Stand 247. Hustler, Simpson and
Webb, 55-57 Tanner Street, Bermond-
sey.

You should not miss on this stand
the new Double -Two two -valuer, des-
cribed in last week's issue. This set
has many novel features, and sells at
an extraordinarily low figure.

Stand 248. Partridge & Mee, Ltd.,
74 New Oxford Street, W.C.1.

On this stand will be found many
components which will appeal to ama-
teurs who build their own mains
eliminators. Power chokes and
transformers will be the feature of
chief interest. A new Parmeko line
is a high-grade L.F. transformer.
Complete mains -driven amplifiers are
on show here.

Stand 249. E. J. Lever (Trix) Ltd.,
8-9 Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.1.

The Trix Portable Five receiver is
one of the chief features to be found
on this stand. A novel point about
this set is that it can be used in con-
junction with an eliminator for in-
door use and connection is made by
a plug which automatically cuts out
the H.T. battery inside the set.
Other receivers and parts in the Trix
range are also to be seen.

Stand 250. Wright & Weaire, Ltd.,
740 High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

The Wearite range includes a

number of mains components, power
transformers, rheostats and many
novel switches and coils, including the
Binowave and Talisman. Wearite
also have a comprehensive range of
efficient high -frequency chokes, some
of which have iron cores.

Stand 251. Partridge Wilson & Co.,
217a Loughborough Road, Leicester.

Stand 252. Murphy Radio, Ltd..
- Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden

City, Herts.
The Murphy Portable is a new-

comer in which every prospective
portable user will find features of
interest. The set on show is a four-
valver weighing only 32 lb., having
a single tuning control calibrated in
wavelengths and taken an extra-
ordinarily small amount of H.T.
current-approximately 8 milliamps.

'STAND Nos. 245-2641
Stand 253. British Ebonite Co., Ltd.,

Nightingale Road, Hanwell, W.7.
New ideas for coil formers are to be

found on this stand, and some new
ribbed coil formers with small
contacts have been introduced which
will make a great appeal to amateurs
who realise the importance of lots --
loss design in a coil.

Stand 254. Darwins, Ltd., Fitz-
william Works, Sheffield.

Amongst the interesting apparatus
to be seen on this stand are Cobalt
steel permanent magnets suitable for
moving -coil speakers, balanced arma-
ture and reed type speakers, etc.

Stand 255. Bakelite, Ltd., 68 Vic-
toria Street, London, S.W.1.

This exhibit comprises a selection
of components of many well-known
manufacturers in which Bakelite mat -

A Baker'sSelhurstRadio
speaker

A handsome Varley
table -model set

erials have been used. Bakelite
laminated sheet for panels is also
exhibited.

Stand 256. Garrard Engineering &
Manufacturing Co., 17 Grafton Street,
W.I.

A feature of interest to gramo-
radio users which will be found here
is the Garrard universal motor for
turntable drive. This motor, which
is a high-class job in every respect,
operates from AiC. or D.C. at any
normal voltage and is controlled by a
master external resistance.

Stand 257. Wm. Whiteley, Queen's
Road, W.2.

Stand 258. C.A.Osbo rn,Regent Works
Arlington Street, New North Road, N.I.

Stand 259. R. Cadiseh & Sons, 51
Red Lion Square, London, W.C.I.

Stand 260. Catesbys, Ltd., Totten-
ham Court Road, W.1.

Stand 261. Adey Radio, Ltd., 99
Mortimer Street, Regent Street, W.I.

Stand 262. Arding & Hobbs, Ltd.,
Clapham Junction, London, S.W.11.

Stand 263. Grosvenor Electric
Batteries, Ltd., 2- 3 White Street,
Moorgate, London, E.C.2.

The Grosvenor high-tension bat-
tery is a newcomer which has sprung
into instant popularity, and which
fully justifies its title of the Grosvenor
straight-line high test battery.

Stand 264. Bel Canto Radio. Ltd.,
Worple Way, The Vale, Acton,
London, W.3.

The Standard Bel Canto speaker
has a balanced armature movement
requiring no adjustment and having
entirely satisfactory response over the
whole musical range.

SPECIFIED AGAIN & AGAIN
DUAL RANGE

TUNER (W.R.2)

Single -Hole fitting Inductance
covering I3roadcast and Daven-
try Bands. The short-wave
section is single -layer wound
and the long -wave portion
section wound to avoid losses
due to self -capacity in winding.
Changing from long to short
band is operated by a switch
which is controlled by a small
knob on top of dial. Dimen-
sions 31" deep jr X 3".

Price

QUICK
MAKE & BREAK

SWITCHES
guotiedintrigle and Double
Pole Make & Break Mane-
over-with delayed actiOtt
for indirectly heated valves.

Price from

1f9 t° 3f -
OBTAINABLE in LEI -ER

and ROTARY TYPES.

151-

STAND ND.

Send for Illustrated List
of new Components.

250
Radio xhibition

Olyznpi

WEA
COMPOI4NTS
WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD

An entirely new

L.F. COUPLING
UNIT

Something really new for
your set-an addition
which will make a re-
markable difference to

your reproduction.

Comp'ete withSwitch for
Tone Control

20f-

740, High Road, Tottenham, London, N.17
256 'Phone: Tottenham 3847-9

MAINS
TRANSFORMERS
An extensive range de-
signed for use on all

H.T. Supply Units.

Prices from

25f.
SPECIAL DESIGN FOR
"ORGOLA" H.T.
SUPPLY UNIT, 30%.
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SEE FOR
YOURSELF"

STAND
No. 243

EMPIRE HALL
FIRST FLOOR

THE FAMOUS PERTRIX
NON -SAL -AMMONIAC
DRY BATTERY .

. . . and then; BUY one-fit it on to your set
and hear the wonderful improvement in recep-
tion. Notice too, how long the battery lasts
. . . the entire absence of battery noise.

You will then say what hundreds of other
Pertrix enthusiasts are saying daily-"Pertrix
once-Pertrix always."

PERTRIX LIMITED, Britannia House, 233 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.Z. Works : Redditch

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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" THE 'A.W.' EXHIBITION 3 "
(Continued from Page 334)

Out of the seven controls only two have
to be operated in order to bring in the
stations; the reaction control is not criti-
cal. As will be seen, the other controls are
for adjusting the volume, for gramo-radio
and so on. There is nothing difficult about
that, is there ?

Now we come to the constructional work.
Readers who have previously made up

Here are some suitable coils
for use with the "A.W.
Exhibition 3." From left to

AMATEUR WIRELESS sets will be able, with
the aid of the photographs and the wiring
plan given here, to get most of the con-
structional work done without difficulty.
Amateurs who are making this set up as a
first attempt at home construction should
delay operations for a while until they can

342
read the further constructional notes which
will be given in the next issue and which,
owing to the small space available in this,
the first Special Show Number, it is not
possible to give in full here.

In the meantime, you can go ahead with
the purchase of the parts. In the accom-
panying panel you will see a full list of all
the parts needed. It is the "A.W." policy
to give alternatives wherever possible, so
that constructors are not bound to pur-
chase any one special part, and they may if
they have a similar part on hand-and it

right these are Atlas, Tune -
well, Lewcos, Igranic and

Lissen

is an equivalent of the part used in the
original receiver-use it in the construc-
tional work.

But please note that these alternatives
are not chosen in a haphazard fashion;
they represent a deal of care in the selection
of other parts which really are the electrical

FEPTEMBER 20, 1933

equivalent of those used in the first design.
The first -mentioned parts in the list of

components are those used in the set shown
by the accompanying photographs; the
others are the only alternatives which the
"A.W." Technical Staff recommends.

You will see here a black and white
wiring plan. This shows all the leads and
is just the thing of which advantage should
be taken by amateurs who cannot wire up
from a circuit diagram and who want to
have on the work table a plan showitig the
actual arrangement and connection of the
leads.

There are also constructors who like to
work with a full-size diagram so that they
can use this as a, guide showing the exact
positions of the components, and also as
a drilling template for the panel.

For these readers we have prepared a
full-size blueprint, and a copy of this can
be obtained from the Blueprint Depart-
ment, Amateur Wireless, 58-61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4. This is a proper blueprint
and not merely a printed reproduction. It
is just the thing which you will need if this
is your first set.

The receiver is on show in the Radio
Department windows of Selfridge & Co., of
Oxford Street. This special display, by
the courtesy of Messrs. Selfridge, will
enable all London readers to see for them-
selves how simple is the layout wiring and
general construction of this new AMATEUR
WIRELESS winner.

Next week-make a note of the fact-
hints on completing the construction will
be given, together with full instructions for
operating the set to the best advantage.

OLYMPIA
Stand No. 203

and
1 Demonstration

Room 0.,

EPOCH
MOVING COIL
PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKERS
CABINET MODELS :
Types . C12, C 13, C 14

THE Latest and Greatest Value offered by Epoch.
The only Cabinet Moving Coil Speaker that renders

speech perfectly, and music correctly.
The Speaker with the " Epoch Characteristic."
More sensitive than a " cone " and much more powerful
than most energised moving coil speakers. Absolutely
permanent. Magnificently made and finished. An instru-
ment of precision, durability and beauty.

Type Cl2 Oak : : .e3 :19 6
Type C13 Mahogany : : 3 0
Type C14 Walnut : £6 : 6 0

Send for Booklet A.S.4 giving the finest and
largest range of Moving Coil Speakers in the
world. Manufactured by the greatest Moving

Coil Specialists in England.

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
FARRINGDON AVENUE : : LONDON, E.C.4
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These two new speakers repre-
sent all that is highest in loud-
speaker reproduction. The y are
both fitted with the finest unit
in the world -6(R and they are
both perfect pieces of the cabi-
net -maker's art. Both are housed
in beautiful walnut cases, the
51R being made of unconven-
tional design to suit the modern
room.

Meet us at :-
OLYMPIA, SEPT. 19-27, STAND No. 217.

BLUE
BLUE SPOT
SPOT 51R
711t g4.4.0

04.15.0
 TIM

1310111/111 ELIA ffiCir
ClAtIPAANY LIU.*

Blue Spot House, 94/96, Rosoman Street,
Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1

'Phone: Elerhenwell 357o. 'Grams: Bluospot, Smith, London
Distrihntors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales:.
H. C. RAW SON (Sheffield and London) Ltd., coo, London Road,
Sheffield; 22, St, Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; .28, George

Street, Glasgow.

MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW, OCT. 8-18, STAND No. 30.

BLUE SPOT ow
--.9=1111111111ffillail

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

AIVM
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS
AT OLYMPIA

ghe
New Lewco,*
0.C.G.Unit

DUAL WAVE COILS
Aerial Coil, Ref. D.W.A. Screened
Grid Coils, Ref. D.W.G.

Price, each 15/

Price 45/-
THE new Lewcos components-D.C.G.

Unit, Dual Wave Coils and the L.F.
Choke, as illustrated, are, from every point
of view, three of the finest compo-
nents that will be on exhibit:on at Olympia
this year.

Tests have proved that each in its own
sphere has reached the zenith of efficiency,
and for sheer beauty of workmanship they
are unequalled.

A visit to our Stand No. 41, where full
details of these components and other new
Lewcos products will be available, will be
well repaid.

THE LONDON
ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED
Church Road,

Leyton,
London, E.10

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

VISIT OUR
STAND No.

41
at THE RADIO
EXHIBITION

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION.
OLYMPIA(41,n)
SEI ittik-trth

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

THE LEWCOS L.F. CHOKE
Ref. L.F.C.

Inductance, 30 henries. Limiting cur-
rent, 30 milliamps. D.C. Resistance,
570 ohms. Weight, 2 lb. 81 oz. Overall
dimensions, 31 x 21 x 21 in. 17/6
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ON MY WIRELESS DIEN

Condenser Sizes
WHY are tuning condensers of .0005-

microfarad capacity more widely used
than other sizes? At one time .00035 micro -
farad was a popular size, but is now hardly
used.

The chief reason, I think, is that the
wavelength range is greater with the .0005,
and this is particularly useful now that a
fairly wide waveband must be covered.

We want to cover from zoo to 55o metres,
and also from below i,000 to nearly z,000
metres. By. carefully attending to the
capacities of circuits, and using tuning
condensers having low minimum values of
capacity, a wide range may be covered
with a .00035-microfarad condenser, but
the range is greater when a .0005 -micro -
farad condenser is used.

A smaller tuning coil may be used with
a .0005-microfarad condenser, and stray
capacities are then not quite so important.
Given very good coils and separate tuning,
I would prefer .00035-microfarad con-
densers, but for ordinary purposes the
larger capacity is of more value.

Valves and " Strays "
In a circuit tuned by a multiple con-

denser, in which the capacity and induct-
ances of the different circuits are nicely
matched it is advisable not to overlook the
fact that valves may have widely different
capacities. Therefore you may expect the
accuracy of tuning to be affected when a
valve is changed for one of a different type
or make.

The difference in the capacity of screen -
grid valves of various makes is sufficient,
according to my own tests, to make re-
balancing necessary when changes are made.

It should not be overlooked that besides
the grid -to -filament capacity, you have the
anode -to -filament or earth capacity, with
the result that relatively large differences
are experienced.

Detector valves, too, of different types
and makes do not have equal values of
grid -filament capacity under working con-
ditions. The practice of trying various
valves in this stage without making an
adjustment to the circuit is, therefore,
likely to result in wrong conclusions being
drawn, and it is advisable always to test the
accuracy of tuning when any valves -are
changed.

Aerial Wires
Which is the best size of wire for an

outdoor aerial? Some amateurs will
tell you the popular seven strands of
No. 22 having an enamel covering is the
best; others prefer a single wire.

WEEKLY T/PS-
CONSTRUCT/ONAL AND THEOPET/CAL

The truth is, I think, that the size of the
wire is not important, provided it is not
too thin. Tests made with various sizes of
aerial wire show no measurable difference.

But what an effect different earths have.
With a really good earth connection and a
fair aerial the results may be two or three
times better than when an indifferent earth
is used with the same aerial.

I mention this because most of us look
after the aerial and leave the earth to look
after itself. This is wrong, and attention
to the earth is well worth while.

S.G. Anode Connections
The practice of connecting a shielded

wire between the anode of a screen -grid
valve and the coil associated with it is not
without danger, as the accompanying
diagram will make clear.

We have the wire itself connected to the
coil, and the metal covering,which is usually
aluminium strip, taken to earth. As a

Shielded Hi+
wire metal MEC/tug(

&sterinc) 8_

The accompanying paragraph raises an
interesting point of " safety first"

consequence, the wire and the covering
comprise a condenser connected across the
tuned circuit.

If, therefore, the electrical properties of
this condenser are poor, as well they might
be, then the effectiveness of the tuned cir-
cuit will be reduced. There will be a loss in
the condenser, and as it forms part of a
tuned circuit, the relative loss will depend
upon the actual losses of the tuned circuit
itself.

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE

THE "ARROW TWO"
A critical survey of outstanding develop-

ments as revealed at the Show.

By- VAMPS.
Some shielded wires that I have tested

are perfectly satisfactory, but others are
not. It is, therefore, as well to see that a
good quality of shielded wire be used, fn
order to avoid both loss in signal strength
and broadened tuning.

A Bad Habit
A pretty dangerous practice often in-

dulged in is that of adjusting the grid bias
whilst listening. This is known to lead to
frequent replacements of dry batteries and
power valves, for when too little bias is
used the current is excessive.

The best plan is to commence with the
value suggested by the makers. Then the
value of the bias may be increased step
by step until there is a falling away in the
quality of the reproduction.

To use too little grid bias is wasteful.
You may, when testing, not notice any
difference in the quality when the bias is
adjusted above and below a certain point.
But it is quite possible that the current
taken by the power valve is 5o per cent.
greater when the bias is below the point
as compared with when it is above it.

Always, therefore, use as much grid bias
as possible. Never use the least amount,
as the high-tension current consumption
will be excessive.

Why Condensers are Sealed
Do you know why fixed condensers are

always so well sealed? It is because the
life of the condenser would be very short
were moisture to get in the " works."
Breakdown would soon occur, and the
condenser be spoiled.
Spring-cleaning the Speaker

It pays to overhaul your speaker now
and again. Dust may have collected in
the movement and be restricting its
motion, or a part may have worked a little
loose.

Slight buzzes are often due to nothing
more than dust. The magnets may have
collected a few particles of metal or the
cone driving rod may have loosened a
little. Attention should, therefore, be
given to these points. When the move-
ment is covered, there is little chance of
foreign matter collecting.

Some movements are not properly pro-
tected, however, and should be seen to now
and again. A new cone will often result in
vastly ,improved reproduction. The old
one may be distorted or otherwise dam-
aged. A new one will then be worth while.
Look over fixing screws as well. Some-
times they work a little loose and allow a
buzz to occur when certain notes are
reproduced.



Where.are the Alternatives ?
SIR,-I was. indeed pleased to read the

various complaints anent the present-
day/programmes.

I have just been trying my set and what
do I get? The same item 1,554 metres,
261.3 metres, 356.3 metres, and 479.2
metres. Where is the sense or reason of
this? It is simply turning wireless into an
automatic penny -in -the -slot musical box;
and bad at that.

In the days when each station had its
own individual programme, things were
infinitely better. F. L. (St. Annes-on-Sea).

Tuning the " Talisman Two "
SIR,-I made up the "Talisman

Two" receiver and, although I get
quite a number of stations from my set,
the tuning is so critical that I sometimes
find difficulty in tuning in a station which
has previously been received. Is there no
way of simplifying the tuning of this set?-
H.J. (Hayes Common).

Your complaint is a reasonable one, coming,
as it does, from one living outside the swamp
area of the London stations. This receiver,

whentested in our laboratories, needed some-
thing extra special in the way of a selectively
tuned aerial tuning circuit to cut out the
nearby powerful transmissions. To accom-
plish this, we incorporated an aerial pre-set
condenser. The design of the Talisman coil
itself makes possible a fairly selective aerial
tuning circuit, but the added pre-set condenser
makes tuning much more critical and selective.
In your locality it would be an advantage to
dispense altogether with the pre-set con-
denser, and we therefore suggest that you
bridge its terminals with a length of copper
wire. By doing so you will not only get simpler
tuning, but much more volume from the
distant stations.-Eo.

Testing Eliminator Voltages
SIR,-I have been working my set for

some time from a mains H.T. unit
and, on .the whole, have been very satis-
fied with the results. Recently, thinking
I might be able to improve upon them, I
purchased a voltmeter to enable me to
adjust my eliminator voltages more accur-
ately. It is in this respect that I have
encountered trouble. The voltmeter shows
a reading of only 20 volts when testing the
detector valve, and only about roo volts
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when testing the power valve.
The rated output voltages, according to

the maker's specifications for the mains
unit, are much higher than the voltmeter
figures portend. In fact, the mains unit is
one capable of giving up to 6o milliamperes
at 18o volts. The receiver works quite
well, yet the voltmeter readings indicate
something radically wrong. Can you
elucidate the mystery for me ?-A .F.
(Cheshire).

The secret of your, trouble seems to rest
with the voltmeter you are using. Unless
your voltmeter has a very high resistance,
you will get readings which are far less than
the voltages aetually obtaining under working
condition's. The explanation is quite easy
to understand. Assuming the valve under
test to be a detector valve, it will demand
from the mains unit a current of r or 2 milli-
amperes. If we now connect a low -resistance
voltmeter, consuming something like 3o milli-
amperes, across the anode and filament legs
of the valve, we throw a heavy strain on the
supply terminals of the mains unit. The
latter is designed to give a definite wattage
output, and as the wattage or. watt -power

(Continued on page 348)

EDISON BELL

"ELECTRIC" GRAMOPHONE
1

Cabinet. Highly -polished oak,

,

with
hecification

Circuit. Resistance -coupled stage;

I gold -gauze; panel -covered recesses power output stage. Valves sup -
fretted front over a screen of transformer stage and super -

1
at sides furnish space for eight plied : Mullard 354V, 164V, and

i
record albums; piano -hinged cover
regulated by an automatic lid-

DO/25. Rectifier : Mullard
D.W.r5,

I
stay (see illustration); needle
boxes and controls on either Controls. Main switch; pick-up
side of turntable. volume control and automatic i

stopMotor. Induction type electric to break current and stop
record.

i
motor.

Pick-up. New Edison Bell model, Voltage. Adaptable for operation

1

with special counterbalance arm,
minimising record wear; a filter- 50-100 cycles-A.C. mains. Other
circuit to reduce surface noise is

from 200, 220, or 240 volts

voltages to special order. N.B.-

I

also built into the set. A fuse is incorporated to protect
Speaker. Specially designed moving - transformer and mains.

coil type fed through a trans-

ance. Approximate undistorted
Dimensions. Height, 36 in.; width,

3o in.; depth, 18 in.i former circuit suited to its imped-

LA.C. output, 2i watts. Code. " ELECT."

"`'"--1 Price - 150 : 0 : 0
Send for FULL Catalogues.

EDISON BELL, LTD., LONDON, S.E.15

Model No. 446. OAK.

When at the Exhibition don't forget to call at Stand No. 29and ask for a demonstration.
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neither can your set pass the lull volume
and exquisite tone of that glorious voice

perfectly unless-
your transformer is capable of giving the max-
imum amplification plus the uniformity that

modern valves demand.
Nickel -Alloy, the marvellous metallurgical dis-
covery, applied in a specially designed core make
the "Hypermu" absolutely unique in its per-
formance and suitability for modern circuits. If
you want to hear your radio favourites' voices re-
produced louder, purer, better than ever before, fit

HYPERMU
L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER

with the NICKEL -ALLOY CORE
Write to us or ask your dealer for leaflets giving
full particulars of the "Hypermu" and the other
famous R.I. Nickel -Alloy components. Com-
ponents that set a new standard of radio efficiency

Be sure You visit

STAND 61
at the

RADIO EXHIBITION

mutes VitretT

( ViltkOAK

Presents
to every-

body an opportunity to test the
superiority of R.I. Nickel -Alloy
core transformers at a price
within the reach of all. Ex-
tremely small (2I X i X 21 ins.)
for compact set building. Em-
inently useful when used in
conjunction with
" Hypermu" in
further stages of
amplification

Hypermu, the world's best

RI
transformer - proved a!ike

ili I
by amateur and expert

21/-
RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., "MADRIGAL" WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertiser,
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figures represent the sum of the voltage of the
unit multiplied by the current (in amperes)
supplied from the output of the unit, it
follows that any great increase in the current
demanded from the output of the unit will
result in a drop in the output voltage. If we
use a high -resistance voltmeter, one consum-
ing not more, and preferably much less, cur-
rent than that consumed by the valve under
test, we get practically no extra load on the
eliminator, and therefore no voltage drop.
A voltmeter having an internal resistance of
about i,000 ohms per volt should always be
used for testing the output voltages from mains
units.-ED.

L.T. from D.C. Mains
SIR, I have used for some year or more

the H.T. and L.T supply unit which
you published under the heading of
' Juice from the Mains " This has given
every satisfaction, but I should like, if
possible, to do away with the accumulator
in the L.T. supply circuit and get the L.T.
direct from the mains. Is there a practical
way of doing this ?-F.W. (London).

Whilst it must be admitted that it is pos-
sible to obtain L.T. direct from D.C. mains,
without the aid of a floating -charge accumu-
lator, the necessary smoothing circuit required
to replace the accumulator would entail so
much experimenting and cost so much, we
think the system, as far as an amateur is con-
cerned, is not worth while. An L.T. smooth-
ing choke would need to be fitted in the posi-
tive filament supply lead' and the output
terminals of the L.T. supply would need to be
shunted with large capacity electrolytic con-
densers. A master control rheostat would
also be needed in the positive supply lead.-ED.

"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems
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De -coupling H.F. Circuits
SIR, -I have built up a five -valve

receiver, containing two screen -grid
H.F. stages. This set is worked from a
mains H.T. unit capable of delivering up to
8o milliamperes at 18o volts. The receiver
works quite well on the medium 'waves,
but as soon as I switch over to the long
waves motor -boating starts. At first I
attributed the cause to insufficient stopper
circuits in the L.F. side of the set and
attempted to overcome the trouble by
including two stopper circuits, one in the
plate circuit of the detector valve and
another in the plate circuit of the first
L.F. valve. Even this, however, did not
stop the trouble. I am delighted with
results on the medium waves, no sign of
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mains trouble, but am at a loss to account
for the trouble on the long waves.

Your trouble is due to coupling between the
H.F. and L.F. circuits, and we advise you to
introduce de -coupling devices in the anode and
screening grid circuits of each screen -grid stage.
The stopper circuit resistances should have a
value of 600 ohms and the by-pass condensers
should have a capacity of .00i or .002 micro-
farads.-ED.

Motor -boating in L.F. Amplifier
SIR,-I have recently built a set speci-

ally for working a moving -coil speaker.
The receiver is designed only to receive
local and Daventry stations and incorpor-
ates a detector followed by R.C. and then
push-pull L.F The receiver H.T. and the
field current for the speaker are derived

- from the mains. I. have incorporated the
usual anti-mobo circuit in the H.T. supply
to the detector valve, yet motor -boating is
experienced. The valves are getting their
quota of anode current, as greater values of
voltage and current can be obtained. The
eliminator is designed with anode feed
resistances, not potential divider. Is there
a way of avoiding the motor -boating
please ? ,

If you will fit another anti-mobo circuit in
the H.T. supply to the first L.F. valve, you will
avoid the trouble about which you complain.
As this stopper circuit will be in series with the
primary of the push-pull input transformer, the
stopper resistance should have a value of
20,00o or 30,000 ohms. The by-pass con-
denser should be of the normal capacity -
2 microfarads.-ED.

REVIEW OF 1930 "A.W." AND "W.M." SETS
ETHER SEARCHER, A.W., Dec. 14, 21, Jan. 11.

The most popular receiver designed, we sold in two
months 240 Kits, and bave received enormous number
of letters from constructors giving marvellous reports.
H. & B., the only specified kit (read A.W. review,
January 11), complete in every detail, special Alumi-
nium panel, and new type fast and slow drum dial.
Kit contains also wire, screws, and Full-size Blueprint.

CASH PRICE, £5 6 0
Cabinet in Oak, 17/6 extra. 'Valves, 39/- extra.

INCEPTORDYNE, W.M., February, 1930.
The first All -Wave receiver of 1930. We have sold
this set to customers in every part of the world includ-
ing U.S.A., and the reports on long-distance reception
are astounding. Complete Kit exact in every detail
to the original, together with 1 pair dual range coils,
wire, screws, and Full-size Blueprint.

CASH PRICE, 15 5 0
Three Milliard, Cossor, or Mazda valves, 51/- extra.
Cabinet, 17/6 extra.

TALISMAN 1930 TWO.
Ideal home receiver, will receive at least four stations
anywhere in Great Britain. Simple to construct,
simple to operate. Complete kit with panel- and
strips drilled every part as specified. Full-size
Working Blueprint with every kit.

CASH PRICE,. £3 5 0
Two Mallard valves, 10/- extra. Cabinet, 14/- extra.

EASY -TUNE SHORT-WAVE TWO. A.W., July 12.
Listen to the Empire's broadcast stations. This set
will receive Australian, Canadian. and numerous
other 8/W Stations. Complete Kit of specified parts,
together with one set of S/W coils, all wood work, and
Full-size Blueprint. CASH PRICE, 14 17 8
Two Osram. Mallard, or Cossor valves, 19/- extra.

NO -BATTERY MAINS TWO. A.W.
A Two with a Four -valve voice. Splendid set -for
those who have A.C. Mains. It requires no batteries
or accumulators ; running cost extremely low. Simple
to construct, extremely easy to operate. Complete
Kit of all components necessary to construct this
receiver together with panel, strips, baseboard, wire.
and screws. CASH' PRICE, 17 10 0
Two Marconi or Mallard valves, 31/6 extra. One
Rectifying valve. D.W.2.17/6 extra,.

MUSIC MONITOR. W.M., September.
A wonderful Two- -elver, give% pure and good volume
on numerous stations. Simple to construct. Can be
built in two hours. Complete Kit of specified parts.
together with H. & B. specified coil ready wound and
Full-size Blueprint. CASH PRICE, 12 17 0

H. & B.
A list of Blueprints appears On page 360 I

Offers You the Finest Kit Service
in the Radio Trade.

"A.W." EXHIBITION THREE-VALVER

1 Panel, 16 by 8 (Trelleborg)
1.15 -ohm Rheostat (Liesen)
1 Pick -lip Jack and Plug (Lotus)
1 100.000 -ohm Variable Resistance (Regentone)
2 .0005 Variable Condensers
1 .0001 Reaction Condenser (Bulgin)
1 On -off Switch (Pioneer)
1 Single Coil Holder (Lotus) ...
1 Double Coil Holder ...
2 Valve Holders (Burton)
1 Horizontal 8.G. Valve Holder, with terminals

1 H.F. Choke (Watmel)
1 H.F. Choke (Liasen) . .

3 .0002 Fixed Condensers (Listen)
1 2-megohmiGrid Leak and Holder (Lien)
1 Low -frequency Transformer, 5-1 (Telsen)

1-microfarad Eixed Condenser (Dubilier)
2 Terminal Blocks (Junit)
1 Aluminium Screen (H. & B.) ...
4 Terminals (Belling -Lee)
1 Pre-set .0003 (Sovereign)
2 Vernier Dials (Igranic)
6 Wander Pliw (Belling -Lee) ...
2 Spade Ends (Belling -Lee) ...

  
  
  

. 

s. d.
6
2
4

19
5
1

1
0

2
4
5

1

12

C

CASH PRICE £ 3 1

Kit supplied complete in every detail. Panel drille , Base-
board, Wire, Screws, and Full-size Blueprint.
Set of Five Lewcos Coils, as specified, 27/- extra.
Three Mallard, Osram, or Cossor Valves, 39/- extra.

THIS INTERESTS YOU
H. & B. construct any Radio Receiver described in any
radio journal FREE OF CHARGE with components
purchased from them (Marconi royalties, 5/- per valve,
being the only extra cost, for you to have a professionally -

wired set).
THE "A.W." EXHIBITION THREE-VALVER

Ready wired in Oak Cabinet, together with five specified
CASH PRICE £7 10 0

Three Mallard Valves, 39/- extra.
Carriarie Paid an all cash orders. C.O.D. charges Paid on

orders over £1.

H. & B. LINES FOR 1930
COILS

Music Monitor, " September
Searcher Two, '.' A.W.," August 23, pair ...
A.B.C. Two, " W.M."
Brookmans By-pass . .

. James 8.O.. Portable 3, " W.M." July ...
Music Leader, "A.W."

SCREENS
Standard 10 by 6, with two terminals ...
Lodestone 3 and 4 ..
James S.G. Quality 5, set ...
Brookmans 3 ...
Brookmans 4, set ...
Sunshine Portable ...
Clarion 1930 3... ...
Inceptordyne and Foil ...
Ether Searcher Panel, Screen and Base ...
Music Leader Box ...
Horizon Four ...
Continental Portable .

James 8.G. Portable Chassis

s. d.
9 6
9 6
5 0
3 0
9 6

10 6

1 9
1 9
5 6
2 0
5 6
1 6
1 9
5 6

11 6
5 0
2 6
1

9 6

SCREENING BOXES IN ALUMINIUM
6 by 6 by 5} in., with lid ... 5 0
61 by 6.1 by 6 in., with lid and screws ... 5 6

ELIMINATOR BOXES, in Sheet Iron, Heavy
Gauge. 10 by 6 by 6 in. ... ... 8 6
14 by 7 by 7 in. ... .. 15 0
Sprayed in Black Finish. We can supply at 12 hours'
notice any -size screen, panel, box, made in Aluminium,
Copper, or Sheet Iron. Made to any specification.

CABINETS
Foursome Portable Cabinets with all -fittings

in Oak. Special Show l'rice 1 10 0
Resine. Special Show Price ... 1 12 6
Merry Maker and Continental Portable, with

turntables fitted ... 1 15 0
Sunshine Portable Cabinets in Oak with all

fittings and turntable. Special Price ... 1 7 6
Music Leader Portable Cabinets with Frame

Aerial Frame and Turntable ... 1 15 0
American type Cabinets in Oak, best finish :

14 by 7 by 10 in. ... 14 6
16 by 8 by 10 ... 16 6
18 by 7 by 10 in. ... 17 6
21 by 7 by 10 in. ... 1 0 0
24 by 8 by 12 In.

.

1 10 0
Mahogany, 3/- extra in each case.
NV° carry a stock of 300 Cabinets and can make any

special cabinet at 3 days' notice.
H. & B. RADIO COM PA NY, 34, 36, 38, BEAK STREET, REGENT STREET, W. 1. Gerrard 2834.
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A BIG
DROP
IN VALVE

pRicEs
from ICA fo I

fri

DETECTOR AND
GENERAL PURPOSE

New Prices:
H.210 5/6
H.L.210 5/6
L.210 5/6
P.220 7/3
P.X.240
S.G 215 12/6
P.T 225 12/6
P.T.240 16/-
4 -volt and 6 -volt types

also reduced.

(come in and
///SUPPORT

BRIT///ISH

SEN
PR°C '140

and join us in the
FIGHT

/or
HOME

MAR KETS
ASK YOUR DEALER AND INSIST UPON HAVING
ALL -BRITISH LISSEN VALVES AT THESE NEW

PRICES.

LISSEN LIMITED
Worple Road, Islewarth,

Middlesex,

Please Mt ration "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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9.6.e ELECTRICAL
youeg...3nic,

SEE
THE NEW

PEG, STEW", TR.... MARK

RANGE AT
OLYMPIA

STAND 68
Four of them are illustrated here.
For performance and reliability, buy
GECoPHONE. Convenient Hire Pur-
chase Terms can be arranged on orders
of £5 or over. Ask your dealer for part.culars

PORTABLE

SCREEN -GRID

FOUR -VALVE
RECEIVER.

(BATTERY TYPE)

20"s -

MADE IN ENGLAND.
s.tt all Wireless Dealers

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.a.

Please Mention "A.W." When Cor esponding with Advertisers

"STORI
CABINET
LOUD
SPEAKER.

3.5.0

3 VALVE
ALL -ELECTRIC
RECEIVER.
for A -C -
Mains 1

I8
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TROUBLE -FREE
SET BUILDING

USE
READY RADIO APPROVED
NON -SOLDERING KITS ONLY

" W "

USE "JIFFILINK"
FOR WIRING -UP

EXHIBITION 3
L

Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in.
Hand polished oak cabinet with o in. baseboard 1
Lissen 13 -ohm rheostat

s. d.
6 0
5 0
2 6

'

Lotus No. 2 jack 2 3
Lotus jack plug 2 0
Regentone i2o,000-ohm resistance (variable) 9 6

2 Cyldon Juni Log .0005 variable condensers 17 6
2 Igranic Indigraph S.M. dials .. 12 0

Cyldon .000t reaction condenser 5 0
ReadiRad on and off switch .. 10

2 ReadiRad single coil holders .. 1 8
x Wearite double coil holder .. 1 9
2 W.B. valve holders .. 2 6

Parex S.G. valve holder 2 0
x Watmel H.F. Choke, type D.X.3 6 0

ReadiRad H.F. Choke 4 6
3 Lissen .0002 fixed condensers 3 0

Lissen 2 megohm grid leak .. 1 0
Grid leak holder 6
Telsen Radiogrand L.E. Transformer 12 6

ANY OF THE ABOVE COMPONENTS CAN

KIT A less valves
and cabinet 17: 0:3

or 12 equal monthly payments of 13/ -

KIT B with valves 18:19:3less cabinet
or 12 equal monthly payments of 16/9

KIT C with valves g. 10 : 4 : 3and cabinet
or 12 equal monthly payments of 19/ -

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured,

all charges forward.

immediate
Dispatch

 Dubilier 1 mfd. fixed condenser ..
2 Junit terminal mounts
 ReadiRad aluminium screen, with hole for S.G.

4 Belling & Lee type " B" terminals
 Lewcodensor .0002 ..
6 Belling & Lee engraved wander plugs ..
2 Belling & Lee engraved spade terminals ..
2 Lewcos 200 X. coils
2 Lewcos 6o X. coils
 Lewcos 4o C.T. coil
 Lewcos 6o C.T. coil ..
 Pair ReadiRad panel brackets
 Bulgin G.B. clip
I Set ReadiRad Jiffilinx
3 Valves as specified ..

Screws, flex, etc.

s.
2
1

6
4

2 0
2 0
2 6
1 6

9
13 0
9 6
3 6
3 6

10
6

2 6
1 19 0

1 4

TOTAL (including valves and cabinet) £10 4 3

BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY, IF DESIRED

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

Amplion Cone Loud Speaker 19 6
x Atlas H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains,

A.C. 16 "
Atlas H.T. Eliininator for D.C. Mains,

Fuller H.T. Battery, 120 v: .

L.T. Accumulator, 2 V. 30
i Fuller 9 v. G.B. Battery

Radio
159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Telephone Hop5555(Prwate &change) Telegrams. READ/RAD, SEDIST.

NUMMI

11!/41L Aki!illitt1111.1.11011 . 111 i.A.I EWA 7.4L / &

s. d.

4 10 0

3 15 0
15 10
11 0

1 6

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.
Your goods are dispatched post

free or carriage paid.

Cash or Easy
Payments

Advt. of READY E.4010 R.R. LTD.), 159, Borough High Street, London,
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1
SETS OF DISTINCTION

The Columbia 3-
valver for A.C.

mains

WHEN I first heard the Columbia
Graphophone Co. were producing a

three -valve set for the mains, I must con-
fess to wondering how they were going to
live up to the Columbia five-valver. This
firm has only been in radio for just over a
year, yet we all accept Columbia as a house-
hold word. There is something'to have to
live up to a name, obviously. And Columbia
do live up to their good name on Model 307,
just tested.

I found this set rather similar in out-
ward appearance to. the five-valver tested
some time ago: There is the same escut-
cheon plate at the front of the cabinet,
carrying tuning dials and smaller subsidiary
controls. There is the same robust look
about the cabinet; the same easy access to
valves and mains connections.

GOOD CONTROL PLANNING
In arranging the controls, the makers

have shown their usual good sense. In the
centre is the tuning system, consisting of
two thumb -worked dials mounted side by
side. The right-hand dial is calibrated in
medium and long wavelengths; the divisions
are made at every 25 metres on the medium
band, from 225 metres to 554 metres; on
the long waves the divisions are every
100 metres, from 1,000 metres to 1,900
metres.

The left-hand dial is uncalibrated, being
associated with the aerial -tuning circuit. It
is divided into easily -read degree divisions,
from o to roe degrees. In practice, one
thumb works the two dials simultaneously.
Logging is made easy by the provision of
a pilot lamp above the dials, which are well
illuminated.

To the left of the tuning controls I found
the usual Columbia intensifier-a pre -
detector control for volume. To the right
is a reaction knob, almost inevitable in all
three -valve sets, however good. There is a
lever at the bottom, with three positions,
for long waves, short waves, and gramo-
phone pick-up.

The gramophone pick-up can be per-
manently connected to two terminals at the
baelc and switched into circuit as required,
so that the detector and pentode valves
form a useful two -valve amplifier for
gramophone -record reproduction.

- Near the aerial and earth terminals is a
knob controlling the selectivity of the set.

THE COLUMBIA
MODEL 307

Full details of tests carried out with the new Columbia
three -valve set, for 11.C. and D.C. mains

I found this control very useful when get-
ting rid of the two Brookmans Park stations,
which were not unduly troublesome.

Another highly effective control fitted
at the back of this set is a hum eliminator.
Once adjusted to the centre position, this
variable can be forgotten. I was able to
cut out all trace of hum by carefully
adjusting this little control, which is fitted
close to the mains input transformer, at the
back of the cabinet. Columbia never omit
a control where they believe it will help
to provide improved reception.

A.C. AND D.C. MAINS
Model 307, I should explain, is suitable

for A.C. mains voltages between roe and
125 volts and between 200 and 25o volts.
Even this division of supply voltages is not
sufficient in this country, so a tapped
mains transformer with intermediate volt-
age points is employed. Naturally, one has.
to make sure the cor-
rect terminal is used.
Model 307 is also avail-
able for D.C. wiring.

An important point
to know is that Colvin-
bia Model 307 is design-
ed to be used with the
new Columbia loud-
speakers. As a pentode
valve is used in the
power stage, any other
load -speaker must be
chosen with care, other-
wise the quality may
suffer.

Now for actual re-
sults, obtained on my
7o -ft. aerial in South-West London. With
the intensifier control at its maximum and
the reaction control at its minimum, I set
the calibrated dial to the 350 -metre mark,
and immediately got the London Regional
station at full blast. But it was received
even more loudly when the left-hand dial
was turned to 55 degrees, thus bringing
into tune the aerial circuit. I could not help
noting the excellent quality of the repro-
duction; it would certainly please most
listeners.

SPARKS
Someone complains that his loud-

speaker has a nasal tone, and asks
how to eliminate it.

A conference should meet to discuss
Nasal reductions.

There are 260,000 Czech listeners.
We trust the authorities are keeping a
Czech on their licences.

A correspondent asks whether he ought
specially to insure his set against fire.

Not unless he has a real flair for
wireless !

EASY TUNING

Turning round both dials with the right-
hand thumb until the 250 -metre mark was
reached, I found the NatiOnal station at full
strength, although a readjustment of the
left-hand dial was necessary. So with
foreign stations : they could be brought in
by the simultaneous movement of the dials
and increased in strength by readjusting the
left-hand dial.

Volume is thoroughly controllable by the
intensifier. There was no need to use the
reaction control when receiving a large
number of foreign stations, although the
weak stations were greatly amplified by a
gentle application of reaction.

The intensifier works on the last seg-
ment of its available rotation. All signals,
including the strong locals, can be com-
pletely silenced by a half turn in an anti-
clockwise direction.

Back view of the new Columbia set

So far as I could detect, there was no
audible hum, even when reaction was
brought close to the oscillation point. I
was much impressed with the ability of the
hum control to suppress the mains hum
with such completeness.

From an evening's experience with the
Columbia Model 307, I am inclined to think
the medium waves are received equally as
well as the long waves. Both wavebands
were very lively. With my fairly short
aerial there was no need to make much
use of the selectivity control. On the long
waves I had no difficulty in separating
Radio Paris and Eiffel Tower from Daven-
try. Long -wave selectivity is, I judge,
above the average in Columbia
Model 307.

This set makes a very fine gramophone
\4mplifier, as I proved by connecting up a

B.T.H.  pick-up to the gramophone ter-
minals. The volume was overpowering,
although there was no sign of distortion.
I think the average user would need a
volume control on the pick-up.

Set Tester.
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OR RADIOGRAM OR

i)ORTABLE,011IN FACT,

ANY RADIO SET.

Here is the new IGRANIC MIDGET
TRANSFORMER which may be
termed a

"Masterpiece in Miniature"
Although only 2g" XIg"X ii" in size,
no refinements-electrical or con-
structional-have been sacrificed in
producing this transformer.
A patented bi-metal core embodying
a new nickel alloy is used which
does not permit other than a very
small polarisation.
The MIDGET Transformer has a
high primary inductance of over 6o
henries. Slotted terminal nuts are
provided, and all terminals clearly
marked.

Write for New Catalogue D148

Ar147

teenVictonaSt

.1-1NDW2

IGRANI
°MIDGETtt

TRANSFORMER
Inspect this " Masterpiece in Miniature " at our
STAND No. 240, NEW EMPIRE HALL, OLYMPIA

Mention of "Amateur Wireless to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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The new "Full o' Power" high-tension
batteries shown by Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.

The complete range of components for the
home -constructor, and also a selection of high-
grade complete receivers, on the stand of Varlet',
Oliver Pell Control.

The new "Lively O" accumulators manu-
factured by Oldham & Son, Ltd., which are
particularly convenient in use.

The service to set -buyers by assistants at the
stand of Selfridge & Co., Ltd.

Pertrix H.T. batteries employing a novel
principle and having an exceptionally long life.

A new range of mains components for set
builders, shown by Partridge & Mee, Ltd.

The Pye Radio high-grade receivers which
will appeal to those who do not wish to bother
with home construction.

On the stand of Radio Instruments, Ltd.,
new components and high tested parts for
every set builder.

Some interesting new condensers on the
stand of Jackson Bros., and particularly several
novel ideas in condenser control.

The holster-Brandes complete receivers and
speakers.

A new idea-dynamic speakers, on the stand
of S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd.

The wide range of parts for set builders
manufactured by LiSsen, Ltd.; and Lissen
H.T. batteries, of course !

A wavetrap which can be used with portable
sets, to prevent Brookmans Park interference,
on the stand of L. McMichael, Ltd.

A novel means of getting H.T. from the
L.T. battery, shown by M. L. Magneto Syndi-
cate, Ltd.

Among the wide range of Mullard valves
some new mains -driven jobs which will appeal
to those who work their sets from the power
supply.

In addition, the Mullard Pure Music speakers,
Permacore L.F. transformers and the range of
"Radio for the Million" receivers.

Novel cabinets for radio -gramophone users
on the stand of the Carrington Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.

Television scanning discs and neat -looking
drum condenser dials shown by E. Paroussi.

Special coils enabling practically any receiver
to work on the short waves, shown by Stratton
and Co., Ltd.

Some old friends in the way of Celestion
cabinet -type speakers.

Safety. -contact switches for wave changing
and many other purposes on the Pioneer stand.

A Rolls four -valve portable sold with an
unconditional guarantee.

Permanent -magnet moving -coil speakers on
the stand of Bakers Selhurst Radio.

Mains eliminators, employing an electrolytic
rectifier, made by Tannoy Products.

The wide range of Ekco II.T. and L.T.
eliminators and chargers.

A firm favourite-the Columbia table
model receiver; also the new Columbia cone
speaker.

Eliminators which can be used with portable
sets, on the stand of Regent Radio Supplies.

The complete range of Cossor valves, and the
new Cossor two -valve mains set.

Air -dielectric differential Cyldon condensers
marketed by Sydney S. Bird & Sons, Ltd.

The Electroficient pick-up on the Graham-
Farish stand, which will interest gramo-radio
users.

A popular portable-the Marconi model
53 five-valver, together with the Marconiphone
moving -coil and cone speakers.

Burndept's complete range of precision parts
for the home constructor; and Burndept
receivers, of course.

The Trix Portable Five, which can be adapted
to take its H.T. from the mains.

The
NEW "A.W." LINEN DIAPHRAGM
LOUD SPEAKER

On page 305 of this issue will be
found full particulars of an entirely
new -principle Linen Diaphragm Loud
Speaker. The reproduction and tone
of this speaker is far in advance of any
speaker yet designed, and is equal to, if
not better than, the majority of
moving -coil speakers. A model, con-
structed entirely of Kone-Dope Com-
ponents, will be on view at the
"Amateur.Wireless " Stand (No. 1),
Olympia Radio Exhibition. Come and
see it for yourself.

Complete -Speakers, ready for mounting unit,
can be supplied without delay.
Size 14in. by 14in. ... ... 17/6, post free.
Size 16in. by 16in. ... 19/6, post free.

For constructors who wish to assemble their
own speakers, kits of parts can be obtained
immediately.
Size 14in. by 14in. 15/6, post free.
Size 16in. by 16in. ... 17/6, post free.

Complete Speakers and Kits are guaranteed
to be exactly as the original made for "Amateur

Wireless." Other
sizes made to
customers' re-
quirements.
Write for
quotation.

Specially d op-
ed linen, 5/- per
square yard.
Dope 6d.and 1/ -
per bottle, post-
age 3d. extra.
Post your order
now and enjoy
Oerfect reProdne-
ii011.

KOvEDOPE Co.
54, 1r/foisted Rd.
Strafford, F.15

ASK FOR "ASTRA"
Ask your dealer for "Astra"
and he will give you the
best dial he has in his shop.
Examine the "Astra," feel the
smooth yet sure action of its ac-
curately geared movement and you
will understand why you see so
many " Astras " on your friends'
sets. It has both fast and slow
motion and will fit any condenser.
Cam be rigidly fixed and has a good
quality' appearance.

Type 1 3 in. diam. 316
Typ2 2 4 in. diam. 5f -

THE "KALIF"
CONDENSER

A straight line frequency condenser
mechanically and electrically per-
fect. High insulation, Low losses.
The spindle is removable and can
be adjusted for use with ganged or
drum dial tuning. Smooth, silent
action.

.0005 5/3 .0003 5/3

EVERY DEALER CAN SUPPLY YOU

EMKABE RADIO CO.. LTD.. 47 FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.1

ArianowL Amsammeme.
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BUILD THROUGHOUT WITH READI AD COMPONENTS,

READI-RAD
SWITCH

A Push-pull on and off switch
of exceptionally " clean " design
and robust construction. All
metal parts heavily nickel plated
and polished. Specially designed
to maintain constant and noise,
less contact and smooth, easy
movement. One hole fixing.
Fitted with attractive knob.
Price 10d. each.

READI-RAD
WAVECHANGE

SWITCH
A ;-point push - pull switch,
particularly suitable for use in
dual range tuning circuits.
Designed on low -loss principles
giving certain contact, smooth
action and reliable service.
Heavily nickel -plated polished
metal parts; attractive knob:
oue hole fixing. Price 1/6.

READI-RAD
FIXED

CONDENSER
An entirely new and unique
method of construction has
made possible the production
of this new range of fixed con-
densers at a remarkably low
and economical price. A further
attractive feature is the ex-
tremely small size which has
been achieved without in any
way affecting the very high
efficiency of the condensers.
Capacities .000r, .0002, ,0oo3,
.0005, .00r, price 10d. each.

REA DY

Readi-Rad Components are remarkably low in price,
but they are certainly not " cheap." They are high-
grade components cleverly designed to do their work
in the most efficient manner, but all the unnecessary
and costly " frills " have been eliminated in order to
save you money when set -building. The proof of their
efficiency is to be found in the frequency with which

they are specified in the Technical Press.

READI-RAD
POTENTIO-

METER
(Baseboard Type)

Very small and compact; easily
fitted; easily connected; par-
ticularly smooth, accurate and
noiseless adjustment; positive
contact-these are the outstand-
ing features of this baseboard -
mounting Potentiometer. Ac-
curately made, with nickel -
plated metal parts. Resistance,
400 ohms. Price 2/9. _

READI-RAD
RESISTANCES
De -Coupling Type

A wire - wound Resistance
specially designed for use as a
de -coupling resistance in order
to prevent " motor -boating " in
the method now recommended
in most popular circuits. boo
ohms; complete with moulded
bakelite base. Price 2/6.

Anode Feed Type
Supplied in two resistance
values most suitable for use in
the latest circuits of the
Technical Press. 2%'000 or
ro,000 ohms. Complete with
base. Price 2,'6 each.

READI-RAD
"HILO" H.F.

CHOKE
A real " de -luxe " H.F. Choke
specified time after time by the
most . famous designers of the
British Technical Press. Used
by all discriminating construc-
tors. High inductance; ex-
tremely low self - capacity.
Efficient over tuning range of
mo fo 2,00) metres. Solid
ebonite hand -turned former, on
bakelite base, designed to take
up minimum baseboard space.
Price 4/6.

READI-RAD
`BROOKMANS'
CONDENSERS

This amazingly popular range
of condensers now includes all
capacities suitable for tuning
and reaction. Heavy gauge
brass vanes are of true logarith-
mic design with bakelite dielec-
tric. Phosphor - bronze spring
pig -tail provides thorough
noiseless contact with moving
vanes. One hole fixing. Par-
ticularly small dimensions and
light weight, Complete with
bakelite pointer -knob. Capa-
cities .00075, .o0)5 and .0003,
3/6 each; ,000r mfd., 2/6.

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

Telepewe Hop5555;Pnuate &change) Telegrams. READIRAD, SfDIST.

RADIO (R.R., Ltd.), 159, BOROUGH HIGH ST., LONDON

READI-RAD
STANDARD
H.F. CHOKE

An entirely new H.F. Choke of
novel design particularly
recommended for all sets where
small dimensions are an advan-
tage and high efficiency essen-
tial. Windings are hermetically
sealed in bakelite case. Easily
mounted by a single screw to
baseboard or panel. Terminals
are particularly accessible. A
masterpiece of efficiency at a
startlingly low price, 2/-.

READI-RAD
FUSE

An essential component iu e
receiver. Protects your valves
from damage due to accidental
wrong connections of battery
leads. Rated to blow at moo ma.

akelite moulded base of par-
ticularly small dimensions and
neat design. Easily fitted on
baseboard with accessible
terminals. Price, 1,6. Spare
bulbs, 6d. each,

READI-RAD
DUOGRAPH

DIAL
A slow-motion dial of par
ticularly handsome appearance
A special feature of outstanding
advantage is the double ratio
reduction gearing by which
ratios of approximately 8 -to
and roo to r are provided by
two knobs placed one behind -the
other. Easily fitted to standard

in. spindles simply by tighten-
ing one screw. Price 6,6.

BRIDGE, S.E.1
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.1201)I0GROVVIS
ON June I, 1930, Italy registered 137,I60

licensed listeners, or an increase of
218 per cent over the number offiCially
declared on January r, 1929.

If atmospheric conditions permit, the
B.B.C. will grant listeners an opportunity
of hearing a running commentary on the
races for the America's Cup between
September 13 and 2o. Mr. Samuel Wetheril
associate editor of Yachting, will follow the
competitors in a destroyer, and his accounts
will be relayed to the mainland and
re -broadcast in the National programme.
On each weekday on which the racing takes
place a broadcast will be carried out
between 5 and 5.10 p.m. B.S.T. The first
yacht to win four of the seven races gains
the cup and so the final race may take place
on any day after Tuesday, September 16.
Although it is impossible to forecast the
hour at which the race may finish, it is
expected that the time will be about
9 p.m. B.S.T. The National programme
may be suspended for a broadcast of

Mr Wetheril's commentary on this excit-
ing event. -

On October 22, when the winter season
of concerts opens at Queen's Hall, the full
B.B.C.' Orchestra of 114 players will make
its fu-st appearance before the public.
Although Mr. Adrian Boult will wield the
baton on the opening night, other conduc-
tors throughout the season will include.
Sir Henry Wood,. Sir Landon Ronald,
Albert Coates, Ernest Ansermet, Oskar
Fried, and Hermann Scherchen. Amongst
the soloists enjoying international repute
will be found Backhaus, Cortot, Giese -
king, Myra Hess, Lamond, Moiseiwitch,
Solomon,- Sammons, Casals, Suggia, Wanda
Landowska, Arthur Catterall, Maria
Olczewska, Stiles -Allen, Frank Titterton,
and other well-known concert platforth
celebrities.

Red Tabs, a war play by an author who
wishes to remain anonymous, will be pre-
sented in the National programme on
October 2.

The famous Don Cossack Choir makes, a
welcome return to the microphone on
October 12 ; the programme will be relayed
to National transmitters from the Albert
Hall.

Evelyne, a musical comedy adapted from
the German by John Watt, and of which the
plot is based on Phillips Oppenheim's stir-
ring novel, " The Amazing Quest of
Mr. Bliss," will be, produced for the first
time at the Savoy Hill studios during the
coming autumn. The music is by Bruno
Granichstaedten.

Peter Haddon and Rosie Moran, now
appearing in the musical comedy, Sons o'
Guns, will be heard for the first time in a
Vaudeville hour on September 23. Their
turn consists of an Anglo-American duo-
logue, with music. The variety programme
on that evening also includes Gillie Potter,
Desiree Ellinger, Alfredo Rude, Elisabeth
Pollock, and Mabel Marks.

Arrangements have been made to relay
to the B.B.C. stations excerpts of operatic
performances by the Covent Garden Opera
Company during its autumn tour through-
out the provinces. Scenes from Puccini's
La Boheme and Turandot will be relayed
from Glasgow to the London Regional
transmitter on October ri and 18.

Further editions of the Ridegway Parade,
broadcast on September to and 13, will be
heard by listeners on September 26 and 27,
October 6, 8, 17, and 18.

(Continued on prigs 358)
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YOU MUST NOT MISS
THESE AT OLYMPIA

-STAND 125
The " Skylark " Loud-

speaker Unit ... 10/6
Complete " Skylark "

Speaker ... ... 27/6
The " Kukoo " Loud-

speaker Unit 25/ -

The Gardiner " Permanent
Moving -coil Speaker

COME & HEAR
THE UNIT OF
GOLDEN TONE
The" Honesty" Cobalt Unit,
which is to be seen on Stand
No. 125 at the Radio Exhibi-
tion, Olympia, can be heard
in Demonstration Room "M."
The beauty of its tone, clarity,
and power will amaze you.
You will hear Music as it is
actually played -- a real
quality speaker in every
sense of the term.
The height of loud -speaker
perfection is reached when
the unit is fitted to the
" Honesty" Triple Linen
Diaphragm. The softest and
most powerful notes are most
faithfully reproduced.
Be sure to come and see us
at Stand No. 125.
If, however, you are unable to
do so, write for full details of
this and of our complete range
of loud -speakers.

The Sheffield Magnet Co.,
116-126 Broad Lane, Sheffield
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TUNEWELL PRODUCTS
include

Coils of all types, H.F. Chokes, L.F. Transformers,
Bakelite Dielectric Type of Variable Condensers,
Wave Traps, Speakers and Units, and complete Sets.

SUPER 3 VALVE SET. An ideal receiver for
the man of moderate means, battery or mains oper-
ated, dual range. Gives perfect reception and tunes
dozens of stations at full strength.
Only careful design and matching of all parts has
enabled us to offer such a good all-round efficient set
at such a moderate

PRICE - £3 . 19 . 6
Metal cabinet. Tunewell dual X Coil, Transformer, H.F. Choke,

etc. Royalties extra.

SPEAKER UNITS
226 EACH

DUAL COILS
for straight and S.G. circuits from 7/9 each.
The new Dual X Coil specified for the
1930 Britain's Favourite 3 is tapped at
20% on both wave bands, has internal
reaction and 3 -point switch, panel
mounting - - - Price 10/6
A similar coil tapped at 20% and 60%
on both wave bands, as fitted to Tune -
well Super 3 Valve Set above, 11/- each

SEND FOR
LISTS

TUNEWELL SPEAKERS
Placed first in the recent "WIRELESS
WORLD" tests for QUALITY OF

REPRODUCTION.

SEPARATE COILS
from 3/11 each, 6 -pin base fitting or

Valve holder base type.

TRANSFOMERS
Popular (3-1)

,, (5-1)
Grand (3-1)

(5-1)

- Price 8/9
- Price 8/9
- Price 12/6
- Price 12/6

CONDENSERS
.0005, .0003 and .00015 - 3/11 each

CUT-OUTS
for clearing high wave and separating

low wave - 10/6 each

TWO -PIN COILS
Plain, Centre -tapped and X type.

BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE
Prices from 1/6

H.F. CHOKES -97% efficient. Price 6/6

CONCAVE PLAQUE STAND TYPE.
Oak, Mahogany or Walnut.
14 -inch Cone - £2 . 2 . 0

(19 inches overall)
12 -inch ditto £1 . 17 . 6

STAND No. 9
NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION,  OLYMPIA

CABINET SPEAKER.
Oak, Mahogany or Walnut.

Size : 16 x 16 x 7
Price £3 . 3 . 0

POPULAR PLAQUE TYPE.
Price complete, 28/6

Best 14 -inch cone. Neat and efficient.

TURNER & CO., 54 Station Road, New Southgate, N.11
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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MORE RADIOGRAMS
(Continued from page 356)

On September 22 (National) and on
September 25 (Regional)R.U.R. (Rossum's
Universal Robots), by Karel Kapek, is to be
revived, by request. The cast will include
Robert Loraine.

As in previous years, Lady Tree has
undertaken to compere and present a
special League of Mercy programme; it will
be broadcast nationally on October 14.

Arrangements have now been completed
by the E.I.A.R. for the nightly exchange of
programmes between Milan, Turin, and
Genoa. Apart from local transmissions, the
interval signal adopted is that of Turin-the
song of the nightingale and the call: Eh-
yah, Radio Milano Torino, Genova.

A monopoly for twenty-five years has
been granted by the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg for a broadcasting service in
that little state. According to local reports,
it is not thought that the previously used
transmitter will be taken over, but it is
rumoured that a high -power station is to be
erected at some short distance from the
capital. Possibly, as such work might
entail a delay of from one year to eighteen
months, authority may be obtained to work
Radio Luxemburg provisionally during that
period.

The new 15 -kilowatt P.T.T. station
erected at Strasbourg-Brumath will be
officially inaugurated on October 3 next.

358

Radio Touraine, a private broadcasting
station in the neighbourhood of Tours
(France), will shortly start daily transmis-
sions on 210 and 4o metres.

More than 28o,000 persons pay an
average of- one shilling and tenpence a
month to receive wireless programmes in
Budapest.

Approximately 69 per cent. of radio sets
in the United States are sold on the instal-
ment credit plan according to a recent
survey of the Department of Commerce.

Radio Vitus (Paris) has decided to erect
a is -kilowatt transmitter at Romainville,
in the immediate neighbourhood of the
French capital. It is stated that this
station will work in close co-operation with
a well -known -sound film studio.

Stuttgart (Germany), Toulouse PTT
(France), and Barcelona (EAJi, Spain) will

,exchange wireless programmes at regular
intervals from October 15 onwards.

The latest news with regard to the Scot-
tish Regional B.B.C. station is that the
present scheme for erecting the transmitter
at Falkirk may have to be abandoned. It is
stated that trouble has arisen from the
nature of the subsoil at the selected site.
This has proved, on investigation, to be of

A list of "A.W." and " W.M."
Blueprints appears on page 360
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a mixed nature, which would prove unsuit-
able to the foundations. Further tests are
being made, but it is probable that if the
soil is still found to be unsatisfactory a
search will have to be resumed for a site.

Among the most successful of the
B.B.C.'s feature programmes in Scotland
have been those reproducing as faithfully
as possible the atmosphere of the impromptu
concerts through which the folk -lore and
music of the Highlands are preserved. The
B.B.C., accordingly, is encouraging such
programmes, and Aberdeen is following
Edinburgh's lead in the matter. The
farthest north station has already broad-
cast some good " ceilidhs,' and is now
entering new ground by attempting a
representation of a typical evening at one
of the tiny " shielings " on the hills, where
the Highland girls live when herding cattle
and sheep on the summer pastures.

Three illegal wireless stations, one at
Halluin, another at Metz, and the third in
Paris have been discovered by the French
police. All three stations were working on
short waves transmitting messages to
America which should have been sent
through the services operated . by the
Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs.

A fresh European record was registered
on August 7 last, when fifty-one broad-
casting stations relayed a performance
given at the Salzburg (Austria) Music
Festival.

RADIO
DEPT.

WHY READERS
ARE

SENDING
FOR

LEAFLET
547/1

It gives interesting details of the M -L BX
type Anode Converter-a particularly use-
ful apparatus for radio users without a
mains supply and which is free from the
parasitic noises often associated with H.T.
Batteries. It can be operated from the
same accumulator as is used for heating
the valve filaments.
Canbesupplied to run from a 6 volt accumulator;
gives an output of 15 m.a. at 14o or 15o volts.
Get your copy co.. leaflet 547/1. Send a p.c. TO -DAY

ANODE
CONVERTER
Contractors to:-

The Air Ministry,
The British Broadcasting Corporation,
The General Post Office, Marconiphone,
The Gramophone Co., Ltd., etc., etc.

M -L MAGNETO SYND. LTD., COVENTRY. ;:c1,-;

.Trellehprds.
GENUINE EBONITE

Highest dielectric insulation No surface leakage.
120,000 v. per m.m.

Easy machiningLowest power factor.
No current absorption. Best polished surface.
Unconditionally guaranteed Super fine con si stent
perfect. quality.

PANEL PRICES PER SQ. IN. POLISHED

9j1l6D.
BLACK

- sd

3/16" THICK
3/4D.

MAHOG.
- id.

The
Supreme
Quality
Radio

Ebonite

TRELLEBORG EBONITE WORKS LTD.
UNION PLACE, WELLS ST., W.1. Telephone: MUSEUM tzoo
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See the
BURTON

EMPIRE TWO

THE EMPIRE TWO
BATTERY MODEL
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-ga revelation in
radio value

5 796
Valves Extra

A compact little receiver of very attractive
appearance, designed to give good reception of
local station programmes. Tuning is effected
by a drum drive condenser, combined with a
volume control. Two push-pull switches pro-
vide for changing wave range, and for switch-
ing on and off. Contained in Moulded Bakelite
Cabinet.

£8.12.6
SCREEN GRID BATTERY

RECEIVER
A highly selective 3 valve receiver incorpor-
ating a screen grid high frequency staRe and a
detector. transformer coupled to a power out-
put valve. Adequa e volume is obtained with -
cut the use of a pentode. Tuning is effected
by a single drum dial driving a pai  of ganged
conden-ers. A small auxiliary condenser is
provided to give fine tunine,. Wave range
switching is effected by a single switch, which
also serves to switch the set on and off. Re-
action is by a differential condenser system
which gives very smooth control, and entire
freedom from troublesome hand capacity effects.

Among the latest additio.. ; to the famous BURTON
range of radio receiving sets and component parts
which will be exhibited at Olympia for the first time, is
the BURTON EMPIRE TWO, Battery Model, the
BURTON EMPIRE THREE SCREEN GRID, Battery
Model, and the BURTON ALL -MAINS TWO and
THREE Valve Models. . . . Considered in con-
junction with the high-grade BURTON standard of
material, workmanship and finish, and the unrivalled
results obtained from radio products of our manufacture,
these new models represent the most remarkable value
ever offered. If you are at the Radio Exhibition don't
fail to call at the BURTON stand and see them for your-
self, or write NOW for latest illustrated catalogue.

World famous Burton Components

SINGLE CONDENSER
Complete with fast and slow
motion drum control. 12/6 each

Ditto with plain drum control.
10/6 each

THE BURTON AUDIO TRANSFORMER
A neat and ccrnpact instrument of the
highest efficiency, being carefully
wound to give correct ratios. Enclosed
in neat moulded case.
TYPE B/3, ratio : 10/6 each
TYPE B/5, ratio 5-I : 10/6 each

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS

CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)
B.B.C. Brookman's Park Set AINzo6
Regional Crystal Set . , WM176

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. Official One .. AW208
Hartley Single-valver WM 98

TWO -VALVE SETS (Is. each)
Talisman Two (D, Trans) ..
Wavelets Two (D, Trans) AW229
No -battery A.C. Mains Two (D, Trans) .. AWz3o
No -battery Gramo-radio z (0, Trans) AW238

930 Talisman 2 (D, 'Frans) .. AW2.39
Easy Tune Short-wave z (D, Trans) .. AW24z
Searcher Two (D, Trans) AW245
Brookman's Two (D, Trans) W1\1168
New Crusader (D, Trans) WN1182
Radio -Record Two (SG, D) WM187
Gleaner '1 wo (D, Trans) .. WM201
Music Monitor (D, Trans) .. WMzo8

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
All -Wave High-mag. Three (D, 2 Trans) .. AWT 99
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, 'I'rans) AWzot
'Talisman Two -three (0, RC, Trans) .. Al/V.203A
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, D, 'Frans) AW207
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW2o9
1930 Ether Searcher (SG, D, 'Trans) .. AWztt
New All -Britain 'Three (HF, D, Trans) AWz 14
Best -by -Ballot Three (SG, D, Trans) Price 4d.

free with copy of "A.W." AW217
Brookman's By-pass Three (D, z Trans) .. AWazo
Everybody's All -electric Three (SG, 1), Trans)

AW22T
1930 Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) AW223
Beginner's Regional Three (D, zLF) AW232.
Britain's Favourite Three 193o (D, z Trans) .. AW243
Car Three (D. R.C. Trans) .. AW244
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WM 117
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM16 t
Community Three (D, RC, Trans) .. WM164
Brookman's Push -Pull Three (SG, D, Trans) 1/6 WIVI17o
All -nations Three (D, 2 Trans) .. WM178
Inceptordyne (SG, D, Pentode) .. WM179
Brookman's A.C. Three (SG, D, Trans) 1/6 .. WM184
Music Marshal (D, z Trans) .. W1\11 go
Gramo-Radio D.C. Three (SG D Trans) .. WM196
Concert Three (D, 2 Trans) .. W1),1109
New Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WM205
De -Luxe Three (D, RC, Trans) WM2o9

FOUR -VALVE SETS (Is. 6d. each)
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans-

A.C. Rectifier) AW200
(Continued on page 362)
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY
Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is aerial energy.
Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
25.53 12,751 Chelmsford

(5SW) 15.0
0200 3,500 Leeds 0.16
*212 3,238 Belfast 1.2
*261 1,148 London Nat 65.0
0288.51,040 Newcastle 1.2
288.5 1,040 Swansea 0.16
288.5 z,o4o Stoke.on-Trent 0.16
288.5 1,040 Sheffield 0.16
288.51,040 Plymouth 0.16
288.5 1,040 Liverpool 0.16
288.5 1,040 Hull 0.16

.288.51,040 Edinburgh 0.4
288.51,040 Dundee ... 0.16
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth 1.2
288.5 1,040 Bradford ... 0.10

* 301 995 Aberdeen 1.2
*309.9 968 Cardiff ' 1.2
*356 842 London Reg. 45.0
0376.4 797 Manchester 1.2
* 398.9 752 Glasgow 1.2
*179 626 Midland Reg. 38.0

1,554 193 Daventry (Nat.) 35.0

AUSTRIA
* 248 3,220 Linz 0.6
* 283 1,058 Innsbruck 0.6
* 352 85r Graz 9.5
*453 666 Klagenfurt 0.6
*517 578.5 Vienna 20.0

BELGIUM
206 1,460 Antwerp 0.4
212 r,41-5 Nacho 0.2
216 2,391 Chatelineau 0.25
216 1,391 Brussels

(Conference) 0.25
243 1,235 Courtrai 0.1
244.7 1,226 Ghent 0.25
245.7 1,229 Scbaerbeek 0.5
338.2 887 Forest 13.0

*504 590 Brussels (No. 1) 1.2

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
0263 1,139 Morayska-

Ostrava 11.0
0279 1,076 Bratislava 14.0

293 r,022 Kosice 2.5

Kilo- Station and. Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

*342 878 Brunn (Brno) 3.0
*487 617 Prague (Praha)... 5.5

DENMARK
*281 1,067 Copenhagen 1.0
1,153 260 Kalundborg 10 0

ESTONIA
401 748 Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
4921 ,355 Helsinki 15.0

291 1,031 Viborg 15.0
01,790 107 Lahti 51.0

FRANCE
210 1,430 Radio Touraine 0.5
222 1,351 Fecamp 0.7
235.1 1,275 Nimes 1.0
240.4 1,248 Beziers 0.3
249.5 1,202 Juan-les-Pins 0.5
255 1,175 Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
265 1,130 Lille (PTT) 1.0

*272 1,103 Rennes (PIT) 1.2
286 2,049 Montpellier 1.2

*287.2 r,044.6Radio Lyons (1.5
294.5./,or8.5Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304 988 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
308.9 97r (Vitus) Paris 1.0
816 95o Marseilles (PT I) 1.5
328.2 914 Grenoble (PTT) 1.2
329 qr.r.8Poste Parisien 1.2

.345.2 869 Strasbourg 15.0
(testing shortly)

8.ro Radio LL (Pans) 0.5
779 Radio Toulouse 8.0
67r Paris(PTT) 1.0
644 Lyons (FTC) 2 3
207 Eiffel Tower 15.0
x74 Radio Paris 17.0

370.4
385
447
486

1,446
*1,725

GERMANY
31.38 9,56o Zeesen 15.0

*218 j,373 Flensburg 0.6
10227 1,319 Cologne ... 1.7
* 227 1,329 Miinster 0.6
* 227 z,3z9 Aachen 0.31
232.2 1,292 Kiel 0.3

*239 1,256 Ntirnberg 2.3

Man;
246

*253
*259
*270
*276
*283
*283
*283
*316
*319
*325
*360
*372
*390
*418
*453
*473
*533
560

*566
676.1

1,635
1,635

Kilo- Station and Power
cycles Call Sign (Kw.,

.2,220 Cassel 0.3
3,184 Leipzig 2.3
1,357 GleiWitz 5.6
1,112 Kaiserslautern 0.23
3,085 Konigsberg 1.7
./,058 Magdeburg 0.f
z,o58 Berlin (E) . 0.f
1,o58 Stettin 0.e

950 Bremen 0.3
94r Dresden . 0.3
923 Breslau . 1.7
833 Stuttgart 1.7
8o6 Hamburg . 1.7
770 Frankfurt 1.7
716 Berlin 1.7
662 Danzig 0.25
635 Langenberg 17.0
563 Munich 1.7
536 Augsburg ... 0.3
529 Hanover ... 0.33
520.7Freiburg 0.3
183.5Zeesen 35.0
/83.5Norddetch 10.0

HOLLAND
31.28 9,599 Eindhoven (PC J) 30.0

*299 1,004 Huizen (be-
tween 11.40 a.m.
and 5.40 p.m.
B.S.T.) 8.5

*1,071 280 Huizen 6.5
*1,071 28o Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
*1,875 /60 Hilversum 8.5

HUNGARY
210 1,430 Budapest (Csepel) 1.0
550 545 Budapest 23.0

ICELAND
*1,200 250 Reykjavik 16.0

(shortly testing)
IRISH FREE STATE

*224.4 1,337 Cork (IFS)
0413 725 Dublin (2RN)

1.5
1.5

ITALY
25.4 and 80 Rome (R0) 9.0
247.7 1,211 Trieste (testing) 3.0

(Continued on page 362)
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This Magnificent
Radio - Grain
CABINET

HOUSE your Set in the Camco
" Waverley " Cabinet. Sup-
plied with 15" baseboard.

Loud Speaker compartment is 18" x
18" x 1 5". Will take panels 18"x 7".
Height 38". In Oak as illustrated,
£5 10s.; Mahogany £6 15s. (Carriage
extra). Send for 24 pp. Catalogue
or see full range at our Showrooms:
Camco Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

24, Hatton Garden, E.C.1.
'Phone: Holborn 8202.

(Factory: Camco Works, S.Croydon).

OLYMPIA: STAND 140.

costs540.0
onlyAw

11111711112611

5828

PROGRESS--
iiiimilm=1 OF REPRODUCTION ow

THE SELECTION OF
MASTER MUSICIANS

PHILIPS TY'E 315
£3 : 15 : 0

FOR D.C. MAINS

PHILIPS TYPE 2515
2 VALVE 02 :1O : 0

Suitable for home use up to
59 miles from main station.
EASY TERMS ARRANGED.

-WILL DAY LTD.-
19 LISLE STREET, W.C.2

Reg. 0921-22

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE, BY POST 6d..
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"The Most \
Efficient Ch
We Have
Tested"

r-vvv-vrv-virovv-or Tr4141

o 2

THE LEWCOS
" X " COIL

The Lewcos " X " Coil is
renowned for its capacity to
separate music from adverse
atmospheric conditions, and
it will enable you to clarify
leception to a remarkable

degree.

vnirvIrlorvvr-mr

H F CHOKE CURVES
Invett9 the perfolnvance of the Lewco.HFChola

compared with Mute mattes

_..........
.2., in

.......

6-WVENNI

/7/ SELF OSCILLATIOhl
WITH AVERAGe C

il

/ Ar IrlAikAP....

AO,

, ,

A
pr -4140mrd

.111010ArrIllil

reiAn
RCUIT

Aril
500 750 IJCYJ 1250 1500 1750 2250

WAVE LENGTH METREF.

H.F. CHOKE
Price 7/9

The above letter is a further
aVpreciation of the unique quali-
ties of the Lewcos H.F. Choke.
The fine materials and high-
class workmanship used in its
manufacture make it supreme.
The terminals are arranged, one
at the top and the other at the
base of the Coil, to eliminate the
risk of additional self -capacity in
the wiring of the receiver.
The H.F. Choke curves illus-
trated above show the astonish-
ing performance and advantages
of the Lewcos Choke over other
makes.
FULL PARTICULARS OF THE CHOKE AND
"X" COIL WILL BE SENT ON REQUEST.

Regd.

RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER
RECEPTION

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10

" We are pleased to
report that the Lewcos
H.F. Choke is, in our
opinion, the most effi-
cient Choke we have
tested, there being no
sign of instability
even when using 150
volts H.T. on the
Anode of the S.G.
Valve. The construc-
tion is massive and
well finished, and
its design places it in
the front rank of high-
class components."
An appreciation from Industrial
Progress (International), Ltd.,

Bristol

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

5'
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"FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS"
(Continued from page 360)

Music -Lover's Gramo-radio (SG, D, RC,
Trans) -is. 6d. AW202A

Music -Lover's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker) is. AW2ozn
Horizon Four (SG, D, 2 Trans).. AW237
1930 Monodial (zSG, D, Trans) .. WM158
Electric Four (All A.C.-SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM162
Brookman's Four (2SG, D, Trans) .. WMI71
Transportable Four (SG, D, z RC) WM18o
Super Q (SG, D, 2 Trans) .. WM189
Lodestone Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) ..
Searcher's Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WN1194
Invitation Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. W7\'I2oo

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
James Quality Five (zSG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW227
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push-

pull) .. WM 146
1930 Five (zHF, D, RC, Trans) WI\117t
Dual -screen Five (zSG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM185
Radio -Record Five (SG, D, Trans -parallel) .. WI\1188
Overseas Five (3SG, D, Trans) W.M191

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier .. AWzo5
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit) .. AW212
'Two -valve Amplifier .. AW216
" Mag " Gramo Unit .. AW224
Radio -Record Amplifier (DC Mains) WMI83
Selecto Amplifier (FIF, Unit) .. WM2to

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Short-wave Adaptor (1 v.) AW183
Simplest H.T. Unit .. AW197
By-pass Unit (Wavetrap)with copy "A.W"-4d. AW218
" Twin " Brookman's By-pass (6d.) AWzzz

A.W. Paper Loud -speaker AW235
James H. T. and L.T. Charging Unit .. AW232
Simplest H.T. Eliminator for D.C. Main; .. AW234
Simplest H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains AAAw;22243:66

ChokeOutput Unit ..
Simple Tester Unit (6d.)
A.C. Mains Amplifier .. .. WM14.9
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains WMI59
" W.M." Linen -diaphragm WMI72
Brookman's " Wipe-outs " WM136
Short-wave adaptor for Overseas Five .. .. WM 92
Staminator Unit for A.C. Mains WM2o2
Universal Push-pull Amplifier WM2o4
Outspan Short-wave Adaptor .. WIM2o7

PORTABLE SETS
Music Leader (SG, D, RC, Trans) with

copy "A.W."
Sunshine Three (SG.HF.SG.D, Trans)
Continental Portable (SG, D, 'Trans) ..
Pedlar Portable Two (D, Trans)
l'edlar Portable Three (D, z Trans) ..

AW2o3 -14
AW235 1/-
Aw241 II-

WM195 it-
WM197 r/-

362

"BROADCAST
Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign (Km.)

201 1,030 Turin (Torino) 8.5
332 905 Naples (Napoli) 1.7
379.5 790 Genoa (Genova) 1.5

*441 680 Rome (Roma) ... 75.0
453 662 Bolzano (IBZ) ... 0.2

*501 599 Milan (Milano) ... 8 5
LATVIA

*525 572 Riga 12 0
LITHUANIA

*1,935 255 Kaunas 7.0

NORTH AFRICA
363.1 825 Algiers (Pro MU
416 721 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 10.0
1,350 222.2 Tunis Kasbah 0.6

NORWAY
364 824 Bergen ...... . 1.0
369 813 Frederiksstad 0.7
453 66z Nidaros 1.2
455 659.3Porsgrund... 1.5

*493 6o8 Oslo ......... 0.5
POLAND

214.2 2,40o Warsaw (2) 1.9
234 1,283 Lodz 2.2

*313 959 Cracow ...... 1.3
*335 896 Poznan 1.9
381 788 Lvov 2.2
385 779 Wilno 0.5

*408 734 Katowice 16.0
1,411 212.5 Warsaw 14.0

SEPTEMBER 20, 1930

TELEPHONY" (Continued from page 36o)
Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.),
PORTUGAL

240 r,24.7 Oporto 0.25
820 937.6 Lisbon (CTIAA) 0.25

ROMANIA
*391 761 Bucharest 16.0

RUSSIA
720 416.6 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
800 375 Kiev ..... ... 20.0
824 364 Sverdlovsk 25.0

1,000 300 Leningrad 20.0
1,060 283 Tiflis 10.0
1,103 272 Moscow Popoff 40.0
1,200 250 Kharkov . 25.0

*1,391 230 Moscow-Steh-etkovo
(C.C.S.P.) 100.0

1,380 217.5 Bakou 10.0
1,481 205.5 Moscow 20.0

SPAIN
251 1,293 Barcelona

(EA J15) 0.5
266.71,225 Barcelona

(EAJ13) 10.0
*319 86o Barcelona

(EAR) .8.0
368 825 Seville (EA J5) 1.5
407 737 Madrid (Espana) 1.0
424 707 Madrid (E A.17) ... 2.0
460 652 San Sebastian

(EA 181 0.3

Kilo- Station and Powe
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

SWEDEN
135 2,222 Motala 30.0
230.3 r,303 Malmo 0.6

*257 r,r66 Horby 15.0
299.6 2,00r Falun 0.115

*322 932 Goteborg 15.0
*435.4 68g Stockholm 75.0
*542 554 Sundsvall 1.5
*770 389 Ostersund 0.75

1,223.5 244 Boden 0.75
*1,318 222.5 Motala 40.0

SWITZERLAND
31811 943 Basle 0.65

*403 743 Berne 1.1
*459 653 Zurich 0.75

080 442 Lausanne 0.6
760 395 Geneva 0.25

1,010 297 Basle ...........c 0.25

TURKEY
*1,200 250 Istanbul 5.0

1,961 153 Ankara 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
306.5 978.7Zagreb (Agram) 0.7
432.3 694 Belgrade 3.0
574:7 522 Ljubljana 2.8

All wavelengths marked with art
asterisk have been allotted according
to the. Plan de Prague.

James Portable SG3 (SG, D, 'Trans) .. WM203
Foursome Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) .. WM2o6
Copies of the " Wireless Magazine " and of " Amateur Wireless " con.
taining descriptions of any of these sets can be obtained at Ls. 3d. and 43.
respectively, post tree. Index letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur
Wireless " sets and " W.M." to Wireless Magazine."

AMATEUR WIRELESS 58-61 FETTER LANE,
LONDON, F.C.4.

For a talk from Glasgow on " The Descent
and Migration of Clothes," the B.B.C. had
to explain by way of introduction, that the
subject was not that popular practice of
handing down clothes from elder brothers to
their juniors, or of the future of the gar-

ments when they were taken away by the
ol' do' man I The talk was quite a serious
one, tracing the evolution of clothes from
500 B.C.

In tests conducted at Schenectady by
engineers of the General Electric Company,
the spoken words of a member of the
company's staff were transmitted through
an elaborate system around the world in an
eighth of a second. The voice came back
as an echo, the speaker hearing each
syllable an eighth of a second later.,,

"We're Fluxite
and Solder -

The reliable pair,
Famous for
Soldering,

Known everywhere
If you're fixing up

Wireless,
There's no need

to fret,
Let US join the
connections ----

Then Perfect on
you'll get!"

See that Fliunte and Solder are always by you -in the house, garage, workshop
-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering is needed. They cost so little but
will make scor^ - of everyday articles last years longer ! For Pots, Pans, Silver
and Brasswiu . RADIO; odd jobs in the garage -there's always something
useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE. An Hardware and Ironmongery
Hardening Tools and Case Hardening, Stores sell Flusite in tins, 84.,
Ask for Leaflet on improved method. 1/4 and 2/8.
FLUXITE SOLDERING SET,
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant
use. Contains special 'small -space' soldering
iron with non -heating metal handle; pocket
Liow-lamp, Fluxite, Solder, etc; and full in-
? truct ions.

COMPLETE 7/6, or LAMP only 2/6.

FLUXITE LTD
(Dept. 326)

ROTHERHITIIE, S.E.16

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUX'
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

11.

TURN YOUR PRESENT SET
INTO AN ALL -ELECTRIC
IF you have a good set that is giving
1- you satisfactory results don't scrap it.
Make it into an all -electric set yourself at
very little cost.
The Stal Safety H.T. Eliminator Kit en-
ables you to build at home with only a
screwdriver and a pair of pliers a com-
pletely efficient H.T. eliminator. The kit
is sold complete (except for valve) and can
be assembled in less than two hours. No
soldering -no mess -no dirt.
Then fit a Stal accumulator charger
costing only 17/6 for your L.T. supply
and you will have a better all -electric
set than any you can buy ready made.

H.T. ELIMINATOR KITS
ELECTRIC LAMP SERVICE Co.. Ltd.

30-41, PARKER STREET,
KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

Telephone : Holborn 6634, 6635, 0070

NOTE.
If you do not wish to
build up the Stal eli-
minator yourself your
dealer will be glad to do
it for a small charge
and you will still make
a very substantial
saving.

A.C. H.T. KITS
Junior, output 140
volts, 20 m 'a, I vari-
able tapping. 42/ -
Senior, output 175
volts, 44/50 rn/a, 3
variable tappings. 60/-
D.C. H.T. KITS
Junior, output 120
volts, zo m /a, I vari-
able tapping. 30/ -
Senior, output 15o
volts, 3o m 'a, 2 vari-

able tappings. 45/-
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STAN D
65

OLYMPIA
SEPT. I 9-27

MASTER
OF THE

IIT
MAINS

UNIT

SERVANT
OF THE

SET

Here are particulars of the new
Junit Mains Unit.
The units which will satisfy
every critic. Perfectly silent in
operation.
Constructed of the finest com-
ponents and material.
Each unit is constructed for use on
Mains ranging from 200v. -240v.
UNIT TYPE 150,4 A.C.
Giving 15o volts at 25 'milliamperes
load, and incorporating 4 -volt centre -
tapped winding for supplying filament
current for indirectly heated valves.
Size gin. x Sin. x

Tappings : One variable o -Igo
One fixed 15o
One fixed S.G.
Price £5 : 0 : 0

UNIT TYPE 120.
Giving 120 volts at 20 milliamperes
load. Size gin. x 5iri. x 31in.

Tappings : One variable 0-120
One fixed 120
One fixed S.G.
Price £4 : 7 : 6

UNIT TYPE 120/T.C.
Giving 120 volts output at 20 milliam-
peres load, and also containing trickle
charger for 2-, 4- or 6 -volt accumulators.
Size 9 in. -x 5 in. x 31- in.

Tappings : One variable 0-120
One fixed 120
One fixed. S.G.
Price £5 : 17 : 6

Ask your dealer for full particulars.
Advertisement of the Junit Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 2, Ravenscourt Square, London, W.6.

(M.C.111)

Britain's FIRST Successful
Screened Valve Kit -Set

F----ItffFfrT-1Tar-

" An indoor aerial . . . .

This set brought in Slid -
land Regional at fine
strength."

" London Regional is
not an easy station to get
rid of, but . . . I lost it
completely in less than 5
degrees. I could hardly
find the National at filt.,t;
so there was obviously no

"Tour Europe
from your
Armchair"

PROOF? Here it is.
Read what Ama-
teur Wireless says

difficulty in cutting out
that station."

" The Voltron people
are quite justified in their
slogan, for as darkness
came on I was able to
listen to such familiar
European stations as
Toulouse, Rome, and
Vienna at full loud -speak-
er strength."

Illustrated above is the new Dynaplus cabinet showing the set
fitted in position. The cabinet is, in a beautiful walnut finish,
fitted with the latest Voltron Cone Loud -speaker and provides
ample room at the back for batteries or eliminator.

WITH CONE LOUD -SPEAKER
CABINET FITTED COMPLETE 50

DYNAPLUS
SCREENED

3
Complete Kit of Parts

£3 : 12 : 9

TR
otitita41 c#c

V COMPONENTS °
You can get full particulars of Voltron products from
Voltron Authorised Agents throughout the British
Isles. In case of difficulty, write to us for the free
blueprint and name of our nearest Agent.

VOLTRON ELECTRIC, LTD., PONDERS
NESNWDA, Vito,

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

You have not heard
your set at its best until
you have listened to the
new W.B. Permanent
Coil Speaker. It is a
Moving Coil Speaker
with a Sheffield made
Cobalt Steel Magnet
weighing toi lb. and
guaranteed for five
years. The Permanent
Magnet makes ener-
gising from the mains
unnecessary. It is the
most sensitive speaker
you can buy.

It can be supplied
completely assembled
in chassis form or in an
attractively designed
and well -made Oak or
Mahogany Cabinet.

Assembled in handsomely finished
cabinet, size 17" x 15" x 9". Oak
Cabinet Model. Price £8: 8: 0

Mahogany Cabinet Model. Price £8: 18: 6
Assembled in Chassis form and fitted with 14" baffle
board Price £6 : 6 : 0
Made by W.B., manufacturers of the famous W.B.
Valve -holders of every type. Prices from 1 /- each

Write for particulars of the new W.B. Push-pull
Switch, fitted with patent nickel - silver conical
contacts - - Price 1;3

WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD., Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

NOW

USE ALSO
DUMETOHMS
-THEY'VE

BEEN RE-
DUCED TOO!

FROM
2/6 to 1/9

SEPTEMBER 20, 193

increased demand has made it possible
to reduce the cost of producing the
world famed Dubilier Condensers and
Grid Leaks, an advantage which we
are handing on to you !

The extreme accuracy and constancy
of Dubilier Condensers is well known
and users are assured that the standard
will be maintained.

There is now no excuse for using in-
ferior Condensers in your set.

PRICES :
Types 6 to and 62o.

.00005 to .0009 - 1/8 .001 and .002, - 2/-

.003, .004, .005 - 2/3 4006 - - - - 2/6
.oi - - - 3/-

DUBILNSERSIERMICA CONDE

We are exhibiting at STAND 50

THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA (New Hall), SEPTEMBER 19th -27th, 1930

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DIXON WORKS, VICTORIA RD.. NORTH ACTON. LONDON, W.3

Please Mention "A.W.' When Corresponding with Advertisers
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YOU 3UST
PLUG IN
& LISTEN

SET COMPLETk,
PRICE

including valves
and Royalty£25

Wales All -Electric
Four, complete
with Pedestal
Loud Speaker

£31:6:0
Wales Radio -
Gramophone

PalSurd Motor, Star
Speaker, Star Pick-up
and the Wales A.C.
chassis are incorporated
in this handsome ma-

hogany cabinet£51:10
In walnut£54:10

Write for details
sf deferred terms

THE NIIRAM Of RADIO
weCistcsicireti in aneOrt
simplicity of oppere iien
The four valves give power that thrills to
handle. First the screened grid valve.
Then the detector followed by the first low
frequency valve. And finally a super power
valve, ensuring a surge of pure volume that
is amazing in its vivid, exact realism.
Enough to fill a hall, yet it can be controlled
to a whisper.
Wavelength range covers all Europe -200
to 2,000 metres. And no coil changing.
Merely fit a Wates Star Pick-up, price 21/-,
to your existing gramophone and you have
a powerful Radio -Gramophone combination.
Hear it demonstrated at our showrooms-
then your local dealer can supply.

AUL IIEIILIIEC III II III C
SEE IT AT THE
EXHIBITIONOLYMPIA
STAND No. 42
PhoncRiverside5530
Demonstration rooms at
114, Sinclair Road,

Kensington

The STANDARD
BATTERY CO.

(Dep. A.W.)
184/88 Shattesbury
Ave., London,W.C.2

Phone:
Temple Bar 6195/6

211 B

Don't Forget to Say That

FE NTO
HIGH VOLTAGE
CONDENSERS

EIGHT HUNDRED
THOUSAND VOLTS!

AN Soo Kilovolt bank of Con-
densers built by Ferranti at
Hollinwood to the order of a

large Electrical Manufacturing Com-
pany in the Midlands for testing
purposes.
You will appreciate the necessity for
safety and reliability in apparatus of
this character, and the knowledge,
experience and craftsmanship behind
it is built in the Ferranti Condensers
for your radio set and mains apparatus.
IS IT WORTH YOUR WHILE TO
TAKE RISKS WHEN FERRANTI
Condensers ensure safety and satis-
faction ?
British Manufacturers are doing their
utmost to resist unemployment. Help
them by buying British.
Any mains apparatus you construct
will be better and safer with Ferranti
components-Transformers, Chokes,
Condensers, Resistances, and Safety
Boxes into which they may be built
for greater security.

Write for list We 411/2.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

You Saw it in "A.W."
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ItiviTCHDOARD TO EUROPE

SENSATIONAL
POWERRANCEandTONE

IN handsome solid Walnut cabinet of original design with quarter -matched Walnut top.
Built on all -metal chassis and screened. Employs three valves. Screened -grid high -fre-

quency producing sensational range, balanced sensitivity and selectivity over full waveband.
22c to 2,000 metres. Screened -grid double amplifying detector giving straight line distortion -
less detection. Pentode pawer output valve. Special speaker filter circuit. Single drum selector
tuning control; Fine tuning adjustment; Waveband Switch, Volume, Coupling, Radio -Gram.
Pilot Indicator. Terminals: Aerial, Earth, Pick-up, L.S. Full -wave valve rectification,

mains equipment of highest efficiency free of mains hum.

Ask your dealer for a demonstration.

PURCHASE
"OUT OF
POCKET
MONEY"

Either separately or
in conjunction with
one of five Ultra Air
Chrome Double Linen
Diaphragm Speakers,
this wonderful re-
ceiver can be pur-
chased "out of pocket
money." £4 deposit
and twelve monthly
payments of 34/1o.
Your dealer will
gladly supply you
with full particulars.

£23
COMPLETE
A.C. &D.C.

400. ULTRA ELECTRIC LTD. 661 HARROW RD. LONDON, N.W.10
....-trinnwnrAvAnrinnre2cirArAncordrAnnrAnnrAnnrinncdn&nrair...nnw

0

000

0

STAN D

131
OLYMPIA

No. 25. Pia.
SOLID PLUG.

Maximum tensile
strength. For use
with Resilient
Sockets, engraved or
plain, red or 9,1
black.

NEW CLIX LINES

No. 15. Pat. Pro. Pat. Rcg. Des.
Incorporating the New Clix Resilient
Socket and Solid Pin. Entirely insulated
at alt times.
FLEX Portion, 4d. PANEL Portion, 4j.

COMPLETE,

No. 24. Pro. Pat.
RESILIENT SOCKET.

Short, uninsulated for Insulated. For use with
thin panels. Flush id. metal, or any type of
mounting.

No. 23. Pro. Pat.
RESILIENT SOCKET.

No. 6. ANODE
CONNECTOR.

Solid Pin tag is permanently
fixed to S.G. valve terminal.
The resilient socket gives certain
push-pull contact. Ito- 91
possible to short anywhere. %nu

Free

panel. Red or OA
black.

No. 6. ANODE CONNECTOR.

STAND

131
OLYMPIA

nott

No. 22. Pi o. Pat.

RESILIENT
SOCKET.

Uninsulated, long.
For panels up -to r
thick. Flush lid.
mounting. A

RESILIENT SOCKETS.
The Clix revolutionary method
of plug and socket contact in
which the helically slotted
resilient socket grips the plug,
is the only means of obtaining
perfect contact with every type

No. 6. Pm. Pat. Reg. of plug.
Illustrated Leaflets on request.

LECTRO LINX, LTD., 254 VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD., S.W.1
nrdWAnIrirAlrAraln&FirirArAP2rArArArAr/rAIWAMI&ITAIrACIF4r4rA&FAVAFArArA&P;10

You will Help Yourself and Hofp Us by Mentioning "A.W."

GOOD NEWS
FOR WATES METER USERS

NOW A UNIVERSAL
TEST METER

Used in conjunction with the Wates
Polyscope, the Wates Test Plug for
valves, and the Wates Milliameter,
the famous Wates 31n 1 meter enables
you to make every test and measure-
ment you could desire.

WHAT YOU CAN FIND
OUT WITH THESE THREE

INSTRUMENTS

L.T. and H.T. volts. Valve
consumption in M.A. Resis-
tances between 5o and 2,000
ohms.

Broken valve filament, in-
sulation of condensers.
Short circuits, distortion.

Average depreciation of L.T.
and H.T. current, perfor-
mance of each valve. Milli -
amps consumed per valve
under varying conditions.

WATES TEST PEW
Price 2,6

WATES 3 in I METER
Price 8;6

ANY INSTRUMENT SOLD SEPARATELY
Obtainable from all Radio Dealers.
Write for illustrated leaflets to :

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
(Dept. A.W.)

184/188 Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2
'Phone : Trmple Bar 6195

RADIO EXHIBITION OLYMPIA
VISIT STAND No. 42

'Phone : Riverside 553o
M  B IMMO

SCREENS VALVE
I

I HOLDERS
PAR EX

Products PAR Excellence as specified
for the

"A;W: EXHIBITION 3"
Highly polished and mottled screen

fo x 6, with hole 2/9.
"Pares" Screened -Grid Valve Holder 2/.

Any screen made to order direct from

E. PAROUSSI
10 Featherstone Buildings, W.C.1

PHONE CHANCERY 7oro

Let "A.W." Solve Your Problems
to Advertisers
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Postcard
Radio

Literature
:heap H.T.

L-)
NDER the interesting title " Ever-
lasting H.T. for Is Down," Pye Radio

,td., in a recently produced folder, show
Low their H.T. eliminators and L.T. charger
an be obtained on convenient hire-pur-
hase terms. 48

Good Portable
The Columbia portable was reviewed

ecently by "Set Tester," and the nice
hings he had to say about it have endeared
ne to this set. Columbia's also have a
Lew table model receiver which works
rom the mains, and I think potential set
myers will be missing a good opportunity
f they do not get the little booklet des-
:ribing these sets. 49
R.I. Listed

I have on hand the latest R.I. catalogue
)f components, which is far too comprehen-
sive to review in detail, but which I can
:horoughly recommend to every construe -
:or and set user. Very full details are
riven of many of the components and, in
:he case of transformers, in particular, help-
ul curves and circuits are published. 50
The Dynamics

Have you yet come across the N. & K.
lynamic speaker, marketed in this country
by Broderson's? This new speaker action
is well worth investigating, and it is fully
lescribed in a folder available. 51
Home-made Eliminators

Why not make up your own eliminator?
It is quite easy with the new Stall kits of
parts sold by the Triotron valve people, and
literature is to be had describing these. 52
Varley for 1931

The number of Varley parts is legion,
and rather than attempt to detail them
here, I advise you to get the new Varley
catalogue for 1931. This gives most coin-
plete details. 53

GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
Here " Observer " reviews the latest booklets
and folders issued by well-known manufac-
turers. If you want copies of any or all of
them FREE OF CHARGE, just send a
postcard, giving the index numbers of the
catakgues required (shown at the end of
each paragraph), to " Postcard Radio
Literature," "Amateur Wireless," 58-61
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4. " Observer "
will see that you get all the literature you

desire.

NOW EVERY
PILOT KIT
CONTAINS

COMPONENTS
included

in Pilot Radio Kits may be
'obtained separately. Send us
a detailed list of your require-
ments for purchase out of in-
come. Quotations by return.
Post Coupon to -day.

S

build th
,, recelver'

t required to
Comp

1

2. " Red Triangle
ranteed

ebonite
panel,

approved
by the E,cligtoula-.

highly polished
and

drilled to specification.

3. Handsorne
cabinet,

made in
our own

f actoi I

and beautifully
french polished

by hand

5. 0 nuts, screws,
lugs, connecting

wire and

flexible
leads contained

in neat partitioned
A. The specrficd

valves.

6. A written
guarantee

01 service.

and
carton.

* Pilot
" i3" Kits as above

but less Valves
Cabinet.

7. The
Pilot two -range

Test 'Meter.

"AMATEUR WIRELESS" EXHIBITION
THREE (as described in

this issue)

Cash or 12 monthly payments of

KIT A £9-13-5 17/9
KIT IB £6 -11-5 12/1

MUSIC MONITOR (as described in "W.M."
September, 1930)

Cash or 12 monthly payments of

KIT A £4-18-7 9/ -
KIT B £3 - 3 - 1 5/9

EaYhsuRfau
TO PERFECT RADIO

Our New Season's Easy Way Catalogs e
is now ready. Send for your copy to-
day. Contains full descriptions, and
illustrates all the leading makes of

factory -built receivers, kits, accessories, mains
apparatus and components. The most compre-
hensive Radio Catalogite published.

NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET FOUR
SEND The very latest kit, incorporating Balance in
MJ jg 2 S.O. H -F. stages for great range 12 month -1
CallU and extreme selectivity. Single 19 p a y
ONLY control. meats of

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
SEND Balance in

Exactly as specified. D. month- 1 2/9
Cash Price £6-17-6 iy pay -

ONLY meats of

SEND

10/9
ONLY

SEND

6,
ONLY

REGENTONE
Model W.5 Portable H.T. Eliminator
for A.C. Mains. Output 120 volts
at 15 m.a., 2 variable and 1 power

tappings.

Balance in
11 month -10
ly Pay-
ments of

THE FARRAND INDUCTOR
SPEAKER GIVES Balance in
MOVING COIL 11 month- /5

RESULTS ly pay -
meats of

11=111111111111111111111111

All the New Season's Sets in the new
attractive Pilot Carton together with a
comprehensive display of the latest
factory - built receivers, components,
mains apparatus and accessories will be
on show at our Stand.

STAND 110-OLYMPIA

SEND THIS COUPON TO -DAY

PETO - SCOTT Co., Ltd.
77 City Rd., London, E.C.1. Phone: Clerkenwell 906 7-8
62 High Holborn, London, W.C.I. Phone . Chancery 8266
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool. Phone : Central 2134
33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.
Phone : Charlton -cum -Hardy 2028

PLEASE SEND ME (a) YOUR LATEST PILOT RADIO CHART
lb) Y3UR FAMOUS EASY WAY CATALOGUE

NAME ..._

ADDRESS _

A.W.20,30
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THE WORLD'S
MOST
ECONOMICAL
BATTERY  

I"

COLUMBIA
Ran100 BATTERY

NATIONAL CARBON CO,

Columbia 4780
60 volts

Triple capacity

The world's most economic-
al battery - Columbia
4780-Triple Capacity-
now costs only 17/6, It is
economical-it gives you
smooth flowing power for
hour after hour, day after
day, month after month,
And such radio - pure,
evenly -balanced, and en-
tirely trouble free. Re-
member Columbia 4780-
the battery you have
waited for.

For large Sets employing
power valves, Columbia
"Layerbile '-truly a battery
and a half. No. 4486, 45
volts, 24/- -
For 2- or 3 -Valve Sets,
Columbia No. 4721. 10/6
For Portables, Columbia
No. 4755, 99 volts. 18/ -
Columbia Grid Bias Bat-
tery 9 volts. No. 4756. 2/ -

Columbia
RADIO IBATTIEIPINES

J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House,
15 Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
&Wand : J. T. Cartwright, 3 Caulogan St.. Glasgow
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EASY -TO -BUILD
KITS-
ON EASY -TO -BUY
TERMS

Watch the P.B. Radio announcements
during the coming season for the latest
and best in radio. " Easy -to -Build "
kits of all " Amateur Wireless " sets
are supplied on " Easy -to -Buy " terms.
Simple to assemble, performance
guaranteed. All parts are specified.
Instant delivery.

"A.W." EXHIBITION
THREE

Special " P.B." kit using gm
4.11 " 3 - 0all -British Components - -

Cabinets 13:- extra. Valves £1 19 6 extra.
£ s. d.

T'anel 16 in. by 8 in. by 1.,.li in. (Bccol) - - 7 8
15 -ohm panel mounting rheostat (Lissen) - - 2 6
Pick-up jack (Lotus), type No. 2 - . - - 2 3
Plug (Lotus) - ----- - 2 0
120,000 -ohm variable resistance (Regentone) - 8 6
Two .0005mfd. variable condensers (J.B.) - 14 0
.000Imfd. reaction condenser (Bulgin) - - 5 6
On -off switch (Junit) 1 0
Single coil -holder (Lotus) 8
Duthie coil -holder (Wearite) - - - - 1 6
Two valve -holders (Burton) s - - - 2 0
Horizmital S.G. valve -holder (Pares) - - 2 0
High -frequency choke (Watmel, D.X. 3) - - 6 0
High -frequency choke (Lissen)- - - - 5 6
Three .0002 mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen) - 3 0
2-megohm grid -leak With holder (Lissen) - - 1 6
Low -frequency transformer 5-1 (Telsen, Radio -

grand - - - - - - - - 12 6
1-Mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilicr) - - - 2 6
Two terminal blocks (Junit) - - - - 1 6
Aluminium screen (Ready Radio, Wearite,

H. & B., Parex) - - - - - . 2 0
Four Terminals (Belling -Lee) type B - - - 2 0
.Pre-set condenser, maximum capacity .000::

(Lewcos) 2 6
Two vernier dials (Igranic "Major ") - 8 0
7 wander plugs (Belling -Lee) - - - - 2 0
Two spade tags (Belling -Lee) - - - - 9
Four double -tapped coils, 2-200, 2-00 (Atlas) - 1 5 0
Plug-in coil No. 00 & 100 (Atlas) - - - 6 0
Length tinned copper Wire for Wiring (Lewcos) - 6
Systollex sleeving - - - - - - 1 0
:Rubber covered flex (Lewcoflex- - - - 6
U.B. battery clips (Bulgin) - - - - 6
Panel Brackets (Ready Radio) , - - - 10

Total - £6 13 8

©SRAM MUSIC MAGNET FOUR
Complete kit including cabi-

II Ell 15 0net and valves Cash Price
Special Easy Terms by arrangement.

Write for details.

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
Complete kit including valves £6 17 6
and cabinet. Cash Price

Special Easy Terms by arrangement.
Write for details.

CABINETS, MAINS
UNITS, SPEAKER UNITS

Cabinets beautifully finished in oak or mahogany
made to customers requiremeq/s, lowcst prices in
the trade. Send for quotations.
All well-known mains units by Ekco, Regentone,
etc., in stock together with loud -speaker units by
Blue Spot, Hegra, Triotron, etc., ready for instant
delivery.
Send a list of your requirements for any-
thing radio and we will supply you with our
lowest terms by return of post.
Carriage paid on all orders.

C.O.D. or cash with order.

35 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1
Phone, Gerrard 3540. Telarruns EquiPreuinl. "muds
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Build a
Business,

on your
Kitchen Table!

By the simple act of posting the coupon
below you can commence to "build a business
on your Kitchen Table ! " A business that
will provide a pleasant and interesting occupa-
tion for your spare time. Anything up to £300
a year can be earned in your own Premises.
So- delightfully simple is the work that even
the children can help you!

A BUSINESS THAT PAYS
AND WILL PAY!

The Business now opened to you is in the
Wireless and Electrical Industry, which i8
going ahead by leaps and bounds. YOU can
reap BIG PROFITS by manufacturing under
our enormously successful Patents. Anybodycan do it. No special knowledge, skill, or
expensive machinery is needed, only simple
hand tools. and presses. The kitchen at the
start can be your Factory and the Table your
work -bench.

WE GUARANTEE
YOUR PROFITS !

Anything up to £300 a year can be made-
according to the amount of time you can devote
to the work. Your profits are CERTAIN-
We GUARANTEE THEM, and, if necessary,
we arrange co purenase sunicient of your output
to ensure a weekly profit to you, providing the
same reaches the required standard of efficiency,
which is easily attainable. Could anything be
more definite or more fair?

WE "BACK" YOU TO WIN !
Become a Master Man ! Take the first step

now on the Road to Success by posting the
!Coupon below for FREE particulars of this
HONEST. GENUINE AND BUSINESSLIKE
PROPOSITION, The articles made are fully
protected under Royal Letters Patent and we
give you an instruction FREE I In all ways
we back you to win, advise you and assist you.

SEND THISrIRST-SZEP"COCIPON:

CaLtocrsv.
To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,

THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., Ltd.,
1219, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Sir,-Please send me at once, and FREE;
full details as to how I can make money
at Home in any spare time. I enclose Ed.
stamps for postage.

Print your name and address boldly in
capital letters on a plain sheet of paper
and pin this coupon to it.

"Amateur Wireless." 20/0/30

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Beating Nature-
on her own ground.

The nose of a bloodhound, the ears of a deer, the
whiskers of a cat-fascinating instances of the acute
degree to which nature has carried sensitivity in mply
of her amazing creations. Yet the scientists of the
Marconi Valve Factory have devised an appliance
which for sensitivity beats any of these. This
marvellous achievement is incorporated in the new
Marconi Valve H.2, the introduction of which marks
an entirely new era in the "detector" field of
radio science.

The Marconi H.2 is a new high magnification valve
with a mutual conductance of 1.0 ma/volt-the
highest yet attained in this class-particularly suitable
for detection in portable receivers. The amplification
factor of 35, and impedance of only 35,000 Ohms, are
obtained by special constructional methods which at
the same time give exceptional freedom from micro -
phonic feed -back. Marconi H.2 should be fitted as

'detector" in portables-or, indeed, in any set where
maximum sensitivity is essential. It will give greater
range, fuller tone and perfect stability. It will bring
in new stations with amazing consistency and improved
reproduction.

Marconi H.2, the new EFFICIENCY detector, with
the highest conductance, costs only 8, 6. It is ALL.
BRITISH!

MARCONI
H.2.
816

Remember ! Marconi Valves are used by the B.B.C.. Imperial Airways, Croydon Control
Tower, Metropolitan Police, Trinity House Beacon Stations and Lightships, Empire
Wireless Communications, Large Passenger Liners, etc.- need more be said /

369 ematturWtreLsi

SAFETY FOR
SIXPENCE

7;\,

SUPPOSE you
"blew" your Screen -

grid Valve to -night . . .

Sixpence would have
saved it. The Belling -
Lee S.G. Anode Con-
nector is entirely insu-
lated. Even if it touches
exposed metal parts at
earth potential your
valves are safe and your
H.T. supply too.
Just push it over the
Screen -grid Anode Ter-
minal in place of the
usual nut. Then forget
it. Strong spring grip-
compact-side entry for
flex-a special loading
device grips the braid as
well as the wire.
S.G. Anode Connector

6d. each
For Screen Grid or Pentode.

TWO NEW COMPONENTS
The new Terminal Mount, Price 13d. The new " Wander -

fuse," Price 1/3. Spare fuses (150 mia), 9d. each.
Belling -Lee Terminals: Type "B," 6d. Type "M," Cd.
Type . R," 3d. Wander Plug, 3d. Safety Plug and Socket,
9d. Twin Plug and Socket, 1/6. Indicating Spade Ter-
minal, 4(d. Battery Cords, 9 way, 5,9. (Also made In 5, o,

7,8 and zo way.

Pate)

STAND No. 134 National Radio
Exhibition, Olympia

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Wks., Ponders End, .

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order



STAR

"

LOUD SPEAKER

VAI

WATES
DOUBLE CONE
CHASSI s

Pat No 309214

of)..st'ld

HEAR THE
"DOUBLE -CONE '

FIRST!
No matter what Unit you

select, the reproduction of
music and speech with the

TN o more
the UnivUnitsersal

Chassis : impresses you immediately
as a speaker of amazing

BLUE SPOT realism and clarity. Hear
66R, 66P, it against any other speaker,

and all other particularly when the Wates
types. Star Unit is used, and there

is no shadow of doubt that
the Wates Chassis is the

supreme speaker of to -day.
From deep bass notes,

throughout the whole musi-
cal scale to high-pitched

string instruments, the
music comes through with

a perfection of tone that is
a delight to hear.

Ask your dealer to demon-
strate or call at our show-

rooms. Full details sent on
request.
WARNING.- When buying

the Wates Patent Chassis,
beware of imitations with the

cones fixed to the baffles,
Insist on seeing the name

Wates before purchasing.

PRICES
12" chassis, Ill
14" 12:6
20" 17/6
COMPLETE
SPEAKERS
from f3'10: -

Full Price List
on application

Patent
No.20989

WATES STAR UNIT
now reduced to

. 251.
RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA, STAND No. 42

Thom., : Riverside 5530

I tiAl MN WIN 111111011 11:1
THE STANDARD BATTERY Co. (Dept. A.W.)

184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

WET H.T. BATTERIEo-
Solves all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
OARS (waxed), 21 in. x it in. sq., 1 3 doz.
ZINCS, new type, 101. doz. SACS, 1'0 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts:, complete with bands and
electrolyte, 4 1 aos, 9d. Sample unit fid.
Illus. booklet tree. Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 3)/.. 3 -VALVE SET, £5.
A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road.

STOCKWELL. LONDON

LET "AMATEUR
WIRELESS SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS
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AT THE QUEEN'S HALL
rr HE miscellaneous concert on Tuesday,

1 September 9, was a great occasion.
There was a work by Marcel Dupre for
organ and orchestra, the composer playing
the solo part not a concerto, but a sym-
phony. Dupre seems one of the few pioneers
of modern music in whom one can imagine
real genius; but this may be a mistaken
impression. He has a wonderful technique,
however; he is able to mould modern
musical form with extraordinary ability.
So many composers of the present day arc
still at the experimental stage.

-The programme was well chosen. There
was a Gluck overture, a new violoncello
concerto by Honegger, and a Handel organ
concerto (when Marcel Dupre had played
the organ for the second time -the applause
amounted to an ovation), and Schubert's
" Unfinished Symphony." Hearing this
work after two modern works revealed
some of its amazing depths. There is
nothing else anything like it. It is spon-
taneous in the mature mind of this com-
poser, and a link between the pagan and
the spiritual in music. L. R. J.

TUNGSRAM VALVES
It should be noted that an incorrect

address was given in the Tungsram adver-
tisement on page 253 of No. 43e. The
correct address is 72, Oxford Street, W.I.

The new Scottish B.B.C.headquarters in
Edinburgh, situated in what was formerly
the Queen's Hall, are a great advance in
every respect on the premises formerly
occupied at Blythwood Square, Glasgow.
One of the main features is No. I studio,
which has been constructed out of the old
Queen's Hall itself. It is the largest broad-
casting studio in Great Britain, and the
stage has been extended so that it can
accommodate a fairly large orchestra. On
three sides are commodious galleries from
which invited audiences will, on occasion,
be able to see and hear the performance.
There are facilities for the operation of
spot -lights. The walls of No. 2 studio will
be undraped, but will be lined with textile
material, and decorated in simple pastel
shades.

NEXT WEEK :
THE " ARROW TWO "

"Arnateilr Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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CLARION
CABINETS

=

We claim to offer quality
cabinets for all modern
radio requirements at
prices which defy
competition.

You can easily prove
our statements. Come
along and. inspect our
factory in full operation.

HAVE YOU HAD OUR LISTS?

CLARION
RADIO FURNITURE
28-38 Mansford St., LONDON, E.2

Telephone: Bishopsgale 637r

TANNOY
PRODUCT.P

STAND 111
RADIO EXHIBITION

RADIO GRAMOPHONES
Incorporating M.C. Loud-
speaker. " All -Electric "
for radio and gramophone
at will. Prices (complete)

from 45 Gns.

CONSOLE 4v.
Similar in mechanical
construction to the Radio -
Gram. but without gramo-
phone motor, etc. Incor-
porating M.C. Speaker.
All -Electric.

Price 39 Gns.

MAINS RECEIVERS
All -Electric Sets. Ever-
lasting-no batteries-no
attention.

... 19 Gns.
(Iii quartered walnut cabinet)

2-v. models from 10 Gns.

Tannoy Products, 1-7 Dalton SI., S.E.27
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ORIGINAL N&K
INDUCTOR LOUD - SPEAKER
This remarkable loud -speaker not only equals the
moving coil but improves on its sensitiveness, clarity
and beauty of tone. Cheaper to buy. Simple to operate.
No batteries. Large quantities E3 0
supplied without delay.

Full details free on request from:

A. BRODERSEN,
Demonstration and Showrooms at:

11 Northampton Sq., Goswell Rd., London, E.C.1
'Phone: Clerkenwell 72 t5

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS
By ERNEST H. ROBINSON (5 Y.M.)

A handy book telling in plain, non-
technical language all that the average
man needs to know about Wireless.

CASSELL'S 3/6 net.

We

Regret

that owing
to pressure
of space we
have been
compelled to
hold over a
number of
ac:vert isers'
announce-
ments until
the Second
Show Num-
ber, Sep. 27.

Radio's

Red -Letter

Week
If you would know the new
wonders that have been added

to Radio, come straight to

Radiolympia.

Radio -Gramophones are here

that look and sound too mar-
vellous to be true ! Valve sets,

Crystal Sets, Home Construction

Sets, Components. All are

here to meet every need and
to suit every pocket. And
whatever your ambitions you
will find that the keynote of
modern radio is simplicity. To-
day Radio is as much part of
the home as Gas or Electric light

and just as easy to operate.

Come to the

RADIO
EXUDATION

and marvel
NEW HALL OLYMPIA

SEPT. 1 9 27
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. DANCING

PROMOTED BY THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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EASY TERMS
We specialise in the supply of all good quality Radio Sets
and Components on easy terms. We will give you eth ;lent
and prompt service. A few examples below :-

McthICHAEL MAINS THREE.-The outstanding all -
mains set of the season. Remarkable performance
both as regards sensitivity and quality of repro.
duction. A receiver we can thoroughly recommend.

Cash Price S21
or 22/- with order and 111 monthly payments of 38,'-

ECKO ALL -MAINS 2 -VALVE SET.-A reliable Regional
Receiver for A.C. or D.C. mains.

Cash Price, S14/10/ -
or 18/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 26/-

LISSEN 2 -VALVE SET.-clattery Model, including valves.
Cash Price, 53/10/ -

or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 6(6
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT.-A first-class

long-distance Receiver, incorporating 2 H.F. stages,
single -dial tuning.

Cash Price, 21115/ -
or 16/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 211 -

NEW ORGOLA 1931 4 -VALVE KIT.-A high-grade com-
plete kit of parts, including cabinet and valves.

Cash Price, S13/1276
or 16/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 24/6

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE 3 KIT.-A considerable advance
on last season's 3 -valve Kit and at a lower price.

Cash Price, SI1,17/13
or 10/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 1216

N.H. FARRAND INDUCTOR LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT.-
Quality of reproduction almost equal to a moving -
coil speaker,

Cash Price, 13[10' -
or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 616

MARCONI PICK-UP.-The best and most sensitive
Pick-up available at the present time.

Cash Price, 23/31 -
or 4/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/-

12 EXIDE W.H. UNITS (120 volts, 5,000 1111a).
Cash Price, 54/2/6

or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 7/ -
Higher voltages if desired.

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT.-The finest balanced -
armature movement . on the market. Complete
with large Cone and Chassis.

cash Price, 62/10/ -
or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/ -

All makes of Eliminators, Loud Speakers (including
Moving Coil), Meters, Batteries, etc.. supplied on similar
terms. Kindly let us have your inquiries and a quotation

will be sent by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
The first Firm to supply Radio
Components on Easy Terms.

11 OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET,
LONDON, E.C.2

Telephone : National 1977

DX
THE STANDARD
PLUG-IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/

DX COILS Ltd, London, E.8

MICROPHONES
You will get tue best and cheapest selection
of Microphones for all purposes at 218
Upper Thames Street, E.C. Electradix
Mikes are used everywhere. Broadcast
Mikes, £12, £6 and £2, for public address.
Announcers' Hand or Stand Mikes, 16/,
Wrist Speech Microphones, 10'6. Solo
Hand Mikes 107B in brass case, 3/6.
Microphone Units for making multiple
mikes, 4 6. Skinderviken Buttons, 3.6.
W.E. Service Speech Buttons, 10d. Book-
let " Wonders of the Microphone, " 6d.
Add postage on above.
New September Sale List fast issued.

Free for stamped addressed envelope.
Microphone Specialists,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

A condenser cannot live to
fail twice ! A Hydra cannot
fail to live throughout the
lifetime of your set -- and
longer ! Hydra condensers
never fail-they do not leave
our factory until we are

satisfied of that !

Ir LOUIS'3,
Newman

HOLZsMAN
\V.1

Ltd,

Telephone: Museum 2641

SWITCHES for
"RADIO

and
POWER"
Lyons " B.A.T." 75o
watt Q.M.B. Switches
are designed and
manufactured to give
efficiency. Use them confidently in
High -frequency circuits, also H.T. and
L.T. Battery Eliminators, Trickle
Chargers, Gramophone Motor Switch-
es, Moving -coil Loud -speaker Field
Switches, Starting small Electric
Motors, etc. Illustration shows:
Latest Model; easily breaks 3 Amps at 250 V.

Q.M.B." Action; indicating; Live Parts Insu-
lated from Lever; One Hole Fixing; Nickel
Finish. Small; Neat; Efficient; Guaranteed fully.

No. 728 with Soldering Tags 21- each
No.730 with Screw Terminals 2/3 each
No. 729, 2 -way Type 2/9 each
No. R.671, S.P. 9 -way 3/9 each
No. 156, D.P. Model . 3/6 each
Na. D.53, D.P.D.T. Model 5/3 each

MANY OTHER TYPES.

Send for Free Booklet " Switches for Radio and
Power" with 20 new Circuits, on these and
many other thoroughly reliable Switches.

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.,
76 Oldhall Street, Liverpool
40 Buckingham Gate, S.W.1

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C4

PATENTS.-Trade Marks, Advice Handbook free.-B. T.
King. Regd. Patent Agent, 14//a Queen Victoria Street,
London.
DECORATE YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER YOURSELF.
Transfers giving painted effects ou Fabric, Wood, Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue 1/-. A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England.
COMPLETE KITS.-All Circuits, C.O.D. or Terms: -
141.B., 33 Maroon Street, London, E.1.
ENGINEERS-IMPORTANT NOTICE.-Results now to
hand show that 93 per cent. of our candidates pass their
Exams. at the first attempt, a remarkable record unap-
proaclied by any other organisation and showing why We
alone guarantee " No Pass-no Fee," If 93 out of every
100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you remain in
the ranks? Now is the time to " get busy " and investi-
gate. Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities,"
explains the moat simple and successful home -study:
methods of passing B.Sc., A.M.LMech.E., A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., G.P.O., C. & G., Marie., etc.,
Exams. This book outlines courses in all branches of Civil,
Mech., Elec., Motor, and Wireless.Engineering, shows the
unique advantages of our Appointments Dept., and includes
a brilliant foreword by Prof. A.111. Low, in which he shows
clearly the chances you are missing. Send for Free
Handbook Now (state branch, post, or exam.).-British
Institute of Engineering Technology, 100 Shakespeare
House. 20-31 Oxford Street, London,

WE WILL ACCEPT YOUR SURPLUS APPARATUS
(making you a high alloWance) in part' payment for any
new apparatus; your enquiry will be dealt with prompt-
ly.-Bostock & Stonnill. 1. Westbaurne Terrace, S.E23.
WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONE GABIrIE-18. neatly tor
assembling or assembled. Write for lists. D. Mendip
Industries. Winscombe.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. --List free. KITS : Straight 2-
Cabinet, panel, .0005, :0003 variables, Faradex trans-
former, six -pin coil, base, S.M. dial, choke, .0003, .0001
fixed, leak, V.H. switch, wire, etc., complete, 24/-, carriage

STRAIGHT 3, cabinet, panel 14 by 7 in., two .0005
variables, S.M. dials; dual coil, .0003, .0001 fixed, V.11.,
Faradex transformers, choke, G.L., wire, strip, etc., com-
plete, 35/-. carriage 3/-.
MAINS SETS : A.C. only, complete valves. Highest class
manufacture in oak cabinet illuminated dial, 180-2,000
metres, Philips valves. Prices : two -valve, £6 10s.;
three -valve, £9, or with 4 -pole speaker incorporated, 25/ -
extra: four -valve S.G., £13. Carriage 5/-.
COMPONENTS: Faradex transformers, 3/3; Bullphone
dual coils, S/6; ITT'. chokes, 1/6; set 4 S.W. coils, 5/-;
.0005 S.L.F., 2/6; Polar .0003, 2/9; ditto .0001, 2/-; 1-mfd.,
1/8; 2-mfd., 2/-; 18 by 7 in. panels, 3/-; 12 by 8 in., '2/6;
l'uratone valves, 4/6; power, 6/6; B.G., 10/-. Five -valve
portables, £5 15s. I guarantee to supply any part or kit
cheaper. No rubbish.-Butlin, 143b Preston Road,

FOR THE NEW "A.W." LINEN
DIAPHRAGM LOUD -SPEAKER

When constructing the new Linen Speaker described is this
issue use the " SELF - CENTRE " Extension Rod when

mounting your unit. .

Designed expressly for use in
1 inen and other speakers. The
"SELF -CENTRE" will re-
lieve the driving rod of all
undue side stress and chatter,
allowing for Suer adjustment
of unit, thus improving tone
and volume. FITTED WITH
EXTRA LARGE REVERS-
ING WASHERS.

(UNIVERSAL?
BALL JOINT

To obtain the finest results
with this speaker use our
specially prepared linen
dressed with GOLDEN
TAUTENING DOPE. This
dope, prepared Es the result
of considerable research, is
NON -INFLAMMABLE and
WATERPROOF.

C.O.D. Term available.
Trade indairies tended.

Tested and
approved by

" Amateur
Wireless."
Price, as
Illustrated
lie, post
free 1/8.

The special qualities of this
dressing will yield to a full
and rich response to all sound
frequencies. Golden Tauten-
ing Dope WILL NOT DE-
TERIORATE WITH AGE,
THE LLNEN MAINTAIN-
ING FULL TAUTNESS.
Price 1!- per 8 -oz. tin, post
1/3. Linen: 13/- per sq. yd.

Any length cut.

WEEDON & CO., 80 LONSDALE AVENUE, LONDON, E.13

High -Grade
SET & SPEAKER CABINET
Constructed of finely figured Oak ou
carved ball and claw legs, hand french

polished.
The Acme of "Craftsmanship

£ 2.8.0, carriage paid.
Radio - Gramophone Cabinet

010.0.0, carriage paid.
Models from 02.2.0 to 020. Thirty -

page illustrated catalogue, post free.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker,

Established 1866. SWINDON

mateur Wireters)
COUPON

Available untilSaturday
SEPTEMBER 27, 1930
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EVERY WIRELESS ISER SHOULD
GET THIS CATALOGUE

The Lotus Stand at Olympia
is No. 30

WHETHER you are buy-
ing a new set this year,

or adapting your present set,
or if you are needing com-
ponents to construct your own
receiver you should not fail
to get the Lotus Catalogue.
In this attractive little book-
let are described all the new
Lotus models, a wide range
of Electric and Battery Sets
to suit every taste and purse.
The catalogue also gives par-
ticulars of the Lotus Compon-
ents, famous amongst con-
structors for accuracy, finish
and workmanship.

One minute spent filling in
the coupon below will assure
you of perfect wireless repro-
duction for the season.

To Garnett, Whiteley & Co.,
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverrool.

I' lease send me free of cost the new Lotus
Catalogue.

Ncme

Address

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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3 GANG 45/ -

CAP
.0005

4 GANG 55:-

A TRULY WONDERFUL GANG CONDENSER
F.NE CRAFTSMANSHIP AND PERFECT

BALANCE

CAPS. "
MFD. Price
2 3/.
1 2/2
0.5
0.25 1,9
0.10 1,6

TEST
VOLTAGE

600

I I
'01.LAGE CO,J1).

REAL DEPENDABILITY

HIGHER
WORKING
VOLTAGE

300

MAINS CONDENSERS
BAKELITE CASE,
HIGHER VOLTAGE
TEST, HIGHER IN.
SULATIO N, NO

BREAKDOWNS
30% LOWER PRICES

CAPS. PRICE
F.0001

1 6
G.001
H.002 2,3

A GREAT LITTLE COMPRESSION
TYPE VARIABLE CONDENSER

FE1FECT

CAP 00015 3 9

NO
CRACKLE

EIGHT

OF

OJR

35

LIN:13

LOWEST LOSS
AND

LIGHTEST
CONDENSER

EXTANT

MID LOG LINE
CONDENSER

CAPS.
.0005
.00035
.00025
.00015

EASY READING

SEPTEMBER 20, 1930

NOTHING CAN
TOUCH US

FOR

CONCEALED
INTERNA,.
PIGTAIL

SILKY ACTION

BRITISH LEADERSHIP
SUPPLIERS TO THE

LEADING SET MAKERS
OF THE COUNTRY -

CATALOGUE FREE. GERRARDI863.
GOLDEN SQ. PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON.

ILLUMINATED DRUM DIAL - 8'6
WITH TRIMMER BALANCING CONTROL
WITH TWIN GANG CONDENSER . 17/6

WITH SINGLE CONDENSER 13-

MIKA DENSOM

.0001

.0002 6d.

.000"4

.0005 7d.
.001 8d.
.002 10d.

1,000 VOLT TEST

MOULDED IN THE FINEST BAKELITE ONLY
BEST MICA EMPLOYED AND THOUGH SO
INEXPENSIVE, ARE WITHOUT QUEST.ON

THE FINEST LITTLE MIDGETS MADE

Printed in England. 'Published by Bernard Jones Publications. Ltd., 5S/Cot Fetter Line, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for d:cuth Afr:ca CENTRAL NEW, AGENCY, LINUTED. Sole Agents for Austra.asia: GORDON & GOTCH, LIMITED. Saturday, S..rptetn')cr 20, 1730.
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ARYNUR PREEN & &O., LTD.

CAP
.0005

3 GANG 45/- 4 GANG 55/.

A TRULY WONDERFUL GANG CONDENSER
FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP AND PERFECT

BALANCE

CAPS.
MFD. Price
2 3/..
1 2/2
0.5 2/.
0.25 1,9
0.10 1/6

TEST
VOLTAGE

600

HIGHER
WORKING
VOLTAGE

300

NOTHING CAN
TOUCH US

FOR

QUALITY* RANGE
OR PRICE

LOWEST LOSS
AND

LIGHTEST
CONDENSER

EXTANT

MID LOG LINE
MAINS CONDENSERS GONDENSE6
BAKELITE CASE,
HIGHER VOLTAGE
TEST, HIGHER IN.
SULATION, NO

BREAKDOWNS

CAPS.
.0005
.00035
.00025

} 4/6

30% LOWER PRICES
.00015

REAL DEPENDABILITY

CAPS. PRICE
P.0001
J.0003 1/6
0.001
H.002 2,3

A GREAT LITTLE COMPRESSION
TYPE VARIABLE CONDENSER

PERFECT
ACTION

,FOR_Mo

CAP .00015 3;9

NO
CRACKLE

EIGHT

OP

OUR

35

LINES

EASY READING

CCNCEALED
INTERNAL
PIGTAIL

SILKY ACTION

BRITISH LEADERSHIP
SUPPLIERS TO THE

LEADING SET MAKERS
OF THE COUNTRY

CATALOGUE FREE. GERRARD 1863.
GOLDEN SQ. PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON.

ILLUMINATED DRUM DIAL - 8'6
WITH TRIMMER BALANCING CONTROL
WITH TWIN GANG CONDENSER . 17,t,

WITH SINGLE CONDENSER 13,-

.0001 .0005 7d.
.0002 ) 6d, .001 Bd.
.0003 .002 10d.

1.000 VOLT TEST

MOULDED IN THE FINEST BAKELITE ONLY
EEST MICA EMPLOYED AND THOUGH SO
INEXPENSIVE, ARE WITHCUT QUEST ON

THE FINEST LITTLE MIDGETS MADE

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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IGRAVIIC

MIDGET

10'6 *

q1/Aritilri"
SOMETHING

TRANSFORMERS

*

The trend of modern receiver designs calls for
smaller components without sacrifice of efficiency.
The new Igranic MIDGET L.F. Transformer is
a masterpiece in miniature. No refinements-elec-
trical or constructional-h,ve been sacrificed for size.

Study its star points. Remember that its efficient
performance has been proved by many exhaustive
laboratory and practical tests. It is the Transformer
you have been waiting for

THE STAR POINTS
Size 4" x x 41".

Weight 61 oz.

*2. Patented bi-metal core of new nickel alloy,
which permits overload without ill effect.

3. Primary inductance of over 6o henries.

4. Case of polished Bakelite.
Ample material surrounds fixing holes.
All terminals clearly marked.

fitf.7
c- At%

Inspect this " Masterpiece in Miniature" at

STAND No. 240, New Empire Hall, Olympia
Write for New Catalogue No. D149

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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secures the
TIT -BIT

OLYMPIA 1930 MODEL A.C. 188.
for A.C. Mains

The little wonder All -

Mains Unit with the
outstanding facilities

Suitable for use
with the

OSRAM " MUSIC MAGNET "

COSSOR "MELODY MAKER"

MULLARD " ORGOLA " and

ANY SET
STANDARD OR PORTABLE

ASK Y OUR DEALER OR
WRITE FOR FOLDER 55
DESCRIBING THE "ATLAS"
RANGE AND EASY PAY-

MENT SYSTEM.

Now you can obtain All -Mains efficiency and cheap-
ness from any type of set. This remarkable new
" ATLAS " Unit ensures smooth steady High and
Low Tension current entirely free from hum from
your Mains. It is no larger than an H.T. Battery and
fits the battery space in cabinet and portable receivers.
There are two variable tappings of o/Ioo and 0/120
volts respectively, and one fixed of 150 volts. Output
25 m/A. The Trickle Charger caters for 2-, 4- or 6 -volt
accumulators.
Incorporating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Com-
plete with wander plugs and guaranteed for 12 months.

Cash Price L6:0:0 or 10e/-asdyownm, othnethblaylalcne-

stalments.

IT FITS YOUR PORTABLE

SUPER MAINS UNIT A.C. 188
H. CLARKE & CO. (MANCHESTER) LIMITED,
OLD TRAFFORD MANCHESTER

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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EVERYTHING
gke

90 &C.
pourguar,pace

ELECTRICAL

EC0PHO

THE PICK OF THE
EXHIBITION

A real treat is in store for listeners with A.C. Electricity
supply in their homes with the new GECePHONE
3- Valve A.C. Mains receiver. It is electrically perfect,
made in accordance with the Institute of Electrical
Engineers' reccmmendations by the largest electrical
manufacturing organization in the British Empire-the
G.E.C.-your guarantee of reliability. In price it re-
presents unapproachable value. In performance it is the
last word in purity, full -power volume, and a range that
will get you almost anywhere. The handsome design
of the cabinet is enhanced by the ebony black front
panel relieved with old gold . . . . Atruly remarkable set.

HIRE PURCHASE. You can
either buy this receiver for Cash
(118) or Hire Purchase -11 .16 . 0
deposit, 12 monthly payments
of £1 . 8 . 4.

GECoPHONE ''S T RK"
LOUD  SPEAKER, specially
recommended for the 3 -valve
A.C. Mains Receiver. Handsome
design. Realistic re- pra
production. Price ZS .

GECoPHONE 4 -VALVE A.C.
MAINS RECEIVER. An extra-
ordinarily powerful receiver, re-
presenting the superlative
in radio technique. Price £31.1

WRITE for leaflet B.0 5603,
uhich gives particulars of
CECoPTICIVE A.C. Mains Re-
ceivers and Loud Speakers
Sent POST FREE.

MADE
IN

ENGLAND

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London. W.C.2.
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION, C.E.C. Stand No. 68, Ground Floor, New Hall.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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1

2
3
4

The base of the Valve Holder is of
polished bakelite, into which the metal
sockets are recessed, eliminating damage
to the valve by wrong insertion.
Distance between fixing holes, i in.

The spiral, spring -grip sockets are in
with the tinned soldering

lugs making excellent connection pos-
sible between the valve and its circuit.

Stiff limiting lugs prevent the spring
sockets being strained by rough hand-
ling. The four screw heads shown carry
through to plated terminals indexed in
the bakelite moulding.

A transparent dust -proof cover keeps
the interior of the holder clean and makes
it impossible for the valve legs to come
into contact with the baseboard.

AFAMOUS
VALVE
HOLDER

THE illustration depicts the well-known and
ever -popular Benjamin Vibrolder as seen
from underneath. Ever since its introduc-

tion the Vibrolder has met with an enthusiastic
reception and it is to -day the easily most popular
valve holder on the market. The most important
feature of this holder is the socket construction.
As will be seen, this is in the form of a spiral, and
this confers three important advantages.

Firstly, a spring -grip contact is provided, assur-
ing excellent connection either for split or the
increasingly popular solid -pin valves.

Secondly, the sockets will align themselves to the
valve pins should these be inaccurately spaced or
bent.

Finally, the four sockets together hold the valve
in a sprung suspension, which damps out vibra-
tion, thereby protecting the valve filament from
shock and eliminating the microphonic " ring''
or howl which would otherwise mar reception.

All the different Benjamin valve holders are made
on this famous anti-microphonic principle and a
full description of them is given in our new 1931
Catalogue, which we shall be glad to forward on
request.

MAY WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT STAND 115
WHERE ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE SHOWN?

The Clearer Tone Anti-
microphonic Holder,
terminals and tinned
soldering lugs. Cat.
No. 665o. Price 2/ -

The Five -pin Holder,
suitable for split or solid
fcur- or five-pirr valves.
Cat. No. 8659.

Price 1:9

N
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., Tariff Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.

All Benjamin Valve
Holders and Switches
are fully illustrated and
described in our Cata-
logue No. 11.42. Free

on request.

Tel.: Tottenham 1500.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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An Entirely

srotri
rkialve Detector Valve

OSRAM

For 2 volt sets

MADE IN
ENGLAND

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.e
WRITE jor"OSRAM WIRELESS GUIDE" (1930Edition)Sent Post Free.

Extraordinary
High efficiency

A mutual conductance of 1.0 mat.
volt combined with the high
Amplification Factor of 35.
This means more overall amplifica-
tion and increased sensitivity of your
set to distant stations.
The moderate Impedance of only
35,000 ohms. means that the quality
of reproduction is maintained in spite
of the high amplification.
The new OSRAM H.2 is the ideal
Detector Valve for portable sets or
for any set working from a 2 -volt
accumulator. It is also excellent as a
R.C. or L.F. amplifier.

Characteristics :
Filament Volts ... 2.0 max.
Filament Current ... 0.1 amp.
Anode Volts 150 max.
Amplification Factor 35
Impedance... ... 35,000 ohms.

Measured at Anode volts 100 ; Grid volts 0.
Mutual conductance 1.0

PRICE 8/6
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd.. Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2. NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION. Olympia, Stand 46. Ground Floor. New Hd

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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EPOCH

To be seen and heard at
Olympia, Stand 203 and
Demonstration Room 0

ard at the
Manchester Exhibition

It's impossible to describe the marvellous new
models of Epoch Moving Coil Speakers in one
page, so we give up the attempt and invite you
to send for Booklet A54 giving full details of the
finest and largest range of Moving Coil Speakers

in the world. Send for your copy now.

EPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., Farrinadon Avenue, E.C.4
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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THEY'RE BEST
FOR EVERY SET

Patent

Whether your set is
battery driven or an All -
Mains Model, the Belling -
Lee Safety Plug and Socket
will make costly short-
circuits impossible. It is
the last word in safety -
even when disconnected it
is fully insulated. High -
and low - voltage plugs
cannot be interchanged in
error, and BOTH parts are
clearly engraved in white.
26 different indications --
fitted without tools-
soldering unnecessary.
Ample contacts - s'de

Patent

entry for flex-a special
device grips both wire
and fray.

Price 9d.
OTHER BELLING -LEE

COMPONENTS
The new Terminal Mount, Price
88. The new "Wander -fuse,"
Price 1/6. Spare fuses (150 m/a),
9d. each.

Belling -Lee Terminals;
Type " B 6d.

"R" .. 3d.
Wander Plug . . 3d.
Twin Plug and 'Socket. .. 1/6
Indicating Spade Terminal 4(d.
S.G. Anode Connector 6d.
Battery Cords, 9 way 6/9

Also made in 5, 6, 7, 8 and so way.

STAND No. 134 National Radio
Exhibition, Olympia

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

C.

TESTfF TIME
In the

Time of
Wren.. .
Westminster Abbey was re-
built. It bad then stood
through seven centuries.
It is still standing the test
of time, though another
200 years have passed.
A quarter of a century
ago the first T.C.C. Con-
denser was made. And,
like Westminster Abbey,
T.C.C. has stood the test
of time. To -day, as ever,
it is the standard of conden-
ser reliability and accuracy.
That is why the leading
Radio technicians choose
T.C.C. And that is why
you, too, will use T.C.G
Condensers in your set.

Illustrated above is a .00O3 mfd.
T.C.C. Upright Type Mica Conden-
ser. Price 1 6 each. Other capacities
in this type are made from .0001 mfd.
to .25 mfd. Prices 116 to 18',

WESTMINSTER ABBEY
ADVERT. OF THE TEl EGRAPH/ /, 4'5 CONDENSER Co. Ltd. N. ACT... N, W.3 0

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Wks:, Ponekrs End, Mdx,

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding tvith Advertisers

6o57
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Reach out
for

Distant
Stations

LEWCOS DUAL
WAVE COILS are
specified for the
"Arrow Two"
Receiver described
in this issue.

PRICE
15/-
each

DUAL WAVE

With LEWCOS DUAL WAVE COILS fitted
in your set you will find it an incredibly
easy matter to receive the most distant
stations across the world.
Like every other coil made by "LEWCOS"
the DUAL WAVE COILS live up to their
Manufacturers' world-wide reputation for
"perfection in every detail." A fully de-
scriptive leaflet (Ref. R.65) will be sent
on request.

THE LONDON
ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED

Church Road
Le yt o n, London

E.10

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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THE D H.T. UNIT
FOR A.C. AND D.C.

Cuts out the costly H.T. Battery.
Gives immunity from all danger
of live contact because it is All -
Insulated.
Gives safe H.T. current from any
electric supply at a cost of approxi-
mately 3:- per annum.
FITS PORTABLES and suits all
sets up to five valves-output 20
milliamps for A.C. and D.C.
Improves reception amazingly.
Sells at a popular price.

A.C. MODEL - 14-15-0
D.C. MODEL - £2-12-6
SEE OUR STAND No. 61
RADIO EXHIBITION,
Ground Floor, Main Hall, Olympia.

The Sensation

41°Ivw°w
at Olympia

NEW ALL INSUL ATED

111f IU Ni 111f
Nikalloy-the Marvellous New Metallurgical Discovery-
has been applied by R.I. Research Workers and Engineers to a
new H.T. Unit.
Absolutely Revolutionary in Safety, Efficiency and Economy,
this Nikalloy H.T. Unit attains a new achievement for British
Radio and R.I. Reputation, equalled only by the performance of
the Big 3 the " Hypermu and " Hypermite Transformers
and the " Hypercore Choke.

Ask your dealer or write for illustrated descriptive leaflet.

R.I., LTD., " MADRIGAL " WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
Mention of "Amateur Wireless to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Cossor 215 S.G. 2 volts,
*15 amp. Impedance 300,000.
Amplification Factor 330.
Mutual Conductance
11 m.atv. Normal working
Anode Volts 120. Positive
Voltage on

Price 20f tiScreen
60-80.

Highest
effective
amplification

The effective amplification available with any
Screened Grid Valve is largely controlled by
its inter -electrode capacity. The lower this
self -capacity the greater the effective amplification
available. In the new Cossor 215 S.G. residual
capacity has been reduced to the low order of 001
micro-niicrofarads. This is lower than any other
Screened Grid Valve on the market. Due to this-
and also to the absence of grid current - the new
Cossor 215 S.G. permits a degree of effective amplifi.
cationiwhich, a year ago, would have been considered
utterly impossible. Illustrated folder giving full
technical details sent free on request.

THE NEW

OSSOR
215 S.C.

IIIGIIEST ACTUAL AMPLIFIC A TION
05,,2A. C. Cosscr, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.S.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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NEWS 8- GOSSIpoFTHEwPFK
STILL ON !

DON'T forget that the Show closes on
Saturday, September 27. If you

haven't already been, try to squeeze in an
hour or so at the first opportunity. Make
your first visit Stand Number One-and
see the new "A.W." and " W.M." receivers.

BLAITHWAITE !
AREADER living near Slaithwaite is

alarmed at the controversy over
the pronunciation of the name. He sends
in his complaint in rhyme.

" There was a young fellow of Slaith-
waite (`S/owitt'),

Who looking much worried said
Blaithwaite,'

My wireless set
Won't Manchester get,

So I think in the dust -bin I'll
thraithwaite. ' "

What do you think about it?
SURPRISING LICENCE

FIGURES
ALTHOUGH we all know the total of

B.B.C. licences has now exceeded the
three -million mark, very little has been said
of the rate of increase; it is rather surpris-
ing. Latest figures show that the present
rate of increase is higher now than it has
been for years. Additions to the present
total are being made at the rate of one
thousand a day. As the B.B.C. reckons
five listeners to every licence holder, its
audience is increasing at the enormous rate
of five thousand a day !

NOT YET SATISFIED

r
THIS does not mean that we are satis-

fied with the licence figures," a B.B.C.
official stated. "Any talk of saturation
point is premature until every home in the
country has a wireless set-and, of course,
a wireless licence." It is interesting to
speculate on the reasons for this big licence
increase. Perhaps the high -power stations
being erected under the Regional scheme
are partly responsible. But we imagine
that there are other reasons, such as the
increase in high -power stations abroad and
in the lower cost of wireless apparatus.

WAS IT A LEG-PULL
DID you notice in a "Diversions" that

item which was introduced as a
matter of "extreme scientific interest " ?

be had on the wireless. The other day he
was listening to reproduction in the "A.W."
Laboratory, without knowing the pro-
gramme. A solo violinist was heard, and
Mr. Whitaker -Wilson started. " Why," he
said, "that's Isolde Menges. I know her
tone and I know her playing !" She was
playing an unaccompanied Bach sonata,
and so there was a good opportunity to
hear the solo instrument.

ON THE MAINS
ON referring to the programmes he

found he was right. The set was an
"A W." one, the "No -Battery Gramo-
radio Two," and that is an answer to here-
tics who still adhere to the idea that dis-
tortion and mains interfering must be
noticed in an all -electric set. Many gramo-
phones would not make true tone so obvious.

A 50 -kw. RADIO PARIS ?
WE learn that in the near future it is
probable that Radio Paris, the well-

known French long -wave broadcasting
station, will increase its power to 50 kw.
Already this station is a serious rival to
Daventry; with increased power it may
conceivably swamp Daventry, so far as
southern listeners are concerned.

NEXT WEEK

ANOTHER BUMPER NUMBER !
The first and second Special Show Numbers
of AMATEUR WIRELESS have beaten:
all records. Next week there will be
another bumper number. Special articles
include :
" Thermion " looks Back at the

Show.
More About the "Arrow Two."
A Novel Speaker Idea.
USUAL PRICE, MAKE SURE OF

3d. YOUR COPY.

In all seriousness Cardiff said that they were
about to broadcast the sound of an earth-
worm calling its mate ! It sounded sus-
piciously like the notes of a saxophone
meandering up and down the scale. Bear-
ing in mind the preceding and following
items on this programme it would be
interesting to know what was behind this
earthworm broadcast, and if it was a leg
pull, well . . . !

REAL PURITY
MR. WHITAKER-WILSON, the well-

known musician who reviews the
gramophone records in the Wireless Mag-
azine, has joined the ranks of real musical
men who now believe that true tone is to

THE HOME OF
" THE SHOW "

A new view of the New
Hall at Olympia, with the
futuristic Empire Hall in
the background. The Radio
Exhibition is larger than
ever this " year and occupies

three floors
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NEWS  5 GOSSID  OF THE  WEFK
CHAOS ON SUNDAY

WE can imagine what might happen on
a Sunday evening; our Daventry

would be ambling through its religious
duties when dance music from Radio Paris,
'sponsored by a British firm anxious to ad-
vertise its wares, would burst through,
completely submerging our 25 -kw. Dav-
entry. Not a pleasant prospect-even to
those who want brighter Sunday pro-
grammes !

WHY R.M.A. PAYS B.B.C.
ARECENT protest against the finan-

cial arrangements between the Radio
Manufacturers' Association and the B.B.C.
in connection with their stand at Olympia
deserves some comment. There is really
nothing unfair in the B.B.C. being paid by
the R.M.A. The B.B.C. has taken on the
responsibility, at the request of the R.M.A.,
for the whole of the loud -speaking equip-
ment of the various stands. It would
obviously be unfair to expect listeners,
through the B.B.C., to pay for this service
to manufacturers exhibiting at Olympia.

TELEVISION
THE announcement in the newspapers

that Television, Ltd., with which com-
pany is associated the Baird system of
television, is to be voluntarily wound -up
may easily be misinterpreted. Readers

will remember that Television, Ltd., was
formed in June, 1925, as a small private
company to develop Baird's television
inventions, and in due course it sold most
of its rights to a new public company,
Baird Tele-
vision Develop-
ment Co., Ltd.,
and later the
remainder of
its rights to a
second public
company,
Baird Inter-
national Tele-
vision, Ltd.
Recently these
two public
companies
have amalga-
mated into one
under the title
of Baird Tele-
vision, Ltd.,
the private
company (Tele-
vision, Ltd.)
continuing in
existence
merely as a
holder of shares
in the one pub-

The B.B.C.'s Chairman, the Hon. J. H. Whitley, with
Mrs. Whitley. He is shortly leaving for India on Indian

Labour Commission affairs

-Continued
WHY QUANTOCK HILLS ?

SOME surprise has been expressed by
Welsh listeners that the proposed

West of England station should be situated
outside Cardiff. The Quantock Hill site,

A lively " snap " of the Ridgeway Parade, which broadcast last Saturday. These
ecstumes are worn before the microphone to create the right " atmosphere "

lic company. We are
now informed that ,
there being no longer
any need for its con-
tinued existence as a
separate entity, it is
being voluntarily
wound -up. The public
company, Baird Tele-
vision, Ltd., is not in
any way affected.

EMPIRE STILL
WAITING
HERE is no hitch
in negotiations

between the Colonial
Office and the B.B.C.,"
said an official at Savoy
Hill with reference to a
question regarding the
progress or the Empire
broadcasting scheme.
But, so far, no signal
to go ahead has been
given. Meanwhile, lis-
teners all over the
Empire are anxiously
waiting to see whether
the Colonial Office, act-
ing upon the recom-
mendations of the
recent Colonial Confer-
ence, can persuade the
Treasury to advance
the ready money re-
quire d to put the
B.B.C.'s Empire broad-
casting/ proposals into
effect.

VISIT
STAND No. 1

where B.B.C. engineers are now carrying
out tests, is certainly a fair way from
Cardiff. But that is one of the chief
requirements of a regional centre; its
powerful transmitters must be located
some distance away from the centre of the
proposed service area, otherwise selectivity
troubles would be very difficult to over-
come. It is for this reason that the pro-
posed Falkirk site for the Scottish Regional
station is some twenty-five miles from
Edinburgh and Glasgow.

B.B.C. SYMPHONY CONCERTS
THREE world-famous artistes will face

the microphone for the first time when
they appear at the B.B.C. Symphony
Concerts during the coming season. They
are Alfred Cortot, the famous pianist;
Adolf Busch, the brilliant violinist; and
Pablo Casals, one of the world's greatest
'cellists. The series of concerts includes
many other artistes of international repu-
tation, and the soloist at the first concert
will be Guilhermina Suggia. The latest
additions to the list of artistes are Elisabeth
Schumann, well known to Covent Garden
audiences, and Fritz Wolff.

NEW STUDIOS
GREAT attention is being paid by the

B.B.C. to the decoration of the new
at the Edinburgh station. A layer of

felt, i in. thick, is being covered with fabrics
which give the appearance of a rich wall-
paper. For the large studio a deep golden
wool fabric has been selected, while the
second studio, which is about twice the size
of a large drawing -room, will be decorated
with a damask of green and silver. The third
studio, a small room to be used for talks,
will have modern hand-woven tapestry.
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BUILDING AND OPERATING THE THREE -VALVE RECEIVER DESCRIBED IN LAST WEEK'S ISSUE

HERElly

is our lrespotnse to the call for a
esim

At Olympia this year you will find many
complicated sets and radio -gramophones,
and yet when it comes down to actual facts
you will find that this complicatedness is
often more assumed than real.

rt is of no use having a complicated
receiver if it does not do any more than
would a simpler set, and in this AMATEUR
WIRELESS receiver for the Exhibition the
Technical Staff has endeavoured to pro-
duce a simple set having only three valves
which really will give good results and, at
the same time, will have something of the
refinement possessed by expensive radio -
gramophones.

Volume Control
For instance, in this set you can use a

gramophone pick-up and so get electric
reproduction of records; and you can con-
trol volume with a handy knob on the panel
just the same way and just as efficiently as
you can with a very costly gramo-radio
outfit.

Last week preliminary details were given
of this set, and if you intend building it or
modifying your present receiver to this
design, then you should get last week's
issue and make sure of the preliminary
details. Here we give particulars of the
constructional work.

To assist constructors a full-size blue-
print has been prepared and is available,
price is., from the Blueprint Department,
AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4. This, with the photo-
graphs shown last week, will enable

The various constructional
features are explained in the text

constructors to get most of the work done
without difficulty. Any points that call for
special notice are mentioned in the follow-
ing notes.

In panel on the next page will be seen
a list of parts that are needed. As was
explained last week, it is our policy to give
alternatives to the original parts specified
wherever possible, so that if you have a
similar part on hand it can be used in the
constructional work. But please do not
deviate from the parts -specified or from
alternatives.

Many radio dealers will be prepared to
drill the panel for you, provided you pur-
chase from them the complete set of parts
needed. In any case the job of drilling
the panel is quite simple when you have the
full-size blueprint.

The circuit of the
" Exhibition 3."
The actual wir-
ing diagram was
given last week

gramo-radio jack are all of the one -hole
fixing variety. It is advisable not to mount
any of the parts until the panel is fixed at
right angles to the baseboard by means of
the panel brackets and wood screws.

The layout of this set is on generous lines,
so that you can safely mount all the parts
on the panel and screw on the parts to the
baseboard before any of the wiring is
started. The two terminal strips can be
cut from small pieces of ebonite, or they
can be purchased complete if desired.

You should make sure that you get the
spacing of all the parts on the baseboard
quite correct, and the easiest way to do
this is to place the blueprint on the board
and punch through the screw holes. Then it
is only a matter of five minutes or so to get
all the parts properly secured in their places.

V
.2q002-0002

7-- Bei
gr:Chokes

Pic021
\k-upjack-00*,

vote E

-I5ohms .0005mfd

-000Imfd
CR+ CR-I
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01, (5+
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C.11-2

I
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Temporarily stick the blueprint
to the back of the panel by means
of a spot of adhesive at each
corner and, having first punched
the drilling centres, drill them
through cleanly.

Holes are needed for the panel.
parts, for the three wood
screws at the lower edge, and
for the seven "knobs" on the
panel. A hole is, of course,

needed for the shaft of
each condenser and holes
will also have to be
drilled for mounting the

slow-motion
dials.

All the other
panel parts,
the reaction
condenser,
filament

oi rheostat,
volume con -
t r o 1, low-tension
switch, and

- Make sure that you get the valve holders
the right way round, for the orderliness
and the wiring depend upon having the
grid and anode terminals- in the right posi-
tions. The L.F. transformer should be
mounted with the terminals G and G.B.
facing towards the rear of the baseboard.

The screen is best purchased ready cut
and drilled, and it is simple to attach to
the baseboard by three wood screws. Two
terminals on the screen are used for making
negative and earthing connections, and the
use of the screen in this way as part of a
common circuit greatly simplifies the wiring.

Wiring
If you prefer square wiring, then you can

use rigid insulated wiring, such as Glazite,
but in the original set we made a point of
having everything as simple as possible,
and the simple point-to-point wiring scheme
was adopted..

With this you use bare wire, cut it to the
length required for each connection, and
slip it through pieces of Systoflex tubing.
This material can be obtained from any

(Continued at foot of next page)
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For .the Newcomer to Wireless: 'VALVES
EVERY manufacturer seems to

make a variety of valves for two,
four and six volts; I wonder if you
would explain the reason for this.

Until only a few years ago there was
but one type of valve available. This
was called the general-purpose valve
and as its name shows it had to do duty
for every part of the set.

Well, why shouldn't we use the same
kind of valve throughout ?

For very much the same reason that
we don't go fishing in dancing pumps,
or have hobnails in our bedroom
slippers 1 You will remember that
we saw that the wireless set could be
divided into three parts.

You mean high -frequency ampli-
fiers, the detector and the note magni-
fiers?

Exactly. Now as we have seen each
part of the set has a particular pu
pose to perform. The high -frequency
circuits deal with tiny impulses, the
detector has to convert high-fre
quencies into low, whilst the low -

frequency circuits deal with quite big
impulses and supply the output from
the set to the loud -speaker.

Yes, I follow that.
If then we want to get real effici-

ency from the wireless set it pays to
use in its different parts valves
designed for these special purposes.

I see on looking through this cata-
logue that you can divide valves-
leaving out screen -grids and so on- 
into 'three classes, which correspond
with what you have just said. What
are the main features of each?

In a high -frequency valve we want
as much magnification as we can
reasonably obtain, and quite a big
figure is possible for valves that have
to deal with small impulses. The
detector is a different problem alto-
gether, though many high -frequency
valves work very well indeed in this
position. Nowadays we have special
detector valves which allow just that
last ounce of efficiency to be obtained.

I won't bore you with the technical
details, but a special detector valve
means greater sensitiveness, bigger
signal strength and usually smoother
reaction control.

What about the low -frequency
valVe ?

Here a very big magnification is not
possible in the valve itself because this
cannot be combined with the ability
to handle large impulses without dis-
tortion. Those which reach the out-
put valve may be very big indeed and
here we require what is known as
power valve or super -power valve.
The names are rather misleading, for
they do not give bigger magnification
than other valves. Actually, in fact,
they give less, but they can handle big
impulses without being overloaded.
If you were to put a general-purpose
valve into the last holder of a big set it
could not deal properly with the im-
pulses that reach it. It would be over-
loaded and the results from the loud-
speaker would be horrible.
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" THE ' A.W.' EXHIBITION 3"
(Continued from preceding page)

radio dealer, and although it is not the
tidiest method of wiring, it is certainly the
simplest and most direct and, of course,
there is no need for soldering. This
undoubtedly will make the point-to-point
system popular with many set construc-
tors who, however simple the soldering is,
still fight shy of using an iron.

For some of the connections in the set
short lengths of rubber -covered flex ter-
minating in spade tags are used, and this
wire is also used for making the connections
to the batteries.

As the blueprint and photographs show,
the battery leads are grouped in two sec-
tions, the two low-tension wires being
plaited together and the four high-tension
wires being similarly grouped.

One of these wires is the H.T. negative
lead, and the other tappings are for the
screen -grid and anode circuits. The grid -
bias battery is, of course, held in its own
clips on the baseboard.

The wiring of the gramo-radio jack is
quite simple. The single leaf connection is
taken to a wander plug, which goes in the
OA- or 3 -volt tapping of the grid -bias
battery. The top leaf is connected to the
grid of the detector valve and the lower
leaf is taken to the grid condenser.

When all the wiring is complete, it is
really a very wise plan to make a careful
check, for this prevents the possibility of
short circuits, run-down batteries, and
burnt -out valves.

Valves must be chosen carefully. Suit-
able valves to use in the screen -grid high -
frequency stage are the Cossor 215SG,
Marconi S215, Osram S215, Six -Sixty
22oSG, Mullard PMI2, Mazda 215SG, Lis-
sen SG2r 5, Dario SG, and Fotos Cr 5o.

The detector valve can be chosen from
the following : Cossor 2IoHF, Dario Univ.,
Marconi HL2io, Osram HL2to, Six -Sixty
2roHF, Mullard PMiHF, Mazda HL2to,
Lissen HL21o, Fotos BA9, P.R. PR3LF,
Triotron HD2.

The following 2 -volt power valves can be
used : Cossor P2, Dario SP, Marconi P2,
Osram P2, Six -Sixty 22oP, Mullard PM232,
Mazda P220, Lissen P220, Fotos BD9,
Tungsram P215, P.R. PRI2o.

All the foregoing valves are 2-volters.
The equivalent 4- or 6 -volt valves may be
used.

In the original set Atlas coils have been
used, four double -tapped coils (two zoo's

and two 6o's), and two plain coils (Nos. 6o
and loci) being used to cover the necessary
wavelength ranges.

The double -tapped coils are used in the
H.F. (single socket) and detector (socket
nearest screen) positions, the plain 6o and
roo coils ,being used in the reaction socket
for medium- and long -wave reaction
respectively.

The two tuning condensers move very
nearly in step, except at the extreme ends
of the scales. Don't overlook the aerial
pre-set condenser.

Let us know of the results you get. The
Technical Staff is very proud of its latest
"baby."

COMPONENTS FOR THE "A.W.' EXHIBITION 3"
Panel, 16 in. by 8 in. by l in. (Becol, Lissen,

Trolitax, Resiston).
15 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat (Lissen, Igranie,

Varley, Wearite, R.I.).
Pick-up Jack (Lotus, type No. 2, Igranic).
Plug (Lotus, Igranie).
120,000 -ohm variable resistance (Regentone,

Atlas, Lissen, R.I.).
Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (J.B., Linen,

Dubiller, Lotus, Burton, Formo, Polar, Ready
Radio).

.0001-mfd. reaction condenser (Bulgin, J. B.,
Lissen, Dubilier, Lotus, Telsen, Burton, Formo.)

On -off switch (Junit, Lotus, Bulgin, Trix, Lissen).
Single coil -holder (Lotus, Lissen).
Double coil -holder (Wearite).
Two valve holders (Burton, Lissen, Lotus, Telsen,

Formo, Brownie, W.B., Junit).
Horizontal 9.G. valve -holder (H. & B., Parex,

Junit, W.B.).
High -frequency choke (Watmel D.X.3, Lissen,

Varley, Telsen, Leweos, Sovereign, Tunewell, Igranic,
Bulgin, R.I., Ready Radio).

High -frequency choke (Lissen, Varley, Telsen,
Leweos, Sovereign, Tunewell, Igranic, Bulgin, R.I.,
Ready Radio).

Three .0002 -mid. fixed condensers (Lissen, T.C.C.,
Dubiller, Atlas New Type, Graham-Farish, Watmel).

2-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Ediswan, Dubilier,
Graham-Farish, Watmel).

Grid -leak holder (Lissen, Bulgin, Dubilier).
Low -frequency transformer 5-1 (Telsen Radio -

grand, Lissen, Ferranti. Igranie, Varley, R.I., Leweos).
1 -mid. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C.,

Hydra).
Two terminal blocks (Junit, Lissen).
Aluminium screen (Ready Radio, Wearlte, H. and

B., Pares).
Four terminals marked L.S.-, L.S. , A, E

(Belling -Lee type B, Clix, Eelex, Igranic).
Pre-set condenser, maximum capacity .0002

(Leweos, Ormond, Lissen, Formo, Sovereign).
Two vernier dials (Igranie Major, Brownie,

Formo).
Seven wander plugs marked : H.T.-, H.T. 1,

H.T. 2, H.T.-'; 3, C.B.-=, G.B.-1, G.B.-2
(Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex, Igranie).

Two spade tags marked : L.T.-;-, L.T.- (Belling -
Lee, Clix, Eelex, Igranic).

Four double tapped coils, 2-200's, 2-63'5 (Atlas,
Tunewell, Lissen, Igranic, lewcos).

Plug-in coils Nos. 60 and 100 (Atlas, Tunewell,
Lissen, Igranie, Leweos).

Length tinned copper wire for wiring (Leweos).
Rubber covered flex (Leweoflex).
Cabinet and baseboard (Clarion).
Panel Brackets (Ready Radio, Bulgin, Cameo).
Grid -bias battery clip (Bulgin).
Lengths of Systoflex sleeving.
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ANNOUNCERS TELL THEIR STORIES

DR. ERNST
OF THE

WESTDEUTSCHER
RUNDFUNK ON-

THOSE
FOOTBALL
BROADCASTS

Busy work at the goal ! While the game is going on, announcers give a
naming commentary through the portable microphone

"1" HAVE always been interested in find -
1 ing out, in connection with broadcasts
,outside the studio, not only what effect the
actual appearance of a hitherto anonymous
announcer had upon listeners, but also what
manner of man the imagination of the
public had built round an impersonal voice.

have found that voice alone is no reliable

A strange microphone visit, when a broad-
cast was given from the depths of a coal-

mine

guide at all to the personality of its
speaker.

It is desirable that every studio should
employ a number of announcers, if only
because the diversity of the programmes
calls for an equal diversity of suitable
voices. Would it not be queer if the voice
which broadcasts the news in dry, authori-
tative phrases were heard again during the

course of the dance music programme?
Or, again, how would it strike you if the
voice which had learnedly discussed
Beethoven with you were the same which
reads out the Stock Exchange reports ?

Every announcer should, to some extent,
be protean, but he should certainly not be
used as a kind of Jack-of-all-trades. The
case is somewhat analogous to that of the
stage, where we certainly do not wish the
serious and dignified classical singer to
reappear later in the evening as an exponent
of syncopation. Such an artiste would lose
all touch with his audience.

This question of " touch " is the very
essence of the announcer's job. There are
some men who, in spite of all their culture
and goodwill, act as a cold douche upon
their hearers whenever they speak. Others
are the darlings of the public for the sake of
some indefinable gift which brings their
personality vividly home to the public.

There are others, again, who cultivate
the "beautiful voice" so sedulously and fall
such complete victims to their own charm,
that in the end they are worshipped by the
flappers-if by no one else.

There is one somewhat sobering fact
which an announcer
should never forget:
he is, to some extent,
a necessary evil ! There
are many announcers
who find it difficult to
say " good night " to
their hearers once only
or without exaggerated
unction. On the other
hand, there are some so
poor in vocabulary,
that they repeat them-
selves like gramophone
records. The happy
medium is by no means
easy to strike, and it
is true to say that a
good announcer is
born, and cannot be
trained.

The five and a half years during which I
have been connected with the Westdeutscher
Rundfunk have been full of interest, and
have not lacked situations, especially in
commenting upon events outside the studio.
One peculiar fact is that, in spite of all ex-
perience, a moment of acute stage fright still
precedes the switching in of the " mike."
As soon as a couple of words have been
spoken, when one has, so to speak, got into
"second gear," all signs of nervousness
disappear. In effect it feels like the frantic
mental search for the opening sentence to a
newspaper "leader."

Lights out!
What would you do, for instance, if the

lights went out suddenly in the middle of
the Stock Exchange report? On one
occasion I managed fairly well for four
minutes with a box of matches 1 The
activities of the Stock Exchange for that
day came to an end with the last match !

Two broadcasts of sports' events remain
particularly vivid to me. The first was the
maiden European football broadcast from
Munster, in 1925, and the second a similar
event from Aix-la-Chapelle in 1929.

I naturally felt somewhat nervous on the
former occasion, as it was given to me to be
the first to comment on a "footer" match
by radio and I had to "create" the part.
Of course, everything went wrong, as is
nearly always the case when very special

(Continued at foot of next page)

Here is the portable microphone used in outside troadcasts-in
this instance at the start of a balloon race
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ANEWRECORDS_ FOR THE 11A610-GR MOPHONE

THE standard of recording of the best
of modern records is so high that it is

difficult to visualise any further great
advances unless a new material for the
discs is developed. This, possibly, would
enable a truer bass tone to be recorded
without excessive wear taking place. On
tones, purely and simply, modern record-
ing is absolutely efficient. In the recording
of transients and other complex sounds
improvement is still possible.

The cheaper priced records are steadily
progressing towards an excellent standard.
Two of the best of recent issues that have
come to my notice are " Wotan's Fare-
well," The Valkyrie (Wagner), sung by
Horace Stevens (Decca K527-8), and
Saint -Satins' Concerto in G Minor,
played by Reginald Paul and Metropolitan
Symphony Orchestra (Broadcast Twelve
5173-5). The first -named records give a
real Wagnerian impression as an orchestra
of about seventy-eight, including four
double -basses, three trombones, tuba, and
full percussion was used for the recording.
The reproduction of this bass and Horace

Stevens's clear and understandable singing
label this record as absolutely first-class.

A Good Piano Record
The Saint-Saens' Concerto is a fur-

ther example of the Vocalion Co.'s excel-
lent recording of the piano. Their earlier
success with a Tchaikovsky concerto,
played by Maurice Cole, will be remem-
bered. The full beauty of the Saint -Satins'
work is heard in the second movement on
record No. 5174. In this the piano has
some delightful passages alternating with
orchestral interpolations of truly dynamic
intensity. The recording throughout is
admirable.

Tosti's " Good-bye," sung daintily by
Betsy de la Porte (Broadcast 5177), is
rather refreshing since the song is now not
quite so hackneyed as it was. The "turn"
of the final " Good-bye" of the chorus is
delightfully phrased. An earlier ballad
record which should not be missed is
Landon Ronald's "0 Lovely Night," sung
as a duet by the same singer with Guy
-Marshall (Broadcast 515o). Other popular

records in the Broadcast list are "Cheery
Song Memories" (584); " The Post Horn
Galop" (59o), by the Life Guards Band;
and "Sans Facon March" (591), an
accordion solo by Emile Charlier. The
post -horn solos on 59g came out with
startling clarity on my loud -speaker, as -
they seem to stand out well.

Reproduction of Dancing Sounds
Miscellaneous recorded noises are always

interesting. Perhaps in no other way do
various equipments show up their indivi-
dual peculiarities as in the manner in
which the extremes of the frequency range
are dealt with. On " You know what I'll
do," played by Spike Hughes and his
Three Blind Mice (Decca F1856), the
sounds of the dancing of Philip Buchel
have been recorded. The patter of shoes
on a dance floor must be low in frequency
and, considering the necessary limitations
of modern recording, the sound reproduces
surprisingly well. Messrs. Decca state that;
the sound is genuine dancing and that no
faking was done.-A. C. MCDONALD.

"ANNOUNCERS TELL THEIR STORIES " (con /blued from preced-ing page)

precautions are taken against a breakdown.
The whole of the previous week we had
selected and tested the best phone lines to
the ground but, }list before the match, the
microphone went phut and refused to be

On some occasions the ordinary studio micro-
phone is taken out, in its insulated supporting

ring, for sports broadcasts

coaxed into working by the assembled per-
spiring experts.

In the end I had to use an ordinary tele-
phone set, and my style was badly cramped

by the fact that I had to talk almost in a
whisper, for fear of "blasting" the phone.
But, somehow, it worked.

Four years after, at Aix-la-Chapelle, it
did not work. I spoke to the enthusiastic
football fans of Germany for twenty-two
minutes, but' when I got home I was morti-
fied to learn that not a word had come
through. Our two telephone lines had been
broken long before the_ start of the match
by the pressure of the crowd.

My "pilgrimages" with the microphone
to the hives of industry in Rhineland and
Westphalia revive memories. I shall long
remember the broad-
cast from the. depths
of a coal mine, where,
sitting between the
seams, on the coal
heaps, we placed our
"mike" close to the
winding engine amidst
a crowd of coal -
begrimed hewers.
Then, again, we once
placed a microphone at
the glowing mouth of
the Bessemer steel
furnace.

On two occasions
we broadcast impres-
sions of the rejoicings
of thousands of people
when the bells of
Treves and of Aix-la-

Chapelle proclaimed the end of the long
period of Allied occupation. I seem still to
hear the mighty paeon of 5o,000 voices
raised in " Our Lord, be praised."

One of my most peculiar experiences was,
after five and a half years of work as an
announcer, to hear my own voice ! This
happened in connection with the Davis
Cup in London, when a part of my com-
ments was recorded by a gramophone
concern. I must say that I was surprised
and a bit disappointed.

I am not sure that I could stand hear-
ing my own voice in this way every day !

Germany is keen on " industrial" broadcasts. Here a micro-
phone tour of a cotton mill is being made
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Power
Potentiometers
complete range.

Prices from
9/6 to 11/6

To get the best out of radio you must put
the best into your set. Varley Components
have twenty-five years' experience behind
them. Experience spells progress, and
progress means ultimate achievement.

The Varley Power Potentiometer is the
latest development in Power Control. Ideal
for high voltage eliminators, the resistance
element cannot " pack," and a spring
loaded contact arm ensures an efficient
and dependable connection.

Remember that when you buy Varley
Components you buy quality-the results
of twenty-five years' research-perfect
efficiency.

STAND
ie 5

Sept. 19-27

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103, Kangsway, London, 111.C.z . Telephone: Holborn 5303.
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Recommended everq-
where by satisfied users

because*

* Regentone Mains Units give unfailing reliab'e service.
Constant H.T. Constant L.T.

Full -wave rectification by Westinghouse metal
rectifiers in all A.C. models.

Variable outputs controlled by the new totally
wire -wound variable resistance-the Regentstat.

* Regentone Mains Units are simple and economical in
use, and repay their initial cost in a short time.

 Regentone Mains Units are suitable for any and every
set, even a Portable, and there is a comprehensive range
to meet every radio requirement. No matter what the
electric supply, there is no other Mains Unit in the
world as silent or as reliable as Regentem.

* Users of Regentone are so satisfied and enthusiastic
that they tell their friends.

* Behind each instrument is the accumulated knowledge
of six years' experience.

* The GUARANTEE given with every Regentone pro-
duct is the most comprehensive in the radio industry.

The new Regentone All -Electric A.C. 4 -valve Receiver sets a
standard of excellence and performance by which all other Sets
may be judged.

Write to -day for your FREE copy of our new Art Catalogue.

STAND No. 51
NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION,

OLYMPIA,
Sept. 19th - 27th.

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO., Regentone House,
21 Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, Lon:Ion, E.C.4

Telephone: Central 8745 (5 lines).

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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A WONDERFUL SHOW

EVERY year that I visit the Exhibition
-and I usually turn up early on the

first day and go on doing so until they push
me out on the final night-I find it more and
more entrancing. My only regret when I
enter, whilst I am engaged in looking round,
and when I leave is that I am not a million-
aire. One of the most encouraging things
about wireless is that every exhibition we
have had has been the best show yet.
The wireless trade is nothing if not pro-
gressive, and each year it makes for dis-
tinct steps in a forward direction. This
year there is nothing startling. I mean, we
haven't got a valve with seventeen grids or
a loud -speaker which translates Czecho-
Slovakian into English, or anything of that
kind. But you cannot visit a stand with-
out being struck by the wonderful progress
that has been and is still being made in the
design and manufacture of components.
The stuff they are turning out now is good.

A GOOD THING
ISHALL be dealing at length in the next

issue with my impressions of the Exhibi-
tion, but I would like just to mention ore
or two things that have struck me during
its opening days. I am particularly
impressed by the attention that makers
have given to the design of output trans-
formers and to output filter circuits. In
the past one has too often seen a thor-
oughly good set and a thoroughly good
loud -speaker given no fair chance of show-
ing what they could do, simply because one
was yoked straight to the other without
any proper output device. Output trans-
formers and filter circuits of good design
make it possible for the good set and the
good loud -speaker to give the listener their
very best.

OTHER POINTS
AND there is a component in which I

take a particular interest because I
myself suggested it (though it was then
turned down in no uncertain manner) two
or three years ago. This is an L.F. auto -
transformer with a high step-up ratio
intended specially for use in resistance -feed
circuits. There is, I believe, a very big
future for components of this kind, for they
can be made much more cheaply than
transformers with separate windings and
you can obtain a very high overall induct-
ance, since all available space can be
devoted to the one winding. I am glad to
see, too, the really sound variable con-
denser with slow-motion arrangements
incorporated, the whole being produced at
extraordinarily low prices. Many of the
new loud -speakers impress me very much,
and there is no question that we have now
definitely arrived at the era of quality.
The public knows. that every sound in the
broadcasting studio is being sent out into
the ether, and it now demands receiving
apparatus that will reproduce these sounds
in a living -room.

LOOK OUT FOR HIM
THERE is a newcomer on the long

waves just now who is well worth the
attention of listeners. 'Perhaps, though, I
should not call him a newcomer, for actually
the station has been receivable in some kind
of way for a long while past. The trans-
mission in question is Warsaw, who works
on a wavelength of 1,411 metres and is to
be found at condenser settings rather above
midway between those required for Motala
and the Eiffel Tower. On recent evenings
Warsaw has been coming in with astonish-
ing strength and beautiful quality. If you
haven't heard him before, I strongly recom-
mend you to go for him now. The long
waves are nearly always worth while, for
at any time of the day or night and at any
time of the year you can be certain of pick-
ing up a good many stations. Kalundborg
is, I suppose, one of the best and most
reliable transmissions that we have from
the Continent, and on the same band there
are the two Dutch stations Hilversum and
Huizen, Motala, the Eiffel Tower, Zeesen,
and Radio Paris. Except when atmos-
pherics are bad, the long waves are a happy
hunting -ground for the man who wants
genuine alternatives for his local station.

UP AND UP
THE latest Continental stations lists

showing output ratings make very
interesting reading, though probably few
people had realised how many giants there
are nowadays. Starting at the top of the
list, we have the Finnish station at Lahti
with 54 kilowatts. This station is fairly
well heard in the north, though, curiously
enough, he is seldom very well received in
the south of England. Radio -Paris is no*
up to 17 kilowatts, whilst Konigswuster-
hausen boasts 35 kilowatts-the same
power as 5XX. Other long -wave stations of
the super -power type are Moscow Old
Komintern, 3o kilowatts; the Eiffel Tower,
15 kilowatts; Warsaw, 14 kilowatts; Motala,
4.0 kilowatts; Kalundborg, to kilowatts;
and Moscow Popoff, 4o kilowatts.

THE MEDIUM BAND
ON the medium waves, Budapest now

has an output rating of 23 kilowatts;
Langenberg, 17 kilowatts; Rome; 75 kilo-
watts; Stockholm, 75 kilowatts; Katto-
witz, 16 kilowatts; Bucharest, 16 kilowatts;
Gothenburg, 15 kilowatts; Vibourge,  15
kilowatts; Moravaka-Ostrava, II kilo-
watts ; Horby, 15 kilowatts; and. Helsing-
fors, 15 kilowatts. With these figures in
view, one can safely prophesy a wonderful
autumn and winter ahead. As a matter of
fact, conditions are already extraordinarily
good for the time of year, and I have a
friend (not a howler) who has already
logged nearly thirty stations with nothing
more ambitious than a detector valve
followed by a triode note -magnifier. All
these were received on the loud -speaker --
they had to be, because he hasn't any
telephones.

A SHORT-WAVE BIG 'UN
HORT-WAVE work has been ratherS under a cloud (or should we say under

a sunspot ?) for some little time now, but
there are indications that an improvement
all round is setting in. I am very glad to
hear that WLW, one of America's 50 -kilo-
watt giants, is applying for an increase in
the output power of its short-wave "pup."
WLW is relayed regularly by W8 XAL,
which until recently has been working with
quite modest power. Nevertheless, I have
frequently heard this station, and heard it
quite well. Now I hear, direct from WLW,
that application has been made for per-
mission to increase the rating of W8 XAL to
to,000 watts, and they have every hope
that this will be granted. If they do so the
station should be heard very well indeed in
this country. It is not, perhaps, generally
known that W2XAF and W2 XAD have
for some time past been using their full
power only on special occasions. Whenever
they do use to kilowatts or so, which is
their maximum, there are crops of reports
from all over the country from listeners
who have had excellent reception.

WHERE DID THAT ONE COME
FROM ?

THERE was a very interesting dis-
cussion during the recent meeting of

the British Association at Bristol on the
subject of atmospherics. After a paper by
Mr. R. Watson Watt, various investigators
put forward their views regarding the
origin of atmospherics. Mr. Watson Watt
and the majority of British radio men
think that all of them can be put down tc
electrical disturbances in our own atmos-
phere. It was shown some time ago that
the number of atmospherics recorded in
twenty-fopr hours corresponds very nearly
with the estimated number of lightning
flashes in that period for the whole world.
Foreign scientists, though, don't all hold
the same views. One of them gave em-
phatic expression to the opinion that the
great majority of atmospherics originate
far outside our atmosphere and that their
cause is solar rather than terrestrial.
Meantime, what we most greatly need is
some means of eliminating those beastly
tearing and crashing sounds from our loud-
speakers, and if any scientist will help us in
this way he will earn the thanks of millions
the world over.

A GLORIOUS FREAK
ONE does every now and then strike

freak valves which differ in their
characteristics very considerably from
those published by their makers. And
sometimes such valves are nothing short of
remarkable. Some time ago I came across
a medium -impedance valve which, owing
probably to the presence of some kink or
other in its curve, turned out to be the very
best detector that I have ever yet come
across. Unfortunately, it didn't last very
long-the kink must have straightened out
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On Your Wavelength! (continuedf

or something of that kind ! Recently
another wonderful freak has come my way.
This is a valve of the low -impedance super-
power- typt which one would normally
expect to pass a current of about 15 milli-
amperes with 15o volts on the plate and
some 25 volts negative grid bias. Wanting
rather powerful reproduction of a " Prom."
the other night, I pulled out one of these
valves from a batch and fitted it into the
last holder. This particular valve had not
previously been used. The milliammeter
that I always keep wired in my common
negative high-tension lead instantly flew
into activity, its needle hitting the end stop
with a bump. The H.T. and G.B. were as
they should be, so I stuck in a milliam-
meter with a larger maximum reading.

LIKE THE REAL THING
TO my surprise, I found that the valve

was passing more than double its
normal current. Quickly I made a rough
characteristic by taking readings with
various G.B. voltages. It was a far, far
finer thing than the published curves; the
sort of characteristic, in fact, that one
would expect to find for a valve with an
anode current of 33 milliamps and zoo volts 
on the plate. The reproduction of the
" Prom." was something to be remembered.
Strangely enough, this miracle of efficiency
happened on a night when I had asked some
musical friends in to hear just what the
wireless set could do. I was able to make
my negative grid bias on the last valve
something formidable and to reproduce a
piano concerto at something like Queen's
Hall strength without a sign of overloading.
My friends went away marvelling and say-
ing that they had no idea that any wireless
set could be like that.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MEDAL
USUALLY, of course, it is just the' ther

way round. You ask in somebody
who is particularly interested in a topical
talk and when you switch on your set
speech, which has previously been crystal
clear, is found to be as " woomfy" and as
"boon -1y" as you can imagine. The set
overloads, if you allow enough volume to
come through to fill an ordinary room, and
the accumulator runs out about ten min-
utes after you have switched on. If
musical friends turn up, the loud -speaker
insists on " zizzing " whenever one par-
ticular note occurs. Then the bass, of
which you have previously been so proud,
is conspicuous by its absence and when the
violin man starts stunting on the E string
nothing but a series of toneless squeaks is
to be heard. You explain that the set has
never done this kind of thing before and
you catch them smiling at one another as
much as to say : "That's what every wire-
less man tells us." Wireless is full of these
little trials; but there are compensations.

THE QUEEREST CASE EVER
QUITE the most astonishing case of a

breakdown in a wireless set has come
my way during the past week. The set
belongs to a beginner friend of mine who
knows very little about electricity or wire -
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less, but has, nevertheless, gumption enough
not to do silly things. He 'phoned me the
other day to ask if I would care to have a
look at a rather strange mix-up. On going
to the house, I found a small two -valve set
of a perfectly straightforward kind in-
stalled on a low table under a window -sill.
The aerial and earth leads come to a large
double -pole change -over switch just inside
the window, and from this wires about a
foot long lead to the aerial and earth
terminals. These wires were of heavy flex
of first-rate quality, with an inner covering
of cotton, a sheath of thick rubber (which
was in excellent condition), and an outer
covering of braided silk. A couple of days
before he had moved the loud -speaker from
its usual position, placing it temporarily
at the other end of the set. Placed so, its
leads lay upon the short aerial and earth
wires from the switch. The loud -speaker
leads-it was made up from a well-known
unit - were of tinsel with three layers
of cotton insulation. The high-tension
battery was a moo -volt standard -capacity
and the positive wander -plug was actu-
ally in the go -volt socket.

FREE
AIM=

BROADCAST LOG-MAFS OF EUROPE

STATION IDENTIFIER AND
LOG - MAP OF EUROPE

given with every copy of the October

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
Which is enlarged to 140
pages, and contains over
55 features and nearly

2C0 illustrations.

Now on Sale - - - - 11 -

STRANGER AND STRANGER
WHEN I saw the set its leads-or,

rather, two of them-were in an
almost incredible condition. The aerial.
wire had clearly been pretty nearly white
hot, for all three layers of insulation had
disappeared and the tinning had gone from
the flex within. The bare portion was

about 4 in long And now comes a very
curious point. Between it and the spade
tag attached to the aerial terminal was an
inch of wire whose insulation was in perfect
condition; yet the galalith (I think that is
what it is) insulating sleeve of the spade
tag attached to the aerial terminal was
thoroughly charred and the metal of the
spade itself was blackened. The loud-
speaker leads-both of them-had all three
layers of insulation burnt clean off for a
length of about i8 in. The account of
what had happened was this. My friend
was awakened in the early morning by the
housemaid, who urged hint to come at once;
as the wireless set was smoking and giving
out sparks He flew to the scene, and had
the sense to pull out the H,T. wander -plugs
and disconnect the L.T: battery. The
earthing switch was in the " safety "
position.

HOW COULD IT HAPPEN ?
TF you draw out the circuit of a straight-

forward two -valve set with aperiodic
aerial coupling, and no output transformer
or filter circuit, you will see that one of the
loud -speaker leads is 90 volts positive to the
aerial lead-in, which is connected to earth
and L.T. negative via the aerial coil. So
far, so good; but you are not going to tell
me that any standard -capacity battery is
capable of supplying the current necessary
to bring big lengths of wire to white heat or
that go volts is sufficient to pierce four
layers of cotton insulation, one of rubber
and one of braided silk. Subsequent tests
show that the flex in question can easily
carry mo amperes of current without over-
heating. The particular low -resistance bat-
tery --the average of a dozen brand new
ones of the standard -capacity size-shows
that the maximum current on short-circuit
is a little over 6 amperes, and this could; of
course, be delivered only for a few moments.
A super -capacity battery may produce as
much as 15 amperes on short-circuit, but
there is no standard -capacity battery in
existence that will show more than 6 or 7,
and the majority of makes "flash" a good
deal less than this.

TESTING OUT
T HAD with me a set of instruments, and

the first thing I did was to test out the
condition of the battery. It had been in
use for just over a week before the
accident occurred, with an average of
four hours a day. These batteries show a
very high E.M.F. per cell when new, and
the reading between the positive socket
and the negative socket was still go volts.
Clearly, therefore, it had not been under a
load of several amperes for long. This sur-
mise was proved to the hilt when I flashed
the battery with an meter. It still
showed nearly 2 ampere Obviously, the
current producing the smoke and the sp.Irks
discovered by the maid was supplied by the
H.T. battery, but it is equally clear that
that which burnt -4.11,9 leads so badly could
not possibly have been.- What was it ? I
will defer giving my explanation until next
week, in the meantime readers might like
to puzzle the problem out. THERMION.
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THE PROPER WAY
TO USE A SPEAKER

Some Useful Hints-with. Special Reference to the New "A.W."
Linen -diaphragm Speaker

N

N

THE new AMATEUR
WIRELESS linen -

diaphragm speaker is
about the simplest

thing that you could possibly make up
in order to get good results. AMATEUR
WIRELESS has been experimenting with
linen -diaphragm speakers for about the
past two years and, owing to the excellent
designs which have been published, speakers
of this type have become almost a standard
of excellence in speaker reproduction and
the term " linen -diaphragm " has become
almost a household word.

Excellent Quality
A pleasant surprise is in store for those

who have not yet tried out a linen speaker.
The amount of bass that you can get from
one of these, provided your set is tolerably
efficient, is very remarkable, and compares
with a moving coil. There is not that same
tendency to woolliness, however, which
some moving -coil speakers exhibit, par-
ticularly on speech; and, while linen
speakers have plenty of bass, they are, at
the same time, not deficient in the "highs."

The great advantage of a linen speaker is
that it can be used with practically any type
of unit; but, naturally, you must not expect
to get good results unless a gcod unit is
employed.

Many units "-in fact, practically every
unit on the market-has been tried by the
AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff, and it
is rather distressing to see how a linen -
diaphragm shows up the defects of a poor
unit.

Another thing is that most people now-
adays appear to want more volume than
they previously needed, and modern sets
can supply this. It is difficult to overload
a linen speaker if a well -made unit is
fitted, but with a poor unit it has no
greater "factor of safety" than an ordinary
cheap speaker of any type.

Different Units -

In the course of tests with this new single
diaphragm linen speaker, nine well-known
units have been tried, these being Lissen,
Blue Spot, Tunewell, Watmel, Triotrqy,
Sheffield Magnet (Skylark), Ormond
and Brown " V." These have all
to give good results.

Most of these units are very adaptable
in fixing, although the actual fitting posi-
tions are not all the same and it is in the
matter of fixing the unit to the diaphragm
that so many people go wrong and, there-

,

fore, fail to get good linen -speaker results.
First, it is inadvisable to mount the unit

or work the speaker until the diaphragm is
quite tight. When the unit is mounted, it
should be rigidly attached to the batten
secured to the sub -frame of the speaker,
and the driving rod should  be exactly
centralised with the cone washer in the
diaphragm. The photograph of these nine
units, given last week, shows how each is
mounted to the batten.

It is essential that the driving rod should
be exactly central with the cone washer,
for if there is any side -strain on the rod
the working of the unit may be upset and,
in addition the diaphragm cannot vibrate
freely. If the speaker tends to buzz when
it is working, it is a likely sign that the unit
is not properly
mounted.

Of equal import-
ance is the attach-
inent of the driv-
ing rod to the cone
washer, for if there
is any looseness
here an annoying
rattle will be set
up. Some cone
washers have a
very small and
frail set -screw,
which is hardly
sufficient for the
job-at least when
it is used in con-
junction. with
speakers so
eicisnt as the
new single -diaphragm linen jobs.

Most unit driving rods are threaded, and
it is a good plan to secure the rod to the
washer by means of small nuts, one on each

side. As a further prevention of rattle, the
centre of the washer may be plugged with
Chatterton's compound when the rod has
been pushed through, and when this dries
it will make a firm joint.

Matched Output
The best results are hardly to be expected

unless the unit matches up with the output
stage, and a very good idea to overcome
any troubles that may arise in this respect
is to use a tapped output transformer.

The accompanying pictorial diagram
here shows how easy it is to fit an output
transformer to a set. An output choke filter
circuit can be used instead if desired, but
this is not so simple, because it means the
employment of a choke and a coupling con -

Kt+

POWER VALVE

To speaker
terminals--
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This picture shows how to connect an output transformer to
the set to improve the performance of the speaker

denser, whereas an output transformer is
complete in itself.

PREVENTING FADING
ONE of the most effective remedies for

111U0E1000101011E110001011011111d1111118 lllllll lllllllll 111111!1311°.:fading is to use a carrier wave having
E a varying plane of polarisation. In one

uch system two horizontal short-wave/ .

.erials are arranged at right angles to each
other, and are energised alternately, i.e.,
in rhythm with the low -frequency modula-
tion. The modulating current is applied
to two oscillator valves, arranged in push-
pull, so that one aerial is excited during
positive half -cycles, and the other during
negative half -cycles. Using this method
of transmission it is found that the strength
of the received signals never drops below
one-third the maximum. B. A. R.

DO YOU KNOW-
that if your present alternating-curre'
eliminator-perhaps of the portable type
is not capable of providing sufficient
tension to work the set, then
eliminator, or even a dry higii-tension
battery may be used ? Do not connect
the two in series, but connect negative to
negative.
that one studio in the new Broadcasting
House in Portland Place, London, is
finished in the rough ? The building looks
like being complete by the end of 1931.
ttviA the quickest way to upset the working
of a compression -type variable resistance
is to turn the knob firmly to the full -in
position ? Even the best*csistances of
this type are liable to bei upset if the
resistance unit inside is r,nipressed too
lightly.

Station WLW, Cincinnati, has asked the
Federal Radio Commission for permission
to build a new io,000-watt auxiliary short-
wave station, which it proposes to engage in
international rebroadcasting, picking up
programmes transmitted from foreign
countries and rebroadcasting them.
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SETS OF DISTINCTION
ALTHOUGH I frequently preach the

gospel of bigger and better sets, I
fully appreciate that we must have small
sets also. For listeners of limited means,
and for listeners wanting only local recep-
tion, a two -valve set, such as the new
Brown model recently tested, admirably
fills the bill.

With so many simple sets, owing to the
limitation of the single -tuning circuit
employed, selectivity is poor. No one can.
say that of the new Brown set, which is
one of the most selective little sets I have
ever tested.

A Regional Set
Its designation as a regional set is fully

justified. In a regional set, some measure of
selectivity is implied, since its job is to
separate two transmissions of equal

This interior view shows that at the price of £
Two represents excellent

strength. In this sense a regional set is mor
than what we used to call a local set, which
had no need to be selective.

The Brown two-valver is for battery
operation and thus appeals to that con-
siderable proportion of listeners having no
electric -light supply. In common with most
two-valvers, the Brown set does not cost
much to run. I found that, using the two
Milliard valves specified, the total anode -
current consumption was 8 milliamperes at
120 volts.

Naturally enough, the first valve is the
detector and the second the power output,
transformer -coupled to the detector. The
power valve is a Mullard PM2, capable of
giving good quality if the loud -speaker is
effective.

That reminds me; the Brown Duckling.

Specially designed for listeners living in regional areas, such as
Brookmans Park and Daventry, this new two -valve Brown
set provides the necessary selectivity without loss of volume

loud -speaker, which usually costs s 15s.,
can be purchased complete with the set for
i7 1os., which means a saving of los. The
Duckling is a good junior cone -type of
loud -speaker, well suited to work with the
Brown set.

A distinctive oval -shaped control panel
created a favourable impression when I
examined the cabinet, which is a compact
oak one of dignified looks. On the panel are
fitted the tuning and reaction dials, on -off
switch, wave -range switch and volume
control. For a two-valver, the Brown set
has more controls than usual. The wave -
range switch is not included in the battery
switching, as is so often done these days.

We do not often see a volume control on
a two-valver; most sets of this type rely on
reaction to modify the strength of signals
received. All the same, I think the Brown

designers a r e
to be thanked
for their
thoughtfulness.
Even on a two -
valve set, the
local station is
sometimes s o
strong that the
volume needs
reducing. This
can be done
much more

satisfactorily
by means of a

6/5/0 the Brown Regional volume control
vake than by de-

, tuning.
-pumb-operated discs are employed, for
'g on the left and reaction on the right.

Th are clearly marked, as indeed are all
the riewls on the Brown set.

A Practical Test
On my test aerial, I had not the slightest

trouble in bringing in the National 261 -
metre transmission, quite clear of the
356 -metre Regional. The National station
was strong at 25 degrees, as was the Reg'itnal-
station at 44 degrees. Quality irrthe repro
duction of both these stations was pleasiu
surprisingly so in view of the cheapness of
the whole out

Having fulfil d its function-to bring in
the regional transmissions at good strength
and free from mutual interference, the
Brown set was not allowed to rest on its

laurels. I made it bring in the Midland
regional transmission, which it very credit-
ably reproduced at good loud -speaker
strength, the reading on the tuning dial
being 7o degrees.

Two aerial terminals are fitted to the
Brown set; one is for use where a longish
aerial has been erected and the other for a
short aerial. My aerial is about 7o ft. long
and I do not think a shorter one would be
advisable with this, set, because the tuning
coil has exceptionally selective properties.
Besides, a very short aerial with a small set
is never advisable: One throws away much
energy that cannot be made up on the set
owing to its comparatively limited ampli-
ficatimi.

Simple Control
It does not take long to know the con-

trols of the Brown set. The tuning is very,
easy; the slow-motion part of the dial
works with useful precision. On the reac-
tion control also the slow-motion effect was
appreciated.'

For Midland regional reception I had to
use some reaction, but for the London
Regional station no reaction was required.
A few degrees of reactio' helped to bring
up the strength of the National to full
volume.

The volume control was found necessary
when receiving the London Regional.
Although this control is, in fact, a filament
rheostat in the detector circuit, I could
detect no kiss of quality when the volume
was reduced.

Where the strength is not enough, owing
to poor aerial conditions, or to the great
distance of the nearest transmitter, I can
endorse the maker's suggestion that a
pentode valve be used in place of the power
valve normally specified.

SET TESTER

Broadcasting station WOR, at -Kearny,
t., has a novel way of cleaning its trans-

-, aerial insulators. The engineers
4. the idea of using a hydrogen

balloon -with brushes of long and flexible
bristles fastened to top, bottom, and sides.
By allowing the balloon to rise against the
insulators and then moving it about, it was
found possible to give them an adequate
cleaning.
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These battery -heated 5 -electrode output
valves are intended primarily for use in the
last stage of receivers having no other low
frequency stage.

The five -electrode characteristic results in a
very high degree of amplification, while their
A.C. output is comparable with that of a three -
electrode valve of the usual " super -power "
class, so that, given a reasonable signal
voltage from the detector stage, they will
supply all the volume required for normal
domestic equipments.

The performance of Mullard pentodes is
characterised by particular brilliance of the
higher frequencies, although there is no lack
of bass.

Mullard
THE MASTER. VALVE
Advt. The Milliard Wireless Service Co. Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.2.
Arks

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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AF3 Ratio I-3 -

AF4 Ratio 5--3 -

AF5 Ratio I--3 -

AF6 Ratio 1-7 -

AF7 Ratio I -Li -

25/-
17/6
30/-
30/-

- 317*

Write for leaflets giving curves
and all particulars.

STILL SUPREME
7.7..r.N'

Modern conditions in Radio demand a good
transformer more than ever before. A
Moving Coil Speaker, or improved construc-
tion of the Receiver, is wasted and will count
for nothing if the transformer is inferior.
Ferranti Transformers, supreme in 1924, are still
supreme to -day and have no equivalent for performance
or reliability. Their performance is guaranteed by
the published curves, plotted under normal working
conditions.

The curve is the measure of transformer merit : study
the curves when buying; they are published for your
guidance.

MITI
TRANSFORMERS
FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

HERE IS THE
RADIO GRAMOPHONE CABINET
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
INSTALL A

"LANGMORE"
and have your Gramophone,
Wireless Set, Loud -speaker
and Batteries all in one cabinet.
These cabinets are very strongly con-
structed of selected Oak and Plywood.
Size overall, 3 ft. 2 in. high by 21 in.
wide by 15 in. deep.
THE TOP SECTION. Size 41 in.
high by 18 in. wide by 14 in. deep,
gives ample accommodation for
gramophone and pick-up.
THE CENTRE SECTION. Size
10 in. high by 18 in. wide by 14 in.
deep, is for the Wireless Set, to take
a panel either 18 in. by 7 in. or 18 in.
by 8 in.
THE BOTTOM SECTION. Size
15 in. high by 18 in. wide by 131 in.
deep, gives accommodation for Loud-
speaker and Batteries.
The whole of the back is enclosed by double
doors so that all parts are easily accessible.
ALL are fitted with hinged top, heavy plat-
form to take a 12" turntable for the Gramo-
phone and a Substantial baseboard for the
Wireless Set.

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED
ii JACOBEAN OAK

Price 49/6 each
PACKED FREE AND SENT CAR-
RIAGE PAID TO ANY ADDRESS

IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Trade Inquiries Invited.

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO., LTD.
13 & 17 NEW OXFORD STREET LONDON, W.C.1

Phone : Holbarn 4894

To Ensure Speedy Delivery,

MAKE YOUR
OWN

RECORDS
SIMPLE

INEXPENSIVE

FAITHFUL RE-

PRODUCTION

PERMANENT

ENTERTAINING

HERE, at last, is an opportunity to make permanent gramo-
phone records. Records of your children's voices, their

musical talents, greetings and messages to your relatives and
friends in your own voices are novelties that will be appreciated
and retained by all.
The records are made by a simple device connected up to your
radio set and gramophone.
See the October issue of WIRELESS MAGAZINE for full
description of this Home recorder by Mr. J. H. Reyner.
The conipl --atus, complete with six double -sided records,
is rctailed,r n. Further supplies of records can be
obtained f 4111.11.400kably low price of 4d. each.

Write for full details and descriptive leaflet, explaining
the secret of this wonderful home r_ -cording device, to

CAIRNS & MORRISON, LTD.,
33 PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.1

Telephone - Museum 6664
Mention "A. W." to Advertisers
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41KThis speak-

er's arrival

on the market is a great
TRADE ALARM event in wireless history

-accurate reproduction at a popular
price. Almost every home in England
can now have its Blue Spot speaker.
Housed in a beautiful walnut case
this fine speaker costs fifty
shillings. - - U

7IR This new and splendid
speaker represents all

that is highest in loud -speaker repro-
duction. The walnut case is a perfect
piece of the cabinet maker's art and
the driving unit is 66R, the finest unit
in the world.

Price 95/-

Meet us at
OLYMPIA, Sept. 19-27, Stand No. 217.

MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW, Oct. 8-18, Stand No. 26, Main Hall

*IIHE CRI 11 LILLE ANA COMPANY ILIFID.
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96, ROSOMAN STREET, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.1

'Phone: CLERKEN WELL 3570 'Grams " BLUOSPOT, SMITH, LONDON"

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales. H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London) LTD., 100, London Road,
Sheffield ; 22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester : 183, George Street, Glasgow.



3 VALVE
RECEIVE

MODEL N?507t21
In Oak Cabinet, also
In Mahogany cabi-
net. 21 Cc,.

Model 331 as
model 307 but
wi.h Speaker
built in pedestal

cabinet.
In Mahogany 30 gns.
In Wa'nut 31 gns.
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RAnother very efficient station -getter
by Columbia. 3 Valve Circuit employ-
i n g Screen -Grid, Detector a n d
Pentode. Easiest of all tuning with
illuminated drum calibrated in wave-
lengths. Variable aerial coupling for
maximum selectivity. Adaptable for
Gramophone reproduction. Tone of
wonderful purity throughout. Low cost
of upkeep from A.C. and D.C. Mains.

MADE BY t
THE COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO., LTD., 102-108, CtERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

10

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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.4 Weekly Programme Criticism-By SYDNEY A. MOSELEY.

" DIVERSIONS "

" PLUGGING "

THE NEW FILM CRITIC

SEVERAL readers of this page have
taken advantage of the offer I made

and have asked for auditions so that they
might broadcast in the television pro-
grammes.

I am glad to say that all have been
given a trial and a few given engagements.

There is a feeling that the new series of
"Diversions" has not come up to scratch.
No need to particularise. Nevertheless,
one must remember that in order to appre-
ciate efforts of this sort you must give
your imagination full spin. A diversion,
for instance, in which you, are taken into
the bowels of the earth will sound unutter-
ably tame unless you transport yourself in
spirit to the coal mine. No use waiting
for the mine to come to you; you must go
to the coal mine in imagination.

Regarding the matter of dance music,
should like to ask this question ; Is the

:B.B.C. satisfied that the "plugging"
scandal is at an end?

I am assured from a good source that it
isn't; in fact, it is worse than ever. During
the last few weeks I have been listening to
more dance -music broadcasts by the many
bands, and I could not help being struck by
the fact that certain tunes-which shall
be nameless so far as I am concerned-
were repeated ad nauseam.

decide on their merits. Broadcast bands
would then have to play them by order
of the B.B.C.

The present system is as illogical as
would be the case if the bands of actors
themselves decided on what plays to pro-
duce. It is Mr. Gielgud and his confreres
who decide what the players shall perform.

I wish the new film critic, Mr. Birrell,
every success in his new job. I haven't
yet had the opportunity of listening to
him, but will do so at the earliest moment.

The official attitude definitely challenges
the film industry, which appears to have
taken the appointment badly. While I
applaud the stand taken by the B.B.C. on
the grounds that this appointment was
a matter of its own concern, I certainly
think it a decided mistake to emphasise
Mr. Birrell's parentage.

Has he been appointed because his
father happens to be a man of renown?

There is already far, too much of this
"son of his father" business at Savoy Hill.
The fact that Jack Spratt is the son or
nephew of Lord Spratt doesn't cut much
ice with the post-war world in general;
but it seems to make a lot of difference at
Savoy Hill.

Fleet Street had an attack of this form

A ONE-SIDED AFFAIR

" BEACHCOMBER "

JULIAN ROSE

of snobbery for a while, and you saw the
most appalling nonsense in some of the
papers which catered for the Lower Ten
by providing tripe by the Upper Ten. But
that is all over now. May I hope that
Savoy Hill-particularly during the regime
of a Labour Government-will look to
brains, and not blue blood?

Here is an observation by a corre-
spondent who signs himself " Radiofan " :

"The type of turn which Rupert Harvey
puts over is, I think, rather unfair to
listeners. The fact that he uses diagrams
means that, (t) in order to appreciate his
turn you must buy the official pro-
gramme and (2) you must have it handy.
When I listened to this turn I happened
to possess the current programme and was
able to follow the stunt; but friends who
rely on the newspapers for their radio
information' tell me that they were greatly
incensed at being, so to speak, left in the
dark."

I wonder how many people were really
amused at " Beachcomber's" skit of a
news bulletin? On reading this bulletin
in a B.B.C. publication I thought it was
very funny; but, to my mind, such humour
as " Beachcomber's" has to be seen in
black and white to be appreciated. When
he read it out in his rather unattractive
voice, the funny points slipped past

Now, I will admit this. Many
of these plugged songs and
dances are good. They are
catchy and even clever. But the
point is that a good many songs
and dances of equal merit are
frozen out because certain bands
will not play them unless they
are paid-well, " bribed" is the
real word.

How can Mr. Roger Eckersley,
who is responsible for the enter-
tainment side of the programmes,
checkmate these disgraceful
methods? Admittedly it is diffi-
cult. But I will help him and
the B.B.C. by this suggestion:

Let those publishers who
really think that certain good
numbers are being squeezed out
submit them to Savoy Hill, where
an impartial committee' will An impression of Standli, Edgar and Douglas

and scarcely gave one a chance
to appreciate their subtleties..

Several correspondents have
been complaining to me about
our old friend Jillian Rose. One
suggests that he would be well
advised "to give all his old gags
a holiday and think out some
new patter. Even when he
strikes a new subject a lot of his
well-worn stuff works its way in."

The revival of Ingredient X
was a welcome one. In my
opinion, this is a play which
ranks with the best broadcast
efforts to date. It is a tribute to
the study of broadcasting
methods which L. du Garde
Peach has undoubtedly made,
and to the producing ability of
Peter Creswell.
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BROADCAST ARTISTES IN PICTURE

OLIVIA BURLEIGIL-This charming
young actress singer, now in Philip Ridgeway's
revues, is also well known on the operatic
stage, especially to " Old Vic " audiences.

SAMUEL KUTCHER.-A distinguished
violinist, Mr. Kutcher formed his own quartet

and has given many recitals.

BURTON HARPER.-A well-known pro-
vincial baritone, he has broadcast on many
occasions. He has a wide range of tone and
repertoire suitable for most programmes. lie
appeared in the Midland Regional programme

of September 21.

CORA ASTLE.-This clever young pianist
was heard in a programme on September 17.
A brilliant technique and excellent choice of

work make her a favourite artiste.

FREDERICK THURSTON-One of the
best-known soloists of the clarinet, Mr. Thurs-
ton is attached to the B.B.C. Symphony
Orchestra and special quartets for chamber

music.

DOROTHY SILK.-Heard again recently
in a promenade concert from Queen's Hall,
Miss Silk has sung at most of the famous
choral festivals throughout the country. She
has made a cult of Bach's music and has

" discovered" many unfamiliar arias.

BEN WILLIAMS.-Mr. Williams is a
noted actor as well as singer, being a member
of the Carl,: Rosa Opera Company. He was
heard in the title role of " Faust " when this

company first broadcast last year.

FREDERICK LAKE.-One of the early
stars in broadcast programmes. this fine singer
has figured prominently at Albert Hall and
Queen's Hall concerts. In many of his recitals
he has joined forces with Miss Constance

Wentworth.

CONSTANCE WENTWORTH.-A well-
known singer and actress. Miss Wentworth has
often collaborated with Mr. Frederick Lake in

duologues.
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Noel Ashbridge,
Chief Engineer
of the B.B.C.,
gives some side-

lights on-

In an exclusive
interview with the
"Amateur Wireless
Special Commissioner

AT Muhlacker, not far from Stuttgart,
the German broadcasting authorities

are erecting a new high -power station
which will have a power of over sixty kilo-
watts. My first question to Mr. Ashbridge
was whether he thought there was any
chance of us being left behind in the race for
power now going on among European
broadcasters.

" Our British stations have been designed
to work between 3o and 5o kilowatts. That
power is, we consider, the most economical
for the wavelengths used."

Asked to explain the meaning of eco-
nomical power, Mr. Ashbridge said : " I
mean it is no good pumping out power if it
is not going to increase the non -fading
service area. Fading of a station largely
depends on its wavelength; that is why
there is such a tremendous demand for
long -wave stations, which provide a very
great non -fading area of reception. -

To recognise the truth of the Chief
Engineer's statement one has only to
remember how, outside the recognised
service area of the National 261 -metre
transmitter, fading is quite pronounced,
whereas the Daventry long -wave trans-
mission on 1,554 metres is heard many
hundreds of miles away without fading.

Power and Range
I inferred from Mr. Ashbridge's remarks

that increasing the power above 5o kilo-
watts does not materially extend the non -
fading range of a medium -wave station.
We should all bear this fact in mind before
hoping too much in the way of good recep-
tion from proposed high -power European
stations.

"The Germans are going in for high -
power stations situated outside the towns,"
went on the Chief Engineer.

"But you must always remember that
they have only one station at each trans-
mitting locality, whereas we are legislating
for two."

How the German listeners get an alterna-
tive programme was then made clear.

" German sets are, on the whole, designed
for a longer range than ours, so other
stations can be heard. But they are very
cheap and most of them are for A.C.-mains
operation."

German Tendency
" From your visit to the German Radio

Exhibition," I asked, "what would you
say was the outstanding tendency? "

" Undoubtedly, the extraordinary pre-
ponderance of mains -operated sets. More
sets of the long-distance type are shown,
although there still appears to be quite a
good market for local -station sets.

" The German Exhibition has a general
presentation not unlike our own, but there
is a bigger scope there for gramophone and
television exhibits. One manufacturer sur-
prised me by sticking to a set with neu-
tralised high -frequency stages.

Mr. Noel Ashbridge, Chief Engineer
of the B.B.C.

" I saw a considerable number of com-
ponents designed to prevent reception
being marred by domestic appliances
working from the electric light. In this
connection there seems to be a good deal of
reception trouble from local electrically
worked appliances. Chokes, condensers and
filters of various kinds were very promi-
nently displayed in a special section of the
exhibition."

Portables in Germany
I wanted to know whether the English

fad for portable sets had caught on in
Germany. "So far as one could see at the
German Exhibition, portables do not seem
to be nearly so popular," said Mr. Ash -
bridge.

I suggested that this was probably due to
the preponderance of mains -operated sets.

"Agreed; but so far as the general deSign
of other sets is concerned, I think you can
take it that the broad divisions are the
same. There are, for example, radio
gramophones and sets with enclosed loud-
speakers and, of course, ordinary table
sets."

Overlooking the grounds of the German
Radio Exhibition is the nearly completed
headquarters of the Berlin Reichs Rundfunk
Geschellshaft. I naturally inquired as to
how this new building compares with the
B.B.C.'s Broadcasting House now being
erected at Portland Place.

"One might say that the design of the
new German broadcasting headquarters
has been affected by the fact that the site
is some distance from the centre of Berlin.
For this reason there is more space avail-
able. But I noticed certain points of
similarity. The main studios have been
built in the ' core' of the building and the
offices form a ring round them.

"There are not so many studios in the
German headquarters as there will be at
Broadcasting House, when it is completed
in about a year's time. The outstanding
difference between the German and British

(Continued on page 412)
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THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO

II -HOW TO TUNE THE SET
If you are a beginner in wireless, now is your chance to gain a clear conception of its theory
and practice. In this new series of articles, specially prepared for the beginner, no previous
knowledge of wireless is assumed. Every aspect of the subject will be dealt with in ensuing
issues, and the whole series will endow the beginner with sufficient knowledge to enable him

to derive the greatest possible interest from the fascinating hobby of wireless

BECAUSE it was in the nature of an
introduction, I was not able, in last

week's article, to get down to the practical
side of tuning. As I explained, tuning is
the first idea to grasp in the "how and
why" of radio.

There are always two ingredients in a
tuning circuit. One is inductance and the
other is capacity. Inductance is the
property of a coil and capacity is the
property of a condenser. A tuning circuit
always employs a coil and a condenser.

From this week's illustration, the general
form of a condenser can be seen. This com-
ponent is designed so that one set of vanes
interleaves the other set by a varying
amount. The more the vanes overlap the
greater is the capacity of the condenser;
the less they overlap, the smaller the
capacity. When we speak of a .0005-
microfarad condenser, we mean one that has
a maximum capacity of .0005 microfarad.

Tuning can be varied by altering the
inductance of the coil or the capacity of the
condenser. In practice, we usually alter the
capacity and keep the inductance fixed, not
because this procedure is the most efficient,
but because it is mechanically the most
simple.

When a transmitting station is allocated
a certain wavelength, its tuning circuit
must be adjusted to that wavelength by
means of a coil and a condenser. The Lon-
don Regional station, for example, has in
its tuning circuit a certain value of capacity
and inductance, which together produce the
wavelength of 356 metres.

There is an important point to note
here : the London Regional station's wave-
length can be arrived at by dozens of
different combinations of inductance and
capacity. A small amount of inductance
and a large amount of capacity can produce
the same wavelength as a large amount of
inductance and a small amount of capacity.

So in the receiving circuit there is no
need to have exactly the same proportion
of inductance and capacity in order to tune
to the London Regional station. All that
matters is that the coil and condenser shall
together produce the same wavelength
constant as is produced by the Regional's
tuning circuit.

It will have been noted how one set is
adjusted, to, say, 4o degrees on the tuning
dial to bring in the Regional station,
whereas another set brings in this station
at, say, 3o degrees. In the first set more
condenser capacity has been used than in
the second, but the wavelength of both
sets will have been adjusted to the same
value.

It is the chief job of a tuning circuit to
respond to one signal to the exclusion of all
others. Unless two stations happen to be
tuned to the same wavelength, which
should not happen under present-day
arrangements, their signals can be separ-
ately tuned by a receiver.

Interferences
If these two signals have wavelengths

fairly close together, tuning one may
unavoidably tune the other. At the present
time there are so many stations wanting to
transmit that their wavelengths are some-
times unavoidably very near to one
another. A modern tuning circuit must,
therefore, be designed so that when
responding to one station it does not

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

EARTH

and 55o metres; and of a long -wave station
when its wavelength is between the limits
of r,000 and 2,000 metres.

One coil cannot cover both wavelength
ranges in conjunction with the normal
variation of condenser capacity. We can
design a coil that, with a .0005-microfarad
condenser, will tune from 250 to 55o
metres; or a coil for r,000 to 2,000 metres;
but not one that will tune from 25o to
2,000 metres.

Because of this, tuning coils have to be
made interchangeable, or two coils have to
be mounted between a switch. Plug-in
coils provide for interchangeability and
dual -range coils provide for convenient
switching from one wavelength range to
another. HOTSPOT.

EARTH

mfd. condenser. B.-Simple tuning circuit. C. -Tapped aerial tuning circuit.
C.-Dual-range aerial tuning circuit

respond to other stations on nearby wave-
lengths.

The circuit A is not selective; even if the
condenser were adjusted to the correct set-
ting for the Regional station, it is probable
that another station would be heard also.
The circuit B is much more selective and, in
a simple set, would provide good separation
between two such stations as the London
Regional and National, which have a wide
wavelength difference.

The circuit c is the same as B, except
that it covers two distinct wavelength
ranges. Instead of a simple plug-in coil, as
at a and B, the arrangement at c includes
a dual -range coil.

Wavelength Ranges
Stations transmit within one of two dis-

tinctly separate wavelength ranges. We
speak of a medium -wave station when its
wavelength is between the limits of 25o

NEXT WEEK : Ill -HOW WIRELESS WAVES ARE DETECTED

RADIO MEDICINE
IT is believed that the germs of certain

diseases can be killed by a high body
temperature. In other words what we
call a fever is not so much a mere symptom
of disease, as an instinctive reaction or
defence against the invader. Radio -fre-
quency oscillations have recently been
successfully applied to heat deep-seated
organs and other internal parts of the body,
in order to induce an artificial fever and so
attack the germ in situ. It is found that
a 30 -metre wave produces the greatest
heating effect. This method is a develop-
ment of the well-known diathermy treat-
ment, where currents of a much lower
frequency are employed for curative pur-
poses. M.B.

Centres from which wireless programmes
may be redistributed by private persons
are gradually increasing. It appears to be
within the power of the local council or
corporation to give the necessary permis-
sion.
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OU know, although every year I enjoy
1 the Radio Show more and more, I

really do believe that, as each year it gets
bigger, there is an increasing difficulty in
seeing everything that you want to. Of
course, it is a fine idea to have a part of the
new building, now that that is open, and I
do think that the addition of this section,

The new Regentone four -valve receiver, which
works from the mains

for this year's Show, makes things much
more enjoyable.

What I mean is that with such a large
number of firms exhibiting at this Show
and with such a'wide range of component
parts and complete sets on view it is very
difficult for the average man, who can
perhaps pay only one visit and that at the
crowded time of the evening, to get a
concise idea of what developments have
taken place during the past year.

The C.A.V. non -spill accumulator In three positions.
This accumulator is ideal for portable sets

There are dozens of different ways of
seeing the Show. I used to go, having
first selected a dozen or so firms whose
stands I wanted to see, and I tried to see
theni; the time afterwards, if any, was left

By "A. NODE BEND "
for the rest of the Show. But as the years
go on-this is the ninth Radio Show, by the
way-it is 'increasingly difficult to do this
because of the huge crowds.

Once upon a time I was content to
follow the crowd and see the stands as I
passed; but that means that for a proper
review of Olympia you must spend several
evenings there; which is not a thing most
people can do.

Anyway, this year I have endeavoured
to make a fairly critical stand -to -stand
review and for the benefit of 'those who
have only a brief time to spare at Olympia,
and for those. who are not able to go at all,
I think the following notes may be of use.

A surprising thing is that the first im-
pression one gets at Olympia this year is
that the halls are full of complete sets-
portables and radio -gramophones chiefly.

One or two people at Olympia seemed to
think that this foreshadowed the death of
home construction and the coming of the
days when cheaper complete sets and kits
of parts would for ever obviate the need for
home assembly according to published de-
signs. My opinion is that the present popu-
larity of rather complicated manufacturers'
receivers and radio gramophones will lead to
a new phase of home construction. Un-
doubtedly there is a demand for these
expensive radio gramophones and for four
and five -valve receivers, but not everybody
can afford to buy them and as the need for
them increases so will there grow up a new
opportunity for home constructors.

Certainly there are some very new ideas
at Olympia this year in complete sets.
Once upon a time I suppose we should
have called the present cabinet designs
" American "; they are in some cases
futuristic.

NEXT WEEK :

"Thermion" Looks Back at
the Show

Some cabinets are of wood but there are
also some clever imitations in bakelite of
expensive woods. Metal cabinets and
fabric -covered cabinets are also to be seen
on some stands. I made a note of some of
the most striking designs.

Ferranti, Ltd., have brought out a
number of new sets, some of which are in
plain fabric -covered boxes and others are
housed in veneer walnut pedestal cabinets.
Most of these are mains driven and some of
the cabinet models incorporate the new
Ferranti speaker. Two new two-valvers
are included in the Ferranti range and a
novel feature about one of these sets is

A new R.I. component-a very efficient
tow -frequency ch 3k a

that it is permanently pre-set to two
Regional stations.

On the Climax stand, 27, I saw a very
attractive three-valver in a rather extra-
ordinary cabinet. I learn that Climax
have incorporated some of their novel and
useful ideas in this set. The controls
appear to be very conveniently arranged.

Philips have a new all -electric two-
valver and this is housed in the same type of
cabinet which we have learnt to associate
with Philips during the past season. This
firm also has two new pedestal models and
several new speakers. The cabinets of all
these are typically Continental.

Kolster-Brandes are bringing out set
after set in the worthy endeavour to suit
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every need. I was particularly interested
in the new five -valve A.C. mains set which
can be adjusted to work on 1 00- 1 20 and
200-250 mains.

two-valver and one a three-valver for
mains operation. A good point is that a
model is available for 25 -cycle mains and
mains of this periodicity are still used in
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many parts of the country.
A new idea is the Regentone four -valve..

which works from A.C. mains and incor-
porates two screen -grid stages. I should
like to compliment the designer on the way
he has overcome many difficulties which I
know crop up when an attempt is made to
work more than one screen -grid stage from
the mains.

Varley, Ltd., entered last year very
successfully into the set market. They
have a very nice little two -valve A.C.
model which sells at fifteen guineas, and a
three -valve direct current mains model at

The Varley all -electric radio -gramo-
phones have been redesigned and there is
obviously a deal of thought put into the new
outfit.

Gambrell are also specialising in high
grade radio gramophones and the Gambrell
Novogram is well worth seeing.
Gramo-Radio Receivers

The interestinr, point about the new
RI., A.C. portable three-valver is that now
the A.C. pentode is used in the last stage.
The new Madrigal four-valver, the latest
R.I. idea, has two screen -grid valves and

A Complete List with Stand Numbers of every Exhibitor at the Show
Name Stand No. Name Stand No. Name Stand No. Name Stand No. Borne Stand No.

Alley Radio, Ltd. 261 Colombia Graphophone Co., Ltd. .. 71 Graham Amplion, Ltd. 62 Matchless Radio Manufacturing Co. 213 Selfridge & Co., Ltd. 242
Amalgamated Press, Ltd. .. 5 Colvern, Ltd... .. 45 Graham-Farish, Ltd. 76, 103 Montague Radio Inventions and Sheffield Magnet Co... 125
Arding & Hobbs, Ltd. .. 262 Cossor, A. C., Ltd. 02 Gripso Co., The .. .. 202 Development Co., Ltd. .. 193 Sherwood, A. M. E. .. 130
Atalanta . .. .. 232 Clarke, H., & Co. (Manchester), Ltd. 211 Grosvenor Electric Batteries, Ltd. .. 263 Holland Wireless Service Co., Ltd. 33 Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. 70
Automatic Coil Winder and Elec. Concordia Electric Wire Co. 209 H.S.P. Wireless Co. Murphy Radio, Ltd. .. .. 252 Six -Sixty Radio Co., Ltd. 58

Equipment Co.. Ltd. .. .. 107 DX. Coils, Ltd. . Z17 Halcyon Wireless Co., Ltd. .. 144 Mayfair Enterprises, Ltd. . .. 212 Smurthwaite, F. W. .. 116
Baird Television Co., Ltd. .. 216 Danipad Rubber Co., Ltd. 208 Harlie Bros. (Edmonton), Ltd. .. 141 National Accumulator Co., Ltd. . 33 Standard Battery Co. 42
Bakelite. Ltd. Darwin, Ltd. 254 Henderson Wireless and Electrical New London Electron Works, Ltd. 34 Stratton & Co., Ltd... 23
}faker's Selburst Radio .. .. 137 Dayzite, Ltd. .. 25 Service .. .. 231 Odhams Press, Ltd. (Proprietors of San Electrical Co., Ltd. 19
Beaver Electrical Supply Co. .. 206 De la Rue & Co., Thos. .. 128 Hobday Bros., Ltd. .. 13 the  Broadcaster " 6 Swift Levick & Sans, Ltd. 123
Bel -Canto Radio, Ltd. .. .. 264 Dew, A. J., & Co. 15 Hunt, A. H., Ltd. .. .. 133 Oldham & Son, Ltd. Spleen, Ltd. 127
Belling & Lee, Ltd. .. .. 134 Dibben, Wm., & Sons, Ltd. 11 Hustler, Simpson & Webb .. .. 247 Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd. .. 75 " Tenney " Products.. .. 111
Benjamin Electric, Ltd.. .

Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd. ..
115

1
Donotone (Regd.) Loud -speaker ..
Downing, Sohn S., & Sons, Ltd. ..

139
210

Hillman Bros... ..
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd. ..

18
249

Osborn, Chas. A. .. ..
..Osram Valves (G. E. C.)

233
43

Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd. ..

145
69

Bird, Sydney S., & Sons, Ltd. .. 73 Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd. 50 Ilifie & Sons, Ltd. - P. R. Products ..  .. 221 Tones Co. .. : 233
Birkbys, Ltd. Duleetto-Polyphon, Ltd. .. 24 Itonia Gramophones, Ltd. .. 21 Pandona. Ltd... ..  .. 218 Trader Publishing Co., Ltd. 3
British Ebonite Co., it'd. .. 253 Dunhams, Ltd. . .. 2 Jackson Pros. .. 63 Paroussi, E. .. .. 227 Trelleborg Ebonite Works, Ltd. .. 228
British General Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd... . 59
Dyson & Co. (Works), Ltd., J. ..
Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd. ..

104
43

Jewel Pen Co., Ltd. ..
Johnson & Bolsom, Ltd.

138
192

Partridge & Mee, Ltd. ..
..Partridge, Wilson & Co.

213
251

Turner & Co.
Ultra Electric, Ltd. ..

9
77

British Radiophone, Ltd. .. .. 223 Eastick, J. J., & Sons .. . 236 Junit Manufacturing Co., Ltd. .. 65 Perfectavox, Ltd. .. .. 241 Universal Gramophone and Radio Co.,
Brown Bros., Ltd. .. 17 East London Robber Co. .. 23 Ralisky (Aldgate), Ltd., S. .. 23 213 123
Brown, Ltd., S. G.
Brownie Wireless Co., of Great Britain

78 Econasign Co., Ltd. ..
Edison Bell, Ltd. ..

234 Holster -Brander, Ltd.
L.E.B. Distributors. Ltd. ..

55
16

Pete -Scott Co., Ltd. .. ..
Pioneer Manufacturing Co. .. ..

113
223

Cradle, Ltd. ..
Vandervell & Co., Ltd., C. A. ..

234
7

Ltd. .. . . 1 .. 102 Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. . 67 Lamplogb, S. A., Ltd. 121 Pie Radio, Ltd. .. 31, 32 Varley (Oliver Pell Contrdl) 105
Bulgin & Co, A. F. ..
Bollphone, Ltd. .. ..
Enrndept Wireless (1923), Ltd.
Borne -Janes & Co., Ltd. .. ..

103
33
56

121

Electrical and Radio Products, Ltd.
Ensign, Ltd. .. ..
Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co. ..
Ever Ready Co. (GR.), Ltd.

37
10

203
49

Learn -Linz, Ltd. .. .. 131
Lever (Trix), Ltd., E. 2.....249
Liasen, Ltd. .. 4)
Lithanode Co., Ltd. .. .. 135

Quest Radio Manufacturing ..
Radio Gramophone Development Co.
Radio Instruments; Ltd. ..
Radio for the Million (Mallard) ..

233
123
61

101

Voltron Electric, Ltd.
Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.
Westinghouse Brake and. Snaky Signal

215
12

Barton, C. F. & H. .. 44 Falk Stadelmann & Co., Ltd. .. 119 Lock, W. & T., Ltd. .. 132 Radio Service (London), Ltd. .. 235 239
British Blue Spot Co., Ltd. .. 217 Ferranti, Ltd. 47 Loewe Radio Co., Ltd. .. Radio Society of Great Britain .. 229 Whiteley Boneham & Co., Ltd. .. 66
Cadisch, R., & Sons . 259 Flinders (Wholesale), Ltd. .. .. 22 London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Redfern's Rubber Works, Ltd. .. 294 Whittingham Smith & Co. .. 74
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 140 Forma Co. . . 72

'Ltd.
Red Star Radio, Ltl. . 103 Whiteley, Wm. 257

Catesbys, Ltd. Fuller Accumulator Co. (1926), Ltd. Loud Speaker " Co., .. 214 Rees Mace Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 117 Wilkins & Wright, Ltd. .. 63
Celestion, Ltd. . ..
Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd
Clark & Moir, Ltd. .. ..
Classic Radio and Gramophone Co.,

53
54

205

221,
Damage, Ltd., A. W. ..
Gambrell Radio. Ltd... .. ..
Garnett Whiteley & Co., Ltd. ..

265
244
106

30

blainten Manufacturing Co., Ltd. ..
M.P.A. Wireless (1930), Ltd. ..
M -L Magneto Syndicate, Ltd ..
McMichael, Ltd., L... ..

219
213
222

57

Regent Radio Supply Co. ..
Ridged Cone Co., Ltd. ..
Rolls-Caydon Sales
Rolls Radio, Ltd. ..

51
112

237A
35

Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd.
Wireless Retailers Association of

Great Britain ..

119

8

Ltd. - .. 113 Garrard Engineering and Manufac- Manufacturers' Accessories Ca. Selectors, Ltd... .. 114 Wright & Weaire, Ltd. 250
(limas Radio Electric, Ltd... .. 27 turing Co. .. . 256 ( 928), Ltd. Sovereign Products, Ltd. .. 136 Young Accumulator Co. (1.929) .. 225
Cole, E. R., Ltd. .. 98 General Electric Co., Lid. 68 Marconiphone Co., Lid. .. 28, 129 Set-Ezi Wireless Supply Co., Ltd. .. 14 Zeitlin, V., & Sons, Ltd. 26

The new model Columbia screen - grid
three (the type 307 set) is well worth
seeing. I believe "Set Tester" reviewed
this particular receiver in last week's
issue of "A.W."

On the stand of Pye Radio I was interest-
ed in an all -electric version of the Pye twin -
triple portable set.

On the Marconiphone stand you are
generally sure to find something new and of
outstanding interest. The Marconiphone
Co. has certainly made wonderful progress
during the past year with its receivers. I
have always been very fond of the model
55 portable which I see they are selling
like hot cakes ready for the new season.
A new set which will undoubtedly be
popular is the Marconiphone model 39. It
works from the mains and sells at onlyL.2r.

The Ekco eliminator people, E. K. Cole,
Ltd., have two very fine receivers, one a
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AROUND THE SHOW-Some Special Points of Interest (Continued
should have ample range. A very high-
performance set is the Burndept Uni-
versal Screen Grid Five. This has quite
a moderate high-tension consumption and

and by the splendid technical details
available. It is not easy at this show to
get a good idea of reproduction. There
are plenty of dynamic speakers at Olympia
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is available as a battery model for those
who have no mains. It is listed at thirty
guineas while for mains operation the
price is thirty-nine guineas. I think you
will agree that for a high-performance
five-valver these prices are very low.

An entirely new McMichael set is the
Mains Three which sells at 420. The
appearance of this set is rather unusual
and to my mind very pleasing.

But let us get away from complete sets
and see how the trend of design is likely to
be followed by the home constructor.
Because of the striking new cabinets used
in complete sets manufacturers of cabinets

The Marconiphone
506 mains set and
moving -coil speaker

The Ferranti console -
type set

The Dubilier radio -
gramophone, incor-
porating the Dubilier

A.C.3 set

PLAN OF STANDS
AND

DEMONSTRATION
ROOMS IN
GALLERY.

Demonstration
Rooms shaded

this year and this new principle marks a
milestone in speaker progress.

Some moving -coil speaker manufacturers
have brought out new permanent -magnet
moving coils. This idea was started many

STAND No. 1 is "A.W."

years ago, when moving -coil speakers first
came out, but up to the present the difficulty
has been to find a suitable metal for the
permanent magnets. New steels are now
available which, it is claimed, do not show

A Chakophone radio -
gramophone for bat-
tet y or mains working

housed in an attractive veneer -walnut
cabinet.

Bakers Selhurst Radio have a large
range of moving -coil speakers and at least
ont permanent magnet model.

I spent a deal of time examining the
new moving -coils on the Epoch stand.

Kolster-Brandes have produced a mov-
ing -coil speaker with a permanent magnet
fitted and this is contained in a rather
unusual style of cabinet.

S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., are selling the
chassis of an inductor dynamic speaker at
the very modest price of 3 ros., while a
special cabinet model is available at

A portable with a
screen -grid stage,

the H.S.P.

An Osram Music Magnet
in a Lock cabinet

for the home constructor have been led to
bring out some very novel new designs.

I like the new Camco Waverley radio -
gramophone cabinet. I 'should like to know
how they managed to produce this at the
very low figure of L5 los.; the quality is
excellent.

Speakers are better than ever this year-
that is if one is to judge by appearances

any depreciation in magnetism over a
period of many years.

I made some notes about speakers I saw
on various stands although I cannot
claim to have seen them all. A newcomer
was the Blue Spot Model 41 K-a handy
general-purpose speaker for use with the
average type of set and which I think is
good value for fifty shillings. It is

The General Electric Co., Ltd., also have
an inductor type speaker, which is quite a
new idea so far as the G.E.C. is concerned.

I notice that Celestion have introduced
some new models, the D ro and D 12,
priced respectively at and £5. For
those who favour ordinary four -pole units
there are many available, such as the

(Continued on page 41o)
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WHEN the preliminary experiments
on the ohmic -coupled circuit were
completed, the question arose as

to the type of set through which this idea
shoUld be introduced to readers. Some
difficulty was experienced because the
principle is so widely applicable. I felt,
however, that there must be numbers of
readers who are content with relatively
simple sets. They live somewhere near a
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THE FIRST SET USING THE NEW OHMIC -COUPLING PRINCIPLE
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

The " Arrow Two "
is particularly

selective and will
provide

ample volume

satisfactory reception,
any receiver so constructed possesses
limitations and is rather clumsy.

The present receiver has been tested on a
full outdoor aerial at Elstree, which is five
miles from the Brookmans Park aerials. It
was possible not only to separate the two
Brookmans Park transmissions, but also to
tune in the Midland Regional programme
and one or two foreigners as well without
any appreciable interference. This may not
sound very extraordinary, but our experi-
ence shows that no single circuit will do this,
and even some circuits having a stage of
H.F. amplification are not so selective.

The receiver, therefore, is a simple one,
containing a
deteetor cir-
cuit followed
by one L.F.
stage and is

OP. capable of giv-
ing good loud-
speakerresults
on a number of
programm e s .
It combines
the most de-
sirable feature
Hof high selec-
tivity with
adequate sig-
nal strength.
It is, I should

devices to obtain

+

usis'itch

1.7.;oL.7-

Fig. 1. The circuit of the "Arrow Two." A list of the components required
appears on page 408

local station, and though they lislen princi-
pally to this station, there are times when
they like to obtain other reception.

Readers living close to the Regional pro-
gramme will, of course, have difficulty in
cutting out one programme and obtaining
the other. Even if they have arranged by
the addition of wavetraps or similar

imagine, a use-
ful receiver for
north of Eng-
land readers
when their re-
gional station
opens.

The circuit of the arrangement is shown
in Fig. 1. It will be seen that I have
incorporated a switch in the aerial circuit,
whereby the aerial may be changed over
either to a single coil or to the band-pass
arrangement. This is very useful in that it
enables direct comparison to be made if
one is interested and proves the value of

the additional circuit.
The ideal receiver, of course, would be

one in which this new circuit was incor-
porated on both wavebands. It is necessary,
however, to match the coils somewhat care-
fully, and I felt that it would be desirable,
at any rate at first, to limit the application
of the principle to short waveband only,
where the problem of selectivity is more
acute. Therefore, the receiver was built up
from the following point of view.
Dual Range

There is a dual -range coil feeding a
detector valve, followed by a transformer -
coupled low -frequency stage. This is a
simple two -valve arrangement, and there is
nothing special about the circuit. This
arrangement, indeed, is used on the long
waves, the aerial being connected direct to
the No. 4 terminal on the coil.

For short-wave reception the coil switch
is changed over, and this converts it to a
simple two -valve set operating on the
broadcast band. When one requires more
selectivity, however, the aerial switch (in
the centre of the panel) is thrown over to
the other position connecting the aerial to
the band-pass circuit. A slight alteration
of tune will now be necessary, but the
station will be found in approximately the
same position as before.

Both the circuits are tuned with a dual
condenser, the two cir-
cuits must, therefore, be
matched as regards in-
ductance
and stray
capacity.
The number
of turns on
the band-
pass coil
have been
chosen to
match fairly
accurately
the short-
wave wind-
ing o"f the
dual -range
coil em-
ployed, and
for this rea-
son no
other
make

of dual -range coil is practicable in this set.
If the reader likes to match the coils for
himself, of course, any good dual -range
coil may be employed, but the details
given with this article only apply to the
Lewcos D.W.A. coil.
The Band-pass Coil

The aerial is connected to the band-pass
1 through a pre-set condenser on to a

tapping point as illustrated in Fig, 2. This
4Epping, again, is so chosen that with the
Irormal aerial it is possible to adjust the
effective aerial capacity to match the band-
pass circuit with the secondary circuit, and
for all normal purposes this will be found
to be sufficient. The pre-set condenser in
the aerial circuit is adjusted on a suitable
distant station, and thereafter requires no
alteration.

Energy is transferred from the first cir-
cuit to the second circuit by means of the
voltage drop across a resistance, and this
resistance has been made variable in the
present instance in order that varying
degrees of selectivity may be obtained. The
whole arrangement is thus one of extreme
flexibility, for one can make the tuning
exceptionally sharp (at some expense of
signal strength), while if one only requires
average selectivity the maximum coupling
can be used, and the signal strength is
accordingly increased. Towards the maxi-

mum position, as I
pointed out in the pre-
vious article, it is pos-

sible to
change over
the switch
of the band-
pass ar-
rangem e n t
to the sin-
gle circuit
arrange-

ment with
very little
difference insign al
strength,
but with a
marked dif-
ference in
the selec-
tivity.
In order

t o a -

Compare this plan view with the wiring diagram overleaf

0....snrcoanom. r .1..nroloOrsords00411=r0

Construction is quite
simple and few

components
are required

void any other coupling, a
capacity shield is placed
between the dual -range
coil and the band-pass coil, and this
screen is extended to some extent between
the two halves of the dual condenser. In
addition, the band-pass coil is wound
astatically and is placed symmetrically
with regard to the dual -range coil, as illus-
trated, so that there shall be no magnetic
coupling between the circuits. It is im-
portant to arrange the coils carefully, as
shown in the photographs, although a small
deviation will not give rise to any serious
untoward effects.

Having discussed the general principles

of the set, we may turn to the construction,
although this will present little difficulty.
It is desirable to obtain a full-size blue-
print of the set (price is., post free), as this
makes everything to do with the construc-
tion quite clear, and shows the positions of
the components exactly. First of all drill
the panel to take the various components.
In the top left-hand corner is the rheostat
controlling the ohmic coupling, while in
the corresponding right-hand corner is the
.0002 reaction condenser. At the bottom
of the panel, in the centre and on the right-
hand side, 'are the aerial switch and the

on -off switch respectively, while at the left-
hand side a hole must be drilled for the
operating rod of the dual -range coil switch.
It only remains now to drill a hole in
the centre of the panel for the spindle of the
dual condenser, and this must be drilled
accurately to the dimensions given, as this
condenser does not fix on to the panel, but
is attached to the baseboard, the spindle
projecting through the hole on the panel.

C=MC=D r.,
..mm

Fig. 2 (above). Showing pre-set condenser

Aeriol capacity

in aerial circuit

/ a kW
capacity

Fig. 3 (left). Details of screen

Having drilled the panel in this manner,
it may be screwed to the baseboard and the
dual condenser may be fitted into position.
This is supported on the baseboard, as just
pointed out, by two feet at the back, and
when it is mounted up against the panel,
with the spindle projecting through the
hole therein, it is quite rigid. Various
other components on the panel may now be
mounted, followed by the several base-
board components in their respective
positions.

The next operation is the winding of the
band-pass coil. This is wound on a r
Paxolin former (Fig. 4), and consists of roo
turns of 28 dts.c. wire. This wire is wound
on in two sections of 5o turns, separated by
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local station, and though they lislen princi-
pally to this station, there are times when
they like to obtain other reception.

Readers living close to the Regional pro-
gramme will, of course, have difficulty in
cutting out one programme and obtaining
the other. Even if they have arranged by
the addition of wavetraps or similar

imagine, a use-
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north of Eng-
land readers
when their re-
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opens.

The circuit of the arrangement is shown
in Fig. 1. It will be seen that I have
incorporated a switch in the aerial circuit,
whereby the aerial may be changed over
either to a single coil or to the band-pass
arrangement. This is very useful in that it
enables direct comparison to be made if
one is interested and proves the value of

the additional circuit.
The ideal receiver, of course, would be

one in which this new circuit was incor-
porated on both wavebands. It is necessary,
however, to match the coils somewhat care-
fully, and I felt that it would be desirable,
at any rate at first, to limit the application
of the principle to short waveband only,
where the problem of selectivity is more
acute. Therefore, the receiver was built up
from the following point of view.
Dual Range

There is a dual -range coil feeding a
detector valve, followed by a transformer -
coupled low -frequency stage. This is a
simple two -valve arrangement, and there is
nothing special about the circuit. This
arrangement, indeed, is used on the long
waves, the aerial being connected direct to
the No. 4 terminal on the coil.

For short-wave reception the coil switch
is changed over, and this converts it to a
simple two -valve set operating on the
broadcast band. When one requires more
selectivity, however, the aerial switch (in
the centre of the panel) is thrown over to
the other position connecting the aerial to
the band-pass circuit. A slight alteration
of tune will now be necessary, but the
station will be found in approximately the
same position as before.

Both the circuits are tuned with a dual
condenser, the two cir-
cuits must, therefore, be
matched as regards in-
ductance
and stray
capacity.
The number
of turns on
the band-
pass coil
have been
chosen to
match fairly
accurately
the short-
wave wind-
ing o"f the
dual -range
coil em-
ployed, and
for this rea-
son no
other
make

of dual -range coil is practicable in this set.
If the reader likes to match the coils for
himself, of course, any good dual -range
coil may be employed, but the details
given with this article only apply to the
Lewcos D.W.A. coil.
The Band-pass Coil

The aerial is connected to the band-pass
1 through a pre-set condenser on to a

tapping point as illustrated in Fig, 2. This
4Epping, again, is so chosen that with the
Irormal aerial it is possible to adjust the
effective aerial capacity to match the band-
pass circuit with the secondary circuit, and
for all normal purposes this will be found
to be sufficient. The pre-set condenser in
the aerial circuit is adjusted on a suitable
distant station, and thereafter requires no
alteration.

Energy is transferred from the first cir-
cuit to the second circuit by means of the
voltage drop across a resistance, and this
resistance has been made variable in the
present instance in order that varying
degrees of selectivity may be obtained. The
whole arrangement is thus one of extreme
flexibility, for one can make the tuning
exceptionally sharp (at some expense of
signal strength), while if one only requires
average selectivity the maximum coupling
can be used, and the signal strength is
accordingly increased. Towards the maxi-

mum position, as I
pointed out in the pre-
vious article, it is pos-

sible to
change over
the switch
of the band-
pass ar-
rangem e n t
to the sin-
gle circuit
arrange-

ment with
very little
difference insign al
strength,
but with a
marked dif-
ference in
the selec-
tivity.
In order

t o a -

Compare this plan view with the wiring diagram overleaf

0....snrcoanom. r .1..nroloOrsords00411=r0

Construction is quite
simple and few

components
are required

void any other coupling, a
capacity shield is placed
between the dual -range
coil and the band-pass coil, and this
screen is extended to some extent between
the two halves of the dual condenser. In
addition, the band-pass coil is wound
astatically and is placed symmetrically
with regard to the dual -range coil, as illus-
trated, so that there shall be no magnetic
coupling between the circuits. It is im-
portant to arrange the coils carefully, as
shown in the photographs, although a small
deviation will not give rise to any serious
untoward effects.

Having discussed the general principles

of the set, we may turn to the construction,
although this will present little difficulty.
It is desirable to obtain a full-size blue-
print of the set (price is., post free), as this
makes everything to do with the construc-
tion quite clear, and shows the positions of
the components exactly. First of all drill
the panel to take the various components.
In the top left-hand corner is the rheostat
controlling the ohmic coupling, while in
the corresponding right-hand corner is the
.0002 reaction condenser. At the bottom
of the panel, in the centre and on the right-
hand side, 'are the aerial switch and the

on -off switch respectively, while at the left-
hand side a hole must be drilled for the
operating rod of the dual -range coil switch.
It only remains now to drill a hole in
the centre of the panel for the spindle of the
dual condenser, and this must be drilled
accurately to the dimensions given, as this
condenser does not fix on to the panel, but
is attached to the baseboard, the spindle
projecting through the hole on the panel.

C=MC=D r.,
..mm

Fig. 2 (above). Showing pre-set condenser

Aeriol capacity

in aerial circuit

/ a kW
capacity

Fig. 3 (left). Details of screen

Having drilled the panel in this manner,
it may be screwed to the baseboard and the
dual condenser may be fitted into position.
This is supported on the baseboard, as just
pointed out, by two feet at the back, and
when it is mounted up against the panel,
with the spindle projecting through the
hole therein, it is quite rigid. Various
other components on the panel may now be
mounted, followed by the several base-
board components in their respective
positions.

The next operation is the winding of the
band-pass coil. This is wound on a r
Paxolin former (Fig. 4), and consists of roo
turns of 28 dts.c. wire. This wire is wound
on in two sections of 5o turns, separated by
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THE " ARROW TWO " (continued from preceding page)

in. Drill a hole at the end of the former
in order to anchor the wire, then wind on
50 turns of wire. This wire should then be
threaded through another hole or connected
to some form of anchorage in order to hold

tft
so each winding

28els.c.

Fig. 4-Winding details of band-pass coil

the winding tight. A further 5o turns are
now wound on in the opposite direction and
the first turn of this second 5o is spaced
% in. from the first 5o.

When 25 turns of this second 5o have
been wound on, a tapping is taken for the
aerial connection, and this may be done in
various ways according to the readers'
facilities and patience. The remaining 25
turns are then wound on, and the wire once
more anchored at the end.

Two small ebonite feet must now be
constructed for fixing the coil, since it must
be clear of the baseboard in order to allow
the operating rod of the dual -range coil to
pass underneath it. The construction will
be clear from the diagrams and photographs,
but if any reader is in doubt he can pur-
chase the coil ready made.

Having mounted this coil in position on
the baseboard, the screen should be cut and
placed in between the coil and the dual -
range coil, being interleaved between the
two halves of the dual condenser, as
already mentioned. Further than this no
difficulty should be experienced in the con-
struction, which is of a straightforward and
relatively simple character. It may be
found to be desirable, when first wiring up,
to remove the screen, in order to obtain
access to' certain components such as the
aerial switch immediately under the dual
condenser, but this is the only point in
which any trouble may be experienced.

Operating details of this receiver will be
given next week. For those who wish to
try this receiver out it is only necessary to
say that the valves should be detector and
power valve, the H.T. voltages 6o and too
respectively, and the L.T. and grid -bias
to suit the valves in use.

A credit of 24,000,000 escudos (about
23o,000) has been granted for extending

and remodelling urban and inter -urban
telegraph and telephone lines and the
installation of radio stations in Portugal.

The Czechoslovakia Ministry of Posts
and Telegraiffis is erecting in Prague a
building which will be the headquarters of
broadcasting in Czechoslovakia. The new
national broadcasting station, which is
under construction near Cesky Brod, east of
Prague, will be of 6o/i2o kilowatts.

LIST OF COMPONENTS REQUIRED
Panel, 14 in. by 7 in. by in. (Becol, Lissen

Trolitax, Resiston).
Dual condenser .0005 mfd., with brass support

(Formo, Ormond, J.B.).
7 -ohm rheostat (Lissen, Igranie, Varley, Wear-

ite, R.I.).
On -off switch (Bulgin, Junit, Lotus, Lissen,

Benjamin, Claude Lyons).
Change -over switch (Bulgin, Lotus).
.0002-mfd. reaction condenser (Burton, Bulgin,

Lotus, J.B., Lissen, Dubilier, Formo, Polar).
Dual -range aerial coil (Leweos type D.W.A.),
Two anti-microphonie valve -holders (Telsen,

Lotus, Benjamin, Formo, Wearite, Burton,
Brownie, W. & B., Junit).

Low -frequency transformer (Varley Ni-core 11,
Telsen, Ferranti, Lotus, R.I., Burton, Lissen,
Igranie).

High -frequency choke (R.I., Leweos, Lissen,
Tunewell, Sovereign, Watmel, Igranic, Dubilier,
Bulgin, Varley, Ready Radio).

.0003-mfd. fixed condenser with grid -leak clip
T.C.C., Dubilier, Graham-Farish, Lissen, Ediswarr,
Watmel, Atlas).

2-megohm grid leak (Ready Radio, Watmel,
Lissen, Ediswan, Graham-Farish). '

Pre-set condenser .00027 max. (Igranie, Formo,
Lissen, Leweos, Ormond, Sovereign).

Vernier dial (Igranic " Minor," Brownie,
Formo).

Coil former 3 in. by 1 L in. diameter (Atlas,
Wearite).

Two terminal blocks (Junit, Lissen).
Four terminals marked L.S.-, L.S.+, A. E.

(Belling -Lee type B, Clix, Eelex).
Five wander plugs marked H.T.-, 1,

H.T. G.B. +, G.B.- (Belling -Lee, Clix, Eelex,
Igranic).
Two spade tags marked L.T. L.T.- (Belling -

Lee, Clix, Eelex).
Two ounces 28 D.S.C. Wire (Leweos).
Glazite for wiring.
Pair panel brackets (Lissen).
Grid -bias battery clip (Bulgin).
Special screen (Ready Radio, Wearite, Parex,

H. & B.).

BLUEPRINT
N°A.W249
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The wiring diagram and layout. We can supply a full-size blueprint of this, price 1,/-
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" Current per Cell "-that is the modern test of
the H.T. battery for radio. Because with modern
valves the drain upon your H.T. battery is very
heavy and every cell to -day must do its share.

The cells of the Lissen Battery are large in size.
Each cell is a deep reservoir of energy. Each
cell is master of its work-ready to pour out
its energy unstintingly-for month after month
it will do that for you.

If you want most " Current per Cell " get a
Lissen Battery. Io,000 radio dealers have it.
But ask firmly for it by name.

on!ctirrent Per Cell
Lisseitscores eveylige

PRICES
60 volt (reads 66) 7/11
100 volt (reads 1C8) 12/11
120 volt 15/10
36 volt 4/6
60 volt (For Portable Receivers) - - 7/11
99 volt (For Portable Receivers) . - 12/6
60 volt (Super Power) - - - - 13/6
100 volt ,,  - . 22/.
41 volt Grid Bias 10d.
9 volt 1/6
16 volt 2/9
41 volt Pocket Battery, 5d. each (4/6 doz.)
Single Cell Torch Battery, 4d.

L I S S E N LIMITED Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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AROUND THE SHOW-Some Special Points of Interest (c072117a1ted from page 405)

Ormond. Incidentally this unit can be
obtained with a large cone chassis and
housed in an attractive corner cabinet at
79s. 6d.

The Lodestone moving -coil speaker de-
signed by Mr. W. James is always to be
obtained and I see that Whiteley Bonham

A fine new Varleyreceiver. The
speaker is housed

below the set

and Co., Ltd., have a model available for a
six -volt accumulator at four guineas and a
D.C. mains model at L4. 14s.

S. G. Brown, Ltd., are prominent again
this year with some very modest -priced
cone speakers and a new Brown moving
coil chassis is available.

Of course, the craze nowadays is all for
working from the mains. In fact, some-
times I think we have too much of a good
thing and overlook the obvious fact that
not everybody has the mains nor can
afford mains operation. There are plenty
of H.T. batteries and H.T. accumulators at
Olympia this year and, of course, L.T.
accumulators are never likely to die
entirely for it is not a cheap matter to get
low tension direct from the mains.

Among the dry H.T. batteries I noticed
the new Siemens Full 0' Power battery-
' oo volts for 13s.-and also the Pertrix
range. Pertrix batteries, of course, do not
work on the ordinary Leclanche cell
principle. Another dry H.T. battery is the
Fuller Sparta, which is part of the standard
equipment of the new Hustler "Double

Two" set, with which receiver most
readers are no doubt acquainted.

Oldham & Sons, Ltd., have brought out
a new series of low-tension accumulators'
called the Lively -O. These have just the
commonsense features which we associate
with the name of Oldham. They are
particularly robust, have integral carrier
handles, large vent caps and so on.

A new Exide jelly -electrolyte accumu-
lator, known as the Gel-Sel is available and
should appeal particularly to portable set
users.

H.T. accumulators are shown by many

First at the Exhibition
"A.W.'s" STAND No. 1

firms including, of course, C. A. Vandervell
and Co., Ltd., who have a very robust -look-
ing all -moulded accumulator H.T. battery.
Ten -volt accumulator blocks are made by
the Fuller Accumulator Co. (1926) Ltd.,
and on stands 26 and 221 are to be found a
wide range of these.

Rather naturally, in view of the great
popularity of mains working, there are
many firms showing units of all kinds for
A.C. and D.C. Many firms are specialising
in mains units for portables. These, of
course, take the place of the H.T. battery
when the set is being used indoors, and
many of these units have a trickle charger
so that the set's accumulator can be kept
up to tiptop condition. Both Ekco and
Regentone are well-known manufacturers
of units of this type.

The Pandona Portable Five receiver

A useful point about the new R.I. all -
insulated H.T. unit is that it is designed to
be entirely safe and to eliminate all
possibility of shocks. An A.C. model is
available at 4 15s. and a D.C. model at
L2 I2S. 6d.

One of the useful range of Varley parts-a dual -
range low -frequency choke

I notice that many new Regentone
models have a switching arrangement
whereby a constant voltage output can be
maintained on widely differing loads.
Tannoy low-tension units utilise the Tannoy
electrolytic rectifiers-a job which has
many advantages.

A portable mains unit made by E. K.
Cole, Ltd., is listed at Li. I2S. 6d., and
throughout the range of Ekco mains units
high performance at low cost is evident.
H.T. units for a discharge of 6o -milli-
amperes are put on.

A newcomer is the Clarke's Atlas type
A.C. 188 which incorporates a trickle
charger and has two voltage variation
controls.

There is probably nothing radically new
in valves this year, although the A.C.
pentode should be regarded, I suppose, as a
newcomer. Many manufacturers are try-
ing to lower the inter -electrode capacity of
screen -grid valves and it is probable that
by next year some very low valve self -

(Continued on page 412)

J. B. drum - control
condensers one of the
range of Chassimount

J.B. components .

A new Westinghouse metal rectifier,
the H.T.7

The Exide type
WHIG glass -
cell H.T. unit

This Columbia
portable

gramophone,
in a stout

carrying cases
is useful for
outdoor work
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TROUBLE -FREE
SET BUILDING

USE
READY RADIO APPROVED
NON -SOLDERING KITS ONLY

EXHIBITION 3
£ s.

1 Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. ... ... ... 11

1 Hand -polished oak cabinet, with 10 -in. baseboard ::: 1 5
1 Lissen 15 -ohm rheostat ... ... ... ... 2
1 Lotus No. 2 jack ... ... ... ... 2
1 Lotus jack plug ... ... ... ... ... 2
1 Regentone 120,000 -ohm resistance (variable) 9
2 Cyldon Juni Log .0005 variable condensers ... 17
2 Igranie Indigraph S.M. dials ... ... ... 12
1 Cyldon .0001 reaction condenser ... ... A
1 ReadiRad on -and -off switch ...
2 ReadiRad single coil holders ...
1 Wearite double coil holder ... 1

2 W.B. valve holders ... ... 2
1 Parex S.G. valve holder ... 2
1 Watmel ILL. Choke, type D.X.3- 8
1 ReadiRad H.F. chOke ... ... 4
3 Lissen .0002 fixed condensers ... 3
2 Lissen 2-megolun grid leak 1

1 Grid leak holder ... ... ... ...
1 Telsen Radiogrand L.F. transformer ... 12
1 Dubilier 1-microfarad fixed condenser ... ... 2
2 Junit terminal mounts ... ... ... ... ... 1

1 ReadiRad aluminium screen, with hole for S.G. valve 2
4 Belling & Lee type " B " terminals ... ... ... 2
1 Lewcodensor .0002... ... ... ... ... ... 2
6 Belling & Lee engraved wander plugs ... 1
2 Belling & Lee engraved spade terminals
2 Lewcos 200 X coils ... ... 13
2 Lewcos 60 X. coils ... ... 9
1 Lewcos 40 C.T. coil ... ... 3
1 Lewcos 60 C.T. coil ... ... 3
1 Pair IteadiRad panel brackets ... 1

1 Bulgin G.B. clip .. ... ...
1 Set Readiltad Jiffifinx ... ... 2
3 Valves as specified  1 19

Screws, flex, etc. ... ... ... ... 1

TOTAL (including valves and cabinet) £10 4

KIT A less valves 17and cabinet
or 12 equal monthly payments of 1 3/ -

KIT B with valves 18 : 19 : 3less cabinet
or 12 equal monthly payments of 1 6/9

KIT C with valves 1 0 : 4 : 3and cabinet

USE "JIFFILINK"
FOR WIRING -UP

ARROW TWO
1 Drilled ebonite panel, 14 in. by 7 in. ...
1 Formo dual condenser, .0005, with brass supports
1 ReadiRad 35 -ohm rheostat
1 Readiltad on -off switch ...
1 Bulgin change -over switch, No. 533
1 Cyldon reaction condenser, .Q002
1 Lewcos dual -range coil, type D.W.A.
2 W.B. anti-microphonic valve holders
1 Varley L.F. transformer, Nicore II ...
1 ReadiRad " Hilo " H.F. choke
1 ReadiRad .0003 fixed condenser, with grid -leak clip
1 ReadiRad 2-megohm grid leak ... .

1 Igranic pre-set condenser, .00027 max ...
1 Igranie " Minor " S.M. dial ...
1 Paxolin coil former, 3 in. by 11 in. ...
2 Junit terminal mounts ...
4 Belling Lee, type " B," engraved terminals
5 Belling Lee engraved wander plugs ...
2 Belling Lee engraved spade terminals ...
2 oz. No. 26 d.s.c. 'wire
1 Pair ReadiRad panel brackets ...
1 Grid -bias battery clip ...
1 Special screen ReadiRad
1 Set ReadiRad jittilinx for wiring up ...
2 Valves as specified
1 Hand -polished oak cabinet, with 9 -in. baseboard

Screws, flex, etc.

TOTAL (including valves and cabinet)

4 6
16 3

2 0
10

2 3
6 0

15 0
2 6
15 0
4 6

10
10

2 6

3 0
9

1 4
2 0
1 3

9
2 0

10
6

2 6
2 6

19 0
1 2 6

1 1

£6 13 0

KIT A le 14ss valves
and cabinet : 11 : 6

or 12 equal monthly payments of 8/6

KIT B with valves 15
less cabinet : 10 : 6

or 12 equal monthly payments of 10/6

KIT C with valves
and cabinet 16 : 13 : 0

or 12 equal monthly payments of 19/- or 12 equal monthly payments of 12/3

ANY OF THE ABOVE COMPONENTS CAN BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY, IF DESIRED

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.
All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured,

all charges forward.

Immediate
Dispatch

Raalio
159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

LONDON BRIDGE,
Telephone: Hop 5555 (Pr vote Exchange) Telegrams.-READIRAD, SEDIST.

Advt. of READY RADIO (R.R. LTD.), 139, Borough. lliglI Street, London, .

TO INLAND CUSTOMERS.
Your goods are dispatched post

free or carriage paid.

Cash or Easy
Payments
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AROUND THE SHOW-Some Special Points of Interest (Continued)
capacities will be in order. Already
Cossors haVe produced two new screen -
grid valves in which the inter -electrode
capacity is claimed to be .001 micromicro-
farads.

There are so many new small components
that it is impossible to detail them here.
My advice to all home constructors with

A striking new Ferranti receiver.
This is mains -operated

regard to getting full details of all the new
parts is to read carefully the stand -to -stand
reviews of the Exhibition given in last
week's issue of " A.W." and also to follow

"Observer" in
ture" week by
picks on all the

" Postcard Radio Litera-
week, for this contributor
new parts and through the

One of the new Telsen components,
on H.F. choke

"Postcard Radio Literature" free service
you can have full details sent to you.

A very worthy attempt to lower the price
of small parts has been made by many
firms and quality has not been allowed to

The Clarke's Atlas A handy mains component,
AC 188 unit the Atlas Rheograd

One of the new J.B. Chassimount
ganged condensers fitted with

the J.B. vernier drum drive

suffer. Take Telsen, for instance; this
concern has introduced worthy successors
to the Telsen Radio -Grand and Ace
transformers in the shape of an H.F. choke,
valve holder and small variable condenser.
These are sold at astoundingly low prices,

Lissen, Ltd., have an all -embracing
range of components for set constructors
(in addition to other Lissen products such

The Regentone W2A eliminator

as H.T. batteries, speakers, complete sets
and radio gramophones), and firms such as
A. F. Bulgin & Co. have many parts which
will not only assist constructors of new
sets, but which will also prove of use to
those who want to make their receivers
more up to date or more convenient in use.

The Lectro-Linx
valve holder

One of the Radio Instrument's
new cabinet receivers

" GERMAN RADIO COMPARED
WITH OURS "

(Continued from page 401)
broadcasting headquarters is that we had to
arrange our studios to permit sometimes
three productions to be broadcast at the
same time. There is not this complication
in Germany."

Zeesen, which lies some 3o kilometres
from Berlin, is the Daventry of Germany
and in many ways is not unlike it. The
Chief Engineer said

"Although Zeesen is something like
Daventry, it is quite unlike the new
regional station at Brookman's Park. All
the components of the Zeesen transmitter
are mounted separately and not screened
in units, as is done at Brookman's Park."

I reminded Mr. Ashbridge that English
listeners have a lot of trouble in separating
Zeesen from Daventry on the one side and
Radio Paris on the other. Was this due to
some weakness in the station, or to its
unfortunate wavelength allocation?

"Zeesen provides a very good service in
Germany. But you have raised an interest-
ing point. Do you know, German listeners

have just the same trouble in getting
Daventry clear of their own station. The
Brookman's Park stations are heard in
Germany much better than Daventry 5XX
after nightfall, just as we hear the medium -
wave Germans better than we hear Zeesen."

I told Mr. Ashbridge how well I had
heard our National 261 -metre transmitter
when at Juan Les Pins recently. He said
that in Lausanne he had heard the National
transmitter much more strongly than the
356 -metre Regional, although, as in my
experience, fading was noted.

Returning to the new Muhlacker station
the Chief Engineer remarked : "One
point of interest in the new high -power
German station is the use of wooden
masts. They are 30o to 40o ft. high and

A man- who, according to evidence,
collected nineteen batteries from vari-
ous clients and vanished, duly ap-
peared in Court. An "accumulator"
charged !

A newspaper Aide refers to "the
amateur wireless builder surrounded
with screws, etc."

are made of wood to avoid mast screening
effects."

I reminded him that the masts of
B.B.C. stations are of steel lattice -work
construction. Did we get screening troubles?

" We do not, because we insulate our
masts at the base and take special pre-
cautions to prevent 'shadow' effects."

Asked about studio technique in Ger-
many, the Chief Engineer said they were
now taking a lot of interest in modulation
control, in an effort to improve reception
by the avoidance of " blasting."

"Studios are similar in dimensions to
ours, but they certainly contain a higher
degree of reverberation. The Germans do
not seem to favour synthetic echo."

The recent success of the Salzburg relay
prompted me to ask whether the Germans
were ahead of us in land -line technique.
The Chief Engineer was non -committal, but
he said, in concluding our interview :

"Lightly -loaded cables with a high cut-
off are the best for good broadcasting qual-
ity. Underground circuits will gradually be
introduced into the B.B.C. system, thus
providing land -line quality at least as
good as on the Continent."
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Make your Battery Set all -electric
The Six -Sixty A.C. all -mains

conversion equipment is suitable for practically
any battery operated receiver.

No internal wiring alterations. Equip-
ment includes specially selected Six -Sixty
A.C. valves-and Six -Sixty 415 pin valve
holder adaptors.

Yes, we know how you feel ahout it-this question of scrapping
a perfectly satisfactory battery set in order to change to all -mains
-so we have produced the Six -Sixty all -mains conversion equip-
ment. To start with, you need to alter nothing of the construction
of your set-the special Six -Sixty valve -holder adaptors make
your present valve -holders fit the 5 -pin valves supplied. Then
you are buying a unit, in the fullest. sense, an eliminator and a
set of specially selected A.C. valves, built by one manufacturer
to co-operate and work perfectly together.

i house mains. H.T. tappings of 50, 7ii, 100, 120, 150 and 200
The Six -Sixty Unit can be supplied to operate from any A.C.

ti-' 1 r
volts are provided and G.B. tappings of 1.5, 3, 4.5, 8, 15 and 20 volts, any
three H.T. or two G.B. values being available simultaneously. Grid Bias
is on the ultra modern automatic principle-all risk of overloading
eliminated. The dimensions (13 x 51 x 4) of the complete equipment
are not larger than your present batteries-an important point-and the
H.T. leads need never be removed from the set when once inserted.
Isn't that what you've been waiting for ? Of course it is-but why wait
any longer
Price: A.C. Mains Conversion Equipment complete from £8 : 5 : 0

Mains Unit 'H.T., L.T. and G.B.,,. only ... ... £6 : 6 : 0
Write for leaflet giving particulars of complete range, including new Six -Sixty
Valves, Six -Sixty Cone Speaker Assembly and Cone Speaker Paper, Six -.Sixty

SAY
Turntable, Six -Sixty Valve' and Set Tester, Six -Sixty Valve Adaptors, ,Six -,Sixty
Gramophone Pick-up Attachments, Six -Sixty Grid Leaks and Holders.

Made by the makers of the famous Six -Sixty Valves.

5oxisoxirttr
11.1J)10 VALN I., 1ND I((WiPMIAT)

STAND 58
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA.

Six -Sixty Radio Ca., Ltd., Six -Sixty House, 17/18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.l. Telephone: Museum 6116/7.

Menticn of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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ON MY WIRELESS DEN

The Voltage of a Pick-up
HOW many volts are generated by a

pick-up? SOmetimes two or three;
but,,aS a rule, a volt is good average.

The magnitude of the output from a
pick-up may surprise readers. It used to
be thought that a fraction of a volt was
ail that could be expected. But this is
not true. Some notes, particularly low
ones, create relatively large voltages.

A pick-up that I use, with a 3-1 trans-
former, gives me as much as 9 volts across
the secondary on occasions. This illus-
trates the necessity for adequately biasing
the grid of the valve to which the pick-up
or transformer is connected.

A further point is that if the output
from the transformer is applied direct to
the grid of a two -valve power amplifier
loud signals will be obtained. Probably a
volume control will be needed; but this
will, of course, depend upon the size of
the output stage and the amount of the
magnification.

Greedy Screen -grids
The current passed by some screen -grid

valves is pretty heavy-five or six milli-
amperes. The question, therefore, arises
as to how this may be reduced when the
full magnification is not needed.

Two methods occur to me. One is to
apply grid bias, say, negative 1.5 volts.
This amount of bias will reduce the anode
current considerably.

The second method is to reduce the
value of the screen voltage. This will
lower the anode current and at.the same
time will increase the impedance of the
valve. There are times when it is not
desirable to reduce the voltage of the
screen owing to the ether effects produced,
and this also applies to the grid bias
suggested.

When a valve is passing too much cur-
rent, however, the grid bias must be
increased or the screen -grid voltage be
reduced. Changes in the voltage of the
anode do not produce much effect.

For Frame -aerial Users
A point worth noting in connection with

frame aerials is that the inductance of the
aerial depends upon not only the number
-of turns, but the spacing.

You may wind on fifteen turns and' find
the wavelength range too low. This can
be altered by pressing the turns closer
together. Sometimes a spacing of one -
quarter inch is recommended, and this
may be satisfactory. But the inductance
of the frame will be greater when the
turns are placed side by side.

WEEKLY TIPS -
CONSTRUCTIONAL

I have just heard of a case where the
wavelength range was too low, the turns
being right in number. The trouble was
due to the spacing being excessive, and
when the turns were put closer together
the wavelength range increased.

A Handy Volume Control
A form of volume control that appears

to have advantages is shown in the circuit
given herewith, and comprises a high -
resistance potentiometer connected across
the tuned circuit.

Unfortunately, however, the -method is
not so successful in practice. The poten-
tiometer does not behave entirely as such.
In other words, when the contact arm is
set half -way, much less than half the
voltage across the tuned circuit is applied
to the grid.

This is because the top half of the
resistance is in series with the grid and

A handy form of volume control.
The connections are explained in the

accompanying paragraph.

lowers the voltage. If a fairly low resist-
ance is used for the purpose of avoiding
this effect, the grid circuit is affected. Its
selectivity is reduced and the signal
strength is lowered.

Thus it seems that this form of control,
which at first glance looks so nice, is
actually one having snags. The method is
therefore not widely used. Those who
would like to try should use a non -induc-
tive potentiometer having a resistance of,
say, from 200,000 to 500,000 ohms.

Are Mains Sets Economical ?
What is the amount of power taken by

a typical mains set having three or four
valves? Thirty or forty watts -seems a
reasonable amount; that is, about the
amount taken by a small electric lamp.
The cost of running is, therefore, quite
small, being a penny or so a week.

Bcy- VANES.
Permanent -magnet Moving -coils

Moving -coil speakers are likely to in-
crease in popularity now that permanent -
magnet types of reasonable price are
available. True, some people say they do
not care for moving -coil reproduction.
But that is probably because they have
heard only a poor example.

A good moving coil with a good set
provides fine results. There are other
good speakers, but I am fond of my moving -
coil, and have lately changed over to a
permanent -magnet type, which is satis-
factory.

Alternating -current Valves
Valves of the A.C. type have to be sup-

plied with current for the heaters at
4 volts. Higher and lower voltages are
not satisfactory, and for this reason it is
advisable to be sure that the valves have
exactly 4 volts, under working conditions.

A transformer whose voltage does not
vary too much with the load should be
used, but the no-load voltage ought not
to be accepted as the actual voltage.

Transformer Facts
It is, I suppose, generally realised that

the inductance of a transformer falls off aS
the current through the primary increases)
Thus we find that the inductance of al
transformer when connected, to a valve of
medium impedance is, say, 5o henries and
only 3o henries when a valve of the low -
impedance class is used.

The difference in the inductive values is
due to the greater current passed by the
lower impedance valve, and ,an obvious
result is that the low -note magnification is
proportionately reduced.
- At the same time, there are other effects.

The high -note reproduction may be in-
creased or decreased. Certain it is that the
higher notes are affected, besides which
the quality may be impaired by the pro-
duction of harmonics through the trans-
former.

New Fixed Condensers
I have lately seen some pretty little

fixed condensers; quite cheap they will be,
too, when issued.

The time has definitely arrived, I think,
when we shall be able to buy fixed con-
densers of good quality at quite low prices.
Some of the condensers issued are, as I
have said before, unnecessarily elaborate.

The main thing about a condenser is, of
course, the condenser element, and pro-
vided this is fitted with a neat and service-
able case, then the component is satisfac-
tory. A few new ideas are badly needed
by some of the component people.
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BUILD THROUGHOUT WITH EADI AD COMPONENTS

READI-RAD
SWITCH

A Push-pull on and off switch
of exceptionally " clean " design
and robust construction. All
metal parts heayily nickel plated
and polished. Specially designed
to maintain constant and noise-
less contact and smooth, easy
movement. One hole fixing.
Fitted with attractive knob.
Price I0d. each

READI-RAD
WAVECHANGE

SWITCH
A 3 -point push -.pull switch,
particularly suitable for use in
dual - range tuning circuits.
Designed on low -loss principles
giving certain contact, smooth
action and reliable service.
Heavily nickel- plated polished
metal parts; attractive knob;
one hole fixing. Price 1/6.

READI-RAD
FIXED

CONDENSER
An entirely new and unique
method of construction has
made possible the production
of this new range of fixed con-
densers at a remarkably low
and economical price. A further
attractive feature is the ex-
tremely small size which has
been achieved without in any
way. affecting the very high
efficiency of the condensers.
Capacities .000I, .0002, .0003,
.0005. .00r, price 10d. each.

Readi-Rad Components are remarkably low in price,
but they are certainly not " cheap." They are high-
grade components cleverly designed to do their work
in the most efficient manner, but all the unnecessary
and costly " frills " have been eliminated in order to
save you money when set -building. The proof of their
efficiency is to be found in the frequency with which

they are specified in the Technical Press.

OLYMPIA -STAND 238

READI-RAD
POTENTIO-

METER
(Baseboard Type)

Very small and compact; easily
fitted; easily connected; par-
ticularly smooth, accurate and
noiseless adjustment; positive
contact-these are the outstand-
ing features of this baseboard -
mounting Potentiometer. Ac-
curately made, with nickel -
plated metal parts. Resistance,
400 ohms. Price 2/9.
200 ohms, 2/9; goo ohms, 2/9; 30i
ohms, 3.'-; i,000 ohms, 8/6.

READI-RAD
RESISTANCES
De -Coupling Type

A wire - wound Resistance,
specially designed for use as a
de -coupling resistance in order
to prevent " motor -boating " in
the method now recommended
in most popular circuits. goo
ohms ; complete with moulded
bakelite base. Price 2/6.

Anode Feed Type
Supplied in two resistance
values most suitable for use in
the latest circuits of the
Technical Press. 25,000 or
o,000 ohms. Complete with

base. Price 2/6 each.

READI-RAD
"HILO" H.F.

CHOKE
A real " de -luxe " H.F. Choke
specified time after time by the
most famous designers of the
British Technical Press. Used
by all discriminating construc-
tors. High inductance ; ex-
tremely low self - capacity.
Efficient over tuning range of

o to 2,000 metres. Solid
ebonite hand -turned former, on
bakelite base, designed to take
up minimum baseboard space.
Price 4/6.

READI-RAD
'BROOKMANS'
CONDENSERS

This amazingly popular range
of condensers now includes all
capacities suitable for tuning
and reaction. Heavy gauge
brass vanes are of true logarith-
mic design with bakelite dielec-
tric. Phosphor - bronze spring
pig -tail provides thorough
noiseless contact with moving
vanes. One hole fixing. Par-
ticularly small dimensions and
light weight. Complete with
bakelite pointer -knob. Capa-
cities .00075, .0005 and .0003,
816 each; .000r mfd., 2/6.

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.

Telephone: Exchange) Telegrams: READIRAD, SEDIST.

READY RADIO (R.R., Ltd.),159 BOROUGH HIGH ST.,LONDON,S.E.i

READI-RAD
STANDARD
H.F. CHOKE

An entirely new H.F. Choke of
novel design particularly
recommended for all sets where
small dimensions are an advan-
tage and high efficiency essen-
tial. Windings are hermetically
sealed in bakelite case. Easily
mounted by a single screw to
baseboard or panel. Terminals
are particularly accessible. A
masterpiece of efficiency at a
startlingly low price, 2/-.

READI-RAD
FUSE

An essential component in every
receiver. Protects your valves
from damage due to accidental
wrong connections of battery
leads. Rated to blow at zoo rn/a.
Bakelite moulded base of par-
ticularly small dimensions and
neat design. Easily fitted on
baseboard with accessible
terminals. Price, Holder, 9d.,
Bulbs, 6d. Spare bulbs, 6d. each.

READI-RAD
DUOGRAPH

DIAL
A slow-motion dial of par-
ticularly handsome appearance.
A special feature of outstanding
advantage is the double ratio
reduction gearing by which
ratios of approximately 8 to z
and zoo to z are provided by
two knobs placed one behind the
other. Easily fitted to standard

in. spindles simply by tighten-
ing one screw. Price 616.
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This is a plan view of a simple push-pull
stage, and in the right-hand photograph_

AMISTAKE that many people make is
in believing that true purity in repro-

duction can be obtained without some
attempt to reproduce true volume.

I do not mean that it is necessary to have
a set blaring at its maximum to get lively
reproduction, but even with the best of
sets there is something very unreal about
the reproduction when the volume knob is
turned to its minimum position.

Personally, I always think that very soft
-although, no doubt, very good-repro-
duction is something like looking at a
distant scene through the wrong end of a
pair of binoculars.

The true purity is there, but the " natural-
ness " is not.

The reason with the binoculars is obvious,
but it is not quite so obvious in the case of
sound, for it is not easy to see why a weak
sound, if undistorted, should not be as
acceptable to the ear as a loud and still
undistorted sound.

The real reason is a little involved. While
a set may have what technicians term a
"straight-line characteristic" (that is, while
it can reproduce all frequencies, from the
higher to the lowest, with the same degree
of perfection), and while the speaker may
reproduce just as satisfactorily, the final
link, the human ear, does not hear things
as it should.

Getting Naturalness
The average human being hears higher

tones better than lower tones, and subcon-
sciously places more importance on them.
For example, many telephone conversa-
tions appear perfectly "natural," although
any telephone engineer will tell you that
there is a huge degive of low -note cut-off on
the 'phone, and that there is practically no
bass at all.

With some modern super -performance
radio -gramophones, the i eproduction is as
good as anyone could wish for and the bass
notes really appear to be there-although
whether that is so or whether it is merely a
harmonic bass is a matter of comparative
unimportance.

Now, this reproduction may seem very
well to a listener standing at a reasonable
distance from the instrument. When the
volume is turned down the reproduction
appears to get shrill.

This is not the fault of the volume con -

IN SEARCH
OF

TRUE
PURITY

KENNETH ULLYETT gives some
good advice which will interest you
if you are dissatisfied with results
and want to improve your reception

for the new season

trol, but is simply a proof of a physical
fact that when the volume is decreased, the
decreasing, so far as the human ear is con-
cerned, starts with the low notes, and the
bass drops off first. The corrollary of this
is that in order to have the bass properly
heard, the volume must be sufficient.

Compare this circuit of a plain low -frequency
stage with-

-this circuit of a very simple push-pull stage

There are many sets which should give
better reproduction if the volume were
increased, which can be so by putting up
the high, tension voltage and, perhaps, fit-
ting a larger power valve to cope with the
increased output.

For example, take the standard amplifier
used in the AMATEUR WIRELESS laboratory
(it was described recently on page 236 of
AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 43o). Many
speakers give very fine reproduction on this
amplifier with an input power of about
5 watts, although they may show all man-
ner of faults on a less powerful amplifier.

-the simple layout of the two valves and
input and output transformers can be seen

There is no doubt at all that the real way
to get true purity is to have sufficient H.T.
and a power valve capable of standing up
to the job. It is not the cheapest way; but
the additional expense i not so great as
many people suppose.

With the new reductions in valve prices
the initial cost of a large power valve, or
even a couple of small power valves for a
push-pull arrangement, is not so out of
proportion as it was with the cost of the
other valves in the receiver.

Advantages of Push-pull
There is no need to have a very large and

expensive eliminator for providing the H.T.
If a smaller eliminator is alreddy being
used, then a push-pull circuit can be used
for the final stage of your set and you will
get the same results as are to be had from a
large power valve, without increasing the
H:T. voltage up to the 30o mark.

I have a small push-pull stage which
works quite well on 15o volts with two of
the new P2 pciwer yalves, and these are not
at all expensive valves to buy.

Alternatively, if one has an eliminator
which giv6s a high enough voltage, but
which has not a current output for a power
valve of the " super " class, then a cheap
way out of the difficulty is to use the
eliminator only for the power valve and to
use an ordinaiy medium -capacity dry bat-
tery for the other valves in the set, which is
a job in which it will give good service, for
the current demand is low.

The Question of Cost
Of course, if one is working entirely from

dry batteries, then the cost of increasing
the H.T. supply, both, in current and volt-
age, to deal with a large power valve, is
certainly higher, but with some of the new
valves a high-tension voltage of 15o is
sufficient. Some of these valves take
slightly more low-tension current, perhaps
.z or even .25 ampere, instead of .1 or
.15 ampere, but that does not matter very
much.

I have just been trying out one or two
well-known makes of balanced -armature
units OR the AMATEUR WIRELESS amplifier
from which one can get a maximum of
to watts output if necessary, and it is
rather surprising what a huge volume some
of them will stand without rattling.

F.
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THE J.B.
DRUM
DIAL

Exceptionally
smooth in action,
and free from
slip or backlash.
Vernier Ratio
16-i. Bronze
or Oxidised
Silver finish.

PRICE 1016

THE NEW J.B.
DIFFERENTIAL

REACTION
CONDENSER

Bakelite dielectric between
vanes. Insulated centre

spindle.
.0001 - 4/- .00015 -
.0002 - 4/3 .00025 - 4j3

.0003 - 4,6

417 entateur Wirele5

OLYMPIA
STAND.
No.63.

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
Accurate in workmanship and faultless in design and finish,
J.B. Precision Instruments will add to the efficiency of
any receiver.

Of particular interest is the new J.B. " Chassimount " the
very newest and most effective method of one -dial control
for multi -valve sets.

Another new J.B. Precision Instrument is the Differential
Condenser, for smooth reaction control. The capacity
change is the same for both halves, and is constant
throughout the range.

Choose your components from the J.B. Precision range.
There is a model for every purpose.

,1,11111111111111111111

Vilff:Witrt

THE NEW J B. " CHASSIMOUNT "
Type D4 (illustrated above) 4 -stage .0005 with

Drunt Drive.

Price 42/6
2 -stage .0005 - 26/6. 3 -stage .0005 - 35/-.
5 -stage .0005 - 50/ -. 6 -stage .0003 - 57,6.

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72 St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.T. Telephone : hop 1837

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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NEW LIGHT ON THE SELECTIVITY PROBLEM
Here Mr. W. James gives some useful advice to readers who are
having trouble in getting selectivity consistent with good volume.

THE tendency nowadays is to use a
single low -frequency stage. There are,

to be sure, instances of two stages being
used with good results. Then we have other
sets with a stage of push-pull amplification,
some having an amplifier between the out-
put stage and the detector, and others
being coupled directly -with the detector.

The amount of the volume needed is a
factor here, as quite enough output can be
obtained from a " power " -detector to load
a poWer stage of sufficient size for a normal
volume of reproduction. Power output is,
as a matter of fact, easily obtained. The
difficulty is always to obtain the station
desired, and that only, with adequate
volume.

My point is, of course, that unless a set
be sufficiently selective, more than one
station may be heard together. A balanced
set is, therefore, needed for the proper
reception of the broadcast.

From this it naturally . follows that,
selectivity must be dependent upon the
power or magnification of the set.

Local -station Sets
With a set of low magnification, for

example, such as you might call a local -
station set, the selectivity need be only
just enough to separate the local stations.
With greater selectivity, nothing would be
gained. The set would not be able to bring
in other stations, owing to its lack of mag-
nification.

A local -station set, then, needs just
enough selectivity to separate the local
stations, and sufficient magnification to
enable them to be heard at the desired
strength.

Now let us suppose a further stage of
low -frequency is added. What is the
result?

FilterY
ofiff-/

S.G. Det L.f.'

experienced if the extra amplification is
used.

Now, why is this?
It -is becatise we have raised the ampli-

fication above the point allowed when
arranging the tuned circuit which controls
what passes to the detector.

A Comparison
And here we have a valuable clue as to

what happens. In the two sets exactly the
same signals reach the detector. There
might be, for example, a signal having the
strength of 5o units from the station to
which the set is fully tuned and also a
signal of, say, i unit from an interfering
station. With a magnification of 5o times
we have strengths of 2,500 and 5o units
applied to the power valve, this being for
the 2 -valve set.

The interfering signal is not heard, its
strength being only 5o units. But how,
when the 3 -valve set is working, with its
magnification of, say, i,000 times, the
interfering station produces a strength of
i,000 units.

This is just a little less than half of the
full strength obtained from the 2 -valve set,
and will obviously be heard. The figures
are given merely to illustrate my point,
namely, that the addition of a stage of
low -frequency magnification, while increas-
ing the total amplification and, perhaps, the
power output, very often does allow inter-
ference to be heard.

With an increase in the magnification
should also be arranged better selectivity.
With this the set becomes something more
than a local station receiver, for the
increased magnification means that distant
stations will be brought up to good strength
and the improved selectivity, that some, at
least, will be received clearly.

Pr

L.T+
_ Filter 0L.T-S8 Pt: 1_0Hr_

Fig. 1. A circuit in which an aerial -circuit filter is employed

Det

First, that the total magnification is
greater and louder signals may be obtained,

-depending upon the size of the first valve.
Secondly, that the two local stations

probably now interfere. They will not if a
volume control is fitted and is so adjusted
that the amplification is just what it was
before. But interference will probably be

the number of controls. When we add a
high -frequency stage, we usually increase
the magnification and improve the tuning
as well. Generally, we do not improve the
tuning enough; relatively, that is.

With quite a broad -tuning circuit and a
screen -grid valve, the magnication can be
increased fifty times. But the contribution
made by the tuned circuit to the overall
selectivity is relatively too little. The
result is that you notice how the sensitivity
of the set has increased, but that it tunes
broadly. With a sharply -tuned circuit
attached to the screen -grid valve, it is pos-
sible that the selectivity will be too great
for the amplification.

When tuning a set haying this fault you
will notice gaps on the tuning dials
between the points where stations come in.
This is clearly as big a defect as not enough
selectivity, when there are no clear sections
between the tuning points of the chief
stations.

Modern Conditions
For modern conditions it is desirable to

have four valves, with three good tuned
circuits. With more valves and further
circuits better results will, of course, be
obtained.

The four -valve arrangement will, how-
ever, provide good results, acceptable to
many amateurs. Foreign stations will be
receivable with regularity_ There will be
a margin of safety with some of the more
powerful stations and better quality than
is usual will be obtained, because the set
will not have to be forced as many three -
valve receivers are.

We can arrange four valves very easily in
two ways. First, we can have one screen -
grid stage, a detector, and two low -fre-
quency magnifiers, and, secondly, two

?LT+, 111.7:+2 if 7.44/

L.S

S.G. SO. Del: Lor
Fig. 2. A two -screen -grid arrangement in which there are three

tuned circuits

In an ideal set the selectivity and mag-
nification would be so balanced that any
station within range will be heard without
interference.

Comparatively few sets are so nicely
arranged. The truth is that it is so easy to
increase magnification; much more diffi-
cult to better the tuning without adding to

high -frequency stages, using screen -grid
valves, a detector and one low -frequency
stage. The better scheme of the two
depends upon circumstances, and actually
the final result is about equal with both.

The two arrangements will be as illus-
trated in Figs. r and 2. In Fig. i is an

(Continued on page 42o)
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This is the Battery with an

emission up to 20 milliamps

WE ARE EXHIEMNG A?

THE NATION/SL RADIO
EXHISIIION
OLYMPIA(::.'.)
1111 ith-111.

11 II. II. IE
" SPARTA" DRY FAITERT

SPECIAL FOR PORTABLES
W.O.P. 100. 100 VOLTS ( Reads 108) 10" x 5" x 3" Price 15/-

ACCIUR11.111LAI011111
Fuller Sparta L.T. Batteries have:many unique features which save

wireless enthusiasts endless worry and trouble.

Type L.D.G.- 2v.- 60 amp. hours 9/6. All L.T. accumulators are
supplied with patent strong metal carrying handle free of charge.

Full List of L.T. and H.T. Batteries on request.

FULLER ACCUMULATOR CO. (1926) LTD., CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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A SELF-WINDING GRAMOPHONE MOTOR
AS gramophone users may know, clock-

work and .electric gramophone motors
may have disadvantages when a pick-up
is used in place of an acoustic soundbox.

The convenience of electric reproduction
is such that the inconvenience of winding
up a clockwork motor is all the more
obvious, and with some electric motors it is
difficult to prevent a slight induction effect
between the motor windings and the
pick-up.

Both these possible disadvantages are
overcome in the new A.E.D. self-winding

gramophone motor, which is a high-class
clockwork motor automatically wound by
an electric motor. This, obviously, over-
comes the need for tedious winding, and at
the same time there is no possibility of
electrical interference, for the motor winds
only when the clockwork motor is not
working.

The motor is supported on a unit plate
with an automatic stop. The electric

drive is connected to the clockwork
mechanism through the intermediary of a
reduction gear, and the arrangement
which prevents the electric motor over-.
winding the spring is very simple.

The coupling consists of one member
fixed to the winding shaft and one sliding
member held in engagement by a coil
spring, the tension of which can be adjusted.

When the gramophone motor- spring is
wound up to such a point that its tension
exceeds that of the small coil spring holding
the coupling members in engagement, the

The new A.E.D.
self-winding

gramophone motor
which though spring
driven is electrically

wound

loose member of the coupling is
forced back out of engagement
and this not only disconnects the
drive, but by means of a contact
arrangement, switches off the
driving motor.

The electric winding motor is of the
universal type and can be used on alternat-
ing and direct current supplies of all the'
usual voltages. The current consumption
is, of course, very low, for the motor is only
is use intermittently for about 3o seconds
at intervals of 3 1/2 minutes.

The makers of this interesting gramo-
phone motor are Auto Electric Devices,
Ltd., Diamond Works, Brighton, Sussex.
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" NEW LIGHT ON THE SELEC-
TIVITY PROBLENI"
(Continued from page 418)

aerial circuit filter or loosely -coupled cir-
cuit, followed by the screen -grid stage.
Fig. 2 shows the two screen -grid arrange-
ment, there being the three tuned circuits.

These two circuits may be so arranged
that they are well balanced in their ampli-
fying and selecting powers, so that with an
outdoor aerial in a place not too close to a
broadcast station a fair number of stations
can be brought in at gOod strength without
trouble.

Unfortunately reception conditions vary
so from place to place. Aerials differ, too,
with the result that a set which appears to
be quite selective enough in one place may
seem not too good in another. The general
principle remains, however, that the two
chief factors go hand in hand, an excess of
one of them being without value.

Our chief trouble is always with the local
station. Such a strong signal is usually
received, that the station is heard over a
fair tuning range. This trouble is removed,
however, by providing good tuning and a
useful volume- control. If the tuning curve
of the set is one showing reception of a
narrow band of frequencies only, then the
local station is of no more trouble to cut out
than is a distant one.

More than three tuned circuits are neces-
sary for this degree of tuning, however, and
the set becomes expensive. No doubt in
due course more valves will be used in
popular sets and more power also. Then
better all-round results will be obtained
with regularity.

May we send you copy of our
latest Catalogue giving parti-
culars of all types of C.A.V..
H.T. and L.T. Accumulators.
Write to Dept. C.4.

Vallitegyelsp:;,..3;

THE ORIGINAL
Jelly Acid

Non -Spillable Cell
The popularity of the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery is not explained by the mere fact that it contains
jelly electrolyte-there are other jelly electrolyte batteries ! There are three reasons why the
C. A.V. is the most effective non -spillable yet produced.
THE JELLY ACID. its composition is unknown outside our own laboratories. It maintains perfect contact
with the whole of the plate surfaces, yet allows unrestricted gassing when on charge. It is chemically pure.
and allows maximum conductivity.
THE CONTAINER. Of special construction, contains a baffle plate and moistening pad, which serves the
triple purpose of arresting acid spray during charge, feeding the electrolyte with moisture to maintain an even
consistency. and definitely confines the jelly to the plate chamber.
THE PLATES. These have been specially developed to give the utmost possible capacity when used with
C.A.V. Jelly Acid.
THE WHOLE. The C.A.V. is the lightest. cleanest, and most compact non -spillable on the market. By
avoiding cumbersome acid traps, the greatest possible capacity for bulk -is obtained.

Obtainable from our Depots and Battery Agents throughout the country and from all Radio Dealers.

STAND No.7.
Radio Exhibition
OLYMPIA
SEP. 19th - 27th.

'ALL POSITION" NON -SPILLABLE TYPES

Type Volts
Cap. at
20 hour

,',._,_,
Charged

Dimens'ons
(in inches) Price

L. W. H.

2NS9 2 10 2 lbs 111 31 41g 12/_
2NSI3 2 15 21Ibs 21 31 4il 14/6
2NSI7 2 20 3ilbs 31 31 4 ?t 16/-
2NS21 2 25 4i1bs 3# 31 41.7g 18/-
2AN7 2 30 511bs 2- 4 7 16/ -

Perfect for Portables
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS
IN

WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS
on STAND 239 (Empire Hall)

NEW

aWESTINGHOUSEn

METAL RECTIFIERS

FROM 1517. EACH

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal

it

Co., Ltd., 82 YORK ROAD,
LONDON, N.1

BURTON
GOES ONE BETTER

BATTERY MODEL (Valves extra)

A compact little receiver of very attractive appear-
ance, designed to give good reception of local station
programmes. Tuning is effected by a drum drive
condenser, combined with a volume control. Two
pull -push switches provide for changing wave range,
and for switching on and off. Finished in moulded
bakelite cabinet.

WONDERFUL as the success which
BurTon receiving sets have been

in the past, the new models now on view
at Olympia, completely eclipse all previ-
ous records, both in the results obtain-
able and the value for money offered.
Built with scientifically designed com-
ponents of our own manufacture, all
BurTon sets can be thoroughly relied
upon to give the most satisfactory and
no trouble service under all conditions.
Send for latest catalogue.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT

STAND 44
OLYMPIA

SEPT.' 9

-27

C. F. & H. BURTON, PROGRESS WORKS,

Call at the Stand for
a copy of the 1931

edition of
" The All -Metal Way,"

enlarged to 40 pages of

valuable technical and

practical data for all

mains users.

£8:12:6
THE BURTON SCREEN -GRID THREE

BATTERY MODEL (Valves extra)

A highly selective three -valve receiver incorporating
a screen- grid high -frequency stage and a detector,
transformer coupled to a power output valve. Adequate
volume is obtained without use of a pentode. Tuning
is effected by a single drum dial driving a pair of ganged
condensers. A small auxiliary condenser gives fine
tuning. Single switch range adjustment. Reaction is
by a differential condenser system, giving very smooth
control.

BERNARD STREET . . . WALSALL

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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ON September 3o the Prime Minister,

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, will broad-
cast in the National programme a talk on
"The Imperial Conference."

Cavallerie Cochneyana is the title of a
musical burlesque forming part of the
vaudeville programme down for transmis-
sion on September 3o (National) and on
October 4 (Regional). It will include Mario
de Pietro, Yvette Darnac, Edith Gun-
thorpe, Winnie Melville, Derek Oldham,
and Cecil Baumer. Harry Hemsley, with
his child impersonations, is also in the same
"bill."

A Wisp of Lace, a play dealing with
highwaymen and brocaded petticoats, into
be broadcast to Midland Regional listeners
from the Birmingham studio on October 3.
The action takes place on the famous Bath
road- and at Bath, in the Pump Room of
that -fashionable resort during a ball. Both
book and music are by Vivien Lambelet,
the daughter of the well-known composer.

By request, Hermann Kester's mono-
logue, Nurse Henriette, will be revived in
the National programme on October 21.

Mr. George Lockhart, one of the leading
figures in circus life, has arranged for the
microphone a special entertainment en-
titled, On Both Sides of the Ring. It will be
broadcast in the North Regional programme
on October 3. Doodles, the popular clown,
provides the humour.

What a Nerve, a farcical sketch with an
unexpected climax, with interpretation by
Vera Ashe and Sydney Evans, is down for
transmission through Midland Regional on
October 4.

The National vaudeville programme on
October 2 will present to listeners "turns"
by Dorothy McBlain, Nancy Logan, Mabel
Constanduros, Michael Hogan, Stainless
Stephen, and Leslie Weston.

A private broadcating station at Oporto
(Portugal), styling itself Radio Porto, trans-
mits a - wireless programme on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, from 1.15 to
3 p.m. and from II p.m. to 1.3o a.m.
B.S.T. On other days broacasts are made
from 8.3o to 10.3o p.m. B.S.T. The station
does not work on Sundays. Its wavelength
i; 2.10 metres.
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_In the last five years the number of
Esiening licences registered in the Lenin-
grad (Russia) area has increased 320 times.
In 1925 there were Soo receivers; to -day
over 16o,000 are in daily use.

A new short-wave transmitter situated
in the neighbourhood of Belgrade (Yugo-
slavia) broadcasts wireless entertainments
every Monday evening, between g and
10 p.m. B.S.T., on 3o metres. The interval
signal adopted is, that of a metronome
(fifty beats per minute).

Some mystery surrounds a small broad-
casting station of apparently Portuguese
origin. Although the call Radio Sonora is
put out at regular intervals daily between

and 3 p.m. and from II p.m. to 1.3o a.m.
B.S.T., . no information is given regarding
the site of the transmitter. The wavelength
is given as '207 metres, and the signals are
regularly heard in the northern districts of
Fiance.

The sum of about L2o,000 has been allo-
cated for the working expenses for the
Indian Broadcasting Company for the year
April 1 to March 35, 5931. At the moment
there are fewer than io,000 licence holders.

According to official information, the
new PTT Strasbourg station will carry out
tests during September and the official
inauguration of the transmitter has been
fixed for October 3.

The German State Broadcasting Com-
pany has just lost a case in which it claimed
copyright, for its news services on the
ground that " part " of the news had already
appeared in the Press.

THREE SENSATIONS OF

BULLPHONE
NIGHTINGALE THREE

(Battery operated)
Bakelite Moulded CabinetIn

E4 15 0

SEE THE FULL
RANGE OF

BULLPHONE
EXHIBITS ON

STAND No. 33
RADIO

EXHIBITION.
OLYMPIA,

SEPT. 19 - 27

THEY CARRY THE BULLPHONE

GUARANTEE
ON Stand No. 33 at the Radio
N--1 Exhibition, Olympia, there are
three outstanding successes of the
Show-the BULLPHONE NIGHT-
INGALE THREE, the BULL -
PHONE NIGHTINGALE D.C.
ELIMINATOR and the BULL -
PHONE NIGHTINGALE A.C.
ELIMINATOR. Built under expert
supervision they contain the finest
quality components and carry the
Bullphone guarantee of efficiency.
Come and see them for yourself ; you
will be cordially welcomed. If how-
ever you are unable to visit the show
send for free descriptive leaflets.

BULLPHONE, LTD., LANE,YE C.2

BULLPHONE NIGHTINGALE
D.C. MODEL I ELIMINATOR

25 m.a. output

BULLPHONE NIGHTINGALE
A.C. ELIMINATOR

120 volts, 20 m.a. output, with
Trickle Charger.

£5 5 0
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TO HOME CONSTRUCTORS
The Ferranti Screened Grid 3 was one of the outstand-
ing Receivers of last season. The charts were eagerly
demanded, and from all parts of the country came
keenly enthusiastic reports.
The 1931 Ferranti programme will be of even greater interest.
There will be charts for a Screened Grid 3 and a Screened
Grid 4 Receiver-both for battery and mains operation.
These Receivers are well abreast of modern Radio prac-
tice, and incorporate improved coils and more efficient
screening.

The charts will be ready almost immediately. Get
yours before deciding upon your 1931 set.

E
FERRANTI LTD.

NTI
HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

This Magnificent
Radio - Gram
CABINET

HOUSE your Set in the Camco
" Waverley " Cabinet. Sup-
plied with 15" baseboard.

Loud Speaker compartment is 18" x
18" x 15". Will take panels 18"x 7".
Height 38". In Oak as illustrated,
£5 10s.; Mahogany £6 15s. (Carriage
extra). Send for 24 pp. Catalogue
& see full range at our Showrooms:
Camco Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

24, Hattcn Garden, E.C.t.
'Phone: Holborn 8202.

(Factory : Camco Works, S.Croydon).

OLYMPIA: STAND t 40.

costse 40.0
only Aw

,.441M1111111

Q 60 1 3

.............
ilall II I

GUARANTEED

GENUINE.
Highest dielectric insulation

:IC TO,
EBONITE
No surface leakage.

120,000 v. per m.m. Easy machining.
Lowest factor.power
No current absorption. Best polished surface.
Unconditionally guaranteed
perfect.

Superfine consistent
quality.

PANEL PRICES PER SQ. IN. POLISHED

9/16' 3/16" THICK 3/4'
BLACK
1. - £d.

MAHOG.
1" - id.

SO!.410,;- 0_,.: . tt,
4.440"-- ' ItYl Nh'itN* --

THE SUPERFINE QUALITY RADIO EBONITE

TRELLEBORGS EBONITE WORKS LTD.
UNION WORKS, WELLS ST., LONDON, W.I.

TELEPHONE: MUSEUM 6200.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Telsen Valve Holders. Pro. Pat.
No. 24,285/30. An entirely new
design a Valve Holders, embody-
ing patent metal spring
which are degigned to prOVI4e the
most tilicient contact with ter
valve legs, whilst allowing the
valve to he Inserted or withdrawn

WI an easy movement instead of
being subjected to undue strain,
which often causes damage and
loss of ellielency to the valves.
Low capacity. °AI -locating, salp
plied with patent soldering tags
and henagon terminal nuts.

Prise 1/. each.

Telsen Ir e. Chokes, designed to
cover the whole waveband ranee
from 18 to 4.000 metres. Extreme-
ly low eell-capacity, shrouded in
genuine bakelite. inductance,
150,000 uncrobenries; resistance.
400 ohms. Prim 2/6 each.

/

LOOK FOR
STAND N.

Telsen Variable Condensers
fbekelite dieted tic). Particu-
larly designed for'use as 'a
neutralising condenser where
large capacity Is netessary.
All vanes are itumlated with
bakelite, which eliminates the
poss;b1Ilty of a short-cinitit
between the moving and geed
vanes. Made in three capaci-
ties .01)00, .0003, .001110.
Supplied complete with via.
er knob, with one -hole lining
for panel mounting.

Price each.

11

Telsen " gadioirand " Trins
former. New model, shrouded
in genuine bakelite, with new
windings and core, fitted with
earth terminal. Made in
ratios J01 and 5-1.

Price 12/6 each.
Telsen" Ace " runlet, made fr.
ratios 3-1 and 5-1. Ideal let
portable sets, etc.

Price 8/8 ea,h.
'Pelson 7-1 Boyer -ratio Trans-
former, giving enormous NM-
plifteatiou without distortion.

Price 17/6 each.

69
Here you will see the latest Telsen Successes-
Components whiCh have been the talk of the
Show. Every Telsen Component has been
designed to give maximum efficiency, whether
used individually, or collectively ; they have a
most striking appearance, each model being
made in beautiful Genuine Bakelite of ex-
quisitely grained walnut.
To realize the beauty of music-clear speech
-without background or distortion of any
kind, it is essential to include in your set com-
ponents which give perfect synchronisation
with each other-and no finer components
could be incorporated for this purpose in any set
than the Telsen range-they are the last word
in radio design-technically and externally.
Replace your old parts with "Telsen scienti-
fically designed Components "-" Radio's
Choice " for " Better Radio Reception."

Telsen 6 4 Radiogrand " Trans-
former specially selected for the
"A.W." Exhibition 3" set des-
cribed in this issue.

d OKA: it -A EL:1011511:-RA-11

Advt. of TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.: LTD.,
-BIRMINGHAAL

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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WE TEST--
A weekly review of
new components

Conducted by our
Stal Eliminator Kit

THE saving in cost by making a set
from parts is a fact of which most

readers are fully aware.
A new idea is the home-building of

eliminators. We have built up and tested
a Stal eliminator from the parts supplied
by the makers. It comprises a mains
transformer for use with a Triotron valve,
a double -wound choke of ample dimensions,
two 4-microfarad condensers, and three r-
microfarad condensers. These are all
mounted according to diagram on a wooden
baseboard, and finally enclosed in a
protective metal case. A fuse is supplied
to prevent damage in the event of a short
circuit. The primary of the mains trans-
former we tested was wound for 220 and
25o volts, but other voltages can be
obtained.

It took approximately one hour to
mount the components and to wire them
up roughly, after which the eliminator
worked without any trouble. By means
of a potentiometer linked across the
extreme positive and negative terminals,
four different H.T. potentials are available.
The values of both current and voltage
output given by the makers were found to
be substantially correct: 4o milliamps was
provided at 1.75 volts,rusing the full tapping.
On the second tapping 17 milliamps was
provided at 14o volts, and on the third,
7.5 milliamps at 120 volts. The fourth
tappina° gave 2 milliamps at go volts. The
output is, therefore, sufficient to operate
quite powerful sets and would give
reasonable volume from a moving -coil

Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER,
New Blue Spot Speaker

THE Blue Spot speaker unit is well
known to readers. Right from the

beginning, this unit has been a success, and
the various improved models which have
made their appearance from time to time
have added to the laurels gained by the
original.

Readers will be interested, therefore, to
learn that a new model complete Blue Spot
speaker is now made. This consists of a

In an attractive veneer -walnut cabinet,
the new Blue Spot speaker

Standard Blue Spot unit attached to
a cone some ro inches in diameter.

This cone is supported at the periphery
by felt, and is arranged to be virtually
free -edged. The material of the cone

itself is " dead," this

Here are some of the parts included in the Stal home -built
eliminator kit

speaker. The smoothing was good, only a
slight hum being noticeable when not
receiving music or speech. The eliminator
should give good results under normal
conditions, and may be recommended to
readers.

being recognised nowa-
days as the correct
procedure, since any-
thing of a stiff nature
is liable to break up
into marked subsidi-
ary resonances in the
higher frequencies and
give a screechy tone.

The cone is reinforced
near the apex in order
to give rigidity, and
the result, judged from
an aural test was very
successful. The tone is
pleasing, and the sen-
sitivity good.

The whole apparatus
is housed in a cabinet measuring 12% in.
by 12% in. by 6 in. from back to front.
As can be seen from the photograph
the cabinet is quite plain with rounded
edges, and is of distinctive appearance.

There is an adjustment at the back

and tests of
apparatus.

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
whereby the correct position of the
balanced armature unit can be found. The
finish is actually a walnut veneer, and
at a price of 5os. retail this speaker should
prove an attractive proposition.

Telsen H.F. Choke
ONE of the new lines introduced by

Telsen this season, is an H.F. choke
which sells at the very low price of 2s. 6d.
An H.F. choke is to some extent like an
intervalve transformer. There is a limit
to the reduction in price owing to the fact
that one must obtain a fairly high induc-
tance, which means wire, and wire costs
money. It is possible to sell an H.F.
choke at a price less than 2S. 6d. by making
the inductance about ro,000 microhenries
only, but such components are a sheer
waste of money.

In view of the low price, therefore, this
Telsen H.F. choke has quite a creditable
performance. It has an inductance of
143,000 microhenries, and a D.C. resistance
of 370 ohms. It consists of a small former,
on which the winding is placed. This
former in turn is fitted into a bakelite

..;1.
1
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This characteristic curve of the Telsen
H.F. choke clearly illustrates its good

performance

mould, which carries the terminals and a
base portion fitted with holes for screwing
down to a baseboard. The whole com-
ponent is a little over OA in. wide, r in.
deep, and 11/4 in. high, so that it is quite
neat and compact, while in addition it is
finished off in the new Telsen' mottled
brown moulding so that it looks quite
attractive.

We put our standard choke test on this
component, to find the proportion of current
which would flow through a .000r by-
pass condenser. The more current by-
passed, the more efficient the choke. The
performance factor of the choke is shown
in the curve accompanying this report, and
it will be seen to be uniform at or around a
value of 85%.
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Mains Units with Valves
SIR,-For the past two years I have used

a James Touchstone Four receiver and
this has given great satisfaction. The set
is worked from an A.C. mains H.T. unit
and operates a moving -coil speaker. Quite
recently I noticed a falling off in the quality
of reproduction and decided that the
valves in the set had become worn out.
These valves were replaced, as also were the
various resistances, grid leaks' and grid bias
battery Reproduction is still muffled and
indistinct and I am at a loss to account for
the failing. My mains unit is one made by
a reputable firm and has Never required
attention since it was first installed. Can
you help me to get the clear cut repro-
duction which I originally obtained from
my receiver?-H. W. (Dulwich).

If you are using one of the older type A.C.
mains H.T. units, it probably has a valve
rectifier incorporated in it. This rectifying
valve, after two years' service, has no doubt
finished its useful term of life. To prove
whether the valve in your rectifier is faulty or
not, you.are advised to test the actual current
consumption for each valve in your set. If
the valves do not appear to be getting their
rated amount of anode current, you may be

sure the rectifying valve requires replacing.
Should you decide to test the output voltages
from your eliminator unit, use a voltmeter
having a resisiadce of at least x,000 ohms per
volt.-En.

Free Bias for A.C. Valves
IR,-I have seen quite a number of

j..3 circuits lately in which free grid bias is
obtained for A.C. mains valves by the
simple expedient of introducing a resistance
between the grid -return circuit and the
cathode circuit of the valve being biased.
Is there a simple method of determining
what value of resistance should be used to
give a particular bias to the valve ?-G. S.
(Woolwich).

A study of the characteristic curve of the
valve to be biased is necessary before it is
possible to determine the value of a suitable
biasing resistance. Ohm's Law may then be
applied and the result is the resistance in ohms
required. To give a definite example, examine
the curve of the Marconi or Osram ML4 mains
valve. At r3o anode volts and with ifs volts
negative grid bias, an anode current of r4
milliamperes will flow. The formula for Ohm's
Law is Resistance equals voltage divided by
the current in amperes. The biasing resist-
ance required is equal to the biasing voltage
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divided by the anode current in amperes. To
convert milliamperes to amperes, put the figure
i,000 above the milliampere figures: Revert-
ing to.our example, 16 volts x x ,000

4
gives us the resistance required; in this case,
1,143 ohnis approximately. If the figures do
not work out to suitable round number figures
for which resistances are readily obtainable,
the anode voltage can be increased or decreased
to facilitate obtaining a value of bias which
will result in a satisfactory resistance value.-;
ED.

Fitting a Gramophone Pick-up
SIR,-It is my intention to use a gramo-

phone pick-up in conjunction with my
receiver. It is a straightforward detector
and two L.F. receiver; having grid leak
rectification. I already have a volume
control fitted to the first stage of L.F.
coupling and have been told that with
this arrangement the adaptation for gramc1H
phone amplifying will be quite a simple
matter. Can you advise me of what
alteration to the wiring is necessary to
enable me to achieve my object ?-W. S.I
(Surbiton).

(Continued on page 428)

TOGGLE ON -OFF
SWITCH

(Illustration actual size).
A British made quick
make and break switch
carrying 2 amps at 525 v.
or t amp at 23o v. With
N.P. engraved plate and
terminals.

Telephones :

HOLBORN 1072
HOLBORN 2072

"Choice' of Critics

for all that is best
in It adio
switches t
accessone$

ROTARY
SWITCHES

A new snap -action
switch of entirely
new design. Totally
enclosed mechanism.
All 'Bakelite insula-
tion. With en-
graved plate. 1/9
On and off. A

THE NEW JUNIOR SWITCH, 1,1-

RGO. 00*744 2 154
MGM

FLUSH MOUNT-
ING MAINS

PLUG
A safety shockproof
device for all types
of mains apparatus.
Complete with
adaptor in black,
mahogany or walnut
Bakelite. 3/.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD?.
9-10-11, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, London, E.C.4

SINGLE FUSE -
HOLDER

A neat Bakelite fitting
now standard on all thet
best sets. Suitable for
use with all types of
screw base fuses. 9d.

Telegrams :
BULGIN,'

HOLBORN 2072
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Type

A.C.8.

g2-2-0
One of Amplion's latest models at a
really moderate price which brings itwith -
in the means of everyone. This sturdy
little cone speaker is supplied in a neat
cabinet of original design, with an attrac-
tive shaded finish. It is capable of giving
really excellent reproduction, together
with very considerable volume. Size of
cabinet 124" wide x I31" high x

Catalogues from Graham Amplion Ltd., 26 Savile Row,
London, W.1.

royds

THIS
POWERFUL
Long Distance
Screened Three
for ji3 - 12 - 9

"TOUR
EUROPE

FROM YOUR
ARMCHAIR

DYNAPLUS
SCREENED THREE

4/-

A new circuit which provides list-
eners with the thrilling experience
of getting station after station on the
loud -speaker at incredible distance.
The latest development of the Vol-
tron laboratories and exclusive to
the Dynaplus Screened 3. No other
components can give such sterling
service as Voltron, for they are used
by the largest set makers in the
industry.
The kit is simplicity itself-all
holes drilled and no soldering,
ready to assemble in record time.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

Beautifully constructed
Cabinet and
Loud -speaker

for
Illustrates the new Dyna-
plus cabinet showing the set
in position. Finished in
polished walnut and fitted
with the famous Voltron
Cone Loud -speaker. Ample
room provided at back for
batteries or eliminator.
The complete outfit is the
most extraordinary value
in modern radio.
You can get full particulars
of Voltron products from
Voltron authorised agents
throughout the British
Isles. In case of difficulty
write to us for the free
blueprint and name of our
nearest agent.

VOLTRON ELECTRIC
LTD.,

QUEENSWAY,

PONDERS ENDS
Middlesex.
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You should disconnect the wire between the
grid leak and condenser and the grid of the
detector valve. Connect the grid of the valve
to the arm terminal of a single pole change-
over switch, and wire up the grid condenser and
grid leak to one switch -contact terminal
Connect the other switch -contact terminal to
one terminal of the pick-up and take a flexible
lead from the other terminal of the pick-up to
a black wander plug. This plug should be
inserted in the grid bias battery (at present in
use with the receiver) at about one and a half
volts negative. A volume control variable
resistance should be connected across the
pick-up terminals.-En.

Adding Output Filter Circuit
SIR,-Hearing a conversation among

fellow -passengers in a train concerning
the advantages of using a choke -filter out-
put circuit with a loud -speaker, I am writ-
ing to ask if you can give me some hints on
the components and wiring required for
such an arrangement. I have no interest
in radio other than that of good repro-
duction from. the British stations which I
receive on my set. Possibly you have
published details in past issues of your
journal and can advise me in this respect ?
-B. R. (Ilford).

Choke filter output systems are incorporated
in the design of most of our receivers which are
intended for powerftil speaker reproduction,
but it is not necessary that you incorporate the
components and wiring inside the cabinet of
your set. They may be added externally and
in the following manner. Connect one ter-
minal of an L.F. output choke to the -terminal
marked L.S. positive on your set. Now con-
nect the other terminal of the choke to the
terminal marked L.S. negative on your set.
Attach another piece of wire to the L.S. nega-
tive terminal on the set and take it to one ter -

Model 22 - - 18 Gns.
Easy Terms Arranged.

9 Models from 12 Gns.

428

minal of a 2-microfarad fixed condenser. The
other terminal of this fixed condenser should
be connected to one of the terminals of your
speaker. The other terminal of the speaker
should be connected to the terminal marked
negative L.T. on your set. Any well-known
make of L.F. output choke, having an induct-
ance of zo to 32 henries. and capable of carry-
ing 5o milliamperes or more can be used.-En.

Artificial Fading
IR,-May I trespass upon your time
for a few moments to thank you for

giving me the solution to a problem which
has been puzzling me for some time? In
a recent issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS you
mention an artificial "fade" effect pro-
duced by :a faulty switch. I have experi-
enced an almost similar occurrence.

I have a four-valver with two S.G.
stages, and outdoor aerial and earth. My
aerial and earth leads enter the house some
four inches apart, the one terminating in
plug and the other in a socket, a socket
and plug being connected to the respective
leads to the set.

For some time I have noticed periodic
fading, which can immediately be cured
by simply disconnecting and re -connecting
the earth lead. This is only a temporary
cure, and the fading sometimes occurs as
many as ten times in an evening, while at
others it may not be noticed for a week
at a time.

I believe you have given me the clue to
the mystery. R. P. J. (London, S.E.)..

"Are Transmitters Ahead of Receivers?"
SIR,-I was interested in the article

"Are Transmitters Ahead of Re-
ceivers?" in a recent issue of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, especially the concluding remark

USED AS A

STANDARD TEST
by Mr. WHITAKER
WILSON GramThoep

"honeA W6"ritic

The CHROMOGRAM,
Model 22, is used contin-
uously by Mr. Whitaker
Wilson in the " A.W."
Laboratory for testing the
values of gramophone
records under review.

No finer compliment could
be paid to a gramophone.
The beauty of tone, absence
of vibration and capability
of handling tremendous
volume without the faint-
est trace of distortion are
features which delight both
expert and amateur alike.

Send for Technical Brochure:
"In Praise of Achievement."

MICRO-PEROPHONE AND
CHROMOGRAM, LIMITED
76-78 City Road, London, E.C.

THE " STRADIVARIUS " OF GRAMOPHONES
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that high -percentage modulation and high
power signals necessitate the inclusion of
power detectors, etc., in the receiving
apparatus.

But surely, in this connection, you would
have done greater justice to our foreniost
designers of receiving sets to have men-
tioned the new Science Museum receiver,
by Messrs. R. P. G. Denman, A.M.I.E.E.,
and A. S. Brereton, M.A.

This remarkable receiver, incorporating,
as it does, "band-pass" H.F. tuning, push-
pull power grid detection (giving distor-
tionless detection for modulation up to
go per cent. and negligible distortion for
zoo per cent. modulation), followed by
"paraphase" L.F. amplification, shows a
frequency -response curve which, between
5o and 8,000 cycles, departs from the mean
by less than one decibel.

Such a performance is strictly com-
parable with that of the latest 50 -kilowatt
Western Electric transmitter, and as both
are the best of their kind, this would
have been a fairer basis of comparison
than the set of curves shown.

J. B. W. (Reading).
I agree entirely with your correspondent's

remarks on the high performance of the new
Science Museum set, but my comparisons were
based upon average receivers, in which category
no one could place the Science Museum
receiver.

When all sets, or even 5o per cent. of exist-
ing sets, approach the perfection exemplified
we can congratulate ourselves. As no com-
mercial set can be produced regardless of
expense, that time \is a long way off. . On the
other hand, the general use of such trans-
mitters as the 50 -kilowatt Western Electric
model is within the realm of immediate prac-
tical politics. ALAN S. HUNTI,R.
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''S92,11g,1
Every Telsen component is the
result of careful research into
modern radio engineering -
manufactured by one of the
largest and most up-to-date
Radio Works in the country.
The new Telsen Range is also
the natural outcome of research
into the manufacture of " First-
class Components " at a "Popu-
lar Price " it is now possible
to build the finest set in the
world and yet keep the overall
cost well within the reach of
your pocket . . . no more costly
sets - but greater and better
sets ! . . . with Telsen Compon-
ents. The complete Telsen Range
includes Transformers, Variable
Condensers, Fixed (Mica) Con-
densers, Valve Holders and H.F.
Chokes, etc.

Telsen" Radlogri Ind " Transformer, new
model shrouded in genaine Bakelite with
new windings and core, fitted with earth
terminal. Made in ratios 3-1 and 5-1.
Price 12/6.
Specially incorporated in the "'A.W.'
Exhibition 3," descrited in this issue.

Low capacity, self -locating,
supplied with patent solder -
n g tags and hexagon

terminal nut.

Specially incorporated in the
"Arrow Two " set, described
In this issue.

Telsen Valve Holders. Prov.
Pat. No; 20286/30. An en-
tirely new design in Valve
Holders, embodying patent
metal spring contacts, which
are designed to provide the
most efficient contact with
the valve legs whilst allow-
ing the valve to be inserted
or withdrawn with an easy
movement instead of being
subjected to undue strain
which often causes damage
and loss of efficiency to the
valves.

IK03 n I If] 11
Advert. of

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., BIRMINGHAM

Please Mention "A.W." When

STAN D
65

OLYMPIA
SEPT. 9-27

MASTER
of

MAI

IIT
MAINS

UNIT

SERVANT

OF THE

SET

The most complete and efficient
mains unit available. Will supply
any valve set with ample steady
pcwer, and with perfect silence in
operation.

UNIT TYPE 150/4 A.C.
Giving 13o volts at 25 milliamperes
load, and incorporating 4 -volt centre -
tapped winding for supplying filament
current for indirectly heated valves.
This type of unit occupies no more
space than too -v. H.T. battery. Suit-
able for operating at full capacity such
sets as the Orgola A.C. Model and the
new Mullard sets. Price £5 :O :O
UNIT TYPE 120.
Giving too volts at 20 milliamperes
load. This type of unit occupies no
more space than a too -v. H.T. battery
and so may be incorporated within sets
which are to be converted to all electric
operation. Price £4 :7 :6
UNIT TYPE 120/T.C.
Giving 120 volts output at 20 milliam-
peres load, and also containing trickle
charger for 2-, 4- or 6 -volt accumulators.
The unit occupies no more space than
a too -v. battery, and can be fitted in a
portable receiver in place of the H.T.
battery. Price £5 17 : 6

Ask your dealer for full particulars.
<-1,1tethsemen: of the Junit Manufacturing Go., Ltd., 2, Ravenscourl Square, London, W.6.

(M.C.113)

Corresponding with Advertisers
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ixcellent
Selectivity

DESIGNED to meet the new Regional
Scheme requirements, the Watmel Tuner

serves as the Aerial tuner for practically all
circuits embodying reaction ; also it acts as a
wave trap, since the loose aperiodic aerial
coupling gives great selectivity and a consider-
able degree of stability. Radio Paris and
5XX are easily separated, as also are both
Brookman's Park transmissions.

All moulded parts are of attractive Walnut -
mottled Bakelite. The switch is a robust
positive specially designed push-pull type, con-
cealed in the base.

Price complete 17/6

If you cannot get this Watmel product at
your dealers, write direct to us and
enclose remittance, the tuner will be
sent to you by return.

THE WATMEL BINOCULAR H.F.
CHOKE gives maximum effici-
ency, very low self -capacity and
an extremely restricted field.

Type DX3
Inductance - 200,000 mh.
Self Capacity - 1.6 m.mfd.
D.C. Resistance,1,400 ohms.

Price 6/ -

Type DX2
Inductance - 40,000 mh.
Self Capacity - 1.2 m.rufd.
D.C. Resistance, 450 ohms.

Price 4/ -

OLYMPIA STAND No. 12.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO, LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware.

Telephone: EDGWARE 0323
r

Kilo. Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
25.53 zr,75r Chelmsford

(5SW) 15.0
*200 1,500 Leeds 0.16
0,242 1,238 Belfast 1.2
*261 1,148 London Nat 68.0
*`288.51,040 Newcastle 1.2
288.5 1,040 Swansea 0.16
288.5 r,o40 Stoke-on-Trent 0.16
288.5 1,040 Sheffield 0.16
288.5 1,040 Plymouth 0.16
288.51,040 Liverpool 0.16
288.5 1,040 Hull 0.16
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh 0.4
288.5 1,040 Dundee 0.16
288.51,040 Bournemouth 1.2
288.5 1,040 Bradford 0.16

*301 995 Aberdeen 1.2
*309.9 968 Cardiff 1.2
.1,356 842 London Reg. 45.0
*376.4 797 Manchester 1.2
*398.9 752 Glasgow 1.2
*179 626 Midland Reg. 38.0
L551 193 Daveutry (Nat.) 35.0

AUSTRIA
* 246 1,220 Linz 0.6
*283 2,058 Innsbruck 0.6
*352 85z Graz 9.5
*453 666 Klagenfurt 0.6
051.7 578,5 Vienna .0 0

BELGIUM
206 1,46o Antwerp
212 1,415 Binche
216 2,391 Chatelineau
216 1,391 Brussels

(Conference) 0.25
243 1,235 Courtrai 0.1
244.7 r,226 Ghent 0.25
245.7 1,229 Schaerbeek 0.5
338.2 887 Forest 3.()

1509 5go Brussels (No. 1) 1.2
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

* 263 1,139 Morayska-
Os trava 11.0

*279 1,076 Bratislava 14.0
293 1,022 Kosice 2.5

*342 878 Bruno (Brno) 3.0
*487 617 Prague (Praha) 5.5

DENMARK
*281. 2,967 Copenhagen 1.0
1,153 260 Kalundborg 10.0

ESTONIA
901 748 Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
*221 1,355 Helsinki 15.0
291 1,031 Vibsrg 15.0

,1,790 167 Lahti 54.0

FRANCE
210 .2,430 Radio Touraine 0.2
222 1,35r Fecamp 0.7
235.11,275 Nimes 1.0
240.4 1,248 Beziers 0.3
249.5 1,202 Juan-les-Pins 0.5
256 1J7r Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
265 1,130 Lille (PTT) 1.0

*272 1,1'03 Rennes (PTT) 1.2
286 1,049 Montpellier 1.2

*287.2 r,044.6 Radio Lyons u.5
295 z,o16 Limoges (PTT) 0.8
304 958 Bordeaux (PTT)
308.9 97r (Vitus) Paris 1.0
316 95o Marseilles (P1T) 1.5
328.2 914 Grenoble (PTT) 1.2
329 9rr.8Poste Parisien 1.2
145.2 869 Strasbourg 15.0

(testing shortly)

0.4
0.2
0.25

BROADCAST TELEPHONY
Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is aerial energy.

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

370.4 8ro Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
385 779 Radio Toulouse 8.0
447 67z Paris (PTT) 1.0
466 644 Lyons (PTT) 2.3

1,446 207 Eiffel Tower 15.0
*1,725 274 Radio Paris 17.0

GERMANY
31.38 9,56o Zeesen

*218 1,373 Flensburg
*227 1,319 Cologne
*227 1,319 Munster
*227 .2,319 Aachen 0.31
232.2 1,292 Kiel 0.3

*239 1,256 Nurnberg 2.3
246 1,220 Cassel 0.3

*253 2,r84 Leipzig 2.3
*259 1,157 Gleiwitz 5.6
*270 .r,r ra Kaiserslautern 0.25
* 276 1,085 Konigsberg 1.7
*283 1,058 Magdeburg 0.6
*283 1,058 Berlin (E) 0.6
* 283 z,o58 Stettin 0.6
*317.8 0.3

0.3

15.0
0.6
1.7

*319
*325
*360
*372
*390
*418
.453 662 Danzig
*473 635 Langenberg
*533 563 Munich
560 536 Augsburg

1,566 529 Hanover
576.1 52o.7Freiburg

.1,635 183.5Zeesen
1,635 183.5Norddeieh

944 Bremen
94z Dresden
923 Breslau
833 Stuttgart
8o6 Hamburg
77o Frankfurt
716 Berlin

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
0.25

17.0
1.7
0.3
0.35
0.3

35.0
10.0

HOLLAND
31.28 9,599 Eindhoven (PCJ) 30.0

*299 1,004 Huizen (be-
tween 11.40 a.m.
and 5.40 p.m.
B.S.T.) 8.5

*1,071. 280 Huizen 8.5
*1,071 28o Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
*1,875 360 Hilversum 8.5

HUNGARY
210 1,430 Budapest (Csepel) 1.0
650 545 Budapest 23.0

ICELAND
*1,200 250 Reykjavik 16.0

(shortly testing)
IRISH FREE STATE

*224.4 1,337 Cork (IFS) 1.5
*413 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.5

25.4 and 80
247.7 1,211
273.2 1,098
332 goy
379.5 790

*441 680
453 662

*501 599

ITALY
Rome (3R0)...... 9.0
Trieste (testing) 3.0
Turin (Torino) 8.5
Naples (Napoli) 1.7
Genoa (Genova) 1.5
Rome (Roma) ... 75.0
Bolzano (IBZ) ... 0.2
Milan (Milano) ... 8.5
LATVIA

*525 572 Riga 12.0
LITHUANIA

*1,935 155 Kaunas 7.0
NORTH AFRICA

365.4 821 Algiers (PIT) 13.0
416 721 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 10.0
1,350 222.2 Tunis Easbah 0.6

Kilo. Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

364
369
453
455

*495.8

NORWAY
824 Bergen 1.0 ,

8z3 Frederiksstad 0.7
66a Nidaros 1.2
659.3Porsgrund 1.5
6o5.70slo 0.5

POLAND
214.2 1,400 Warsaw (2) 1.9
234 1,283 Lodz 2.2
244 1,229 Cracow 1.5

*313 959 Wilno 0.5
*335 896 Poznan 1.9
381 788 Lvov 2.2

*408 734 Katowice 16.0
1,411 212.5 Warsaw 14.0

PORTUGAL
240 1,247 Oporto 0.25
320 937.6 Lisbon (CTIAA) 0.2E

ROMANIA
*391 76r Bucharest 16.0

RUSSIA
720 426.6 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
800 375 Kiev 20.0
824 364 Sverdlovsk 25.0

1,000 300 Leningrad 20.0
1,060 283 Tiflis 10.0
1,103 272 Moscow Popoff 40.0
1,200 250 Kharkov 25.0

*1,301 230 Moscow-Stehelkovo
(C.C.S.P.) 100.0

1,380 217.5 Bakou 10.0
1,481 202.5 Moscow 20.0

SPAIN
251 1,293 Barcelona

(EAJ15) 0.5
266.71,125 Barcelona

(EA J13) 10.0
*349 860 Barcelona

(EAJ1) 8.0
368 815 Seville (EA J5) 1.5
407 737 Madrid (Esparta) 1.0
424 707 Madrid (EA J7) 2.0
460 652 San Sebastian

(EA J8) 0.5

SWEDEN
135 2.222 Motala 30.0
231 1,301 Malmo 0.75

*257 1,166 Id orby 15.0
299.61,001 Falun 0.65

*322 932 Goteborg 15.0
*436 689 St6ckholm 75.0
*542 554 Sundsvall ... 1.5
*770 389 Ostersund 0.75

1,223.5 244 Boden 0.75
*1,348 222.5 Motala 40.0

SWITZERLAND
318.8 943 Basle 0.65

*403 743 Berne 1.1
*459 653 Zurich 0.75
680 442 Lausanne 0.6
760 395 Geneva 1.5

1,010 297 Basle 0.25
TURKEY

*1,200 250 Istanbul ...... 5.0
1,961 153 Ankara 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
307.3 978 .6Zagreb (Agrain) 0.7
4:30.7 696.5Belgrade 3.0
574:7 522 Ljubljana 2.8

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

TOWARDS PERFECTION

MR. WATSON WATT, in a recent lee -
'titre on "What is Wrong with Wire-

less," regards the loud -speaker as the weak-
est link in the broadcast chain, because of
its failure to reproduce musical notes in
their proper perspective. Next in order of
demerit comes the output or power valve,
closely followed by the microphone at the
transmitting end, with its tendency to
" blast" on the louder passages.

Mutual interference, or overlap, between
the many stations now operating in the
narrow band of wavelengths available for
broadcasting, is another matter calling for
urgent reform. Fading and atmospheric
disturbances remain the most difficult

obstacles still to be overcome by the radio
engineer. B. A. R.

AUDIBLE " LIMITS "
THE lowest frequency which an acute

ear can detect as a definite note or
tone is about zo cycles a second, whilst
the highest is roughly 20,000 cycles. From
the point of view of intensity, as distinct
from frequency-, the human ear is more
sensitive to high-pitched notes than to low.
As intensity increases, a point is reached
where the sound causes physical pain. If
the faintest audible note is reckoned as
unity, the loudest that can be borne with-
out giving rise to pain is approximately
one million times as strong. M. B.
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fits any
gramophone

and gives
perfect musk

PRICE

2716
COMPLETE

You have no idea how good gramophone
reproduction can be until you have heard it
reproduced with the aid of a B.T.H. pick-up.
Its brilliant performance will be a revelation.
You can get a B.T.H. pick-up complete with
tone arm for 45/- or supplied with four
adaptors thus enabling it to be fitted to the
tone arm of any gramophone.
Let its fine performance give you the
pleasure of perfect reproduction.

PICK-UP
and ADAPTORS

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.I.
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAN W.84

ctod
Complete Reception

on all

Broadcast
Wavelengths

DUAL ASIATIC
H.ECHOKE
will make your
speaker reproduce all
the stations broad-
cast which your set is
capable of receiving.

There will be no
more unaccountable
missing of parts of
the programme, or
of complete loss of
distant stations on
certain wavelengths.

Every programme
will be a big hit
without misses or
"blind spots," and
the Dual Astatic will
ensure this more
than any other H.F.
Choke can.

Tie Dual Asiatic H.F. Choke
flat entirely eliminates reso-
na.-zt peaks and blind spots"

in modern radio circuits.

7,6
See the Dual Astatic
leaflet for technical
proof-ask your
dealer or us for a

copy.

Be sure you visit

STAND 61
at the

RADIO EXHIBITION

MADRIGAL %1ORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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THE MULLARD ORGOLA
FOUR-VALVER

GREAT interest at Olympia centres
on the new Mullard Orgola receivers,

and particularly on the Orgola Four.
This is designed on up-to-date lines with
two screen -grid stages and provision for a
pentode output, and is sold as a kit,
complete with valves and cabinet, for

12S. 6d.
There are many points of interest in this

The new Mullard Orgola Four. (Above) A
front -of -panel view and (right) a plan view

showing the layout

new Orgola. The dual -range coils are
operated by one control on the panel,
which makes for simplicity in tuning. A
rotary aerial coupler is provided and this
allows adjustment of selectivity. The
coupler may be set in one position for
the reception of local stations at the
greatest strength, while a slight adjustment
enables critical selectivity to be obtained
on distant stations.

Single dial tuning is, of course, provided
and an interesting point is that there is a
thumb adjustment for aerial tuning cor-
rection. This additional fine control of
balancing does not complicate tuning.

An interesting point in the circuit is the
shunt feeding of the high -frequency valve
anode supply, which keeps the tuning con-

denser at a low potential. Provision is
made for the use of a small power valve,
super -power valve, or a pentode. Battery
cords are provided.

The panel appearance of the Orgola is
very neat, and as the design of the whole
set is on straightforward lines it is bound
to become popular.

Let "A.W." Solve Your Problems

Silence is at times a great asset,
especially in machinery, electrical
components and delicate apparatus.
Heayberd Power Transformers,
too, are as silent as the Sphinx.
They possess the long life of a
smoothly working piece of mechan-
ism. There is no mains hum from
these transformers -just perfect
power, no jarring or crackling.

FOR SILENT, STEADY POWER, USE

flEAYBERD
POWER

TRANSFORMERS

21/-

Ty pe
W.24

The new combina-
tion transformer,
to give 85 and 20
volts at 70 m.a.
and 2 and 2 volts
at 4 amps, for use
with an H.T.5 or
H.T.6 Westing-
house Metal

Rectifier.

F.C.HEAYBERD&V
10 Finsbury Strut, E.G.
'Phone: Metropolitan 7016. At

EASY- TO- BUILD
KITS ON EASY-

TO -BUY TERMS
AMAZING VALUE -ALL ELECTRIC 3 (S.G.)
Complete kit wAh blueprint and detailed step-by-step

iring instructions, drilled panel and f9 10 0screens ready for assembling

"A.W." EXHIBITION THREE
Special bargain kit With guaranteed components £4- 4-6
Grade " A " kit With All -British Components £5- 3-0
Kit as specified

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET FOUR
Complete kit including cabi- Ell 15 0net and valves Cash Price

Special Easv Terms by arrangement.
Write for details.

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
Complete kit including valves X6 17 6and cabinet. Cash Price

Special Easy Terms by ;arrangement.
Write for details.

Send a list of your requirements for any-
thing radio and we will supply you with our
lowest terms by return of post.
Carriage paid on all orders.

C.O.D. or cash with order.

35 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1
Phone :Gerrard 3546. Telegrams: Equipregim, London

COLUMBI
RADIO

OW
COST
LESS

Columbia 4789
60 volts

Triple Capacity

17/6

Columbia radio batteries are
still more economical now
that prices have been reduced.
The Columbia 4780 (6o volts
Triple Capacity) costs only
176-and it will give you
more power for every penny
than any other battery you
can buy. And performance
is as good as only Columbia
can give you-pure radio,
trouble -free radio, for week
after week and month after
month. Say to your dealer-
Columbia 4780.

For large Sets employing power
valves, Columbia "Layerbilt "
-truly a battery and a half.
No. 4486, 45 volts 24/ -

For 2- or 3 -valve sets, Columbia
No. 4721 10/6

For Portables, Columbia 4755,
99 volts 18/ -

Columbia Grid Bias Battery,
9 volts, No. 4756 2/ -

Columbia
11.1111111110 BATTERIES
J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House,

15 Kingsway, London, W.C.2
Scotland :

J. T. Cartwright, 3 Cadogan Street, Glasgow
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Postcard
Radio

Literature
Easy Set Maintenance

MOST amateurs are now overhauling
their H.T. and L.T. supply arrange-

ments. A good idea in this respect is the
battery service offered by Radio Service
(London), Ltd., 125 Toriano Avenue,
London, N., and by means of which fully
charged high-tension and low-tension accu-
mulators can be hired for any period, with
regular collection and delivery anywhere
within twelve miles of Charing Cross.
Obviously this excellent idea overcomes the
need for a large initial payment. For
small quarterly charges you can have a
never-ending source of high- and low-tension
current. A leaflet can be obtained giving
full details. 54
Gramo-Radio

If you have a wireless set then you must
have an arrangement for electrically repro-
ducing gramophone records. There are
plenty of pick-ups to choose from, and you
will be interested in the latest Edison Bell
pick-up and arm which is fully described in
a folder I have just received. One of the
advantages of gramo-radio reproduction is
that you can control volume, and Edison
Bell make a good volume control which
sells at the modest price of 3s. 9d. This
also is described in the leaflet. 55
A Handy Meter

I expect every amateur by now has heard
of the Wates' Multi -Purpose Volt -Amp
Meter. Not everybody knows how these
meters can be used to the best advantage,
and set users should get the new leaflet
from Wates which shows how these most
inexpensive meters can be used for practi-
cally every set -testing purpose. 56
New Philips Sets

Here is some news about the latest
Philips sets and speakers. A large illus-
trated folder has just arrived which shows
some interesting new H.T. eliminators,
speakers, and radio gramophones. This is
worth having for one's file of new com-
ponents. OBSERVER. 57----.---...-

GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE

1
.Here " Observer " reviews the latest booklets

and folders issued by well-known manufac-
turers. If you want copies of any or all of
them FREE OF CHARGE, just send a
postcard, giving the index numbers of the
catalogues required (shown at the end of ,

i each paragraph), to " Postcard Radio
Literature," "Amateur Wireless," 58-61 i

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4. " Observer" I

will see that you get all the literature you I

desire. I

e
Ed.76SUIVaU

TO PERFECT RADIO

NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET FOUR
SEND The very latest kit, incorporating Balance in
23/6 2.1.0111aant y.aFiaastegapreantgyr.eat ;:tanzglee mponatyh: la 6

ONLY control. meats of

COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER
Balance inSEND

ments o I

OrnaleurWiretT

Pilot Radio Kits Guaran-
tee success. Everything for
your new set, down to the last
screw, in an attractive carton,
including The Famous Pilot
Test Meter without which
no set is complete. No delay
-Immediate despatch service.

PILOT KITS FOR
`A.W.* SETS

EXHIBITION THREE
(Described in last week's issue.)

KIT 'A' Less Valves ZA41.0 Or 12 monthly pay.
and Cabinet At''../ ments of - 12, 1

KIT 'B' With Valves f8.10.5 Or 12 monthly pay -
Less Cabinet ments of - 15/7

KIT 'C' With Valves £9 13. 5 Or 12 monthly pay -
and Cabinet ments of - 17 9

ARROW TWO
(Described in this week's issue.)

KIT 'A' Less Valves  1 Or 12 monthly pay -
and Cabinet £4   ments of 8 9

KIT 'B' reistsh
CabinetValves -ES :14:6 Omr.12t !hilt; yj

KIT 'C' atilhCVativnees, £6 :11:0 menuormort_hiyipr,
Components included in Pilot Radio Kits may be obtained
separately. Send us a detailed list of your requirements for
purchase out of income. Quotations by return.

-1111=111111111

VISIT OUR STAND
AN EXHIBITION IN ITSELF11 montb-1

19 Par -
ONLY

SEND

ONLY

Exactly as specified.
Cash Price 16-17-6

THE FARRAND INDUCTOR
SPEAKER GIVES
MOVING COIL

RESULTS

Balance in

ly asp.
meats of

REGENTONE
SEND Model W.5 Portable H.T. Eliminator Balance

10/9
afo,rit ,fa.lninvsa.,a2lautpaauta 1220pavwolatps mpoantyh: 10 9

ONLY tappings. ments of

Our New Season's Easy Way Catalogue
is now ready. Send for your copy
to -day. Contains full descriptions and

illustrates all the leading makes of factory. -
built receivers, kits, accessories, mains
apparatus and components. The most com-
prehensive Radio catalogue published.

OLYMPIA, STAND NO. 110
SEND THIS COUPON TO -DAY

PETO - SCOTT Go., Ltd.
77 City Rd., London, E.C.I. Phone : Clerkenwelf 9400-7-8
62 High Holborn, London, W.C.1. Phone: Chancery 8266
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool. Phone : Central 2134
33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.
Phone : Ch Jr1ton- curn-Harrly 2028 '

PLEASE SEND ME (a) YOUR LATEST PILOT RADIO CHART
(b) YOUR FAMOUS EASY WAY CATALOGUE

NAME ____

ADDRESS

A 27:nip

akee-giagawutftregeode*ct&atio'-
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phone: Gerrard 2821.

TRIOTRON 1930
UNIT & CABINET

Complete with Cone ready for mounting

SPECIAL OFFER 15-®9 Postage1J3 extra.

" STRAIGHT 399
VALVE KIT

Complete Nit as advertised in previous issues together
with New Oldham Accumulator and Carrier, £3 10s.
model Cliftophone Loud -speaker. 100 -volt Guaranteed
high-tension Battery, Three Triotron Valves, Aerial
Equipment, Wiring Diagram.

L3  1.9  6 NOTHING ELSE
TO BUY.

RAYMOND'S
6 SCREENED -GRID

Marvellous Value in Kit of Parts for
SCREENED -GRID 3 RECEIVER

Kit as follows : 14 by 7 in. Panel ; .0005 S.L.F.
Condenser ; Micro Condenser ; Push-pull Switch

10 by 6 in. Screen ; Titan Coil ;point Switch ;
Holders ; L.F. Transformer ; H.F. Choke ; .0002
2 .0003 Fixed; 2 1-mfd. Condensers ; 2 H.T. Fuses;

11 Terminals ; Connecting Wire ;
Leak and Holder ; 12 by 2 in. Strip ;

Brackets ; Wiring Diagram ; and es

14 by 7 in. Oak Cabinet.
Packing and Postage 2/6 extra.

OR
Complete Kit as above with 3 Valves (1 Screened
100 -volt Guaranteed H.T. Battery, 2 -
volt 40 -amp. Accumulator, 9 -volt Grid
Bias, £310s. Cliftophone Loud -speaker,

541.0
Aerial Equipment.

Packing and Postage 6/- extra.
UNBEATABLE FOR REAL VALUE.

3 9

Var.
; 3 -

3 Valve
Fixed;

2-meg.

es

-grid),

CALLER'S
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING

PLIED C.O.D. Post
100 -volt II.T. Batteries,
6/11; 60 -volt H.T. Bat-
teries, 3/11. 2 -volt 60 -amp.
Fuller Accumulator, 6/11.
Ajax Pick-up, 7/6. Cone
Loud -speaker, 10/6. 12 by
7 in. Cabinet and Panels,Brackets,
11/11; 14 by 7 in. Cabinet
a nd Panel, 9/11, 18 by 7
in. Cabinet and Panel,
10/11: Cone Speaker Cabi-

 net, 5/6. Triotron Valves,
T 1)2, 4/6; Triotron Valves,
ZD2, 5/6. Dr. Nesper
Trickle Charger for Ac-
cumulators, 2 or 9 -volt,
25/-. Loewe Pick -sips, 12/6.
2-mfd. Fixed Condensers,
guaranteed, 2/-; 4-nalid.
Fixed Condensers, guaran-
teed, 3/6. Marconiphone
Spring Valve Holders, 9d.

Dual -range 6 -pineach,7
Coils, 4/11. Sovereign
Dual -range Coils, 6/11;
Titan Coils. 9/11. S.P.D.T.

,, .
Lightning Switch"' 64". 'D. P. D.'1. Lightning

COLUMN
GOODS SUP-

only: Fees extra.
Switches, 10d. Bed and
Black Flex, ld. yard.
S.L.F. Variable Conden-
sere, 2/6. Slow Motion
Dials,
Batteries,1/9.

4.5 pocket
3/6 doz. Panel
6d. pair. Six -

pin Bases, 1/& 5-1 Trans -
formers, 3/11. Special
Portable H.T. Batteries.
7/11. Baseboard Rhea:
slats, 6d. each; Panel
Rheostats with knob, 9d.
each. Plug-in Coils, 25,

100
35,

150, 200, 250, 2/3
50, 60, 75, 1/3 each:

each. 7/22 Copper Aerial
Wire, 1/9 100 ft.; Enamel
Copper Aerial Wire, 2/9
100 ft. Cone Chassis, 12 in.
take any make cone unit... ,... . :,_i /II ;Triotron Cone u Tilt S.
/11. News Slo Motioy 4/11.w Hydro_n

`-'"meters, float or ball
reading, 2/6. Double
reading Volt Meters. 4/6.
Lead-in Tube & Lightning
Switch combined, 3,6

IMPORTANT. All letters
be addressed

K. RAYMOND,
27 & 28a LISLE ST

and communications must
to

LTD.
LONDON, W.C.2

is not sufficient.The name of the street

43/

A NEW H.T. UNIT .
pARTICULAR interest attaches to the

new A.C. 188 mains unit produced by
H. Clarke & Co. (Manchester), Ltd., of
Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.

This concern has, of course, had long
experience in the manufacture of mains
apparatus, and this new unit, which is a
combined high-tension supply and trickle
charger, is well up to the usual Atlas stan-
dard.

The A.C. 188 unit is housed in a metal
cabinet measuring to in. by 51/4 in. by
31/2 in., and is of a suitable size to slip into
the battery compartment of practically
every cabinet and portable receiver. The
unit works on alternating current supplies
of 200-250 volts and 40-120 cycles. A
special model 189, at the same price, L6.
is available for too -125 volt supplies of the
same periodicity -range.

This new Clarke's Atlas mains unit will supply
your set with high tension, and trickle -charge

the accumulator

The Westinghouse metal rectifier is
incorporated, and two variable tappings of
o-roo and o-izo volts respectively, and
one fixed tapping of 15o volts are provided.
The high-tension current output is 25
milliamperes.

We have found on test that the voltage
output is quite constant and this new Atlas
unit does not show any tendency to hum
or cause low -frequency interaction. Tap-
pings -are provided so that the trickle
charger can be connected to 2-, 4- or 6 -volt
accumulators.

It should be noted that the address was
omitted in the Burton advertisement in
last week's issue. Messrs. Burton's address
is, of course, Progress Works, Bernard
Street, Walsall, Staffs.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid fo.r.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E,C.4.
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HEAR THIS
TUNEWELL

UNIT AT
OLYMPIA

Tunrwell Double Magnet 4 -pole balanced
armature adjustable Speaker Unit.

22/6
Hear this new Tunewell

Speaker Unit -its tone is
amazing and it handles enor-
mous power without rattle
or distortion.

Test Proves it Best.
Read the followina extract from the re
cent " Wireless World" Test Report:-
" . . the response is remark-
ably uniform front 300 to
6,000 cycles; below 300 there
is a reduction, but there is a
definite response down to 56
cycles. . . - The general effect
is very pleasing, and we have
no hesitation in placing this
unit in the highest class . . .
the sensitivity is above the
average. . . .

From your dealer or address below. Price 22/8
Full range of Tunewell Loud -speakers

from 28/6 to £3: 3 :09 NATIONAL RADIO
STAND EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA

Write for New Lists giving full particulars of
Tunewell Speakers and Coils

New Dual Range
coil for Reinartz
circuits. X -tapped
on both high and
low waves. Super -
selective,

10/6
Tunewell Trans-
formers. Ratios 3
to 1 and 5 to 1.

PRICES
8/9 and 12/6

TURNER CO.
54 Station Road, New Southgate, N.11

IS W
UNIT
Mr. F. T. Collins, of East Barnet,
writes : "Although I am within 6
miles of Brookman's Park, I find
thiBrownieSelectivity Unit enabl es
me.to separate either wave length
without the least difficulty. I feel
that your Unit is the only relief for
listeners in this area." Screen -
Grid selectivity with any set -

that's what you get
with the Brownie
Selectivity Unit, at
a cost of only 101.5 1
Your dealer will tell
you all about it.

BROWNIE
WIRELESS
CO.,(G.B.) LTD.,
Nelson St.Works,
London, N.W.1.
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ONE OF THE BEST
Says Mr. J.
H. Reyner,

the Technical
Editor of
" A.W."

NONo brushes or commutator to cause interference. No belt.
The motor runs smoothly and silently, without variation in

'the revolution speed even with largely fluctuating mains
current. tV velvet -covered turntable, automatic brake and
cut-out. For 100-130 and 200-250 V. A.C. 7,/," x 5 ''A" x 5%".

£ 4/ 1 7/6 (without Unit Plate, £4/10/0).
Super Pick-up and Arm, £212/S. Portable Gramophone
Cabinet fitted with Paillard Motor, Super Pick-up

and volume control, £8115/0 complete.

PAILLARD
ELECTRIC INDUCTION MOTOR

Write for full details:
APOLLO GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD.

4-5 Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1

THE "HONESTY" DE LUXE,

See this magnificent loud-
speaker at Stand No. 125
and listen to it in Demon-
stration Room "M."
This speaker will mani-
fest itself as a unique
production incorporating
all that is best tonally and
visually.

In the exquisitely de-
signed repousse grills there
is a natural simplicity ac-
centuating the quiet dig-
nity and beauty of the " Honesty "
Speaker which cannot fail to appeal
to the most fastidious.
Prices, in black (ebony finish) £6, in
oak £7, in mahogany £7 los. Sup-
plied with brass or copper repousse
grill. If finished with oxidized silver
repousse grill 5s. extra.

Our complete range of speakers will also
be seen at our Stand and Demonstration
Room-do not miss them. If you cannot
Visit the Show send for free catalogue.

The SHEFFIELD MAGNET Co.
116/126 Broad Lane, Sheffield, England

gic9 Ugh
ova any other

for sheet' value fofmoney
and supeflof reflothiance
Irrespective of price, the 36:- Wales Star Unit has always been the acknowledged leader of any type of repro-
ducer. To -day, at the reduced price of 25 - and the fact that it gives. without exception, the most accurate,
true-to-life reproduction of music and speech that has ever been achieved, picks it out as the supreme Unit for
performance and sheer value for money.
The secret is in the double poles and magnets with patented I.vin adjustment for armature and magnets-
exclusive to this instrument. Hear it yourself against all others particularly when fitted to the Wale,
Universal Chassis) at any good dealer's-you will buy it at once.

FITTED Is A FEW ItIlAUTES TO
BLUE SPOT 08R 66P. ORMOND, BLUE
SPOT OR, WATMEL, EDISWAN,
HEGRA, G E.C., LISSEN, TRIOTRON,
BROWN VEE. AMPLION, BA2, LOEWE,
W & B., SILVER CHIMES. GRAWOR,
GRASSMAN, TEPAG, SIX SIXTY, IIIJKOO

Yeducedio

V V
A

STAR UNIT
Patent No. 2780

Sec it at the Radio Show-STAND No. 42,
and hear it at our Demonstration Rooms,

114 Sinclair Road, Kensington, W.
Catalogues from:

The STANDARD BATTERY Co.
Dept. A.W.

184;'188 Shaftesbury Avenue London, W.C.2

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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EASY TERMS
We specialise in the supply of all good quality Radio Se's
and Components on easy terms. We will give you OR :ient
and prompt service. A few examples below : -

McMICHAEL MAINS THREE.-The outstanding all -
mains set of the season. Remarkable performance
both as regards sensitivity and quality of repro-
duction. A receiver we can thoroughly recommenil.

Damonstrations Daily.
Cash Price, 221

or 22/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 38/-

EKCO ALL -MAINS 2 -VALVE SET.-A reliable Regional
Receiver for A.C. or DX. mains.

Cash Price, 814/10/ -
or 18/0 with order and 11 monthly payments of 261-

1.188EN 2 -VALVE SET.-Battery Model. including valves.
Cash Price, 23/10/ -

or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/6

NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT.-A first-class
long-distance Receiver,4ncorporating 2 U.F. stages,
single -dial tuning.

Cash Price, 811/15/-
or 16/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 21/ -

NEW ORGOLA 1931 4 -VALVE KIT.-A high-grade com-
plete kit of parts, including cabinet and valves.

Cash Price, 613/12/6
or 16/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 24/6

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE 3 KIT.-A considerable advance
on last season's 3 -valve Kit and at a lower price.

Cash Price, 26/17/6
or 10/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 12/6

N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT.-
Quality of reproduction almost equal to a moving -
coil speaker.

Cash Price, 23/10/ -
or 5/6 with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/6

MARCONI PICK-UP.-The best and most sensitive
Pick-up available at the present time.

Cash Price, 83/3/ -
or 4/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 6/-

120 VOLT EXIDE H.T. Accumulator, 5,000 m/a capacity
including a Polished Oak Carriers,

Cash Price, 84/13/
or 0/0 with order and Ti monthly payments of 8/0.

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT.-The finest balanced -
armature movement on the market. Complete
with large Cone and Chassis.

Cash Price, 62/10/-.
or 5/- with order and 10 monthly payments of 5/ -

All makes of Eliminators, Loud Speakers (including
Moving Coil), Meters, Batteries,- otc., supplied on similar
terms. Kindly let us have your inquiries and a quotation

will be sent by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
11 OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET,

LONDON, E.C.2
Telephone: National 1977

The first Firm to supply Radio
Components on Easy Terms.

A FREE LEAFLET
Send for the free leaflet giving full par-
ticulars of the Steward SECOL
Eliminator -Charger.
Designed on entirely new principles, it is
free from hum, absolutely fool -proof,

and guaranteed for a lifetime.

Send now and learn
how to save running
expenses of your set.

STEWARDS ELECTRICAL

Co., Ltd.
321 Southchurch Road

Southend-on-Sea

You MUST have the

" WIRELESS MAGAZINE
Every Month Price 11-

ff
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A NEW GRAMOPHONE
NEEDLE

GREAT claims are made for the new
Electro-color needles marketed by

Keith, Prowse & Co., Ltd.; of 559 New
Bond Street, W.I. An AMATEUR WIRELESS
representative was present at a recent
demonstration given by this firm in the
Georgian Hall of the Piccadilly Hotel.

The inventor, Mr. Ramsay, was present
at the demonstration of this new needle.
He said : "We claim that the Electro-color
needle gives perfect tone." But that is not
the only claim made; in addition to tonal
purity, the new needle is claimed to abolish
surface noise or record scratch. Moreover,
it is claimed that this needle cannot wear
down gramophone records.

The new needle is an improvement on
the well-known Burmese Colour needle,
giving greater richness of tone and having
greater structural strength. Probably the
most important advantage of the new
needle is that it will play at least as many
records as can be played with a complete
box of 200 steel needles.

As the cost of three Electro-color needles
is is., the saving is obvious. Our repre-
sentative was able to confirm the claims
made for the needle.

Tests were made to show what the
needle could do on the latest Electro-monic
radio -gramophone. A Kriesler record did
not prove anything; but the next record
put on, of a song, was most -impressive.
So was the next record of a piano solo.
The reproduction of the last two records
was definitely better with the Electro-color
needle than with an ordinary steel needle.

RANKLIN
FULLY GUARANTEED CONDENSERS

® Use them for a full six
imonths and we will re-

m place any which prove
E defective. Remember the
a name. See test reports
II in current wireless

journals

a

U

1111

2 mfd. 500 v. D.C.
4 mfd. 500 v. D.C.
1 mfd. SOO v. A.C.
2 mfd. 500 v. A.C.
4 mfd. 500 v. A.C. 
1 mfd. 1,000 v. D.C. 
2 mfd. 1,000 v. D.C. 
4 raft:1.1,000 v. D.C. 

111111141111111111110111111,101i11,111t

PRICES
1 mfd. 500 v. D.C. test 2/-

2/4
4/8
2/3
3/3
5/10
3/4
5/-
8/-

a

U

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC CO., 187-189, Ilford Lane,
ILFORD :Essex. 'Phone : Ilford 0281
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CLARION
CABINETS

111111111111111111111111111M

CLARION CABINETS
Specified and used for many receivers, radio
gramophones, etc., described in the technical

press.

Chosen because of their design, quality, and
fine appearance.

Clarion Cabinets are
made for every radio

requirement.
HIGH IN QUALITY.

REASONABLE IN PRICE.

Write for Complete List Free.

CLARION
RADIO FURNITURE
28-38 Mansford St., LONDON, E.2

Telephone : Bishopsgate 637r

imiriars
JACKS

SWITURES
ANA PLUGS

The smallest component can make or
mar the performance of the finished set.
Lotus Jacks; Switches and Plugs are
designed and constructed to give trouble -
free reception. Make certain of your
set's success by using Lotus Components.

Lotus Jacks from 2/ -
Switches from 1/6
Jack Plug 2/ -
From all Radio Dealers.

Write for illustrated Catalogue to
GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., LIVERPOOL
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RECORD -MAKING
AT HOME

IN these days of electrical amplification
it is not surprising that the thoughts of

experimenters have turned to home -
recording. If one can reproduce electrical
currents with a gramophone pick-up,
surely by supplying current to a somewhat
similar mechanism and replacing the usual
needle with a cutter, it should be possible
to record.

Apparatus on these lines has been in
operation for some time. A special form
of gramophone is usually employed, con-
taining gearing which moves the cutter in
towards the centres of the record. Metal
discs are used for the records, a diamond or
sapphire cutter being employed.

A development which will interest our
readers has just made its appearance.
This is a set of parts so constructed as to
make home -recording possible with any
gramophone. Only two screws are re-
quired for fixing, while the device can be
operated from a two -valve set. Moreover,
the whole outfit, including tracker, elec-
trical cutter, microphone and six blank
discs can be purchased for less than L5.
This attachment, which we hope to review
more extensively at a later date, is known
as the Cairmor Home -Recorder.

By the way, those readers who are
interested will find a complete article on the
subject in the Show (October) issue of
Wireless Magazine.

bbd
BOARD

(Patent No. 20900)

The SUPER BAFFLE
For QUALITY REPRODUCTION

24 in. square, b in. thick.
Fret Panel and Ornamental Moulding are
cut from the main board-positively avoids
rattle and distortion due to loose joints.

The ONLY one-piece Baffle of
attractive appearance obtainable.

Oak finish .. Q /a Oxidised SilVer 1 '6Mahogany finish '0/ ti Oxidised Copper O/Each.Each.
Fittings for converting into an ideal screen
are now obtainable supplied in Oxidised

Silver or Copper at 5/3 per set.
Write or calf

C. BORST & SONS,
306-308 Euston Road, London, N.W.1

PAGE
CATALOGUE

Crammed with illustrations and details of all
sorts of fascinating and useful gear, at very

reasonable prices.
RADIO ELECTRICAL
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
MOTORS GENERATORS

Just send a stamped envelope.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E:C.4

'Phone: 'Grams: '

City oTnr. Electradix, Cent, London.

437 Cmateur Wirete:s.)

4110

ITCHBOARD TO EUROPE
SENSATIONAL
POWERRANGE and TONE

SKILFULLY built up to five -valve performance. Reliable, Sen-
sitive, Powerful. A single control magically sweeps Europe's
broadcasting map. Glorious tone. Brilliantly designed three -

valve All -Electric Receiver. Sensitive screened -grid distance
circuit, double power screened -grid detector, and Pentode ampli-
fying stage. Hear it demonstrated at your dealers.

PURCHASE
"OUT OF
POCKET
MONEY"

Either separately or
in conjunction with
one of five Ultra Air
Chrome Double Linen
Diaphragm Speakers,
this wonderful receiver
can be purchased "out
of pocket money." f4
deposit and. twelve
monthly payments of
34150. Your .dealer
will gladly supply you
with full particulars.

£23
COM PISTE
A.C. Er

ULTRA ELECTRIC LTD., 661 HARROW RD., LONDON, N.W.10
PrArAtaiwAinir.w.nr.r.r.FAurAnnriw2r.nr.ww.rdnr....... utrdwA.r.
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STAND

131
OLYMPIA

:Fj

,01
01

No. 25. Pat.
SOLID PLUG.

Maximum tensile
strength. For use.with Resilient
Sockets, engraved or
plain, red or 2d.
black.

NEW CLIX LINES

No. 23. Pro. Put.
RESILIENT SOCKET.

Short, uninsulated for
thirt panels. Flush id,
mounting.

No. 24. Pro. Peat.

RESILIENT SOCKET.
Insulated. For use with
metal, or any type of
panel. Red or 9,3
black. 411.1La

RESILIENT SOCKETS.
The Clix revolutionary method of plug and socket
contact in which the helically slotted resilient socket
grips the plug, is the only means of obtaining perfect
contact with every type of plug.

NEW "ALL -IN" TERMINAL
(Pat. Pro. Pal. Reg. Des.)

No. 15. Incorporating the
Cdx Resilient Socket and
Solid Pin. The only termi-
nal completely insulated
from the panel whether
connected or disconnected.
No spade or other tag re-
quired. Black ; engraved
cc ith full range of markings.
Flex portion - 41.
Panel portion - - 4d.
Price Complete - 83.

4/5 PIN VALVEHOLDER
No.27. Incorporating the
new Resilient Sockets. Per-
fect contact with solid or any
other type of valve pin wills
easy insertion and with-
drawal of valve; Sockets air -
dielectrically insulated and
self -aligning.

Type B for baseboard mount-
ing.

With screw terminals 10d
Without screw terminals 81. No. 27. Pan. Pat. Reg. Des.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED LIST.

STAND

131
OLYMPIA

s- a,ti-
ii note

No. 22. Pro. Pat.

RESILIENT
SOCKET.

Long, uninsulated.
For panels up to
thick. Flush

1dmounting. 2 *

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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A NEW DEVELOPMEN I IN
PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS

Hear your set at its best
with a W.B. Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil
Speaker. It has a Shef-
field -made cobalt steel
magnet weighing 1.0i lbs.
-sufficient to handle
great volume without
distortion. The W.B.
Permanent Magnet makes
energising from the mains or ac-
cumulators Unnecessary. It is a
most sensitive speaker. Guar-
anteed for 5 years.

Assembled in handsome finished
cabinet.

Mahogany - £3:18:6
Oak - E8: 8:0
Also available in chassis

form with 14 in. baffle X 6: 6:0
Made by the makers of the
famous W.B. Valve holders

WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO. LTD.,
N,tt &tarn Rn.. " FIELD. Nets.

TASINOT
PRODUCTJ-
" ALL -ELECTRIC"

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE

PRICES

from 4S Gns.

INCORPORATING
M.O. SPEAKER

SENIOR MODEL
(in quartered walnut cabinet)

All Electric H.T., L.T., Grid Bias,
matched transformer cou pled mov-
ing coil speaker, slow speed induc-
tion motor, four valve receiver,
high stage gain Screen Grid H.F.,
power detector, one R.O. Stage, and
10 Watt power output stage, fitted
with ilmminated dials.

Tannoy Products, 1-7 Dalton St., S.E.27
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-H. & B.-
KITS, SCREENS

CABINETS

I

"The Arrow 2"
s. d.

Ebonite Panel 14." x Trelleborg 4 0
Formo dual gang condenser
.0005 15 6

a Lissen rheostat, 35 ohm. ... 2 6
a Pioneer on -off switch ... 1 3

Bulgin change over switch ... 2 3
Lissen .000x reaction condenser 4 6
Lewcos dual range coil D.W.A. 15 0

2 Lotus valve holders ... ... 2 6
Varley Ni Core II transformer 15 0

a R.I. H.F. choke... ... ... 7 9
a T.C.C. fixed condenser .0003 ... 1 3
a Dubilier 2-meg grid leak ... 1 8
a Sovereign Pre-set .00027 ... 1 9

Formo Vernier dial ... ... 3 0
2 junit terminal blocks ... ... 1 4
4 Belling Lee terminals, A., E.,

L.S.+ , L.S.- 1 6
5 Belling Lee wander plugs ... 1 3
2 Belling Lee spade ends 8
I coil former, 3" X 1l/2" diameter 11
2 OZ. 26 D.S.C. Wire ... ... 1 2
a special screen, H. & B. ... 1 9

Total Cash Price £4 6 6

Complete kit includes wire, screws,
baseboard, panel drilled, and full

size blueprint.
Any parts sold separately.

We construct any kit Free of Charge
with components purchased from us.
Marconi royalties of 5/- per valve being

the only extra charge.
"The Arrow Two" constructed with
components exactly as above list.

£4 16 6 (royalties paid).

2 Mullard, or Mazda valves £1 8 6 extra.
Hand polished Oak cabinet, 14/6 extra.

"Exhibition Three"
(Described in ."`A.W." Sept. zoth)

Complete kit exactly as advertised by
us last week. Panel drilled, Blueprint
Free. Cash Price, £5 3 11.

Every part in Stock.
Call and take a kit or set back with you.

Carriage paid on all cash orders.
C.O.D. Charges Paid on orders over £1.

H. & B. RADIO CO.,
34, 36, 38, BEAK STREET,

REGENT ST., LONDON
Gerrard 2834

NirvAINAnirdrdrt,ommenarnommuse

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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RECOMMENDED FOR
THIS WEEK'S SETS

THE HIGH FREQUENCY CHOKE
A great favourite of set designers. It
is efficient; effective over a very
wide frequency band ; slot wound ;
minimum capacity; low loss Bakelite
fernier; terminals and tags. Each

COMPRESSION CONDENSER
In best Bakelite case, heavily nickel -
plated parts, locking nut, best Ruby
mica nickel silver plates. In three
capacities: Type F.I. .000t mid,
Type G2. .00' mid. Type J. oc.3
mfd. .. .. ..  

B IR s
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SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LIMITED
52/54 ROSEBERY AVENUE, E.C.1

iii
APTUS " LINEN DIAPHRAGM

TRIPLE CHUCK ADAPTER
BUTTON -HOLING NOT REQUIRED

FITS ALL UNITS
COMBINED BRASS AND
CELLULOID WASHERS.

PREVENTS RATTLE.
EXPERTS SAY:-"The mostSuccessful Centre yet

Devised."

iii

PRICE 2/6
POST 3d.

"APTUS" CELLULOID DOPE 10 oz. 2/9
DOPE BRUSH .. 61.
IRISH LINEN for 22 inch.. .. 7,6
8 ANGLE BRACKETS with Screws 1/6
RUBBER .. 6d. yd.
SET (4) 2 B.A. RODS (16 NUTS

awl WASHERS .. 116

Latest type UNITS. Post free.
MOTOR, 27,6. BLUE SPOT 66K, 26/-
66P, 27/6; 66R, 35/-. HEGRA,
CHIMES, 16/6. SUPER BULLPHONE,
12,6. ANY MAKE from stock.

"A.W." SINGLE DIAPHRAGM
LINEN SPEAKER KITS.

LISTS FREE.
Makers cf "APTUS" Specialities.

MOORE & CO.
(Est. 50 YEARS)

101 & 103 Dale Street, LIVERPOOL
Phone : Cen. 5204. Grains " Solutions"

THE
ORIGINAL N &K
INDUCTOR LOUD - SPEAKER
This remarkable loud -speaker not only equals the
moving coil but improves on its sensitiveness, clarity
arid beauty of tone. Cheaper to buy. Simple to operate.
No batteries. Large quantities E310 0
supplied without delay.

Full details free on request from:

A. BRODERSEN,
Demonstration and Showrooms at:

11 Northampton Sq., Goswell Rd., London, E.C.1
'Phone: Clerkenwell 7286
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WHERE YOU WILL FIND THE
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" AND
"WIRELESS MAGAZINE" SETS

AT THE EXHIBITION.

STAND No. 1.- " Amateur Wireless "
and " Wireless Magazine."-James
Band - pass Four, Five -point - three.
Wireless Magazine Standard A.C. Mains
Unit, Merlin Two, Exhibition Three,
Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker.

STAND No. 9.-Turner & Co.-Exhibi-
tion Three.

STAND No. 59.-British General Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd.-Merlin Two.

STAND No. 63.-Jackson Brothers.-
James' Band-pass Four.

STAND No. 78.-S. G: Brown, Ltd.-
Linen-diaphragm Loud -speaker (on
demonstration).

STAND No. 145.-Telegrzph Condenser Co.,
Ltd. --James' Band-pass Four.

STAND No. 202.-The Gripso Co.-Five-
point-three.

STAND No. 211.-H. Clarke & Co. (Man-
chester), Ltd.-Exhibition Three.

STAND No. 227.-E. ParoussL-Five-
point-three.

STAND No. 239.-Westinghouse Brake
and Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.-Wireless
Magazine Standard A.C. Mains Unit.

The " A.W." Exhibition Three is also
having a special display at Selfridge's.
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AT THE QUEEN'S HALL
THE large crowds which continue to

invade the "Proms." are a tribute to
the improved playing of the B.B.C. Orches-
tra. We have heard good renderings of
Beethoven's Fifth and Edgar's First Sym-
phonies, and a competent performance of
Tchaikovski's Sixth, but Wagner was
crudely dealt with on Monday.

Some interesting items during the week
have been a "Symphonic Impression" by
Alan Bush and a concerto for two piano-
fortes by Arthur Bliss, each conducted by
its composer; the first performance in
England of Kodaly's "Summer Evening,"
and the playing by Felix Salmond of
Ernest Bloch's "Schelomo" for 'cello and
orchestra. Of these works the " Schelomo,"
with markedly Jewish characteristics,
seemed the most profound.

Brilliant playing has marked the violin
concertos, Arthur Catterall in Sibelius on
Tuesday, and Jelly D'Aranyi and Odila
Fachin in a magnificent Bach concert on
September Io.

J.B. Chassimount Condensers
READERS should note that it is the

new J.B. Chassimount condenser
which is shown on page 329 of last week's
issue of "A.W."

These new J.B. condensers are available
in two, three, four, five and six -stage
gangings, and are manufactured, of course,
by Jackson Bros., Ltd., of 72 St. Thomas'
Street, S.E.I.

tnateur Wirelesj
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VArE sxr
GREATEST
IN GONE/
SPEAR6RS

-The new LOEWE RADIO model ER S5-
Radio's greatest advance in Cone-SI,ral,r
manufacture. Price 427- complete. Unit olds.
12/-. Unit and Chassis 16/0. Full details from

THE LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.,
4, Fountayne Road. Tottenham. N.15.

'Phone: Tnttenhani 321112.

ioEWEVIDID
///

A
FOR . . .

ELECTRIC REPRODUCTION

USE A LIMIT
Continentalanda genet

Finings.

illustration shows
l'ich-up attached.

Adjustable
Length Track -
n g Anal.

Spring Tension

PICK - UP ARM 15/6Obtainable through all factors and dealers
or write EAbH

LIMIT RADIO LIMITED, ALBION ST., LONDON, N.1

FSTATION

IDENTIFIER
AND

LOG MAP OF EUROPE
Given with every copy of the OCTOBER

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
which is enlarged to 140 pages and contains
over 55 features and nearly 200 illustrations.

'ON SALE NOW

EBONITE
PANELS

British Made.

EBONITE
LOW LOSS
FORMERS

AND

Choke Formers

LOOK FOR TRADE MARK
NEW TYPE SIX- AND FOUR- CONTACT
FORMER AND BASE. :: EASY TO FIT.

REDUCED PRICES
Sole Manufacturers- SEE OUR STAND

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL, W.7

No. 253
AT OLYMPIA RADIO

EXHIBITION.

ANNOUNCING THE NEW
ELECTROCET P.2

All electric. No batteries. No accumu-
lators. Needs no attention whatever.
Extremely simple to operate.
Finished in £ 15 Complete.Polished oak

(For A.C. mains only.)
Or 30/- dow n, and is monthly payments

of 27/'-.

And our combined Radio -Gramophone
'Fable model, in mahogany 18 gns.

Send to -day for our illustrated brochure
describing both these fine instruments.

THE ELECTROCET RADIO CO.
Solihull, Birmingham.
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THE FIRST
HOUSE TO
SPECIALISE IN RADIO

ON EASY TERMS.
ULTRA ALL ELECTRIC 3 -VALVE SET.-Fitted with two

Screened -grid valves and Pentode Output. For
A.C. cr D.C. mains.

Cash Price £23
or £4 With order and 11 monthly payments of £1/18/-

EKCO ALL -MAINS 2 -VALVE SET.-A reliable Regional
Receiver for A.C. or D.C. mains.

 Cash Price 214/10/ -
or 12 monthly payments of 26/3

LISSEN 2 -VALVE SET.-Battery Model, including valves.
Cash Price 23/10/ -

or 12 monthly payments of 6/5
MEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4 KIT.-A first-class

long-distance Receiver, incorporating 2 H.F. stages,
single -dial tuning.

Cash Price 211/15/ -
or 23/6 and 12 monthly payments of 18/6

NEW ORGOLA 1931 4 -VALVE KIT.-A high-grade com-
plete kit of parts, including cabinet and valves.

Cash Price 213/12/6
or 3'2/6 and 11 monthly payments of 24/ -

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE 3 KIT.-A considerable advance
on last season's 3 -valve Kit and at a lower price.

Cash Price, 25/17/6
or 10/- and 11 monthly payments of 12/9

COSSOR 4 -VALVE S.G. KIT.-Single dial control, Screened -
grid B.F. valve followed by detector and two stages
of LE.

Cash Price with valves, 23/17/6
or 18/1 with order and 11 monthly payments of 18/1

N.K. FARRAND INDUCTOR LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT.-
Quality of reproduction almost equal to a moving -
coil speaker.

Cash Price, 23/10/ -
or 12 monthly payments of 6/5

REGENTONE ELIMINATOR W5.-For A.C: mains. Out-
put 120 volts at 15 Iris, 2 variable and 1 power
tapping.

Cash Price, 25/17/6
or 10/9 with order and 11 monthly payments of 10/9

IF YOUR REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT LISTED HERE
SEND A POSTCARD FOR SPECIAL QUOTATION

New Tires Sales Co.
77, CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1. Tel.: Clcirkenwell 9406/7/8
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. 'Tel.: Caareery8266

The Portland Three -
valve Table Model is
a receiver employing
one detector and two
low -frequency stages.
It is very simple to
operate, and is par-
ticularly cheap to
run. It costs 0:19:6,
complete with all
accessories.

RUNNING COSTS 1/- per week
Write for illustrated catalogue of this and other models to :

CURRYS LTD.
24-28 Goswell Road, London, E.C.1

Branch -s throe:0.3w the Country

WHY WAIT ?
All the leading makes :-Marconi. Philips, Pye, McMichael,
G.E.C., etc., sets or components, supplied on very easy terms.

WILL DAY LTD.
19 LISLE STREET, W.C.2. Regent 6921-22.

Demonstrationspuro arranged,aso
be

High-Grade
SET & SPEAKER CABINET
Constructed of finely figurial oak oa
carved ball and claw legs, hand french

polished.
The Acme of Craftsmanship

£8.8.0, carriage paid.
Radio - Gramophone Cabinet

£10.0.0, carriage paid.
Models from £2.2.0 to £20. Thirty -

Page illustrated catalogue, post free-
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker,

E,tablishoi 1866. SWINDON

1

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES-
New Prices : fare 1 /3. Sacs 1'2. Zioes 10d. Sample doe.
18 Volts complete with bands and electrolyte 4/ 1 post 9J.
Sample unit 6d. Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/- 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET £5
A. TAYLOR, 57. Studley Road, Stockwell. LONDON.
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A small broadcasting station has been

erected at Tours (France) ; transmissions
are simultaneously carried out on 210 and
40 metres.

Senator Uchida, president of the Wire-
less Telegraph Co., of Japan, has arrived in
Sydney (N.S.W.) with a view to establishing
wireless telephone communication with
Australia.

-(1 PAR EX VALVE
SCREENS I

1 HOLDERS

Products PAR Excellence as specified for
THE ARROW 2"

Screen, as specified ... 3,i -

Band -pass (astatic) Coil ... 3/-

"A.W.' EXHIBITION 3"
Highly polished and mottled screen, to x 6

with hole 2/9
"Parex" Screened -Grid Valve Holder 2V-

Olympia-STAND No. 227 (Empire Fall)

Any screen made to order direct f ran

E. PAROUSSI
10 FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS, W.C.1

PHONE CHANCERY 7o to

" KABILOK "
CA 11 INET S

AT OLYMPIA AS USUAL

STAND 132 GALLERY
Visitors, you most not fail
to ode the Nero Ranyo
of Cabinets for every radio

need.

Non -visitors should send
for IVeze Ill List.

FREE.

W. & T. LOCK LTD. ST., PETERS WORKS, BATH.

TREBLE D1/TY
TERM/sus

TAKES THREE
DIFFERENT
TYPES OF
CONNECTION
ON ONE
TERMINAL

ASK FOR THE
'EELEX'

Write for List J 99

IlEASTICK&SONS
Bunhill RowLONDON.E.C.I.

THE STANDARD
PLUG-IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/_

DX COILS Ltd, London, E.8

CABINETS Solid (),,, American
Well made and highly polished.. Complete with Tralr,ro'alei:

19 in. x Bin. x vin. ip1/6 16 M. x sin. x 8 i.,. y (1/6
1, in.x sin. x Bin. , is in. x 8 in. x sin.

1O
18 is. a 7 in. x 10 M. 12/0 21.1n. x 7

'
,. x to in. 12:6

Postage and Packing 116 extra.
SEND FOR NEW BARGAIN LIST, POST FREE.

Sent C.O.D. if desired. 'Phone: Terminus 6777.
WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES

259 Gray's Inn Road. King's (;r oss, London, W.C.I.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit . a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
end under, and Is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

ENGINEERS-IMPORTANT NOTICE.-Results now to
hand show that 03 per cent. of our candidates pass their
Exams. at the first attempt, a remarkable record unap-
proached by any other organisation and showing why we
alone guarantee " No Pass-no Fee." If 93 out of every
100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you remain in
the ranks? Now is the time to " get busy " and investi-
gate. Our handbook, "Engineering Opportunities,"
explains the most simple and Successful home -study
methods of passing B.Sc., A.M.I.3Iech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., G.P.O., C. ct .0., Matric., etc.,
Exams. This book outlines courses in all branches of Civil,
Mech., Elec., Motor, and Wireless Engineering, shows the
unique advantages of our Appointments Dept.., and includes
a brilliant foreword by Prof. A. M. Low, in which he shows
clearly the chances you are missing. Send for Free
Handbook Now (state branch, post, or exam.).-British
Institute of Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare
House, 29-31 Oxford Street, London.

STAMPING AND MACHINING CONTRACTS wanted by
well-equipped London Factory. Brass or Aluminium
Condenser Plates, etc. Complete plating plant available.
-Apply, Jones, 21 Northumberland Avent.u, London
W.C.2.

WE WILL ACCEPT YOUR SURPLUS APPARATUS
(making you a high allowance) in part payment for any new
apparatus; your inquiry will be dealt with promptly.-
Dostock & Stonnill, 1 Westbourne Terrace, S.E.23.

INSTALL A CHARGING PLANT.-Itoore's Motor Gener-
ators and Lighting Plants produce big profits.-Moore's,
246 Thimblemill Road, Smethwhk.

PART EXCHANGE.-Send details of your surplus cam-
' onents and state new requirements. We will quote by
ieturn.-Jupiter itadio Service, 9 Sansom Street, London,
S. K.S.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS.-Two-valve- Kits 24/-, carr. 2/6.
Three -valve Kits 35/-, carr. 3/-. Speaker Kits front 12/6,
Co nplete 3 -valve sets With speaker and all accessories 92/6.
Portables, 5 valve, complete £6 10s. Mains sets: A.C,
2 valve, ready to mie £510s.: 3 valve £9; 4 -valve S.G. £13.
I it of components free. Get my prices before ordering
elseWhere.--Butlin, 143b Preston Road, Brighton.
WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONE CABINETS. Ready for
as ;embling or assembled. Write for lists. D. Mendip
IedusttiPo. Wi pserim be.

FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
For YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM.
Built like a piano, the fine tone and Style
brings a I Mil no words can convey.

(Over 3,000 delighted clients)
(Radio Press-leading Experts)

DIRECT From makers, APPROVAL
7 days FREE. De Luxe, £5 to £15.

Cash or EASY PAYMENTS.
Photographs FREE.

PlCKETTS, Radio Furniture Makere
(A.M.) Albion Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.

(Famed for excellence, honoured in
BEST Homes.)

REPAIRS
* Any make of L. F. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched Within
48 Hours-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- Posi. Free.

Te;nis to Trade
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

"Service" Dept.
953, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, S.W.17.

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS GUIDE
Send your name and address NOW for copy of the
New Edition of Reliability Wireless Guide No. 296lf.
to be issued during September, containing full de-
tails of New Season's Apparatus, Components, &c.

J. H. TAYLOR & CO.,
3, Radio House, Macaulay Street,

'Phone 341. HUDDERSFIELT:1

mateur Wiretezsi
COUPON

Available untilSaturday
OCTO3ER 4, 1930
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DUBILIER.
RESISTANCES
NOW COST YOU LESS

DUBILIER
DU M ETOHMiEd RES ISTANCE

Dumetohms
reduced to

1,9.
All values

DuwiroMts
now from
4 6 to 11!-,

according
to value

FIXED
CONDENSERS

TYPES 610 and 620
.00005 to .0009

.00t and .002 2/-

.003, .004, .035 2/3

.oc6 2/6

3/-

1/8

There is no excuse for
using inferior resistances,
because Dubilier now pass
on to you the benefits of in-
creased production, namely
-lower price.
Good resistances are essen-
tial if the best results are

to be obtained, so
ask for Dubilier
next time. Use
Dubilier Condens-
ers too !

We are exhibiting at Stand 50
THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
Olympia (New Halt). Sept. 1S-217, 19:0

UBILIE
CONDENSERS

DUIIIIIER CONIIENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.
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Marconi PX.4 will dissipate
o watts in its anode circuit

at a high tension voltage of 200

-as much power as valves of the
LS5 class at goo volts I Not only

is this a boon to owners of A.C. re-
ceivers and eliminators, but it places all

who have so far been limited by a D.C.
supply on a level with the high voltage
enthusiast. Undistorted reproduction of
Radio or Records at full volume becomes
possible without any additional batteries or
voltage boosters. The long filament and excep-
tionally large anode-actually the largest used
in any standard power valve-gives the low
impedance of only i,o5o ohms.

Marconi PX4 is thus the ideal valve for matching
to low impedance speakers, ensuring a full un-
forced bass response, at the same time it is exactly
right in a pUsh-pull circuit for the majority of
standard moving coil and balanced armature
speakers.

And it is ALL BRITISH.

In all A.0 circuits
use Marconi PX4 with
Marconi MS4 screen grid

M11 high magnification
MIlL4 general purpose
MI..4 low frequency

In D.C. and battery circuits
use Marconi PX4 with
Marconi Soo screen grid

11410 high magnification
111,410 general purpose
L410 low frequency

CHARACTERISTICS
Amplification Factor - 35.\t,,5.....40

Impedance - s,o5o ohms.
Fil Current o.6 amp.

Mutual Conductance - - 3.3

C
CX4

THE MA RCON1PHONE COMPANY LIMITED
Radio House, Tottenham Court Road, W. I

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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EVERYTHING 9.lg.C. ELECTRICAL
voidegotaranke

Ell

AN OUTSTANDING NEW
4 VALVE S.G. RECEIVER

THAT Will GET YOU ANYWHERE
SELLING IN EVERY PART OF THE COUNTRY

11111150

The complete kit is a triumph of skilled design
and construction, the like of which cannot be
equalled. Never before has such wonderful
radio value .hetign offered - so take quick
advantage of this opportunity.
Fill in coupon below for POST FREE
Instruction Chart, which will tell you
all you want to know about the
" OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET 4."

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS
You can either buy your " OSRAM MUSIC

MAGNET 4 "for cash or on these attractive
HIRE PURCHASE terms :- £1-3-6

deposit, 12 monthly payments of 18, 6.

Prices apply onlv in Great Britain a;:d
Northern Ireland.

4E SET THAT -BRINGS THE
CONTINENT TO THE BRITISH

warimmie
dv t .of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, K olgsway, London, W .C.2..
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Sold by all ND
CSS

0

Cut out coupon and paste on postcard or enclose in unsealed
envelope. Halfpenny postage in either case.

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIEITION, Olympia, Stand 46, Ground Floor, New Ha'l
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